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PREFACE
"This volume is the second in a three volume series of reports submitted
to the National Science Foundation for a pr'oject entitled "University of
Rhode Island, University of Maine Study of Social and Cultural Aspects of
Fisheries Management in New England Under Extended Jurisdiction" (N.S.F.
Grant Number AER77-o60l8).

This pr'oject was funded through the RANN

Directorate of N.S.F. (Research ApPlied to National Needs), and was designed
to pr'ovide data on social, cultural, and economic aspects of the New England
fishing scene which would be of value to those in industry and government
concerned with managing the marine fisher ies of the northeastern

~rt

of

the United States, particularly those concerned with management under
PL 94-265, the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act of 1976.

It is

important to note that PL 94-265 calls for the management of U.S. fisheries
for Optimum Sustainable Yield.

This means, in essence, that the D.S. fish-

eries would be managed not only for biological ends, but with economic
and social factors in mind as well.

The Congress clearly recognized that

the management of marine fisheries affects both the fish resources and the
economy and culture of coastal communities.

The data in each of the three

academic areas most directly involved in fisheries management are very uneven.
There is a great deal of information about the biological aspects of U.S. fisheries; less on the economic sphere; and virtually no social and cultural
information on fishermen and fishing communities in New England.

~his

current

pr'oject was initiated with a view toward correcting that imbalance.
All told, there were 13 people who worked on the pr'oject: five
University of Rhode Island and eight from the University of Maine.
iii

from the

The entire University of Rhode Island crew were
University of

~ine

~nthropologists.

Five of the

group were anthropologists; two others were economists.

The

people who authored sections of this volume, along with their institutional affil1
iation on the project. academic discipline, and project role are listed below:
Project
Academic
Name
Role
Field
Institution
Dr. James M. Acheson

Principal
Investigator

Anthropology

University of
Maine

Dr. Ann W. Acheson

Research
Assistant

Anthropology

University of
Maine

Dr. John R. Bort

Research
Assistant

Anthropology

Unive sity of
Maine

Fran Danowski

Graduate
Student

Anthropology
and Sociology

University of
Rhode Island

Anthropology

University of
Maine

Anthropology

University of
Maine

Research
Assistant

Anthropology

University of
Rhode Island

Dr. John J. Poggie, Jr. Research
Associate

AnthroIJology

University of
Rhode Island

Dr. Toby Lazarowitz 3
Jayne Lello

Research
~ssistant

Dr. Marcos Miller
4

2

Dr. Richard B. Pollnac

Research
Associa te

Anthropology

University of
Rhode Isla nd

Robert Reidman

Research
Assistant

Economics

University of
lMaine

Dr. John Van Maanen S
Dr. James A Wilson

1

Research
Associate

Sociology

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Economics

University of
Maine

Several additional people worked on the project as interviewers, but did not
write any of the material contained in this volume

2

Also worked on University of Rhode Island staff for two months
3

4

5

On the project only part-time, in the fall of 1979
In charge of University of Rhode Island crew
No formal connection with the project
iv

This project had five objectives:

(a) to provide baseline data on the

fishing communities and fisheries of New England, (b) to provide information
on key values and social institutions, (c) to collect and analyze data on
innovation in the New England fishing industry, (d) to provide a model
other social scientists could use to apPly social science information to
problems of fisheries management, and (f) to integrate social, economic and
biological information in ways that provide a coordinated pictUre of fishing
behavior.
data.

Volume I of this report contains the information on the baseline

This information is being published in two parts.

The IOrt study

data on the area between EastJ:X)rt, Maine and the New Hampshire/ Massachusetts
boundary has been published by the University of Maine Sea Grant Office
in a volume entitled "The Fishing Ports of Maine and New Hampshire. "

The

J:X)rt study data on Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut has been
published by the University of Rhode Island Sea Grant Office in a volume
entitled "The Small Fishing Ports of Southern New England."
The fifth objective -- the integration of social, economic and biological
data -- has been vr.ritten up in the third volume entitled ".An Adaptational
View of New England Fisheries."
This volume contains articles concerned with objectives (b), (c), and
(d).

Section I entitled "Key Values and Social Units in New England

Fishing Ports" consists of a series of articles on institutions and vahles.
These range from articles on occupational commitment, types of fishermen,
and fish markets, to studies of fishermen's wives and kinship.

All are

studies of important institutions in fishing and ones which strongly influence
the behavior of various sets of New England £ishermen.
Section II contains information on innovation among New England

v

fishermen.

In this section, we report on several different kinds of

innovations in New England and the social and economic factors that
determine their adoption or non-adoption.

It should be noted that we

deliberately studied innovations at different levels of complexity and cost.
Metal lobster traps (reported by Acheson) are a relatively simple, low cost
innovation; the

~inds

of electronic gear and fishing gear reported on by

Acheson and Reidman is more complicated, and costs are considerably
higher.

The adoption of pair trawlers, reported by John Bort, concerns a

very complicated innovation and one which is a major investment by any
standard.
Our initial reason for focusing on innovation stemmed from a concern
with the impact of the new 200 mile limit bill.

We assumed that PL 94-265

would open nell- economic opportunities to the members of the fishing
community and that the ultimate effect of the bill would be related to
their ability to respond to the opportunities presented.

We assumed that

if members of the fishing community were able to respond positively to the
opportunities presented,this bill would ultimately result in larger boats
and crews, more equipment, more investment, larger catches and greater
sales, and ultimately more people employed.
we

If they were unable to respond,

assumed that the fishing industry would be taken over by corporate

conglomerates.

Our information indicates that the industry is very much

able to respond to the opportunities presented.

However, it also

demonstrates that the phenomenon of innovation among New England fishermen
is by no means as uncomplicated as we had previously thought, and that far
more is involved in technical and economical change in this industry.
Section I I I contains four articles on applicationS of social and
vi

economic information to specific problems facing fisheries managers in
New England at present.

It should be noted that our initial objective

was to provide a model to other social scientists on ways to apPly social
Science data to problems of fisheries management.

We quickly discovered

that there was no single model that could be applied and that each management
situation was unique.

That is, the kinds of management schemes proposed

for one fishery and the net effects it would have vary greatly with the fishery.

We also discovered that social scientists could contribute greatly to

fisheries management efforts, but only through specific studies on the effects
and responses to specific fisheries management schemes.

Accordingly, we did

separate studies of four different fisheries and the management schemes Which
have been proposed for each.

We comment on some of our more general findings

in the last section of the volume.

With fortune, same of our data,

conclu~

sions and commentary on these studies will be of aid to other social scientists
attempting the same task.
As is noted, the final report on the entire N.S.F. project report consists of three volumes.

Volumes I and III are books whose sections are

written sequentially.

This volume, number II, is composed of a series of

independent articles.

The decision to produce a volume of unrelated articles

was deliberate and undertaken for two reasons.

First, one of the primary aims

of the RANN (Research Applied to National Needs) Program was to produce information which would be of use to policy makers in areas of pressing national
concern.

RANN, accordingly, was concerned not only that the research produced

under its auspices be of use, but that it be made available to concerned groups
and individuals in industry, government, academia, and the public.
one

of

the

requirements

for

recipients
vii

of

In

fact,

HSF-RANN Grants is to disseminate the information produced to potential
user groups and to submit as part of the final report a lIutilization
plan ll indicating how the information has been made available to the public,
who has made use of it, and future plans for further dissemination.

Because

of this strong emphasis on producing and communicating pertinent information,
we decided to present part of our reports in the form of articles.

We

knew that, given the state of the publishing market, if we produced
nothing but one or two books, nothing might be published from the project.
Even if they were eventually published, they might not be read by our
intended audience.

Fishermen overall read few books.

By producing a volume

of articles, we could be sure that at least some of them would eventually
be published in magazines, journals, or reports that would reach members of
the industry or agencies concerned with fisheries management.

It is

apparent now that our fears that much of our data would never be published
were groundless.

Our entire first volume has been published by Sea Grant

and seven articles in this volume have been accepted in journals ranging
from The American Ethnologist and Human Organization to Fisheries and The
Transactions of the American Fisheries Society.
Second, many of the articles in this volume were written to present
data and idea.s which could be drawn on in presenting the argument in the
third volume of this report.

This third volume, which presents an

adaptational view of fishing behavior, builds upon a wide variety of data
concerning all aspects of fishing behavior.

Some of these data are presented

in Volume I I I itself, but much of the required data in many disperate
ramifying fields

is presented in Volume I I and simply referred to again in

Volume III.
Although s.everal of the articles in thi..s second volume have already
viii

been accepted for publication, others are not in final publishable form.
These articles were written with a view toward preserving the data we
collected during the course of the project.

Much of the factual information

will have to be condensed or deleted when these papers are submitted for
publication.

Thus, the final published versions will be shorter and more

concise, but will lack some of

the detail presented here.

Several different factors influenced what articles would be produced
for this volume and who would write them.

The press of time was certainly

one factor as well as our desire to have people write up information they
were interested in and in areas where they had special competence.

In this

regard, in the fall of 1978, after we had completed most of our field work,
we decided to divide up the data we had jointly collected because we had
such a massive amount of material that specialization was necessary if we
were to meet our deadline.

Accordingly, the University of Rhode Island

crew took all the data on occupational choice and commitment, which was
collected by both crews during the first six months of the proj ect, since
it was agreed they could make the most of it.

Using these data, John Poggie

and Richard Pollnac produced the articles on occupational commitment which
appear in this volume.

The University of Maine crew analyzed all of the data

on another joint study which focused on innovation, changes in fishing
practices, and attitudes towards various management options.
were of special interest to this crew.

These topics

The result is series of papers

produced by Acheson, Bort, and Acheson and Reidman on innovation, gear changes,
and limited entry.
It should be noted that there are articles. in this volume from eight

other distinct studies besides these mentioned above which were undertaken
in connection with this project.
ix

First, Fran Danowski, a graduate student at the University of Rhode
Island, did all of her own interviewing under the direction of John Poggie,
her advisor, using only a small amount of project funds.

The paper in this

volume, authored by Danowski, is also her master's degree thesis.
Second

the four papers on lobster traps and lobster catches by

Acheson and Acheson and Reidman were produced from data from a study which
was begun under the auspices of Sea Grant in the summer of 1977 and continued
periodically throughout the N.S.F. study (i.e. until October 1979).
Third, the data for two of the papers by Poggie and Pollnac were
collected during an earlier study sponsored by Sea Grant.

These data were

analyzed and written up during the course of this N.S.F. project and with
this project's goals in mind.
Fourth, James Wilson, an economist, did all of the interviewing on
fresh fish markets during the course of this project and wrote up these
data.
Fifth, James Acheson and Toby Lazarowitz, who both have an interest in
kinship, collected some interviews on kinship and community and produced the
two articles on these topics appearing in this volume.
A sixth project was undertaken in the $Pring of 1978 by John Roberts
and James Acheson on crew composition and fishing success.

Although the

results of this study are surprising and very good, we did not have time to
write up an article for inclusion in this volume.

The article will be jointly

written by Roberts. and Acheson in the winter of 1980.
Seventh, Jayne Lello attended all the meetings. of the Fishermen's
Wive's Association of Portland -- an important lobbying group.

This

resulted in the article by Acheson and Lello on that Association.
x

Eighth~

fishermen of

Marcos Miller gathered qualitative information on the

Gloucester~

Massachusetts during the year he lived in that port.

Miller and John Van Maanan used these data and insights to produce two
articles on social differences among fishermen.
It should be noted that the entire effort of our study was to obtain
information on the three most important fisheries in New England and to focus
on what we considered the most important topics.

In this regard, it should

be noted that the URI crew focused completely on groundfishing -- the most
important type of fishing in southern New England.

The Maine crew split its

attention between the lobster fishery -- the most important one in
northern New England -- and herring and groundfishing.
focused on species which are currently relatively
queen crab, squid, alewives,
In

addition~

provide important

quohogs~

No attention was

unimportant~

such as

marine worms, or sea urchins.

we focused on topics which we were certain would prove to
kinds of information for those concerned with management.

In studying lobster management, we focused on the 3.5 inch measure, since
this is the most critical and controversial aspect of the current lobster
management plan.

For the same reason, we concentrated attention on

limited entry programs in the groundfishery because management by limited
entry is constantly cropping up in professional discussions concerning
groundfish management.
It is especially important to note that not all the ways this
information can be used for purposes of marine fisheries management are
apparent on the surface.
Section I

This is particularly true of the articles in

concerning key values. and institutions.

In this regard, it

should be recalled that the biologists ,managers, and industry representatives
xi

often have a good deal of information on the biology of the species in
question, and good economic data on catches, income, and so on.

They have

no systematic information on the social organization of fishing communities
or the values of people w:ho live in them.

In short, they have very little

information on the differences among the communities they are trying to regulate, the basic socio-cultural factors which so strongly influence the
impact of fisheries management plans, and the reactions of fishermen to those
plans.

The managerial implications of the articles contained here are dis-

cussed in some detail in the last section of this volume.
Each of the authors edited his own work.

First drafts of these articles

Ylere typed at the University of Rhode Island and the University of Maine.
final draft of this volume was typed by Justine Shea of Orono, Maine.

The

Ann

Acheson proofread the final version, and made minor editorial changes on most
of the articles.

xii

SECTION I
KEY VALUES AND SOCIAL UNITS IN NEW ENGLAND FISHING PORTS

ADAPTATION TO UNCERTAINTY AND SMALL NUMBERS EXCHANGE:

THE NEW ENGLAND FRESH FISH MARKET

James A. Wilson

Research for this paper was supported with funding from the National Science
Foundation and Sea Grant. I am indebted to Ms. Robin Peters of the University
of Maine Marine Advisory Service for her excellent and insightful field work
and to Ms. Peters, Joel Dirlam, Tom Duchesneau, David Wihry and an anonymous
referee fOr their critical and very helpful comments on drafts of the paper.

Introduction
This paper is based on five years of fairlY intimate contact with one
particular market--the New England fresh fish market, especially sales made
by fishermen to the first buyer.

At first glance this market appears to

operate under a set of conditions which reasonably approximate the textbook
picture of a perfectly competitive market:

there are many buyers and sellers;

exit and entry are easily accomplished; and there appear to be relatively
homogenous products and an adequate flow

of market information.

Upon close

examination, however, one finds that the conditions surrounding almost every
individual transaction are far from representative of a perfectly competitive
market.

The reasons for this are twofold:

(1) the relatively inaccurate, slow

and unequal distribution of information about market conditions to buyers and
sellers gives rise to considerable uncertainty, and (2) the private ownership
of facilities for off-loading boats effectively precludes the existence of spot
markets with many buyers and sellers.
Normally one would expect that the twin problems of uncertainty and a
small numbers bargaining situation would give rise to potentially large misallocations of resources and to inequities caused by opportunistic behavior.
To a certain extent, however, these potential problems have been mitigated by
the evolution of a variety of implicit contractual arrangements, almost all
of which emphasize relatively long term bilateral exchange patterns.

In the

more successfUl cases, the parties to these bilateral arrangements tend to
experience better access to relevant market information, leading to more efficient resource allocations • Additionally, by bringing past and future behavior under their purview, theSe bilateral arrangements tend to constrain
potentially

opportunistic acts by one or the other party.
2

Parties to the

more successful arrangements, as a result, ten:l to be placed in relatively
favorable competitive positions.

Nevertheless, what appears to be highly

significant about these bilateral arrangements is that their widespread use
tends to reduce seriously the amo'lIDt and quality of infonnation generated
by the market.

Depending on the circumstances, this appears to lead, or,

at least, to contribute to highly volatile prices, inventory gluts and product wastage, inefficient allocations of fish harvesting effort, and problems
with product qulaity--impairments which impact upon all actors in the market.
In effect, the individual benefits of this relatively uniform adaptive
behavior do not appear to be self-reinforcing; instead, the collective effect
is to create significant impairments which tend to erode the beneficial aspects
of each individual agreement.

Interestingly, recent theoretical works by

Darby and Karni (1973), Goldberg (1974), Williamson (1975) and others have
addressed the operation of markets under similar conditions and have predicted
outcomes reasonably consistent with those found in the New England market for
fTesh fish.
In the paper which follows, the basic circumstances of the market are
first described.

This is followed by a description and analysis of the two

most common forms of bilateral arrangements--what are called here reciprocal
and consignment agreements.

The paper then turns to an analys is of the per-

formance of the market under the ciTcumstances of pervasive and relatively
stable bilateral exchange patterns.
The Market
In order to understand the operations of the fresh fish market it is
necessary to describe, at least briefly, the conditions under Which the market
f'lIDctions.

The source of supply, the fishery, ranges from the Mid-Atlantic
3

Bight to·the waters off Nova Scotia and the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

It is con-

ducted by a heterogeneous group of approximately 1800 vessels, mostly individually owned, ranging from 25 to over 150 feet in length, equipped with almost
every conceivable kind of fishing gear (hooks, trawls, traps, seines, weirs,
et~.).

Fish are landed at over 200 ports and harbors from Connecticut to

Maine.

There are over 400 licensed dealers and processors who buy directly

from the fiSherman (Peters and Wilson 1977).
The product is some 27 commercially valuable fish species.
are caught wild.

All species

For each species, variations important to the market arise

because of differences in the size of individual fish, time out of water
(which bears heavily on expected shelf life and final market quality), methods
of handling and storage aboard the catching vessel and after landing, and
season/location of harvest which, in some species, also affects the quality
of t he meat.

1

Except for fish size, these variations are not easily observed

at either the first buyer or wholesale market level and do not give rise to
consistent, market-wide quality premiums.
The initial market transactions begins as fish are off-loaded from the
vessel.

The off-loading agent may be a cooperative, the fisherman himself,

or an independent buyer, anyone of whom may also function as a shipper, buyer,
broker or processor or some combination of all four.

Prices of transfer are

frequently stated at the time of off-loading, although it is more common, especially in the ports more distant from the central markets, for fish to be
shipped to a broker in the Boston or

New

York area on a consignment bas is.

Payment may be made immediately, at the end of the week, or frequently, two
or three weeks after the sale depending on the method of sale and the buyer's
particular practice.

Payment is calculated on the bam is of a rough sorting of

the catch into categories determined by weight, species type and fish size.

4

It is estimated that approximately

60 percent of the product is con-

sumed in restaurants, with a significant additional amount going to institutions
of one sort or another. 2

These sources of final demand, as well as retail

fish markets, tend to exhibit very strong preferences for a steady, reliable
supply of product.

This preference is not absolute in that there is room for

the substitution of one species for another and, depending on the 'class' of
restaurant or retail establishment, of frozen for fresh product.

However, it

is a preference which has an important impact on behavior at the first buyer
level.
At the time of the initial transaction, three crucial pieces of information are only imprecisely known by one or both of the parties:

(1) Current

market prices are generally not well known to either party as prices are
highly variable over short periods of time and even. among transactions taking
place at about the same time (for reasons--elaborated later--having to do with
the institutional structure of the market).

(2) Established product quality

standards, such as those commonly applied to meat and other agricultural products, are absent.

Hence, quality determination

is highly subjective.

This

gives rise to a situation in which prices cannot be unambiguously correlated
wi th variations in quality, which means that knowledge of any stated price
does not necessarily convey any information about the product.

(3) The quality

of the fish in the boat hold cannot be known until the fish are actually offloaded and inspected.

Consequently, at the time the parties agree to conduct

the transaction there are no unambiguous, market-generated measures of value
available to accurately assess the current value of the fisherman's load, nor is
there

a way to accurately determine the precise characteristics of the load.

In addition to these informational impairments in the market, private ownership of off-loading facilities by individual first buyers, coupled with the
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cost and time associated with moving a boat from wharf to wharf, effectively
prevents fiShermen from soliciting multiple bids for the product of any given
fishing trip.
These circumstances of the market appear to have effectively prohibited
the formation of reasonable spot exchanges. 3

In response to the absence of

such exchanges individuals have evolved a variety of alternative transactional
modes.

Many of these modes, such as roadside truck sales by fishermen to

touri sts and "midnight" export sales of over-quota landings, are the results
of attempts to exploit special circumstances.

4

This paper describes and ana-

'lyzes the more common modes of transaction in the initial market, namely, those
that are not solely dependent upon idiosyncratic supply, product market, or
regulatory conditions for their existence.
These more common modes of transaction are appropriately categorized according to the location of buyers and sellers relative to one another and to
the fish at the time of the transaction.

Relative location is important

because i t determines the amount of information available to the buyer and
seller regarding the actual conditions of the fish

being bought and sold,

the ease of communication during the transaction, and the possibilities for
resolving disputes.

Consequently, it is useful to distinguish between situa-

tions in which buyer and seller are both present with the product at the time
of the sale and situations in which one or the other is removed.

The following

discussion considers two transactional modes --reciprocal agreements and consignment sales--that are most representative of this criterion of relative
location.

The reader should

be aware, however, that the analytical conven-

ience "Which is achieved by this categorization can possibly leave the impression
of homogeneous behavior within transactional modes.

In fact, the importance

of the adaptive behavior analyzed here is the subtle accomodation to very particularistic external conditions which it permits.
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Reciprocal Agreements:

Sales at the Dock

The most common and, from the point of view of the fisherman, the most
preferred transaction mode is a relatively personal,unwritten, long-term,
reciprocal agreement between fisherman and dock-side buyer.

The basis for

this form of agreement arises primarily from the contractual arrangements
the buyer maintains with his clients--restaurants, institutions and processors.
As mentioned above, the buyer's clients tend to exhibit a strong preference
for a reliable and steady supply of fish.
supply

re~uirements

The dock-side buyer can meet these

either with fish purchased directly from fishermen or

through exchanges with other buyers.

For a variety of reasons--the short shelf

life of the product, the need to physically transfer and inspect purchased fish
in order to assure product

~ua1ity

for his clients and the frequent unavaila-

bility of fish from other buyers--buyers tend to rely heavily upon supplies
purchased directly from fishermen.

This dependence is sufficiently strong

that the threat of withholding future supplies provides the fisherman with a
reasonable amount of leverage with respect to the valuation of each boatload
of fish.

5 That is, since market information is usually known to a greater

degree by the buyer, and since the valuation placed on the fisherman's catch
is dependent upon this information, the fisherman employs his threat of withholding future supplies to off-set the buyer's advantage of greater access to
current market information.
The aspect of repeated transactions which is explicit in the fisherman's
position in this bargaining effectively transforms a simple transaction into
a relatively long term, quasi-contractual re1ationship.6

The acceptance of

such a relationship by both parties provides the basis for a trustworthy relationship capable of further refinement for mutual benefit.
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In other words,

once the initial agreement is reached, other, trust-dependent arrangements
can be developed.

To the individual the economic significance of a trustworthy

relationship lies in the reduction in his costs of verifying the statements
of the other party.

This reduction in transactions costs ,creates strong eco-

nomic forces which favor the extension of the bilateral relationship to exchanges of other goods and services.
In the case of reciprocal agreements, almost all the extensions of the
relationship which arise appear to be elaborations of the original basis for
the agreement--the fishermen's relatively poor knowledge of market conditions
and the buyer's dependence on reliable supplies--and, significantly, tend to
come about in response to very specific problems encountered as part of the
relationship.

For example, a buyer may purchase a boatload of fish' at a price

above that necessary to provide a normal margin (or to avoid loss) in order
to assure the fisherman a positive return on his vessel's trip and to avoid
the trauma of dumping the fish into the harbor. 7

The nature of this kind of

transaction tends to further reinforce and elaborate the relationship:

at a

minimum, some form of reciprocation, usually the continued delivery of fish
in the future, is expected of the fisherman; additionally the buyer may be
accorded an informal advisory role in directing the species composition and
timing of the seller's future fi shing. effort in order to minimi ze future
losses by both fisherman and buyer.

In effect, the buyer tends to assume some

of the risk of the fishing operation, and, in return, is assured a more dependable source of supply.

On the other side of the arrangement, the fisherman

tends to gain better access to market information, is generally accorded relatively favorable short-terFl financial backing for new equipment, repairs, and
so on, and can expect fairly even-handed and relatively argument-free evaluations of his catch.

To a certain extent the more refined reciprocal agreements
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tend to create the kind of coordinated action typical of an integrated firm.
However~

the most significant difference between these relationships and an

integrated firm lies in the fact that the relationship is constrained by the
expectation that over time the accounts of the agreement, which include many
immeasurable aspects of the process of reciprocation such as personal favors,
loans of equipment

~

and so on, need to maintain a rough balance.

Reciprocal agreements are also characterized by the withholding of information which would not occur in an integrated firm.

Fishermen are most likely

to withhold information about the location and other details of their catch
in order to reduce the probability that other fishermen will acquire that
knowledge.

This deprives the buyer of a 'trade item,' valuable in his dealings

with other fishermen; and to the extent that those other fishermen do not
catch a s many f ish

as they might otherwise, the withholding of information

by the seller may also deny the buyer (and 'his' other fishermen) a certain
amount of income.

The buyer's greatest' advantage in these situations is his

more current information about prices and inventories in the central markets
around Boston and New York.

The

withholding~

distortion, and/or selective use

of this infonnation and a generally superior ability to analyze it is highly
valuabe to the buyer at the time of valuing the catch.

There is always a

strong tendenc,y

The Commerce Depart-

to exploit this advantage, of course.

ment issues a daily market information sheet which provides a check on the most
blatantly opportunistic acts of information manipulation, but this is sufficiently aged by the time it reaches the subscriber (1-3 days) and non-specific
with regard to quality Variations to provide roan for considerable maneuvering
around the facts.
vides

the

Consequently, it is the reciprocal agreement itself which pro-

greatest constraint on opportunistic behavior, for maneuvering for

short term individual advantage is done only at the risk of jeopardizing the
future benefits of that agreement.
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Maintenance and Enforcement of Reciprocal Agreements
Reciprocal agreements are not easily maintained over long periods.

One

of the reasons for this is that the agreement is rarely, if ever, a written
contract which carefully defines the rights and obligations of each party.
Such a contract would, of course, be almost impossible to write.

The circ-

umstances which might arise over its life would be almost impossible to foresee--aS would equitable means for dealing with those circumstances (Williamson

1975: 65-70; 91-94; Goldberg 1974: 462-463).

Consequently, the agreements bet-

ween buyers and fishermen tend to be informal, in a legal sense, with a strong
emphasis placed upon reciprocation as a means for balancing the accounts of
the relationship.

If these agr.eements are to work satisfactori;Ly, both buyer

and seller must share

a common sense of what is fair, a more or less consis-

t:ent method o:f accounting for the status of the current 'balance' of the agreement,especially the more difficult to measure aspects of reciprocation, and a
consistent sense of the rights and obligations to be accorded one another
(Hacauley 1963). The procedure, which is repetitively enacted to fulfill the
terms of the agreement, involves the adjustment of the terms of current transactions as the arrival of new information better illuminates the market circumstances pertinent to

previous~

completed transactions.

In effect,

reciprocation over time provides an avenue for the resolution of many of the
problems--especially the distributional problems--which arise in individual
transactions characterized by uncertainty and small numbers.
Needless to say this method of transaction is not without its costs.

The

primary cost is the time required to "WOrk out the current balance and, in general, to negotiate the continuance of the agreement.

By and large this time

is independent of the quantity of fish changing hands, a circumstance which
tends to work against smaller fishermen.
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On the other hand, . the: negotiation,

process is thorougb.J¥, almost inextricabJ.y, mixed in with "irrelevant" gossip,
banter, fish stories, and technical discussions Which are obviously pleasureable and valued.

A small boat fisherman who is adept at these kinds of personal

exchanges can essentially use that ability to off-set his lack of supply leverage, a possibility that is not open to the fisherman with an 'ugly personality'
and untrustworthy character.

In effect, even the process of negotiating the

balance of the account carries with it subtle entries on both the debt and
credit sides of the ledger.
Given the vague nature of the

agreemen~its

openendedness, the difficulties

of language (in terms of proper accounting for the many immeasurable aspects
of the reciprocation)--and the frequent large changes in the circumstances
surrounding the agreement, it is not surprising that disputes and terminations
of agreements are frequent.

When agreements break down, usually one or both

parties is of the opinion that the accounts of the agreement remain unbalanced
in a manner not favorable to his interests.
reason aggreements fail.

In fact, this is generally the

Normally one would expect that a settling-up could

be pursued, through the courts if necessary.

However, the ill-defined accounts

associated with reciprocation and the informally and incompletely specified
terms of the contract make it impossible for a third party to successfully arbitrate disputes over the balance

of

the account.

Given this virtual unenforceability of individual agreements, one might
suspect considerable room for oPPJrtunistic behavior. There is, undoubtedly,
some.

However, given the reasonably close-knit nature of the market community,

opportunism is fairly tightly constrained, in this instance, through the
creation of individual reputations.

That is, over time the community learns

about and discriminates among patterns of individual behavior.

For example,

if the arrangement between a particular fisherman and buyer breaks down, other
11

buyers will attempt, nevertheless, to establish a new relationship with the
fisherman and other fishermen will not necessarily avoid dealing with the
buyer.

This occurs because everyone understands the difficulty of maln-

taining reciprocal agreements.

A single dispute is not taken as incontro-

vertible evidence of the untrustworthiness of either party.

It is only after

repeated involvement in failures of reciprocal agreements that a fisherman or
buyer acquires a 'bad name' in the market (Darby and Karni 1973: 81-83; Goldberg 1974: 462-463).

After that point the transactions undertaken by the

(literally) discredited fisherman or buyer are usually carried out under conditions of the highly inpaired spot market or in the more preferred consignment
market (described below).

For such fishermen and buyers the advantages of

shared risk are foregone, access to capital is more difficult, and, most
importantly, the flow of information about market and product supply conditions
is reduced.

Such conditions lead to more frequent losses, misallocations of

fishing effort, and a marginal or failed position in the fishery.
In a sense, a selection mech.anism appears to be at work here.

Those

individuals possessing the linguistic and social abilities necessary to
reduce the cost of maintaining reciprocal agreements tend to be placed in
relatively favorable economic circumstances.

These requirements for success-

ful adaptation to market impairments appear to significantly modify the traditional measure of individual economic success--efficiency in the production
or distribution of fish.

Efficiency is not unimportant to the

economic.pos~

ition of the individual in these circumstances, but other factors, given by
the criteria for successful adaptation, are likely to be highly significant
for the 'marginal' individual.
may deny an

In fact, failure to fulfill these criteria

individual access to those factors--especially market information--

necessary to achieve efficiency in the first place.
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Consi~ent

Sales

Fishermen Who are not parties to reciprocal agreements (either because their unreliable or low volume supply characteristics provide little
basis for establishment of an agreement or because they are unable to maintain the personal relationships re~ured of reciprocal agreements) generally
have recourse to what the market terms 'consignemnt selling.'

8

In consign-

ment sales, fish are off-loaded, sorted, boxed and iced, and then transported

.

by truck to a broker's 'house' usually in the Boston or New York area.

The

broker then disposes of the fish either to his clients or another broker.
The price obtained by the broker at the time of this transaction, less the
broker's fee and all other costs up to the time of this transaction, is the
price received by the fisherman.

A seller will typically establish a long-

term arrangement with a single broker.

Anyone seller generally provides

only a small part of the broker's total supply since most of the fishermensellers Who rely on brokers lack the large and reliable supply necessary for
the establishment of a reciprocal agreement with a dockside buyer.
In common with sales at the dock, consignment sales are conducted in the
face of considerable uncertainty--with regard to price,
the actual

~uali ty

of the fish.

~uality

premiums, and

However, two other characteristics of a con-

signrnent sale considerably increase the probability that opportunism will
enter the transaction.

First, at the time of the transaction, one party--

usually the fisherman--is physically removed from the fish and, hence, is
deprived of direct knowledge of their condition.

Second, since the individ-

ual fisherman's threat to withhold future supplies has little potential for
damaging the broker, the only threat to the broker's supply is the possible
loss of his reputation (Goldberg 1974: 472; Darby and Karni 1973: 81-83).
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This is a much less binding constraint than that faced by the dockside buyer
dependent upon a few, large (relative to his size) suppliers, because the
latter constraint

on broker behavior can be effectively exercised only if

sellers from widely scattered locations collectively pool and jointly analyze their experience ratings of the broker--a costly and unlikely posSibility.9
Put differently, the cost of accurate collective experience rating by sellers
under the circumstances of the consignment market is sufficiently high that
it only lightly constrains the broker's potential opportunism.
On the other hand, one would normally expect that in market s character-

ized by many buyers and sellers--and the consignment market is characterized
by potentially

1 arge numbers--bidding among brokers for the supply of sellers

would tightly constrain the market power of the broker.

There should be no

need for collective experience rating in such a market.

However, for a

var~

iety of reaSons similar to those given to explain the nature of transactions
at dock side, this does not happen.

First, because of the wide variation in

quality and the lack of adequate product standards, quoted prices are, at
best, ambiguous •

Additionally, because prices lack market-wide uniformity

and are frequently volatile over short periods of time, it is never clear
to the seller whether the sale price reported or offered by the broker is
accurate.

Nei ther the Commerce Department's market information sheets nor

other information available to the seller (for example, from other sellers)
is sufficiently precise in terms of quality-designation, time and location
for him to verify independently and accurately the broker's statement of
price.

In short, an, essential requirement of price-bidding is the comp-

arabili ty of offers, but the very nature of the market impairment prevents
precise comparisons.

Consequently, price-bidding and experience rating to-

gether constitute a relatively slack constraint on the broker's price-setting
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ability, allowing a consistent leeway of a few cents a pound.

The income

distributional effects of this lightly constrained market power are the
subject of considerable discontent in the harvesting sector of the industry since each transaction is likely to involve thousands' of pounds of,
fish.

Nevertheless, in spite of the very clear awareness of their' w1ner-

abi:!.ity to 'nickel and dime' opportunism fishermen tend to maintain re1ati ve1y stable bila-tera1 relationships with individual brokers.

In the light

of the high costs of obtaining alternative bids or experience ratings, this
behavior, which may seem paradoxical at first, is thoroughly reasonable.
Institutional Influence on the Performance of 'the Market
The stable bilateral transactional patterns which have evolved in response to uncertainty and small numbers are of interest not only as instances
of individual adaptive behavior but also because the institutional structure
which is created by the :pervasiveness of these patterns has a strong impact
on the performance of the market.

These impacts appear to be traceable

primarily to the nature of the market information generated under this institutional

structure and tend to manifest themselves most clearly in' terms

of their effect on market clearing dynamics and product quality.
Market Clearing
The amount, the quality, and distribution of information generated by
the market will tend to vary with changes in product supply and demand
conditions.

For example, individual buyers, especially when they are pro-

cessors, face a raw material supply that is highly vulnerable in the longer
term and a growth rate effectively constrained by the number of supplierfishermen with wham they can maintain working reciprocal agreements.
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The reason for this is that rather than being able to bid on the' supply:
provided by all sellers, each.

b~er

,:

is restricted to the particular group

of suppliers with whom he has reciprocal agreements.

In times of shortage

it is the nature of the reciprocal agreement for the supplier to honor the
requirements of the other' party to the agreement rather than to allow his
fish to be bid away by another buyer.

In fact, generally, a buyer with whom

a seller has no reciprocal agreement cannot buy directlY from that seller."
Rather, he must purchase from the buyer with wham the seller does have a
reciprocal agreement.

Since the first buyer tends to be bound by long-terni

agreements to supply his clients, the ability of another buyer to bid away
fish can be severely constrained in tnnes of short supply.

As a consequence,

individual buyers are often caught short of necessary supplies.

This not

only raises the buyer's costs of operation but is a severe threat to his
abili ty to fulfill supply obligations inherent in his essentially similar
relationships with clients further along the market chain.
This need to honor reciprocal agreements tends to create situations, in
which the determination of prices can be highly problematical.

One of the

effects of pervasive reciprocal agreements (and any other form of stable
bilateral exchange pattern) is to minimize price-bidding and therefore the
frequency at which price information enters the market.

In periods of ade-

quate supplY (that is, when total,. but not necessarily individual, supply
is sufficient for all buyers to meet their obligations to their clients),
trading among buyers occurs with sufficient frequency to establish a price
subject to no greater informational uncertainty than described to this point.
During periods of scarcity, however, the frequency of transactions outside
the narrow transactional chains defined by reciprocal agreements falls to
such a low level that the price statistic becomes almost meaningless.
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At these times market participants tend to dismiss reported prices entirely
on the grounds that they merely reflect the idiosyncratic conditions governing isolated transactions.

Although it is difficult to determine exactly

how valuations are made at these times, it appears that rough trends of past
prices and seasonal conditions tend to be used.

Little or no urgency seems

to be attached nor effort expended to obtain more timely and accurate reflections of market valuations.

Instead reliance is placed upon the ability

to adjust the terms of future transactions should future information prove
the terms of the current transaction to be significantly at odds with the
market.

To a certain extent this market-wide effect of bilateral exchange

patterns tends to defeat the beneficial aspects of each individual arrangement.

There is definitely room in these situations for less constrained

opportunistic behavior on the part of the buyer (but this appears generally
limited to the ability to follow the market rather quickly as prices seem
to fall and rather slowly as prices seem to rise).

Furthermore, given the

informational void which appears, there is little basis for correct allocation of fishing effort.

10

Bilateral exchange patterns also tend to accentuate another form of
inefficiency.

For example, it is very unlikely that at a given time the

supply of fish coming to each broker or buyer will exactly match (in terms
of species, Sizes, and quantities) the demands of his clients.

As a re-

sult,there is a considerable amount of trading among brokers and buyers-especially during periods of strong supply.

Because of the problem of def-

ining product quality, these transactions frequently require that the fish
physically change hands.

This tends to consume a good deal of time; a rel-

atively large inventory of goods in transit tends to accumulate, and, since
shelf life is fairly short, quality declines and product spoilage increases,
apparently to fairly high levels (20-30 percent of total) at the retail level.
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In the consignment market, especially, periods of strong supply of
the major species (cod, haddock, flounder) also bring out peculiar inventory and price behavior.

At these times the inventories of any particular

type of fish often exceed the broker's desired level of inventories or
inventories anticipated on the basis of expected landings.

Prices at the

dockside then tend to fall repidly to a level that effectively discourages
the beginning of further fishing for that type of fish.

There appears to

be little or no short-term adjustment in retail prices which might encourage increased consumption and, hence, relieve such inventory gluts.

It is

not clear whether this short-run retail price inflexibility is attributable
to an inability to alter prices rapidly or to some degree of market power.
Whatever

the case, this characteristic of the retail market does not oper-

ate significantly to alleviate short-run over-supply.
remain relatively constant.

Consumption tends to

Consequently, market adjustment takes place on

the supply side, mitigated only by the so-called fresh freezing of fish-which permits greater inventory accumulation--but only at the cost of
freezing, holding, and reducing the wholesale price of the fish.
The behavior of prices in these cirdumstances is interesting because
their signalling function with regard to
(on-off) characteristic.

supp~

seems to take on a binary

The phenomenon appears traceable to two conditions:

(1) very low variable costs in harvesting tend to create a situation in
which the supply curve is highly price-inelastic in the short run (Noetzel
and Norton 1969)-- a circumstance which attenuates the allocative function
of prices; and (2) the lack of extensive price bidding tends to keep prices
stable until inventory channels are full, at which time further deliveries
are effectively refused--the device for communicating this refusal being a
price known to be below the fisherman's variable costs.
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This latter aspect

of the phenomenon may be attributable to the fact that the costs of negotiating new prices would exceed the benefits of higher margins for the brokers.
Alternatively, since the consignment sale method provides no incentive for
the broker to conserve inventories, the broker may simply not respond to
increasing over-supply until his inventory capacity is physicalJy saturated
(Williamson 1975).
In short, the market-wide effect of these arrangements is to introduce
rapid price movements at the dockside (but not at the retail level).

This

affects the allocation of fishing effort (generally by reducing fishing
effort at times when species are most efficientJy harvested) and tends to
slow product movement towards final markets which reduces quality and increases

the probability of product wastage during distribution and final sale.
Price Incentives and Product Quality
In some circumstances information problems also lead to the effective

suppression of price incentives with regard to product quality.

The prob-

lem traces back to the difficulty of maintaining a working agreement in
the face of ambiguous or non-existent definitions and measures of product
quality.

In

well~functioning

reciprocal agreements there appear to be many

instances where quality premiums are consistentJy present in transactions.
But, in keeping with the nature of a reciprocal agreement, quality premiums
attached to each transaction are not related solely to the quality of the
fish in that transaction.

Rather the basis for the premium tends to be a

function of the quality of past and expected deliveries of fish.

Better

quality is merely one of a number of factors including volume and reliability
of

suppl~

prices.

which are mentioned as reasons for the existence of premium

Nevertheless, it is clear fram the methods of handling fish aboard
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the vessel and at off-loading that the premiums do tend to induce changes
in behavior leading to better quality fish.
Many reciprocal agreements and almost all consignment arrangements, on
the other hand, are characterized by neither quality· premiums nor better
quality product. Experience with several failed attempts to improve product quality through the device of premiums seems to indicate that the probl-em is rooted primarily in the nature of the transactional arrangementspecifically the ability to reach an agreement about a precise premium to be
attached

to

very subtle and difficult to measure changes in product qual-

ity-rather than to insufficient demand for better quality product.

Assume,

for example, that a broker or dock-side buyer vishes to encourage the delivery of higher gQality fish.

He announces his intention to

~

higher

prices for better quality and fishermen respond vith offers to deliver
higher quality, but more costly to produce, fish.

ll

Immediately the prob-

lem arises of the correlation between quality and price.

Given the absence

of measures of quality, the problem of valuation of a delivery of fish becomes almost insurmountable unless the parties to the transaction can embed
the immeasurabilities of the transaction in the broad sweep of the accounts
and mutual trust of a reciprocal agreement.
In a consignment sale resolution of this quality/price problem tends
to be especially difficult because the parties to the consignment transaction
are in different locations.

This increases the between-party disparity in

information (in favor of the broker, since the transaction is not concluded
until after the fish have arrived at his 'house') and greatly increases the
potential for opportunistic behavior on the part of the broker and/or, just
as important, the seller's suspicion of such behavior since the conditions
surrounding the transaction do not produce enough information to verify
20

trustworthy behavior. 12

Lacking a third party or set of standards to which

a disputed valuation may be referred for arbitration, the relationship between buyer and seller degenerates into a series of unresolved disputes.
In effect, this impairment of the market appears to arise because
attempts to use differential prices to encourage a higher-quality product
tend to place an informational burden on the transactional arrangement which
is beyond its capac ity.

In these instances the relationship between price

and quality tends to reduce to a simple dichotonw:

the fi sh are 'acceptable'

and a price is paid, or the fish are 'not acceptable' and there is no payment.
Since higher -quality fish can only be produced at a higher cost to the fish,ennan, this dichotomous quality standard tends to cause the actual .qua:li ty
of landed fish to approach the lowest acceptable level.

Summary
Individual and market-wide behavior in the New England fish market is
very much a product of individual traders' adaptive response to the problems of uncertainty and small numbers bargaining situations.

This response

is embodied primarily in implicit contracts which tend to reduce the otherwise
severe

problems of equity and efficiency which would be likely to occur

in a highly impaired spot market.

By far the most common arrangements are

those which involve some form of stable bilateral transaction pattern.

In

its most preferred form the implicit contract is based upon mutual dependence-the buyer's on a steady supply of fish and fisherman's on reduced costs of
selling--and a system of reciprocation over time which allows the adjustment
of the accounts of the agreement upon the arrival of new information about
past transactions.

Reciprocation is an important adaptive process which

provides a means for partially resolving the efficiency and equity problems
21

which arise from slow and inaccurate transmittal of market information.
Additionally, it allows for the establishment of a trustworthy relationship under circumstances where it would otherwise be very difficult.

Main-

tenance of such agreements requires an on-going process of negotiation over
the accounts of the agreement which, in the face of ambiguous standards of
valuation provided by the market, often leads to disagreements and termination of the relationship.

A less preferred bilateral transaction pattern arises when parties are
unable to maintain or establish reciprocal arrangements.

In this case, fish-

ermen tend to sell to a large buyer, or broker, on cons ignment.

There is

little mutual dependence; the sole basis for the stability of the transactional arrangement arises from the cost to the fisherman of obtaining meaningful alternative bids on his product.

The efficiency and equit.y problems

which tend to be reduced or resolved within reciprocal agreements are not
handled well within a consignment sales arrangement.

Lacking the constraint

of either an active and inexpensive bidding process or a reasonable basis
for experience rating on the part of the fisherman, brokers tend to have an
important, although limited, price setting ability which skews the gains
from trading heavily in their favor and eliminates the need for them to pass
on costly market information to fishermen.

Consequently, a strong competitive

advantage accrues to those fishermen who can maintain a reciprocal agreement
with a dock-side buyer.
The pervasiveness of these stable bilateral transactional patterns
causes peculiar market clearing and produc.t quality problems.

In both cases

the problems are traceable to the frequency and accuracy of information generated under the circumstances of these contractual arrangements, or, viewed
from a somewhat different perspective, to the amount of
22

in~ormation

capable

of transmission under these arrangements.

The problems of market clearing

are most pronounced both at times of relatively short and strong supply.

At

times of short supply the frequency of transactions outside the narrow boundaries of the bilateral chains from fishermen to first, second, and so on
buyers fall to such low level and transactions are so often subject to
special circumstances that the information generated by the market process
becomes almost worthless.

At times of strong supply, inventory gluts often

appear with Ii ttle or no market infonnation generated as a warning.

The

result in both cases is costly inefficiencies and a reduced constraint on
opportunistic behavior.
Product quality problems tend to appear in their most pronounced form
when the nature of the agreement is such that it cannot support the volume
of information necessary to differentiate subtle but potentially important
variations in quality and does not give rise to circumstances in which disputes over product quality can be arbitrated.

As a result, implicit product

quality standards often tend to approximate a simple 'acceptable or unacceptable' state, and actual product quality falls to the lowest level consistent
with acceptability.
ConseCluently, in spite of the ability of individual contractual arrangements to reduce the efficiency and equity problems inherent in situations of
uncertainty and small numbers bargaining, there still remain considerable
impairments in the market, same of which, interestingly, arise from the consistency of individual adaptations to other market impairments.
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Notes
1.

For example, certain fish have a characteristically soft flesh immediately
before and after their annual spawn. Spawning does not take place at a
precise time in the year but is determined by factors, such as water
temperature, which are likely to vary widely over the range of the fi shery .
Hence, fish of the same species caught on the same day at locations not
far distant fram one another may exhibit different qualities of flesh.

2.

Personal communication from G. Grant, Harmond Assoc, Inc,., Washington.
These figures do not include fish sticks, burgers, and other highly- processed forms of fish not supplied by the domestic fleet. Mr. Grant also
notes that Americans' are twelve times more likely to eat fish ·in a restaurant
that at home.

3.

There are organized spot markets in New Bedford and Boston, but the volume
and relatively special and impaired conditions of these exchanges considerably reduce their informational usefulness to the rest of the market.
For example, although prices in these markets are widely disseminated,
for the simple reason that they are easily obtained by Commerce Department
agents, their meaningfulness is confounded by the inability to assign
quality to the price statistic and the time required for diss~ination.
For a discussion of the impairments which led to the decline, especially
in Boston, of these exchanges, see White (1950).

4.

The regulatory authority, the New England Regional Fisheries Management
Council established as part of the law (PL 94-265) declaring the 200-mile
fisheries zone, has placed fleet-wide limits on the catch for conservation
purposes. A large number of regulation-evading transactions have developed
in response. It is possible that these conservation regulations are responsible for the spawning of more new transactional modes than of fish.

5. Needless to day, this transactional mode is not attainable by small scale,
part-time, seasonal fishermen. Their supply characteristics do not provide
them with a credible threat to withhold.

6.

Darby and Karni (1973) apply the term 'client relat.ionship' to a similar
situation in the provision of repair services. A number of anthropologists
have observed similar market relationships. In his classic ethnography,
Malinowski (1922: 181-191) describes a highly ritualized system of longterm, bilateral exchange among the inhabitants of the Trobriand Islands.
Geertz (1978) describes a more informal system among participants in the
modern bazaar economics of Morocco.

7.

Dumping can occur because prices are stated net of the costs of off-loading.
Off-loading costs are borne by the fishermen and can exceed the value of
the fish. When this happens the fish are: literally dumped in the ocean.

8.

Many fishennen who land in the small ports typical of Maine and the Cape
Cod area tend to have to resort to consignment selling simply because there
are not enough fishermen in these ports to support a dock-side buyer. In
other instances a dock-side buyer or cooperative in a small port will simply
take on the function of a shipper or agent for a broker or for the fishermen.
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9.

The unlikelihood of collective experience rating arises from the requirement that competitors (fishermen-sellers) reveal to each other at least
some information which is important to their perception of their compet_
i ti ve position, for example, the volume and kind of fish caught at a
particular time. In short, the situation gives rise to imcompatible
incentives. See Hurwicz (1973).'

10. In a multiple species fisheries relative prices of the various species
are an important factor, in the allocation (by species) of fishing effort.
11 . .The quality of fish is very much a function of how they are handled im-

mediately after they are caught. If placed in a sanitary environment,
gutted, iced and containerized (boxed), meat quality and shelf-life are
considerably impToved. For the fisherman these procedures are costly.
12. See Akerlof (1970) for a discussion of a similar problem in the used car
market.
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Analysis and Antitrust Implications.

"BOATS DON IT FISH, PEOPLE DO":

SOME ETHNOGRAPHIC NOTES

ON THE FEDERAL MANAGEMENT OF FISHERIES IN GLOUCESTER

Marc L. Miller
John Van Maanen
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Introduction
People will not accept uncertainty.
people will try to

define~

control~

meaningful their everyday world.

No matter what materials are at

hand~

order, and otherwise interpret and make

The ongoing process by which uncertainty is

managed is,of course, a social one mediated by both circumstances and cultUre.
In mass societies such as our own, this process is enormously complicated because neither circumstance nor culture is widely shared across the many segments
of the population.

The standards of conduct which come to be followed by members

of a particular group within the American society are manufactured more or less
by the members themselves.

When two previously unacquainted segments collide,

there will be at least a momentary period of uncertainty (and perhaps conflict)
as members of each group attempt to control the interaction between groups in
ways that reflect their own understanding and interests.
In this paper, we focus on some of the results of one such social collision.
More precisely, we examine the patterns of conduct that emerged after the federal government tried to impose certain policies (and the formal rules to operationallY define them) on the community of fishermen in Gloucester, Massachusetts.
We saw that

uncertainty~

disruption, and in general, trouble for all inevitably

result whenever formal rules (no matter how they are constructed) are viewed
by people expected to abide by them to be at odds with their more immediate
problems.
It is these more urgent matters that we turn to in the next section.

We

examine some historicallY based occupational and social distinctions made by
fishermen which organize and segment the Gloucester community along several
somewhat independent dimensions.

l

We then recount several dramatic occasions
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of hostility, violence, rule breaking, social distress and loss which have occurred in Goucester.

We argue that these occasions are a direct result of the

rather gross insensitivity recent governmental policies have displayed toward
the problems faced by Gloucester fishermen.

A short commentary section sum-

marizes and concludes the paper.
The Social

OrganizatibnofFi~ing

in Gloucester

The following description of key aspects of an American commercial fishing
community centers on the work, boats, and fishermen of Gloucester.

2

Within

each of these categories, an impressive degree of social segmentation exists
which suggests that the fishing community of Gloucester is hardly a monolithic
or homogeneous one.

Fishermen differ in their beliefs, practices

and values.

These differences, as we shall show, are downright crucial when it comes to
understanding why members of the community acted as they did toward the apparently

wel~-intentioned

efforts of the federal government in Gloucester.
Fishing as an Occupation

Certain occupational groups in industrialized societies have been treated
traditionally by sociologists as relatively

separate subcultures, complete with

interests, specialized languages or idioms, philosophies toward their work, and
their own codes of conduct.

A strong case can certainly be made for regarding

occupation as the focus of identity in mass society (see Simmel 1950; Hughes
1958; Glaser 1968; Salaman 1974; Van Maanen 1977).

Gloucester fishermen are

not exempt from this organizing principle.
FiShing in

G~oucester

(population 30,000) has figured prominantly

in the

history of the fishing industry in the United States for over 350 years.3
'1'0 day ,

fi shing traditions in Gloucester are maintained by over 900 fishermen

who are involved in the inshore and offshore fisheries.

The Gloucester

fishing fleet is composed of some 200 otter trawlers or draggers, most of which
were made of wood before 1950.
Fishermen in Gloucester are distinct from their nonfishing counterparts.
Fishermen tYIlically refer to thmselves as "fishermen" and are seen by others in
the community primarily in this light.

They are not viewed, nor do they view

themselves, as "employees" who simply happen to work on a boat instead of in
a factory or office.

Despite the various factions within the occupation,

fishermen, under most conditions, present a rather unified front- to others
in the fishing community since they share the same problems.

For example,

fishing requires large amounts of time spent isolated from the rest of society; the practitioners of the trade face considerable economic uncertaint,y
in their day-to-day activities; they risk their lives even in the best of weather;
they.wear

distinguishable work clothes; they almost always work in groups; and

a lengthy learning period under intense scrutiny is required to become a
fisherman.

'l'hese features strongly suggest that fishermen are likely to create

and sustain a rather tight occupational community marked by a definite insider
versus outsider spirit, close bonds of mutual regard and care for the welfare
of one another, and a healthy respect for that most uncertain of environments,
the sea.

4

However, the occupational group is not necessarily a corporate or shared
one.

Indeed it is not, for there are many, somewhat more subtle, but nonethe-

less critical contrasts within the fishing community which puncture this overdrawn characterization.

In the remainder of this section, we describe the

central work-related distinctions made by Gloucester fishermen which make visible and explicit several different patterns of work activity.
The distinction fishermen make between offshore draggermen and inshore draggermen is the single most important intraoccupational contrast to be found in
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G~oucester.

From this flow a number of fundamental understandings shared by

all members of the fishing community.

short~

In

crucial differences in att-

i tudes~ job requirements ~ and fishing strategies are related directly to the
difference between the day trips that mark the experiences of the inshore
draggerman and the extended trips that mark the experiences of the offshore
dragger.man.

An inshoreman is more likely to share interests ~

beliefs~

and fish-

ing strategies with another inshoreman than with an offshore fisherman.
Fishermen on the offshore boats have mixed feelings about the advantages
of their jobs, as do inshore fishermen.

Offshore fiShermen are quick to point

out that while they know they are making more money than other fishermen, they
also must spend much more time at sea.

Many claim, however, that they would

be unhappy working an inshore ("daytripper") job since they prefer the regular
pattern that is part of offshore fishing.

The uncertainty and tension assoc-

iated with not knowing if one would work the next day does not appeal to the
off:shore fisherman.

Yet, o:ffshore fishermen have their own concerns.

These

re701ve mainly around the prospect and reality of being at sea for prolonged
periods of time.
The inshore dragger fleet is limited'by size from straying far from port
or fishing in poor weather.

It outnumbers the offshore fleet by perhaps as

much as three boats to one and attempts to operate as often as it can.
winter months though, its fishing is severely restricted.

In

The fishermen of

thi s fleet may fish 150 days in a year, but 50 or so more days are typically
lost in abortive efforts to :fish.

And perhaps at least as many days are wasted

simply standing by and waiting to go fishing:
but I couldn It go anywhere."

"We didn I t get out this week,

The most economically important and thus sought

after species :for the inshore draggers are princ ipally the same as those. for
offshore draggers:

cod and haddock.

Unlike of:fshore boats, however, flat fish
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and whiting are also a part of' the typical daily catch f'or inshore vessels,
though these species are worth less than cod and haddock on the local market.
If' there is an anomaly in the Gloucester f'leet, it would have to be the
middle-si zed dragger.

These boats appear to have some choice in terms of'

the type of' f'ishing in which they will engage.

They are sturdier than

the

small boats; they can f'ish in poorer weather;' and can stay at sea'_ up to f'our
days at a time.

In, this they resemble the of'f'shore boats.

But, because their

expenses are considerably less than the larger boats, they can also af'f'ord to
"f'ish like a small boat" (i.e., inshore) should that alternative seem attractive.

The extent to which a middle-sized boat operates 'in one way or the other

depends on several f'actors:

(1) the prevailing f'isheries management plan;

(2) the weather; (3) the age of' the craf't; and

(4) the background, training,

and ambition of' the skipper.
It is somewhat misleading. however, to picture the Gloucester dragger
f'leet as clearly divided into large, medium, and small boats.
is considerably more complicated.
boat over there?

The situation

For instance one f'isherman noted:

"See that

It's in my class yet she would sell f'or $30,000 more than mine.

They're both the same length and tonnage, but she's got a 500 horsepower engine
and mine's 300."
It appears, too, that classif'ying boats by technical criteria such as size,
age, length, tonnage, or even horsepower would also cloud other equally important distinctions made by members of' the trade.

Another f'ishermen commented

on a proposed list of' small, medium, and large boats by saying:
'There's a problem with this list. Boats don't f'ish, people f'ish.
And you shouldn't think of' just these boat names. Each of' these
boats is a business. Let me tell you, boats don't mean shit; its
the size of' the captain that counts. When I look f'or a site [a job],
I look to the captain, its the captain that gets me the money."
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The small draggers have crews ("gangs") of three to four men including the
captai:r;J..

The middle-sized draggers have crews of five to seven men, and the

larger vessels have crews of at least seven men.

There are a number of rather

specific jobs to be worked aboard the Gloucester draggers, e.g., captain, first
mate,engineer, cook, fish-hoTe, deckhand, and twineman.

Each of these jobs

carries a set of responsibilities though most fishermen do more than one job.
Other than the captain's job and perhaps
and do work all jobs.

that of the engineer, fishermen can

This is particularly true on the small boats.

One man

may be twineman and first mate, another may be engineer and deckhand, and so

on.

Sometimes, one job, cooking, for example, will be done by several men who

alternate.
Most of the jobs done aboard are done without direct orders.

Turnover

among crews tends to be low and some crews have worked together for decades.
To a degree, each crew develops its own routines and work pace so that each
member comes to know his place well and can function independently.

The neo-

phyte can feel useless and clumsy among the regular crew for usually he will
not know what to do or when to do it.

And, knowledgeable or not, crew mem-

bers w.ould not be likely to remind each other of their duties, so taken for
granted are these work routines.
Deckhands can learn a great deal about the operation of a vessel and
its machinery in the course of their daily work fram various members of the
crew.

The only way to learn about fishing strategies, however, is to talk

directly with a captain.
house.

He spends most, if not all, of his time in the pilot-

Typically, he alone monitors the electronic devices used to scan the

bottom for fish.

On some vessels, crew members are permitted in the pilot-

house when they are not needed elsewher.e. Fishermen who take advantage of
these opportunities to be instructed by the captain obtain scarce, valuable,
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and somewhat guarded information about the contours of the ocean
location of wrecks, the algorithms of particular
fish.

tows~

bottom~

the

and the movements of

It is clearly not the case though, that all fishermen aboard a boat will

know how to find fish.
Fishermen~

like boats ~ aCQuire reputations about their skill ~

and ease with which they work with other fishermen.

reliability~

Not surprisingly, a fish-

erman with a good reputation in Gloucester is a much sought-after resource and
will usually have little or no trouble finding employment.

After a man has

learned how to be a fisherman, he can switch vessels more or less at his own
discretion when opportunities arise:
ing a

crew~

new boats in the harbor, fishermen leav-

or the retirement or death: of a crew member.

criteria used for switching from one vessel to another.
is probably the most important,

There are various
In this

regard~

and since the Gloucester fleet is

small~

money
vir-

tually all fishermen are well aware of a boat's reputation, for landing fish.
Finally, the family plays a significant role in parceling out the fishing
jobs in Gloucester.

Almost all of the boats in the dragger fleet are owned and

operated as small family businesses.
typically will work together.
Gloucester boats.

Kinsmen cooperate to purchase vessels and

There are kinship ties on at least 80% of the

Intergenerational continuity is maintained as younger fam-

ily members are trained to take the place of relatives.

Thus, most of the

fishermen in Gloucester have !ollowed their line of work because it has been
a tradition in the family.

Sons discover that they have been born into a fish-

ing family and cannot easily avoid learning about the occupation and working
in it.

A common story among fishermen is that they never really decided or

intended to fish, but that they "fell into it" or "fell back on it."

When ask-

ed why they fish~ however, fishermen (particularly crew members) typically respond in financial terms- ''the money is good. II

To a certain extent then~ high

incomes are responsible for keeping a fisherman fishing although income per se
seems to have little to do with bringing him to fishing in the first place.
The Fishermen of Gloucester: "Guineas" and "Greasers"
The largest ethnic group within the Gloucester fleet is Italian.

About

85% of the fishermen (and owners) of the dragger fleet are of Italian, ItalianAmerican, and Sicilian descent.

Actually, Gloucester's "Italia!.l fleet" is pre-

dominantly Sicilian, but what is important to the fishermen is the strength of
a fisherman's. tie to the "old country" rather than the location of the tie.
Fishermen in Gloucester compare themselves with other fishermen of Italian and
Sicilian origins on the basis of recency of arrival.

New "immigrants II are ref-

erred to as "greasers II in contrast to the earlier "immigrants" who are more
Americanized Italian-Americans, or liguineas."
Of crucial importance is the fact that guineas do not like being called
greasers and consider it to be an insult.
called a guinea by a guinea.

They do not object, however, to being

On the other hand, this linguistic system is not

symmetrical, for it is more or less meaningless to refer to a greaser as a guinea.
Nor do greasers call guineas, guineas.

Though greasers and guineas know well

to which group they belong, both terms are used exclusively by guinea fishermen.
The use of both terms is fashioned normally as a joke, a mild epithet, or a
casual rebuke.

But, despite such offhand and light conversational practices,

important social distinctions relating to the occupational culture can be found
when contrasting both groups.
In the strictest, most apparent and stereotypic sense, a greaser is a recent immigrant who has come to Gloucester only to be a fisherman.

The greaser

boats, which are said to ·"fisl.l in packs," are often thought to be those draggers which concentrate on the most easily caught species.
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According to one

fisherman, this is because "greasers just like to be knee deep in fish no matter
what their market value."

Greasers, as seen by guineas, are notorious for being

greedy, anti- or at least un-conservation minded, and, in general, uncivilized.
They are said to be the first to maximize catches at the expense of fish species.
Greasers are said also to fish differently from guineas, or at least to fish
from a different perspective:
nets and then throw 75% back,"
it,"

"They stay on the small fish using small mesh
"they will scrub a seed lobster and then sell

"they will fish inside the three-mile limit and tear up all the set gear."
Many of the Gloucester guinea boats have fished the same grounds for years

and their charts reflect this fact for they are full of markings indicating
safe lanes and alleys.

The guineas are knowledgeable about soft bottoms and

they run a low risk of getting hung up (torn net) on either rocks or wrecks.
Greasers do not have much local experience and wind up making more repairs.
This distinguishes them from the guineas who are proud of their records of
safe sets.

By this criterion, guineas are considered to be better fishermen

by other guineas.

Yet, despite rimwracked nets, greaser boats land consider-

able amounts of fish from fishing the hard bottom and exploring new grounds
into which guinea boats rarely venture.
Greasers have been thoroughly successful as fishermen in Gloucester.

From

the guinea perspective, greasers then:
" .•. came over here from the old country and can't read or write. They
ain't got nothing. They just eat bread and spaghetti and don't go out
or do nothing but fish. Next thing ya know, they got their own boat,
two houses, and a fancy car even though they don't even have a license."

Guineas also point out that greasers have multiplied significantly in Gloucester.

Furthermore, guineas believe that greasers see America only in terms

of money, since they are both hungry and ambitious.

Guineas wonder sometimes

how greasers achieved their success so quickJy and several explanations have

been proposed.

The most popular one at present is somewhat circular and can be

seen to work to the disadvantage of guinea fishermen.

It suggests that because

greasers are ignorant of American ways, they cannot be expected (by the officialsin this country) to know or understand the laws.

Greasers can take advan-

tage of this and do whatever they please without fear of repercussion.
can fish

Greasers

inside the three-mile limit, exceed their quotas, or stream carelessly

through the fixed gear of lobstermen.

To guineas, however, such tactics are

impossible for, as one fisherman put it:
say I shoulda know better.

"If it was me they'd caught, they'd

But a greaser now, they'll just let'm gO.lI

Greaser success has not been taken particularly well by the guineas who
have "been here longer."

Some guinea fishermen now avoid former haunt s such as

the St. Peter's Club because they say that the greasers have "taken over" and
enjoy nothing more than flaunting their new wealth in front of guineas.

Many

guineas in Gloucester say that greasers tend to be both flashy and concerned
with exhibiting a distinctive style.

To mapY guineas, greasers are associated

with big wads of folded bills, tailored leather jackets, black Cossack fur hats,
expensive gold jewelry, and long, heavy bright red American cars.

In many res-

pects, the caricature of the greaser parallels the portrayal by Whites of the
on-the-make urban Black in a Superfly mode.
Despite the claim that "once a greaser, always a greaser," the label itself
is not necessarily permanent.

It can be avoided or outgrown.

In the latter

case, 20 years in Gloucester can change a greaser into a guinea.
erman ob served,

"He was a greaser, now he's a guinea."

As one fish-

Another fisherman

suggested that a greaser was really "someone who hasn't been here long enough
to be Italian."

An important prerequisite for this transformation is, of course,

the ability to speak English.

Almost by definition, all greasers speak Italian

or a regional dialect learned in Italy.

Quineas, by contrast, have spent consid-

erable time in America, and young guineas may speak little or no Italian.
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Recent immigration does not automatically make a greaser.

For example,

one fisherman referring to a new arrival from Sicily noted, "We don't call him
a greaser because he sees thing our way."

This notion of "seeing things our way"

is neces sary to understand fUlly the distinction between greaser and guinea.
The basic complaint against greasers is not their recent tie to Italy per se,
nor is it necessarily their perceived conspicuous consumption.
see greasers as unappreciative of the bene.fits of American life.

Rather, guineas
Guineas say

that greasers flood the labor market while continuing to maintain their ties
to Italy (or Sicily) through both word and de.ed.

For example, the potential

but nevertheles s "non-greaser" fisherman alluded to above is accepted by guineas
because "he's the only guy who doesn't say 'Italy gotta stronger iron' or 'Italy
gotta bigger tomatoes.

,II

The feeling among guineas is that "if you come to

Gloucester to make a living, you should keep your mouth shut about how great
things were where you came from. 'i
If there is one thing about a greaser that all guineas can agree upon, it
is that they are seen, without exception, as hard workers.

Indeed, along with

the stereotype of a typical greaser as "ostentatious," there is also an image
of the greaser as one who "never goes out, II or who "puts all of his money in
a bank," or who is "out and out cheap."

One gui nea fisherman put it most

strongly:
"Greasers don't live at all. All's they do is fish S0 of course
they make the money. They just fish, fi sh, fish. But when they
do stop, what they'll do is go out an' buy a new Pontiac LeMans."
Somewhat more thoughtfully, another fisherman noted that all greaser boats were
well maintained and that no greaser boat in the Gloucester fleet could even
remotely be considered to be poorly maintained ("a lowliner ").

SomeWhat puz-

zled by what he had just said, this same fisherman quickly, but in jest, added:
"greasers are afraid of water and that's why they keep their boats painted and
work so hard to m.aintain them."

In closing,

we

should note that by and large, to a guinea, whatever a

greaser is, a guinea is not.

That this internally inconsistent notion is hardly

flattering to a greaser (or, for that matter, to a guinea), is not the main
point, however.

What matters is the recognition that the community of Gloucester

fishermen is a bifurcated one in which, at least to one group, there are real
differences based roughly on the acculturation continuum that

s~parates

the two.

As we shall see in the following section, these social differences, in conjunction with the occupational differences discussed earlier, are critical when we
look at the responses of Gloucester fishermen to the official policies designed
and invoked by the federal government to regulate the local fishing industry.
On the Federal Management of Fishermen in Gloucester
Before 1977, Gloucester fishermen shared access to fisheries in the northeast Atlantic with a large number of fleets from other countries.

Many, if not

most, of the vessels of these foreign fleets were considerably larger, more
modern, and wider ranging than the American boats and consequently were capable
of much greater catches.

The American government in 1976 declared fish to be

a scarce national resource and extended its jurisdiction over a much greater
section of the ocean, through what is known as the Fishery Conservation and
Management Act (P.L. 94-265).

The act, connnonly known as the "200-mile limit,"

provided for a national program designed to protect fishery resources within
a declared Fishery Conservation Zone extending 200 miles from the seaward boundaries of the United States.

The act also established eight Regional Fishery

Management councils to be responsible for the development of management plans
for selected species of fish subject to the approval of the secretary of commerce.
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Gloucester fishermen were initially enthusiastic and supportive of the 200mile

limit legislation and were pleased that modern foreign fleets would be

denied access to American fisheries.

They soon realized, however, that the

law itself went far beyond "keeping the foreigners out."

In particular, fish-

ermen were surprised to discover that government biologists and economists
considered certain New England fisheries to be so critically depleted of some
species of fish that strict conservation measures were to be taken to ensure
an adequate rebuilding of the stocks.

Fisheries management, the fishermen

learned, was not simply a matter of the 20D-mile limit;i t also involved, for
the

fir~t

time, the direct governmental regulation of domestic

fishing.

In

short, fishermen themselves were to be managed.
In March of 1977, The Atlantic Groundfish Plan

WaP

prepared by the New

England Regional Fishery Managment Council and it specified what was to be
allowed in terms of the annual landings of three species of central concern to
Gloucester fishermen ....-haddock, co.d, and yellowtail flounder.

The bureaucratic

euphemism fo~ these lind ts is "Optimum Yield" and its calculation is based on
a most obscure, mysterious, and apparently complex process that is said to in.
b 10l
'
°
volve a consideration of soc1al,
oglcal,
an d econom1C
factors. 6 However,
O

increased

landin~during

the first half of the year (due perhaps to the absence

of foreign fleets) made it apparent the the Optimum Yield figures would be exceeded if domestic fishing was not regulated more strictly.

As a result, the

Management Council, in conjunction with the National Marine Fisheries Service
and the Office of the Secretary of Commerce, issued a new, more restrictive,
and considerably more detailed management scheme which would differentially affect the various fishing interests (as we outlined in the prec.eeding section
of this paper).

The fishermen in Gloucester were particularly upset and vocal

in their opposition to the formal restrictions embedded in the various manage-
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ment schemes.

And, as we detail below, this opposition was expressed in ways

that went far beyond verbal forms of counteraction.
Quota Violations
In midsummer, 1977, the secretary of commerce called for the closure of
two New England fisheries-the Gulf of Maine and the Georges Bank.

In early

October, both cod and haddock (the most important species to Gloucester fishermen) were restricted to "incidental" catches; i. e ., they could not be the
"principal If or "target" species sought by a boat.

This restriction Was defined

by the secretary of commerce as bringing back more than 5,510 pounds of cod or
haddock per trip.
The Gloucester reaction to this "55-10" limitation was immediate.

Most

fishermen felt that the law favored the smaller, less expensive to operate inshore boats over the larger, more expens.ive to operate offshore vessels.

In

the weeks that followed, numerous Gloucester fishern:en, part icularly those in
larger boats, violated the imposed restrictions openly.
important to understand why these violations occurred.

Several factors are
In the first place,

fishermen were allowed to sell the fish they landed illegally.

Whereas a

captain might be cited under the law for landing certain amounts of restricted
species, he nevertheless could still sell the catch, since no penalty scheme
existed for fish dealers who purchased illegally landed species.
bureaucratic processing of the 80 or so citations

Secondly,

that were logged was so slow

that fishermen came to believe that there would be no repercussions at all for
their violations of the Quota.
species despite the law.

So, they continued to fish the restricted

However, there is a third factor involved that is

directly related to the social organization of fishing in Gloucester and is
of paramount importance to understanding why the fishermen responded as they did.
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In brief, 80% of the cited quota violations involved "greaser boats;"
As mentioned earlier, the greaser boats in Glouces.ter have the reputation of
being the hardest working vessels in the port and the most ambitious.
some observers

Thus,

in Gloucester attributed the high rate of greaser violations

to pure and s iJnple "greed," though of course there
ible explanations.

are other equalJy plaus-

Regardless of the reason, greaser fishermen placed con-

siderable importance on filling their deck with fish, quota restrictions or
not.
The quota story was complicated further on November 3, 1977 when "emergency regulations" were enacted by the secretary of commerce.

The new regul-

ations created new quotas and tied them to boats on the basis of vessel size
as determined by ''hold capacity"(gross tonnage).

As defined by the new reg-

ulations, small boats were permitted to land up to 2,000 pounds each of cod,
haddock, and yellowtail flounder per trip.

Mi ddle-sized boats were permitted

up to 2,500 pounds of the same species per trip and large vessels were allowed
3,000 pounds per day of each species.

Although the larger vessels were required

to subtract two days "steaming time" for trips over three days in length, fishermen were quick to find loopholes in the new quota rule.

For example, by

leaving port one minute before midnight and returning to port one minute after
midnight five days later, fishermen were able to legally claim they were at sea
seven days.

This was discovered only after fishermen realized that if they were

not careful, the restriction would would work to their disadvantage:
could be technically corrected to three

d~s

five days

at sea if two were subtracted for

steaming.
Again, as with the "55-10" law, fishermen continued to break the law repeatedly and, again, greaser boats were the major offenders.

But this time, most

of the offenders were the middle-sized boats whose captains were dissatisfied
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wi th their trip allocations.

These boats continued to fish well after they had

achieved their limits and many captains openly belittled other captains for not
taking advantage of what they took to be a fruitful opportunity.

This chast-

isement was not taken lightly by fishermen Who obeyed the law, and the Gloucester fishing fleet was divided sharply into almost warring factions.

One

group consisted primarily of greasers who scorned the law and the other group
consisted primarily of guinea fishermen who chose not to exceed the limits.
The law-abiding fishermen wanted the violators punished, feeling that they
were being denied the considerable profit that was realized by the offenders
Cal though it was well known that only a small fraction of the estimated violations resulted in citations) and that the "overfishing" which was occurring
would be subtracted from the Optimum Yields yet to be set for 1978.
The Groundfish Closure
On December 23,1977, the secretary of commerce once again surprised the
Gloucester community by calling for the immediate halt to all fishing until the
end of the year.

This unanticipated action came less than a'week after the

first heavy fines (up to $25,000) had been levied on a few Gloucester fishermen who had been caught violating the federal regulations in the months before.
Grounds for the closure were based on the fact that the permissible Cluotas of
cod, haddock, and yellowtail flounder had not only been filled, but had been
greatly exceeded.
The closure of these fisheries for the last week of 1977 was of little
practical conseCluence since the Gloucester fleet has historically relaxed its
fishing efforts during the Christmas holidays.
closure was a grave error.

Symbolically, however, the

"This isn It conservation," said

the chairnan of

the Regional Management Council, "i t 's a slap in the face to close a fishery
cne week for nothing. /I

Gloucester fishermen were similarly moved by the action.

Finding it difficult to understand such_ a move, fishermen struggled nonetheless:
"They must be trying to keep the price dOwn"; "They know the price will jump
and they don 't want to pay"; or, more generally, "They I re trying to kill

Us • "

To close the fisheries officially, the National Marine Fisheries Service
issued an ambiguously worded statement which further confused the situation.
From the statement itself, fishermen were unable to discern whether all groundfish (a generic term for cod, haddock, yellowtail flounder, whiting, and other
species), or just some, were to be considered

an illegal catch.

Nor was it

clear what provisions, if any, were to be set up to enforce the closure order.
Even the term "catch" was problematic since it left open the question of whether
fishermen could discard certain fish at sea and still be operating
law.

with~n

the

Consequently, the fishermen had little choice but to interpret the law

themselves and, once again, the interpretations that resulted produced a fleet
divided against itself.
On the 27th of December, believing they would be immune to the law if they
were to discard cod and haddock at sea, the captains of a half dozen small
Gloucester draggers went fishing for other less profitable species, despite
the closure.

Some of these captains had been told by Marine Fisheries officials

that no boardings would be made at sea but that all catches would be inspected
at the dock.

One captain remarked:

"It was like finding a hundred bucks on

the street and having to throw the twenties back and keep the fives."
The captains of the larger boats felt they simply could not afford to operate their vessels by focusing on only nonrestricted species.

They were furious

at what they interpreted as a divisive action by captains of smaller boats.
One of these men put the matter succinctly:
'We can't make a living fishing like that after whiting. Here we
sit having two meetings a day trying to figure out What to do and
they off and go fishing."
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In an expression of outrage, 20 captains of big boats and their followers
met the incoming small-'draggers. at the w:harves and blocked the transfer of their
legallY landed fish to the transport trucks.

Wives, relatives, and friends of

the fishermen also arrived at the wharves to offer moral support to one side or
the other and there was a rather wild scene as tempers flared between those who
Were attempting to unload their catch and those intent on stoppong them.

Sev-

eral fights broke out in which brothers fought brothers.
No boats went fishing again until the ban was lifted, though the atmosphere in Gloucester remained tense for weeks afterward.
~uota

The controversy around the

violations had set guineas asainst greasers primarily because of the

different culturallY shaped values each group held regarding the respect they
accorded the law.

The groundfish closure now pitted fishermen against fishermen

on the basis of the different economic considerations associated with inshore
and offshore fishing.

By the end of the year, Gloucester fishermen were dis-

organized, demoralized, and thoroughly' bewildered by their occupational fix.
OnlY a general state of uncertainty and worry seemed to be held in common across
the community.
The Present Situation
Policymakers seemed to have learned little from the fisheries management
experiences in 1977.

Although the "Optimum Yield" for cod, haddock, and yellow-

tail flounder was allocated on a

~uarterlY

basis in 1978, instead of a yearly

basis as had been the case, no provisions have yet been made to reflect the interests of the differing occupational and social segments within the Gloucester
community.

All fishermen are treated as though there were no important distinct-

ions between them in terms of fishing objectives and practices.
The new year began with essentially the same regulations as the old and
resul ted in something of a free-for-all among vessels as they competed with one

another until 50% of the allocation for the winter quarter was
t:ime trip limits were :imposed again.

landed~

at which

This plan, like previous ones, made no

provisions for the fact that larger boats can operate in severe weather while
the smaller boats cannot.

And, while no one in Gloucester was surprised that

the offshore vessels were responsible for the overwhelming majority of the
landings in the first few months of the quarter, many were incensed that the
smaller boats had not been guaranteed the same opportunity.
One final episode bears mention.

The secretar,y of commerce again called

for a closure of the groundfish fisheries shortly before the winter quarter
was to expire on March 31, 1978.

According to this closure order though, all

boats could qualify for one last -trip if they left the harbor before midnight
March 19th, the beginning of the closure.

To the large boats that were capa-

ble of spending eight days at sea, this amounted to only a slight inconvenience.
For the small boats that daily return to

port~

it was disastrous.

The majority

of the entire Gloucester fleet set out on the 19th, but bad weather conditions
forced most of the boats to "la;r to" (wait) at sea for better conditions.

The

closure forced many of the small boats, out of economic

necessit.r~

to forego

the protection of the harbor when they needed it most.

During this period, two

boats were lost from the fleet.
Given this expanding chain of

events~

it is no wonder the .Gloucester fish-

ermen have come to place little faith in those -who profess to manage their affairs
in "their best interest."

The problems continue as new recommendations are

being considered.

form~

True to

one management policy that was discussed recently

would both prohibit the discard at sea of smaller, less marketable fish and at
the same t:ime require that groundfish be thrown overboard if another closure
occurs. 7

Fishermen may then find themselves in the unenviable pos it ion of being

able to possess legally only the fish they can neither discard nor sell.
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Comment
We have described in this paper a few of the more dramatic occurrences
stemming from the attempts
practices in Gloucester.

of the federal government to regulate fishing
We have shown also that these fishing practices were

far more embedded within the historical, economic, and cultural context of the
community than was allowed for by the regulatory provisions.

Indeed, appro-

priate fishing behavior in Gloucester was defined for fishermen by the kinds
of social and occupational distinctions they themselves made.

The management

policies of the federal government, because they ignored these distinctions,
were viewed by

virtual~

come intrusions into their

everyone in the occupational community as most unwelever,yd~

working lives.

Moreover, to the extent

that the imposed federal regulations were seen by some members of the community
to be irrational, implausible, impractical, unjust, or just plain unenforceable,
they were (and will be) violated.

And, importantly, the observed patterns of

rule breaking (examined in the second section) were not merely idiosyncI~tic
occurrences of a fisherman scattered here and there, but rather these patterns
represented collective conduct that corresponded to the way in which the occupational community was organized socially.
In Gloucester, the contrasting value systems of the guineas and greasers
were most visible when the quotas and trip limits were set.

Violators of these

regulations consisted overwhelmingly of members of one social category (greasers) who differed from members of another social categor,y (guineas).

The ob-

servation that it was essentially an acculturation factor which distinguished
these two groups suggest that a sort of"reverse colonialism" may be at work in
Gloucester:

the newly arrived immigrant population represents the exploiter

rather than the exploited.

Indeed, it appears to be the case that the consid-
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erable material success of greasers in Gloucester has came, in part, because
of their general disregard for the protection of natural resources.

8 That

greaser fishermen chose to blatantlY defY the law and risk the penalty assessments is a matter of fact.

Whether this strategy will prove fruitful in the

long run remains a matter of conjecture.
PresumabJy, changes in the fisheries management practices can and will be
instituted so that the plans better reflect the segmented interests of the
Gloucester fleet.

But the distrust, resentment,$.Il.d defiance generated by the

first year's experience is almost certain to characterize the feelings of most
Gloucester fishermen for same time to come.

In sum, fishermen have survived

the first year of a federal regulation and are the wiser for it.
fisherman put it:

As one guinea

"We aren't stupid like they think, we'll learn the loopholes.

A good fisherman these d8\Ys must know when and how to break the law. "
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Notes
1.
For a more detailed ethnographic report on the fishing community in Gloucester, see Miller and Pollnac (1978). For a most comprehensive and complete
summary of the literature and state of the art in "marine anthropology!' see
Pollnac (1976).
2.
'The data presented in this paper pertaining to the occupational and sOcia. . .
distinctions observed by the fishermen of Gloucester were collected primarily
by Marc L. MUler, who lived in Gloucester from September, 1977 through September, 1978. Miller presented himself to members of the comnnmity as "researcher/anthropologist/outsider" interested in social organization of fishing,
the lives of the local fishermen, and the ~ys in which the occupation was
or was not changing. The pr1ncipal data-gathering techniques employed were
those of the cultural anthropologist: participant observation and extended
interviewing of key informants. The information about the actions of the
New England Regional Fishery Management Council was obtained by attending
the public meeting of this body. The information concerning the actions of
the more remote. management bodies (such as the Department of Commerce and the
National Marine Fisheries Services) was collected through secondary sources,
primarily newspaper accounts and official bulletins.
3.
For an introduction to the lengthy maritime history of Gloucester, see
Connolly (1940), Haberland (1946), and Bartlett (1977).

4.

Several other studies offer a rather similar picture of fishing communities. See, for example, Fraser 1966; Firth 1966; Norr 1973; Norr and Norr
1974; Cove 1973; Poggie and Gersuny 1974; McGoodwin 1975; Orback 1977; and
especially Pollnac 1976. These studies suggest that fishermen, because of
their w~rk experiences on the water, are perhaps best understood as an occupational culture that cuts through traditional social, economic, and cultural
distinctions.

5.
A fisherman on an offshore boat can expect to make over $25,000 a year.
A fisherman on a medium-sized boat (which can fish ~oth offshore and inshore)
can expect at least $20,000 per year, and a fisherman on a small boat can expect
to make
over. $13,000 a year. These figures are supplemented from time to
time by fishing bonuses and the "social" (unemployment benefits during the less
active winter months).
6.

The use of the phrase "obscure, mysterious, and apparently con;> lex " 1:;0 describe the manner in which "Optimum Yields" are determined is a very conscious
one. The phrase works on at least three different levels. First, it complements the government's own rhetoric surroundimg Optimum Yield calculations and
suggests the calculation relies heavily on esoteric technical and scientific
methods of measurement and estimation. Second, the phrase works because no
matter how sophisticated or scientifically rational the Optimum Yield calculation may appear, there has not been any explanation as to how social considerations (mandated by law) have entered into the process. Third, both local and
national politics explicitly play a part in Optimum Yield decisions and, like
similar policy decisions, some of this political work goes on out of sight. It
would seem therefore that considerably more research is required before these

calculat ions become anything more than "obscure, mysterious, and apparently
complex" to both the social scientist and the fisherman.

7.
Contrary to uninformed public opinion, all captured fish that must be discarded will most certainly be dead by the time they return to sea. The present
technology of Gloucester's fishing fleet prohibits. a reprieve for endangered
species caught in a dragger's net. At any rate, fishermen know this too and
though t hey understand the prindples of marine life conservati on, they cannot understand discarding marketable fish and consider such a practice senseless.

8.

We do not wish to overemphasize this point for it is also the case that much
of the economic success of greaser fishermen is a result of their fishing skill,
savvy and hard work. Nor is it the case that guinea fishermen are altogether
staunch protectors of natural resources; as a group, tbough, guinea fishermen
do seem to regard environmental issues as more serious, immediate and important
than do the greasers.
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GETTING INTO FISHING:

SOCIAL IDENTITIES AMONG TRADITIONAL

AND NON-TRADITIONAL NEW ENGLAND FISHERMEN

Marc L. Miller1
John Van Maanen

In mass societies, many designs for living, each tuned to, ,a somewhat
different version of what is important in the world, are present.

Moreover,

each design is more or less distinguishable as a separate activity system
with a set of special meanings, social rules of conduct, sacred symbols, and
unique kinds of public performances that contrasts with other designs (Simmel

1950; Schutz 1964; Douglas 1973; Lofland 1976).

Within the buzzing, loosely

coordinated, and often conflicting social world, some designs for living are
relativelY stable and fixed within' a society by virtue of the success with
which they have been transmitted across generations.

Other designs seem to

be more or less spontaneous creations since those who follow them will often
claim credit for fashioning such designs themselves.
In this paper, we ex:amine the occupational world of New England fishermen.

2

In particular, we direct our attention to the different designs for

living that are presently followed by fishermen.

Keeping with a rather well

established precedent, we treat the occupation of fishing as a relatively
separate subculture existing within the . larger soci€;!ty. Cer.tainly, a strong
case has been

ma~e

for regarding occupational pursuits in America as the pri-

mary determinant of one's place in society and of one's characteristic patterns

of thought, feeling, and action (Berger and Luckman 1966; Hughes 1970; Salaman 1974; Dubin 1976).

As Hughes (1953:3) suggests, "a man's work is as good

a clue as any to the cause of this life, hi s social being and his identity."
Fishing appears to be no exception to this general

rule~

In particular,

many observers have noted that fishermen throughout the world create and sustain rather tight occupational communities marked by close bonds of mutual
regard and care for the welfare of one another, a definite insider vs. outsider spirit, and carefully considered work routines designed to minimize
the unavoidable risks to life and limb inherent in the occupation (Firth 1966;

Norr and Norr 1974; McGoodwin 1975; Orbach 1977; Firestone 1978).

The pic-

ture that emerges from previous study is that commercial fishing represents
a rather homogeneous and stable occupational culture wi thin· which

mem-

bership is gained primarily through kinship affiliations.
Of course, this characterization is most abstract since the studies of
fishermen to date have also been rather careful to note that fishing itself
is but a generic occupational classification which can be broken down into
many component parts along a number of dimensions.

Thus, from the available

literature, we learn that tuna seinermen can be contrasted to groundfish
draggermen who

can be differentiated from fixed-gear lobstermen (Orbach 1977;

Pollnac 1976; Acheson 1972).

We learn too that some fishermen are "daytrippers"

while others work at sea for days and even months at a time (Miller and Van
Maanen 1978).

Some fishermen work alone while others work in gangs (Poggie

and Gersuny 1974).

And so on.

Although this quasi-area study approach to

the occupation suggests that the traditions of particular fishing ventures
vary, the central focus of these studies has nonetheless been placed upon
traditional practices, although, at times, very local and specific ones.
There are several troublesome issues associated with the above approach
to the study of fishing and fishermen.
have been few and far between.

First, comparative empirical studies

Thus, it is quite difficult at present to

distinguish between the generic and specific aspects of fishing.

This is par-

ticularly problematic when examining the occupation wi thin a society charac.terized by high technology, rapid communications, and great mobility wherein
the isolation of a local community from social, political, and economic change is
so rare as to be almost nonexistent.

Fishermen, like all participants in the

American society, are not immune to the wider cultural changes that typify
our time, though many of the research reports on American fishing ventures
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seem to arrest the changing times by offering.amalyses based only on a
discontinuous slice of life cut from the continuous reel. 3
Second and relatedly, social stability is an essential heuristic condition for the sorts of structural, functional, or casual analyses which
typify the fishing studies carried out to date.

For example, only by assum-

ing a condition of relative stability is it possible to locate the contribution of a particular technology, socialization

mechanism~

or strategic

fishing practice to the continuity and functioning of the specific social
system under study.

When stability is lacking--as indeed is the case in most

of the American fishing communities studied--the analyst must assume its "as
if" existence (Gluckman

1969).

Thus, in most cases, analysts have of necessity

concentrated on what they regard as the traditional parts of the culture under
study and have lightly dismissed the rest under the residual label of "social
change."

Change has been treated therefore as something of an annoying nuis-

ance which disturbs the traditional parts of the culture, disrupts an otherwise
orderly, if static, study, and is considered at best to be of peripheral
interest when investigating the social organization of fishing activities.
Third, and of most relevance to this study, virtually all of the dimensions of contrast which have been used to distinguish various groups of fishermen from one another in the past have been non-social dimensions such as
species sought, scale of operations, gear

configuration~

and so forth.

Cer-

tainly such dimensions can and do segment different fishing activities but
they are essentially analytic dimensions of greater value perhaps to a researcher than to a fisherman.

Fol10~ng

Goffman (1955; 1956; 1959) and others,

the principal modern problem facing the individual in everyday life is the
maintenance of social respect (i.e., the self as a sacred object deserving
the esteem of others) and there is little reason to believe apriori that for

fishermen such maintenance work is accomplished solely by non-social means.
Our analysis below addresses these delicts in the following fashion.
In the first section, we describe the fishing activities which take place in
three New England ports and contrast the environ:rrents of each port in terms
of their shifting physical and political characteristics.

In the second sec-

tion, we present a typology of the kinds of New England fishermen presently
engaged in the occupation across the three ports.

This typology is based on

distinctions fishermen themselves make among one another in terms of what we
label "social identity."

The analysis suggests the importance of a heretofore

ignored category of fishermen, the "non-traditional" types who are actively
and ViSibly engaged in the process of creating, sustaining, and elaborating
certain social identities for themselves which are, for the moment at least,
quite different than the social identities of the more "traditional" types of
New England fishermen.

Finally, in the last part, we permi t ourselves to

speculate on some of the causes, consequences, and longer term prospects of
an occupation undergoing considerable change.

What surfaces from our spec-

ulation is a comment upon the typically ignored expressive or symbolic side
of fishing, as emphasized by the non-traditional fishermen involved in what
we will call the "fishing scene," as well as a comment upon the instrumental
or utilitarian side of fishing, as emphasized by the traditional fishermen
involved in the more familiar "fishing CUlture."
Three Fishing Ports:

Gloucester, Chatham and NewburYport, Massachusetts

There is considerable diversity within the fishing industry of New England.
Vessels vary from small skiffs with outboards to steel-hulled offshore boats
several hundred feet in length.

Some fishing trips are half a day in length,

others take up to ten or more days to complete.
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Notable among commercial lan-

dings are species as diverse as lobster, menhaden, cod and giant bluefin
tuna.

Nor can fishermen themselves be viewed as an undifferentiated labor

force:

some belong to unions, same are members of cooperatives, and some

work with their kinsmen on independent, owner-operated family boats.

More-

over, different types of fishermen have different backgrounds and attitudes
concerning who the.y are, what the.y do, and how they do it.

Finally, New

England ports differ significantly from one another in terms of physical
geography, harbor facilities and layouts, and the place fishermen occupy
within the social and political fabric of the local community.
Environmental and ecological factors greatly influence and constrain
fishing activities in New England.

The severity of the winter forces a red-

uction in fishing effort, particular:y for the inshore fishermen, the vast
majority of whom work on boats which are under 35 feet in length. and which
must be taken out of the water and put into dry storage during the cold periods of the year.

And, even in the milder and more pleasant seasons, fisher-

men must constantly contend with some of the most difficult and dangerous
meteorological patterns in the world and coordinate their fishing strategies
accordingly.

Wi thin the United States, only the Alaskan patterns are said

to be worse.

The unpredictable New England weather amplifies the importance

of safe and accessible shelter, since fishermen must always· be able to retreat
quickly to port in the event of storm conditions.
However, perfect natural harbors are a rarity along the world's coastlines and the New England seaboard is no exception.

Fishermen long ago est-

ablished operations in the best of the area's ports, of which Gloucester,
New Bedford, and Boston are prime examples.

As settlement patterns and the

fishing industry expanded, however, the less desirable harbors were transformed into minor ports which, in some cases, entailed massive man-made mod-
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o~

New England ports

their landings as developers and

cosmetic aspects

With the exception

ma~

parts

o~

o~

potentially popular

Maine, the days

o~

the

oceanside settlement being strictly for fishermen are over.

FiShermen must

share their ports and towns with many kinds of people, most of whom are not
even remotely concerned or interested in the fiShing industry.

Social status is, of course, an.important factor which affects the potential political clout an individual or group can exert in New England as
elsewhere.

The social status of fiShermen in New England is at best an ambi-

valent one, and one that seems to vary widely across the region.

Several

reasons for the ambivalence with which individual fishermen are viewed within
their ports stand out.

First, fishermen by the very nature of their occupation

share little of their work environment with non-fishermen.

The vast majority

of a fisherman's work day is spent at sea where he is observed only by other
fiShermen.

Indeed, only the captain of a boat will regularly interact with

a non-fisherman during the course of a work day and even

thi s contact--with

a fi sh dealer-is likely to be brief, almost pro forma, and marked by the social distance that only mutual suspicion can generate (Miller and Van Maanen 1978).
Second, most fishermen appear to respect occupational boundaries even when
they are not fishing and it is therefore difficult for a non-fisherman to interpret the behavior of fishermen ashore since they are also unfamiliar with
a fiSherman's non-working obligation, duties, and needs.
Along with this almost fundamental ambivalence toward individual fishermen, the status of the occupation itself varies from port to port and hinges
on factors such as the importance of fishing to the local economy, the perceived income differentials between fishermen and non-fishermen, the connotative meaning of "fishe.rmen" to local residents, and the politics of interethnic

relations in a given community.

Offshore fishermen in New Bedford,

for example, claim that they are held in low esteem by other residents.

The

daughter of one of these fishermen in this port recently conducted a small
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survey asking people to rank order a number of local occupations and found
that "fisherman" was placed at the bottom of nearly every list.

Commenting

upon her own experience, this young woman remarked," .. . and when we moved here
we got notes in the mail box

s~ing

we smelled like fish.

Everyone I've ever

talked to seems to think that the only thing a fisherman can do besides fish
is drink a lot."
By comparison, however, the fishermen of Chatham appear to be held in
somewhat higher esteem than

their New Bedford counterparts.

Fishermen are

considered an important part of Chatham's heritage, as well as an effective
drawing card for tourists.

If they are not always identified as the most

affluent of the town's citizenry, they at least do not report being discriminated against or treated poorly by others in the community.

In the words of

a Chatham fisherman's wife, "I've never heard anything bad about a fishermap
in the twenty-seven years I've been in this town."
More critically, fishermen, despite an occasional gathering in of local
prestige (though largely cf the individual and not collective variety), have had
very

little

success in managing and controll:ing port resources.

In almost

every community, fishermen in New England have found themselves at a severe
disadvantage since local controlling interests generally regard the entire
fishing community as expendable.

Although citizens have formed various ecolo-

gical and historical interest groups intent on saving certain natural resources,
no such organization yet exists to rescue the fishermen.

In sum, fishermen in

most New England ports have been unable to muster even weak opposition to the
wide array of special interest groups ranging from those intent on maximizing
financial gains in a community to those intent on preserving (or enhancing) a
community's local history and ecology.
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Given this background, we now examine three New England ports, paying
attention to both the

~ysical

situation in each port.

and social aspects of the fisherman's present

These matters, as we suggest in the second section,

are crucial in coming to understand hoth the emergence of non-traditional
fishermen in the three ports and the distinctions fishermen themselves make
in terms of their own and their fellow fisherman's enacted social identity.
Gloucester, Massachusetts
Gloucester (pop. 30,000) has been at the forefront of commercial fishing in
the

United States for over three hundred ysars.

There are at present over

nine hundred fishermen involved in Gloucester's inshore and offshore fisheries.
In terms of employment, Gloucester is primarily a manufacturing community dominated by the processing of fish products.

However, the contribution of local

fishermen to this industry is put into perspective when it is realized that
over ninety percent of fish processed in the city arrive in frozen form,
transported from Canada by truck.
To fishermen in other ports, Gloucester has an image of being a '~ig boat"
port in which most of the
fisheries.

vessels in the fleet are commited to the offshore

This image is false, since small inshore boats outnumber the larger

offshore boats by a factor of roughly three to one.

More important, the image

also obfuscates the diversity of vessels in the port (Miller and Pollnac 1978).
With the possible exception of scalloping, virtually every kind of commercial
fishing activity is found in Gloucester.

In a sense, the port is a microcosm

of the entire New England fishing community.
The Gloucester fleet is, however, mainly a dragger fleet and a relatively
old one at that since the wooden, eastern-rigged (pilot house aft) vessels of
the fleet have a median age of 27 years.
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For the most part, draggers in

Gloucester are of two types:

the inshore boats and the offshore boats.

The

inshore vessels are small, return to port dailY, and concentrate on groundfish
(a generic term for cod, haddock, yellowtail flounder, whiting, and other
species).

The larger offshore vessels can and do remain at sea for extended

periods (typically 6 to 8 days) and tend to focus more intensively on the
··
4
h addock and co d flsherles.

In terms of protection and access to both fishing grounds and markets,
Gloucester is certainly one of the best ports in New England.

The inner har-

bor is protected from all but the infrequent southwesterly winds.

Perhaps the

single disadvantage to be found in the physical environment is the inconvenience inshore or day fishermen experience by not being able to utilize the
Annisquam River as a short-cut to Ipswich Bay during the winter months when
the river is frozen.
Despite its favorable physical characteristics and proximit,y to the
Boston fish markets, the Gloucester port facilities are neither adequate nor
up-to-date.

For example, while the port typically leads the nation in ground-

fish landings, it cannot handle the quantity of whiting the fleet is potentially
able to land during the summer months.

Consider too the fact that during the

past year (1977-78) when fishermen were encouraged by the Federal government to
diversify, Gloucester fishermen discovered that there were no local fish dealers
in a position or with an interest

i~

building to a position in which they could

process "underutilized species" such as squid, saltwater catfish or dogfish.
To many, the Gloucester fishing industry is more limited by its antiquated processing firms than by its ancient wooden fleet.
These problems exist in part because the economic context within which the
fleet operated is understandably resistant to change.

The fresh fish firms,

like the boats, are small, independent and owner-operated.

And, like the boat

owners of the fleet, the owners of the processing firms are reluctant

to take the risks a significant outlay of venture capital would entail were
they to attempt expansion.

Marketing and mooring arrangements in the harbor

are also a part of the total picture for they are negotiated privately,
singly, and informally.

Overcrowding is not yet a problem, but boat owners

are expected to purchase all their fuel from the dock where they are said to
"moor for free. nAnd, the traditional marketing structure is such that
Gloucester fishermen receive an "ex-vessel" (on the dock) price five cents
lower per pound than that offered in Boston, some 30 miles away, despite the
common understanding that dealer transport costs amount to only several cents
per pound.

Two major interest

groups currently contend for political and develop-

mental control in Gloucester.

These are: (1) the local retail business fac-

tions seeking to "improve" the waterfront by building hotels, motels, bouti~ue-like

retail stores, and swank restaurants; and (2) local and corporate

business interests seeking to expand the port docking facilities to entice
international trade.

By and large, the obj ecti ves of both camps are mutually

exclusive, though neither option is attractive in the least to the local commercial fishing interests who are caught in the middle of the conflict with
l i ttle or no voice of their own.

A further complication concerns the relatively low social status of Gloucester fishermen compared to those who are presently fighting for civic direction.

The city has a Yankee heritage which the current official (and unofficial)

leadership mirrors.

However, over eighty percent of the city's fishermen are

of Italian descent.

Though most fishermen are highly esteemed

in

the Italian

social community, such regard (even for big boat owners who may earn upwards
of one hundred thousand dollars per year) rarely translates across ethnic
boundaries.

Adding insult to injury, the city fathers also actively promote
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an image of fishing in Gloucester as it was some one hundred years ago in its
tourist brochures, restaurant motifs, and mass produced curios.

Wherever

one looks in the town, Yankee fishermen are prominantly displayed using anachronistic handlines and dories:

in the windows of the novelty shops; on

Chamber of Commerce literature; and upon the granite pedestals of the city's
institutional art.

Clearly, the Italian-ness of both the city and the fleet

are underemphasized.
Finally, one anecdote bears mention.

During--

1977-78 which, in all res-

pects, was a critical year since it represented the first time the Federal
government has become directly involved in fisheries management, fishermen
in Gloucester were unable to persuade the Mayor to simply appoint a lobbyist

to act on behalf of the fishing fleet in its interactions with various governmental bodies.

Gloucester's Mayor, if his public statements and actions

could be taken at face value, was far more attentive to leashing the city's
dogs than to appointing a suitable fisheries representative.
Chatham, Massachusetts
Chatham (pop. 7,000) is a small coastal community some 90 miles southeast
of Boston, with a fishing tradition that dates back to the time of the Pilgrims.
it is estimated that about 165 boats fish

out of Chatham.

In all, some 300

fishermen are said to work out of the port on various full or part-time schedules (Dewar, et ale 1978).
Unlike Gloucester which has a "net fi shery ," Chatham is best known for
its "hook" fishery, though, like Gloucester the principal species sought by
the Chatham fleet are cod and haddock.

Approximately 70 boats are sturdy and

big enough to operate from early spring to late fall.

Additionally, a fair

weather fleet of some 60 boats, referred to locally as the "tin" or "mosquito"
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fleet, utitizes the harbor during the summer months.

Importantly, fishermen

in Chatham, in contrast to those in Gloucester, rarely specialize in their
choice of either fishing style or species sought, opting instead to participate in a number of different inshore fisheries depending upon the season.
Surveying the gear types found on boats in the spring of 1978, the Chatham
fleet appeared to be quite diversified, including, for example, long-liners
(8), jiggers (30), sea scallopers (8), inshore lobstermen (8-10), trap fishermen (4), Scotti sh seiners (1), Canadian pair seiners (2), bass fishermen
(2), and shellfi shermen (2).
Situated on the outside of the elbow of Cape Cod, Chatham is close to
fisheries in both the Atlantic Ocean and Nantucket Sound.

The entrance to

the Chatham harbor is, however, extremely dangerous, due to the constantly
shifting Chatham sand bars.

To avoid running aground, vessels must make

same sixteen changes of direction to enter or leave port.
so complicates

Heavy local fog al-

fishing in Chatham, since inshore fishermen must rely on

"land" marks to guide them at sea.

Vesse.ls over 50' in length are prohib-

ited by the dangerous entrance (and town ordinance) from using the harbor.
Another disadvantage of the Chatham port is its remoteness from the
Boston and New Bedford fish markets, although this problem has been offset
somewhat by the existence of a fisherman's cooperative. In theory, the cooperative makes all the arrangements necessary for the dealing of fish including
transportation.

Yet, the popular image in New England of Chatham fishermen

united by the "Co-op" is a misleading one.

In fact, in recent years, many

fishermen have dropped out, feeling the co-op has "outlived its usefulness."
Some are openly dissatisfied with co-op benefits, citing poor or corrupt
management, the discontinuance" of "gear discounts, and a general failure to
deliver on its economic promise.

Those that have left the co-op have elected
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to sell their catch to a campeti tive private business which shares the town
pier with the co-op.
In terms of facilities, Chatham fishermen stress the need for the
sent landing areas to be mOdernized and enlarged.

pre~

On a bill of particulars,

Chatham fishermen would also argue strongly for a cold storage plant, a filletprocessing plant, and, because overcrowding is a pressing problem, more dockage.

As one fi sherman remarked, "it's very quaint and all that we row out to

our boats, but it's also a goddamn waste of space and time."
If some of these expansion goals were realized, the fishing picture would
dramatically change in the ,port-though perhaps to the ultimate disadvantage
and displacement of the small-scale fishermen who have, to date, been supporting the change.

In particular, if the harbor entrance and channels were

dredged to accomodatelarger craft, as same have suggested, the fishing potential of Chatham would dramatically increase.

However, such an' eventuality

is unlikely since the fishermen of Chatham, like those of Gloucester, appear
to have very little say in how their communit,y is managed.

The

not-so~oyal

opposition to Chatham's commercial fishing interests emerges directly and
indirectly from the Cape Cod development and tourism boom which began shortly
after World War II and which has begun to accelerate again in the past five
years.

Specifically, Chatham fiShermen find their interests opposed by both

the rapidly growing retirement community (which in 1975 represented over onethird of the town's population according to the U.S. Census Report) and local
businessmen who seek to profit from land transactions.
Ostensibly, there is no obvious conflict between the
citizens of Chatham

and the fishermen.

in~igrant

retired

Inieed, most of the elders in the

town publically praise the fishermen for their courage and perseverance.
However, an alliance between the two groups is remote since the wants and needs

of the older members of the community differ sharply from those of the
younger members of the community actively engaged in fishing.

One observer

on the scene illustrated precisely this point when he noted, "you'll see
that at every town meeting the police budget goes up.

Most of us fishermen

figure we're just not wanted around here, we get in the way."
It seems clear that the fishermen of Chatham.do not possess the sort of
political influence they would like.

Though they are relatively better off

than their Gloucester counterparts, as an interest group in the community
they are a distinct minority.

The words of another Chatham man summarize

well the general perception of fishermen on the matter of 'who governs'
their town:

"One thing wrong with Chatham is that it's too rich a town.

The

people who retire to Chatham control it since most retired people have nothing
else to do but get involved.

They have the vote."

The other set of visible interests at odds with those of the fishermen in
Chatham is represented by residential property owners, real estate promoters,
and home builders.

Significantly, the retirement community's interests are

often served by the land development faction, and an almost natural alliance
exists between the two.

Perhaps best symbolizing the clash between the real

estate interests and the fishermen (as well as demonstrating vividly who wields
the power in Chatham) is a recent court case in which a local fisherman was
denied the right to store his lobster pots in his yard because they were considered by his neighbors to be unsightly and likely to depreciate land values.
We should note, too, that the Chatham phone directory lists twenty-three real
estate offices with a local prefix and countless others serving nearby towns.
This works out to ratio of about one real estate office for every 260 residents,
a ratio that matches the police-to-citizen index (though perhaps not for long).
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Newburyport, Massachusetts
Newburyport (pop. 16,000) is thought of in local lore as either "Massachusetts' largest town or Massachusetts'smallest city"--legally it is the
latter, having a Mayor like Gloucester instead of a Board of Selectmen like
Chatham.

Currently operating

out of the port are eight inshore draggers,

eight inshore lobstermen, four gillnetters, four eel fishermen, and a fleet
of a dozen or so party and charter boats.

While estimates are difficult to

come by, local residents note that a great many part-time fishermen come to
the area to participate in the seasonal giant bluefin

tuna fishery.

Thirty miles north of Gloucester, Newburyport lies at the mouth of the
Merrimac

River,· on its southern side.

The entrance to "The River" is nearly

as perilous as the entrance to Chatham's harbor.

An ebbing tide in conjunction

wi th the Merrimac current cause ''breaking waters" to form at the mouth of the
river when the wind blows from an easterly direction.

And during the winter

months, ice floes coming down the river force all but the handful of boats
with protected moorings to operate out of other ports.
Until 1978, Newburyport fishermen had no support facilities whatsoever.
However, the emergence of a fishing cooperative has alleviated some major
problems by building a central landing dock adjacent to marketing facilities
and arranging for temporary moorings for commercial boats in the harbor.

Fish-

ermen previously landed fish and tied up their boats Wherever they could, often
at private, party boat, or restaurant docks.

Furthermore, an ice plant was

recehtly constructed in Newburyport at city expense, thus severing the dependence of local fishermen on facilities in the nearby ports of Gloucester and
Portsmouth.
While the co-op and ice plant are major improvements and, in fact, symbolize
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the more or less favorable position of fishermen in Newburyport compared to
those in Gloucester and Chatham, local fishermen still face further battles
to achieve an acceptable port configuration.

Fishermen must continue to

convince the city government that the needs of the fleet are of high priority.
In particular, the future of the fledgling fishing industry will be significantly affected by how the city chooses to allocate the several million dollars
granted by the Federal government to renovate Newburyport's historical" waterfront district.

Although the abstract notion of Newburyport supporting a fish-

ing fleet is held by nearly all residents to be an attractive proposition, the
reali ty of fishing-related activities being located in or near the "charming
and quaint" downtown waterfront area also distresses many.

In particular,

tourism and real estate interests may well find broader citizen support than
they now enjoy as various proposals for commercial fishing in NeWburyport
are di scussed in public meetings.
What is clear, however, is that, for the moment at least, Newburyport fishermen are in an advantageous position relative to their brethren in other
nearby New England ports.
enviable situation

As implied above, part of the

reason for such an

is perhaps to be traced to the fact that the city has never

had to contend with much if any commerical fishing in its midst.

One Newbury-

port wag went so far as to suggest that "the reason fishermen are so well
liked here is that the locals have never seen one."

To this point, the marine

tradi tion of Newburyport is anchored in shipbuilding, notably, the elegant
clipper ships of the last century.

Local fishermen are therfore able to draw

on this related and ennobling seafaring heritage for some (though probablY not
much) symbolic leverage.
Somewhat surprisingly, fishermen in Ne"Wburyport seem unaware or at least
unconvinced of their relative good fortune and respected standing in the community.
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To a man, they feel that they are not wanted by the local citizens.

While

this may well reflect a general sense of social stigma many fishermen are
said to carry with them on land, there are a few indications that the local
fishermen may be on to something more tangible.

In particular, a very vis-

ible example of the poor treatment NeWburyport fishermen expect from nonfishermen is the public bulkhead and dock recently constructed on the waterfront by the city.

This facility and small protected inlet adjoining it has

yet to be made available for use by commercial fishermen, though it sits
virtually unused by the public.

Fishermen are thus reminded of their tenuous

social position in the community every day as they row out to their vessels
rafted together beyond the new dock in a make-shift and precarious mooring
arrangement.
On Fishing and Social Identity:

A Tnology of New Enaland Fishermen

Social identity, as we use it here, is similar in some respects to Goffman's (1959:75) early interpretation of the concept of social role:
"It is not a material thing to be possessed and then displayed; it
is a patter.n of appropriate conduct, coherent, embellished, and well
articulated. Performed with ease or clumsiness) awareness or ignorance,
guile or good faith, it is nonetheless something that must be enacted
and portrayed~ something that must be realized."
More exactly, our use of the concept of social identity refers to a particular social role which an actor rather fully embraces, supports, and seeks
~affirm

in all its sterling detail.

It may be based upon occupational,

leisure, or family ties and be presented with deceitful, virtuous, or banal
intent.

Of course, a person can carry in what Goffman (1961) calls the indiv-

idual's "identity kit" many social identities relevant to many social situations.
But, given a specific recurring situation, a person's social identity refers
to the presumed congruence between the kind of person others in the situation
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take the individual to be by virtue of his public conduct and the kind of
person the individual consi<iers himself to be.

As such, the c.1aiming of a

social identity entails behavior that falls conceptually somewhere between
what we conventionally define as individual or
and formal or functional

~

behavior.

perso?al~ty-based

behavior

In short, the notion of social

identity allows us to make relatively fine-grained distinctions among actors
who fill the same functional role, yet the concept stops short Of reqairing
the sort of depth psychology approach to personal character wherein the role
itself vanishes from view and only idiosyncratic aspects of a social actor's
personality remain.
In this light, fishing in America represents the sort of occupational
role that still has not been well codified, rationalized, or studied.

It

is a role similar in many ways to that of the farmer, the independent merchant, and the autonomous professional.

It is one of many rapidly disappearing

and often lamented occupations that can be pursued in splendid isolation or
as a family and friendship venture in which individual independence, choice,
and initiative are rewarded (Boggie and Gersuny 1974).

It is also marked by

self-employment, which according to the 1975 Census report, typifies only nine
percent of the D.S. population.
This point gains special meaning because as one moves further away from
organizations, formality, official titles, and the like, there is a corresponding tendency to conceive of the roles people play occupationally as
being "really them."

There is, of course, some risk associated with this

tendency because all social roles can be both assumed and cast off by an individual much like an actor can assume and cast off roles in stage plays.

If

we are to understand fishermen, therefore, it becomes crucial to chart the
social structure which lies submerged beneath the generic occupational role.
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As Klapp (1958:674) has observed:

"Between knowing a person's formal status

and knowing him intimately there is a kind of knowledge that 'fills in'."
We seek to "fill in" our present understanding of the American fisherman by
describing below the different kinds of social identities that are to be
found among them in three New England ports.
Primary Distinctions:

Traditional and

Non-~raditi9naIFishermen

In the introduction to this paper we briefly mentioned our interest

i~

the "non-traditional" fishermen who contrast with the "traditional" fishermen
conventionally studied in New England and elsewhere.

Regarded by traditional

fishermen and social scientists alike as marginal because of their apparent
lack of fishing qualifications, small numbers, and minimal sea experience,
these non-traditional fishermen are social anomalies and if for that re,ason
alone, merit attention.
of social explanation.

Simply because "they are there" calls for some sort
We begin working toward such an explanation in this

section by elaborating upon the distinction between "traditional" and "nontraditional" fishermen, a distinction fishermen themselves make.

Secondary

subtyping of this primary distinction is accomplished in follOwing sections.
A traditional social identity in the commercial fishing world of New
England tur.ns primarily on t'WO criteria.
continuity of experience or permanence.

The fir st has to do with a displayed
For fishermen, as for other occupa-

tional groups, the recognition of a traditional type is dependent upon the
sequential involvement of successive generations withln the' occupation •. The
second criterion is somewhat more arbitrary but is nonetheless important
and concerns tne intra-occupational :t"requency and dominance of tne group from
which successive generations offlshermen are recrUlted.

By this defillltioll,

traditional fishermen are both conspicuous and enduring, non-traditional are
not.
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To be a traditional fisherman is to be born into a fishing family.

The

intergenerational connnitment of entire families to fishicg is best exemplified by the Italian fishermen of Gloucester. Virtually all boats in the dragger fleet are owned and operated as small family businesses.
cooperate to purchase vessels and typically work together.

Kinsmen
Kinship ties are

to be found on at least 80 percent of the Gloucester boats, and younger family members are frequently trained in the occupation as captains, engineers,
and twinemen to ultimately take the place of relatives.

5

Traditional fishermen in Gloucester have followed their line of work
because it has been a family custom to do so.

Sons discover that, like it or

not, they cannot really avoid learning about the occupation and working in
it, since "helping the family out" is a chore few young people can heedlessly
avoid.

A common story among fishermen is that they never really decided or

intended to fish, but they "fell into it," or "fell back on it."

When asked

why they continue to fish, however, fishermen (particularly creW members)
typically respond in financial terms-"the money is good."
Learning the trade in time-honored fashion is a lengthy process.

Trad-

itional fishermen make their first fishing trips While in early adolescence.
And, simply by being aboard, they begin gaining familiarity with the routine
and rhythm that marks the work life of a draggerman.

In subsequent stages,

they typically work as deckhands during the sunnner months of their high school
and sometimes college years.

Once joining a crew full-time, however, they

begin to specialize, and it is common for family members to specialize in
tasks that are complimentary.

Thus, only the captain's eldest son trains to

be a captain (who is virtually the only man aboard most Gloucester vessels
who knows how to find fish and operate the boat during drags).
learns to be an engineer. The third son a twineman.

And so on.

The second son
When openings

occur or when the

~amily

grows numerically and financially, a second boat

is sometimes purchased, thus allowing for the possibility of adding another
captain in the family.

Not all men strive to be captains, however, since the

heavy responsibilities that go with. the job as well as the limited opportunities
that exist to assume the job seem to keep the expectation of many traditional
6
fishermen in line.
Several features of this socialization process stand out in terms of the
social identities traditional fishermen come to assume.
ial recruits come from fishing

~amilies

very young age. they cannot help but
the community primarily in terms
family.

In a sense, the son of a

demonstrates that he is not.

o~

First, since potent-

and are exposed to the occupation at a

notice that they are viewed by others in
their own family's identity as a fishing

~isherman

Second, a

is

himsel~

~ishermanrs

fishermen through understanding his family.

a fisherman until he

son comes to understand

The on-going process

o~

under-

standing one's kin is, in this case, inextricably tied to the process of being
socialized into the world of commercial

~ishing.

Thus, the transition into the

adult occupational world is relatively smooth, sequential, and omnipresent.
A

~isherman's

son knows precisely where he fits in the occupational world,

knows rather precisely what is (and what is not) expected o~ him, and is familiar early-on with the order of progression that changes ordinary deckhands
into specialists and captains.

Moreover, the entire process of becoming a

fisherman is, if not ineVitable, at least reasonable and understandable to a
fisherman's son.

He is a realist when assessing the merits of the occupation

and is unlikely to be overly romantic about the "lure of the ,sea."

Third,

because following in one's father's footsteps is such an obvious choice, sons
of fishermen can expect to experience considerable difficulty in justifying any
alternative life plan to their

~amilies.
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This seems to be particularly be the

case if the aJternative occupation does not have a high(er) status.

Tradit-

ional fishermen sometimes encourage their sons to seek a higher education, but
expect (as do most parents) the attainment of an education to result in a
high status job for their offs.:pring.

They are hardly delighted if their

college-educated son chooses, for example, an occupation outside of fiShing
which offers less pay along with an ambiguous or lower status.
sons who find themselves in positions of this sort will
real family pressures and expressed discontent, and

Fishermen's

e~erience

some very

it is at this point that

some reluctantly "fall "hack on fi shing. "
If traditional fishermen, by definition, come from fishing families, where
do non-traditional fishermen come from?

The answer is that they come from

nearly everywhere and range in age from the man just out of high school or
college excited by the prospects of being his own boss to the middle-aged man
who is switching occupations to the old man seeking to supplement his retirement income.

Non-tradi tional fi shermen do, however, share several rather

significant attributes.

First, by and large, they cannot be considered to be

"upwardly mobile" in the conventional and striving sense of the concept.
Indeed many non-traditional fishermen verbally eschew the pursuit of higher
social standing and many shun the pursuit of the dollar as well.

They are

hoping to survive as fishermen to be sure, but they do not entertain the notion
that fishing will bring them great wealth or status in the community.

Second,

non-traditional fishermen are virtually always white and distinctly middle
class.

Young non-traditional fishermen, in particular, fit this description

almost perfectly in the three New England ports described in
of this paper.

As one citizen in Newburyport remarked:

the first part

"The funny thing is

that all the people I know who are fishermen grew up in really wealthy areas."
Third, as we shall show, their recently assumed social identity as fishermen

is important to them and is held quite self-consciously.

Unlike traditional

fishermen, non-traditional ones are trying on a role to, in part, see if it
fits and are quite aware of what they are doing.

Fourth, as a loosely coup-

led arrangement of people, non-traditional fishermen may be changing the nature
of the fiShing industry both by replacing traditional fishermen and by living
side by side with them.

These attributes can be seen more clearly by examining

the socialization patterns of non-traditional fishermen.
Same non-traditional fishermen enter the occupation only after first
being drawn to a port for aesthetic reasons.
for those who fish on Cape Cod.

This is most often the case

New fishermen in Chatham, for example, say

they are as attracted by the "lifestyle" as they are by fishing per se.

Many

of the newcomers are also young men with few or no dependents, and they
therefore

do not immediately require a substantial income.

One such fisher-

man discussed his initiation into the Chatham non-traditional fishing scene
in the following manner:
"I had gotten a divorce in the city and came to the Cape. I then
heard you could make some money fishing in Chatham. I got into
fiShing one d~ on a date when I caught 53 pounds of white perch.
Someone said, 'go sell it.' So I did and got 35 cents a pound."
Then too, some non-traditional types became fishermen almost accidently.
This version of "being in the right place at the right time" is, for nOrltraditional fishermen, the functional equivalent of "being in a place where
fishing won It interfere with a lifestyle."

A Point Judith ''Hippie'' fisherman

remarked:
"Well, my folks used to have a summer house on Great Island before
they moved south. When I got out of college I didn't know what I
wanted·to do or where to go, so l went back to Great Island 'cause
I like it. One day a friend asked me if I wanted to crew. One of
his regulars was sick. And so I got into it. He said the p~ was
good and the work hard."
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There are, of course, oth-er routes taken b.y non-traditional fishermen
into the occupation but, for

ma~,

the socialization process can be charact-

erized as marking a significant disjunction between their past and present
activities.

Since these fishermen do not came from fiShing families and

most report having had little previous fishing

experience~

they do not ease

into the fishing world through a set of nearly imperceptible minor· adjustments
as is the case for traditional fishermen.

For the non-traditional types, the

jump from a non-fisherman to a fisherman (albeit nepphyte) is an abrupt and
readily identifiable one. 7
lliere is another rather obvious but important way the early experiences
of non-traditional fishermen differ from those of the traditional fishermen.
Whereas the latter are familiar with the structure of the occupation, its
language, statuses, and culture, the former are not.

ThUS, non-traditional

fishermen have a very limited and different set of resources to call upon
for aid and comfort at the onset of their fishing careers.

The traditional

fisherman relies upon his family for assistance, information, and occupational
clues.

But, the non-traditional fisherman is in literally a sink-or-swim

position for he has placed himself within a competitive occupation without the
benefit of having ties to a knowledgeable support community.

He is in the

position therefore of inventing his own socialization process and to do this
he must worry first about establishing at least same communication channels
wi th other fishermen of virtually any type.

Social

I~en~ities:

.. Traditional and Non-Traditional Fishermen

In this section, we wish to point out that sociological or iletic" descriptions of a fisherman's background may be less useful in predicting his choice
to become a fisherman or his behavior as a fisherman after he has decided to
become one than is an understanding of the social identity he has explicit-ly
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selected for himself within the occupation.
ranks of commercial fishing from

As more and more men join the

non-fishing families, it becomes even more

crucial to understand these men's perceptions of the kinds of social identities
the fishing occupation allows.

This approach differs from a number of recent

studies which have discussed the psychological or personality characteristics
of fishermen (Poggie and Gersuny 1974; Pollnac 1976; Orbach 1977).

These

studies emphasize the adaptation (or self-selection) of the individual to
marine environments, and note how the personalities and behavior styles of
fishermen reflect (or come to reflect) the independence, social isolation,
challenge, and risk associated with fishing.

The obvious implication of

these studies is that the occupational environment is compatible for only
those with the "right" personality.

This almost Darwinian conclusion suggests

that, "in the end, it is the environment that either alters individuals such
that they can survive its ubiquitous force or that only those individuals
who somehow psychologically "match_up" to that environment will survive in
it.

To the extent that this is the case, we would expect fishermen to be

similar to one another and this, in fact, is what is claimed of the available
data.
But, similarity of personality does not necessarily imply similarity of
values or goals.
m~

The non-traditional fishermen we have discussed thus far

indeed have similar psychological characteristics to traditional fisher-

men for both groups may well satisfy certain deep-seated personal needs by
working at sea.

What is clear, however, is that non-traditional fishermen

are fishing and it is apparent that they are doing so for reason~ strikingly
different than traditional fishermen.

It is true too that they inhabit very

different social worlds than those populated by traditional fishermen.
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From

our perspective, the personality question is moot for we are con-

cerned with onlY the constructed and enacted social identities of fishermen
that are easily recognized by participants (and observers) in the fishing
community.

It may well be that

somed~

the personality concept will be op-

erationalized such that it can be made visible and related to the distinctions
members of a particular social world make among one another.
at least, we think this possibility remote.

But, for now

8

As a way of illustrating the relevance of social identity to the everyday
life of fishermen, consider the following
Anthropologist:
Fishennan:
Anthropologist:
Fishennan:
Anthropologist:
Fisherman:

e:l:~hange:

"What do they call you?"
"Oh, a hippie, a long-haired freak."
"And what do you call them?"
"Rednecks" (laughter)
"What's the difference?"
"The difference is that we take an ounce of grass
instead of a case of beer on an 8-day trip."

The terms "hippie" and "redneck" in the above conversation are references
to social types and, as such, communicate information about the priorities
and needs thought to be advanced by those to whom the label is meant to apPlY. 9
When the label is both sought and embraced by an individual, it becomes,· when
mirrored back at him in social interaction, a social identity.

It is true,

of course, that the tags or labels people (including social scientists) invent
to symbolize the complex bundle of social information which makes up a given
social identity

m~

come from many domains.

CriticallY, social identities are often derived from or
upational activities and titles.

related to occ-

When fishermen, for example, wish to stress

the work relevant origins of another's behavior, they can draw upon a rich
vocabulary of occupational titles to do so.

This is evident in the fixed-gear

disputes between lobstermen, gillnetters, and draggers (Miller and Pollnac 1978).
There are many occasions, however, when occupational titles are judged by a
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speaker as irrelevant to the

m~tter

at hand and the speaker must call upon

another frame of reference to achieve his conversational purpose (Goffman

1976). A person may be described as having behaved in a special way not,
for example, because he is a "fixed gear fisherman" but because he is a
''bible-thumping Chri stian."

Both

types can and do serve as social iden-

tities.
We are, however, not concerned in this paper with social identity in a
context-free fashion.

While there are no doubt broad social identities that

do sometimes transcend situational boundaries such as "underdogs ," "good guys,"
''bigshots ," "smart operators," and so forth, we are interested here in only
those social identities which fishermen take to be occupationally germane.
What we seek to uncover is the fisherman's answer to the question:
kinds of fishermen are there?"

"What

Clearly, a technical answer, the sort most

often used by social scientista, though occasionally used by fishermen too,
could be based on any number of material, physical, or otherwise non-social
dimensions such as formal role (deckhands, engineers, captains), fishing strategies (inshore, offshore); or even age (old, young).

As we have already sug-

gested, the problem with such distinctions is that they rarely reveal the
social organization of the occupation as seen by insiders, which is based
far more upon the connotative meanings such non-social dimensions hold for
members of the occupation than upon their denotative meanings (Spradley 1970;
Tyler 1969; Cicourel 1974).

It is here that social identities surface most

dramatically, for such identities typiCally cut across denotative occupational
dimensions.

'rhus, fishermen 'Who employ different fishing strategies or go

after different species may, in fact, share quite similar social identities
within the occupation.

ThiS, in terse form, is the principal argument we

present below' where we demonstrate that traditional fishermen, despite their
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tremendous variation along all the convention denotative dimensions 'Which
can be applied to segment the occupation, still see themselves as distinguishable and set apart from non-traditional fishermen (and vice-versa).

To

make this point, we look first to the symbolic side of fishing "Where social
identity plays its most pivotal role.
Costume, articles of adornment, cosmetics, material possessions artfully
displayed, and the like all serve to suggest and reinforce the bearer's selected social identity.
significant.

In this context, clothes are almost unspeakably

Commercial fishing garb such as boots and slickers servesig-

nificant symbolic functions for fishermen particularly when they are 'Worn
outside the immediate working enviromnent.
ially displays to others who

m~

The wearing of such garments soc-

come from different walks of life that the

wearer is a " fisherman " in more places than one.

Intra.-occupationally, more

subtle bits of information about the weareris identity and character may be
gleaned such as the sort of "taste" the 'Wearer di spl~s in hi s choice of
boots and slickers.

Consider also the fact

th~t,

more than keep the sun from a fisherman's eyes:

in New England, hats do
they also tell other fisher-

men where the wearer is from and the sort of involvements he is likely to
have in the occupation.

For example, Gloucester draggermen of the traditional

sort wear fluorescent orange billed caps, New Bedford fi shermen wear striped
engineer's caps, and Point Judith cooperative members sport distinctive black
baseball caps.

Many non-traditional fishermen are, however, breaking new ground

with their choice in headgear.

Particularly prominant among non-traditional

types are the billed Ittrucker's" caps and obscure basehall caps.

Both are

distinctive because of their non-fisning logos and ensignia.
Car choice and decoration also mirror a"spects of the social identity of
fisnermen, and this matter illustrates another difference between traditional
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..1\

and non-traditional types.

Some Gloucester fishermen, "greasers" to be pre-

cise, are, in fact, so well known as a "type" to those familiar with the
preferences of this community that they are sometimes recognized as being
fishermen only because their car is "exactly what a greaser fisherman
would buy."

In

New

Bedford, Portuguese fishermen are said to always drive

white Cadillacs (Jessen: personal communication).

By contrast, non-traditional

fishermen, in part, because they must use their cars for transporting gear
to and from their boats, tend to drive vans or pickup trucks.

Traditional

fishermen rarely use their cars for business purposes because the boats they
work on are typically large and their gear

st~s

aboard.

To drive a vehicle

about town that announces its utilitarian use, would be, to the traditional
fisherman, unthinkable and a sure sign of one's failure to have made economic
progress.
Importantly, traditional fishermen have less interest than most of their
non-traditional counterparts in emphasizing the occupational aspects of their
biography when not at work.

The traditional fisherman would rarely look like

a fisherman to the unsophisticated observer unless he were near a boat either
beginning or ending his work day.

He sharply distinguishes between the work-

ing and non-working aspects of his life and chooses his dress accordingly.
In short, the traditional fisherman tends to maintain a working identity only
when working and a social identity only when socializing.

By contrast,

many

non-traditional fishermen tend to promote a social identity while working
and an occupational identity when socializing.

He is, for example, as prone

to wear a rock 'n roll tee shirt while fishing as he is to wear a fishing
knife on his belt while on a date.

The single earring frequently worn by

some non-traditional types is something of an all.-purpose sYmbol since it has
meaning in both the occupational sphere of maritime tradition and in the social
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sphere of hippie folklore.

It is generally the case,however, that traditional

fishermen are far more concerned about maintaining a strict se:paration between their occupational life and their social life than is the 'case for nontraditional fishermen.
As a last example in this symbolic domain, consider the boat naming
practices in New England.
when naming their boats.

Traditional fishermen are rather serious and solemn
Gloucester draggers, for instance, have names with

obvious religious overtones--Mother and Grace, St. Mary, St. John, Joan of
Arc.

However, many non-traditional fiShermen disregard seriousness and cus-

tom, naming their boats after family members, plays on words, and not-toosubtle put-ons.

The diversity in Chatham boat names reflects a certain irony,

humor, and perhaps detachmnet from the investment a boat represents:

Benjo,

Black Russian, Wendy Jean, Big John, Frenzy, I'm Alone, Peachez, Wee Marc,
Ready Boy, and Bearded Clam.
We have attempted to document by numerous examples that establishing a
social identity is an important matter to traditional and non-traditional
fishermen alike.

It is also important to the traditional fisherman's under-

standing of non-traditional types.

The following comment is typical of the

traditional fisherman's view of the non-traditional:

'There's not a real

fisherman in the bunch ... These guys just drink ,.and talk ... He's not a fisherman 'cause he

'5

only gone out twice this month."

This traditional fisherman has a point, for it is generally true that
non-traditional fishermen are as interested in establishing and maintaining
a social identity as a fisherman on land as they are in establishing and
maintaining that identity while fishing at sea.

By staying on land, by

"talking shc,p, It and by simply being visible, they are nonetheless still laying
claim to a social identity.

They are .. attempting to prove to themselves, to
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friends, to visitors, if not to traditional fishermen, that they are, in
fact, fishermen.

To a large extent, non-traditional types are as eager to be

taken in public as a fish_erman as traditional types are loath to be seen in
public in this light.
This point can be illustrated vividly by examining the bar behavior of
fishermen, a locale that has almost myth-like stature among fishermen.

In-

deed, fishermen have always been linked, in the public mind at least, to
rowdiness, fraternalism, and hard drinking in bars.
traditional fishermen rarely drink in public.

But, in actuality, most

Traditional fishermen, by and

large, go home after work, thus complimenting the above view of traditj.onal
fishermen as being basically uninterested in projecting a social identity with
strong occupational overton,=s in public.

Those traditional fishermen who do

drink frequently outside their homes (or the homes of their friends and kin)
do so most often in poorly marked bars that are rarely entered by non-fishermen.

Traditional fishermen drink in semi-private places with other traditional

fishermen where the question of their social identities as fishermen is of
little consequence or concern.

Non-traditional fishermen are, however, quite

visible in their public drinking patterns.

They do not drink with the trad-

itional fishermen, preferring those locales where they can interact with persons having a wide variety of other social identities.

They are proud of the

impact of their occupation on their cultivated social performances and take
care to occupy territory where they can display their canny fisherman's ways.
We now consider a deeper taxonomic ordering of fishermen by cutting the
first order differences between traditional and non-traditional fishermen into
second order differences which distinguish types within types.

When this task

is completed, some concluding comments are offered which speak to the origins
and consequences of the mix of fishermen now operating _ in New England ports.
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Traditional Fishermen:

•

Subt;tpes

Two kinds of traditional fis hermen are to be found in the studied ports.

The first is composed of "Swamp Yankees" and "Cape Codders" who represent
the traditions of the "American" fisherman.

The second group is composed of

the "Greasers" and "Guineas" who are descendents and relatives of the immigrant Italian fishermen of Gloucester.
Swamp Yankees and Cape Codders
'~othing is more striking about the deep-rooted, traditional Yankee
fisheries than the absence of New England Yankees ••• except in the
small villages along New England's northern coas.t, the Yankee
fisherman is about as common as the native Indian."

(Boeri and Gibson

1976:37)

In the days of Captains .Collrageo"Us,.:thestereot.ypicNew England. fi sh-

erman was a "Yankee" and it is a labelri'ch. in . connotative meaning.

The

Yankee has been.most commonly,.depicted_as hard·,.;YlGlrking, .. shrewd~ stubborn,
thrifty, arid perservering.

.He is. reticent, rugged,. ,fiercely

in~pendent,

self-reliant, and, most Significantly, of ruddy Anglo-Saxon descent.

Pic-

torial versions of this Yankee are omnipresent in New England kitsch art,
curio motifs, and commercial images such as the Yankee fisherman (always in
a slicker) who appears as the mainstay of Gorton's fish products

I

logo.

It has been a long time, however, since Yankee fishermen have dominated
the major southern New England ports.

The Gloucester, New Bedford, and

Provincetown fishermen, for example, are primarily all of Italian or Portuguese descent.

But the working Yankee fisherman has not vanished entirely.

In Maine, New Hampshire, and many of New England's minor ports, which never
experienced waves of European :immigr..a.nts.".the Yankee fisherman continues to
personify a status quo which has lasted 200 years.

There are a few lobster

ports in Maine, for example, where Yankee fishermen even retain considerable
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social and political control of the community (Acheson 1972).

In most cases,

however, they have not been so fortunate.
Yankee fishermen sometimes claim to be able to trace their family's
involvement in New England fishing back to Colonial times.

In fact, the

name tag "Swamp Yankee" is itself a reference to times long since past--a
period during which large portions of the New England coast were characterized by lowland bogs.

Cape Godders, while similar in most respects to

Swamp Yankees, acquire their status by virtue of birth on Gape Cod, though
they, too, often lay claim to possessing historical family ties to fishing.
Both groups share, however, the social advantage of inherited and, for the
most part, unquestioned respectability in New England ports.

They, are rarely,

if ever, called upon to justify their status as fishermen to anyone within
the local community.

And, it is to the Swamp Yankees or Cape Godders that

outsiders such as anthropologists are referred by most port authorities,
observers, and residents who, in good faith, wish to assist the questioning
stranger.
The fishermen of Chatham provide a case example of this type of traditional fisherman.

Within

the Chatham fishing structure, the Swamp Yankee and

Cape Codder represent the establishment. They are the oldest, have been there
the longest, and are the only fishermen in the port who can claim a "tradition."
They have well-defined routines, understandings, and beliefs about fishing.
In short, it does not stretch credibility to suggest that they also have a
culture.
Greasers and Guineas

10

The dramatic impact of immigrant workers on this country's labor force
has been evocatively described many times 'over.

Within the New England fish-

ing community, both the Italian and Portuguese immigrants have played a
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prominant role.

So prominant has their role been that they now represent

the vast majority of southern New England's fishermen, and for several generations have been the keeper s of the area's fishing traditions.

While we

only discuss the Italian fishermen of Gloucester in this section as a type
of traditional fisherman (though, numerically, the most significant in the
region), the reader should be aware that much of what we have to say about
the Italian community could be said about the Portuguese community too (and
the smaller Norwegian community of fishermen also part of the New Bedford
fleet ).
The Gloucester dragger fleet is overwhelmingly Italian.

Some 85 percent

of the total fishermen in Gloucester are Italian, though within this group
the fishermen compare themselves with other fishermen of Italian or Sicilian
descent on the basis of recency of arrival.

New immigrants are referred to

as "Greasers" in contrast to the earlier "immigrants" who are more Americanized
Italian-Americans or "Guineas."
As might be expected, Guineas do not like being called Greasers and consider it to be something of an insult if they are.
ever to being called a Guinea by a Guinea.

They do not object how-

On the other hand, this linguistic

system is not symmetric for it is more or less meaningless, rather than
complimentary, to refer to ,a Greaser as a Guinea.
who call Guineas, Guineas.

Nor does one find Greasers

Though Greasers and Guineas know fully well which

group they belong to, both terms are used ey.clusively by Guinea fishermen.
The use of both terms is, however, fashioned normally as a joke, a mild epithet, or a casual rebuke.

But, despite such offhand and. light conversational

practices, important social distinctions are to be found when contrasting
Greasers to Guineas (and vice versa).
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In the strictest, most prominent, and stereotyp.ic sense, a Greaser is
a recent immigrant who has come to Gloucester only to be a fisherman.
Critically, Greasers have been thoroughly successtul as fishermen in Gloucester.
From the Guinea perspective, Greasers then:
" ••• come over here from the old country and can't read or write.
They ain't got nothing. They just eat bread and spaghetti and
don't go out or do nothing but fish. Next thing ya know, they
got their own boat, two houses, and a fancy car even though they
don't even have a license."
Despite the claim that "once a Greaser, always a Greaser," the label
itself is not necessarily permanent.

It can be avoided or outgrown.

In the

latter case, twenty years in Gloucester can change a Greaser into a Guinea.
As one fisherman observed, "He was a Greaser, now he's a Guinea."

Another

fi sherman suggested that a Greaser was really "someone who hasn't been here
long enough to be Italian."
ation to occur

An important prerequisite for thi s transform-

is, of course, the ability to speak English.

By definition,

all Greasers speak Italian or a regional dialect learned in Italy.
by contrast, have spent considerable time in America.

Guineas,

And, young Guineas,

having concentrated on English in school, may speak little or no Italian.
Not all of being a Greaser has to do with one's status as a recent immigrant.

For example, one fisherman referring to another who had recently

arrived from Sicily noted, "We don't call him a Greaser because he sees things
our way."

This notion of "seeing things our way" is necessary to fully under-

stand the distinction between Greaser and Guinea.
Greasers is not their recent tie to Italy
perceived conspicuous consumption.

~er ~

The basic complaint against
nor is it necessarily their

Rather, Guineas see Greasers as unapprec-

iative of American benefits and advantages.

Greasers are said to flood the

labor market while continuing to reaffirm their connection to Italy (or Sicily) through both word and deed.

For example, the potential but nevertheless
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"non-Greaser" fi sherman alluded to above is accepted by Guineas because
"he's the only guy who doesn't say 'Italy gotta stronger iron' or 'Italy
gotta bigger tomatoes'."

The feeling among Guineas is that "if you come

to Gloucester to make a living, you should keep your mouth shut about how
great things were where you came from."
If there is one thing about a Greaser that all Guineas can agree upon,
it is that they are seen without exception to be hard workers.

Moreover,

Greaser success in Gloucester has not been taken particularly well by the
Gui neas who have "been here longer."

Some Guinea

fi shermen now avo id for-

mer haunts such as the St. Peter's Club since it is said that the Greasers
have "taken over" and enjoy nothing more than flaunting their new-found
wealth in front of Guineas.
is not.

To a Guinea, whatever a Greaser is, a Guinea

Common word among Guineas in Gloucester holds that Greasers tend

to be both flashy and concerned with exbibi ting a distinctive style.
minds of many Guineas,

In the

Greasers are associated s,rmbolically with big wads

of folded bills, tailored leather jackets, black Cossack fur hats, expensive
gold jewelry, and long, heavy, bright red American cars.
We should note too that the wives of both Greasers and Guineas are deeply
involved in the business of fishing.

Because the men spend so much time at

sea, women are most often responsible for paying billS, mortgages, and, if
it is owned by the family, the boat.
of the vessels.

Most of the women in Gloucester are not at all timid about

such financial matters.
spend it.

Many wives are in fact the legal owners

As one wife remarked:

"'Ihey bring it home and we

You think I'm gonna let him walk around the bars with fourteen

hundred dollars on him?"
In closing, we must reemphasize the fact that both the Greasers and Guineas of Gloucester are traditional fishermen.
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Like Swamp Yankees and Cape

Codders,

the~

have learned their craft as a result of being born into a

fishing family and the orientation they have toward their social position
as a fisherman rests on parental, family, and community influence which
began very early in life.

Unlike non-traditional fishermen, traditional

ones are hardly self-conscious of their social identity.

For the most part,

they seem to wear their fishennan identity as naturally as they take a breath.
It is only when they step out of their familiar worlds that they recognize
that they are, in fact, traditional fishermen.
Non-Traditional
Fishermen:
,

SubtrEes

Four kinds of no n-tradi tional fi shermen are to be found alongside traditional fishermen in the three ports discussed here.

The first group are

those who have had some sort of formal training in fishing techniques, technology, and strategies.

We call this group "Educated fishermen" not to ele-

vate their status or imply that

the~

are somehow wiser than other fishermen,

but simply because this phrase seems to be the one most frequently used by
other fishermen.

The second group is comprised of "Hippies" and "Outlaws"

who together make up the "Granola Generation" of commercial fishermen.

The

third type are represented by fishermen who are interested solely in the
economic gain to be had by fishing, the "Entrepreneurs, II who themselves break
down into sub-categories illustrated by the "Newcomers" and "Scallopers"
discussed here.

The fourth group is a sort of residual classification which

includes all "Part-time" and "Seasonal" fishermen who exist on the outermost
fringes of the commercial fishing world.
Educated Fishermen
As the commercial fishing industry becomes more sophisticated through
advances in boat design, sonar sounding techniques, radio electronics, and the
understandings of patterns of fish behavior, training programs for
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would~e

fishermen have also begun to appear in New England and elsewhere.

Those

who promote these ventures argue that innovation and information can be most
directly and usefully diffused into commercial fishing through schools of
formal preparation rather than through the more traditional schools of "hard
knocks. "

It should be noted, however, that not all fi shermen are interested

in the "new technology" as evidenced by the persistent use of anachroni stic
Eastern-rig side draggers in some ports (though even same traditional fishermen are beginning to regard such craft as collector's items much like a
vintage Model-T Ford).
The marine fisheries program offered at the University of Rhode Island
is one such training option which provides potential fishermen with immediate
access to fishing knowledge.

Students who participate in the URI two-year,

undergraduate, and graduate degree programs take courses in marine technology,
meteorology, equipment maintenance, navigation, microeconomics, fisheries
management, and so forth.

It is claimed that through these programs, a

young man (or woman) will obtain an invaluable overview of the tr,ends, technologies, and problematic concerns associated with commercial fishing, and
graduates of the programs are said to have a decided advantage over traditionally trained fishermen When it comes to matters cf evaluating the merits of
different scales of operation, methods of finance, new machinery, and so forth.
Not to be dismissed either are the benefits associated with a graduate's ability to utilize the University as an informal informational resource long after
he has left the campus.

A number of specialists affiliated with the University

are, for'example, quite willing to assist those fishermen they have come to
know through the program.

Thus, fishermen with a fisheries program background

may well acquire at a relatively young age what other fishermen may not obtain
for decades.
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That same fishermen are able to learn systematically in college what
others are only able to learn informally on-the-job is not to depreciate
the more traditional pattern.
and non-traditional, are

Indeed, many

quite~ritical

route into the occupation.

fi~er.men,

both traditional

of those who select the formal

They believe that the college version of learn-

ing to fish discounts the role experience must necessarily play in the process.

The situation is obviously very similar to that of other occupations

where established, but self-taugQt, practitioners of a trade are confronted
by "book learned" and "course taught" recruits (Greer 1972).
In general, however, Educated fishermen are viewed by other fishermen in
very personal terms--almost on a case-by-case basis.
something of a rarity in

New

Because they are still

England, their social standing in the occupa.-

tional community .has yet to be firmaly establi shed.

While there is much

talk about their strengths and weaknesses, no one has yet been able to convincingly locate this type of fisherman in the overall scheme of things.

An

Educated fisherman can be distinguished by other non-traditional fishermen,
however, in the sense that it is he, more so than they, who is likely to succeed.

It is this feature that is crucial for the social identity of an

Educated fiSherman,
Traditional fishermen, such as those in Gloucester, observe, comment upon,
and occasionally interact with the educated types, but they are nonetheless
wary of them and the level of interaction between the old and the new fishermen depends largely on the "attitude" of the new.
fishermen have, for example, no interest whatsoever

Many of the Educated
in being accepted by

traditional fishermen (or, for that matter, by other non-traditional fishermen).

No doubt, a good part of this has to do with the values they have

acquired in training as well as the social network graduates of the program
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form which, in turn, support these values.

To most of the formally trained

fishermen, traditional fishermen appear hopelessly inefficient and downright
unecological.

Perboal',)s the most telling illustration of this point is- the

disdain many Educated fishermen express toward the Greaser draggermen of
Gloucester who are thought to be shamelessly raping the sea by using only
small-mesh nets in Gheir routine fishing operations.
At any rate, the Educated fisherman is less dependent upon any assistance, advice, and training than those who engage in fishing without the benefit of formal training.

But it is also the case that the Educated fisherman

has access to more continuing assistance, advice, and training than any other
group of non-traditional fishermen.
ones who are

~mally

Thus, the Educated fi shermen are the

prepared and qualified to experiment, not only with

new equipment and new strategies, but with new ports as well.

The present

IIhighliner" (the most successful fisherman) in the Ne"Wburyport dragger fleet
is one of the Educated fishermen.

Highly respected by the local fishing com-

munity, he serves as an example of a man who has best prepared himself for
fishing.

He may well represent a prototype of the future fishermen of America.

Hippies and Outlaws:

The Granola Generation

The young men of fishing who most emphatically claim to have become fi shermen because it appeared to satisfy their personal "lifestyle" requirements
are the "Hippies" and "Outlaws."

Together, as longtime observer of the Glou-

cester fleet, Silky Sullivan, suggests, they constitute the "Granola Generation"
°

of the American fishing industry.
Fishermen in these two categories contrast with other fishermen in that
they clearly do not rely on formal contracts, cross-generational relationships,
or ethnic fishing ties for support.

There are no Hippie

fishermen whose

sons are Hippie fishermen, there are no father-son Outlaw teams, and no Hippies
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or Outlaws have yet gone to school explicitly in order to be fishermen.
Outlaws and Hippies both claim to respond to what they perceive to be the
"inequities" of the American sociopolitical order.

While the former are

mainly "anti-establishment," the latter are "counter-establishment."

Both

groups are easily identifiable since they favor highly stylized, visible,
and expressive forms of dress and mannerisms.
date clothes

The Hippies wear the out-of-

and the longer hair; the Outlaws sport the cowboy hats, buck

knives, and modified pick-Up trucks.
The term Rippie is used generically by fishermen (perhaps most frequently
by non-Hippies) to tag· those individuals wrro are seen to behave in at least
two different, though not mutually exclusive, ways.

First, Hippie fishermen

are those "outsiders" wrro overtly bring with them a strong and visible social
identity into fishing.

This is to say that they do not gracefully or respect-

fully renounce their past identity (or, as some have said, "cleanse themselves ") 'When they enter the occupation.

In a sense, they seem to expect the

other fishermen to modify their own social identities to accomodate Hippies
rather then vice-versa.

That they are something other than fishermen and are

now extending their domain to fishing is a crucial point of significance to
fishermen.

Second, Hippie fishermen are often identified by other fishermen

as being extremely dedicated to fishing for a number of humanistic, ecological,
and romantic reasons.

In explaining why they have entered fishing, Hippie

fishermen often cite such factors as the. lure ..of Mother Ocean, the integrity
connected

with doing a fair d'SY's work with one's own hands, being outdoors

all the time, being self-sufficient, and being part of the "natural" food
chain linking fish to fishermen.
Many Hippie fishermen have been to college (though not in fishery management programs); therefore, they also claim to have rejected other occupa-

Preceding page blank

tions before coming to

fi~ing.

Their choice is depicted as a reasoned one.

Such rejection of other possibilities is often said to have been based on a
failure to locate another endeavor in a "healthy" social and physical environment which 'WOuld also be consistent with their values.

Because Hippie

opinions are apparently deeply held and are typically well-articulated,
members of this category

m~

well be the least

like~

non-traditional fish-

ermen to assimilate with the more traditional types.
Outlaw fishermen, like some of the Hippie fishermen, are also concerned
with a distinctive social identity and its projection.

If an almost relig-

ious dedication to fishing characterizes the Hippie, then an almost religious
defiance of social convention and legal limit characterizes the Outlaw.

The

best example of this kind of fisherman is a notorious Gloucester captain who
has for some years now thwarted and challenged law enforcement officials by
dragging surreptitiously inside the 3-mile Commonwealth limit.
fisherman is also known for his volatile
of settling civil suits out of court.

This same

nature and unscrupulous techniques

Perhaps because these acts are trea-

sured symbolically, if not expressed, by other fishermen, this captain is
highly respected for his exploits.
For the most part, the Outlaw label is to be taken literally, though both
the

derring-do

and seriousness of the violated social proprieties and leg-

al restrictions vary widely_

This Outlaw category seems not to be an entirely

isolated phenomenon for Velez (1978) reports upon a social category of Mexican-American fishermen in San Pedro, California, called Renegades, Whose
infamous escapades in the Los Angeles harbor would undoubtedly earn then the
Outlaw's badge were they to suddenly appear in New England.

Combining these

two social types, it appears that in fishing, as in many other lives of endeavor, rule breaking is, to some, inherently sati sfying and "getting away with
it" is itself

considered rewarding.
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Entrepreneurs:

Newcomers and Scallopers

This category refers to those fishermen who view their occupational
involvement strictly in economic terms.
experience in other related

fields~

Often middle-aged and with lengthy

these men are neither romantic nor

scientific about the relationship they wish to establish with the fish in
the Atlantic Ocean.

They are explicitly "in the business to make money" and

are not at all hesitant in making that claim.

However, because of the current

problems surrounding fish quotas, federal intervention in fisheries, restrictive banking policies ("tight money for fishermen"), many ~f the Entrepreneurs
are now considering alternatives to fishing.
An underlying continuum based on the amount of time one has spent as a
commercial fisherman can be used to discriminate among Entrepreneur subtypes.
Using this time dimension, we can contrast recent arrivals or "Newcomers" to
all other groups of Entrepreneurs.
t

Since there are, however, a number of

other groups' to be found along the time continuum, we des cribe only one of

these groups, a group of fishermen falling near the long-tenure end of the
continuum, the "Scallopers."
Newcomers to fishing_are, almost by definition, overly optimistic about
their prospective economic future.

Part of the reason for ttis is that they

have had very little exposure to the occupation.

Unlike the Educated fisher-

men who have been exposed to the hard financial realities
the

of fishing in school or

members of the Granola Generation of fishermen who are relatively uncon-

cerned about financial gain, Newcomers of the Entrepreneurial stripe believe
it possible to "make a killing" in fishing and that the "bottom line" will
prove their point.

For the most part, their rhetoric has not been matched by

their performance.
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'!he classic example of a Newcomer in our scheme is a former New York
insurance agent, now in Chatham, who has outfitted himself with a new, highpowered, V...:tlottom skiff.

From. his point of view, he has ''maximized his

opti ons" for his boat is swift and not impeded by the infamous Chatham Bars.
Thus, he believes he Can easily participate in several potentially lucrative
fisheries.

Whether or not he will "make a bundle" remains to be seen.

It is worth noting that this sort of jump to innnediate fisherman status
(and captain's status at that) is quite literally purchaseable.

As one long-

time traditional fisherman in ChathaJIl observed:
"I don't know where these guys get the money to start at the top
in this field but I tIl tell you 'What happens when they do. New
fishermen come to Chatham and ChathaJIl retires the old ones. There
are any number of people born in Chatham who were forced to retire
because of the influx of boats. A twenty boat port cannot become an eighty boat port."
Some fishermen in the Entrepreneur class have, over time, created for
themselves a social and occupational niche in various ways.

Scallopers are

fishermen who have created such niches, psrticularly those mobile Scallopers
of the Maine fleet that operate seasonally in southern New England.
Scallopers and their world differ from other fishermen in several important respects.

First, scallops are found in beds close to shore and are,

strictly slleaking, harvested, not fished.

Scallopers work an area until it

has been cleaned of sea scallops and then move to a new location.

Fin-fish-

ermen, on the other hand, deal with a considerably more evasive resource.

Sec-

ond, scalloping, compared to other forms of fishing, is someWhat more strenuous and much more monotonous.

Because of the heavy equipnent used, scalloping

is characterized by an almost industrial-like work atmosphere.

Third, there

is a certainty to scalloping that sets Scallopers apart from other fishermen.
Many fishermen regard them. as a "different breed altogether."
also to both acknowledge and accept this diagnOSis.
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'~ere's

Scallopers seem
no certainty in

fishing," said one Scalloper, "but this is stable and steady 'cause those
scallops are always out there so you can get your half a loaf of bread
every da;r."
Many of the sca110pers operating

in or near Chatham in the spring are

not from Cape Cod but come from as far south as New York and New Jersey and
as far north as upper Maine.

Unlike most fishermen, Scallopers are mobile.

They utilize a pert because it is near scallop beds and are rather outspoken
about it:
"As far as I'm concerned there are two kinds of people, the

'doers' and the 'cantt doers'. We know the people in this
town don't like us but who gi ve s a shi t. I' d rather live in
Maine anyway though I wish the prices there would go up."
The future of the sea scallop Entrepreneurs like others in this category
is most uncertain.

Some of these fishermen say they fully intend to return

to or switch to other types of fishing (e.g., jigging, longlining, lobstering)
when the scallops are exhausted this season.

One man reasoned:

"I'd go Scottish seining if it cost less. I expect to
go back to line trawling in a year. I think we' 11 see
more Scottish seiners and less scallopers in the next
few years. "
Money is an important factor in any fisherman's decision regarding his
work strategy although for Entrepreneurs, without family, training, or anticapitalistic values to fall back on when scarcity strikes, money is perhaps
more important than to other fishermen.

Indeed, their willingness to be

mobile documents this point, for other fishermen are all more or less attached
permanently to a given port.
The Entrepreneur is also something of an endangered species for financial
backing is apparently difficult to obtain these days through impersonal sources.
Consider the following remarks which are, unfortunately, all too
of the pinch Entrepreneurs are presently feeling:
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representative

liMy boat payments are around $9,000 a year and I burn 80 gallons
of fuel at 60 cents a gallon. Christ, including insurance and
wear-and-tear, it costs me a hundred fucking dollars just to
leave the dock."

"MyoId dream is gone. My dream was a 127 foot Bender trawler.
dream now is to sellout ••• r can't generate no local bank
interest. Once they find out I'm a fisherman, they say 'no.'
r can't get a $500 loan on $12,000 worth of e~uipment. Its
the same in Maine. 'Ihe banks stink toward fishermen."

My

''The way I see it, at least half these guys are going down
the tube. The only way they make it now is if they got
wi ves who work."
Part-timers and Seasonals
The Part-time fisherman, as his label connotes, is not fully committed
sociallY or occupationally to being a commercial fisherman.
ermen in this area, are rarely even
they fish.
months.

yea~round

Part-time fish-

residents of the ports in which

Many, for example, operate on Cape Cod only during the warm summer

More often than not, Part-timers were drawn initially to a port for

recreational reasons and only later discovered that they also had a chance to
supplement their regular incomes by fishing.
Unlike Entrepreneurs, the start-up and fixed cost investment for a Parttimer is relatively small.

Several thousand dollars will be sufficient to

outfit a man for hook fishing in a port such as Chatham, providing him with an
18 foot skiff, outboard engine, and jigging lines.

This

e~uipment

is portable,

thus making it as easy for a Part-timer to stop fishing as it is for him to
begin.
Because of . overcrowding in the mooring and landing areas of some ports
and because the catches of all fishermen are considered in the calculation of
the yearly fishing

~uotas,

fishermen in a port.
who

Part-timers are often resented by some of the other

This is especially true of non-resident "weekenders"

also catch fish to sell, but, unlike Part-timers, do not pay for a commercial
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license to do so.

A Chatham Entrepreneur remarked:

" The tin fleet drives me nuts. These guys used to go after
bass for fun but, they found out they could make a buck doing it ..•
They're usually guys whose father gave them a boat and now they
think they're working or they're school teachers with the sUmmer
off. They don't know how to fish or operate a boat and they follow us around.. MSiY"be' 15 out of 100 are legit."
For obvious reasons the number of Part-timers operating out of any port
is exceedingly difficult to estimate.

Because of their sporadic interest in

fishing, they are almost invisible since they do not form tight or enduring
social networks as a result of their individualized fishing activities.

Their

boats too are invisible to the rest of the fleet since they are kept in private dry storage when not in use.
Seasonal fishermen are in many ways similar to Part-timers.

These fisher-

men are distinguished from Part-timers because they tend to focus on only a
single fish species and are active only during defined seasons of the year.
When the season for the species terminates,these fishermen revert to only nonfishing acti vi ties to generate their incomes.

As' is true for all fishermen,

however, the fishing effort of the Seasonal fisherman varies in intensity
from man to man and many Seasonals participate on a part-time basis even
during the season of their favored species.
Among the most popular species for the Seasonal fisherman in the giant
bluefin tuna.

The bluefin is allocated to New England fishermen during the

summer months according to a quota system.

Weighing between 300 and 900 pounds,

bluefin are favorite targets of the so-called "big game tt sportsmen as well as
commercial fishermen.

Until recently, fishermen have experienced. some difficul-

ty selling tuna but the current Japanese demand· for "sash'ami", (a raw tuna delicacy) is high enough to warrant ex-vessel prices of well over a dollar per pound
late in the season when the fat content of the hluefin is high and the quota.
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for the species has been near1¥ met.

The market value of the bluefin, the

pleasant summer weather, and the challenge catching the fish offers to both
commercial and sport fishermen generates an annual phenomenon in Newburyport known as iituna fever."

Literally hundreds of fishing vessels converge

on two corners of an offshore bank to catch the bluefin, where the bas ic strategy of extravagant chunnning has led more than one fi sherman to hypothes ize
that the fish follow the fleet rather than the reverse.
Both the Part-time and Seasonal fishermen are, fram our standpoint, unique
in that they straddle the conceptual border between commercial and recreational
fishermen.

More often than not, they f-ish for pleasure yet they sell their

catch for profit.
ercial fishermen

Their fishing gear is similar to that employed by commbu~

their boats double as pleasure craft and are frequently

moored at recreational and yacht landings insteadof with the boats of the commercial fleet.
counts.

More importantly, their motivation to fish is amplified on two

On the one hand, they value the social activities which surround their

fishing activities as well as _ the individual thrill of landing, for example, a
giant bluefin.

On the other hand, they know they will be paid for whatever

success their pleasurable ventures bring.

There is indeed more than a grain of

truth in the Part-timers' claim that they ''have the best- of both worlds."
Of the fishermen we have considered, Part-timers and Seasonal appear to
be farthest from the mainstream of commercial fishing since:

(1) they main-

tain other jobs, statuses, and interests; (2) they fish for social as well as
economi c reasons; and (3) they are likely to live out of town.

It would be a

serious mistake, however, to assume that because these fishermen operate on an
irregular basis that their

comm~tment

to fishing is not valid or firm.

And, the

traditional fishermen, in particular, seem to respect the position of the Parttimer and Seasonal in the world of commercial fishing.
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This seems to be the

case mainly because these

fishe~en

acknowledge and do not attempt to modify

or minimi ze their differences. in style, inte rest, and background to that of the
other
an

fishe~en.

Seasonal and Part-timers exist at the social periphery of

occupational environment but their ability to gracefully place themselves

in and regularlY extricate themselves from the world of commercial fishing
may secure their future in the industry and enable their numbers to rise.
~ ~losing

Comments

We have described a number of cultural forms associated with fishing in
certain New England ports.

In particular, we have argued that the non-tradit-

ional fisherman is very much present and significant within an occupational
world dominated, economically and numerically, by traditional types.

But

there still remain the nagging and nasty questions concerning why non-traditional types are there in the first place and why, given that they are there,
that many of them seem so intent on maintaining their dist&nce from those in
the mainstream of the occupation.
The notion of a "cultural scene" is useful in this regard.

ll

A cultural

scene, in essence, represents a kind of re-occuring magnetic occasion which
attracts participants to it primarily because of the immediate gratification
available to them in such scenes.
pressiVe functions for people.
importance, thus enabling people

They exist primarily because they serve ex-

Wi thin them, personal biographies are of little
~o

become whatever the scene allows.

In a soc-

iety marked by its emphasis upon economic achievement and the much talked about
presence of a Protestant ethic. cultural scenes allow members of such a society
to ''break out" of the dominant mode and, at least momentarily, pursue certain
activities for th.eir own sake rather -than for some longer-term utilitarian function.

The ski scene, the surfiIl-g'r ..s.cene, the disco scene, the CB scene, the
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bar scene, the dope scene, th.e raquetball scene, the jogging s.cene, and so
forth all offer convenient examples.
We believe fishing, as it is approached by many of our non-traditional
types, represents another such cultural scene.

Moreover, it is a rather dem-

ocratic one which does not require great investments of time and money to
enter.

Nor is it associated with particularly high social or skill require-

ments which would effectively serve as barriers to entry.
respects, is easy.

Take lobstering for example.

i tional fisherman:

nAnybody can lobster.

Fishing, in most

In the words of one trad-

There's no intelligence involved

at all, you just have to move the pots every so often."
We think many people now engaged in commercial fishing are so engaged
because it allows them the opportunity to construct a social identity with
which they are comfortable.

By the judicious use of eccentricity, a dash of

fahionable color here and there, and the avoidance of the almost hyper-convventionality and propriety demanded in so many other occupational pursuits,
non-traditional fishermen are actively carving out a rather admirable design
for living.

Like perhaps certain kinds of other modern workers such as ind-

ependent modern truckers, communal farmers, college-educated construction workers, and cowboys, these "new" fishermen are challenging an older, more mundane and established order.
That is not to say that the older order is about to collapse.

Indeed not,

for, as we have shown, there are few areas of the traditional fisherman's world
that

the

non-traditional fishermen have enterei, let alone altered.

Structur-

ally? traditional fisherman have not played a significant role in the socialization of non-traditional fishermen nor are they particularly desirous of
doing so in the future.

The channels of communication between the two types are,

by and large, closed and few members of either group seem willing to act as
go-betweens or gatekeepers

to

bring
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them together.

But, this situation

also suggests that considerable innovation in the occupation is possible in
the non-traditional camp where routines, styles and attitudes are still relatively loose and unburdened by the weight of custom and life-long training.
The so-called Educated fisherman may indeed bring new ideas to practice in
12
the industry which may eventually filter into traditional circles.
It is true of course that the fishing

scene, unlike the fishing cult-

ure possessed by traditional fishermen, could be but a passing fad or fancy.
Overcrowding, tourism, land sales, quota restrictions, rising operation costs,
and other economic factors could eventually drive out all but the most dedicated (and independently wealthy) non-traditional fishermen.

Social factors

may precipitate the decline of the scene if the "lifestyle" itsel.f were to lose
its attractiveness or stagnate.

Marriage, the responsibilities of raising

children, and simple aging or physical decline may also take their toll and
drive non-traditional types elsewhere.

The scene is indeed a precarious one.

If we are right about the "scenic" properties of fishing, it seems equally
clear that those non-traditional types most concerned with these scenic properties are at the moment, really only "at play" in the sense that Mead (1932)
first used the idea.

That is, these fishermen are presently trying out or

toying with an occupational identity for the "fun of it" and they may not stay
if and when it ceases to be fun.

But, it is also true that even if it merely

is fun, they are still at the entrance stage of a fishing career and this
social location is analytically very similar to the entrance stage of any career.

The point here is that their expressive concerns with both feeling out

the role and with determining what, if

a~,

impressive functions it may serve

are not unlike actions common in other, more familar occupations.

Consider,

for instance, the young interns who are said to wear stethoscopes to family
dinners (Becker et §d.. 1960), or police recruits who, while cbumming about
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with old friends, will invariably make visible their off-duty revolvers in
a variety of "offhand"ways (Van Maanen 1973), or the new college teacher who
finds ways to be called "prof'es sor" by even the checkout clerk in the supermarket (Douglas 1976).
self-consciousness
social wares.

From this standpoint, there is nothing exotic about the

with which non-traditional fishermen seem to display their

It may well be an altogether necessary stage in their. coming to

terms with the occupation if they are in fact to remain in it.

There is then

an altogether compelling logic to the once heard remark in Chatham, "you don't
have to fish to be a fisherman."
There is a final point to be made.

We also wish to suggest that the

strength of a social identity may not vary directly with the homogeneity of
situations in which an individual moves--as is the conventional "Gemeinschaft"
theory in the social sciences.

For years, the standard tenet among anthropol-

ogists, sociologists, and psychologists had been that the individual's sense
of self-hood is most developed in those orderly. serial,

integrat~d

societies

which are marked by permanence and little social change--those societies
wherein "everybody knows their place. II

What we have shown here, however, is

that those fishermen with apparently the most strongly held s.ense of self-hood
were precisely those who lacked such a backdrop of stability.

It is at least

plausible then to suggest that social identity is perhaps most complete when
it must be carved out of a fragmented, incompatible, conflicting, and uncertain
environment.
in your midst.

To have a social identity is to have many foils in mind, if not
This is, of course, merely another way of saying that we act

at our most personal level only when we are provided the opportunity to take
part in a real social drama.
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NOTES

1.

This study was supported by a National Science Foundation Grant (Research Applied to National Needs) under the title "University of Rhode
Island, University of Maine Study of Social and Cultural Aspects of
Fisheries Management in New England under Extended Jurisdiction (19771978) (James M. Acheson, University of Maine, Principal Investigator).
Marcos Miller is an Anthropologist at the University of Rhode Island
and John Van Maanen is a sociologists at M.I.T.

2.

The data presented in this paper pertaining to port descriptions, social
identities, fishing lore, and other ethnographic detail were collected
primarily by Marcos Miller who has spent over 16 months living in various
New England fishing cammunities--mainly in Gloucester, Massachusetts.
Mr. Miller presented himself to members of the communities studied as
a "Researcher /Anthropologi st iOutsider" interested in the social organization of fishing, the lives of the local fishermen, and the ways in
which the occupation was or was not changing. The principal datagathering techniques employed were those of the cultural anthropologist,
namely participant-observation and the extensive interviewing of key
informants.

3.

We should note that the one conspicuous exception to this rule is the
work of University of Rhode Island anthropologists Richard B. Pollnac
and John J. Poggie who are responsible in more ways than they may
realize for the focus of this study (though, as the liturgy requires
us to say, they are, of course, not responsible for any errors to be
found herein). In fact, the financial support for this study was
generated as a result of the exact theoretical point raised in the
text. Both Pollnac and Poggie recognized this flaw in American fishing
studies long before we did and our work here is a direct response to
their insight. The interested reader can profit from a reading of
this project's proposal as well as some of its results, see, in particular, Miller arid Pollnac 1978.

4.

This simple division of Gloucester boats glosses over the more ambiguous "middle sized" draggers also found in the port. As we have suggested elsewhere, the captains of these boats have considerably more
flexibilit,y in the choice of fishing strategy compared to the captains
of either the big or small boats (Miller and Van Maanen 1978). We
do not raise issues related to these kinds of options. in this paper
though the reader should be aware that the middle sized draggers are
important beyond their numbers within the Gloucester fleet.

5.

Bartlett (1977) argues that kinship ties as recruitment criteria operate
to protect Gloucester boat owners (captains) against personal injury
suits since kinsmen, it is thought, are unlikely to sue one another.
Boat owners can then conveniently avoid the expense of purchasing liability insurance. McGoodwin (1975), however, found among shark fishermen
in Mexico that a very different recruitment pattern held, and he. argued
that boat owners (captains) would choose non-relatives over relatives
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because the former were more likely to be more compliant ("take orders
better ll ) than the latter. At any rate, the origins of the kin-based
recruitment pattern in Gloucester is unlikely to be fully rationalized
by Bartlett's materialist assumption though it m~ playa part in
supporting the evolved pattern. See also Fraser (1966) and Blehr (1963)
for account s of the role kinship plays in selecting fishing crews.

6.

There is something of a riddle involved when one considers the incongruity between the career paths and career aspirations of Gloucester
draggermen. Most of the men indicate publically that they want very
much to be boat owners and captains, though because the size of the
fleet is more or less stable (or shrinking) , they must also realize
privately that only a few of them can ever achieve this goal. We do
not have a ready answer for how such unrealistic aspirations are managed as smoothly as they apparently are in Gloucester, where the
matter never seems to surface in obvious ways. The only clue we can
present is the fact that younger fishermen, more so than older ones,
are more strident and vocal in presenting their goals. This suggests
that the answer may be located in the sort of "cooling out" mechanisms discussed by Goffman (1952) and empirically documented in the
works of Chinoy (1955) and Clark (1960).

7.

This point deserves considerably more comment that we can afford to
make here. But, in brief, many non-traditional types become fishermen literally overnight. They are transformed in almost the flicker
of an instant into fishermen by self-definition. True, such self
definition can be self-delusion as well and it may take an "instant
fisherman" many patient days t weeks, or even years to convince others
that the transformation is "for real." Moreover, it would seem that
such voluntary conversions are analytically similar to those that
mark religious transformations in this society as discussed by
Lofland (1966). As such, they deserve further investigation into the
interaction context within Which such conversions occur because it
is quite unlikely that the accounts of those fishermen which stress
spontaneity and flashes of insight are quite as instantaneous as they
are made out to be--though structurally the transformations can and
should be taken literally, "today a stockbroker, tomorrow a fisherman."
Crucial to this passage (both structurally and procedurally) is the
fact that on land there are few tests a listener can employ with much
certaintly to "callout" a speaker who claims to be a fisherman. For
the most part, anyone can claim to be a fisherman and expect the claim
to be honored, even among the most experienced of fishermen. While
there may be much skepticism aroused in the audience, such skepticism
will usually be kept private. It should be noted that this feature of
the occupation is not overlooked by those considering entrance into
the occupation.

8.

To be candid, "character type" imputations such as the sort most personali ty theories promote are probably ines capable no mat ter how hard
an analyst tries to avoid them. It is the case that any social science
that grants an individual a degree of choice and freedon must ultimately
sponsor some concept of deep character. Our view here, however, is that
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for social identity to emerge, the individual need only have the ability to calculate his or her position in the scheme of things social.
Whatever else is to be discovered by plumbing the depths of the human
psyche we leave to ps.ychologists and those other most clever tinkerers,
psychiatri sts •

9.

When reading the dialogue in the text, a colleague noted with some surprise that the terms ''hippie'' and "redneck" were not terms used by the
fishermen he knew (i.e., traditional types). Our response was that
this waS precisely our point since we argue, in part, that what sets
non-traditional fishermen apart from traditional ones is that they
bring with them a culture into fishing rather than leave one behind.
We should note too that the social type "redneck" is one that is
intrinsic to hippie thought, for without it there would be no hippie
to stand in opposition. Hippies, to hippies, are inconceivable
without a foil ("rednecks"). We move toward Levi-Strauss' (1968)
thought on this matter and it is one that is best left abbreviated
there.
o~~

10.

We draw extensively on
and Van Maanen (1978).

earlier work in this section.

11 .

On the concept of a "cultural scene," see Spradley and McCurdy (1972),
Irwin (1977) and Van Maanen (In press). In some ways, the idea is
very similar to Shibutani's (1962) savvy presentation of "reference
group worlds."

12.

On the related matter of What can be called "innovative" versus "custodial" orientations toward an occupational role, see Van Maanen (1978).
The argument presented suggests that the manner of induction into a
particular role is perhaps far more important than the content of that
role in terms of how an individual will respond at later stages to the
role requirements. In brief, social processes that are informal, individualized, disjunctive, non-sequential, and open-ended are more
likely to allow for individual innovation than those processes which
are not marked by such social processes. Tr.ese processes can also be
seen to build upon an individual's entering soci~l identity rather than
to systematically break it down.
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See Miller
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Introduction
New England fishermen. You see them in all the tourist gift shops:
bearded, pipe in hand, wearing a yellow slicker.
legends:

hard workers, hard drinkers.

Or you hear the barroom

When you conjure up the wives, you

see them pacing the widow's walk or standing on the rocky shore waiting.
The picture is probably of a hardy, capable wanan, even tough.
Some romance is bound to color our impressions of the people involved
in commercial fishing.
eotypes usually are.
expectations.

In reality, the stereotypes are as farfetched as sterjust as the majority of fishermen fail to conform to

Call it Yankee individualism or human nature, fishermen's

wi ves are as different from each other as all of them are different from other
women.

At least this appears to be the case in one southern New England

fishing community.
Southern Rhode Island has a mild climate in comparison to the rest of
New England.

The area can be described as suburban-rural; there are no heavy

industrial complexes or urban concentrations.
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John Poggie and Carl Gersuny

give a detailed profile of this community, including demographic, historic,

and economic background, in Fishermen of Galilee (1974: 13-27).

The

port studied is interesting because of the wide diversity of fishing methods
and species sought and because of the independence of fishing operations.
There are no unions, and boats are owner-operated.

It is also the home of

a successful fishermen's cooperative, which assists the independent fishermen in marketing their catch and making supply purchases.
Between January and June of 1978, 50 women were interviewed who are
married to men fishing out of Galilee, Rhode Island, on Point Judith.
husbands were part of the total 79 fishermen used as a random
study by Poggie in 1978.

Their

sample in a

The purpose of this survey of fishermen's wives

was to shlilpe a general ethnography of the group and to look at relationships
between fishing and the lives of these women.
The decision to address fishermen's wives stems from various interests.
Presently, considerable attention is being given to the New England fishing
industry.

The implementation of the 200-mile limit and application of gov-

ernment licensing regulations and quotas are new attempts to control access
to the limited resources of the Atlantic waters.

Advanced fishing technol-

ogies, equipment, and training are also changing a traditional industry interlaced with sociocultural patterns.

Because fishing is not an occupation

which can effectively be isolated from other areas of a participant's life,
any changes in a fisherman's job will have a profound effect on his daily
habits and life-style.

Of the total sample of fishermen interviewed, 74.7

percent were married.

Fishing modifications not only personally affect the

fisherman, but also his family and the community around him.
Naomi Quinn and others have urged us to re-examine the roles of women with
an appreciation of their multiplicity and complexity (1977: 181-225).

The

roles played by the women in this study are not only complex, involving a
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variety of skills and sensitivities, but they are very important.

Though

this group has been chosen for study because of their husbands' involvement
in a particular occupation, this in no

way implies that the women's status

is secondary or subordinate to their husbands'.
not seen simply as being supportive to

The roles of these women are

husbands but are viewed in a wider

perspective as being a significant contribution to society.

This is an etic

viewpoint, however: a few women in this study do appear to see themselves in
roles which are purely supportive.
Centering as it does on the fishing business, this study is in a sense
one-dimensional, but the women interviewed are not.
interests, involvements, and abilities which

They have wide-ranging

have nothing to do with fishing.

Their individuality may have led to their involvement

',z-i th

fi shermen or may

have been encouraged by it, but it is a difficult population to characterize.
There is no one way to be

a fisherman's wife.

Wives are involved with and affected .by their husbands
varying degrees.

I

occupati ons to

In recent years, as more women shape their identities to

make them independent of their roles as wife and mother, the influence of a
husband's occupation has probably lessened.

However, because the husband is

a significant other, whose well-being, activities, and income do concern his
wif.e, we would expect his occupation to have some effect on the way she perceives herself and the world.

The more unusual the occupation, the more pro-

nounced the effect is likely to be.

As shall be seen, fishing is greatly

unlike the usual nine-to-fi ve job.
Because a man is

fre~uently

at sea, the responsibility of maintaining a

safe and comfortable home life falls largely on the woman's shoulders.
fishermen's wives feel their home life is different.

Most

Not only must the wife

maintain affective relationships wittlin the nuclear and extended family, but
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she must also make the decisions, arrange for family property maintenance,
improvement, and replacement, and discipline and guide the children.
often

She

works with her husband besides, keeping the business going in a number

of different ways.

The amount of energy and single-minded purpose a man can

devote to fishing may depend on the degree of confidence he has in his wife's
management abilities.

In Fishermen of Galilee, Poggie and Gersuny state,

"Many fishermen said that the success of a fisherman often depends on 'what
kind of wife he has' ••• the wife's attitude toward her husband's work is very
important for fishermen mainly because a fishing family is forced to adjust
to the absence of the father/husband during many family activities"(1974:85).
The woman in a fishing family maintains the continuity and sees to the dayto-day crises.
A fisherman's wife must have some understanding of the demands and unpredictability of her husband's job.

One woman stated that" a nagging wife

could even be dangerous" to a fisherman whose attention should be on equipment
and sea conditions.
What the women like best about fishing is its favorable effect on their
husbands and on their finances.

They find the least desirable aspects of the

job the problems it creates with their friendships, social life, and marriage.
As dangerous as the occupation is, more than half the fi shermen' s wives say
they don't worry.

About three-quarters of them don't want their husbands in

a different job, but only half of them want their children to become involved
with fishing. The equilibrium worked out by

fishermen's wives is complex and

interesting.
A total of 87 items were included in the interview schedule, which was
developed for this specific popUlation.
ponse time would be one hour.

Pre-testing indicated that the res-

However, response and related discussion
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averaged 2 1/2 hours.

Refusal rate was very low

(4 out of 54 contacted),

and most refusals were due to understandable circumstances (e.g., advanced
pregnancy).

Most women were very happy and even anxious to talk about them-

selves and their husbands' jobs.

Those who knew their husbands had been

interviewed were pleased to be able to add their impressions and opinions.
In his study of mobile military and nonmobile couples, William L. Wilson
found that "mobile women appeared quite eager and willing to di scuss their
lives.

The interviews of these women had the qualit,r of a release of tension ...

It was often difficult for the interviewer to stay on track with the interview
guide with these women" (197T; 72).

Women married to military career men

experience separation from their spouses and additional responsibility which
may give them some feelings of isolation and differentness that are similar
to what is experienced by the wives of fishermen.

The unexpected length of

time spent on each interview and the enthusiasm of fishermen's wives were similar to those Wilson encountered with mobile military wives.

In some cases,

women seemed to have saved up years of reactions, both positive and negative,
and were relieved to have the opportunity to share them.
This report of fishermen's wives adds to the stUdies of women in their
varied roles.

It is also timely because the fishermen's important contribution

to the nation's food supply is being highlighted at the same time that the
nature of the occupation is changing.

It is important to see this occupation

from the perspective of the wife in order to get a complete picture of commercial fishing in New England.
The Job
The Hark
Commercial fishing is big business.
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Complicated technology and terminology

are in ever.y-day use.

The industry spreads into the community, involving

associated businesses and support services such as fish-processing, ice houses,
welding ships, etc.

An increasing number of fishermen are entering the

field with same formal fisheries training.

As businesslike as the industry

is now, it still retains elements of folk knowledge.

Fathers pass on to

their sons solid information about favorite grounds and boat maintenance as
well as the hunches and superstitions they have gathered over the years.
Experience is the teacher that can never replace classroom learning when it
comes to things like reading weather signs, getting the feel of sea bottom
conditions, and judging safe risks that could make the difference between
SUbsistence and profit.
Imagine a big game hunt in an enormous jungle.

A handful of men with the

best equipment they can manage approach the prey with all the experience and
know-how they can muster.

These men hope to earn their living by the volume

and regularity of their catch.

Also in the jungle are competitive teams, and

the size of the catch 'must be balanced against the most fortuitous market
arrival time.

Change the image somewhat by picturing the hunting team in a

floating vessel that is isolated and dwarfed by the vastness of an environment
alien to man.

The sea they ride on hides their quarry and can instantly

threaten them with harsh winds, sudden temperature shifts, and capsizing waves.
This is a modern team and they use airplanes and radar to see what they are
after.

They rely on the most sophisticated weather equipment to protect

themsel ves from the hos tili ty of the environment.

They do their job as eff-

iciently as possible, yet they are still exposed to the caprice of the ocean
and the uncertainties of the hunt.
In many commercial fishing ports throughout the world, company boats identical in size, color, and equipment line up at the docks ready to work for
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owners who live far from the smell of salt water.
mity at Galilee.

There is no such unifor-

Though this port is known primarily for groundfish trawling

and lobstering, there is still much variety in the species sought and the
method used.

D~

fishermen are usually engaged in scalloping, clam dredg-

inshore lobstering, or inshore dragging.

ing,

Fishermen out for two to

three days at a time do offshore dragging, offshore lobstering, and purse
seining.

The long-trip fishermen (six to ten d~s) are offshore dragging

or are swordfishing

in the summer.

Frequently, a boat will be equipped to

take advantage of seasonal changes, e.g., pair trawling in the winter and
swordfishing in the summer.

Vessel size ranges

f~m

boats to the steel-hulled draggers of 50 to 60 feet.

small wooden lobster
Shellfishermen ~

have a crew of one or two fishermen, while larger operations may employ three
or four men as crew members.
The largest boats out of Point Judith, the trawlers, are after bottom
fish, such as flounder, pollock, cod, and haddock.

At the fishing grounds

the net is set out from the side or the stern and held open by heavy wooden
"doors."
priat e

The net is then dragged along the sea floor at a speed judged e,pproto bottom conditions and species habit.

As the net is dragged, the

fi sh are forced to the funneled and "cod end" of the net.

towed for two to three hours, emptied, and reset.
gutted, sorted, iced, and stored.

The net will be

Between hauls, fish are

Generally, the horsepower of the engine

rather than vessel size affects the catch and earning potential of a trawler;
however, many would say that it is the skill and knowledge of the fisherman
that most determines it.
Even on the smallest boat, heavy equirment is in constant use.

A sat-

urated wooden lobster pot encumbered with ballast, seaweed, and snails will
weigh 70 to 80 pounds even if it does not contain lobsters.
hand-hauled, or winches and pulleys may be used.
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The pots may be

Besides being knowledgeable about engine and boat repair, weather condi tions, fish habitats and behaviors, the fisherman must also be familiar
with the spohisticated electronic equipment used on some of the larger boats,
such as radar, echo scanners and sonar, radio, etc.

Though most crew quarters

are cramped, some of the long-distance boats are equipped with color TV and
wall-to-wall carpeting.
While commercial fishing requires some sophisticated knowledge, the
work is still rugged and backbreaking.
outsiders.

The job is not well understood by

Some think of it simply as unskilled labor.

Others cannot under-

stand why their fisherman neighbor is so exhausted when they know he has all
the latest equipment on board.
by their child:

One fisherman's wife showed me a drawing done

"My son drew that picture of his Dad's boat in kindergarten.

I asked him what this closet here was for.
the fishing poles. ,II

He said, 'That's where they keep

The boy was too young to have observed his father's work

firsthand and had no basis for visualizing "fishing" other than with a pole.
Unfortunately, most adults outside the industry are just as confused about
what a commercial fisherman does for a living.

Many disparaging comments

about the high earnings of fishermen or the high cost of fish are due to a
lack of understanding about the job itself.
(For graphic descriptions of commercial fishing past and present, consult
Jeremy Turnstall and Kim Bartlett for their work on British seamen and Gloucester, Massachusetts, fishermen.

There is also Jobn Sainsbury's Commercial

Fishing Methods, which offers clear descriptions and photographs

J

The Sc.hedule
"I wouldn't want to be married to a nine-to-fi ver. There's a lot of
spontaneity in our lives because of the changeable schedule. When the
weather turns bad, it'sa surprise holiday for all of us. But, at the
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same time, the worst thing about fishing is that you can't plan
anything. You get a wedding invitation months in advance and still
you can't let people know if you'll be there till the last minute.
I could never ask my husband to skip a trip for a we dding, especially during the busy time of the year. I used to work before we
were married, and when the children are both in school I'd like
to w·ork part-time again. But when my husband's home I want to be
home. Our family's schedule is just too crazy."
"Last winter he was gone so much that when he came home he was like
company. It felt like an outsider had come and taken over.
'The main difference between fishermen and nine-to-fivers is that
fishermen don't have regular free time that they can count on. I
wound up going to more than my share of Little League games when
the boys were little. And to weddings and funerals alone. It's awkward. I was only 18 when we got married and it was very, very hard
for me to accept his schedule. I'd get a new dress for some special occasion and get all excited about it, then at the last minute he'd
have to go out on a trip and I'd be stuck at home alone. There've
been a lot of disappointments. Some wives are real steppers and
go out without their husbands. But I could never be comfortable
doing that unless it was all family or something. I'd say it took
me about five years to finally accept the fact that I couldn't make
plans. "
"Fishing is an abnormal life. He's gone fran hame for so long, and
then you have to cram in a lot of living when he is home."
The most glaring difference between fishing and other occupations is the
irregularity of schedule.

It is not simply as irregular as New England wea-

ther; it also depends on fishing quotas, the condition of the equipment, market prices, and the whim of the captain.

"Normal" households move from

breakfast to dinner, from weekend to weekend, wi th regular stops at holidays.
None of these benchmarks work for the fishing family.
dieted about their entire year

All that can be pre-

is that the fishermen will be out more in

the good weather than in the bad.
Trip Length
In this study, three distinctions were made concerning the length of the
fishing trip.

Trip length sets the pattern of activity for both the fisherman
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and his family and can have a great effect on job satisfaction and family
adjustment.
Day TriJ23.

Of the wives interviewed,

48%

have husbands who fish days.

Dep-

ending of the type of fishing, the season, and Who they're fishing with,
the workday will span hours such as 6 a.m. to 3 p.m., 5 a.m. to 5 p.m., 3:30
a.m. to 7 or 8 p.m., 2 a.m. to 4 or 6 p.m.
up all

In the summer, fishing may take

available daylight hours and include predawn preparation and after-

dark cleanup.

Inshore shellfi shermen tend to have the most nearly iinormal"

schedules , with more flexib iIi ty, because they have smaller operations which
involve less travel time to the fishing grounds.
fishing want their husbands

Some women Who like day

home every night, no matter how late.

One woman

states that "as long as he's home at night to sleep, I feel safe."

She is

probably commenting on her sense of his safety as well as her own.

Others

say they hate day fishing.

It means that their husbands leave before dawn

and return exhausted sometimes as much as 15 hours later.
Short Trips.
ermen.

Of the sample,

38%

of the women are married to short-trip fish-

The fishermen will usually leave well before dawn, fish two days,

and return late on the eveniPE of the third day.
or two days between trips.

Usually they stay home one

The short trip seems the happy medium for many.

The time at sea is balanced with enough time at home for husbands to both
rest and be with the family.
Long Trips.

Of the women interviewed,

14%

are married to long-trip fishermen.

The long trip will go from six to eleven days out, with about three days spent
at home between trips.

This is the most extreme Pattern of the three, with

the longest periods at sea and the most time spent at home.
are comfortable with this and find it the most relaxing
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Yet some wives

of the three.

Table 1
Attitude by Trir Length
Would you prefer your husband to be in a different occupation?
Short

Day

19

positive
mixed feelings
negative
x 2:

p

15

2
2

4

3

2

3

Long

.05

The wife's attitude toward fishing appears to depend on the trip length,
with the shorter trip being preferred.

But trip length alone cannot be used

to determine the time a man has available to spend with wife and family.

In

some cases, crewmen are expected to spend many of their in-port hours working
on the boat.

At-home time must be used first for rest, to allow recovery from

very strenuous work, before it can be counted as leisure or family time.
There was no "ideal" pattern of fishing trips for the 50 women in this
study.

The only ideal that held was that the fisherman not change his pattern

radically or frequently.
Living with Unpredictability
The majority of fishermen's wives in this study felt that their family's
home life is different from the home life of nonfishing families, as shown in
Table 2.
The differences they perceive have to do primarily with the lack of routine and the relative closeness or separateness of fishermen and their families.

The question of schedule came up frequently during the interview.

Description of schedule disruption and inability to plan went from the specific to the general:
"I never know how much to cook or when to serve dinner.- n
"My husband often couldn't attend scheduled Lamaze classes with me."
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"My husband misses the children's school events and dance recitals."
"The children's dinnertime and bedtime is always changing."
"Sometime s our 'weekends' are in the middle of the week, depending
'on the weather."
Respondents often expressed both annoyance with the. lack of regularity
and enjoyment of the spontaneity

in the same sentence.

Though they had to

struggle with confusion in any long-term planning, they also enjoyed the surpri se of a canceled fishing trip and the consequent impromptu holiday~
eeps things interesting.

"It

I like living day by day rather than in the future."

For some, the liabilities and the benefits of the unpredictable schedUle seem
balanced.
Table 2
The Effect of Fishing on Family's Home Life
Is home life different for families in which the husband/father is a fisherman
than for families with aland-bound husband/father?
(First two responses
recorded. )
Freq,uency

Response
no difference

3

don't know, most friends and relatives fish

1

yes:
there is no routine or schedule
you never can plan social or family events
wife has more responsibility for children and home
family doesn't see much of father, do much together
husband doesn't have much free time, more work hours
husband sees more of family
husb~nd is closer to family
husband/father is appreciated more
husband is thought of often during the day
fishermen are hardier and braver
fishermen are closer to nature
husband not av~ilable to help with problems
husband is away more
kids don't have day-to-day contact with father
children are more independent
fishermen's wives don't get involved outside the home
thoughts are always on the weather
social life is different, often alone
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13

8
8
6

4
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

com~laint

A consistent

about the husband's absence has to do with

problems and emergency situations.

It seems that pipes break and flood the

house, children fall and break limbs, the whole family simulT,aneously suffers
from the flu only when husbands are out fishing.
ses rarely occur when their husbands are home.

The women report that criFishermen can be reached by

the Coast Guard or by radio contact in case of emergency, but this is often
a process too slow to help the situation.

Husbands are needed in a crisis

primarily to share the burden and responsibility with their wives, not n2cessarily
tant

because they can alter the outcome.

Because of this, women are reluc_

to alarm their husbands by trying to reach them while fishing.

Consequently, fishermen's wives have to react to whatever emergencies occur
as b est they can.
any resentment.

The women generally feel the irony of thi s rather than feel
Being alone in frightening situations seems a quirk of fate

rather than their husband's fault.

Interestingly, one woman reported that

her husband was totally competent in handling anything that happened on the
boat, but the one time he was faced with a domestic emergency, he froze.

She

had to take over and did so with no problem because she was more used to that
kind of emergency.
The Daily Routine
What kind of day does a woman have when her husband is at home compared
to her routine when he is at sea?

Tables 3 and 4 report the first three

responses per individual to questions concerning differences in daily activities between husband's time at home and husband's time at sea.
The ideal way to evaluate differences in daily schedule would be to have
respondents keep a detailed diary of activities for days when husband is at
home and days when he is out fishing.

The validity of this information de-

pends upon the women's ability to distinguish the different routines.
Even though this is not totally reliable, there seems to be some agreement.
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Table 3
Daily Life When Husband is at Home
What kinds of things do yoU do when your husband is at home that you wouldn'tdo when he's out fishing?
[pequency

Activities

36

go out together
increase in housework, faster home pace
socialize with others
normal routine is disrupted
work together
husband, wife, and family are together
relax, enjoy ourselves
stay home together
camping, sports
nothing is different

14
13
9

9
8
8
5
5
2

Table 4
Daily Life When Husband is Out Fishing
kinds of thipgs do you do when xour husband is out fishing
wouldn't do if he were home?

~at

that~ou

Frequency

Activities
housekeeping, errands, yard work
hobbies
social activities
shopping, movie, recreation
there is more order in the home
there is nothing different
sports, outdoor activities
child-related activities
salaried work
stays home more
day is more spontaneous
peaceful time to self
day is very quiet and long

27

18
17
12

6
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1

The days when the husband is at home are apparently treated as weekends, regardless of where they appear during the week.

These days are unusual, differ-

ent from the normal routine, and are reserved for activities in which husband
and wife and family are together.

Specific joint activities mentioned were:
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eating breakfast and dinner out, going to the beach or to the Point, going
to movies, taking short trips, working around the yard and house, playing
cards, watching TV, fishing, canoeing, snowshoeing, bowling, camping, going to jai alai games, entertaining friends, visiting friends.
Some responses indicate that the husband's time a.t home is a break in
normal routine that

is not totally welcome.

Fourteen women reported that

the husband's presence in the house means more housework, more shopping, more
cooking, generally a more hectic pace.

Nine commented that when their hus-

bands are not fishing, they get nothing done in the home, the children stay
up later, they spend time catering to their husbands and pampering them.
Table

In

4 we see that six respondents feel there is more order in the home when

the husband is at sea:
"There is a schedule which holds."
"The pace is more relaxed."
"The house is neater."
Normal, ordered activity is thought to occur when husbands were operating in
their sphere, and the wives and children in theirs.

The same mental separa-

tion of normal routine and abnormal routine would probably be reported
non-fishing families when wives speak of weekends or holidays.

in

The differ-

ence here is that fishermen's wives do not have the security of knowing just
when the disruptions in their "normal" routine will occur.

They have to be

ready to enjoy or tolerate the difference whenever weather, quotas, or other
unpredictable factors keep their husbands home.
Table

4 shows that husbands' extended time at home may upset wives in

another way.

Besides catching up on housework and manitaining an ordered

home, many women seem to use their husbands' time away as time for themselves
as individuals.

They do things then which would normally be put aside in
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favor of spending time with their husbands.

They visit friends, have

lunch and window-shop, read, paint, play the piano, take voice lessons.
play tennis, sew, work at ' different crafts and hobbies, or just enjoy a
"peaceful time."

Pealizing that fishermen's wives often carry an unusual

burden of family responsibility for unusual lengths of time, this allowance
of personal enjoyment becomes very important in keeping a healthy balance.
Events which threaten tc: keep husbands home for unusual periods of time not
only disrupt "normal" routines; they also threaten to curtail the wives' much
needed personal time.
ty

Most fishermen's wives have adjusted with some difficul-

to coping with many hours alone.

Many have turned this adjustment to

their advantage and enjoy and need to have a certain amount of time to themselves.

Disruption of this pattern would necessitate further adjustments on

the part of both husband and wife.
The women were asked what work schedule for their husbands would be ideal
from their own point of v-iew.
ule.

Almost invariably they chose the current sched-

Howev-er urrusual the work schedule might be, the fisherman's wife finds

some consistency in the fluctuating pattern.

She can tolerate or even enjoy

the day-to-day unpredictability as long as it fits the general flow she has
grown accustomed to.

Let a day-tripper switch to long trips, or vice v-ersa,

and you will find a ver,y unsettled wife.
the pattern.

Seasonal shifts are also part of

"Summer widows" know their husbands will be at home much more

in the winter and they adjust their time and their expectations accordingly.
The fisherman's wife learns to react to schedule irregularities with great
flexibility, but a pronounced variation could cause great discomfort

0

Likes and Dislikes

"I don't really have any feeling about it, positive or negative. My
husband fishes. It's what I'm \.l.sed to. I can't imagine anything else."
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"I hate it, can't get used to it. I'm sorry, but I guess I don't
make a very good fisherman's wife."
"I I ike everything about it, from the free fish to the free time in
winter. "
Thp 50 women have an average of 14 years of experience living with men

who fish for a living.

Even a brief introduction to such an unusual occupa-

tion would shape strong opinions about its good and bad points.
were asked "What is liked about fi shing?"

The women

Their first three re sponses are

coded in Table 5.

Table 5
Positive Attitudes Toward Fishing
What is liked about fishi!l&?
Frequency
Its positive effect on:
husband
finances
myself
husband/wife relationship
the family
generally positive
neutral

33
31
9

4
2

6
1

The greatest number of responses had to do with husbands:
"It' s healthy, outdoors work."
''He's hi s own boss. I'
"He's happy."
"It's good for him."
This makes sense on several different levels.
man who is happy wi th his work.

It is easier to live with a

If a man spends his working hours in mi sery

or under tension, some of that is bound to go home with him.

Similarly, if

the job is satisfying and rewarding, the worker should bring home a sense of
well-being and equanimity.

It is personally pleasing for a woman to see the

husband she cares about happy and healthy in his work.
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We will see that

fishermen's wives have an unusual amount of involvement in their husbands'
work.

Some of the husband's job satisfaction may be experienced as the

wife's own job satisfaction because of her active participation and interest,
particularly if the wife is not herself employed outside the home.

One woman

said that her husband seemed to enjoy his work so much more than she enjoyed
hers that she became motivated to look for changes in her own work routine.
Secondly, fishermen's wives like the money:
"We have all the comforts."
"It's a good salary."
"You can work for extra money and earn a lot in a short time."
"We are financially secure."
Despite seasonal slowdowns, fishermen generally earn an excellent salary,
enabling the family to enjoy a high material style of living.

Table 6 gives

a sample of an inventory of material possessions for 1972 and 1978.

The

increase in luxury items in 1978 may reflect the fishermen's increase in
salary since 1972.
Table 6
Material Lif~style
Own

1972 (n=26)

home
color TV
dishwasher
air-condi tioner

46.2%
65.4
30.8.
19.2

1978 (n=50)
76%
90

56
32

The women seem convinced that their husbands could not do as well financially

in any other occupation.

They are probably right.

Most of their

husbands are self-taught, or they learned by working for more experienced
fishermen.

Their knowledgeability and their willingness to work hard and

take occasional risks results in immediate monetary reward at the end of
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each trip.

So many other occupations require special training or expensive

educational preparation and then a slow rise from an entry-level position.
Increases may come regularly but slowly, and may not correspond at all to
the effort expended.

It is difficult for the wife of a successful fisher-

man to envision her husband rerouting his energy into this kind of job.
Nine women focused on the personal benefits they felt fishing allowed
them.

For example:
"I like the personal independence, the time to enjoy myself."
"I like living near the shore."
"I enjoy the irregularity, the spontaneity of the unpredictable schedule."
Four felt fishing was beneficial to the relationship with their husbands:
'The wife is more involved in her husband's occupation."
'~usbands and wives appreciate each other more and don't take each
other for granted."

"Couples get along better. There's no time to argue, you have to fit
a week's worth of living into two days."
"Petty irritations don't have time to grow into full-scale arguments."
Wilson found that mobile military wives had similar reactions:
Short separations of a week or two were seen as giving the couple a
little breathing room and letting them get some distance from each
other. (19n:73)
Two women commented that fishing was good for their families:
"The fi shing schedule can be worked around the family schedule."
"The family can get involved in fishing."
Table 7 is the counterpart of Table 5, and gives the first three responses from the women when they were asked what they disliked about fishing.
It is interesting to see how the positive reactions compare with the negative
ones.
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Table 7
Negative Attitudes Toward Fishing
What is disliked about fishing?
Frequency:
nothing, generally positive

4

the danger

7

industry-c~nnected

(government, prices, weather)

11

Its negative effect on:
husbands
finances
myself
husband/wife relationship
the family
friendships and social life

6
10

9

15

7

19

While 33 women liked the effect fishing has on their husbands, six
disliked it.

They felt their husbands worked too hard, worked more than

their share, or were unable to forget their responsibilities and relax.
Thirty-one women appreciated the financial henefi ts of fishing, but ten
disliked the irregularity of income or the insecurity brought about because of the lack of benefits.

Health insurance and retirement plans do not

automatically come with the job.

It is up to the fisherman or his wife to

make arrangements for such insurance.

Such individual plans are costly and

require monthlY payments even though the fisherman's income has no monthly
uniformity.

Keeping up with income tax requirements is an additional burden.

Nine women disliked fishing for personal reasons.
number who liked fishing for personal reasons.

This is equal to the

Negative comments include

the following:
'The irregular schedule has me always up in the air."
"I hate be ing alone.

I hate waiting."

'The boat always comes first."
"There is too much responsibility."
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As opposed to the four women who felt fishing is a positive influence
on the husband/wife relationship, 15 women thought it detrimental and made
comments such as:
"We have no time together."
"I hate the long hours."
"We are 'summer widows'."
"He is gone too much.
up; it is unnatural."

Our time together is too crowded with catching

"Fishing is unhealthy for marriage."
Seven women disliked the effect fishing has on their family.

Same of

the camments included:
"We can't plan family activities."
"My husband

misses all the family crises."

"The kids are attached to the mother rather than to both parents."
"My husband does not have enough time with the children."
Industry-related complaints and the issues of personal, marital, and family adjustment in relation to fishing will be studied in more detail in the
next section.
Only seven women claimed dislike of the danger involved in fishing.

This

is interesting in view of the fact that danger is one of the factors that
distinguish this occupation from others.

A full discussion of this factor

follows.
As with most questions asked in this study, the one concerning likes and
dislikes elicited a wide spectrum of responses, some diametrically opposed.
Undoubtedly, if asked the same questions today, these women might give a
different variety of gripes and approvals.
to generalize on several points.

However, there is enough evidence

Fishermen's wives are happy to have their
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husbands doing work they enjoy.

They like the monetary rewards of fishing,

but believe that fishing is hard on a marriage and hard on their social life.
The Danger
"I don't worry about him. I never have. I know it's dangerous. I saw
a movie once filmed from my husband's boat, about 240 miles out, in March.
It was unbelievablY rough. I know about some near-tragedies. You have
to watch out for whales, submarines, freighters. But, all in all, more
can happen to you onshore than out here."
"I used to worry about him when I was younger, but I know this captain
doesn't take chances. I don't hear till later, through the grapevine,
that the~e were 12-foot seas. He doesn't want to worry me. My neighbors seem to worry more about the weather than I do."
"I can't s it home for days and worry about the boat sinking.
it."

I ignore

"See that boat over there?" (She points to a watercolor hanging on the
living room wall. ) "My husband and thr"ee crewmen were off New Bedford
in heavy fog when it was cut in half by a freighter. Two of the men
went off the front and two off the back. Luckily, somebody from the
freighter saw what happened and they only spent a couple of hours in
the water before they were picked up. The Coast Guard called me to
come and pick him up. The next day he spent looking for another boat.
But he liked that one best. No, I don't worry."
"One of our friends was on that boat that went down. He spent three
hours in the water and it's still pretty cold this time of year. We
were taH.ing with him and he was pretty shook up about it. Said he
wouldn't go out again without a survival suit. It makes you think."
"Sure, it's dangerous. Especially at night or in bad weather.. Someone
could fall overboard and you wouldn't even know. But I know when to
expect him home within a couple of hours, and I don't even begin to worry
unless he's late. After all, when your time is up, it's up, whenever."
Does commercial fishing justify worry?

The media in the New England

coastal area report almost weekly on fishing injuries and fatalities, on boats
lost in storms or disabled in collisions.
New England waters.

Fog, wind, and cold plague offshore

Heavy equipment carried on board can malfunction or fail

in severe weather, posing additional hazards.

Fishermen trying to take

advantage of a good run of fish or of a high market price may risk staying at
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sea too long, to the point of exhaustion, increasing possibilities of accident.

Poggie and Gersuny compared fishing fatalities to those of the most

dangerous land occupation, coal mining.

They found that fisheries recorded

21.4 deaths per million man days and coal mining 8.3 (1974:90).

There is

no doubt of the danger.
There are some measures that can be taken to reduce risk.

A fisherman can

make sure he works on a well-equipped, well-maintained b08,t for a responsible
captain.

Money can be invested in the finest safety equipment.

Still, there

is little that can be done .about a freak storm ora freighter bearing down
upon you in the fog.
potential danger.
and careful worker.

A man who fishes for a living has come to terms with

He knows the work is largely routine for an experienced
He is confident in his ability to handle emergencies.

He deals with danger as it occurs.

What about his Wife, who will not know

until some time after the fact just how routine his trip has been?

Table 8

gives the first two responses to the question "How do you feel about fishing
as a dangerous occupation?"

Thirty-three responses involve varying degrees

of worry and 23 responses concern worry on certain occasions.

Twenty-seven

responses claim no worry, ten of these denying the dangerous aspects of the
occupation.

There was no significant relationship between the length of the

fishing trip and the reaction to danger.
How is it possible for so many women to ignore the possibilities of danger?

Leon Festinger's theory of cognitive dissonance (1957) gives us some

insight into the problem.

When environmental reality is inconsistent with

psychological comfort, there is a drive to reduce the dissonance and to
achieve consonance.

If the threat to equilibrium cannot be changed, reality

can be reinterpreted, ignored, or counteracted with social support.

Since

there is little a woman can do to change the dangerous nature of fishing, she
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may choose to ignore that a.s.pect, focusing instead on the fact that accidents are possible in any occupation.

In the newspapers she will notice the

number of accidents people encounter simply by driving on the interstate to
work.

Information concerning incidents at sea will not be dwelt upon.

If

confronted with such incidents, she may claim the captain was not trustworthy, the boat in poor condition, or cite other explanations which would
rule out discussion of general danger and interpret the event as having been
caused by obvious mistakes.
Taule 8
Reaction to the Danger of Fishing
How do you feel about fishing as a dangerous

occupation?
Freguency

worried more when first married/when he first started fishing
worries if it is late, if there are any storms
it is dangerous, but doesn't worry
is dangerous, refers to accidents, incidents, possibilities
it is not any more dangerous than other jobs
never worries or thinks about it
worries, but trusts her husband or the captain
it is dangerous, worries
it is very dangerous, is very scared, worried
worries more now than when younger
worries on long trips
it is dangerous, but anything can be dangerous
it is very dangerous, but doesn't worry
worries about accidents
has no fear, accepts it

10
10

9
8

8
6
5
5
5

4
3

2
1
1

1

If the danger is acknowledged and causes no worry, it may be that the
woman is the type that deals with life on a factual, day-to-day basis and is
simply not the worrying kind.

Or she may have grown up with a fi sherman in

the home and be thoroughly accustomed to the occupation and familiar with its
hazards.

A woman whose husband has been fishing for ten years has seen him

return safely from hundreds of fishing trips.
mind, disregarding the storms or

near-m~sses
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She keeps this uppermost in her
that may actually have threatened

him.

Certainly, fishermen themselves do not talk as though the next trip

might be their last.

Women who are married to fi shermen must operate under

the same assumptions.
Still, there are many women who admitted that they do worry.

They com-

mented that they are very relieved when their husbands return after particularly long trips or stormy weather.
The women were asked how

th~

cope with the danger of fishing.

Table 9

outlines their coping strategies, giving the first three responses, many
of which correspond to Festinger's theory.
Table 9
Copmg lVith the Danger of Fishing

How do you cope with the worry?
Fre9,uency
trust the captain or husband's judgement
call other crew wives, captain's wife
keep busy
radio contact
try never to think about it
never think about it
get used to it, accept it
watch the harbor, watch at the dock
wait
spend money on safety e9,uipment
listen to weather reports
faith in God
call Coast Guard

14

8
7

6
6
5

4

3
3
2
2
1
1

Keeping busy, trying or succeeding in never thinking about it, getting
used to it and accepting it are ways of ignoring the threat of danger.
Spending money on safety e9,uipment is an active attempt to reduce the danger.
Making radio contact, listening to the weather reports, calling the Coast
Guard, the captain's wife or other crew wives are activities that keep the
women informed and reassured that all is normal.

Having faith in God or in

the competency of her husband or the captain allows a woman to relieve herself
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of some of the worry.
ing

Occasionally the worry may be so pervasive that watch-

and waiting are the only possible acti vi ties.
From the women's comments, it would appear that many believe it is child-

ish

and self-indulgent to spend too much time worrying.

Particularly when

there are children in the home, it is felt, a woman must keep busy and continue normal activities even though she may be especially worried about her
husband 1 S safety.

Excessive worry· is probably something that a fisherman's

wife grows out of as she gradually learns to cope with the idiosyncracies of
the occupation.

Coping gradually becomes adaptive behavior.

Ten women stated

they worried more when they were first married or when their husbands first
began to fish.
Interestingly, four women stated they worry more now than when they were
younger.

Having children in the home is a distraction from worry anQ keeps

women occupied and intent on creating and maintaining a normal atmosphere.
When children are grown and gone, there is not only more time to think about
the dangers, but there may also be more to worry about.

In their later years,

fi shermen have valuable experience to rely on, but they no longer have the
stamina or quick reaction time they had in their youth.

Women may see their

husbands coming home more and more exhausted as the years go by and worry
more about their safety.
For the most part, fishermen's wives seem to take the dangerous aspect
of fishing in stride.

At least most of the worry is kept below the surface

so that day-to-day living can proceed unaffected.
Captains and Crewmen
"There is a difference between owners and crewmen. It kind of bothers
me because I'm not a snobby person, but I don't feel comfortable with
crewmen's wives. I don't feel an;'I better than them, just not comfortable.

Most of our friends are owners. Maybe it's because we have more in
common, sharing the same responsibilities and point of view."
"Some captains don't mingle. They're kind of aloof. But most of them
are regular people. And their wives are always friendly."
"Some of them really like being the captain. They keep it a secret
when the boat's going out next. When we were dating, my husband told
me to be careful about talking with the captain. I wasn't supposed
to ki d around with him as much as with the others in the group."
One obvious distinction among fishermen is their status on board.
this port, virtually all boats are captained by their owners.
separation is detectable though not rigid.

In

Socially, the

People generally are more comfort-

able spending time with those most like themselves.
Several things keep the crew/captain boundary flexible.

Fishermen are

more apt to separate themselves by the kind of fi shing they do rather than by
status on board.

Thus, the captain from one lobster boat may have more in

common with a crewman from another lobster boat than with the captain of a
trawler.

If a captain has the same crew over a period of years, it

likely they will become friendly.

is

One captain's wife mentioned annual Christ-

mas get-togethers with the crew and their families.

This particular port has

so much family involvement the crewmen and captains may be distant or close
relatives.

Also, a crewman aspiring to boat ownership may form a friendship

with the captain from whom he is learning the business.

Status distinctions

are relaxed because they will soon be working on the same level.
Mobility
Captains earn more money and risk more.
trcl over their schedules.
ried to captains.

Crewmen have less personal con-

Twenty-three of the women in thi s sample are mar-

Table 10 gives the responses of the remaining 27 when asked

if they would like their 'husbands to become captains.

Table 10
Desirability of Upward Mobili ty
Do you want your husband' t6become a captain/owner?
•
Fres.uency

Response

37.1%
18.5%
11.1%
33.3%

no
mixed feelings
yes, but too old
yes

N

= 27

With captain status comes added financial rewards, plus the possibility
of more independence and flexibility.

Orie woman had a very strong opinion

of its benefits:
"Fi shermen are of a very low caliber. They have no family and they
have a fast life-style and think only of themselves. If you hang
around people like that, strange values begin to rub off on you.
The only way to survive is to become an owner and make enough
money to move away from other fishermen."
But many women see ownership as less desirable:
"I'm flattered that he doesn't want his own boat. Owners are married
to their boats, and their wives and families take a back seat."
"Boat owning is a tremendous responsibility.
is unbelievable."

The paperwork and expense

Some of the women who were not interested in captain status may have had
some doubts about the future of fishing.
burden.

Owning a boat is a great financial

A few bad seasons at the beginning of operation can make it impossible

to keep up the stiff

p~ents

on a boat and they could lose it.

There are

also the government quota regulations, which limit the possibilities for profit.
Much must be considered before a woman will opt for a change.

Status

The status of fishermen has improved in recent years.

Previously, fish-

ermen were stereotyped as men unable to hold down normal jobs and hard drinkers who made poor family men.

One woman commented that "fishermen were
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regarded as social lepers, but now it's the thing to be."

There is now more

recognition of the skill involved in fishing as well as of the economic
importance of the industry and of the re source its elf.
income is often higher than local land-based job s .

Presently, fi shing

The approximate median

family income in the port area in 1970 was $10,004 (Poggie and Gersuny
1974:26).

In 1978, crew members on one boat were

averaging $50,000.

This was unusually high, but not unrealistic for a top crew and vessal in
a good year.

Even though fi shermen' s reputa ti on and economic status had im-

proved, seven women in this study married fishermen
approval.

witho~t

their family's

No doubt parents worry about their daughters spending too much

time alone, about the dangerous situations their sons-in-law may be stuck
in, about the irregularity of the income.
The recent government involvement with the fishing industry has had an
interesting side effect.

Fishermen are in the news.

organize their reactions to new restrictions.

They are beginning to

Because the government is

regulating them, they have lost something of their outlaw image and gained
a kind of respectability.
its public image.

The job has become somewhat more conventional in

It is now possible for fishermen's wives to commiserate

with wives married to government-regulated businessmen.
A Way of Life
His work changes with the seasons in a w~ that keeps him free from the
dullness that comes to people who have alw~s the same occupation.
The danger of his life on the sea gives him the alertness of a primitive hunter and the long nights he spends in his curagh bring him
some of the emotions that are thought peculiar to men who have lived
wi th the art s . ( J. M. Synge on the fi shermen of th e Aran Isle s, in
J. M. Synge and His World. by Robert Skelton, p. 54)
Individually, fishermen are as varied as the men in any occupation,
but hardships ••• exposure to danger and the most unremitting labor
have bred a sturdy, persevering race, full of resource, essentially
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non-conformist, recognizable anti-authoritarian, blunt, uncompromising and genuinely sincere.
Yes, to be afraid of the sea's the wrong thing altogether but you've
got to respect it. You're only a puny thing, only a small thing there
you know. It's much bigger 'n you are ••. 1 think. a lot of people go
through life and they don't have anything to bring them down to size,
do they? It's the job that counts. If you're a coal miner, I think.
that brings you down to size in the same way. (S. Festing on North
Sea herring fishermen, in Fishermen, pp. 12, 95-96)
"My husband is proud to be independent and self-employed and making
good money to boot. And I'm proud of him."

"I think. fishermen are friendlier and nicer than most people. They
stick together and help each other. A couple of years ago a fisherman lost an e,ye in a fight. All the other fishermen chipped in
to help him. Maybe they're nicer because they're happier with their
jobs. They stay healthy and like what they're doing. I'd be pleased
and proud to have my sons grow up to be fi shermen ."
"Both my family and his have been fishing for years. If his boat goes
down or if he's lost at sea, he's told me not to grieve for him because he's doing the work he loves."
Poggie and Gersuny examined the ideational characteristics of fishermen
and found that fishermen had a "personal connni tment to the occupation "

(1974:61).

This statement was frequently echoed by fishermen's wives.

When a woman says "fishing is a way of life," she is expressing the sense
of pride and the romance of the occupation she sha!'es with her husband.
is also saying it is different.

She

It may sometimes be different in alarming

and distracting ways, but it is also somewhat exclusive.

Not everyone can

fish for a living; the way of life is different enough to make it a bit mysterious

to land-bound workers.

When husbands in Poggie' s 1978 interviews were asked, "Would your wife
rather see you in another occupation?" , 72% responded no, 8% in part, and
20% yes.

For the majority of the wives who have apparently accepted fishing,

comments indicate that their acceptance has a lot to do with adapting and
being used to the occupation;
"It seems natural to be married to a fisherman."

"I can't imagine any other way of being married."
In response to the true/false item "I can't imagine being married to
a banker," 84% agreed.

Many women laughed at this idea, and, when quest-

ioned, said:
"I'm not that type."
"Bankers are stuffy and inflexible and more educated."
"I'm mere outgoing."
"I prefer a more casual life-style."
Being married to a fi sherman seems to add up to a life-style that is casual
and flexible and just the opposite of what women imagine it would be like if
they were married to a banker.
The decor in a fishing family's home often includes items with a fishing
or sea motif, including framed oils and photos of previously owned boats, seascapes, ship's clocks, statues of fishermen, anchors, ship
Though home decor was not a formal part of this

models, etc.

survey, this fishing motif

was noticed in nine of the homes visited and would probably have been found in
more

if looked for specifically.
Fishing cannot be compartmentalized.

During fishing season, there is

a peculiar quality to the time a fisherman spends in the home.

He stays

near the telephone, listens to the weather constantly, compares notes with
other fishermen.

He is on call and waiting.

to forget that another trip is imminent.

It is difficult for his family

There is seldom enough leeway for

overnight jaunts, and even dinner dates are cut short in case the next day is
a work day.
It is a wrap-around occupationD affecting and shaping a way of life.
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The People
The Women
I

The ethnici ty of this group appears to be "Yankee," corresponding to the

1974 ethnic description of fishermen in this area (Poggie and Gersuny 1974:
52-54).

None of the women are foreign-born, and their homes lack the Europ-

ean influence that might be found in other New England ports (i.e., Gloucester
and New Bedford).

Sixty-six percent of these wonen were born in Rhode Island,

and 16% originate from the county in Which they now live.
conduc~ed

The interviews were

in their homes, which were located within approximately a 25-mile

radius of the fishing port.

The area of their residence falls wi thin one

county and seven townships.

Sixty percent of the respondents live within

five miles of the port.
water.
beaches.

This is an area dominated by its proximity to the

There are summer cottages, seafood restaurants, state and private
Some of the women live within walking distance to where their hus-

band's boats are docked.

From her kitchen window, one can look out on the

channel to the harbor and actually watch her husband come home.
Two respondents who live on the fringes of the residence area reported
that they purposely avoided a location more convenient to the port.

These

women saw closer residence as undesirable or even dangerous to their marriage.
One woman whose husband worked day trips disapproved of the way of life of
trip fishermen and their families from the port area, saying that wives there
were too independent and families and couples were not close enough.

Another

stated that the physical distance from the port area helped the family maintain a more normal, "civilian" life because her husband and she were able
to avoid socialiZing

with other fishermen, socializing instead with neigh-

bars having more "normal" occupat ions.

Table 12
Education

Taole 11
Age

Years Completed

FrequeI1£Y

-9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19

3
6

19-20
21-25
26-30
31-34
36-39
41-47
50-54
57-58

Frequency
3

11

9

6
5
5

4

2
2

31
2

3
1

4
1
1

n=50
mean=12.5

n=49
mean=35.1

Table 14
Number of Children

':i:'a-ule 13
Year s Married

Number of Years
1-5
6-10
11-15
18-20
21-29
31-38

Number

Frequency
12
9
12
6
4
7

Fre~uency

o

6

1
2

20
10

3

4

n=50
mean=14.2

2

5

3

7

1

n=50
mean=2.1
Table 1
Previous Employment

15
Present Employment
':i:'ai)le

Job Type
store salesperson
secretarial
factory
beautician
stUdent
fishing crew*
fishing for eel
cooking shellfish
waitress
b abys i tti ng
nurse's aide
X-ray technician
bus driver
ceramic teacher

Job '!Ype
Freg,uency
secretarial
13
store sales
10
waitress/hostess
.6
bank teller
3
teacher
3
nurse
2
millweaver
2
teacher's aide
1
nurse's aide
1
dental assistant
1
bookkeeper
1
cook
1
cook shellfi sh
1
shellfish co. clerk
1
phone operator
1
counselor
1
department store buyer
1
factory worker
1
babysitter
1
fishpacker
1

Freguency
3
2

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

*Crew work was seasonal or
occasional, not year round.
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The mean age is 35.1, and the average years married is 14.2.
husbands have been fishing from 2 to 41 years.

Their

The women in this study

have an average of 12.5 years of formal education.
completed is 12.2 for women over 25 in thi s country..

Median school years
Many of the women

have had professional training and two are presently college students, one
working for a B.S. and the other for a Ph.D. degree.

Thirty-five of the

women have children under the age of 18 and eight have no children.

Some

interview questions asked of th.e women without children were phrased, "If
you had children • •• " Because of the wide range of variation in the popUlation, Tables 11 through 14 should be consulted for a clear picture of this
demographic information.
Forty percent of the women are presently paid employees, both part-time
and full-time.
are married.)

(Of the total women in the Rhode Island labor force, 43.9%
They have a variety of occupations, as listed in Table 15.

To increase background knowledge, the women were asked about the. kinds
of jobs they had previously held.

Their responses indicate a considerable

experience at varying levels of professionalism and skill.

It is interesting

to note that eight women are or have been involved in fishing-related occupations (Table 16).
Personality
What kind of person marries a fisherman?
who might be related to fishing?

Is the kind of person a woman

In an effort to find out something about

the personalities of fishermen's wives, a projective section was added to
the interview schedule.

Twenty-seven true/false items were either created

specifically to fit the population or excerpted from various projective
tests and modified for this instrument.

As an example of item design, the

statement "I would prefer to try a new restaurant in Providence rather than
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eat at a local restaurant" reflects the interviewer's prior knowledge of
the community and insight gained from pre-study interviews.
re spondent s are comfortable with a casual life style.

Most of the

One woman commented

that she and her husband would not eat at a place that required dressing
up.

Even though Providence ~s only a 40-minute drive from most fishermen's

hames,

long-ti~e

residents of this southern county are not characterized

by close cultural or social ties to the city of Providence.
therefore, that a "true" response

It was assumed,

would indicate a modern, or adventurous,

perspecti ve.
The projective section of the interview was based on personality analYses

and theoretical work on modernity, independence, and fatalism by

ard Coan, Joseph Kahl, and Everett Rogers.

Rich~

Kahl analyzed the modern person-

ality using scales of individualism and activism.

In his analysis, the

modern person is an individualist and an activist who can plan for the future
with confidence in his or her ability to bring plans to fruition (1968:133).
Rogers describes a modern social system as one that values education, allows
system members to see themselves in different roles, and has a positive attitude

toward change (1971:32-33).
The results of the projective item responses were subjected to factor

analyses.

This is a method to determine statistically the independent

clusters of related variables into which responses fall.

Thus, sets of

questions which were planned to address a specific trait may statisticallY be
grouped otherwise.
varimax rotation.

The procedure used principal components analysis with
The number of factors rotated was determined using an

eigenvalue cutoff of 1.0.

,.,
~

This analysis resulted in four independent clus-

ters or factors, in contrast to expectations of three based on the dimensions
of modernity, independence, and fatalism discussed above.

The first four

factors appear to measure styles and degrees of personal autonomy, and
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Table 17
Factor Analysis of Personality Items
Factors
I

II

III

IV

.62

.17

.05

.n

1.

If given $6,000, I would rather learn to fly a plane thar:
buy a car.

2.

Most of us are victims of forces we cannot understand,
let alone control.

-.60

.10.,07

-.11

3.

In order to be happy, one must behave in ways that other
people desire, even if you have to suppress your own ideas
sometimes.

-.58

.02

-.24

-.13

4.

I'd rather fi hd out about a dangerous situation than not
think about it.

.56

-.01

.11

-.06

5.

I do not need to buckle my seat belt, because ''\-men your
time is up, it's up."

-.52

.24

.14

.04

6.

I cannot imagine being married to a banker.

-.49

-.05

.06

-.12

7.

Some people are born losers.

-.48

-.28

-.36

-.05

8.

If income were temporarily restricted, I'd rather get a temporary job than manage the house with limiied funds.

.35

.39

-.07

.12

9.

Making a lot of money is a matter of getting the right breaks -.29

.16

-.04

.20

10. It is acceptable for unmarried young couples not planning to -.19

.75

.33

.06

.04

.73

.02

-.25

-.09

.56

-.25

-.33

13. Women have as much right as men to sow wild oat s.

-.01.55

-.11

.44

14. If I spend enough time working on it, I could be a musician

-.13

.14

.69

-.39

15. Fishing boats will never be built to accomodate women.

-.03

.16

-.68

.10

16. Rather than discuss 'with

-.39

-.01

-.61

-.09

17. When I'm not feeling well, I'd rather have my husband

-.12.11

.46

.49

have children to live together.

11. Being politically and socially active can change the world
we live in.

12. I would like all

my

children to go to college if possible.

or auto mechanic.

my husband the purchase of family
gifts, I prefer to choose them myself.

cook 'dinner than cook it II\Yself.

18. When something is broken or not working, I'd rather try to

.12

.32

.46

-.33

19. I do not want to see the local business area grow anymore.

.18

-.18

.24

-.04

20. I would prefer to try a new restaurant in Providence rather

.02

-.08

-.18

.60

.24

.18

.09

-.36

-.36

.11

-.24

.53

my family and friends, I don't worry -.12
much about solving problems that come up.

.08

-.05

-.45

tinker with it myself than. call the repairman immediately.

then eat at a local restaurant.

21. What happens to me is my own doing.
22. ~;ost thi ngs that happen to us are for our own good.

23. Because I can count on

self-controlli2S (14.1% of variance)
ideal-modern (11.5% of variance)
active-modern (8.5% of variance)
IV = QDDressed (7.6% of variance)

I
II
III
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factors appear to measure styles and degrees of personal autonomy, and account for 41.8% of the variance.
Table 17 shows the interview items, grouped

accor~ing

to their rankings.

The groupings are eKamined and an attempt is maie to name the groupings or
factors in a way that is consistent with what the items represent in terms
of personality traits.
The first factor concerns self-control and acceptance of responsibility
(items 2-5, 7-9).

Responses to items 1 and 6 may indicate satisfaction with

present life allowing for adventurous choices.

Factor II is an

ideal~odern

factor, indicating a progressive, broad-minded outlook (items 8, 10-13).
While Factors III and TV are comparatively weak, accounting for 8.5%
and 7.6% of the variations, respectively, they are still conceptually interesting.

Factor III concerns active-modernism (items 14-19).

Factor IV app-

ears to describe someone who feels somewhat oppressed by circumstances and
is desirous of change (items 9, 17, 18, 20-23).
Reldtionship Between Personality and Other Sociocultural Variables
The four personality factors identified are interesting to this study
in terms of how they are correlated to other sociocultural variables, including fishing-related variables.

This relationship is illustrated in Table 18.

Table 18 indicates that three of the independent variables are significantly related to Factor I, self-controlling:
and husband's status.
trip length.

education, family involvement,

Factor II, ideal-modern, is significantly related to

There is a significant negative relationship between Factor

III, active-modern, and the independent variables of age, length of marriage,
and husband's status.

....
~

Factor TV, oppressed is not significantJy related to

any of the independent variables •
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Table 18
Relationshin Between Personality Factors and Independent Variables
Factors
I

II

III

.40**
.09
-.09
-.32*
-.07
-.13
.41**

.18
.05
.24
-.06
.10
.05
-.06
.38**

-.07
-.28*

Independent Variables
education
age
negative attitude towards husband's job
familY involvement
length of marriage
years of fishing
husband's status
trip length

-.24
I
II
III
IV

* P) .05 (.273)
** P) .01 (.354)

-.01

.06
-.29*
-.23
-.41**
-.05

IV

.21
-.05
.17
.07
-.10
-.10
-.13

= self-controllinK
= ideal-modern
= active-modern
= oEEressed

Discussion
Factor I, self-controlling, accounts for the largest percentage of the
variance (14.1%).

Education is positively related to this factor, suggesting

that as years of formal education increase so does a woman's sense of selfworth and confidence in her own capabilities.

The wife with more than the

average education (12.5 years) may feel more in control and able to meet all
circumstances with reasonable solutions.

There is a negative relationship

between the self-controlling factor and family involvement in fishing.

A

possible explanation for this finding is that having relatives who fish would
make the occupation seem less unusual and may leave fewer opportunities for
assuming unusual personal and familY responsibility.

A woman with relatives

who fish may be part of an understanding network which offers mutual assistance and support.

Additionally, a woman with relatives in the industry,

might be more willing to accept the status quo and be more passive or agreeable in respect to her husband's work, or to the world in general.
It is not surprising that self-controlling is positively correlated with
being married to a captain.

There are a number of reasons why a captain's
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wife might feel in control and satisfied with

her life.

captain can provide more financial

The captain's wife may act-

security.

An established

ually be a business partner, helping with boat accounting and dealing with
land-based fishing operations, such as finding and purchasing supplies or
parts for boat repair.

This would give a strong sense of active partici-

pation and self-worth.

There is also a certain amount of status that goes

with being married to a captain.

Crew wives and girlfriends will call her

to find out when the boat is due and may go to her to pick up the paychecks.
The captain is also able to exercise more flexibility in setting his schedule to avoid conflict with gome family events, so his wife will probably
.feel less manipulated than might a crew wife with a totally inflexible
and unpredictable schedule.
Although not statistically significant (-.24), there is a tendency for
trip length to be negatively associated with self-controlling.

This is

somewhat surprising if one assumes that a woman left more on her own would
score higher on this factor.

It is suggested that many wives in this cat-

egory are married to small boat owners whose trips are not lengthy, but whose
in-shore time is often tied up with gear and boat maintenance.
Factor II,

ideal~odern,

is positively correlated with trip length.

This finding can be interpreted to indicate that the more time her husband
spends at sea, the more time a woman has to form stronger personal opinions
and to become an independent, vrogressive thinker.

There may be fewer opp-

ortunities for the couple to share ideas and perhaps less chance that the
wife's opinions will be modified by the husband.

It is interesting though

not statisticallY significant that persons scoring high on ideal-modern
tend to want their husbands in different occupations.

They may be unhappy

with the status quo because of time-limited marital relationships or because
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of the

amount of family responsibility that must be shouldered alone.

would be an expected relationship.

This

The least satisfied person is often the

most radical, and within the limits posed by the instrument, this idealmodern factor represents progressive, if not radical, thinking.

It should

be noted that Factor II is ideational in nature, indicating professed philosophy and not necessarily corresponding activism.
Factor III, active-modern, is negatively related to captain's status.
This seems unexpected until we see that high active-modern scores also belong
to women who are younger and married fewer years to less experienced fishermen.

Younger, less experienced fishermen would tend to be crew members

rather than captains.

Active-modern may simply be a function of youth.

The young wife may have a greater sense of future opportunities and personal
power.

Years of possibilities stretch ahead and there are few disappoint-

ment.s or failures behind.

The feminist movement may also have affected the

outlook of these young wives and increased their belief in their own potential.
Though Factor IV, oppression, is not significantly related to any of the
independent variables, the highest correlations may indicate some interesting
tendencies.

Education is positively related to oppres sion (.21).

The more

educated women may have a wider perspective and be more aware of other possible ways to earn a living.

Fishing may be an impediment to her expectations

for her marriage or for her husband's status.

This logic follows when we

note that the second highest correlation is dissatisfaction with husband's
occupation (.ll).

Qppression also has a mild negative relationship (-.13)

with captain's status.

In the interview process, several wives expressed

dissatisfaction with their husband's crew status.

Some said their husbands

were expected to work harder than other crew members, or that their work
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schedule and therefore their incdme was subject to the captain's whim.
From the previous discussion, it is apparent that variance in the
personality variables may be tentatively explained exclusively by conditions
independent of fishing in only one
to youth.

case.

Active-modern is clearly related

Self-controlling and oppression are all involved with fishing-

related conditions, as well as with one other external variable, education.
Ideal-modern is related totally to fishing-related concerns.

This suggests

that aspects of a wife's personality are related to her husband's participation in the extraordinary occupation of fishing.
It is interesting to note the relationship of education to the very
different self-controlling and oppression factors.

When other positive

fishing-related conditions are present (captain status, no relatives in
fishing, and, possibly, shorter trip length), more than average education
may have the effect of helping a woman find satisfaction in a life she believes she controls. On the other hand, when fishing-related conditions are
undesirable (crew status, other occupation desired), increased education
may cause increased frustration.
At the present stage, the data show that aspects of a woman's personalit yare related both positively and negatively to aspects of her husband's
involvement in fishing.

It is important that proposed innovations be eval-

uated using the depth of this perspective.
ship, however, remains to be resolved.
personali~

The direction of this relation-

Do fishermen select wives whose

preadapts them to their husband's occupation or do the fisher-

men's wives psychologically adapt to the demands of the occupation after
marriage?

There may be a certain amount of self-selection operating.

example, independent women may be attracted to independent fishermen.

For
How-

ever, it is also possible that personRlity characteristics are significantly

molded in young adulthood, and by marrying a fisherman when relatively
young, a woman more easily adapts her personality to the demands of this
particular life- style.
Husbands and Wives
There are a few women who fish as crew or co-owners out of this port.
Still, this in overwhelmingly a male occupation.
has always

been men's work.

In New England fishing

The men have gone out to fish and face the

elements while the women watched the home fires and waited.

Does this trad-

i tional separation of labor extend to other areas of life when the husband
is at

home?

Do fishermen adhere closely to male roles ,and not interfere

with their wives' home and family management?
these families?

Who makes the decisions in

We know from asking about likes and dislikes that some

fishermen's wives think fishing is hard on a marriage, while a few think it
has a beneficial effect.

What kind of adjustment problems do these couples

face?
Partners
One of the most outstanding aspects of being married to a fisherman is
the amount of comm1.IDication and the degree of awareness a woman has about
her husband's job.

If the division between male and female roles were strict,

one would sus:pect the man would keep details about his work to himself, ,preferring to keep this sphere of his life separate from his wife's involvement.
Twenty percent of the women report that their husbands rarely or never talk
to them about their work.

Seventy percent say that their husbands do discuss

their trips, their work, the crew, boat equipment, etc., and an additional
10% say their husbands "constantly," "automa.tically," or "always" talk about
their work.

In one case, the fisherman and his crew were "at home" during
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the interview via the short-wave radio in the kitchen.

The woman responded

to the items in the interview with half her attention on the situation at
sea, excusing herself to make a phone call to get equipment her husband
had mentioned needing.
Virtually all the women have been on their husband' s boats in port,
and many have accompanied their husbands on fishing trips or local trips
on the boat.

Often when a man is doing boat maintenance at port, his wife

and children will join him at the dock area, to watch or to help, or simply to be near him.

Net work and lobster pot

right in the backyard or garage.

mai~tainenance

is often done

One woman commented, ilThe work is tangible."

They know about the daily routine and about the potential for extraordinary
events such as equipment failures, extra-bountiful catch, weather hazards,
and accidents.
A woman can carry a mental picture of the fisherman's work activities.
Because of this, one would assume that there would be less conceptual distance between the husband's and wife' s worlds.

For examp..Le, a woman married

to an office worker may ,be less interested and less imaginatively and/or
concretely invo..Lved in that area ot' her husband's life.

This would be an

interesting theme for a comparative study Which could contrast possible
spouse

involvement in the husband's tangible/intangible work.

Eleven women cited industry-connected items among their dislikes.
Their comp..Laints ran from nature to politics and included the weather, government quotas, fish prices, and licenSing requirements.

These comments show

an active aware.ness of the problems that plague the industry.

A. woman who

claims to dislike industry-connected aspects of fishing takes industry issues
personally.

IS8

In addition to job awareness, fishermen's wives can be involved in
the occupation in more direct ways.

Almost half the sample are married to

captains who are in business for themselves. Frequently in self-employed
situations the husband's business becomes a family endeavor.

One skipper's

wife consistently said "we" when speaking about her husband's boat and about
fishing activities.

From her viewpoint, fishing was a joint endeavor, his

work was her work, his risks were her risks.
half the operation."

Another claimed she

W:1S

"one-

She was the land-based partner who located and obtained

boat parts and checked on supplies.
major financial enterprise.

Running a crewed fishing boat is a

Yearly expenses on an average boat run in the

vicinity of $,4,000 with each trip costing between $1,000 and $1,500.

Boat

owners most often have a professional accountant handle their books and
assist with tax preparation.

It is often the wife's respo:J.sibili ty to keep

accounts in order on a day-to-day basis before handing them over to the
accountant for quarterly checks.

Even crew members' finances are more com-

plicated since the government changed their tax status to self-employed.
They are individually responsible fox keeping track of their earnings and for
putting tax money aside.
The interviews with the husbands in the stuCly conducted by Poggie give
information about the extent of the wi ves' assistance.

When asked, "Who helps

you with fishing?," 23 men said their wives do. Table 19 records the ways the
husbands claimed their wives help.
Occasionally a captain's wife will cook food for the crew to take on
their trips.

As has been mentioned, she may also Serve as a link between

crew wives and their husbands, either by

rel~ing

messages, keeping them in-

formed of the boat's activities, distributing paychecks, or occasionally reassuring younger wives.
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Table 19
Wife's Assistance
Fre911ency

How does wife help with fishing?

does books and settlements
keeps tax records
helps with books
sets up stuff for accountant
does all books and records poundages of species and logs where caught
pays bills
goes with him on days when father doesn't
makes flags
is deckhand and helps with books and bills

14
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

n=23
Though fishing separates husband and wife by time, distance, and danger,
it also offers unusual opportunities for sharing.

The women who feel that

fishing has a positive effect on themselves, their family, and their relationship with their husbands may be benefitting from the enthusiasm, interest, and
involvement they have with fishing.

It is equally posslble that these women

have simply adapted well to the demands 01" their way of Ilfe and have come
to enjoy the life-style their adjustments have allowed.
Division of Labor
The previous discussion describes the woman's awareness 01" her husbandfs
work activity.

Is there a

reciproca~

involvement oy the husoand In what is

"Gradl tionally thought of as "the women's world?"

One migHt expect male IEr-

-cicipation in uomestic activities to be minimal.

Fishermen work extreme..LY

loug hours aud can't be expected to run home and wash the dishes and play
wi tn children.

Fisning lS rugged work; pernaps men wno fish are too "macho"

-co be bothered with "women's work."
Ellzabeth Bott descrlbes segregatlon in
partlciIEtion in aifferent actlvitles

wh~ch

conjuga~

role relationships as

are complementary or independent.

~

~

Integrated or joint conjugal relatlonships are -chose in which lndividuals
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carry out the same ac-civi-cies together or sep9.ra-cely.

Bot-c found the

degree ot" role segrega-cion -co change at diI"ferent roints in a marrlage and
to be related to closeness of social. networks.

In Her work in a London sub-

urb, she al.SO found 1Jhat ror couples with the greatest degree of rOJ..e segregation, husbands were in manual occupations (Batt 1971),
This s"tudy tried

to gauge the husuands' involvemen-c in domestic act-

ivities in several ways.

The questlon "Does your husband help around the

house,?" evoked varied responses, which referrea. to both the kind ana. the
a.egree of assistance given.

Table 20 glves the flrst resronse per indivldual.

'l'a-ole 20
Husbands' Domestic Assi stance
Kind of Hell2.

Ro.1e

12%
6%

none
only when has to
with yard work
with neavy cleaning
hana.yman kina. of work
house maintenance
D~gree

Segregated tiewnse

.10%

4%
lU%

6%

~%%

of Assistance

12%
22%
16%
50%

Y1ever
rarely
with -cradltional male jobs

Kind of Help

Role-Integrated Response

cooks
general domestic assistance

10%
~

52%

Degree of Assistance
always helps
great he..Lp

12%
6%
:18%

helps sometimes (too ina.efinite a resronse
to code as integra-ced or segregated)

32%

These resronses dQ not indlcate an overwhellung tendency on the part
of fishermen to stay within traditional mal.e rO..Les.

The responses, however,

are very general and do not gl ve a clear picture of husbands' aomestic Involvement.

When specific actlvitles and decision processes were mentioned,

a more accurate picture of particlpatlon was drawn (see Tables 21 and 23)
In

1955, Blood and Wol1'e conducted a study of 731 Detro it families.

Some of their data on dlVi Slon of labor in hausehola taSKS

(1960: 500) can be

compared to the Point Judith population in Table 22.
This .Limi"Led comparison suggests tha"L fishermen's wives not only peri'orm stereotypical taSKS (straightening out tne house) ; they also may "Lake
greater responsibllity for tasko which are more often shared in !lonf .Lshing
families (blll paying) ana for "Lasks which are stereotypically men '0 worK
(lawn mowing).

In looklng for deLermman"Ls of "Lhe diviSion ot houoehold

lauor, BlooJ and Wolfe foulld thCl.t the pragmatics or sheer availabHitv were
mOot significant:
If ~ircumstCl.nceo arioe w~ch mCl.ke it impussiule for the customary
performer to do his duty, the "show must go on." In this sense, every husband is a "st.and in" for his wife, and every wife for her husband ...
Not every spouse rises to the occasion but the moral pressure and
the practical urgency are there. (1960:57)
The well-being of the fishing family depends upon the woman being able
to "stand in" for her husband when necessary.

The well-being of this mad tal

relationship may depend on the husband's willingness to reciprocate in kind
when circumstances allow.

Wolfe speaks of the family as a multipurpose

organization par excellence.

He sees it as maximally efficient for the least

amount of cost and maximally adaptive:

"Labor can be increased to meet var-

iable demands ••• without incurring expenses other than exploitation of self"

(1966:7-8).

Because current data do

not show strict stereotypical role

adherence among fishermen and wives, it appears that there is reciprocal
"standing in" in household tasks which prevents destructive exploitation.
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Table 21
Participation in Domestic Activities
Person Most Responsible

Activity

Wife
Shared by
Husband
and Wife

Only in

Neither
have car repaired
pay bills
do income tax
discipline children
boat accounting
wash car
transport children to,
activities, doctor,etc.
take care of pets
mow lawn
do errands around town
take out garbage
clean, straighten house
wash windows
paint house interior
at night, turn off lights
and lock house
dress, feed, entertain
children
laundry
act on complaints about
consumer goods or services

% of possible responses

Wife

Husband's
Absence

Husband

22
41

4

10

13

4

4
4

1
1

23
3
33

10

13

16

31

11

4

20

4

2

9

16

2

40

1
1

8

16

27
9

2
2

15

8

1

33

1

1

5

19
42

3

10

13
13

1

3
13
2

36

18
28

7
10

3

7
10
12
14

1

7
2

6

17

31

48

17.8%

49.2%

2
1::3

4

30

21.8%

1.9%

n=49
Table 22
Performance of Household Tasks:

Detroit and Ft. Judith

Partner ;iP.o Mostly/Always Performs the Task
wife pays bills
husband pays bills
both share

Detroi t

Pt. Judith

41%

82%

25%

8%

34%

8%

wife mows the lawn
husband mows the lawn
both sh~re

13%

18%

6%

16%

wife straightens house
husband straightens house
both share

80%

84%

75%

30%

2%
17%

14%

Decisions
Stephen Blair has ob served that "in most existing studies, deci sionmaking has been assumed to be an indicator of power, and the two terms have
been used interchangeably" (1974:168).

In contrast to the high participation

in the activities listed in Table 21 (49.2%), the women list themselves as
decision-makers in only 25.7% of the ten situations given (see Table 23).
This may indicate that some women carry a large percentage of the burden of
domestic responsibility but defer some of their decision-making power to
their husbands, in favor of mutual decisions. Blood and Wolfe theorized
that the source of power in marriage lies in the comparative resources each
partner brings to the marriage (1960:12).
ancial security may

retain more

The fisherman as provider of fin-

decision~aking

power than his physical pre-

sence and share in domestic responsibility warrant.

In her study of sexual

egalitarianism among the !Kung, a hunting-gathering band in southern Africa,
Patricia Draper states:
Frequent male absence may result in viewing men as a scarce commodity
with higher value than women who are constantly present in the household. If men in this sense are a scarce commodity, their homecoming
must have greater significance to those who stay at home, and their
influence in even routine domestic affairs may be heightened simply
because others are less habituated to their presence. (1975:86)
Fishermen's wives hinted at this when they ccxnmented on their children's behavior, which is different when fathers are home, becoming either more or
less disciplined.
domestic
the

Perhaps the absence of fishing husbands has an effect on

decision~aking

which is similar to, the effect Draper found among

~Kung.

It should be pointed out that one woman commented that she made certain
decisions but involved her husband in discussion so that he would believe
the decisions were jointly reached.
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Her rationale is that because her husband

is frequently absent, it is important to keep reinforcing his feeling of
active participation in family life.

This might help prevent his losing

interest and leaving things up to her entirely.
It is interesting to note that there are not many activities or decisions taken care of by wives when their husbands are at sea and then relinquish

to them on their return.

role friction.

Such practice whould probably lead to

One woman stated that she had been asked to choose a car

in her husband's absence.

When he returned, he vetoed her choice and chose

and purchased another car.

Another wife mentioned that she had taken care

of some home repairs.

Upon her husband's return, she was told everything

had been done wrong (not according to her husband's wishes or expectations).
Such incidents can cause frustration and hard feelings between husband and
wife.
'I'able 23
Participation in Domestic Decision-Making
Person Most Responsible

Decisiou,

to spend $100 on furniture
to begin orthodontist
treatment for child
to choose and buy new car
to give relatives surprise
anniversary party
to campaign for school
conmi ttee candidate
to purchase set of encyclopedias
to invite new acquaintances
to 1inner
to give adolescent child
permission to date
to loan car to friend for
2 days
to take a new part -time job

% of possible responses:

Neither

Wife

Wife
Only in
Husband's
Absence

2

11
10

1

17

2

4.2%
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Shared by
Husband and
Wife

Husband
3
3

36
34

3
20

9

37
30

22

1

10

18

3

29

11

4

31

7

1

1

39

8

1

10

31

18

1

5

27

25.7%

1%

7.9%

61.2%

.-

~

Interestingly, Wilson found that mobile military women reported "the
worst part of separation for them· was when their husband returned and reasserted himself."
ienced

This was in direct contrast to the husbands, who exper-

the worst time of separation at the actual time of departure (1977:

73). For the fishing couples as well, a pattern of adjustment must be
worked out.

Husbands and wives must develop an awareness of what is exper-

ienced in separation and what is expected when reunited.

Assuming total

responsibility for most domestic activities and delaying major decisions
until the husband can participate is probably the best adaptive response to
a situation of periodic absence.

The necessary gets accomplished and the

husband and wife learn to trust each other's judgement.
It is un clear whether or not Tables 21 and 23 reflect reality.
m~

They

instead represent the ideal or most desirable division of labor and

decision-making.

When 61.2% of the group s~ that ten decisions are made

by both husband and wife, they may be saying they hope the decision lies
equally in their hands.

In reality it may not.' This listing of activities

and deci sions might be more meaningful if compared to.a nOnfishing sample.
A more accurate way to gather information on real activities and decisionmaking would

be to request a detailed diary from some of the sample.

The

actual behavioral information could then be analyzed.
Tables 21 and 23 probably do indicate a belief in sharing family responsibilities and decisions.

Assuming some accuracy of response, it does

illustrate male involvement in the woman's world.
m~

The degree of sharing

be questioned, but strict role segregation is not apparent.

In terms of

the husband's involvement in the wife's world, there is also the uninvestig a ....
,.,

ted possibility that the husband is involved and interested in his wife's
career or occupation.
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Though thi s issue would be clarified with comparative study, it appears
that, contrary to expectations, these marriages are not strictly role-segregated.
Quality of Relationship
Something needs to be said about the quality of the husband-wife relationship.

It is extremely difficult to delineate such a relationship, let

alone judge quality in any objective fashion.
beyond the scope of this study.

Certainly, the task is

However, after interviews with these 50

women, there appears to be a possible pattern of three kinds of marital relationships.
Some women are satisfied and/or happy with their marriages.

They enjoy

their husbands' time at home but also enjoy the time they have to themselves
when they are at sea.

They are comfortable with flexible schedules, and

enjoy the spontaneity of bad weather holidays at home.
Another group appears to be satisfied with their marriages, but the
balance is somewhat more precarious.

They find themselves occasionally

resentful at having to bear the brunt of home and family responsibility.
They are anxious when their husbands are away any. length of time and become
uncomfortable when the Weather has kept them at home too long.
rium

The equilib-

of the marriage depends on a careful balance of time together and time

apart.

Concern was raised about changes in this balance.

example, loomed as a threat to some women.

Retirement, for

One woman said it would not be

good for a husband and wife to be constantly together after years of alternating togetherness with separateness.

Another said it makes her nervous

when her husband is around the house too much, and she is apprehensive about
the time when he doesn't have to go out
There is a third possible group
marriages.

~f

a~ore.

women who seem worried about their

They are unhappy about the amount of time spent apart from their
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husbands.

Irregularity of income tends to trouble them.

the dangers their husbands face.
comfortable.

They worry about

Their life-style feels unnatural and un-

They express the need for an independent life, but then feel

the guilt of leaving children with babysitters too often, or not not being
home when their husbands are.
Respondents themselves stressed the necessity of adapting to this kind
of marriage.

As one said, "Some never do."

Those women who have not grown

up with a fishing relative or who don't have the advantages of close kinship
or friendship networks to turn to

m~

have a very difficult time of it.

During the time of interviewing, the media reported the suicide of a woman
married to a fisherman from another New England port.

Though the circum-

stances of this incident are unknown, one can imagine how a woman bearing
too much responsibility for home and young children, worried about her husband, and left along too often may suffer from the strain.
Stereotypically, fi shermen are heavy drinkers.

Thi s study did not

approach the complicated is sue of alcohol abuse among fishermen, but several
women alluded to the problem.

The most common reference was to drinking among

"other fishermen," usually the single or divorced men.

No one said they

worried about their own husbands drinking and some counted themselves fortunate in thi s respect.

The fact that drinking was mentioned voluntarilY in-

dicates not necessarily personal knowledge of the problem but perhaps a certain apprehension.

The two women who purposely want to live

a distance from

the port may be thinking of the potential danger of being too near the fishermen's bars.

...
~

In the section on danger we saw that peak worry times may occur in the
beginning of a marriage and later, when the husband nears retirement age .
These times correspond with stages of difficult adjustment in all marriages,
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and may cause additional tension when it is least needed.

In the beginning

of his career, when the fisherman is most enthusiastic, is en,ioying the
challenge, and is beginning to make same financial headway, his wife is
probably going through her most difficult period of adjustment.
"Hi s first year in fishing was my worst. We hadn't been married too
long and I was pregnant for the first time. It was a terrible strain.
He was working like crazy, making as may trips as he could, two days
and three nights out. I was stuck at home with all the housework
and no one to talk to at night. It was a bad time. We had a lot
of fights."
Many women talked about having a hard time adjusting in the beginning.

They remember resentment, strain, and loneliness:
'While we were dating, he would fall asleep on the Phone all the time.
The night he gave me my engagement ring, he had to leave early to go
fishing. "
"Our honeymoon was even on his fishing boat."
"In the middle of my labor pains he left for a while to work on the boat."
"When our second child was born, someone else had to bring me to the
ho spi tal." .
"You almost have to be brainwashed into this kind of life."
"There is an art to being a fishennan' s wife and some people never learn."
"Their (fishennen's) motivation is so strong, it's almost obsessive."
"Before the children were born, I was very depressed to be alone so much."
"It's very difficult and hard on a marriage until you ad.iust to it. You
have to learn to live separate lives. This was never my idea of what a
good marriage would be like, but still we have a good marriage. "
Later, when he is reaping the rewards of experience and risk and hard work,
his wife has more time to worry, and is more worried than ever because of her
husband's age.
"There is a lot of stress in being married to a fisherman. You have to be
made for this kind of life. You've got to be able to be independent.
I'be been comfortable with this life for about 21 years now. But now
I'm beginning to worry."

If she then wishes him

in another occupation, she regretfully realizes it

is too late for him to learn a new way to make a living.

While fishing

causes daily worry, with which a woman must cope in one way or another, the
worry itself can put a strain on a marriage at different times.
In any marriage, there is a period of adjustment when expectations meet
reality.

Perhaps being married to a fisherman forces an earlier adjustment

which settles more quickly into a way of life.
Children
The question of closeness and separateness of fishermen to their

f~

ilies is interesting when thought of in terms of quality and quantity.

Qual-

ity vs. quantity of time spent with children has often been an issue discussed
in relation to working mothers.

It would be revealing to compute the actual

and potential time a father working nine to five spends with his children-not simply

being in the house, but interacting with the children.

This

could be compared to the actual and potential time father and children spend
together when the father is spending two to ten days at sea and two to four
days days at home.

What the father/child relationship suffers in terms of

continui ty could be made up for by more concentrated time together.
who is at home

The man

48 hours during the week may get to know his family in a dif-

ferent way from the man who is home at 6 p.m. weekdays and every weekend.
Other family members were not interviewed, so it is difficult to determine accurately their reactions to fishing.

However, women were asked what

their children think of their fathers' occupation.

Because it is impossible

to discount impression management when mothers are asked questions about their

,.,
~

childrens' at.titudes, these responses can be also seen as an additional indicator

of the wives' opinions concerning fishing.
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Table 24
Children's Att:!t.llJ''lF> 'T'n't.T~:r(l

1<'i

Rh:!nQ."

What do your children think of their fathers' occupation?
Frequency

Attitude

4%
20%

somewhat negative
neutral
somewhat positive
very pos iti ve .
no response (inappropriate)

18%
42%

16%

Sixty percent reported that their children have varying degrees of positive attitudes toward fishing.

The ten neutral responses were given when

children were too young or when mo:t;hers felt their children had no strong
opinions because they hal no basis for comparing fishing to any other occupation.

Some of the "very positive" responses indicate that children too may

share in the romance of the occupation:
,''They're proud their father's a fisherman."
!I'llley want to become fishermen themselves."
"They're always wanting to go down to the boat."
"They think it's exci ti ng. "
Younger children may see fishing as a form of recreation.
pondent said, right now it's the thing to be.

As one res-

Telling your friends your

father is a fisherman is more interesting than telling them he works in an
office.

Two women spoke of their children talking about fishing in school

and drawing many boat pictures, obviously proud of their f&thers' occupation.
It may be comfortable and enjoyable for women to say their children like
the kind of work their fathers do.

There may be reason to reconsider when

they think about their children actually being involved in fishing.

Jeremy

Tuns tall report s that in the years of unregulated labor on the Bri tish high seas, AI.
fishermen would throttle the sons they heard even hint at a fishing career.
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They

demanded something better for their progeny.

Table 25 shows responses when

mothers were asked whether they would like their sons to be fishermen or
their daughters to be married to fishermen.
Table 25
Desirability of Children's Involvement
Do you want your children involved in fishing?
Frequency

Re sponse
not applicable
neutral:

2%

no opinion, it's up to them.

I wouldn't object

42%

no: it's dangerous, there wouldn't be enough fish, it
wuuldn't pay, I don't like it , not a trip fisherman, no
future, I wouldn't encourage it, would prefer something
else, hours too long.

10%

mixed feelings: 0 .k., but fears for them, would prefer a
normal life for them, it's hard work, o.k. for son but not
for daughter.

14%

mixed feelings: they are fishermen, but I'm not pleased,
daughter doesn't like being married to fisherman, would
have preferred him to have more education

4%

positive:

6%

they are fishermen, it's a good life

positive: I would be proud, they like the way of life,
it would be fine

22%

While 72% of the sample indicated that they didn't want their husbands
in a different occupation, only 50% of the women expresssing an opinion would
be pleased to have their children involved in fishing.

This may indicate that

some ,women have adapted well to fishing but still have reservations about the
future of the industry.
Family
New England fishing is connected to kinship more than most American occupations.

Eighty percent of this sample have relatives who are involved in
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fishing.

Twenty of the husbands have fathers who were or are fishermen, as

compared to five wives whose fathers fish.
fi sh, while wives have 18.

Husbands have 125 relatives who

Because kin fishing links are primarily through

the husband, and because only 66% of the women were born in Rhode Island,
one

rr~ht

expect the women to have more geographic accessibility to their

husbands' families than to their own.
parents and

parents-in-~aw

However, Table 26 shows that women's

are almost equally accessible.

Table 26
Geographic Location of Parents
Residence Relative to Respondents
different state
same state
same township
same village within township
within 1/2-mile radius

Wife 1 S Parents

Husband's Parent s

26%
36%
14%
6%
18%

28%
38%
14%
10%
10%

Several studies have suggested a matrilateral bias in kinship interaction
in American families (Poggie and Pelto 1969:2-3).
erally

If the American family gen-

interacts more with the ,,"ife 's relatives, what happens in a group

which has occupation links predominantly with the husband's

relatives~

eral interview items addressed the question of kinship interaction.

Sev-

These

items concern only the woman's interaction and do not necessarily indicate
the whole family's kinship orientation.

However, the traditional affective

role women have in the American family frequently includes the initiation of
kinship contacts.

For this reason, and because the responses to these items

concern both ordinary-events of the immediate past and generalized attitudes,
it may be feasible to assume that the women's kinship interaction is, to a
certain extent, representative of the family's interaction.

The women were

asked who they had spoken with on the phone and visited with in the last few
days.

They were also asked who their closest friends were personally and as
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a couple.
question.

A list of approximately three names was given in answer to each
At the end of this section, the interviewer went back over the

lists with the respondent to label the names, first according to relationship, and second

according to whether or not the person has a connection

with fishing (i.e., person has fisherman in family).

Responses pertaining

to nonrelatives will be addressed in a later section.

T~e

Table 27
Wife's Kinship Interaction
Wifets Relatives
Husband's Relatives
Fishing Nonfishing
Fishing
Nonfishing

of'- Interaction

8/16*
6/8
6/10
4/6

phone conversation
visits
closest friend
couple's closest friend

28/36
23/33
8/8
7/8

17/20
9/10
9/10

8/11

6/7
7/10

2/2
6/6

*nuIDber giving kin response/frequency of mention in list
Table 28
Total Kinship Interaction
Wife In.teracts With

Fishing

wi fe I s relatives
husband's relatives
total

Nonfishing

24/40*

66/85

90/125

43/51
67/91

21/22

64/73

87/107

*number giving kin response/ftequency of mention in list
Tables 27 and 28 indicate closer interaction with husbands' fishing relatives than with wives' fishing relatives.

This is not surprising, since

husbands have many more fishing-connected relatives.

It is interesting to

see that, without occupational connection, matrilateral asymmetry is clearly
evident; women are closer to their nonfishing relatives than to. their husband's nonfishing relatives.
group would be valuable.

,.,
~

For this issue in particular, a comparison

Including both fishing and nonfishing relatives,

wi ves' connections to husbands' relatives still seem high, but there are no
comparative data.

Also, it would be interesting to determine whether

fishermen's wives are more likely to mention relatives in response to these
questions when other respondents would mention friends.

Because of their

husbands' frequent absence, fishermen's wives may have more interaction with
relatives than would another population.
One would expect that, given equal access to both her family and her
husband's family, a woman would choose to interact more with her own family.
Table 29 indicates that most of the fishermen's wives in this sample feel
closest to their own relatives.
association.

This appears to be the overall pattern of

However, family involvement in fishing does seem to influence

this tendency in kinship interaction.

Of the respondents, 23.3% do list their

husbands' relatives as being among their closest.

Further research may show

the connection between fishermen's wives and their husbands' families to be
relatively strong when compared to populations with less familial occupational
involvement.

This is expected not only because these husbands have a consid-

erable number of relatives who fish, but also because of the nature of the
work.

Where there is heavy family involvement, fishing may blend ins trumental

and affective roles.

There may be greater interdependency throughout kin net-

works in terms of both practical and emotional support.
Table 29
Three Closest F.elatives
mother
mother's sister's daughter
mother's brother's daughter

28
2

father
father's
father's
father's
father's

14

1

brother
brother's daughter
sister
sister's son

2
2
2
1

sister
sister's husband
sister's daughter

25
2
1
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Table 29 continued.

17

brother
brother's wife
brother's daught er
family of origin

2
1

= 74.4%

of response
10

mother
father
sister
brother's wife
brother
husband's sister's husband

husband's
husband's
husband's
husband's
husband's

husband's family

=

1

12

5
1
1

23.3% of response

son's wife

3

family of procreation
"no one"
listed only 1 relative
listed only 2 relatives

1

3
13

Friends
Because of the unique nature of the business, it is expected that fishermen's wives have a friendship network that relies more heavily on people connected with their husbands' occupation than would be the case with another
occupational group.

Fishing families generally live in the same area, they

may meet if their husbands are crew on the same boat, they have many common
problems to share, and they have the comfort of knowing they need not explain
their husbands' frequent absences.
When asked, "What do you dislike about fishing?," the largest number of
responses

.....
~

concerned friendships and social activities (19 responses in Table

7).

One woman stated that she and her husband had lost many new friends over

the

years because the friends COUldn't understand why she and her husband

could not accept invitations and make plans in adVance.

17E

Another commented

that friends were very important to her and her husband, but, because of
her husband's schedule, she felt it had become her responsibility to make
all the arrangement, find compatible people, begin the friendships.

She

was not comfortable having sole responsibility for this area of their lives.
So many social activities are planned around couples.

A woman who is

married but is often lacking a husband as a social partner is likely to be
invited

most~

life-style.
eventual~

to gatherings of old friends who are understanding of her

Because her husband can seldom plan to accompany her, she may
be excluded from joining new circles.

She would be the odd per-

son at the card game or dinner party or theatre trip; her status would be
suspect.

Feeling uncomfortable with the constant necessity of explaining

or defending her husband's occupation, a woman may stop bothering to extend
her friendship network but still feel a loss of social activity and companionship.

If some men become fishermen because they are strongly independent

or are "loners," their wives might be the ones most needful of establi shing
social contacts, although they are in a very difficult position to do so.
Contrary to expectations, Table 30 illustrates that fishermen's wives
do not limit their social interaction exclusively to those who are
in fishing.

involved

Of the 353 responses that mentioned nonrelated friends, 59.5%

concerned friends who are not connected to the fishing industry in any way.
Table 30
Social Interaction With Friends
!lEe of Interaction
phone calls
visits
closest friend
couple's closest friend
Total

Fishing-connected

Nonfishinez
30/~5

25/36*
17/20
27/37
33/50

26/40
36/66
32/49

102/143

124/210

*number responding/frequency of mention in list
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A few women indicated that they purposely chose friends who were not
connected with fishing:
"I wouldn't want to be getting together with other fishermen's wives.
The fishing busines sis best kept on the boat."

"We know some fi shermen but it didn't work out. They had different
schedules, different life-styles, and different standards. We wouldn't
want our daughter exposed to them."
"My husband gets enough of fishing during the day; he doesn't want to
talk about fishing while he's sociali zaing."
One wonders whether the unusual life-style of fishermen and their families affects the wives' involvement in the community.

Do fishermen's wives

tend to stay within a small network of friends and acquaintances rather than
get more actively involved in their community?

Table 31 outlines the commun-

ity involvement of fishermen's wives.
Table 31
Community Involvement of Fishermen's Wives
Memberships in CluDs/Organizations
ye s, in more than 2
yes, in 2 or le ss
used to belong
no membership

Frequency
2

15
2

31

Kinds of organizations include community service (4), social (4), sports (2),
child-related, religious, hobby, professional, political.
Church Work

Frequency

18

yes
used to
no

1

31

Note: 12 of the women spoken to were Jehovah's Witnesses and had considerable
involvement in religious work.
Volunteer Work

Frequency

yes
occasionally
used to
no

7
2

3

38
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Though a comparison group would better define the community involvement of fishermen's wives, their community involvement does not seem particularly limited, considering

that 84% of this sample have children, that

the sample varies greatly in age and marriage length, that 40% are employed
out side the home, and that the group has more than average responsibility
for home and family.

As a group, fishermen's wives could not be considered

isolated from their community.

Blood and Wolfe found that community involve-

ment is reflected in more active participation in family decision-making (1960:
38).

Because their situation frequently forces them to make more family dec-

isions, fishermen's wives may be potentially more likely to take on leadership
roles when they do become involved in their community.
Another interview item attempted to measure the dimensions of the social
networks of fishermen's wives.

Respondents were asked whether Or not they

were casually acquainted with any individuals in 16 varied occupations (e,g.,
mill worker , policeman, administrator, restaurant worker, etc.).

Figure 1

indicates variety in the occupational background in the social networks of
fishermen's wives.
FigUre 1
Occupational Breadth of Social Acquaintances
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mean=10.3

Thus, we have a social sketch of fishermen's wives.
th~

in their community to a reasonable extent,

They are involved

are acquainted with individ-

uals from other walks of life, and a little over half their friends are not
involved with fishing at all.

-The Future
Political Awareness
At the present time, women married to Point Judith fishermen do not
constitute a cohesive political force.

There are no active fishermen's

wi ves' organizations such as exist in other New England ports.

The one

activity that brings fishermen's wives together is the annual schJlarship
fund-raising dinner.

Otherwise, there are a few ideas, but little action.

During 1977-78, two women began a campaign to organize
adopt a group health insurance plan.
ly

fishing families to

Though some of the women spoke positive-

of the idea, nothing has ever come of it.

Another woman strongly feels·

that fishermen should be required to be trained in life-saving techniques
and want s to see someone organize such tr3.ining.
The lack or organization among the wives has to do with the independence
and di versi ty of Point Judith fishermen.
often operated by the owners.

Boats are privately owned and most

Unionization has not yet occurred in this port.

Also, the considerable variation in the kind of fishing done out of this port
(different boat size and gear, species sought, trip length, crew size) does
not encourage cohesiveness or unification of purpose.
new

f~ctor

which may alter the political passivity of fishermen's wives, and

that is government intervention.
~

There is, however, a

During interviews, 22 of the 50 women vol-

unteered comments on the new government regulations such as quotas or new
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licensing requirements.

Five women specifically mentioned government

involvement as one thing about fishing they disliked.

Specific comments

include:
"The government never gives (200-mile limit) unless it takes away
(quotas) .
"The fish don I t know the quota rules and get in the net anyway."
"Excess fish caught can't even be given away, they have to be thrown
overboard. It's a terrible waste."
"Foreign vessels are given permits, while our fishermen are restricted.
Then the fi sh we buy in the market is marked 'impo rted from Canada. ' "
"Fishing is a political football."
"Fishermen's personal laws of privacy and confidentiality (of territories, charts, records) are being violated by the government's requests
for detailed information."
Generally, there was a strong awareness of the situation.
discuss their

o~inions

financially affected

Many husbands

on the subject at home, and some familie3 have been
by the quota regulations.

Previously, a man waited for

weather and sometimes the market price before he could fish.
catch limitations may also stop him from fishing.

Now government

This alteration not only

has financial effects, but, as we have seen, can affect a precarious marital
balance.
Some of the women are optimistic and feel that the government and the
fishing industry will learn to get along and understand each other.

But there

are some who feel threatened by this interference and see the need to do
something about it.

At least eight of the women are beginning to became act-

ively interested, keeping track of hearings and government action.
stated, "I'm as much involved as he (her husband) is.
and fight."

As one

He fishes; I stay home

A fi sherman must take advantage of weather opportunities and sea181
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sons; he cannot afford to stay home and give steady attention to the increas ing

numbers of meetings and hearings at Which he could represent himself

and defend his livelihood.
Opposition to government policy could be an organizing force that will

move fishermen's wives to unified action.

We have seen a similar development

in the farming industry since 1977, when famers' wives demonstrated and lobbied

concerni~g

government farm policy.

Interestingly, two women compared

fishing to farming:
"Like famers, you have to be big to survive.
boats, more modern equipment."

You have to get bigger

"Like farmers, fishermen never have a day off."
It has been noted that fishermen's wives appear to be involved in their
husbands' jobs to a considerable extent.

They help with the bookkeeping, take

care of land-based details and errands, occasionally crew or work on the boat,
and, to a certain extent, share in the romance of the occupation.

They are

strong and capable individuals who have learned much through dealing with the
exigencies that go with this extraordinary occupation.

It would 'net be sur-

prising to see fishermen's wives more involved in the future.
course, obstacles to increased activity.

There are, of

The wife is still largely responsible

for the home and family in her husband's absence, and the male-oriented fishing
industry is not an easy world for a woman to become involved in, even as an
advocate.

St ill, farmers' wives have managed, wi th the same ki nds of diffi cul-

ties, and it would not be surprising to see fishermen's wives do the same.
Self-Anchoring Scale
Hadley Cantril's self-anchoring scale (1963) was used in Poggie's inter~
~

views with the husbands as well as in these interviews to determine past, present, and future levels of optimism.
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Respondents were given a ten-level ladder

scale on which 10 represents the best possible life and 1 the worst.

They

were asked to place themselves on the scale according to where they are at
the present, where they were five years ago, and where they anticipate being
five years in the future.
Figure 2 illustrate s the means of both the husbands' and the wives' respanses.

Because crew and captain status present much differe'1t sets of re-

wards and demands, a difference in ladder rankings WaS expected between these
two groups.

However, there are no significant differences between the way

crew menibers and their wives and captains and their wives view their past,
present, and future.

Generally, wives are slightly more conservative in their

rankings than their husbands, and captains' wives are more optimistic in their
rankings than crew wives.

For both groups, wives see a greater improvement

over the last five years than do their husbands.

The difference between past

apd present for wives is 2.29 for crew and 2.04 for captain, while the
difference for husbands is 1.50 and 1.23.

This is in .agreement with reports

that women face a difficult period of adjusting to fishing and that it gets
easier as they get used to it. Also, women may be thinking of a lessening of
the heavy child-related responsibilities as their children get older.

Fish-

ermen who are crewmembers are more optimistic about their futures than are
their wives.

This may be because eventually they expect to improve their

status and earning power by owning their own boats.
ative ranking for the

In their more conserv-

future, crew wives may be expressing the anibivalent

attitude toward this mobility, which was illustrated by Table 10.

Interest-

ingly, captains do not expect as great an improvement in their futures as do
crewmen.

They are the ones who, having achieved the dream of having their

own fishing operations, are now dealing with the worrisome realities of large
mortgage payments, government-restricted catches, and dwindling resources.
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Figure 2
Self-Anchoring Scale of Optimism
WIVES

Crew

10

Ca tains
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Crew

HUSBANDS
10

Ca tains

The women were asked why they predicted their particular future ladder
positions.

Though the ladder was meant to measure their personal sense of

well-being, and no emphasis was put on a connection to fishing, 50% of the
women mentioned fishing in their responses.

Thus, for half the fishermen's

wives, ideas about the future are tied up with such things as completing
boat payments, getting a new or bigger boat, the fishing business staying
the same, improving, or deteriorating.

Excluding specific mention of fishing,

Table 32 gives their rationale for their estimated ladder positions.
Table 32
Rationale for Future Position on Optimum Scale
Why will you be at that point in 5 years?
things should stay the same
money, material life-style will improve
generally optimistic
familial, marital relationships are good
things get harder with age
children will be older
personal: health, career, self-knowledge
because of belief system
wi th age comes more security and common s'ense
no guess

Fre9.uenc y
12
11

7

4
4
3
3
2
2
2

One woman reported that she felt it was her responsibility to remain
optimistic and boost her husband's morale.

None of the respondents predicted

that their ladder positionn would decline in five years, though seven felt
that their position would be the same and nine reported an increase of only
one step or less (this excludes individuals who presently rank themselves
at 9 or 10).

Some of the reservations expressed about the future include

comments on age, cost of living, desirability of another o'ccupation, the possibility of retirement, increased expense of boat upkeep, and three specific
mentions of government Quotas.

Conclusions
In 1973, Poggie and Gersuny cautioned fisbing communi ties about the possible family repercussions of industry regulation and change.
at hand certainly confirms the validity of their warning.

The research

The fishing fam-

ily operates on a delicate system of learned adaptive hehavior.

In a busi-

ness with little regularity or predictability, whatever routine does exist
is respons ihle for holding together the household and providing continuity
and stability.

In fact, the fisherman's very chances for success in his job

may be diminished or enhanced according to his wife's understanding and
adjustment to

the idiosyncracies of the work.

The woman's contentment with

the situation depends on her husband's job satisfaction, the financial reward,
and the opportunity to enjoy regular time for personal pursuits.
more than a job; it is a way of life that" is catchy."

Fishing is

Family involvement

spreads, and many sons expect to follow in their fathers' footsteps.

Quotas

and limitations on issuance of licenses appear to be more immediate threats
to the delicate balance than the problem of dwindling resources that these
measures are meant to correct.
The most difficult times in the life of a fisherman's wife seem to be
at both ends of their marriage span.

Coping with the burden of a young fam-

ily with only sporadic assistance from the husband can be overwhelming.
Added to this is the intense worry about the husband's safety, which is not
yet familiar enough to be handled well.
style adjust and settle.

After

some years, behavior and life-

Then comes the ambivalence of retirement.

These are vulnerable times in the life of a woman and of a marriage relationship.
~
~

Survival may be very difficult without access to the support of

family, friends, or social services.

While the husband is going through prob-

lems of h is own at the beginning and end of his fishing career, it is extremely
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important that he be sensitive to his wife's well-being.
ardous times natural to the cycle.
ularly

These are the haz-

Introduce other hazards, such as a partic-

bad fishing season, disappearing fish stocks, government regulations,

and offshore oil exploration, and there is more potential for problems.
But this is a population that has learned to roll with the punches.
They should be able to adjust to change better than most.

Perhaps.

It has

been traditional for many married women to "find themselves" only after their
children have grown and left home.
th~

Relieved of their child-rearing tasks,

are forced to find replacements for filling time and giving their lives

as individuals new meaning.

Because fishermen's wives are so dependent on

themselves for regulating and filling their time, some of these developmental
issues may be resolved more naturally, without reaching the proportions of a
personal crisis.

Some of the independence forced on fishermen's wives may

be very healthy.

One woman said a fisherman's wife would be better equipped

to handle sudden widowhood than anyone else.
everybody's flexibility.

But there are limitations to

One more strain may be too much.

Fishing communities

and government regulatory agencies need to be aware of the far-reaching effects
of change in this industry.
Kurt Finsterbusch comments on the usefulness of small-sample surveys in
defining a population and mapping parameters for future study (1976).

It is

hoped that this work can serve the purpose by encouraging more specific research with fishermen's wives and for comparative work with other occupational
groups.
Although this study clarifies our picture of fishermen's wives, there is
still the lingering impression of the romance of the business.

The women

interviewed were interesting, welcoming, energetic, and obviously capable
individuals.

So many of them were enthusiastic about their way of life

despite all the drawbacks.

Their positive outlook and openness are admir-

able, a credit to themselves and an asset to their husbands and the industry
of commercial fishing.
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SOCIOCULTURAL VARIABLES RELATED TO VARIANCE IN PERCEPTIONS OF
ALTERNATIVE FISHING TYPES IN SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND

Richard B. Pollnac
John J. Poggie, Jr.

Introduction
The passage of The Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976
(PL 94-265), extending U.S. jurisdiction and management over fisheries to
200 miles, has the potential of resulting in wide ranging changes in the New
England fishery.

There is a strong possibility that these changes might

necessitate drastic shifts in the fishing strategy of New England's fishermen.

Several possible shifts are being discussed at the present time.

Most important for the purposes of this paper is the impression that the
reduction of the foreign fleets in the area of extended jurisdiction has
left a vacuum that will be filled by new vessels in the U.S. offshore fleet.
Fishermen make a clear distinction between the offshore and inshore
fleets.

Fishing st,rle, time spent at sea and away from home, and other

characteristics have resulted in many sociocultural distinctions which are
related to these two types of fishing (cf. Miller and Pollnac 1978; Poggie
and Gersuny 1974).

The purpose of this paper is to examine fishermen's

attitudes towards these contrasting styles of fishing in an attempt to determine the possible sociocultural ramifications of a major shift in strategy.
Changes in any sector of an economy will proceed most smoothly when they
are carried out with an understanding of attitudes, beliefs, and values of
people in the affected occupations.

With respect to possible changes in

the New England fishery, one area of potential importance involves comparing individual perceptions of different types of fishing.

It is clear that

people act on the basis of their perceptions of reality rather than on an
"obj ective reality" (cf. Bennett 1976; Burgers 1975; Johnson 1974); therefore, it is important to determine perceptions of differences between the
various types of fishing along dimensions of demonstrable salience to potentially affected fishermen.

Proceeding under this assumption, we can argue

that fishermen will either be likely to resist moving into negatively perceived fishing types or will suffer psychocultural dislocations until they
psychoculturally adapt to the new occupation or, if unable to adapt, leave
the occupation.
There are several factors which may influence fishermen's perceptions
of different types of fishing.

First, perceptions of the type of fishing

one is presently involved in will probably. be more positive than perceptions
of the same occupation by noninvolved fishermen.
ute to this apparent shift in perceptions:

Several factors contrib-

first, fishermen participating

in a given type of fishing have had time to be selected out or to psychoculturally adapt to the demands of the occupation; and second, the shift
in a positive direction can probably be attributed, at least in part, to
an attempt to reduce cognitive dissonance (cf. Festinger 1957).

When one

finds oneself in a position originally perceived as having negative attributes, one often reduces the dissonance created by searching out positive
aspects.
Another factor potentially related to perception of fishing types is
number of years fishing experience.

The longer one has been fishing, and

the earlier one began fishing, the more likely one is to place differential
salience on the various dimensions which serve to distinguish the fishing
types.

Age, for similar reasons, may also influence job perceptions.

Add-

itionally, various kinship related variables may influence a fisherman's
perception of fishing types.
dents

For example, a married man with many dependen-

may place a greater emphasis on income than a single man.

also perceive time spent at sea in a different manner.

He may

Further, fishermen

who come from a fishing family may, because of differential socialization
(e.g. exposure to role models) in the family context, be pre-adapted
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to fishing in a way which might influence job perceptions.

Specific job

on board a vessel may also have some relationship to the way one views his
job--a skipper who also owns the vessel probably has a different perception
of his occupation than a crew.man.

Finally, formal edUcation, a variable

'Which theoretically should influence one's world view, probably also influences one's perceptions of various alternative occupations.
We have detailed a number of variables which potentially affect perceptionsof different fishing types, but we have provided little indication of
the effects these variables may have.
exploratory.

The research, therefore, is largely

We are assuming that the variables to be examined experientially

affect fishermen in such a manner that their perceptions of various types
of fishing and alternative occupations will be influenced.

These effects

will be explored in the remainder of this paper.
[esearch Population and Sample
Data for this report were gathered from fishermen who use the facilities
at Point Judith, Rhode Island and New Bedford, Massacbusetts.

Point Judith

fishermen are primarily day fishermen (DF) and two to three day or short
trip CST) fishermen.

Those at New Bedford are primarily long trip fisher-

men (LT) who go out for more than 3 days at a time.

A sample of forty fish-

ermen were interviewed at New Bedford and seventy-nine at Point Judith.

More

detailed information concerning these ports and the samples can be found
in Jessen (1978), Pollnac and Poggie (1978), Poggie and Pollnac (1978), and
Poggie and Gersuny (1974).
Tests
A primary concern in construction of the instrument used to determine
perceptions of different types of fishing was to compare them on characteristics
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of demonstrable salience.

Characteristics for comparison were derived

from interviews with 108 southern

New

England fishermen l who were requested

to tell what they liked and disliked about the occupation of fishing.

Res-

ponses manifesting the four highest frequencies of occurrence (Income, Independence, Family/Social Life, and Personal Enjoyment) were judged to be the
most salient characteristics for occupationsl comparisons.
teristic
goals.

'~est

A fifth charac-

Future" was added because of its applicability to our research

Each of these five characteristics was treated as a dimension along

which each fisherman was requested to rank as first, second or third 2 each
of three alternative types of fishing (DF, ST, and LT).

These rankings were

treated as the dependent variables.
Independent variables such as fishing type, age, marital status, number
of dependents, years formal education, and years fishing experience were
derived from responses to direct questions.
sured with the use of two variables:

Fishing family origin was mea-

(1) number of ego's relatives who are

fishermen, and (2) whether or not ego's father was a fisherman.
into fishing was measured as a dichotomous variable.

Early entry

Fishermen were asked

how old they were when they began to fish, and those who began fishing before
they were 20 were coded as early entrants.

Finally, for this paper, job on

board was also treated as a dichotomous variable.
skipper and boat owner were coded as owner/skipper.

Fishermen who were both
All others were treated

as non-owner /non-skipper.
Analysi,s

Sample means for the three types of fishing along each of the five dimensions of contrast are plotted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 indicates that, over-

all, ST is ranked most favorably (the lower the rank the more favorable).
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LT and DF are almost mirror images of one another with DF more f.avorably
ranked than LT on the Family/Social Life, Independence, and Personal Enjoyment dimensions and less favorably with respect to Best Future and Income.
The perceived trade-off between DF and LT with respect to the dimensions of
contrast is clearest on the Income and Family/Social Life dimensions.
The graphs in Figure 2 illustrate how the different subgroups of fishermen perceive the different types of fishing.

The most obvious observation

concerning Figure 2 is that it indicates that ST fishermen perceive their
type of fishing as ranking first on all dimensions.

In contrast, LT fish-

ermen rank their occupation first only with respect to Income.

Finally,

DF perceive their occupation as highest on the Family/Social Life, Independence, and Personal Enjoyment dimensions.
Turning next to the analysis of the influence that individual, experiential variables may have on the perception of the various fishing types an
overall distance measure between the fishir,g types was constructed.

The

distance measure (~) is the sum of the differences in rank between each pair
of occupations an all five dimensions of contrast.

For example,

~

between

day fishing and short trip fishing (D-DFST) equals (DF income rank - ST income
rank) + (DF independence rank - ST independence rank) and so on for the
five dimensions.
zero.

The maximum possible

~

value is

~

10 and the minimum is

Because the more favorable names have the "lower numbers" if D-DFST

were negative, it would indicate that, overall, DF is ranked more positively
than ST.

The converse would be true if D-DFST were positive.

correlations for the three possible

~

values ranged between .56 and .88 and

are all statistically significant at better than the .01 level.

...,
~

total correlation for the D values is 0.72 •
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Turning first to the in.dividual relationships between the dependent
and independent variables, correlations were calculated between each
value and the independent variables.

~

The results of this analysis can

be found in Table 1.
Table 1
Correlations Between Independent Variables and D-DFST,
D-DFLT, and D-STLT
Dependent Variables
Independent
D-DFST
D-DFLT
Variables

.

a

D-STLT

.61**

.64**

.24**

Age

.08

.17

.14

Marital Status

.08

.04

-.03

Number of Dependents

.12

.12

.04

-.37**

-.54**

-.36**

Fishing type

Years formal education

.14

.24**

.19*

.01

.20*

.11

.21*

.17

Owner/ skipper status

-.14

- .19*

-.12

Years rishing experience

-.00

.15

.21*

Father fisherman
Early entry into fishing

-.17

Number of relatives fishing

N = 119

* =p

( .05

**

=p

(.01

~anked in terms of time out: DF=l,
S'1'=2, L'1'=3

Table 1 indicates that, overall, fishing types and years formal education are the most important predictors
increases.

of~.

As trip length increases,

~

The converse relationship holds for the D values and years for-

mal education.

Having a fisherman father and number of relatives fishing

(two related variables) is positively correlated with D-DFLT.
man is also positively correlated with D-STLT.
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Father fisher-

D-DFLT is negatively related

to owner/skipper status.

Finally, D-STLT is also positively correlated with

early entry into fishing and years fishing experience.
Step-wise multiple regression was used to determine the patterning of
combined relationships between the independent variables and each dependent
variable (e.g. D-DFST, etc.).

In this procedure all independent variables

are intercorrelated with the dependent, and the variable which explains the
most variance in the dependent variable is entered into the equation first.
The next variable entered is the one which explains the most variance with
the first controlled.

This procedure is continued until all variables are

entered or until a previously set criterion is reached.

In this analysis,

entry into the regression equation is restricted to variables whose F-Ratioto-enter is at least 3.0.

The results of this analysis are shown in Tables

2 and 3.
Table 3 indicates that there are a number of statistically significant
relationships between the independent and dependent variables.
D-DFST and D-DFLT fishing type is the strongest predictor.
also signigicantly related to D-STLT (r

= 0.238,

For both

Fishing type is

P (.05), but when years

formal education is entered first into the regression equation because of its
higher correlation, the partial between fishing type and D-STLT reduces to
0.09.

Marital status enters into the equation on both D-DFLT and D-DFST with

negative partials indicating that married fishermen tend to have lower D-DFLT
and D-STLT values.

Finally, early entry into fishing enters with a positive

partial as a predictor of D-STLT.
As a means of determining the relative importance of each of the various
dimensions within the dependent variables, canonical correlations were calculated for each occupation pair between the independent variable set and a dependent variable set composed of distances between the pair of occupations on each of
the 5 dimensions.

The results of this analysis can be found in Tables 4 and 5.
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Table 2
Correiations Between Independent Variables
1

1. Fishing type

4

2

6

8

1

10

a

2. Age

.19

3. Marital status

.15

.39

4. Number of depend-

.17

.33

.62

-.47

-.20

-.34

.23

.13

.27

-.12

.07

-.03

.23

.22

-.26
.13

ents

5. Years fo rmal
education

6. Father fisherman
7. Early entry

.17

.14 -.42
.05

.26

.28

.16 -.43

.53

.08

.26

.25

.24

.10

.04

.09

.08

.87

.39

.31

-.27

.28

.33

.31

.02

into fishing

8. Number of relatives fishing

9. Owner/skipper
status
10. Years fishing

experience
aRanked in terms of time out: DF=l. ST=2, LT=3.
Table 3
Stepwise Multiple Regression of Independent Variables onD Values
DEPENDENT
VARIABLE
D-DFST

VARIABLE ENTERED
AND CONTROLLED

PARTIAL*
TO ENTER

RATIO
TO ENTER

MULTIPLE R

F

Fi s liing type a

.61

68.31

.607b

a

.64

81.79

.641

******

b

D-DFLT

Fishing type

D-DFLT

Years formal education

-.36

17 .09

.69S

D-DFLT

Marl tal status

-.21

5.53

.715

D-STLT

Years formal education

-.36

17.12

.357

D-STLT

Early entry into fishing

.23

6.37

.416b

D-STLT

Marital status

-.18

3.74

.446b

N = 119

~anked in terms of time out

******
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b P

<

.01

b

b

b

.27

Table 4
Canonical Correlations Between Independent Variables and
Dependent Variables for all Possible Pairs of Fishing Types
FISHING TYPE
PAIR

Rc FIRST
VARIATE

CHI SQUARE

D.F.

P

DFST

.681

103.35

50

.00001

DFLT

.780

141.53

50

.00000

STLT

.576

93.62

50

.00018

Table 5
Canonical Variable Loadings (1st Canonical Variate)
FISHING TYPE PAIRS
DFST

DFLT

STLT

Income

.30

.40

.18

Independence

.88

.74

.44

Family /Social Life

.78

.66

- .04

Best Future

.45

.57

.55

Personal Satisfaction

.88

.2.,8

.92

Percent of trace

.49

.49

.28

Redundancy of coefficient

.23

.30

.09

Fishing type

.97

.92

.84

Age

.15

.26

.17

Marital status

.10

.09

.14

Number of dependents

.18

.21

.32

-.62

-.69

-.69

.22

.34

.37

-.17

-.05

.02

.24

.31

.46

-.33

-.20

-.06

.06

.24

.gs?

.16

.18

.18

VARIABLES

Fonnal education
Father fisherman
Early entry into fishing
Number of relatives fishing
Owner/skipper status
Years fishing experience
Percent of Trace
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The analysis indicates that there is a statistically significant relationship between the two variable sets for all three fishing type pairs.
Since only the first canonical variate extracted from each analysis was statistically significant at better than the .05 level) second and later canonical
variates are not presented here.
Table 5 presents the canonical variable loadings on the first canonical
variate for occupation pairs manifesting significant canonical correlations
between the independent and dependent variable sets.

These loadings can be

interpreted as correlations with the canonical variate (Levine 1977).

For

example, among the dependent variable set for DFST, Personal Satisfaction and
Independence manifest the highest correlations and Income the lowest with the
first canonical variate.

In turn, the canonical variates can be viewed as

factors of the variable sets.

Percent of trace for a given variable set is

the sum of the squared elements of a column of canonical variable loadings
divided by the number of variables in the set, and is therefore the proportion
of a set's variance associated with each canonical variate (cf. Levine 1977).
The redundancy coefficient is not symmetrical and can only be interpreted as
the amount of variance in the dependent variable set trace accounted for qy
the independent variable set canonical variate (Levine 1977).

Thus, for the

occupation pair DFST, 23 percent of the variance in the dependent variable set
trace can be accounted for by the independent variable's canonical variate.
For all three fishing type pairs, fishing type loads highest and years
formal education second highest in the independent variable set.

The posit-

ive loading of fishing type indicates that as length of trip increases, the
numerical value of perceived distance between the fishing types also increases
on the various dimensions.

The converse holds true for formal education--as

years formal education increases, the numerical value of perceived distance
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between the types decreases.

Turning to the dependent variable set, we find

that for all three pairs Personal Satisfaction loads highest, indicating that
it is the dependent variable contributing most to the significant canonical
correlations.

Family/Social Life loads next highest for DFST and DFLT, fol-

lowed by Best Future and finally, Income.

STLT manifests a different pattern.

As note.d above, Personal Satisfaction loads highest, but this is followed by
best Future, Independence, Income, and

Fami~/Social

Life in descending order.

The extremely low loading for the Family/Social Life dimension indicates that
the independent variables contributing most to the first canonical variate
for the STLT analysis (fishing type, formal education, and number of relatives fishing) do not covary with perceived distance between these two fishing
types on the Family/Social Life dimension.

As examination of the zero-order

correlations between the independent variables and the perceived distance
between ST and LT on the Family/Social Life dimension, however, indicates
that early entry into fishing is significantly related to this distance (r
0.23, p (.05).

Overall, the results of the multiple regression and canonical correlation
ana~ses

are quite similar.

The canonical analysis, however, gives us some

indication of the relative weights of the component parts of the composite
distance measure.
Discussion and Conclusions
It is clear that there are important differences in the way that the
three types of fishing are perceived along five dimensions of contrast.
all, ST is perceived most favorably;

Over-

DF and LT show important trade-offs

with respect to Income and Best Future versus Personal Enjoyment, Independence,
and Family/Social Life, with DF being ranked higher on the latter and lower
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on the former.

It is also evident that the three types of fishermen differ

with respect to their perceptions of DF, ST, and LT along the five dimensions.
ST fishermen perceive their type as ranking first on all dimensions.

DF

fishermen rank their type as highest on all dimensions except Income and Best
Future.

In contrast, LT rank their occupation first only with respect to

Income.

Overall, LT fishermen rank ST higher than their own type of fishing.

This tendency for some fishermen to prefer shorter trips is best exemplified
in the responses to a question concerning preferred fishing type among this
same sample (cf. Pollnac and Poggie 1978).

The responses to this question

can be found in Table 6.
Table 6
Present Fishing Type Cross-Tabulated with Preferred Type
PREFERRED FISHING TYPE
PRESENT FISHING TYPE

DF

ST

LT

Day Fishing

33

05

01

Short Trip Fishing

08

21

01

Long Trip Fishing

03

25

22

N

= 119

Table 6 indicates that only 6 percent of the fishermen prefer longer trips in
contrast to 30 percent who prefer shorter.
The correlation analysis indicated that fishing type is positively correlated to the

£ values

(perceived distances between the three fishing types),

suggesting that the longer the trip, the greater the numerical value of D.
Recalling the technique used to calculate this distance figure (cf. above) it
will be remembered that a lower value signifies a more positive evaluation of
the shorter trip length type; thus our findings indicate that the longer the
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individual's trip type, the more favorable he

will.be toward long trip types.

A possible explanation for this finding is that individuals who go to sea for
extended periods of time are more adjusted with respect to the effects that
length of time at sea can have on the various dimensions of contrast and thus
are more favorable in their judgements of the longer trip types.
Years formal education was also found to be a strong correlate of D.
However, when the effects of fishing type are controlled, the partial correlation between years of formal education and D-DFST reduces to -0.13 which is
not statistically significant at the 0.05 level.

Nevertheless, when fishing

type is controlled, the partial correlations between years formal education
and D-STLT remain statistically significant (r
p <.01).

= -0.36

and -.29 respectively;

This suggests that as years formal education increases, there is a

tendency for the numerical value of D-DFLT and D-STDT to become smaller.
This indicates that the more educated are evaluating DF and ST more positively
along the dimensions of contrast.

An examination of the correlations between

years of formal education and rankings along each of the five dimensions indicates that those with more formal education tend to rank DF more favorably
and LT less favorably with respect to Income (r

= -0.30

and 0.27 respectively;

p (.01; remember, rank of 1 is best and 3 is worst; thus the signs of the
correlation coefficients are the opposite of what would be expected for this
interpretation).
(r

= -0.41

With respect to Independence we find the same relationship

and 0.39 respectively; p (.01).

Turning to Family/Social Life,

we find that those with more formal education tend to rank DF highest and ST
and LT lowest (r

= -0.38,

0.24, and 0.32 respectively; p (.01).

Finally, with

respect to the Best Future and Personal Enjoyment dimensions, we find a pattern similar to that which we found for Independence--those with more education
tend to rank DF higher and LT lower (Beat Future, -0.27 and 0.36 respectively:
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Personal Enjoyment, -0.50 and 0.51 respectively; all significant at better
than the .01 level).

These relationships suggest that the lifestyle preferred

by the more educated can be better realized following a DF pattern.

This

suggestion is supported by the finding that those with more formal education
tend to prefer DF (cf. Pollnac and Poggie 1978).
The multiple regression analysis indicated that after the effects of
fishing type and years formal education were controlled, the partial correlation between marital status and D-DFLT and D-STLT increased to a respectable
level (p <.05).
entered

The partial correlations indicate that, with the previously

va~iables

controlled, married fishermen tend to manifest lower values

than single fishermen on D-DFLT and D-STLT.

This finding indicates that mar-

ried fishermen tend to rank LT less favorably than single fishermen.

This

makes sense if we assume that separation from home is less stressful for
single than married fishermen.
Another important correlate of perceived distance between LT and the
other fishing types was having a father who was also a fisherman.

An exam-

ination of the correlations between father fisherman and ranks on the five
dimensions provides us with some rather interesting information.

Those with

a fishermaq father tend to rank LT higher on the Family/Social Life diInension
(r

= -0.20;

p (.05).

Additionally, those with a fisherman father tend to rank

DF lower and LT higher on the Personal Enjoyment diInension (r
respectively; p (.01).

= 0.23

and -0.27

These findings suggest that a fishing family origin

may pre-adapt one to the demands of LT fishing, and thus result in ranking
it more favorably.

This suggestion is born out by an examination of the

correlation between number of relatives fishing and evaluation of the three
types of fishing along the five dimensions.

Here we find that those with more

.-.
~

relatives fishing rend to rank DF lower and LT higher along both the Independence
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and Personal Enjoyment dimensions (Independence, r
tively;

Personal Enjoyment, r

= 0.21

= 0,22

and -0.27 resp ec-

and -0.24 respectively; p <.05).

Finally, early entry into fishing and years fishing experience are both
positively related to D-STLT suggesting that the longer one has been fishing
and the earlier one entered the occupation, the more positive the evaluation
of LT.

This suggests that experience and early socialization into the

occupation results in a more positive evaluation of LT.
In sum, we have seen that a number of factors influence fishermen's perceptions of different types of fishing along five salient dimensions of
contrast.

Perbaps the most important determinant of variance in perceptions

is present fishing type, suggesting that changes in the structure of the
fishery Which necessitate changing from one type to another would result in
dissatisfaction along the dimensions analysed.

There were, however, dif-

ferences in evaluation across fishing types which can best be described as
a tendency to be more favorable towards spending less time at sea.

This

preference conflicts with the projected tendency for the fishery to shift
~re

and more to longer trip fishing.

It therefore seems probable that a

shift towards longer trips will be accompanied by some sort of social and/or
psychological dislocation among the present fishermen.

One can only speculate

concerning the types of friction that would develop if outsiders were brought
in to man the new long trip vessels.

It is quite likely that they would

perceived in the same manner as the domestic

be

fisherman perceives the foreign

fisherman--a perception that stimulated his backing of the "200-mile limit"
in the first place.

2cB

Notes
1.

A description of this sample can De found in Poggie, Pollnac, and
Gersuny (1976) and Pollnac, Gersuny, and Poggie (1975).

2.

Ties were handled in the manner conventional in statistics (cf.
Siegal 1956).
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FACTORS INFLUENCING PREFERRED FISHING TYPE AMONG
FISHERMEN IN SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND

Richard B. Pollnac
John J. Poggie, Jr.

2. Ii

Introduction
In a recent paper Pollnac and Poggie (1978) examined fishermen's
attitudes towards three contrasting styles of fishing (Day Fishing, DF;
Short Trip Fishing [2 to 3 days], ST; and Long Trip Fishing

[4 or more

days], LT) in an attempt to determine possible sociocultural effects of
a major shift in fishing strategy.

Their findings indicate that a num-

ber of sociocultural variables (e.g., number of relatives fishing, education, years fishing experience, age, owner/skipper status) as well as
present fishing type affect perceptions of the different fishing types along
five salient dimensions of contrast.

The

pu~pose

of this paper is to build

on this previous research by determining the factors related to preferred
fishing type and then relating these findings to actual behavior.
An examination of preferred fishing type will provide us with several

important pieces of information concerning fishermen and the changing fishing
industry .

in New England.

First, a knowledge of preferred fishing types

will supply information which will indicate the direction of change in the
industry which will meet with either the most or the least resistance.
Second, attributes perceived as being associated with preferred fishing type
may identify aspects of the fishery that could be changed resulting in greater
overall satisfaction among fishermen.

Finally, dif.ferential weighting of

attributes associated with preferred type and their relationship to real
behavior (actual type) will provide us with important information concerning
the tradeoffs that occur when the ideal (prp.~erred type) is influenced by the
actual situation resulting in a behavior (actual fishing type).
Several factors have been found to influence fishermen's perception of
different types of fishing; and, hence, might be expected to also influence
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preferred fishing type.

Pollnac and Poggie (1978) report that perceptions

of the type of fishing one is presently involved in are more positive than
perceptions of the same occupation by noninvolved fishermen.

They argue

that several factors contribute to this apparent shift in perceptions:

first,

fishermen participating in a given type of fishing have had time to be selected

out or to psycho culturally adapt to the demands of the occupation; and

second, the shift in a positive direction can probably be attributed, at
least

in part, to an attempt to reduce cognitive dissonance (cf. Festinger

1957).

When one finds oneself in a position originally perceived as having

negative attributes, one often reduces the dissonance created by searching
out positive aspects.
Another factor

found

to be related to perception of fishing types

is number of years fishing experience.
the earlier one

The longer one has been fishing, and

began fishing, the more likely

one is

to place differential

salience on the various dimensions which serve to distinguish the fishing
types.

Age, for similar reasons, was also found to influence job perceptions.

It was· also reporteg that number of relatives fishing influences perception of

fishing types. It is suggesedthat fishermen coming from a fis'h:i:ng·family
have differential exposure to fisherman role models--a factor which might
be responsible for variance in perception of fishing types.

Additionally,

specific job on board a vessel was also found to have some relationship to
the way one viewed one's job--a skipper who also owns the vessel probablY has
a different perception of his occupation than a crewman.

Finally, formal

education, a variable which theoretically influences one's world view, was
also found to influence one's perceptions of various alternative occupations.
In addition to the variables that Pollnac and Poggie (1978) found to be related

to perception of fishing t.ypes, we also expect that marital status and
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~

..,

number of dependents might influence preferred fishing type.
a married man with many
than a single man.
manner.

d~pendents

For example,

may place a greater emphasis on income

He mSlf also perceive time spent at sea in a different

In the remainder of this paper we will examine the influence that

these various variables have on preferred fishing type.
Research Population and Sample
Data for this report were gathered from fishermen who use the facilities
at Point Judith, Rhode Island and New Bedford, Mas sach,us etts .
fishermen are primarily DF and ST fishermen.
arily LT.

Point Judith

Those at New Bedford and prim-

A sample of forty fishermen were interviewed at New Bedford and'

79 at Point Judith.

More detailed information concerning these ports and

the samples can be found in Jessen (1978), Polinac and Poggie

(1978), Pog-

gie and Pollnac (1978), and Poggie and Gersuny (1974).

The dependent variable, preferred f,ishing type, was determined by asking
each respondent which of the three fishing types he liked most:
LT.

DF, ST, or

Among the independent variables, the different fishing types were eval-

uated with respect to characteristics of demonstrable salience.
Characteristics for comparison were derived from interviews with 108
Southern New England fishermen l who were requested to tell what they liked
and disliked about the occupation of fishing.

Responses manifesting the four

highest frequencies of occurrence (income, independence, family and social
life, and personal enjoyment) were judged to be the most salient characteris~

,..

tics for occupational comparisons.
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A fifth characteristic ''best future" was

added because of its applicability to our research goals.

Each of these

five characteristics was treated as a dimens.ion along which each fisherman
was requested to rank each of three alternate types of fishing (DF, ST, and
LT) and the alternative occupation (AO) perceived by the fisherman as
being the most likely if he could no longer fish.
Independent variables such

as fishing type, age, marital status, num-

ber of dependents, years formal education, and years fishing experience were
derived from responses to direct questions.
measured with the use of two variables:

Fishing family origin was

(1) number of ego's relatives who

.are fishermen, and (2) whether or not ego's father was a fishermen.
entry into fishing was measured as a dichotomous variable.

Early

Fishermen were

asked how old they were when they began to fish, and those who began fishing
before they were 20 were coded as early entrants.

Finally, for this paper,

job on board was also treated as a dichotomous variable.

Fishermen who were

both skipper and boat owner were coded as owner/Skipper.

All others were

treated as non-owner/non-skipper.
Analysis
Preferred fishing type was cross-tabulated with present type, and the
results of this analysis can be found in Table 1.
Table 1
Present Fishing Type Cross-Tabulated Wi th Preferred Type
PREFERRED FISHING TYPE
PRESENT FISHING TYPE

DF

ST

LT

Day Fishing

33

05

01

Short Trip Fishing

08

21

01

Long Trip Fishing

03

25

22

N - 119
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It is clear in Table 1 that the majority of DF and ST prefer their present
Over 50 percent of the LT, however, prefer to be other thail

fishing type.

LT, with most of them preferring ST.

An analysis of variance across subgroups based on fishing type preference on other sociocultural background variables (e.g., age, education,
kinship variables, etc.) was conducted to determine their relationship to
preferred fishing type.

The results of this analysis can be found in Table 2.

Table 2
Analysis of Variance of Background Variables Across Subgroups
Based on Preferred Fishing Type
PREFERRED FISHING TYPE
DF

ST

LT

32.0

34 .4

37.3

Mad tal Status

.75

.80

Number of Dependents

2.8

VARIABLE

F RATIO

:Q1.

P

1.87

2 116

).05

.79

0.77

2 116

).05

3.0

3.3

0.99

2 116

).05

12.0

10.0

7.9

12.49

2 116

(.001

Father Fisherman

.46

.45

.63

1.13

2 116

).05

Early Entry into Fishing

.80

.57

.83

4.30

2 116

{.05

Number of Relatives Fishing

2.5

3.0

3.6

0.92

2 116

).05

Owner /Skipper Status

.43

.20

.25

3.41

2 116

}05

12.8

12.5

17.7

1.96

2 116

).05

Age

Years

Fo~al

Education

Years Fishing Experience

Table 2 indicates that only two of the background variables are related to
preferred fishing type at better than the 0.05 level of statistical significance--years of formal education and early entry into fishing.
Turning next to the relationship between attributes of the different
~

fishing types and job preference, the graphs in Figure 1 illustrate how subgroups based on preferred fishing type rank the different types of fishing
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Figure 1
Mean Rank of Fishing Types on Five Dimensions for
Preferred Fishing Type Subgroups

21 T

DF
3.0

on each of the five dimensions of contrast.

Figure 1 shows that, on the

average, the subgroup that prefers ST ranks ST first on all five dimensions.
Fishermen that prefer LT rank LT first on all dimensions except family and
sociallife~

and finally, those that prefer DF rank DF first on all dimen-

sions except ''best future" where DF is ranked second and "income" where it
is ranked lowest.

The graphs in Figure 1 clearly indicate that rankings on

the five attributes are related to preferred fishing type.

Nevertheless, the

graphs represent mean rankings and tell us little about the relative importance each dimension has in influencing fishing type

pre~erences.

As a means of determining the relative importance of each of the five
dimensions with respect to selection of preferred fishing type, ranks on
each dimension for a given fishing type were correlated with the selection
of that fishing type as the preferred type.

The results of this analysis

can be found in Table 3.
Table 3
Correlations Between Dimension Ranks and Preferred Fishing Type
PREFERRED TYPE
DF
DIMENSION

ST
G

r

INCOME

-.27

-.46

INDEPENDENCE

-.62

FAMILY AND SOCIAL LIFE

LT

r

G

- .63

G

-.32

-.65

-.85 -.64

-.93 -.66

-.96

-.63

-.93 -.58

-.88

- .50

-.80

BEST FUTURE

-.38

-.59 -.49

-.80 - .41

-.72

PERSONAL ENJOYMENT

-.77

-.97

-.96

- .95

N =

119

r

= Pearson

-.37

r

-.74

Product~oment

Correlation

G = Goodman and Krus kal 's Gannna
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-.74

All of the correlation coefficients in Table 3 are statistically significant at better than the 0.01 level.

2

Operating under the assumption

that the ordinal ranks can be treated as interval in this analysis, Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated.

This approach has

been suggested by Labovitz (1970), but since it has had both opposition and
support in the literature (cf. Mayer 1970, 1971; Schweitzer and Schweitzer
1971; Labovi tz 1971; Mayer and Robinson 1977), Goodman and Kruskal's gamma
is also presented for those who prefer to use strictly nonparametric statistics with ordinal data.
The negative correlations in Table 3 indicate that the higher a specific
fishing type is ranked on a given dimension (higher ranks have lower numbers,
e.g., the highest rank is 1, next highest 2, etc.), the more likely it will
be the preferred type.

Examination of Table 3 indicates a very interesting

pattern--overall, personal enjoyment has the highest correlations with
preferred type.

Independence has the next highest correlations, followed by

family and social life, best future, and income in descending order.

The

only deviation from this ordering is that for DF where family and social life
manifests a higher correlation that independence.
One of. the goals of the stuQy is to compare the relative importance of
the five dimensions with respect to predicting both real and ideal behavior
(actual and prefe~ed fishing t.ypes, respectively); therefore, the ranks on
each dimension for a given fishing type are also correlated with type of
fishing the respondent is presently involved in.
sis can be found in Table

4.
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The results of this analy-

Table 4
Correlations Between Dimension Ranks and Actual Fishing Type
ACTUAL TYPE
DF
DIMENSION

ST

r

G

r

LT
r

G

G

INCOME

-.16

-.32

-.29

-.59 -.29 -.45

INDEPENDENCE

-.48

-.74

-.16

-.34 -.43 -.65

FAMILY AND SOCIAL LIFE

-.49

-.82

-.20

-.44

BEST FUTURE

-.33

-.55

-.16

-.33 -.37 -.58

PERSONAL ENJOYMENT

-.59

-.86

-.23 -.47

N = 119

r

= Pearson

Product-Moment Correlation

G

= Goodman

and Kruskal's Gamma

-.40

-.68

-.76

-.92

It is clear that there are a number of differences between Tables 3 and
First,

in Table

4.

3, all correlations are statistically significant at bet-

ter than the 0.01 level.

In Table 4, the relationships between income rank

and DF. independence, best future and ST are not statistically significant
at the 0.05 level for either r or G.

For both L and

~

the correlations bet-

ween the personal enjoyment and the family/social life dimensions and ST are statistically

significant at only the 0.05 level, while the rest of the correl-

ations are significant at better than the 0.01 level.
correlations is also different.

The patterning of the

For DF the relative magnitudes of both r

and G are the same as in Table 3.

For LT the relative magnitudes of the rls

are the same, but the Q for independence is lower than the family/social life
dimension.
~

ST manifests the greatest overall difference in the patterns of

the correlations.

The relationships between ST (actual type) and the five

dimens ions are all relat i vely weak (two are not stat i st ically signi f j cRnt,
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two are at only the 0.05 level) with income manifesting the highest correlaIt is important to note, however, that the correlation (~) of the

tion.

income dimension is not statistically different from either the independence
or personal enjoyment dimensions (t

=

0~89 and 0.61, respectively,

p) 0.05).

Turning next to the overall relationship between the five dimensions of
contrast and preferred and actual fishing type, step-wise multiple regression
was used to determine the
behavior.

combined effects of ideal (preferred) and actual

In this procedure, all five dimensions are intercorrelated with

the dependent variable (either actual or preferred type), and the dimension
which explains the most variance in the dependent variable is entered into
the equation first.

The next variable entered is the one which explains

the most variance with the first controlled.

This procedure is continued

until all variables are entered or until a set criterion is reached. In this
analysis, entry into the regression equation is restricted to variables
whose F-ratio-to-enter is at least 3.0.

Table 5 shows the interrelationships

between the rankings on each dimension for each fishing type.

Table 6 pro-

vides the results of the multiple regression analysis.
MUltiple regressions for actual ST and LT were not entered in Table 6
because the patterning and magnitudes of the associations between the indepe~dent

and dependent variables were such that after the independent variables

manifesting the highest correlations with these two dependent variables were
controlled, the partial correlations of the other independent variables were
reduced to close to zero.

The multiple regressions in the table, however,

indicate that three dimensions each explain 66 percent of the variance in
preference of DF, 69 percent for preference of ST, 62 percent for LT preference, and 40 percent for actual participation in DF.

The personal

enjoyment,

family/social life, and independence dimensions are clearly important in
22l

Table 5
G()rrelat ions Between Rankin~s on Each DimPDsion f'or
Each Fi shing Type
DAY FISHING

2

1

l

1.

Income

2.

Independence

.35

3.

Family/Social Life

.28

.46

4.

Best Future

.28

.33

.42

.46

.74

.58

5 . Personal Enjoyment

4

.46

SHORT TRIP FISHING

2

1

l

1.

Income

2.

Independence

.27

3.

Family/Social Life

.27

.49

4.

Best Future

.29

.36

.30

.30

.53

.41

5. Personal Enja,rment

4

.51

LONG TRIP FISHING

2

1

.....
~

1.

Income

2.

Independence

1

.29

3. Family/Social Life

.27

.41

4.

Best Future

.40

.33

.36

5.

Personal Enjoyment

.38

.63

.47

N

4

= 119
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.53

Table 6
Stepwise Multiple Regression of Dimensions of
Contrast on Preferred and Actual Fishing Type
DEPENDENT
VARIABLE

VARIABLE ENTERED
MfD CONTROLLED

Prefer DF

Personal Enjoyment

"

"

Fami ly ISo c ial LIfe

"

"

Income

PARTIAL*
TO ENTER

F-R.A'I'IO
TO ENTER

MULTIPLE R

-.77

173.48

.77

-.35

15.87

.80

.17

3.46

.81

*********
Prefer ST

Personal Enjoyment

-.74

141,37

.74

"

"

Family/Social Life

-.46

30.50

.80

"

"

Independence

-.33

14.23

.83 .

Personal Enjoyment

-.74

143.24

.74

*********
Prefer LT

"

"

Independence

-.37

18.78

.78

"

"

Family /Social Life

-.20

4.92

.79

Personal Enjoyment

-.59

61.94

.59

-,23

6.38

.62

.16

3.01

.63

*********
Actual DF
II

II

Family / S'ocial Life

II

"

Income

N

= 119

* Zero-order correlations for first variable entered to indicate
direction of relationship.
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predicting job preference.

Further, it is interesting to note that after

the effects of family/social life and personal enjoyment are controlled,
income is inversely related to both preference for and participation in DF
(remember that the rankings are in inverse order--one is highest, etc.;
thus, a negative correlation indicates
with a preference.

that a high ranking is associated

A positive correlation indicates that a low ranking is

associated with a preference).

This relationship makes sense since even

day fishermen do not rank themselves highest with respect to income.

Nev-

ertheless, the correlation must be interpreted carefully since the partial
is not statistically significant (p <.05).
ings

It is clear, however, that rank-

on the dimensions explain more of the variance in ideal behavior

(preferred type) than in real behavior (actual type).
Turning next to factors influencing preference of a fishing type other
than the one presently involved in, Table 1 (above) indicates that while the
majority of DF and ST prefer their present fishing type, over 50 percent of
LT prefer another

type-~ost

of them preferring ST.

It would therefore be

interesting to determine the relationship between rankings on the various
dimensions for ST and preferences for ST among LT fishermen.

At the same

time we will examine the relationship between the dimensions and preference
for LT among LT fishermen.

We focus on LT fishermen because only an insig-

nificant minority of other types of fishermen prefer other than their present
type.

The results of these analyses can be found in Table 7.
Once again, the test of statistical significance for Gamma was at-value

e~uivalent

to the ratio of Gamma to its asymptotic standard error (so) with

approximate degrees of freedom e~ual to O.4N (cf. Brown and Benedetti 1977).

...,
~

The analysis in Table 7 indicates that there are very strong relationships
between rankings on the fi vedimensions and preference for ST among LT fish224

ennen.

The strongest predictors are personal enjoyment, best future, and

independence.

The dimensions are also strongly related to preference for

LT but are not quite so strong.
Table 7
Correlations (Goodman and Kruskal's Gamma) Between the Five Dimensions
of Contrast and Preference for ST and LT Among LT Fishermen
PREFERRED FISHING TYPE
DIMENSION

ST

LT

Income

-.82**

-.59*

Independence

-.95**

-.95**

Family/Social Life

-.74**

-.57*

Best Future

-.98**

-.80**

Personal Enjoyment

-1.0**

-.93**

N=50

*=p<.05

**=P(.Ol

Discussion and Conclusions
Turning first to the relationship between the various sociocultural
background variables and preferred fishing type, we find that of the nine
variables considered, only two (early entry into fishing and years of formal
education) are significantly related to preferred fishing type.

With re-

gard to early entry,we find that a smaller percentage of those who began
fishing before they were 20 preferred ST than either DF or LT.
explanation for this finding.

We have no

Turning to years of formal education, it app-

ears that as trip length of preferred type increases (going from DF to LT),
mean years of for.mal education decreases.

This suggests that those with more
~

formal education are less likely to prefer longer trips.

A possible explan-

ation for this finding is that many (52 percent) of the LT fishermen are
225
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immigrants who have fewer years of formal education than the non-llrumigrant
fishermen.

Half of these immigrants (13) prefer LT as opposed to only 9

non-immigrant LT fishermen (out of 24).

Most of the other immigrant LT

fishermen prefer ST which may have contributed to its low mean for formal
education in Table 2.
With respect to the five salient dimensions on which we had fishermen
rank the three types of fishing, only a preference for ST is related to
rankings which are, on the average, highest for all five dimensions.

DF

and LT clearly indicate tradeoffs with respect to various dimensions.

Pref-

erence for DF indicates a tradeoff between family/social lire, independence,
and personal enjoyment, which are ranked highest, and best future and income.
Rankings on the dimensions for LT suggest a tradeoff between family/social
life and the other four dimensions.

Further, the correlation analysis ind-

icated that in no case did income rank high as a predictor of either actual
or preferred type.

The only case where it ranked highest (predicting ST

actual type), it was relatively weak and not significantly different from
the other correlations.

The personal enjoyment, family/social life, and

independence dimensions seemed to be the strongest predictors of both actual
and preferred fishing type.

These findings suggest that in cases where the

income of alternative occupational opportunities is different, but sufficiently high, factors other than income will be used in making occupational
choices among commercial fishermen.

Finally, the dimensions were more

strongly related to ideal behavior (preferred type) than real behavior (actual type), suggesting the obvious interpretation that real world contingencies
often
~

have an affect on one's behavior.

Nevertheless, a tendency to prefer

shorter trips was clearly indicated by the data.
226

In sum, our data suggest that it will take more than money to lure
the New England commercial fisherman into a style of fishing which demands
longer time at sea.

A fishery built on that assumption will surely suffer

from high turnover and dissatisfied participants until the sociocultural
system adapts to the requirements of extended long trip fishing.

The per-

iod of adaptation will doubtless be stressful and will probably only be
endured out of necessity.

It is up to the policy makers in the New England

fishery to determine, in light of the best available biological, economic,
and social data, if the benefits of such changes outweigh the disadvantages.
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·Notes
1.

A description of this sample can be found in Poggie, Pollnac, and
Gersuny (1976) and Po11nac, Gersuny, and Poggie (1975).

2.

The statistical test of significance used with Gamma was at-value
equivalent to the ratio of Gamma to its asymptotic standard error
(s ) with the approximate degrees of freedom equal to O.4N (cf. Brown
ana Benedetti 1977)
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SOCIAL DESIRABILITY OF WORK AND MANAGEMENT AMONG FISHERMEN
IN TWO NEW ENGLAND PORTS

John J. Poggie, Jr.
Richard B. Pollnac
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Introduction
The Fisheries Conservation and Management Act of 1976 (pL94-265) is
a modern piece of legislation in that it calls for the conservation and
management of United States fisheries taking not only biological but also
economic and social factors into account.

Much biological and some economic

information exists, but little social information and theory exists on United
states fishermen.

Furthermore, it has been difficult for decision makers

(the Regional Councils and consulting firms working for them) to develop the
modes of planning that simultaneously utilize the biological, economic and
social information.

In reality, the first plans that have been put into effect

in this country rely heavily on biological considerations with only minimal
economic and virtually no real social considerations built into them (cf. Smith

1978 and Miller and Van Maanen 1978).

Thus, the modern nature of the legis-

lation for fisheries management in the U ,S. has no ref lection in the actual
process by which management and conservation are being carried out.
The purpose of this paper is to help bridge the gap in sociocultural information and knowledge in one American fishery by examining the benefits
that fishermen in New Bedford, Massachusetts and Point Judith, Rhode Island
feel they derive from their work and to analyze how these benefits are related to other sociocultural characteristics of fishermen in these two ports.
For example, a fisherman's age, family and kinship involvement in fishing,
education, experience i.n the job, along with the type of fishing he is doing,
his ethnicity, his particular job on board and whether ego is doing the type
of fishing he prefers, are all potentially related to his pattern of satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
It is felt that with a fuller understanding of the pattern of benefits
fishermen feel they get from their work, decision makers will be in a better

position to assess the relative social costs and benefits of various management options being considered.

This work is exploratory in nature be-

cause there is not a large body of theory that can be employed in deductive
models of the social aspects of fishing.
Research POQulations and Samples
Data for this report were gathered with the use of an interview schedule from fishermen who use the facilities at Point Judith, Rhode Island and
New Bedford, Massachusetts.

Of the approximately 110 commercial fishing ves-

sels that tie up in the Point Judith harbor area, 26 are predominantly day
dragger boats with two to seven crew members depending on whether they fish
for bulk stock such as whiting, which require more labor to handle, or a
less labor intensive stock.

Ten vessels are two to three day draggers (short

trip) with four to five crew members; ten are four to seven day draggers
(long trip) with five or six crew members; 39 are inshore day lobster boats
with one or two crew members; 16 are two to three day (short trip) offshore
lobster boats with four to five crew members; and eight are day clam dredge
boats which go three to five handed.

Further description of this population

can be found in Poggie and Gersuny (1974).
The Point Judith sample drawn for this study was designed to deal with
the diversity of types of fishing and was stratified according to fishing
type:

day fishing, short trip, and long trip.

All boats were listed acc-

ording to type of fishing, and a random sample of boats was drawn which resulted in type proportion approximating those in the population.

Except for

a few cases, all crew members on each of the boats were interviewed.
rejection rate was extremely low (2 out of 32 boats approached).
Point Judith sample consisted of 30 boats and 79 individuals.
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The

The total

Although there are a variety of inshore lob ster boats and draggers in
New Bedford, the port is predominantly an offshore large-boat dragger and
scalloper port.

Of the approximately 164 fishing boats in New Bedford, 144

or 88 percent are 60 gross tons and over, and approximately 109 of these fish
regularly offshore.
vessel port.

Thus like Gloucester and Boston, New Bedford is a large

It has been argued that it is the predominance of the large

boat offshore fishery that sets the 1 ifestyle of fishermen in New Bedford
(Jessen 1978).

This, along with the high degree of ethnicity

(particularly

the large proportion of first-generation Portuguese fishermen),give this port
a sociocultural character quite different from Point Judith which is predominantly an inshore-nearshore non-ethnic port (cr. Poggie and Gersuny 1974).
The New Bedford sample was designed to be representative of the large
boat offshore fleet.
from the list.

All vessels were listed and a random sample was drawn

An attempt WaS made to interview all crew members on each

boat selected; but, because of c.ifficulty of access to trip fishermen, this
Was not possible in all cases.

Interviews with individuals whose first lang-

uage was Portuguese were conducted in Portuguese by a bilingual research
assistant.

The total New Bedford sample consisted of 17 boats and 42 inter-

views.

The Measure of Job Satisfaction and

Indep~ndent

Variables

The instrument used to measure job satisfaction was adapted from a scale
developed by V. Schletzer (1965).

Schletzer's 62 item scale was designed to

index general job satisfaction by tapping a number of job components, not all
of which are applicable to each person's job.
....
.....

to be disregarded.

Inapplicable items were meant

Our modification involved discarding .:inapplicable and

redundant items as well as adding four items that are unique to the job of
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being a fisherman.

These items were doing deck work, being out on the water,

. time it takes to get to the fishing grounds, and performance of state and
federal officials.

Our final instrument was shortened to a total of 26

items for the sake of reducing administration time.

The items included are

as follows:
1.

Your earnings; 2.

Time for recreation and/or family activities;

3. Community in which you live; 4. Doing deck work on vessel; 5.
tunity to be your own boss; 6.
eral officials; 8.

Co-workers; 7.

Challenge of job; 9.

pressure on job; 11.

15.

22.

14.

Living conditions on board; 16.

water; 18.

Job safety; 19.

Cleanliness; 23.

ings; 25.

Performance of state and fed-

Physical fatigue of job; 10.

Hours spent working; 12.

it takes to get to fishing grounds;

Mental

Time away from home; 13.

Time

Ability to come and go as you please;

Working outdoors; 17.

Peace of mind; 20.

Crowding, confinement; 24.

Trip length; 26.

Oppor~

Being out on the

Adventure; 21.

Healthfulness;

Predictability of earn-

Feeling you are doing somethi ng worthwhile.

Each respondent was asked to indicate if he were very dissatisfied, moderately dissatisfied, neutral,moderately satisfied or very satisfied with
each of these aspects of his work.

Responses were coded from one to five

respectively.
The "independent variables" in this study such as age, fishing type,
owner or skipper status, marital status, number of dependents, formal education, and years of fishing experience, were derived from direct questions
in the interview schedule.

The involvement of ego's family in fishing was

measured by two variables:

number or relatives who are fishermen, and

whether or not ego's father was a fishermen.
measured as a dichotomous variable.

Early entry into fishing was

Those that entered before 20 were coded

as early entrants; those who entered at 20 or older were coded late.
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Ethnicity

was also measured dichotomously by dividing tle sample into individuals who
were born inside or outside the United states.
only to the New Bedford sample.

This variable is applicable

Job on board was coded as a dichotomous

variable as either owner/skipper or non-owner/non-skipper.

Satisfaction with

present fishing type was determined by comparing present fishing type with
the type ego stated he preferred.

Individuals preferring a type other than

the one they were in were coded as one, all others were coded as zero.

Dir-

ection of change was coded as either zero for less time, or 1 as the same
amount or same time.

Finally ego's commitment to fishing was determined by

asking respondents if they would advise a young man to go into fishing and if
they themselves would go into fishing if they had their lives to live over.
The Analysis
It was expected that the 26 items in our job satisfaction instrument
would fall into distinct clusters around certain main concerns, and that
these clusters would be different for the two ports.

For example, because·

New Bedford fishermen spend considerable time at sea, we might hypothesize
that they would be interested in (satisfied or dissatisfied) with conditions
that relate to long trip fishing.

We would anticipate that there would be

certain other areas of work that are important in both ports.

An example of

this would be earnings.
Since our work is exploratory, we are not hypothesizing specific domains
of satisfaction but are following an inductive approach to discovering these
factors through empirical analySis.

The analytic tool Which we employ to

derive these hypothesized domains is factor analysis.
~

Factor analysis allows

us to determine What constellations of items in our instrument are associated

~

with each other in multidimensional space and a llows us to determine the
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relative strength of each item's association with the constellation or
factor (Rummer, 1970).

Once the factors have been derived, it is possible

to utilize the factor as a variable by means of individuals' factor scores
on each of the factors.
The BMD

oBm

program with varimax orthogonal rotation was used to deter-

mine the factors (cf. Dixon 1974). Tables 1 and 2 show the factor patterns
for Point Judith and New Bedford respectively.
of one or more are included in this analysis.
tors for Pt. Judith and six for New Bedford.

Only factors with eigenvalues
There are four definable facBy examining the variables

which load most highly on each factor, it is possible to name the factors.
In Point Judith (Table 1), factor I is a time factor.

Time away from home,

hours, time it takes to get to fishing grounds, load most highly.

Factor II

concerns outdoor adventure, with working outdoors, being out on the water,
and adventure loading most highly.

Factor III is an earnings factor.

ings, co-workers, and predictability of earnings load most strongly.

EarnThe

fact that co-workers loads on this factor is understandable because the quality of co-workers is directly related to earnings and would appear to be
cognitivelyassociated.

The more satisfied or dissatisfied one is with one's

co-workers the more satisfied or dissatisfied one is with one's earnings.
Factor IV is clearly an independence factor, with ability to come and go as
one pleases and opportunity to be one's own boss defining it.
Turning to the New Bedford factors (Table 2), we note that there are
counterparts to all four of the Point Judith factors:
earnings, and outdoor adventure.
Bedford is someWhat different.

time, independence,

However, the content of these factors in New
The time dimension includes the ,same variables

as Pt. Judith, except that crOWding, cleanliness, and conditions on board
have pulled out to form a separate "working conditions" factor in New Bedford.
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Table 1
Factor Analysis of Job Satisfaction Items at Point Judith
Factors
II
III

IV

Variables

I

Time away from home

.85

.04 ,

.10

-.10

Hours

.61

.00

.09

.08

Time to fishing grounds

.50

.02

.02

.10

Peace of mind

.53

-.29

.09

-.25

Crowding

.50

-.17

.06

-.10

Time for recreational/family activities

.49

.2l

.05

-.15

Trip length

.45

-.26

.22

-.07

Cleanliness of work

.38

-.35

.26

.22

Healthfulness of work

.42

-.42

.15

.08

Safety

.35

-.16

-.07

.01

Deck work

.34

-.03

.10

-.16

Condition on baord

.28

-.18

.15

.21

Working out doors

.01

-.80

.00

.06

- .06

-.77

-.12

-.14

Adventure

.14

-.55

-.07

-.17

Feel doing something worthwhile

.07

-.48

.30

.08

-.16

-.45

.32

-.22

.11

.10

.68

.00

-.10

.08

.64

-.20

Predictability of earnings

.29

-.13

.54

.12

Physical fatigue of job

.20

-.16

.45

.31

Mental pressure of job

.28

-.15

.49

.02

Community in which you live

.16

-.09

.18

-.12

Performance of state/federal officials

.12

-.16

.23

-.68

Can come and go as please

.34

-.16

.23

-.68

Opportunity to be own boss

.04

.02

-.05

-.65

Being out on the water

Challenge of job
Earnings
Co-workers

I=Time

II=Outdoors

III=Earnings

IV=Independence
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Table 2
Factor Analysis of Job Satisfaction Items at New Bedford
Variables

I

II

III

Factors
IV

V

VI

Time away from home

-.83

.00

.16

.14

.08

.09

Trip length

-.78

.04

-.05

-.12

-.13

.15

Hours

-.74

.20

.06

.00

-.13

-.07

Time for recreational/family activity

-.68

.15

.15

-.14

-.17

.09

Time to fishing grounds

-.63

-.28

.10

-.02

.03

.00

Deck work

-.54

.18

.35

.14

.16

.34

Opportunity to be own boss

-.05

.84

-.07

.16

.00

-.02

Challenge of job

-.12

.58

.37

-.10

.37

Crowding

.03

-.21

-.93

.03

-.07

.00

Cleanliness of work

.21

-.06

-.83

.07

-.23

-.02

Conditions on board

.18

.16

-.63

-.01

.03

.03

Earnings

.11

.24

-.15

.77

-.09

-.06

Can come and go as please

-.36

.39

.12

-.70

-.17

.02

Safety

-.31

.00

-.11

.60

-.18

-.01

.05

.07

.27

.57

.04

.07

Mental pressure of job

-.08

.04

.24

.00

.63

.16

Performance of state/federal officials

-.08

.04

.20

.00

.63

.16

.01

.09

.10

-.02

-.7]

.08

Predictability of earnings

-.16

-.01

- .12

.06

-.52

.07

Community in which you live

.14

.42

.21

.03

-.44

-.06

Being out on the water

-.01

.21

-.35

.11

.18

.77

Feel doing something worthwhile

-.45

-.23

.2l

-.16

-.03

.63

.12

.36

.26

-.32

.25

.59

-.31

.15

.27

.09

.00

.53

.04

-.08

-.25

-.21

.08

.41

-.06

-.10

.02

.10

-.17

.39

Co-workers

Physical fatigue of job

Adventure
Working outdoors
Peace of mind
Healthfulness of work
I=Time

II=Independence

III=Conditions
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IV=Earnings

V=Mental

VI=On Water

This new factor is clearly related to the greater salience of working conditions on trip boats which predominate in this port.

Also mental pressure,

predictability of earnings, officials, and fatigue form an independent 'mental" factor in New Bedford.

This, too, appears to be related to trip fishing

where mental pressure and fatigue are more salient due to the length of time
spent away from home in the clore quarters of a fishing vessel.

The opposed

loadings of mental pressure and fatigue on the one hand and performance of
state and federal officials on the other would appear to be related to the
fact that people who are satisfied with the mental pressure and fatigue are
dissatisfied with the performance of state and federal officials, while those
dissatisfied with these aspects of their work tend to be satisfied with the
performance of officials.
Since the factors in this analysis can be either the result of satisfaction or dissatisfaction, it is possible to determine the directionality of
each of these by considering the mean score for each of the items that define the factors while taking into account the direction: of the factor loadings.
For Point Judith, all of the means of items that define factors are above
the midpoint of the scale, indicating that all of the factors are predominantly "Satisfaction" factors.

Only one item "performance of state and federal

officialS" had a mean below the midpoint, indicating an overall dissatisfaction with this performance.
For New Bedford the situation is different; 7 of the 26 variables had
means below the midpoint of the scale.

All of the variables in the time

factor in New Bedford have means below the midpoint of the scale, indicating
that individuals are predominantly dissatisfied with this aspect of their work.
They are also more dissatisfied than satisfied with adventure (in Factor VI)
and, like the Point Judith fishermen, more dissatisfied than satisfied with
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the performance of state and federal officials (in Factor V).
overall dissatisfaction with time and adventure distinguish

Thus, the

New

Bedford from

Point Judith fishermen.
In order to determine the relationships between the sociocultural variabIes of interest and satisfaction or dissatisfaction on each of these factors
within each of the ports) we turn now to a consideration of the relationships
between individuals' factor scores and the independent variables.

The cor-

relations between the independent variables for each port are shown in
Tables 3 and

4.

Zero order correlations between independent variables and

the factors in each port are shown in Tables 5 and 6.

Stepwise multiple cor-

relations between the independent and dependent variables are presented in
Tables 7 and 8.

For ease of reading correlations, all factors are presented

as positive factors.
As seen in Table 5, each of the four factors for Point Juiith has at
least one independent variable correlated with it at a statistically significant level.

The time satisfaction factor is positively related to fishing

type, not wishing to change the amount of time fished, number of relatives
who fish, whether a person would still go into fishing, and advise a young
man to fish.

It is negatively related to desire to change type of fishing.

The outdoor factor is positively related to both early entry and advising a
young man to fish.

Earnings is related positively to father fisherman, not

wishing to change amount of time fished, and negatively with desire to change
type.

Independence is positively related to being an owner or skipper.
In New Bedford (Table 6) all but factor

V

(mental) have several inde-

pendent variables significantly correlated with them.

Advi sing a young man

to fish, still go into fishing, early entry, age and years experience are all
positively related

to~.

Formal education, owner/skipper status are pos240

....
•

itively related to independence, while being foreign born and father fisherman are negatively related.

With conditions, marital status, father fish-

erman, number of relatives who fish and years fishing experience are all
positively related.

Being foreign born and number of relatives who fish are

posi tively related to earnings, while formal education is negatively related.
Mental stress has no significant correlates among the independent variables
used here.

Being satisfied with the on water factor is positively correlated

with still wishing to go into fishing, age, and negatively with father fisherman.
Step-wise multiple regression was used to determine the relative importance and combined effects of the independent variables.

In this analysis

the variable entered first is the variable that explains the most variance.
The second entered is the one that explains the most with the first controlled.
This procedure continues until all variables are entered or the process reaches
some previously established cut-off point.

In this analysis only variables

with significant (p< .05) partial correlation-to-enter will be considered.
The results of this analysis for the two ports are shown in Tables 7 and 8.
The four factors from Point Judith have multiple correlations ranging from
R=.38 to R=.59.

Five of the New Bedford factors have multiple correlations

which range from R=.55 to R=.70.

One factor (mental), as noted above, has

no significant correlates.
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.13

.06
.24

.15
.13
-.15
.90
.44

-.23
.04
.00

.15
.15

Age

.13 -.18

--- --
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14. Advi se young man to
go into fishing

13. Still go into
fishing

12. Years fishing
experience

11. Owner/skipper status

10. Number of relatives
"Who fish

fishing

9. Early entry into
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--

---
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--- --- - - - -

---

---

.11

-.03

.32

.08

.01
.36

.15

.20
.06
.13

--

.17

.40
.14
.40

8. Father fisherma.n

.39

-.07
-.37

-.05

--- -.28 -.16 -.13

.15

7. Formal education

6. Number of dependents

.18

.16 -.04

.35

.20

.26 -.08

.56 -.21
-.01

.34

.29

.00

.25

.23 -.26

.33

---

.48

-.06

.02

(married/single)

5. Marital status
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- - -.16 -.10 -.02 -.10 -.17

.19 -.08

.00

.01

.05

.14

--- -.80

2. Desire to change
type fi shi ng

3. Direction of change
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.14
.11
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.05
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15. Advise young man
to go into fishing

14. Still go into
fishing

~xperience

13. Years fishing

12. Owner/skipper

11. Number of relatives
who fish

10. Early entry

9. Father fisherman

8. Formal education

.66

.07

-.43

.00

.12

.34 -.13 -.18
.54 -.38

.25

12.00

.15 -.05

~

.22

.00

.08

.04

.26

.18

.11

.61

-.51

.25

.41

.03

.12

-.06

.21

.29

.15

.54

-.09

-.25

.32

.34
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.16

-.12

.38

.19

.02

.26

-.11

.10

-.14

-.09

.38

.29

-.22

-.16

-.05

-.06
.10
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.04

-.02

-.03

.17

.18

.05

.26

-.24

.13
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.03
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.04
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-.09

-.25

-.03
-.02

.32

-.09
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.16
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14
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.05
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-.24

-.06
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.19 -.10 -.21

.04 -.10

.02

- - -.10

.25

.14 -.06

-.95 -.08

.28

7. Number of dependents

.31

.07 -.74

6

.01

2.10 - .10 - .04

4

.17 -.17 -.08

1.

.54 -.38

.15

2

Correlations Between Independent Variables:

6. Marital status

5. Age

4. Direction

3. Desire to change
type fishing

2. Foreign born

1. FishiIl@: type

Table 4.

Q

(Y)

...:t
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Table 5
. Zero Order Correlations Satisfaction Factors vs. Independent
Variables: Point Judith

Time

Independent Variables
1. Fishing type CST vs.
Others)

Outdoors

Earnin~s

Independence

.26*

-.01

.01

-.30**

-.12

- .24*

.00

3. Direction of change

.31**

-.00

.22*

.08

4. Age

.00

-.12

.06

.13

5. Marital status

.12

-.00

.10

.01

6. Number of dependents

.15

.06

.12

-.09

7. Formal education

-.11

-.08

-.01

- .10

8. Father fisherman

.06

.00

.25*

.05

9. Early entry

.19

.29**

.15

.11

.22*

.08

-.13

.17
.31**

2. Desire to change type

10. Number of relatives
who fish

-.16

11- Owner/skipper

-.15

-.04

-.09

12. Years fishing
experience

-.02

-.10

.08

.14

.05

.00

-.01

.27*

.04

.00

13. Still go into fishing

.26*

14. Advise young man to go into .22*
fishing

N=79

*p (.05 ( .22)

**p <.01 ( .29)
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Table

6

Zero Order Correlations Satisfaction Factors vs. Independent
Variables: New Bedford
IndeEendent Variables

~

Inde~ndence

Conditions

Earnings

-.16

l. Fishing type (ST vs.
Other)

.15

-.19

-.02

2. Foreign born

.05

-.32*

.22

-.23

.13

.08

4. Direction of change

.26

-.03

5. Age

.45**

6. Marital status

~

On Water

-.05

-.06

-.05

-.23

-.21

-.05

-.20

-.03

.28

.04

.25

-.10

.08

.14

-.15

.38*

.00

-.09

.53**

.07

-.10

.19

7. Number of dependents

.07

-.21

.29

.06

-.03

-.02

8. Formal education

.11

.44*

-.27

-.37*

-.02

-.08

9. Father fisherman

.10

-.32*

.34

.24

.16

-.41**

10. Early entry

.48**

-.17

.22

-.27

.14

.22

11. Number of relatives
who fish

.07

-.05

.44**

.37*

.16

-.12

12. Owner/skipper

.00

.13

.15

.09

13. Years fishing

.44**

-.14

.00

-.11

.37

14. Still go into fishing

.48**

.18

-.15

.20

-.06

.43**

15. Advise young man to

.54**

.27

.14

.02

.18

3. Desire to change type

.32*

-.03
.30·

.50**

experience

go into fishing

N",42 *p (.05 ( .30)

**p <.01 (.39 )

.27

Table

1

Stepwise Multiple Regression of Independent Variables
and Satisfaction Factors: Point Judith
Partial (a.l
to enter

F Ratio
to'enter

Dependent
Variable

Variable entered
and controlled

Time

Desire to change type

~.30

1.13

.30**

TiIre

Still go into fishing

.31

8.24

.42**

Time

Number of relatives fishing

.31

1.18

.51**

Time

Fishing type

.26

5.34

.55**

Time

Advise young man to fish

.26

5.28

.59**

Outdoors

Early entry

.29

1.01

.29**

Outdoors

Advise young man to fish

.26

5.94

.40**

Earnings

Father fisherman

.25

5.01

.25*

Earnings

Desire to change type

-.31

1.95

.38**

Earnings

Number of relatives fishing

-.25

4.85

.45**

Independence

Owner/skipper

.31

8.33

.31**

Independence

Number of dependents

.23

4.06

.38**

*P (.05

**P(.Ol

Multiple R

N=19

(a.)Zero-order correlation for first variable entered to indicate direction
of relationShip.
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Table

8

Stepwise Multiple Regression of Independent Variables
and Satisfaction Factors: New.Bedford
Dependent
Variable

Variable entered
and controlled

Time

Advise young man to fish

.54

16.76

.54**

Time

Age

.44

9.62

.66**

Time

Early entry

.32

4.46

.70**

Independence

Formal education

.44

9.46

.44**

Independence

Owner/skipper

.38

6.46

.55**

Conditions

Marital status

.53

15.83

.53**

Condi tions

Father fisherman

.33

4.89

.60**

Earnings

Foreign born

.50

13.51

.50**

Earnings

Still go into fishing

.33

4.65

.58**

Earnings

Early entry

-.44

9.30

.68**

Mental/physical

None

On water

Still go into fishing

.43

9.10

.43**

On water

Father fisherman

-.40

7.49

.56**

N=42
(a .)

Partial (a) F Ratio
to enter
to enter

Multiple R

**p (.01

Zero-order correlations for first variable entered to indicate
direction of relationship.

Discussion
The configuration of satisfaction and its correlates in these two New
England ports is of practical significance when considered in the light of
ongoing increased management of the industry.

An understanding of the patterns

can help decision makers (both public and private) to shape the technological
and economic changes in the industry so that they shO'H the best "goodness of
fit" to social realities.

Since all aspects of an industry affect each other

in a systematic way, goodness of fit of social factors with the others can
only lead to greater efficiency of the system.

Until the day when a fully

automated fishing fleet is developed, consideration of the labor force in
terms of sociocultural factors is a part of good management.
From the factor analysis we note that the time factor is the one which
accounts for the greatest variance in each port. We might say that it is the
first factor in each port, indicating that time away from home is one of the
most salient social aspects of commercial fishing in southern New England.
This is the element that most distinguishes fishing from other possible occupations in tbe area.
We have seen that the predominantly day and short trip fishermen of Point
Judith are overall more satisfied with this aspect of their work than the
trip fishermen of New Bedford.

Within Point Judith, satisfaction with the time

element seems to result in the desire to stay with the type of fishing one
is in, feelings of satisfaction with the choice 'of being a fisherman, and
advising others to enter the occupation.

Finally, satisfaction with time seems

to be the result of the type (short trip vs. day and long trip) of fishing
one does and the number of relations one has in fishing.
The fact that short trip fishing is optimal in terms of time satisfaction
is interesting in that it is ~ the type that would appear to require the '
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least time away from home.

In fact, however, when we consider that day fish-

ermen are away from 12-18 hours a day and can only spend limited time home
interacting with their family, we understand why a 2-3 day absence interspersed with a completely free

day or two is preferred.

Trip fishermen do have

a definite free period of time between trips, but their trips are the most
extreme (7-14 days) and lead to dissatis.faction.
Besides type of fishing there are three other variables that seem to be
antecedents to satisfaction with the

~

factor. These are number of relatives

who fish in Point Judith and age and early entry in New Bedford.

We might

suggest that the more relatives a person has who fish, the more articulated
the person and his family are with a network of fishing kin.

This network

might serve as an emotionally supportive and attitude influencing group.
If one's kin group defines being away from home for considerable time as
the "norm," a fisherman and his family are more likely to accept and be satisfied with the time element of fishing.

In contrast to this is the fisherman

whose wife and kin define the time investment of fishermen as "abnormal or
unacceptable," which it is by "landbound" standards.
Among the long trip fishermen in New Bedford this mechanism does not
appear to operate.

Perhaps being away for 7-14 days is simply too long a per-

iod of time to be compensated for by a kinship network.

However, we do note

that older experienced fishermen who entered the occupation early in New Bedford are more satisfied with the time element of their work than are younger
men.

This suggests a selection mechanism at work.

This could be an expres-

sion of a process whereby there is a selection for men who possess the socialpsychological prerequisites for trip fishing.

..,
~

Older men who have been "selec-

ted for" would be more satisfied than younger men who have not.
port this hypothesis.

The data sup-

Early entry into fishing would insulate a person from

alternative comparative occupational life-styles which require less time
commitment.
In a previous study Poggie and Gersuny

(1974) identified independence as

one of the main values of fishermen in southern New England.
independence factor in both Point Judith and New Bedford.

There is an

There is a pre-

dominance of satisfaction On this factor in both ports, but the mean on the
item that most strongly defines the factor (opportunity to be own boss) is

4.3 in Point Judith and 3.5 in New Bedford.

Point Judith fishermen as a whole

are more satisfied than New Bedford fishermen on this factor.

Being an

owner/skipper is a variable that appears to be an antecedent of satisfaction
with independence, and is significantly related to the factor in both ports.
Since the

proportion of owner/skippers is higher in Point Judith than New

Bedford due to size of technology and consequent crew size, this fact would
account for the differences in mean scores between the port s.

The fact that

number of dependents is negatively correlated with independence in Point
Judith shows that contingencies of family can significantly explain at least
a portion of how fishermen feel about their work.

Being foreign born, formal

education and father fisherman are all related to the independence factor in
New Bedford.
(see Taole

These three variables are significantly related to each other

4) and represent attributes of an ethnic/non-ethnic syndrome.

The

fact that none of these variables have significant partial correlation with
independence after formal education is entered supports the ethnic-syndrome idea.
Ethnic, less educated fishermen whose fathers tended to be fishermen are less
satisfied with their independence than are more educated, non-ethnic indivicuals, of whom a smaller proportion have fishermen fathers.

If independence sat-

isfaction is an important part of fishing adaptation as we might argue, then
decision makers should consider the 13.dyisability of "importing" foreign labor
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to man larger American boats.

This has been suggested as a way of "getting

around" the "labor problem" in expanding American fisheries.
Earnings is another common factor to the two ports.

In New Bedford

the ethnic syndrome seems to playa role in satisfaction with this factor.
We note (Table 8) that in New Bedford being foreign eorn is the variable that
is most strongly related to satisfaction with earnings.

When this variable

is entered into the multiple correlation neither formal education nor number
of relatives who fish which had significant zero-order correlation, have significant partial correlation with satisfaction with earnings.

The fact that

foreign born is most strongly correlated with satisfaction with earnings
suggests that expectations of foreign born are lower than their non-ethnic
counterparts.
America

This attitude is one which has attracted foreign labor to

over much of its history.

Early entry is negatively correlated with satisfaction about earnings in
New Bedford.

It was argued that early entry would insulate fishermen from dis-

satisfaction with the time commitment aspect of their work, but it does not
appear to operate this way for earnings.

Fishermen who entered their occupa-

tion before the age of 20 are less satisfied with earnings than those who
entered later.

However we may argue that those who entered early do not have

the comparative reference from earnings at other occupations at their level of
skill that those who entered later do.

The early entries only have other

fishermen to compare themselves with, while later entries can compare themselves with blue collar landbound occupations that, by and large, pay considerably less than fishing.

This would result in more satisfaction among late

entries and less satisfaction among early ones.
It is not entirely clear why Point Judith fishermen whose fathers were
also fishermen are more satisfied with their earnings.
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It might be suggested

that the negative correlation between number of relatives is a reflection of
a fisherman's knowledge of exactly how much a fisherman can earn in this port.
Exact information about income is not easily obtained but kinsmen would be
more likely to share this than non-kinsmen.

The negative correlation of

earnings satisfaction with desire to change type of fishing in both ports is
a clear consequence of this satisI'action.
The factor which we have called "outdoors" in Point Judith consists of a
mixture of items that have to do with being outdoors on the water and advent_
ure, feelings of doing something worthwhile and challenge.

Thi s is a highly

psychological factor having to do with non-tangible returns of work.
appears to be an antecedent· and one consequence of this factor.
is a temporal antecedent which

~

There

Early entry

indicate that the earlier one enters fish-

ing the more strongly one is motivated by the aesthetic aspects of being on
the water.

The consequence of this factor would be that it contributes to

being positive enough about the occupation to advise those who have the option
to seek another occupation

to enter.

A somewhat similar factor emerged in the New Bedford sample, but its configuration is different enough to be named differently.

The on water factor

in New Bedford is related negatively to father fisherman and positively with
age and still go into fishing.

Father fisherman is a temporal antecedent to

satisfaction with being on the water, aud the negative correlation with father
fisherman suggests that sons of fishermen have learned to be neutral or negative
about the aesthetic aspect of the occupation through long familial involvement.
However, those New Bedford fishermen who are satisfied with this aspect of
their work feel they would still enter the occupation if they had their life
to live over.

The fishermen who feel this

w~

tend to be the older fishermen,

possibly resulting in the non-significant partial correlation between age and
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satisfaction with being on the water.

There was a significant zero-order

correlation between these variables (cf. Tables 6 and 8).
Finally we turn to conditions which is an important aspect in trip fishing
where men spend much time in the confines of their boat.

Satisfaction or dis-

satisfaction with this factor is probably critical for understanding who will
and will not adapt to trip fishing.

The highest factor loading of all the

With a factor loading of -.93,

items occurs on this factor.
key to the conditions factor.

cr~wding

is the

Cleanliness (-.83) and conditions on board (-.63)

also load highly on this factor.
Looking at the zero-order correlates of this factor (Table 6) we see that
it is married fishermen with many years of experience and who come from a fishing family tradition (father fisherman, number or relatives who fish) who are
most satisfied.

As was the case with the

selection process at work.

~

factor, there appears to be a

Fishermen who come from a fishing family tradition

and who have had considerable experience are the products of the selection.
It would seem that coming from a fishing tradition (irrespective of other
factors) pre-adapts individuals for long trip fishing.

Since expectations

are inf.luenced by socialization, we suggest that being satisfied with crowding
and the other aspects of the conditions factor is a matter of what one has
been brought up to expect.

If "significant others" such as father and other

relatives accept these conditions, one is also more likely to.
relation with belng marrled is hard to understand in thls case.

The high corIt could be

related to the fact that there are very few unmarried fishermen and that chance
alone has caused the high correlation.

However, it could be due to a mechan-

ism whereby married individuals are more flexible in their attitudes about
living conditions.
The overall results of this analysis show that job satisfaction is a complex phenomenon, with a number of components or factors.
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These factors vary

in composition and directionality from port to port as do their correlates.
While it was not possible in this exploratory stage of research to entirely
explain the origin of these configurations and their correlates, one central
theoretical issue

did emerge.

A process of selection of fishermen and thus

their satisfaction with their occupation appears to operate over time.

This

was particularly true in the two very. salient areas of time away and conditions on board.

Decision makers such as government officials who propose

limited entry schemes might wish to consider the long term social implication
of interrupting this selection process.

It would appear that limited entry

mechanisms which assumed that all individuals are equally adaptable to the
working conditions of fishing in different ports could potentially produce a
poorly adapted and inefficient labor force.
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THE STRUCTURE OF JOB SATISFACTION AMONG NEW ENGLAND FISHERMEN

Richard B. Pollnac
John J. Poggie, Jr.

Introduction
The passage of the Fishery Conservation and Management Act (FCMA) of
1976 (PL 94-265) e.xtending U.S. jurisdiction and management over fisheries
to 200 miles has the potential of resulting in wide-ranging changes in the
New England fishery.

These changes can take many forms ranging from minor

alterations in species sought and techniques used to drastic shifts in style
from inshore to offshore fishing or possible displacement of individuals from
the industry under a limited entry plan.

The changes brought by management,

no matter how minor, have the potential of affecting the structure of a person's work--an aspect of life that plays an important psychological, social,
as well as economic role in the well-being of the worker (cf. HEW 1973).
Elliot Richardson (then Secretary of HEW), in the forward to Work in America,
a report of a special task force to the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, noted that concern with the quality of work and its role in society
and culture is a subject" ••• vitally important to much of what HEW does"
(HEW 1973:i).

The interrelationship between potential fisheries management

effects on the structure Of work, job satisfaction, and the social and psychological well-being of the involved fisherman is therefore a timely and important topic.

It is not only important for the reasons cited above, but also

because PL 94-265 (FCMA) mandates that conservation and management take into
account social as well as biological and economic factors.
On the basis of previous research concerning job satisfaction, it can be
assumed that the p:i.th leading from aspects of a fisherman's job to job satisfaction and on to social effects is a relatively complex one.

For example, a

fair amount of research has demonstrated a relationship between various job
characteristics and job satisfaction (e.g. Voyandoff 1978; Kalleberg 1977;
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Locke and Whiting 1974; Kahn and Schooler 1973; Armstrong 1971; Dunnette et ~.

1967).

Job satisfaction itself, however, is often indirectly related to out-

comes which have potential social impact.

Among variables related to job

satisfaction which have soc ial impact, perhaps the most important is longevity.
Palmore (1969) reports that work satisfaction is more important in predicting
longevity than rating by an examining physician of physical function, a measure
of tcbacco use, or genetic inheritance.

The social impact of longevity on

both the family and community is so obvious that it need not be elaborated
here.

Further, heart disease and other illnesse s which reduce a person t s abil-

ity to function in

his. social roles have also been related to work dissatis-

faction (HEW 1973).
Other studies have demonstrated a relationship between job satisfaction
and mental health.

For example, Kornhauser (1965) found that jobs most con-

ducive to mental health were those in Which workers tend to be most satisfied.
Perhaps most important, he also found that within occupational categories
mental health was correlated with job satisfaction, and that workers in lower
level jobs who were satisfied differed little in mental health fram satisfied
workers in higher level jobs.

This led him to conclude that "job satisfaction

is the link between objective conditions prevailing at different occupation
levels and the observed variation in mental health" (Kornhauser 1965 :263).
HEW (1973), summing up 20 years of research by the Survey Research Center at
the University of Michigan notes that the absence of job satisfaction is related to psychosomatic illnesses, anxiety, low self esteem, worry, tension, and
impaired interpersonal relationships.

There is no doubt that mental health

problems such as these impair one's ability to function normally in society.
In addition, Gelles (1974) and strauss (1979) report a clear relationship between job satisfaction, some of its me.htal health correlates, and family violence,
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an increasingJy serious social problem.

Finally, job satisfaction has been.

related to absenteeism, turnover (Robinson

et al. 1969), performance (Inkson

1978; Jacobs and Solomon 1977), and productivity ( srivastva

~ al.

1975),

four variables with both economic and social impact.
In sum, previous research has shown that job satisfaction is an important
variable related both directly and indirectly to a wide variety of other social
and economic variables.

The relationships are positive , with high job satis-

faction correlated with positive social and economic impacts and low satisfaction with negative impacts.

These relationships justify the investigation of

job satisfaction and its social and occupational correlates among New England
fishermen which forms the remainder of this paper.
Sample
Data for this report were gathered from fishermen Who use the facilities
at Point Judith, Rhode Island; New Bedford, Massachusetts; and three locations
on the Pemaquid Peninsula, Bristol, Maine (Round Pond, New Harbor, and Pemaquid
Harbor).

A sample of 42 fisnermen were interviewed at New Bedford which is

primarily a large offshore dragger, long-trip ( 4 or more days) port.

Seventy-

nine fishermen were interviewed at Point Judith Which has primarily short-trip
(less than

4 days), smaller insnore vessels and inshore lobstermen.

Finally,

80 fishermen formed the sample interviewed at Bristol, Maine, Where most of
the fishermen are inshore lobstermen.

More detailed information concerning

the ports and their fishermen can be found in Acheson (1978), Jessen (1978),
Pollnac and Poggie (1978), Poggie and Pollnac (1978), and Poggie and Gersuny

(1974) .
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Tests
_.
A 22 item list (see Table 1) was used to investigate the structure of
job satisfaction.

Many of the items were adapted from Schletzer' s (1965) 62

item scale which was designed to measure general job satisfaction with a number of components, not all of which were applicable to fishermen.

Redundant

and inapplicable items were removed from the list ,and four items unique to the
occupation of fisherman were added.

Many of the items used correspond to high

frequency responses 'Which were derived from an earlier open-ended interview with
108 southern New England fishermen who were requested to tell what they "liked
and disliked about fishing" (for a description of this sample see Poggie, Pollnac and GersUQY 1976; Pollnac, Gersuny, and Poggie 1975).
were administered by asking each respondent to indicate
isfied, dissatisfied, neutral,

The resulting items
if he were very dissat-

satisfied, or very satisfied with each of the

22 items representing aspects of his job.

Responses were coded from one to

five respectively and factor analyzed using common factor analysis and orthogonal rotation (varimax).

Number of factors was determined using an eigenvalue

cut-off of 1.0, and factor scores were calculated for each fisherman on each
of the three resulting factors.

The factor loading matrix is presented in

Table 1.
The three factors derived do not clearly correspond to the intrinsic and
extrinsic job characteristic classification used so commonly in research related to job satisfaction (e.g. Herzberg 1966; Fox 1971),

Other researchers

have also noted this lack of correspondence (e.g, Voyandoff 1978),

Addition-

ally, Dyer and Parker (1975), noting the lack of agreement in the literature
concerning the definition of the terms extrinsic and intrinsic, conducted a survey of p:sy:chOlogists and found little consensus between them concerning the terms.
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Table

1

Rotated Factor Loadings of Job Satisfaction Items

FACTOR
I

ITEM

II

III

1..

Time away from home.

.09

.21

2.

Hours spent working.

.25

.17

3.

Time for recreation and/or family
activi ties

.06

.12

-.12

.41

.47

.21

.14

6. Doing deckwork on the vessel.

.41

.12

.40

7.

Opportunity to be your own boss.

.39

-.21

.34

8.

Community in which you live.

.39

.12

.21

9.

Cleanliness.

-.03

.59

.02

10. Physical fatigue of job.

.03

.56

.02

11. Predictability of earnings.

.11

.49

.08

12. Mental pressure on job.

.18

.48

.03

13. Job safety.

.19

.45

.il

14. Your earnings.

-.19

.36

-.15

15. Healthfulness.

.21

16. Being out on the water.

.14

·-.02

.71

17. Adventure.

.16

.05

.71

18. Challenge of job.

.18

-.01

.66

19. Working outdoors.

.23

.08

20. Feeling you are doing something worthwhile .12

.28

.28

.24

22. Performance of State and Federal officials .20

-.15

4.

Ability to come and go as 'You please.

5.

Time it takes you to get to grounds.

21. Peace of mind.

.26

.22

The dimensions resulting from the empirical analysis presented here seem
to be more clearly related to MasIOW's(1954) hierarchy of needs, with Factor II
representing the basic levels (physiological and safety), Factor I the middle
level (lCAfe and belongingness and self esteem), and Factor I I I the highest
level (self actualization).

Smith (1977) using a different list of character-

istics among Northwest Coast salmon fishermen also rotated a factor which
could be labelled self-actualization.

His list of characteristics was suffic-

iently different, however, that this was the only comparable factor.

Two other measures of overall job satisfaction were also used.
were asked if

th~

Fishermen

would still go into fishing if they had their life to live

over (JSMI) and whether or not they would advise a young man to go into fishing (JEM2).

The responses to these question (no, maybe, yes) were coded 0, 1,

and 2 respectively.

The question concerning whether or not a person would

enter the same occupation if he had his life to live over has been referred to
as one of the most informative among the several available indices of job
satisfaction (Robinson ~ ale 1969).
Other social and occupational variables selected because of their potential relationships with job satisfaction are age (years), marital status (married or not), years of formal education, whether or not respondent is both
owner and skipper of vessel versus all others (e.g. crewmen), number of years
fishing, whether or not respondent's father was a fisherman, number Of relatives who are fishermen, ethnicity (foreign born or not), and fishing type
(e.g. offshore dragger, inshore lob sterman , etc.).

The values for these var-

iables were obtained from responses to direct questions.
Analysis
As a first step in the analysis, the relationship between overall job satisfaction and the structure of job satisfaction as represented by the three job
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characteristics factors was investigated with the use of multiple regression.
As a means of determining whether or not macro variables as sociated with
community or fishing type have any effect on the differential weighting of the
various factors, analyses were performed for the total sample and within subgroups of the sample based on port and fishing style.
used are Point Judith, New Bedford, and Maine.

The port subgroupings

Fishing type subgroups are

(1) Inshore (e.g., inshore lobstering, inshore dragging, etc.), (2) Middle
(pair trawling, purse seining, combination of inshore and offshore), and
(3) Offshore (e.g., offshore dragging, offshore lobstering).

The fishermen

themselves make a clear distinction between the inshore and offshore fleets.
Fishing style, time at sea, and away from home, and other characteristics have
resulted in many sociocultural distinctions which are related

to these fish-

ing types (cf. Miller and Pollnac 1978; Poggie and Pollnac 1978; Pollnac and
Poggie 1978; Poggie and Gersuny 1974).

Another subgrouping of fishing type

used was to group inshore lobstermen into one group and put all other fishermen in another.

The results of these analyses can be found in Table 2.

Table 2 indicates that for the total sample, the three factors are significantly related to JSM1.
Needs).

The strongest predictor is Factor III (High Level

The multiple correlation between all three factors and JSMl is .38

which is statistically significant at better than the .001 level.
nificantly correlated with only Factor II.

JSM2 is sig-

The other two factors add very

little to the multiple correlation.
Turning to interport differences in the relationship between job satisfaction and the three occupational characteristic factors, Table 2 clearly shows
that the strongest relationships are in New Bedford.

The Middle Level Needs

Factor is important in predicting both JSMl and JSM2, and the High Level Needs
Factor is

stror~ly

correlated with JSM1.
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.~"

the factors and the two job satisfaction measures indicates that in New Bedford the three factors account for over 40 percent of the variance in JSMl and
JSM2.

Relationships within the other ports are relatively weak.
The analysis also indicated that there are inter-fishing t,ype differences

in the relationship between the occupational characteristics factors and the

job satisfaction measures.

The strongest relationships are found among off-

shore fishermen for both job satisfaction measures.

Among inshore fishermen,

the Basic and High Level Needs Factors are. significantly related to JSMl, but
the rest of the correlations are rather weak.

When inshore lobstermen are

separated into one group, we find a pattern similar to that among all inshore
fishermen--Factors II and III are the most important predictors of JSM1.

Fish-

ermen other than inshore lobstermen manifest a pattern similar to the offshore
group, but with somewhat weaker correlations.
Summing up the analysis presented in Table 2, we find that, overall, the
three factors are most significantly related to JSM1, which as we noted above
has been referred to as the best single indicator of job satisfaction (Robinson
~

al. 1969).

An examination of intergroup differences in the relationship

between the job satisfaction measures and the three factors indicate that the
factors are more strongly related to the measures in New Bedford, among offshore fishermen, and among fishermen who are not inshore lobstermen.
As a next step in the analysis, between group differences in level of
satisfaction on each occupational characteristics factor and the two overall
job satisfaction measures are examined.

The groups used are the same as in

the analysis presented above, and the results of the analysis can be found in
Table 3.

Table

3

Analysis of Between Group Differences in Level of Job Satisfaction on
Occupational Characteristics Factors and Job Satisfaction Mea5Ures

MEAN VALUES

F

DF

P

NEW

POINT
JUDITH

BEDFORD

MAINE

FACTOR I (Mid....1eve1 Needs)

0.02

-0.89

0.45

42.19

2 198

FACTOR II (Basic Needs)

0.28

0.16

-0.37

14.36

2 198

< .001
<.001

FACTOR III (Hi-level Needs)

0.35

-0.95

0.15

44.66

2 198

<.001

JSMl

1. 79

1.24

1.52

7.96

2 198

(.001

JSM2

0.77

0.60

.31

20.41

2 198

<.001

INSHORE

MIDDLE

OFFSHORE

0.31

-0.26

-0.45

16.66

2 193

<.001

-0.20

0.23

0.34

9.15

2 193

<.001

FACTOR III (Hi-level Needs)

0.13

0.• 59

-0.60

24.90

2 193

/ .001

JSM1

1.61

1.79

1.35

17.57

2 193

<.05

JSM2

0·50
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0.63

1.58

2 193

) .05
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FACTOR II (Basic Needs)

"
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ALL OTHERS
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-0.25

26.12

1
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(.001

-0.38
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30.28

1
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<.001
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2.26
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/.05
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).05
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14.27
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Table 3 indicates that across ports all the job satisfaction measures
are significantly different.
significantly.

Across fishing types, only 38M2 does not differ

Finally, comparing inshore lobstermen with all other fishermen,

neither Factor III (High Level Needs) nor 38Ml vary significantly acrosS the
two sub groups.
The mean position of each group is plotted in three dimensional

space in

Figures 1 through 3 as a means of graphically displaying the differences between the various subgroupings with respect to their levels of satisfaction on
each of the three factors.

Figure 1 clearly shows the large separation between

New Bedford and Maine, with Point Judith occupying an intermediate position,
somewhat closer to Maine.

Figure 2 illustrates the separation between the off-

shore fishermen and the others with respect to the High

Level Needs Factor.

Wi th respect to the other two factors (Basic and Middle Level Needs), offshore
and middle fishermen are relatively close to each other but rather distant
from the inshore fishermen.

Figure 3 illustrates the separation between in-

shore lobstermen and all others.
and High

Inshore lobstermen are higher on the Middle

Level Needs Factors and lower on the Basic Level Needs Factor.

As a means of increasing our understanding of the correlates of job satisfaction among New England fishermen, the interrelationships between various
aspects of job satisfaction and a select group of sociocultural variables are
examined.

The interrelationships between the sociocultural variables (indep-

endent variables) can be found in Table 4.

Stepwise multiple regression was

used to determine the patterning of combined relationships between the independent variables and levels of satisfaction on each of the three job characteristics factors and the two job satisfaction measures (38MI and 38M2).

In this

procedure, all independent variables are intercorrelated with the dependent
(each job satisfaction measure), and the variable which explains the most
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Lobstermen versus all others plotted in three dimensional occupational
characteristic space.
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4

Table

Zero-Order Correlations Between Independent Sociocultural-Variables

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1. Ethnici ty
2. Age

-.08

3. Marl tal status

.13

.41

4.. Number of

.10

.16

.55

dependents

5. Formal education
6. Father fishermen
7. Early entry
8. Number of relatives

- .69 -.19
.28
-.11

-.26 -.11

.07

.11

.15 -.31

-.02 -.10

-.10

.08

.27

.34

.03

.16

.09

-.34

.43

.15

- .29

.30

.09

.00

.13

.05

.17

.05

-.01

.78

.35

.14

-.29

.22

.24

.18

.23

.27 -.17

.11

.20 -.16

.00 -.06

.10

-.54

fishing

9. Owner-skipper
status

10. Years fishing
11. Other than inshore
lobstermen
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.01

variance in the

depe~dent

is entered into the equation first.

The next vari-

able entered is the one which explains the most variance with the first controlled.

This procedure is continued until all variables are entered or

until a previously set criterion

is reached.

In the analysis presented here,

entry into the equation was restricted to variables whose F Ratio

to enter

was at least 2.0 or the increase in variance exPlained at least one percent.
When either of these criteria were not met, the procedure was halted.

The

results of this analysis for the total sample and for each port separately
can be found in Tables 5 through 8.
In Table 5 it can be seen that for the total sample, being born in a foreign country (ethnicity), practicing a fishing type other than inshore lobstering, and early entry into the occupation are recurrent and important predictors
of the various aspects of job satisfaction.

Marital status is entered into

three of the equations, but only relatively late and with relatively low
partial correlations.

The directions of the correlations tell us that foreign-

born fishermen are less likely to have high scores on the Middle and High Level
Needs Factors (therefore be less satisfied).

Foreign-born fishermen are also

less likely to say they would become fishermen if they had their life to live
over (JSMl).

Being a fisherman other than an inshore lobsterman is positively

related to the Basic Needs Factor, negatively to the Middle Level Needs Factor,
negatively to the High Level Needs Factor, and positively with advising a young
man to enter the occupation (JSM2).

Finally, early entry is positively assoc-

iated with-satisfaction on the job characteristics dimensions represented by
all three factors and with both JSMI and JSM2 •
Turnings to the within port analyses, we can see that there are a number
of differences.

With respect to the Middle Level Needs Factor, it was not

significantly correlated with any of the sociocultural variables in either
272

Table

5

Stepwise":Mul tiple Regres sion Relating Independent Sociocultural
Variables to Job Satisfaction Variables within Total Sample
PARTIAL*
TO ENTER

F RATIO
TO ENTER

Ethnicity

-.42

42.15

.42

Other than inshore lobsterman

-.26

14.28

.48

Age

.21

9.49

.52

Early entry

.18

6.85

-.15

4.'72

.55

30.28

.36

5.25

.39

-.13

3.15

.41

.13

3.59

.43

DEPENDENT
VARIABLE

V.AR IABLE ENTERED
AND CONTROLLED

MID-LEVEL
NEEDS

Years fishing

R

********
BASIC
NEEDS

other than inshore lobsterman
Early entry
Owner-skipper status
Mari tal status

********
HI-LEVEL
NEEDS

Ethnicity

91.18

Early entry

.18

6.'72

Father fisherman

3.80

.59

-.23

11.60

.23

Early entry

.14

3.'78

.2'7

Marital status

.12

3.00

.29

Other than inshore lob st erman

.26

14.2'7

.26

-.16

5.13

.30

Mari tal status

.11

2.52

.32

Early entry

.12

2.90

.34

********
J8Ml

Ethnicity

********
J8M2

Father fisherman

N = 201

*Zero-order for first variable entered
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a

= p <.01

b = p (.05

Table

6

Stepwise-Multiple Regression Relating Independent Sociocultural
Variables to Job Satisfaction Variables at Point Judith
DEPENDENT
VARIABLE

PARTIAL*
'ill ENTER

VARIABLE ENTERED
AND CONTROLLED

F RATIO
TO ENTER

R

MID-LEVELl
*********
BASIC
NEEDS

Number of dependents

.30

7.89

.30

Owner-skipper status

-.33

9.28

.44

Early entry

.26

5.33

.50

Early entry

.25

4.93

.25

Marital status

.24

4.76

.24

Early entry

.17

2.29

.29

*********
HI-LEVEL
NEEDS
*********
JSMI

*********
JSM;

N = 79

*Zero-order for first variable entered

a=p(.Ol

INo entering variables with p (.05

b
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= p (.05

Table 7
Stepwise-Multiple" Regression Relating Independent Sociocultural
Variables to Job Satisfaction Variables at New Bedford
DEPENDENT
VARIABLE

PARTIAL*
TO ENTER

VARIABLE ENTERED

AND CONTROLLED

F RATIO
'ill ENTER

R

MID_LEVELl
NEEDS

*********
BASIC

Father fisherman

.42

8.57

.42

Formal education

-.23

2.26

.47

19.94

.58

.39

6.93

.66

Other than inshore lobs term an

-.39

6.97

.72

Number of dependents

-.34

4.80

.31

3.94

.79

Owner-skipper status

3.44

.81

Years fishing

6.69

NEEDS

*********
HI LEVEL

Father fisherman

NE~DS

Years fi shing

Marital status

*********
JSMl

Number of dependents

-.30

3.92

.47

Ethnicity

-.22

1.88

.51

Owner-skipper status

.23

2.06

.55

Early entry

.35

5.66

.35

*********
JSM2

,

N = 42

Owner-skipper status

.34

5.27

.48

Fonnal education

.20

1.56

.51

Number of relatives fishing

.26

2.58

.55

*Zero-order for first variable entered.

a

= p (.01

INo entering variables with p (.0 5

b

=P
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<.05

Table

8

Stepwise-Multiple Regression Relating- Independent Sociocultural
Variables to Job Satisfaction Variables in Maine
F RATIO
TO ENTER

R

.29

7.26

.29

Other than inshore lobsterman

.... 23

4,46

.37

Years fishing

-.23

4.28

.23

Other than inshore lob sterman

.19

2.80

.29

Early entry

.20

3.34

.35

DEPENDENT
VARIABLE

VARIABLE ENTERED
AND CONTROLLED

MID-LEVEL
NEEDS

Age

PARTIAL*
TO ENTER

*********
BASIC
NEEDS

1

*********
HI-LEVEL
NEEDS

*********
1
JSMl
*********
JSM21

N = 80

=p

*Zero-order for first variable entered

a

INo entering variables with p <.05

b =
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<.01

p(.05

Point Judith or New Bedford.

In Maine, satisfaction on this factor was posit-

ively related with age and negatively with other than inshore lobster fishing.
The Basic Needs Factor was related to quite different independent variables in
Point Judith and New Bedford.

In Point Judith, number of dependents and early

entry was postively correlated and owner-skipper status negatively correlated
with Factor Two.

This tells us that in Point Judith, owner-skippers are less

likely to be satisfied with the items on the Basic Needs Factor while those
wi th more dependents and those who entered the occupation early are more
likely to be satisfied.

In New Bedford, having a father who was also a fish-

erman is positively correlated with this factor and years of formal education
negatively.

In Maine, none of the independent variables are significantly cor-

related with the Basic Needs Factor.
In both Point Judith and Maine, early entry is positively correlated with
satisfaction on the High Level Needs Factor.

In Maine and New Bedford years

fishing experience and other than inshore lobster fishing manifest contrasting
correlations with this factor.

In Maine, those with fewer years fishing ex-

perience and fishermen other than inshore lobstermen are more likely to be
satisfied with regard to the items on the High
osite holds true in New Bedford.

Level Needs Factor.

The opp-.

Additionally, a large number of other indep-

endent yariables contribute significantly to variance in satisfaction on the
High Level Needs Factor in New Bedford.

In this port, six independent variables

account for over 66 percent of the variance in Factor Three scores.
With regard to JSM1, we once again find difSerential patterning between
the ports.

In Point Judith, marital status (being married) and early entry

are positively correlated with JSMl while in New Bedford, years fishing experience and owner-skipper status are positively correlated and number of
dependents and ethnicity (foreign-born) are negatively correlated with JSMI.
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Finally, the independent variables are significantly related to JSM2 only in
New Bedford where four account for 30 percent of the variance.
have seen a great deal of variation between ports with

re~ect

Overall, we
to the correl-

ates of the various job satisfaction measures.
As a means of determining the overall relationship between the independent
variable

set (the sociocultural variables) and the dependent variable set (the

job satisfaction measures) a canonical
between the two sets of variables.

correlation analysis was conducted

The results of this analysis can be found

in Table 9.
In Table 9, only the canonical variates which account for a significant
proportion of the variance are presented.

The analysis presented in Table 9

indicates that there is a statistically significant relationship between the
two variable sets.

The canonical correlation between the two sets of vari-

ables weighted by the first canonical variate is 0.77, and by the second canonic~l variate 0.48.

Both of these canonical correlations are statistically
0~001

significant at better than the

level.

The canonical variable loadings in Table 9 can be interpreted as correlations with the canonical variate (Levine 19(7).

For example, among the depen~

dent variable set on the first canonical variate, the High and Middle Level
Needs Factors manifest the highest absolute values in their correlations with
the first canonical variate.

These loadings indicate that sati sfaction with

job characteristics items associated with the two factors is negatively related
to the first canonical variate.

In the independent variable set, ethnicity and

other than inshore lobsterman manifest high positive loadings while years of
formal education and owner-skipper status manifest high negative loadings.
Concentrating only on the highest loading variables, the first canonical variate
can be interpreted as indicating that foreign-born and other than lobster
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Table 9
Canonical Correlation Analysis Between Job Satisfaction'
Variables and Sociocultural Variables
CANONICAL VARIATES*
I

II

JSMl

- .27

.35

JSM2

.12

.64

-.68

-.14

.31

.62

-.70

.60

Percent of Trace

.23

.26

Redundancy Coefficient

.14

.06

.89

-.25

-.22

-.23

Marital status

.13

.20

Number of dependents

.24

.15

- .59

.11

.20

-.28

-.29

.31

.21

-.03

Owner-skipper status

-.54

- .35

Years fishing experience

-.07

-.07

.59

.68

.19

.09

0.77

0.48

VARIABLES

Mid-level Needs Factor
Basic Needs Factor
Hi-level Needs Factor

Ethnicity
Age

Years formal education
Father fisherman
Early entry
Number of relative fishing

Other than inshore lob sterman
Percent of Trace

251.4
55

D.F.
p

N

= 201

('001

82.2
40

<.001

*On1y significant canonical variates shown here (p
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<

.01)

fishermen are more likely to be dissatisfied with respect to a weighted combination of the Middle and High Level Needs Factors.

Convers.ely, owner-skippers

and those with more formal education are more likely to be satisfied with
these same factors.
Turning to the second canonical variate, JSM2 and the Basic and High Level

Needs Factors load highest in the dependent variable set.

In the independent

variable set, other than inshore lobsterman loads highest, with early entry
and owner-skipper status loading second and rather low.

Keeping in mind the

rather low loadings with respect to early entry and owner-skipper status, this
canonical variate can be interpreted as indicating that early entrants and other
than inshore lobstermen are more likely to be satisfied on a weighted combination of JSM2 and the Basic and High Level Needs Factors than owner-skippers.
Percent of trace for a given variable set is the sum of' the squared elements
of a column of canonical variable loadings divided by the number of variables
in the set and is, therefore, the proportion of a set's variance associated with
each canonical variate (Levine 1977) •. Thus, 49 percent of the dependent variable set's variance is associated with the first two canonical variates.

The

redundancy coefficient is not symmetrical and can only be interpreted as the
amount of variance in the dependent variable set trace accounted for by the
independent variable set canonical variate (Levine 1977).

Thus, 20 percent of

the variance in the two dependent variable set traces can be accounted for by
the independent variable canonical variates.

This indicates a relatively

strong, as well as a statistically significant, relationship between the job
satisfaction measures and the sociocultural variable
Discussion

~

set.

Conc;tusions

The factor analysis of levels of satisfaction on a list of occupational
characteristics resulted in three empirically derived factors more clearly
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related to Maslow's (1954) hierarchy of needs than the a priori 'intrinsic'
and 'extrinsic' job characteristic classification so frequently employed in
research related to job satisfaction.

The factors were characterized as Basic

Needs (physiological and safety), Middle Level Needs (love and belongingness
and self esteem), and High Level Needs (self-actualization).

All three fac-

tors are significantly related to whether or not the respondent said he would
go back into fishing if he had his life to live over (JSMl), a measure cited
as the best single indicator of job satisfaction (Robinson ~.& 1969) .
Interestingly enough, for the total sample the High Level Needs Factor is the
strongest predictor of this satisfaction measure, indicating that self-actualization is a very important facet of job satisfaction among New England fishermen.

This finding, at least as it relates to New England fishermen, contradicts

Yadov and Kissel (1977) who claim that USSR workers, in contrast to U.S. workers, obtain job satisfaction from higher level motives.

They write that mot-

ivation such as job security and wages are more important for U.S. workers
(part of the content of our Basic Needs Factor).

Among New England fishermen,

the Basic Needs Factor is the weakest predictor of JSMl.

Nevertheless, the

Basic Needs Factor is the strongest predictor of whether or not one would advise a young man to go into fishing (JSM2).

This can probably be explained

by the fact that the first criterion to be considered when setting a young man
off on his career would be satisfaction of basic needs--the higher level needs
can be satisfied later (cf. Maslow 1954).

It could also reflect other motiv-

ations of fishermen such as desire to limit entry of younger compet it ion into
the labor force.
The within port analysis of the relationships between the three factors
and the two other job satisfaction measures (JSMI and JSM2) indicates that the
strongest within-port relationships are found in New Bedford.
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This finding

can probably be attributed to the fact that most New Bedford fishermen are
offshore fishermen Who fish extended amounts of time in relatively rough water.
The conditions are so harsh, especially in winter, that a person has to be satisfied with the various occupational characteristics in order to rationally
state that he would go back into fishing if he had his life to live over (JSMI)
or to advise a young man to enter the occupation.

This suggestion is supported

by the fact that within fishing type analysis demonstrated that the strongest
relationships between factors and JSMI and JSM2, with a pattern similar to that
of New Bedford, was found among offshore fishermen.

This leads us to conclude

that the occupational characteristics investigated are much more salient in
determining overall job satisfaction among offshore

.fishermen.

An analysis of the inter-group differences with respect to the various
satisfaction measures demonstrated that, overall, the strongest differences
are across the ports.

The patterning of the differences on each measure re-

flects the relative frequency of different types of fishing in each port (e,g.,
Maine primarily inshore, New Bedford offshore, and Point Judith, a mixture).
Nevertheless, the strength of the across port differences leads one to suggest
that some additional factors associated with the ports account for same of the
variance in satisfaction levelS.

An examination of the directions of the inter-group differences shows that
fishermen from New Bedford, as well as the offshore fishermen in general, manifest mean scores indicating that they are the least satisfied with respect to
the Middle and High Level Needs Factors and JSMI.

Dissatisfaction on the Mid-

dle Level Needs Factor can probablY be explained by the fact that these fishermen spend long periods of time at sea, and many of the items on the Middle
Level Needs Factor are related to time away.

Additionally, many of the fish-

ermen in New Bedford are workers on large vessels that do not belong to them;
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thus, they do not have the freedom to come and go as they pleas e or perceive
much of an opportunity to be their own boss in such a highly capitalized fleet
(also related to itE!lls on Factor I).
The New Bedford and offshore fishermen's relatively low level of satisfaction with respect to the High Level Needs Factor is quite striking.

Perhaps

these fishermen have too much exposure to the items associated with this factor.
Perhaps they are out on the water and outdoors too much in the
Atlantic.

cold~

rough North

Perhaps the challenge and adventure becomes a little too much to

bear when one's life is at stake (cf. Poggie, Pollnac and Gersuny 1976).

Add-

itionally, since the crew to captain ratio on the large vessels is greater, the
preponderance of crew members who are not in control of the situation, thus
less likely to feel self-actualized in applying their own skills in dealing
with the problems of production and the
lower the mean score on these items.

elements~

would have a tendency to

This suggestion is

supported by the fact

that owner-skipper status is positively related to satisfaction on the High
Level Needs Factor in New Bedford (see Table 7) .
The Maine fishermen

as well as the inshore fishermen are by far the least

satisfied on the Basic Needs Factor.

When all inshore lobstermen are separated

out, they manifest an even lower lever .of satisfaction on this factor.

Most

of these lobstermen are from Maine where both the predictability and level of
earnings, on the average, do not match that of fishermen closer to urban markets
(two items on the Basic Needs Factor).

Additionally, the smallness of their

vessels which are mostly open to the weather, in combination with the cold,
turbulent Maine coastline and less mechanized nature of their job probably
leads them to be less satisfied with the physical fatigue, safety, and healthfulness occupation characteristics, which are also on this factor.
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Finally with respect to inter-group differences, we find that New
Bedford fishermen are less likely to

s~

thay they would become fishermen if

they had their life to live over (JSMl) and Maine fisherman are less likely
to advise a young man to become a fisherman (JSM2).

The relatively low score

for New Bedford on JSMI can probably be attributed to their relatively low
level of satisfaction on the Middle and High Level Needs Factors as described
above.

The low score of the Maine fishermen on JSM2 is probably due to the

fact that the Maine lobstermen perc eive the lobster grounds as a "limited
good" and have a tendency to try to control access through the institution
of harbor gangs which sometimes use violent means to restrict access to specific lobster grounds (cf. Acheson 1975).
Stepwise multiple regression was used to determine the relative influence
that a range of sociocultural variables have on job satisfaction.
pect to the total sample, being foreign-born

(ethnicity)~

With res-

beginning to fish

before 21 years of age (early entry), and being other than an inshore lobsterman are the strongest predictors of the various job satisfaction measures.
Foreign-born fishermen are less likely to be satisfied with respect to
items on the Middle and High Level Needs Factors and less likely to say
that they would become fishermen if they had their lives to live over,again.
Fishermen who entered the occupation early, however, tend to be relatively
satisfied with items on all three factors and to respond that they would both
become fishermen if they had their lives to live over and that they would
advise a Y01.lllg man to enter the occupation.

Fisherm.En other than inshore

lobstermen are less likely to be satisfied on the Middle Level Needs Factor
and more likely to be satisfied on the Basic Needs Factor and to advise a
young man to enter the occupation.
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There are several possible explanations for the relatively low level of
job satisfaction among foreign-born fishermen.

First, most of the foreign-

born fishermen are from New Bedford and are Portuguese immigrants who come
to the United States with relatively high expectations and with day or shorttrip fishing experience.

Although their income iq the United States is rel-

atively high, becoming a crewman on a long-trip vessel in the North Atlantic
is probably a rude shock for many.

Interviews indicate a great deal of dis-

satisfaction with respect to the effects of long-trip fishing on family life
among these immigrants.
not a job for a man."

One even states that this type of fishing" ••. is
The immigrant fisherman apparently come s ill-pr_epared

for trip fishing, and with high Bxpectations which are not fulfilled; thus,
he reports dissatisfaction with his job--the higher the expectations, the
lower the chances of achieving satisfaction (cf. Kulpinska 1977).

It is

also possible that since most of the foreign-born fishermen in the sample
are offshore fishermen, the results parallel what WB would expect on the basis of offshore fishermen's attitudes toward their occupation.

The crewmen

aboard the large New Bedford vessels are more like factory workers than fishermen in smaller vessels who are either independent entrepreneurs or individuals wh9 have some hope of owning the means of production themselves someday.

From this perspective, the New Bedford immigrant fisherman can be

grouped with other workers who do not own the means of production and have
little control over their own labor (Stoked 1978).

The fact that there is an

active union at New Bedford reinforces this view.

Kalleberg and Griffin (1978)

suggest that workers who have less control over the product and process of
their labor obtain fewer job rewards than others, thus, providing a possible
alternative explanation for the finding of low job satisfaction among immigrant fishermen.

Nevertheless, the relatively high correlations with ethnicity
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suggest that some factor associated with being foreign-born also influences relative job satisfaction.
The general finding that fishermen who enter the occupation early are
more likely to express satisfaction on all measures suggests that early
socialization into the occupation of fishing results in greater overall
satisfaction.

This finding may also be due to the possibility that early

entrants have had little opportunity to compare fishing with other occupations.

The positive relationship between age and satisfaction with respect

to the Middle Level Needs Factor is in keeping with other research which
reports a positive correlation between age and job satisfaction (cf. Robinson

~

ale 1969; Glenn

~

ale 1977).

Finally, the finding that fishermen

other than inshore lobstermen are more likely to be dissatisfied on the Middle Level Needs Factor and satisfied on the Basic Needs Factor can probably
be explained by the fact that the Middle Level Needs Factor is composed primarily of items associated with separation from loved ones, and offshore fishermen feel this

s~paration

more acutely.

Further, their relative satisfaction

with the Basic Needs Factor is pr::>bably the result of the dissatisfaction of
Maine lobstermen on this factor as discussed above.

The Maine lobstermen

comprise most of the inshore lobstermen in the sample, thus, influencing the
reported relationship.
The intraport analysis of the sociocultural correlates of job satisfaction resulted in findings suggesting that situational variables playa large
role in these relationships.

In some ports none of the sociocultural vari-

ables were related to specific job satisfaction measures; in other ports
many were, and in one

~nstance,

opposing relationships were found in differ-

ent ports.
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With respect to the Basic Needs Factor, number of dependents is the
strongest predictor in Point Judith.
relationship at the pres:cnt time.

We have no serious explanation for this

A tongue-in-cheek eXplanation is that

fishermen with large families feel less mental pressure and physical fatigue
on board the boat than at home.

After the effects of number of dependents

is controlled, however, owner-skipper status manifests a strong negative
correlation with this factor.
for t his finding.

There are a number of possible explanations

First, owner-skippers are probably more critical with

respect to their income since they have so much capital invested in productive equipment.

Further, owner-skippers are responsible for many of the

basic needs of the crew (e.g., safety, healthfulness, etc.); thus, these
items on the Basic Needs Factor would be more salient to them.

Perhaps the

more important a given aspect of job satisfaction is to an individual, the
more likely he will express dissatisfaction with it.

This finding is para-

lleled . by Kalleberg and Griffin (1978) who report that the more highly one
values intrinsic job

rewards, the less likely one is to be satisfied with

the level of such rewards.

The Basic Level Needs Factor is composed prim-

arily of items one would classify as "extrinsic," but perhaps the same principle applies.

Early entry is also entered into the equation for Point Jud-

ith, and the explanation for this relationship is similar to that offered
above-- those who are socialized

into the occupation at an earlier age are

probably' better adapted and have not had the opportunity to contrast fishing
with other occupations.
In New Bedford the strongest correlate of satisfaction on the Basic Needs
Factor is having a father who was also a fisherman.

This finding suggests

that in New Bedford, where the conditions are overalL, harshest with respect
to exposure to the rough, open ocean and physical separation from land,
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having a father who was a fisherman probably "preadapts" a fisherman to the
difficult nature of the job (e.g., through having a supportive family context and early socialization by a successful fisherman role model) (cf. Poggie,
Pollnac, and Gersuny 1976), thus, resulting in greater overall satisfaction
with the items on the Basic Needs Factor.

The negative partial correlation

with years of formal education suggests that those with more education tend
to be more critical with res:r;ect to items on the Basic Needs Factor.

Per-

haps formal education leads one to have higher expectations with respect to
these items, hence lessening the chances for satisfaction.

Finally, none

of the sociocultural variables are significantly related to the Basic Needs
Factor in Maine.
Turning to the Middle Level Needs Factor, we find significant relationships only in Maine.

There, age is positively correlated with satisfaction

on this factor, suggesting that as one becomes older,. the high expect at ions
of youth are abandoned, thus increasing the likelihood of satisfaction.

The

relationship between level of expectations and job satisfaction is discussed
above. Finally, fishermen other than inshore lobstermen tend to be dis satis fied .on this factor just as we found for the total sample, and the e<:planation

is similar--most items on the factor deal with separation from

land-based soceity, and offshore are separated more.
The High Level Needs Factor manifests the largest number of statistically
significant re;lationships with the sociocultural variables in the intraport analyses.

Among Point Judith fishermen, only early entry into the occ-

upation is significantly related to level of satisfaction on this factor.
In Maine we also find early entry as a correlate
High Level Needs Factor.

of satisfaction on the

In both cases early socialization and reduced chances

for comparison with other jobs probably
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pl~

a Significant role in enhancing

satisfaction with respect to the it ems on this factor.

Years fishing exp-

erience is negatively related to satisfaction on the High Level Needs Factor in Maine.

Here we might argue that facing the turbulent Maine coast-

line with a small lobster boat becomes too exciting, challenging, and
adventurous as the fisherman becomes exposed to it more and more over the
years and the initial attraction to the items on the High Level Needs Factor wears off • It is interesting to note that the exact oppOSite relationship holds in New Bedford.

It can be argued that in New Bedford, after an

initial dissatisfaction with the High Level Needs Factor because of high
expectations that do not match reality, as discussed above, the fisherman
becomes more realistic, and we consequently find an increase in job satisfaction with increasing time in the occupation.

The strongest predictor of

satisfaction with the High Level Needs Factor in New Bedford is having a
father who was not a fisherman.

This is probably due to the fact that ind-

ividuals from fishing families are taking the path of least resistance to
obtain a job through their father's contacts or on their father's boat.
They are probably not entering the occupation becaus e they are attracted to
it; thus, it would be perceived more as a job fulfilling basic needs--an interpretation supported by the significant correlation between the Basic Needs
Factor and father fisherman.
Turning to the question concerning whether or not a fisherman would
advise a young man to enter the occupation, we find significant relationships
only among the New Bedford fishermen.

There we find that early entry into

the occupation, owner-skipper status, years of formal education, and number of
relatives

fishing are all positively related to a positive response to

this question.

With respect to JSMl (whether or not an individual would be-

come a fisherman again if he had his life to live over), married fishermen
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and those who entered the occupation early are the ones most likely to respond positively in Point Judith.

In New Bedford, years fishing experience

and owner-skipper status are positively related to positive responses to
this Question, while number of dependents and being foreign-born are negati veJy related.

The positive relationship between years fishing and job

satisfaction in New Bedford has been discus sed above.

O:wner-3kipper status

is more likely to be related to job sati sfaction in New Bedford because on
the larger vessels, which predominate there, owner-skippers have more control
over their labor, a factor positively related to job satisfaction (cf. Kalleberg and Griffin 1978).

The negative relationship between ethnicity and

job satisfaction in New Bedford is probably related to the higher expectations
of immigrants coming to the United States, as discussed above.

Finally,

number of dependents is negatively related to job satisfaction in New Bedford
due to the fact that the more dependents one has, the more difficult it is
to be at sea for the long periods of time which characterize this port.
The wife is probably less satisfied due to the fact that she must manage a
larger household; thus the departures and returns are probably more stressful.

As one New Bedford long-trip fisherman said, "I've eleven children,

I go home and I confuse their names--some father I am."
In sum, we have seen that the structure of job satisfaction among New
England fishermen is related to a number of items potentially affected by
management such as fishing style, time at sea, freedom to come and go as
one pleases, and so on.

Fisheries management schemes which impact these facets

of the occupation would also affect job satisfaction, which in turn is related to a large number of variables impacting society ranging from longevity
to family violence and worker productivity.

We have also seen that the inter-

relationships between job satisfaction and relative satisfaction regarding
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various facets of the structure of the occupation is complexly related to
other sociocultural variables.

Further, many of these interrelationships

are conditioned by situational variables which vary from port to port.
Hence, fisheries management plans can differentially affect job satisfaction
among different categories of people and in different ports.

The complexity

of the interrelationships between these numerous variables suggest that
extreme caution be taken if the goal of minimizing the negative social impact of fishery management schemes is to be realized.
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PRUNING THE FAMILY TREE:

KINSHIP.AND COMMUNITY

IN COASTAL MAINE

Toby F. Lazarm-ritz

James M. Acheson

Introduction
In the folklore of American life, the Maine fisherman holds a special
place.

Even short-term visitors to Maine coastal communities are quickly

made to feel the difference between themselves and the people who live
there.

Some have commented on the coldness

~d

standoffishness of Maine

people; others have pointed out that they felt like aliens, not guests.
People who have moved into these communities from outside come to realize
that there is a way of life going on all around them in which they will
never be able to participate fully.

They may be physically present in

these communities, but not a part of them.

Some of these "summer people"

tend to explain their alienation in terms of not having been born in the
community:

as one ex...New Jerseyite said, "there is virtue sitting in one

place for 200 years."

While such statement s are often said jokingly, they

reveal a truth about Maine communities--namely, that kinship and community
are strongly linked, and that without kinship ties, it is difficult to be
considered anything but an outsider.
Kinship certainly is important in these towns, and it is relatively
ee,sy

to

obtain

d8,ta

on

it.

However, an analysis of the role of

kinship in Maine coastal communities proved far more elusive than one might
expect.

There is a large body of literature on kinship in English-speaking

communities.

Among the most prominent are Parsons' studies of the conjugal

unit (1949); Schneider's work on kinship ideology (1955, 1970); Litwak's
articles on kinship as a cognitive unit (1960 a,b,c); and the work of
Osterreich (1965) on kinship and geographical mobility.
While all of these points of view illuminated certain aspects of the data,
they proved remarkably unsatisfactory in explaining many facets of kinship in
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these towns.

We found Parsons' nuclear families, but also found large

extended kinship units.

Kinship here has an ideological component, but

kinship ties are also manipulated with practical ends in mind.

Most

important, we found that some kinsmen do move and maintain contact, but
we also found that most people in these towns do not move, and when they
do, they quickly lose contact.
Although we have found all of the theoretical approaches mentioned above
useful~

the work of these authors proved inadeqlmte to explain certain aspects

of our data--particularly the clear importance of residence.

Our data from

Maine suggest certain ways that the theoretical approaches used in studying
American kinship could be modified and extended to better account for the
phenomena encountered.

Our concerns will become apparent after we have

presented the ethnography on these communities.
In this article, we will first describe the relationships between kinship
and community from the point of view of those who are already accepted
members.

Then we will describe the boundaries around such communities,

emphasizing the ways in Which an outsider can enter.

Hopefully, our insights

about Maine, and the theoret ical focus forced on us by our data, will prove
useful for others working in other parts of the English speaking world.
The Area
All of the interviews on which this paper is based were obtained from
informants who lived in small, coastal communities in the mid coast region
1
of Maine.
All of these towns are between Penobscot Bay and Casco Bay, and
are loqated at the ends of the long peninsulas that jut out into the Gulf
of Maine in this section of the coast.
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All

have

populations

of

under 3000 permanent residents, and some are far smaller than this. They
have little industry and maintain a rural character.

The people in these

towns obtain services of all kinds and do most of their shopping in the
small cities along U. S. 1, the main transportation artery along the coast
of Maine.
well.

Many people from these coastal towns find employment there as

Generally these cities ( i.e. Bath, Brunswick, Rockland, Bucksport,

Camden, Damariscotta) are within an easy half-hour drive

from these

peninsula towns.
All of these towns were established permanently by 1750, and several
were inhabited long before that.

Virtually all of the permanent residents

are Anglo-Saxon Protestants, whose families have lived in the area for
generations.

Unlike the inland areas of Maine, this coastal region has no

French Canadians nor any other kind of ethnic enclave.
This region of Maine has long been a mecca for tourists.

The population

of coastal towns expands dramatically in the summer as migratory tourists
flock in, along with large numbers of peoPle who own summer cottages and who
live here for months on end.

The town of Bristol in 1970, for example, had

a permanent population of 1720 people, which swells to an estimated 5000
people in July and August.

Until recently, there was a sharp break between

the long-settled permanent residents and the "summer people."

Recently,

however, increasing numbers of people, many retirees, from "outside the
area" have been settling in these towns permanently.
The two most important sources of employment in these towns are fishing
and service industries (e.g. stores, carpenters, plumbers); the latter cater
mainly to the so-called "summer trade."
The population in most coastal towns is relatively dispersed.
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The shores

are lined with "summer cottages."
eight small, nucleated hamlets.

All of these towns have between two and

The permanent residents live either in these

small hamlets or along the main paved roads.
The towns are mainly run by selectmen who are elected for a one to three
year term; a few also have town managers.

All major decisions, including all

decisions concerning appropriations, are made by majority vote at the annual
town meeting.

Most of the tax money is spent on schools and roads.

Few

of

these towns have police departments, and most have volunteer fire departments.
Ordinarily, any attempts to expand governmental functions or bureaucracy
beyond these elementary institutions are resoundingly defeated.
For the permanent residents, the most important institutions are kinship,
community, and voluntary associations.

While all three are related, kinship

is the most important.
Kinship:

The Recollections of

Lo~-TermResidents

What is critical in the study of kinship is not the objective genealogical
facts, but the interpretation and use of that kinship system by the people
involved in it.
in the world.

After all, the facts about procreation are the same everywhere
Any given person has two parents, four grandparents, eight great

grandparents, and so on.

Theoretically, any person can trace genealogical ties

to any other person who has ever lived.

We don't do so for obvious reasons.

Forgetting kinsmen is a practical necessity.

Thus, some of the crucial

questions we need to ask in the study of kinship are:
recalled as kinsmen?

Which people are forgotten?

the process of selecting kinsmen?

Which people are

What principles are behind

Underlying these concerns is the

realization that we pick our kinsmen to a larger degree than most of us would
care to admit.

We create our kinship past with certain contemporary aims in
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mind.

It is the way that kinship is used in Maine communities that is of

intere "->.' to us.
In studying the kinship system of long-term residents, we obtained
complete genealogies from

44 people.

Information was obtained on every

single affinal and consanguinal kinsman recalled by each informant,

We

obtained information on where each relative was born, where their spouse(s)
".,

'

were born, their current residence, number and residence of children,
occupations, and whether they were living or dead.
was obtained via open-ended interviews.

All of this informati·on

We did not attempt to press informants

for information on categories of kinsmen whom they thought were too unimportant
to remember.
No attempt was made to select a random sample of informants.
information obtained is very sensitive.

Some of the

People were obviously reluctant to

talk about divorces, people incarcerated in jails or state hospitals, first
cousin marriages, illegitimacy, or factors like alcoholism which made it
difficult to hold a job, and so on.

Under these conditions we felt it was

preferable to obtain accurate information from a few people who trusted us,
rather than inaccurate or selectively edited information from a more
scientific sample,
Moreover, a random sample could not have increased our coverage.

Since

families in Maine communities are very large, one did not have to obtain too
many interviews to obtain the names of almost everyone in the community
several times over.

We are reasonably certain that the families selected

are representative, but we cannot be positive of this.
All of our

44 informants presented information on their families in a

remarkably similar 7;'o,y, so that important aspects of their genealogies look very
sfunilar.

It is :i!iJ.pol!'tan" to d:i:stinguish
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bet~en

wbat info:t'Illants said and the

hard facts about these genealogies from our analysis of them.

To this end,

we will first present the facts informants gave us concerning their families.
The latter sections of the paper will be devoted to interpreting these data.
While we cannot present all 44 genealogical charts, ene'is
shown here

to illuminate several points about the way our informants

perceived and presented the facts of kinship.
The chart we have selected to present (see Figure lbelow ) is by no means
the largest obtained, nor is it unusual in any respect.

This information was

obtained from a bright, college-educated woman who currently lives in a town
near Penobscot Bay Where her family and that of her spouse have long been
established.
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Figure 1.

There are a number of points that need to be made concerning the data
in this chart, and its general applicability to the other genealogies collected.
First, m.ost of the kinship charts collected from members of established
famil,ies in this areaexhibi ted two forms of kinship memory.
thin thread of kinship links into the distant past.

The first is a

The second is a

bilateral network of contemporary kin which extended at most five generations
in total.
The informant who presented the data in Figure 1 ultimately traced her
ancestry back to a person who was born just after the Mayflower arrived in
the New World.

She cannot trace the exact set of linkages between herself

and this "mythical ancestor\" but this is not im.portant.

As a matter of fact,

by her third ascending generation, this informant had already forgotten the
names of her relatives.

It is critical to note that while she COQld not give

the names of her great-grandparents, she was positive that they were born and
resided after marriage in town.

This is a typical pattern.

Most of our

informants harkened back to a "mythical ancestor" who lived in the area or in
the American colonies--not to England or any other European countries.

In

all cases, they could hardly recall anyone further back than their greatgrandparents.

Merely knowing you have that kind of connection into the past

is what is critical.

The exact family history is beside the point.

When

people could recall their great-grandparents or someone further in the past,
they could also recall the spouses and places where they lived.
could not recall collateral relatives (i.e. siblings).

They often

The empnasis in all

cases was on locality--not lineality,
At the end of these thin threads into the past is a fat, very elaborated
unit of more contemporary kin.

Our informant recalled her own sibling group

(brothers, sisters, their spouses, their children), as well as the sibling
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2

group of her husband and her parents.
second cousins bilaterally.

She also recalled first cousins

and

She recalled most of the people in her

grandparents' generation (brothers, sisters, spouses).
to emphasize males or females as links.

There is no tendency

Most important, she recalls everZ

person in these above categories who is resident in the town of her ancestors.
Again this is very

tJ~ical.

Virtually all of our informants could recall

all of the relatives out to second cousins--if they resided in the community
3
They could not recall linkages to third cousins, which
with the informant.
would mean remembering one's great· grandparents' generation in detail.

In

some cases, people never knew the names of these kinsmen; in other cases
they knew who they were but forgot to include them.
or did not know those kinsmen is beside the point.

Whether people knew
What is important is

that in either case these people were deleted from the category of "relatives."
People Who had the same last name, but who were beyond the second cousin
range, were identified as "relatives."

Informants knew there was a link

someWhere in the past, but couldn't specify what it was and didn't care.
It should be stressed that any member of the nuclear family is not forgotten
by other members regardless of how far away he might move.
ties with sons and daughters in New York and Alaska.

People maintain

However, these

migrants would quickly cease to be important to their first cousins and
might not be recalled as relatives by them.
Second, among our informant's kin
endogamy within the community.

there was a very high degree of

In the entire genealogy (see Figure 1),

there are a total of 38 marriages (including living and dead relatives and
divorces).
spouses

In 30 of these marriages (78.9 percent of the cases) both

came from the same town or towns within 10 miles.

pattern that emerges in all of our interviews.
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This again is a

In our sample as a whole,

which included 1454 marriages, both husband and wife came from wi thin 10 miles
of each other in 72 percent of the cases, The same tendency tOI.ard endogamy
has been noted in a very large number of societies (Fortes 1969:

123).

Third, people are recalled as kinsmen if they live right in the local
community or very nearby,

There is nc instance where our informant could

not name a kinsman who lived in her local community.
away, however, they were quickly forgotten.

When kinsmen moved

For example, our informant could

not name the woman who was going to marry her brother in New Jersey.

She

did not know her first cousin's husband's name--even though the family lives
in Bangor, Maine about an hour and a half away,

She could not recall her

mother's mother's sister's husband, their children, or anyone who came out
of this whole line, despite the fact this whole family resides an hour away.
Again, this is a pattern we saw repeatedly.

It was very common for informants

to recall every single relative--including very small

children-~ho

lived in

the same town or adjacent towns wi thin a half hour ride, and they knew a
tremendous amount about these people.

Beyond that range, things got vague.

Fourth, our informants reported very few cases of migration.

Of the 51

nuclear households identified in Figure 1, 42 (82.3 percent) lived in the town
or within 10 miles of it.

Only two of these households were located outside

Maine and seven more were in Maine

but outside the local area,

know how to interpret these facts.

There certainly appears to be a strong

tendency to remain in one's ancestral town.

We do not

However, we know there has been

a massive migration out of the state of Maine.

In the 1860's Maine had a

total population in excess of three million people; for the past several
decades, it has had about one million.
in the case of nearby New Brunswick:
is true for Maine.

As Lord Beaverbrook has pointed out
"Its finest export is men."

The same

We know objectively that many of the se coastal towns
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came to their population height in the middle of the last century and have
been losing population ever since.

Yet the genealogies we have collected

give little hint of this process.

Of the thousands of people who have

moved from Maine towns in the last

centu~y

to places like Ohio. Colorado

and California, virtually none show up as kinsmen on our charts.
Of the

44

genealogies we recorded, only two informants mentioned whole

"parts of their family" whose members resided out of state.

Whether the

absence of recorded migrations is due to a tendency to stay home or a
tendency to forget is debatable.

We believe that migration has occurred.

Given the population statistics on out-migration, it is very unlikely that
all members of these families stayed in their home towns.

Our interpretation

is that in the selective memory of Maine people, we clearly have a process
"by "Which migrating kinsmen"vanish."

Those who remain and make it to the

genealogical chart are those who live in the ancestral community.
Fifth, occupational choice is clearly influenced by kinship ties.

As

can be seen from Figure 1, eleven kinsmen worked for the informant's father
in a business providing services to local households.
this community providing

L~is

There is no person in

service who is not part of this family.

The

informant's husband originally worked for her father, and has now gone on to
start his own business of the same kind.

In our sample as a whole, a very

high percentage of children picked up the occupation of one or the other
parent.
rnt ernret ingthe Data
These kinship data raise three kinds of issues for the anthropologist.
First, the way that relatives are recalled in Maine coastal communities makes
it difficult to identify kinship units which have analytical meaning for
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anthrorologists.

'Vlben informant s talk about "relatives" they are

identifying nuclear families at certain times, lineage-like units at other
times and kindreds under other circumstances.
family."

All three are called "my

The nuclear family units cause no problem.

orientation and procreation.

They are families of

However, when informants recall a thin thread

of kinship ties into the past--their patrimony--the units they are
identify~ng

have some of the traits of lineages.

That is, kinsmen are being

identified as all those who stemmed from some distant ancestor.

The

difference is that unlike most lineage units in the literature, Maine people
swap between female and male relatives in creating the lineal chain.

The

"family" which consists of the fat units of contemrorary local kinsmen has
many of the traits associat ed with kindreds.
identified in relationship to ego.

Here, one 1 s kinsmen are

Despite the confusion of the local

terminology, all of these three kinds of units are experienced and used by
Maine people under certain circumstances.

They must be clearly distinguished

in the analysis to follow.
It should be noted that all three of these different kinds orf "family"

units involve different levels of corrorateness.

The nuclear families have

all of the traits associated with corrorate groups.

The boundaries are very

clear. It is very clear if one is a member of a nuclear family or not.
unit has structural continuity over time.
within that group.
a_lesser degree.

The

And there are rules for behavior

The other two units also exhibit these features, but to
The boundaries of kindreds are very diffuse, and political

control does not clearly reside in any single individual, but rather shifts
depending on the task.

Moreover, the norms defining relationships between

members of a kindred are not as well defined.
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Second, there is the ambiguous !X)si tion of' women in Maine kinship.

As

we have said, Maine people will not hesitate to use women in forging the
links to form lineage-like structures.
full members of these lineage units.
family into which they were born

they were born.

They are clearly members of the nuclear

and the lineage com!X)sed of their father

and siblings until they get married.
becomes vague.

At the same time, women are not

But at marriage, the status of women

At times) women will identify with the "familY" into which
As time goes on, they tend to identify and are identified

with the "family" of their husband.

This means that older married women

will tend to be cut out of critical decisions and inheritance of the lineage
into which they were born.

After all, they have someone lito take care of

them," and may have even left the local area.
Third, there is the link between kinship and locality.

Given our data

on small coastal towns, it is obvious that the operating kinship units are
composed of kinsmen who live in the same local area.

Kinsmen and the networks

between them are the most important units in the lives of these people.

To

a large extent, a person's feeling of worth, his identity, and his place in
the social fabric is tied up with this group of local kinsmen. As we have
seen, any kinsman who moves outside the local area is no longer a part of
the everyday social network, and quickly becomes unimportant.

While the

relationship between kinship and locality is important in understanding the
ethnography of the area, the relationship is not obvious and deserves
extensi ve analysis.
this issue.

The remaining part of thi s paper will be devoted to

First, we will discuss the relationship between members of

so -called "old establi shed families" and the locality.

Second, we will

discuss "newcomers," who are also resident in these towns.
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Kinship and Lo'cality:

The "Old Established H'amilies"

The Real Asset s of Kinsh:i,p
While Maine people, especially men, have a good deal of trouble
expressing their feelings, it :is vE'ry apparent that a great deal of what

4
gtves life its meaning i,s tied up with their local area.

Thi s shows in

a number of ways, perhaps most obviously in the answers we received to t'WO
questions on an instrument administered to 190 captains of fin-fishing
boats in Maine and New Hampshire.
When we asked "Why do you stay in ----(hometown)," the three most common
answers were:

(1)

"My family is here" (57 respondents); (2)

cities" (24 respondents); (3)

"I don't like

"I like this area" (54 respondents).

were a total of 55 answers which fall into no easily defined class.
important, when we asked:

There
More

"If the fishing industry in Maine failed

completely, where would you go and what would you dO?", an oyerwhelming
percentage of the men said they would stay in their local area and find
another job.

We were shocked that only 6 out of the 190 said they would leave

-the state and go fishing elsewhere.

Clearly, these men have far more

commitment to the area than to the occupation.

Unlike middle-class people

who tend to move with the requirements of their jobs, these men were tied
to the locality.
Our in-depth interviews make us quite certain that there axe several
factors behind this strong attachment.
place better than their ancestral town.
place in all seasons.

People

cannot conceive any

The coast of Maine is a beautiful

In addition, local people know how they treat outsiders.

Anywhere else they would go, they would be the outsiders.
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Most important. most of one's kinsmen are located in the local area.
From any number of perspectives, they are the most important people in one's
life.

Kinsmen interact a great deal in these communities.

meets kin on the job, but there are regular daily visits
forth.

One not only

back

and

Large groups of kinsmen often eat Sunday dinner together and spend

the afternoon talking and relaxing.

Of course, in any given year, there

are always funerals, weddings, baptisms and other rituals which bring family
members together.
with kinsmen.

In fact, it is sometimes difficult to avoid interacting

This situation was brought home forceably by a long-established

resident who was asked to be a judge of a grammar school art contest.

She

said, "I probably should have disqualified myself since I am related to
almost every child here" (in the contest).
However, membership in large established families gives far more than
recreational opportunities and psychological support.

The ties represented

in the genealogical charts are not frozen social models; they are assets
which the individual can manipUlate and maneuver to give him an edge in the
struggle for survival.

In other words, these kinship units are not only

cocoons which buffer the individual psychologically against the vagaries of
fate, they also convey real assets which help to insure that the fates will
be kept at bay.

It is these beneficial aspects of kinship ties to "established
5
families" which we would like to stress here.
There are three different sets of assets to which individuals can gain

access through the use of kinship ties:

capital assets, jobs and business

information, and political legitimacy and support.

Access to these different

kinds of assets depends on the ability to manipulate the appropriate kinds of
kinship ties properly.

The nuclear family, lineage, and kindred each has

its own use and can be recalled at the appropriate moment.
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What this means

is that the control over valuable assets is very much tied up with the complex
way people recall kinship in Maine coastal towns.

We will discuss each set of

assets and the kind of kinship ties giving access to them.
Looking first at capital assets, we note that all of the land in the
townships was once in the hands of "established families," and in their ,riew,
all of it still should be.

Whenever possible, houses, land, and family

businesses are wssed on to kinsmen.

Every town has innumerable people who

have held on to land, old farms, homesteads--often at great financial sacrifice-long after they have ceased to have any utilitarian purIX'se.

To be sure, in the

past 50 years, farms have been sold to tourists, coastal property has been
broken up and sold for cottage lots, and family businesses are no longer held
by family members.

But sales to outsiders are always done with a feeling of

regret--as if one is selling one's birthright.
What this means is that such "established families" have very valuable
capital assets, which they have preserved for their members.
that all members of such units have a higher than
inherit valuable resources.

This is not to say

average income or automatically

It is to say that they have differential access to

such assets, and can possibly inherit them if they manipulate kinship ties
properly.

The use ,of kinship ties to gain capital assets of all kinds through

inheritance has been discussed in some detail in another paper (Acheson and
Lazarowitz 1980).

It should be noted that the rules operate in such a way that

men, especially men who can use the asset or business, are more likely to inherit
than women, men in other businesses or professions, or kinsmen who move to
another area.

Moreover, it is the lineage or nuclear family which, ordinarily,

is the unit involved when inheritance is at issue.
Second, kinship ties are put to use in several different ways in the
local business community.

Local people openly admit that jobs--especially

high paying jobs requiring skill--are reserved for "family."
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For example,

the father of the woman who gave the genealogy in Figure 1 ran a service
business in which all 11 employees were close family members.
who work in this business are circled.

See Figure 1.)

(The people

In the area as a

whole, almost all businesses (fishing boats, stores, carpentry businesses,
shops, gas stations, etc.) are manned by a core of kinsmen.

The hiring of

kinsmen is based on a feeling of respons ibility for providing for "family
members," and to ensure that the family enterprise continue s.

When the

owner of a large herring stop seine operation was asked why he hired only
his sons and sons-in-law, he said, "It is my responsibility to make sure
that these jobs will go to people who are going to feed members of my family"
(i .e'. his married daughters and their children).

In several other cases,

people said they hired kin, who would eventually own the business, because
they didn't want to see something they had worked for all their life "fall
into the hands of strangers."
one carpenter phrased it:
before he is useful.

The matter of skill also plays a role.

As

"It takes me six months to train an apprentice

Why should I spend that time on someone else?"

(He

hired his son.)
Members of long-established families also have fishing rights denied to
others.

According to the law of the State of Maine, anyone can go lobster

fishing who has a license.

In actuality, one must not only have a license,

but must also be accepted by the men fishing out of one harbor; and once one
has gained admission to a ''harbor gang, II one is ordinarilY allowed to go
fishing only in the traditional territory of that harbor.

Interlopers are

met with strong sanctions, sometimes merely verbal, but more often involving
the destruction of lobster gear.

This entire territorial system is the result

of political competition between groups of fishermen.
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It exists only because

of tacit agreements between fishermen.
(Acheson 1972, 1975, 1980).

It has no legal or jural elements

What this system of fishing rights amounts to

is the pre-emption of ownership rights over part of the Atlantic ocean.

A

"tourist" may own a piece of shorefront property, but he has only limited
rights to go fishing in the water in front of his cottage.
Entry into "harbor gangs" is influenced by a number of factors.

It is

most important for our purposes to note that men whose fathers, uncles,
grandfathers or other lineage members are currently fishing from a harbor are
automatically accepted.

Usually, boys from long-established families have

no "trouble" when they want to "go fishing," even though their kinsmen are
not lobster fishermen.

However, it is virtually impossible for a "tourist"

to put in more than a few traps, and short-term residents can become full-time
fishermen, if at all, only after a long initiation period.

In every town,

there are people who have attempted to go lobster fishing and have lost their
gear.
Moreover, kinsmen in the same town obtain from each other loans, information
on innovations, data on employees and customers.

There is also a strong

tendency for kinsmen to form partnerships.
It should be pointed out that different kinship ties and units are
involved in these different economic spheres.

The kindred is the important

unit used in obtaining business information, jobs, and access to fishing
rights.
loans.

The nuclear family or close lineage ties are used for obtaining
It is also such close family or lineage members who form partnerships.

Whereas ties between living lineage or kindred members are of primary
use in the economic sphere, it is long-dead kinsmen--one's mythical ancestors-who are of most use in the political realm.

(For a more complete exPlanation

see Acheson and Lazarowitz 1980.)
Long-term residents assume that all political offices and all important
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offices in associations will be held by people from long-established
"families."

Most of them are.

In the town of Bristol, for example, all

of the selectmen, as far back as anyone can remember, have been
"local" people.

so~called

It is simply assumed that competence in political ,··ffices

is inextricably tied up to long-term residence.

Knowing everyone, and

knowing "local w'ays" is considered far more critical for success in these
offices than any kind of technical skill or experience an "outsider" might
have to offer.

In a recent election for selectman in one tOlVD, a personable,

college-educated man was roundly defeated by a man whose family had lived in
town for generations.

He never stood a chance.

"How could he do the job?

As one elderly woman put it,

He has only been here for seven years."

An urban sophisticate might find it quaint and rustic that political job s
are reserved for "established people."

'What surprises "local" people is the

fact that anyone who had lived in the township under a decade wou1d even have
the brass to run for high office.
It is crttical to note that members of these "established families" have

a clear edge on others.

It is not only that they are" eligible" to run for

political office; their large kin network will deliver the votes.
only that they feel they should have the land; they usually do.

It is. not
It is not

only that they have an obligation to hire kinsmen; they actually give the jobs
and training to close. kin.

As a result, it is axiomatic in these communities

that a successful person is one from an old "established family," and those
from old families will be successful.

Everyone knows they have the advantage.

Here there is virtue in staying in the same place for centuries.
to something.

As one fisherman phrased it:

"The secret of success around

here is to have an old family and a big boat."
of the other.
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It does lead

One is merely the expression

..L

The equation between longevity and economic and political success has
some odd twists.

If a group of kinsmen is successful in business, it is

simply assumed that "the family" must have been around for a long while.
Sometimes this simply is not true.

In one town, two very successful businesses

are owned by sets of kinsmen who are assumed to have been in the area for a
long time.

In fact, both came around the turn of the century.

On

the other

hand, old "established families" whose members have not done well are
considered to anomalous.

In these cases, people feel something needs to be

explained.
It is important to note that while kinship ties can be manipulated to
give differential access to real assets, such advantages can only be realized
in the local area..

There is no reason why people from lIold families ll could

not inherit land or businesses if they move to Iowa, or Why family network
ties could not operate to give valuable information on jobs, credit,
innovations, etc beyond a 30 mile radius.

However, this does not occur.

Since kin ties can be manipulated to give assets only locally, it is only
local kinsmen who are valuable.

The way various kinds of kin ties are used

to obtain di stinct set s of assets is the subj ect of another paper by the
authors (see Acheson and Lazarowitz 1980).
The Symbolic Assets of Kinship
Not only does being a member of an "established family" convey some
tangible rewards which increase onets chances for survival, it also makes one
a member of a community, which confers more subtle, but not less important
rewards.

Being a member

of

a community fixes one in a predictable social

universe, and it provides a set of categories by which that universe can be
interpreted.
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The relation between kinship and community cannot be approached without
entering the sphere of ideology, for the "web of kinship" is congruent with
the web of meaning surrounding community membership.
People do not inherit membership in a community the way they inherit a
piece of land.

Membership in the community is a moral statement.

People are

members of a community because they have accepted the yardstick by which
acceptable behavior is judged.

They judge other people by these standards,

and are willing to be judged by them.
People from "established families" are automatically members of the
communi ty.
time.

Their acceptance of the community's values has been tested through

All people who are members of old established families are cons idered

to be equally part of the community.

It does not make any difference whether

they have a good reputation or a bad reputation.
reputation that is critical.

It is the fact of having a

A person from one of these kin groupings is a

known quantity--for better or for worse--in the eyes of the community.
behavior is predictable.

He is not like an outsider, whose actions can never

be fully understood or put in any meaningful context.
phrased it:

His

As one fisherman

"Christ, you never know what they [tourists Jare going to do."

Clearly', knowing what to expect--even if it is bad-is very important.
To a large extent, the reputation of any individual in the community is
determined by the extended family from which he comes.

Sometimes people will

talk about "good familes" and "bad families, II but usually the stereotypes
about a "family" are far more specific.

M::lst of them are phrased in terms of

Tlbloe-d" or inherited traits which are thought to characterize whole family
lines.

These family stereotypes are usually brought up in conversation as

a means of explaining the behavior of an individual.
in order.

Several examples are

v.'hen a new clerk in a local store would not cash one of the author's
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checks (even though he had been doing business in the store for five years),
a friend explained that the clerk was a - - (name of large family). and
everyone knows they are a "little stubborn and boneheaded."

Another family

is known to "have a nose for fish" (all good fishermen), while still a third
is described as a bunch of "badlanders," meaning that everyone from the great
grandfather to the sons have had trouble with the law and have a reputation
for heavy drinking.
It should be noted that these traits are thought to be transmitted
biologically, so that there is seemingly nothing an individual can do to
escape his ancestral Plst.

This ideology about "family characteristics" is

a way of locking people into the past and explaining their present.
idiom of "blood" is often used in explaining success and failure.

The
The fact

that some old established families have not been "successful" is normally
explained in terms of some inherited weakness.

''Their father's father never

had much sense, so you know where they all got it from."
When an individual from an "unsuccessful" kin grouping obviously succeeds,
the stereotype of "the frunily" is rarely changed.
to the "rule."

He is merely an exception

This is not to say that sets of kinsmen cannot rise or fall

in the esteem of their fellow townsmen, but it takes time, and no single act
of an individual will alter the total family reputation.
The reputation of ~ "family"--whether it is "good" or "bad "--is judged
according to a yardstick accepted by everyone in the community.

Behind this

yardstick guiding the way conduct is judged is a whole value system.

While

a complete description of this value system cannot be given here, the core
features are not unfamiliar to those acquainted with the rural parts of
North America (Bennett

1969).

might be emphasized, however.

A few peculiar features of the Maine scene
People in these communities believe in reward
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for honest effort.

People who take welfare, or earn their living by

manipulating others ("a fast talker") are scorned.

Independence, and the

ability to control one's own time, is highly valued.
own one's own business.

The male ideal is to

Conversely, being in a position where one has to

take orders is considered shameful.

For this reason, employers and boat

captains never give orders, they merely suggest.
never hired, he is merely "helping out."

A Maine coastal person is

While one is expected to be

"independent," one is also expected to be helpful and cooperative in time of
need.

People strive for "success," which is defined in economic and political

terms.

Overriding many of these values is an emphasis on equality and fair

play.

It is axiomatic that all individuals are created equal, and should be

treated equally as long as their membership in the local community is
established.
While all people in coastal communities accept the same standards for
judgir~

behavior, some live up to them better than others.

of valued goals.

There are a variety

Length of time in the area and so-called "proper behavior"

are very important, along with economic and political success.

Since these

things tend to stack up within specific kin lines, there is a whole
hierarchy of extended families in any given community.

It should be noted

that these are extended families, not nuclear families.

There are only two

to four families at the pinnacle of the hierarchy in any town.

While there

is no agreed-upon term for these units, every school child knows who they are.
Sometimes they are called the "look up to families."

Ordinarily, most of the

prominent members of these kin units are owners of independent businesses,
although a few members might be in professions (for example, teachers or
lawyers).

Their economic success is usually manifested in nice homes and

good automobiles, duly noted in the town, although they do not live opulently
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by any means.

On the bottom of the hierarchy are a few so-called "poor

families," who live in IX>or quality housing; they may not have any steady
source of income, and may even be taking welfare.

More important, members

of these "!por families" may have criminal records, be involved in welladvertised drinking bouts, have illegitimate

children~

and so on.

It

should be noted that the earmarks of "successful families" are material
goods; failure is defined primarily in terms of immoral behavior.
majority of the family groupings lie somewhere in between.

The

There are also

a large number of "summer people," and "newcomers" in these towns, but of
course, they scarcely exist in the social universe.
The community and "established families" are mirror images of each other.
Community values are reflected in the kinds of reputations families own.
Families own these reputations because they are part of the community.
"Family" and canmunity in Maine coastal towns are part of a tightly knit
whole, and cannot be extricated from each other.

These are the people who

visit together, swap help and information, work together, feel an obligation
to hire each other.
o~e's

It is also these local kinsmen who strongly influence

reputation in the local community.

away is irrelevant.

A kinsman who lives an hour or more

He cannot help you; you do not interact with him much;

and whatever he does--for better or worse--has no influence on one's own
standing in the unit that counts--the town.

It is not surprising that a lot

of these people do not make it to the genealogical chart.
In Maine coastal towns, kinship and communities have two sets of linkages.
First, people are members of the community when they and their kinsmen accept
the local value system.

It is this standard of conduct--not what an individual

does--that is critical in marking him as a member of the community.

This is

not to indicate that membership in a community is solely a matter of having
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the right attitudes.

The second criterion for membership is long-term

residence and interaction.

It is conceivable that a "summer" person or a

newcomer might have the exact set of values as local people.

But such a

person does not join the same associations and is not a part of a set of
kin units that interact within a communal framework.
have never been tested.

In actuality, most summer people neither have the

"right" values nor do they interact.
community membership.

In short, their values

They have violated both criteria for

Every coastal town has innumerable "summer people"

whose families have owned cottages for generations.

They are physically

present in the town, but they are black holes in the social universe.
Members of "established families," by way of contrast, have a wide network of
social ties, as well as the proper values.
membership is almost conferred at birth.
Community Members and Newcomers:

For these people, community
Here again, they have an advantage.

The Issue of Boundary

Given the fact that membership in these Maine communities is tied up with
membership in long established "families," such communities should be
hermetically sealed against all outsiders.

After all, one cannot change the

facts of one's birth, and one does not easily marry into an "old" family,
due to the strong tendency for members of kin lines to marry each other.
The way Maine people talk about their communities and outsiders would lead
one to think this were true.

It is not.

Community members do not have any universally accepted term by which they
call themselves.
usually just "us."
themselves:

Sometimes they will speak of "local people," but more
Summer visitors again have a variety of names for

"tourists," "cottage owners," "summer people""

groups use to describe each other are far less complementary.
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The names the
Community

members speak of "summer complaints," "touraest" (slurred and sarcastic),
6
"New Yorkers," "the money people" (to be fleeced, of course), "outsiders,"

6
"foreigners," "people from away."

Summer visitors talk about "the yokels,"

"locals," "townies," "town dummies."

All these common usages suggests a

hard and sharp split between "community members" and other forms of outside
life such as summer residents.
certainly at a minimum.

Connnunication between these two groups is

Most communication takes place when members of these

two groups interact superficially in stores or the post office or when local
people provide services for "cottage owners."

Cottage owners never entertain

members of the other group, and only a few cases (somewhat scandalous) of
intermarriage take place.

Summer families can own cottages for generations

and know only one or two local people.

The hostility between the two social

categories is sometimes palpable.

One t-shirt slogan seen around the Maine

coast in the summer of 1979 read:

"I am not a tourist.

I live here, and

I den It answer any questions," a slogan that clearly does not offer the hand
of friendship.

Another t-shirt, much in favor with younger tourists, read

"Where the hell is Damariscotta," which makes fun of the tendency of Maine
people to assume that everyone is familiar and impressed with the most
important residential unit in his life--his hometown.

(In fairness, it

sould be noted that some local young people were also seen sporting this
la tter sh irt. )
Despite the terminology used and the attitudes behind them, we have
found the boundary of these Maine communities relatively permeable.

In fact,

in any town, there are a whole series of people in the process of being
accepted into the community.

The way people can gain entry into these

communities and the nature of the boundary around them deserves
analysis.
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care~

There is no hard, fixed boundary around Maine communities as is suggested
by the terms "insider" "outsider."

However, entry into these communities

takes place over a long period of time.

There is nothing a newcomer to a

small Maine town can do which will bring him into the community immediately.
There are certain steps which can be taken, however, to allow a newcomer to
attain some semblance of community membership.

While such a person can

never achieve the same degree of community membership a member of an
established family inherits automatically, the children or grandchildren
can.

Moreover, people who have taken steps toward assimilation experience

far less hostility than real outsiders.

In fact, they can live very

comfortably in these small Maine towns, even though they are not part of
the community in a very real sense.
This continuum of entry contains four or five statuses, ranging from
complete outsider to member of the community's core.

These statuses and
7
their position on this entry continuum are shown in Figure 2 below.
Visitors are, of course, those people who visit the community or live
there only seasonally.

People who live in summer cottages are almost as

much "outsiders" as the casual visitor, or the person who has never ever
been in town.

They do not know anyone, and are completely unknown by the

community itself.

The Eesidents are people who live in the town all year

round, but may interact very "little.

People who move into town and take

steps to increase network ties are in another category (i.e. status C.).
Three kinds of acti viti es greatly increase the number of ties po ss ible:
(1) having "a family'," (used here to indicate nuclear family) which allows
one to become known at school and gives one's children access to peer group
ties; (2) having a job in town, and (3) participating actively in one of the
many club s, associations, political organizations, or churches.
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Membership

FIGURE 2
Community Membership Continuum

A

B

Visitor

Resident

C

D

E

Statuses

Membership in

Core Community

IncreaSing

Moral Community

Genealogical

Community

Community

Network

Increasing Network Ties
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in the Moral Community occurs 'When a person has consistently exhibited many
of the values we have previously described (e.g. political conservatism;
emphasis on fair play and" independence") and interact s intensively over a
long period.

Last. membership in the "Core" of the community is held only

by members of"long-este.blished "families ," which has been discussed previously.
Fig~e 2 not only gives an outline of the various statuses ~-a-~

entry into the community; it also describes the stages one has to go through
to gain complete, unequivocable membership.

In order to start on the road

to community membership, one has to move into the town.

None of the other

8
steps are possible unless you are a full-time resident.
People who have families and jobs, and who participate in many community
associations and

affairs~have

come much further on the road to acceptance.

These people not only have greatly increased network ties so that they are
known in the community; they also have demonstrated a concern for the community
and a commitment to it.

Rather than being an outside observer of the community,

one has now become an active participant in it.
willingness to help is usually appreciated.

This fact is known, and one's

However, since these people have

not internalized the community's moral yardstick, or are thought not to have
internalized it, their efforts to "help" are frequently considered as meddling.
Those people who are members of the Moral Community not only have achieved
widespread network ties, but measure other people and their own behavior by
'What are considered acceptable community standards.
actions unpredictable and one's motives suspect.

No longer are one's

The community and What goes

on in it are the focal points of these people's lives.
The members of the Core Community are, of course, members of the "old
established families," whom we have discussed in preceding sections.
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They

automatically have all of the attributes others along the continuum must
achieve:

long residence, widespread network ties, commitment to the

community, and proper values.
Exactly where the boundary is depends on the status one holds along this
continuum.

To the casual tourist, everyone looks like a "townie," save for

some of the people who live in cottages or other people who he knows have
just moved into town.

For this type of person, the boundary exists between

statuses A and B in Figure 2.

For him, the critical earmark of community

membership is permanent residence alone.

Members of the Core community are

equally unable to make distinctions concerning the other end of the continuum.
From their perspective, even people who are residents in town and who have
involved themselves in many different community activities are ''viSitors''
In fact, from their perspective, the people in Status C are the most annoying
kind of outsider.

They

do not have the inner "compass" of the true community

member, but have so many network ties that their meddling can be very
dangerous.

These people are really defining community membership in terms

of a genealogical community, which, as we have shown, includes all of the
other attributes defining full community membership.
The amount of time it takes to go from "Visitor"
M=mber" varies considerably.

to "Core Community

One merely has to move into the community to

become a Resident (B), and one can join enough clubs, political groups, etc.
to have a large number of network ties in two to five years.

If one can

create a large enough set of network ties in a short length of time, one can
demonstrate proper values in a short length of time.

Thus, one could

conceivably move from Visitor (A) to a member of the Moral Community (D)
within five years.

In fact, many people have moved from Visitor to (C)

(Statuses Increasing Network Ties) in this length of time.
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It is more

difficult to move to (D) in such a short time, because becoming a member of
the Moral Community means a change in perception--a turning inward on the
community which now has become the focal point of one's life.

In the lifetime

of a single person, one can never move fran (A) Visitor to (E) Member of the
Core Community.

All people in the "Core Community" have been born into it.

Even a person who married into the" Core Community" is not part of that
community.

His children, however, will be.

If they stay in town, they will

emphasize genealogical ties to members of the Core Community, rather than
ties through the rarent who was the Visitor.

By simply staying in the town

and emphasizing the correct side of his genealogical chart, this child has
faced inwards on the community.

This child has forgotten kin who are

non-resident--a common rattern we have seen.
People in small Maine towns are not only aware that Visitors can move
into their communities; they think they know exactly how it can be done.

When

we asked one informant "What should I do if I wanted to become part of this
community?"

we got a seven step primer of activities one should undertake

which would result in Moral Community membership in a matter of a few years.
The strategy, according to this informant, is as follows:
1.·

II·

Move into the ar ea . "

2.

"The place you move must be on the main road."

3.

"Be married, preferably with children."

4.

"Get a job in or ar01md the community. 11

5.

1IJoin local organizations."

6.

"Be involved in community affairs."

T.

"Don't rock the boat by injecting your alien attitudes into the
community. "

This informant stated openly that no Visitor could ever become a true
part of "us "--the inner core.

She was fu~ly aware that membership in the
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Core Canmunity could be attained only by birth.
It should be noted that this primer contains all of the factor s mentioned
in Figure 2, although they are expressed in different words.
area" is synonymous with residence.
increase community network ties.

"Move into the

Numbers 3, 4, 5 and 6 in this primer all

The comment about "don't rock the boat" is

a comment about the moral community and acknowledgement that if one cannot
really join the moral community, it is wisest not to advertise the fact if
one wants to be accepted on even a minimal level.
Exit from these communities is relatively easy and happens all the time.
One merely has to move away and one will quickly be forgotten.
can lose right s even i f one stays in town.

However, one

We have already mentioned that

those who have learned a set of values at odds with those defining the ''Moral
Community" can have a good deal of difficulty.

It is for this reason that

higher education is considered so dangerous.
Members of "established families" whose values are changed tbrough
education or working outside the community may also be beyond the pale. They
may be made to feel so uncomfortable that they are forced to migrate.
live on the margin of acceptability.
said she was almost an "outcaste."

Others

One school teacher from a very old family
She was in favor of such things as "art

classes" and "kindergarten," which local lore has branded ridiculous.

She

also took other unpopular stands on issues, which demonstrated that she really
does not share the local values.
One can lose rights by ceasing to interact.

Several informants from

"established families" mentioned cousins, uncles, and others who were physically
present in the town, but "stuck to themselves" for one reason or another, or
were so "odd" that others would not interact with them.
Ordinarily a person Who has achieved membership in the Core of the
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community can move away from to'WIl, and return and reclaim full rights again.
Many individuals join the military for 20 years t or .vork
town for decades.

out

of

When they return, it is a relatively easy matter for them

to pick up where they left off.

There are exceptions to this rule, however.

If' the interim time between periods when one has lived in the town is too

great, one will lose certain rights.

This is particularly true if one has

not lived in the town during those years when one would normally attend
school in the town (i. e. grade school, high school).

While the number of

cases we have is too small for statistical reliability, we have noted
instances where people have lost fishing rights.

One man's family left a

coastal town where they had been one of the established families for some
200 years.
about 30.

When he left, he was 9 years old and when he returned he was
He was not permitted to go lobster fishing when he returned.

Everyone admits that he could have "gone fishing" if he had established
himself as a fisherman in his teens and early 20's or if another "close
family member" was an established fisherman.
People who have moved into these communities react to being outside the
communi ty in a variety of ways,

MIddle class individuals (professionals,

business people, etc.) often move to a
content to stay there.

"e" status (See Figure 2) and are

They have a lot of friends, and are active in many

different kinds of social groups,

However, they do not want to take on the

values which would make them members of the ''moral core" of the community,
and have such broad horizons that the town cannot be the focal point of their
lives.

Their circle of close friends--professional and business people--

are also in the

"e" category.

If the truth were known, they would not want

to become members of the Community even if they could (which they cannot).
The intense interaction characteristic of "established families," along with
the lack of privacy. would be bothersome. and they reject the yardstick used
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to judge "proper behaviour and attitudes."

They are perfectly comfortable

living in such towns, but appreciate the partial

ano~ity

that goes with

9
marginal acceptance.
Lower-middle-class people who move into these towns from other communities
clearly feel like second-class citizens.
Community, but cannot by virtue of birth.

They would like to join the Core
~hey

have often lived in the town

far decades, have all the values required, and often have a good many friends
and acquaintances.

Despite all these facts, they are often doomed to live on

the margins of the local community.
finds voice.

Their sense of dissatisfacti9n'sometimes

One popular fisherman who had lived in a Maine town for close to

40 years, said "regardless of what I do or how much I achieve, I can never
be fully accepted in this town.

Some people are always going to look down

on me--I Was born in Massachusetts.

They were born here.

That's all that

counts."
Conclusion
There has been a great deal of anthropological work emphasizing that-contrary to popular opinion--extended kinship units play an important role
in American life, e.g. Litwak (1960, a,b,c), Piddington (1965) and
Osterreich (1965).

We agree.

However, all of these authors have worked in

industrial, urbanized areas and have found that extended kinship ties are
maintained over long distances and over extended periods of time.

Our data

from non-industrialized, non-urban Maine coastal communities does not support
those findings.

Quite the contrary.

Here the operating kinship group is a

local unit, and kinsmen who move away are quickly forgotten or are pruned
from the family tree because they have no function in the unit that counts.
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We found two sets of linkages between kinship and residence in Maine
coastal towns.

First, kinship ties in these communitH:s- can be manipulated

to give members of so called "established families" differential access to
resources.

We found that the term "family" in Maine embodied three se~rate

kinds of kinship units--the nuclear family, lineage, and kindred--each of
which could be conjured up at any given time depending on the problem at
hand.

Some ties to living relatives were manipulated with inheritance in

mind; others with practical immediate economic advantages in the forefront.
Even the ancestors were not ignored.

One's long history in the area is

especially useful in the political arena.

It is important to note that use

of various kinds of kinship ties to obtain differential access to these
different kinds of assets only operates on the local level.
Second, membership in so called "established families" makes one
automatically a member of the community.

Despite the fact that community

membership is conferred only through birth, these communities are not
hermetically sealed.

As we have noted, there are activities which can be

undertaken by new residents to gain them a high degree of acceptance, and
ensure that their children will be full members of the community.

It should

be noted that this linkage between kinship and locality is more complicated
than situations reported in other parts of the world.

Leach, among others,

has certainly emphasized the importance of local residence in kinship in
his Burmese and Ceylonese material (Leach 1954, 1961).

Moreover, the way

that kinship ties are used to gain control over local assets is the focus
of Fortes' concept of the "family estate" (1949, 1969).

What is unusual in

the Maine situation is the fact that these various kinds of kinship ties
can be manipulated to one's advantage only in a very restricted area.
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We

are not convinced we have found any kind of extraordinary case in Maine.
We believe that the operating units in which people in many cultures live
are fat kindred-like units which dangle from a mythical ancestor.

In most

societies, people manipulate kinship and define ancestors with practical
survival strategies in mind, just as they do in Maine (Keesing 1966).

In

the English-speaking world, everyone forgets kinsmen, as the current boom
in the genealogy industry indicates.
We are certain that it is common in many other parts of the world to
slough off kinsmen for whom there is no immediate (either real or ideological)
use.

The world would be unmanageable without this kind of selectivity.

The

Maine situation may be distinguished only by the extreme importance placed
on the local kin unit, and the speed with Which kinsmen outside an hour's
drive are forgotten.
As any gardener knows, one prunes away the weak branches so that what
remains will be stronger and more vital.

The family tree in Maine is sturdy

as an oak even though it does not extend beyond a half hour's drive.
the weak branches in California and New York are "gone."
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All

NOTES
1. Socially and economically, the coast of Maine is a continuum.

The

western coastal region. near the New Hampshire border, is very heavily
populated, industrial, and urbanized.
an hour from the middle of Boston.
Canadian border, is very
of any kind.

~arsely

Some towns in this region are only

The eastern part of the coast, near the
populated, rural, and has little industry

It is one of the poorest regions of the United States.

The

mid-coast region of Maine is midway between these two extremes in all respects.
There, towns are neither very wealthy nor very impoverished, neither urban,
nor very isolated.
2. While we have used the word "cousin" our informants rarely did.

They

tended to talk about relatives in surprisingly anthropological terms.

A

second cousin, for example, would be referred to as my father's father's
brother's son's son.

The same system for calculating kinsmen has been

noted among Scandinavians (Murdock 1949:98).

3. It should be noted that these communities geographically are very small.
When an informant says that someone lives ''here'' he means in this town, or
perhaps even in a particular hamlet in the town.

The town adjacent is always

regarded as a different place, even though he may know a good many people
there and maintain kin ties.

4. In this respect, Maine people certainly feel the "diffuse enduring
solidarity" that Schneider has commented on (Schneider 1979:

5. Membership in such families has substantial costs as well.

166-167).
People from

those families--especially affines--stress the limited horizons, the strong
expectations with regard to invitations and visiting, the constant gossip,
the "bullying" they sometimes receive from older family members, and the
competition between siblings for the very assets we are discussing in
this paper.
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6. One of the authors is a New Yorker and is deeply stung by this.

The other

is from Maine, and resents the fact that anyone "from away" would call him a
yokel.

7. All the terms on this continuum are ours. Locals would not use these terms,
although they recognize the distinctions made.

8. We have seen what happens to members of established families when they are
not community residents.

A newcomer who does not live in the town doesn't

even establish enough ties to be forgotten.

9. Few professionals besides teachers actually live in these communities.
Those few people from "established families" who do become doctors, la-wyers,
teaChers, accountants, etc. who live in these coastal towns often practice
in nearby cities.

There is more than economics involved.

Professionals are

forced to treat their clients universalistically, with professional standards
in mind.

Those profess ionals from "established families" 'Who live and

practice in their ancestral towns are constantly faced with a conflict of
allegiances.

We have noted several instances where teachers admit they would

much prefer to get jobs in towns other than their natal community.
true even if they are living "at home. II

This is

We have noted cases where this

conflict is so severe that the professional either has to move out of town or
give up the profession.

One key informant gave up the profession of law to

go lobster fishing for just this reason.
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USING THE FAMILY JEWELS:
THE FAMILY ESTATE IN COASTAL MAINE

James M. Acheson

Toby F. Lazarowitz

Introd~ction

There is increasing evidence that kinship ties are often manipulated
for personal ends.
purposes.

In many cultures, people pick kinsmen for their own

There is a wide variation in the freedom of choice and the rights

and duties kinsmen owe each other in these different parts of the world,
but the idea that kinship--especially extended kinship units--are flexible
and manipulable has gained widespread acceptance (Bailey 1961; Spiro 1968;
Marshall 1960; Keesing 1966; Goodenough 1951; Fox 1967; Bourdieu 1977).
In this paper, we would like to focus on extended kinship in Maine coastal
communities, and particularly on the ways such ties are manipulated.
In studies of kinship in the United States, emphasis has been placed
on the nuclear family.

This is apparent in work such as Parsons' on the

"conjugal family" and in the writings of people such as Schneider and
Homans who focus on the role of the nuclear family in socialization (Parsons

1949; Schneider and Romans 1955).

Historians, novelists, and others have

noted that extended kinship units were important in certain parts of the
English-speaking world (for example, Faulkner in the American south, and
Lundberg for the Eastern elite in the United States 1937), but the topic
has been almost ignored by anthropologists.

When social 2cientists men-

tion extended kinship units in the English-speaking world at all, it is
ancillary to another topic.
In areas of the Maine coast, extended kinship units are extremely
important.

Here, kinship ties are assets which can be used to make a var-

iety of exchanges useful in the struggle for survival •
. In this paper, it is argued that there are three different kinds of
kinship units in Maine coastal towns:
dreds.

nuclear families, . lineages , and kin-

Ties to each of these units are evoked at the appropriate time,
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depending on the assets the individual wishes to gain.

There is, thus, a

"match between the kind of kinship ties manipulated and the goals people
seek.

First, we will give a brief description of the Maine coast, and

then discuss the way local people recall kinship to evoke these three units
at will.

Then, we will discuss three different types of goals individuals

seek--namely, capital goods, jobs and business information, and political
influence--stressing the kinds of kinship ties one uses to attain each
asset and the exchanges made to obtain these goals.

In discussing the strat-

egies used to attain each kind of asset, special emprrasis will be placed on
explaining the reasons kinship ties may be manipulated only within a local
area.

The practical use to which local kinsmen can be put, as we shall see,

has important implications for the social structure of these communities.
These implications will be discussed in the conclusion.
It should be noted that we are concerned only with the ways various
kinds of local kinship ties can be used to attain specific ends.

Which

strategies any given individual picks, and the kinds of exchanges he is
able to make are fascinating, but beyond the scope of this paper.

It should

be also stressed that our analysis applies only to the long-established residents of the area--not tourists or recent arrivals who are physicalll
located in these towns but not a part of them.

All of the interviews on which this paper is based were obtained from
informants who lived in four small coastal communities in the mid-coast
region of Maine.

These towns are between Penobscot Bay and the Sheepscot

River, on the ends of the long peninsulas that jut out into the Gulf of
Maine in this section of the coast.

By water, these towns are no more than

sixty-two miles from each other, although it takes over four hours to drive
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from the eastern-most

town to the most western.

a population under 3,000 permanent residents.
and maintain a rural character.

All of these towns have

They have little industry

The residents obtain services of all kinds

and do most of their shopping in the small cities along U.S. 1, the main
transpOrtation artery along the coast of Maine.

Generally, these towns

and cities (i.e., Bucksport, Bath, Brunswick, Rockland, Damariscotta) are
wi thin an easy half-hour commute from these peni nsula towns.

people who live in the small

Many of the

peninsula towns work in the small cities.

The two most important local sources of employment are fishing and service
industries (for example, stores, carpentry, plumbing), which cater mainly
to the so-called "summer trade."
Virtually all of the permanent residents of these towns are AngloSaxon Protestants, whose families have lived in the area since at least
1800.

Unlike the inland areas of Maine, this coastal region has no French

Canadians, nor any other kind of ethnic enclave.
Until recently, there was a sharp break between the long-settled permanent residents and the "summer people."

During the latter part of the

1970s, however, increasing numbers of people, many retirees, from "outside
the area" have been settling in these towns permanently so that the distinction between "tourist" and "co:rmnuni ty member" has been blurred somewhat.
The population of these f'our towns is relatively dispersed.

All of

them have between two and eight small, nucleated hamlets where most of the
permanent residents live.

The shore is also lined w.ith "cottages" occupied

by summer people, many of whom have returned to the area f'or decades.
The towns are run by selectmen who are elected for one to three year
terms.

All major decisions, including those concerning appropriations, are
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made by majority vote at the annual town meeting.
is spent on school s and roads.

Most of the tax money

Few of these towns have police departments,

and most have volunteer fire departments.

Ordinari~

any attempts .to ex-

pand governmental functions or bureaucracy beyond these elementary institutions are resoundingly defeated.
Local Recollections of

~

The facts of procreation are the same anywhere.
parents, four

gr~ndparents,

Everyone has two

eight great-grandparents, and so on.

Recalling

all people to whom kin ties could possible be traced is not feasible.
getting kinsmen is a practical necessity.

For-

What is important in the study

of kinship is who is recalled as a kinsman and the str-J.ctural relationships
between various categories of kin.
three kinds of kinship memory.

In this area, our informant s exhibited

First, they identified their nuclear family.

Second, they would harken back to some almost mythical ancestor.

The "an-

cestor" was often a Revolutionary war hero, a person who came over on the
Mayflower, or simply one of the founders of the "town."

People typically

could not trace their ancestry to this ancestor, and often did not know even
how many generations had passed.

Exact family history, with all that entails

for knowing about intermediate generations, is not important.

What is crit-

ical is to be able to tie one's history to the past in such a way as to
make one eligible for certain privileges in the present.

Third, they would

recall shallow but broad units of contemporary kinsmen only five generations
in depth at the most.

Our informants recalled their own sibling groups

(brothers, sister, thei~ spouses and their children), as well as the sibling
groups of their own spouse and their parents.
the people of their grandparents

I

They also recalled most of

generation (brothers, sisters, spouses),
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and could name their first and second cousins

bilaterally.

tendency to emphasize males or females as links.

There was no

Most important, they

recalled every person in th.ese above categories who is resident in the town
of their ancestors.

Thus, this second kind of kinship memory ( ancestor)

results in units that look like lineages; ·the third (contemporary kin) ingroupings that resemble kindreds.
Local people make no clear distinction among these three units.

All

kinds of kinship units and ties are referred to in terms of "family."

Al-

though people recognize that there are important differences, the lack of
any refined terminology makes it very difficult for them to make essential
distinctions in talking about their kin.

At times, the terminological prob-

lems lead to some mystifying conversations.

One man, for example, told

one of the authors that "my family, is very large, but my own family is very
small.

Only my mother is living and my only brother has no children."

The first family in this statement refers to what we call the kindred; the
second to his close lineage.

The informant certainly understood the dis-

tinction, but the term "family" was all he had to work with.
Recalling kinsmen in this complex way gives members of long-established
families several kinds of advantages in the struggle for survival that
recent immigrants into these towns do not have.

First, members of kin units

who can trace their ancestry to one of the founding fathers are automatically
members of the core of the community.

Such "core families" are not equal

by any means? but they do share a CaDman ideology and a yardstick by
which acceptable behavior is to be judged.

These "families" are known;

their behavior is at least predictable as opposed to that of "outsiders."
All members of these "established families" are equally members of the community.

It does not matter whether their reputation . is good or bad, it is

having a reputation at all that counts.

The symbolic line between kinship

and community has been discussed extensively in another paper ( see Lazaroritz and Acheson 1980).

Second, all three kinship units give members of

established families a large number of ties to contemporary kinsmen.
addition, the lineage-like units give people ties to the ancestors.

In
All

these forms of kinship can be used in different ways to obtain real economic and political advantages.
however.

These advantages do not come automatically,

A person must know hoY[ to manipulate and maneuver these differ-

entkinds of kin-based assets to achieve his ends.

The kinds of assets

stemming from ties to these local kin units and the strategies that can be
used to take advantage of them demand considerable analysis.
see, these assets are transmitted through generations.

As we shall

They are a kind of

family estate, although a different one than Fortes has described.
~~~Their~

We will discuss three of the most important spheres where the assets
of kinship

m~

be manipulated for personal gain;

immediate business assets, and politics.

inheritance, access to

While the options in these

spheres involve different considerations, there are some underlying principles behind the use of kinship in the stuQy area.

In this section, we

will discuss these three spheres of activity and the

w~s

ously manipulated in each.

kinship is vari-

In the conclusion, we will discuss the funda-

mental principles governing the strategies in all realms, and the wider
significance for anthropological theory.
Inheritance
In small Maine coastal towns, a very large proportion of the assets
owned by members of established families are inherited.

This includes land,

other natural resources, and established family businesses.

In this res-

pect, such people differ from memb.ers of the American middle class whose
most valuable assets might be houses in suburhia and cars for which they
themselves paid.

Since access to these valuable capital assets is obtained

through inheritance, the norms governing the transmission of property, and
they ways they

Cd.Il

be used, are critical to understand since so much turns

on them.
In studying the strategies surrounding inheritance, we will present
a case stuqy of a family-owned island and the established lobster fishing
area around it.

Not only are "family fishing areas" interesting in and of

themselves, but virtually every important principle governing inheritance
can be seen in this case.
The island in question has about one hundred acres and lies several
miles from the mainland in the central coastal region of Maine.

The land

has been in private hands since the 1850s, and was permanently occupied
until the 1920s.

Since that time, the owners have all lived on the main-

land, although one or another of the owners might stay on the island for
a few days in the summer.

Until the 1920s, the island was farmed, and its

major asset was agricultural land.

In recent decades, sheep have been

raised there, but the major asset has been the established lobster fishing
area around the island.

This fishing area is exploited only by members of

the owning family.
In order to understand the uses made of this island, one needs to know
something about the social organization of the lobster industry.

Lobster

fishing rights in all areas of the Maine coast are, for all practical purposes, owned by local groups.

These ownership rights are not jural, and

certainly are not recognized by the state.
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According to the laws of Maine,

anyone can go fishing is he or she has a license.

In actuality, one must

not only h ave a licens e, but one must be a memb er of a "harbor gang"-the group of people fishing from a particular harbor--and once one has
gained admission into such a group, one can only go fishing in the traditional territory of that "gang."

Encroachment on the fishing territory

of another gang meets with no set response.

Sometimes an interloper will

be warned verbally, but more usually he will be driven from the area by
the surreptitious destruction of some of his lobster traps •
.A number of factors influence entry into "harbor gangs" along most of
the coast.

Ordinarily, anyone from an established family is "allowed to

go fishing" if he is willing to abide by the local norms; a short term
resident will usually meet with. opposition (Acheson 1972).
In the case of family-owned islands--and there are several along the
Maine coast--the situation is exactly the same save for the fact that
fishing rights are reserved for family members or people they specifically
designate (Acheson 1975).

In the case of the family-owned island under

discussion, all fi shing rights are reserved exclusively for f·amily members,
but not all people in the family are allowed to fish here either.

In order

to understand the factors influencing fishing rights, we need to trace the
family's ownership rights over this island.

The genealogy of this family

is outlined in Figure 1.
In the first generation, the island was divided in half, and each half
was owned by members of two separate families, person (1) and (2).

Some

time in the 1890s, person (5) in generation B bought the eastern half of
the island from (2).

He married the daughter of the person who owned the
.. ::

western half, but she (the daughter) did not own any island land.
family's half of the island passed to her brother (3).

Her

Figure 1
Genealogy of a Maine Island Family
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In generation C (early 1900s), the eastern half of the island was
equally divided among the three sons of persons (4) and (5).

Persons (6)

and (10), the daughters, were maneuvered out of the will by their brothers.
Although their brothers (persons 7,8, and 9) ostensibly paid

something

for this part of the island, their sisters were very bitter, and a family
feud ensued.

Regardless, the descendants of these two sisters (i.e., 6

and 10) had no ownership or fishing rights from that time forward.

In this

period, person (7) pur.chased all rights to the western half of the island
from person (3) by using the ruse of intermediaries.

Thus, person (7)

owned the western half of the island plus one-third of the eastern half.

B.Y the 1930s, the three brothers (7,8, and 9) had died, and a good deal of
the island land was concentrated in the hands of person (13), the wife of
person (8).

Two factors were involved in (13) 's success in getting title

to a lion's share of the island.

First, person (7) had no children.

Second, person (9) was a poor fisherman, and neither he nor his surviving
spouse had an interest in

e~~anding

his holdings on the island.

By

w~

of

contrast, person (8) had sons who were very active in the fishing industry.
At any rate, by the 1940s, person (8) had bought or inherited all but onethird of one-half of the island.

The remaining small fraction was owned

by person (14) (the widow of 9).
In generation D, all of the land rights accumulated by person (13)
got transmitted to her sons, persons (16) and (17).

Her daughters (18 and

19) ended up with no island land in the final settlement of their parents'
wills.

Both (18) and (19) married men who lived in nearby towns.

The

small piece of land owned by (14) passed to her son, person (20) who had
married (lO)'s daughter (his patrilateral cross-cousin).
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In generation E (the ethnographic present), ownership rights to most
of the island held by (16) and (17) passed to thei~ children (22, 23, 24,
25,26). Persons (22), (23), and (26) are active fishermen using the island area.

Persons (24) and (25) are in other occupations in other towns.

Although they technically own part of the island, their share is actually
administered by their brother (26), who is a fisherman.

Sibling groups

(27) and (28) have no ownership and fishing right s . While sibling group
(29) owns a small share of the island, they do not participate in fishing
at all.

Most are in other occupations in other states.

The fishing rights

owned by person (20) have fallen into the hands of (30) and (31).

Their

claim was inherited through their aunt (21) who had married person (20).
In the future, generation F, all of the males in four sibling groups

(32, 33, 34, 35, 36; 37; 38; and 39) will have fishing rights under certain conditions.
island from

First, they will actually have to inherit a part of the

their parents.

Which of this large number of children will

inherit island land (for all of them cannot) will depend primarily

on

whether they stay in the area, and, more importantly, if they choose fishing
as an occupation.

As person (26) phrases the situation, any child who

"moves to California and becomes a doctor will be knocked out [of the competi tion for inheritance of island land] ."
There are certain general statements one can make about the people
who gain preference in inheritance.
(1)
There

Fishing rights are conferred by legal title to the island land.

is no instance where a person was allowed to fish unless he or a

parent actually owned a portion of the island.

There are several instances

in the chart where whole family lines have lost fi shing rights because
their parents were excluded from legal title (for example, 27 and 28, the
descendants of 6).

However, it should be pointed out that fishing rights
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are not proportional to land rights.

Persons (30) and (31) own only a

of the land on the

yet have full fishing rights in

~action

island~and

the waters off the island.
(2)

Those who have an interest in the island land and depend on it

to make a living gain preference in inheritance.
(3)

Those with children gain preference as well.

third rule can be seen best in generation C.

The second and

Person (7) had accumulated

some 60 percent of the island's land, but had no children.

'I'll island went

completely to person (8), who was a good fisherman, who depended on the
island fishing area, and who had children who also were interested in the
island and the fishing industry.
of (9) or his descendants.

None of (7)'s land ended up in the hands

Person (9) was a poor fisherman, and neither

he, his surviving widow, nor their children had much interest in expanding
their control over the island's land.

(4)
ily land.

Sons have clear preference over daughters in inheritance of

fa~

We have seen in the cases of (6), (10), (18), and (19) that

women (and their descendants) somehow manage to be excluded from ownership-even in cases where they preferred "ownership rights" to a monetary settlement.
(5)

The whole bundle of oimership right s accrues only to those

choosing to activate them.

People may inherit legal title, but unless

those rights are exercised repeatedly, they tend to atrophy.
seen most clearly in the case of persons (24), (25), and (26).

This can be
All three

siblings have equal legal ownership rights, but (26) is the only active
fisherman while the other two live out of state.

This (26) not only man-

ages the whole family's share of the island, but acts as spokesman for the
whole sibling group.

In reality, he has taken over marw of the rights that

should accrue to his siblings.
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Behind these statistical tendencies, there are three general principles governing the inheritance of this island and other capital assets.
First, people usually have to actively maneuver to inherit legal title.
At times, one has to make bargains with parents and relatives involving
outright purchase of the land; in other cases the ploy used is taking care
of aged relatives; in still other instances potential rivals can be slandered into disfavor and one's own relative standing enhanced by well-placed
propaganda.

In all cases, one has to have an interest in the land and be

willing to sacrifice for it.

Moreover, being present helps.

maneuvering can rarely be done from a long distance.

Success in

This was especially

true in the past before the advent of modern conmrunication and transportation facilities.
Second, a value placed on equity and utility lies behind many decisions
concerning inheritance.

There is a presumption that all family members

should have an adequate income if possible.
no more than their share.

Conversely, people should have

There is a closely connected principle that

assets should be productive, and should not he held in storage by people
who can make no use of them.

In short, there is a feeling that people

who need the asset and can use it should get it.

For this reason, in the

case of our island, there are two instances where professional men did not
receive the same consideration in inheritance in comparison with fishermen
who could make good use of the island's fishing area.
Third, it is lineage ties that are important in inheritance--not ties
to nuclear family or kindred.

Except in the most unusual instances, one

inherits from one's parents, grandparents, father's brother, or another
consanguinal kinsman of an older generation.
inheritance is often phrased in terms of

The role of the lineage in

'~eeping

land in the hands of

family members."

As one man phrased the situation, "It is a hell of a

thing to see something you have worked for all your life go to outsiders."
Maine families, including the one that owns this island, take care to make
sure this does not happen any. more than in necessary.

This is usually

interpreted to mean that ownership rights should reside in people who have
the "family name."

It should be noted that the status of women vis ~ vis

lineages causes problems.

Women who are born into a family are clearly

lineage members until they marry.
vague.

After marriage their status becomes

In time, a married woman identifies and becomes more associated

with the lineage of her husband.

What this means is that women born into

a lineage are at a clear disadvantage where inheritance is concerned.
Persons (6), (10), (18), and (19) and their children did not have the
family name so that any land they would inherit would be ilpassed to outsiders eventually,

In addition, they resided postmaritally with their

husbands, which means they they end their offspring cannot use the land,
and also that the,r are hampered strategically in the intrafamily competition for ownership rights.

On the other hand, women in our island example

who married into the lineage ended up "owning" a good deal of the island's
land.

At one time, person (13), as we have seen, controlled most of the

land on the island.

However, it must be stressed that women like (13)

are merely "conveyances" through which family land pass ed from one generation in the lineage to another.
ownership to

She would not have been able to gain

such a large portion of the island if (7) had had any chil-

dren and she had not been able to use the argument that her share was destined for (16) and (17), her sons.
It should be noted--and this we would like to stres s':"-that the same
patterns that can be observed in analyzing the transmission of this family's island land can be seen in every other genealogy studied.
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The same

generalizations can be made whether the assets inherited.are houses, farms,
stores, factories, or- fishing boats.
In great part, the competition between family members for inheritance
of land and businesses stems from the fact that they are valuable economic
assets.

People who have ownership rights to assets such as this island

own a permanent income stream.

A loss of ownership rights means not only

a loss of immediate income, but a permanent loss for all of one's descendants,

Such ownership rights are a kind of insurance.

Should all else

fail, one can depend on it.
However, people will hang onto family homesteads, farms, and land
long after their usefulness has passed.
tained at great financial loss.

At times, these assets are main-

This underlines the fact that there is an

important symbolic tie between kinsmen and the land and businesses they
own.

Ownership of such land locks one into the past; it confers legiti-

macy; and it is tangible evidence of one's ancient roots.

A single indiv-

idual does not have to own family land or businesses to have such benefit
conferred to him.

The fact that someone in the family owns such land est-

ablishes one's heritage both within the family and in the community.

It

not only gives an individual a reference point for defining himself; it
also located that individual and his "family" in the community.

It is for

this reason that people are often very angry when "family property" is sold.
The family member who s.ells a piece of property is often treated with
hostility, while the purchaser is often ostracized.

If the land is sold

to someone outside. the community, the purchaser does have full rights over
the property he buys, but those are sometimes not enforceable.

Not only is

the land symbolically "owned" by the original family; sometimes members of
the community act as if it had not been sold at all.
"farm," but continued to cut wood on it.
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One family sold their

Another family used their pasture

for a golf course, after they ceased farming.

They continued to play golf

there ten years after the place had been sold.

A woman from New Jersey

foolishly bought a piece of shorefront land which the owners, who were
lobstermen, had long used as a landing site.
she built a cottage.

They continued using it after

When she obj ected, they still painted their boats on

her land; but it got to be known around town that she "went sunbathing
naked," and her chimney was used several times for target practice.
Inheritance of family businesses is especially valued.

Not only do

such businesses give income, they also have symbolic value.
In these towns, a good deal of the meaning of life and the respect of
others comes from actively participating in the business of one's forefathers, and using and preserving long held family assets.

Sometimes

these small businesses are hardly known outside the local area, but wi thin
a restricted region, they confer prestige.
Immediate Business Assets
A person can maneuver ties between contemporary kinsmen to obtain access to three different kinds of immediate business assets:

jobs and

skills~

capital; and information.
~.~

Skills

Family members clearly have preference When openings become available
in skilled occupations or local businesses.

The hiring of kinsmen is based

on a feeling of responsibility to provide for family members and to ensure
that the family enterprise continues.

When the owner of a.large herring

stop seine operation was asked Why he hired only his sons and his sons-inlaw, he answered, "It is my responsibility to make sure that these jobs go
to the people who are going to feed the members of my family" (i.e., his
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daughters, and grandchildren).

In several other cases, people said they

hired kin because, again, they did not want the family business to fall
into the hands of strangers.
Moreover, hiring kinsmen solves some more immediate problems.

Skills

are costly to transmit, and if men are going to go through the expense of
training a "new man," they would rather spend the money and time on a relative.

As one carpenter phrased it, "It takes me six months to train an

apprentice before he is useful, and in all that time I have to pay at
least minimum wage.

Why should I spend that on someone else?"

his son to join him and his son-in-law in the family business.

He hired
In addition,

heads of family firms feel the,r can count on kinsmen to keep certain trade
secrets.

Secrecy is particularly important in family fishing firms, be-

cause news of good catches and locations immediately results in competition.
But the same principle holds true in virtually all businesses.

There are

certain things about the business--its methods and problems--that owners
would rather keep confidential.

There is a higher probability that kinsmen

can be trusted to keep such secrets than non-kinsmen.
Finally, kinsmen are exploitable.

The nature of the transactions bet-

ween kinsmen is such that one can expect them to work longer hours; help
out in an emergency; and even forfeit their wages on occasion.
of wives and children who literally work for nothing is legion.

The numbers
It is

standard practice in the fishing industry for wives to do a large number of
essential tasks with no compensation, such as answering the phone, dealing
with lawyers and accountants, doing the books, making deals concerning marketing and maintenance, and so on.

The same kind of services are provided

by kinsmen for owners of other "family" businesses.

In fact, if some of

these businessmen hdd to pay the going wage for the services they receive
from kinsmen, they would not survive economically.
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Several different kinds of kinsmen work for family firms, and the kind
of compensation expected depends on their relation with the owner of the
firm.

Wives and children of heads of family firms might be paid no wages,

but then they are obtaining payment in the form of housing, clothing, food,
and so on.

Any kinsman living in another household always must be paid, but

he may be willing to do far more for the firm than an employee who is a
non-kinsman.

This willingness stems from several factors.

know the,y have
bad times.

secure~

Such kinsmen

job, in that they are apt to be the last fired in

They are apt to receive preference in jobs demanding special

training skills.

In addition, a distant kinsman who is a long-time emp-

loyee can often arrange to inherit the firm, or at least become a partner
in it.

In several cases observed; kinsmen have deferred part of their pay

with the understanding that they will be made owners of the business or
partners in a specified period of time.
as well.

Something more subtle is involved

Kinsmen who work for family firms clearly feel a sense of pride

in being a part of something that bears their name.

They are not just

working for pay--although the money is important--they are contributing to
a family heritage.
As a result of this strong preference for hiring kinsmen, almost all
businesses (stores, carpentry shops, gas stations, restaurants, fishing
boats, and others) are manned by a core of relatives.

There are firms

where every one of the ten to fifteen employees is a close family member.
While such firms might be the exception rather than the rule, it is very
rare that one can find a firm hiring more than three people who have no
kin ties at all.

In one town studied intensively for a period of many

months, there are a total of 79 shore-based firms employing more than one
person.

In a study of 50 of these firms selected by a random sample, 37

(or 74 percent) had at least one employee who was closely related to the
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owner of the firm.

In this town there were a total of 22 fishing boats

which had crews of two or more people.

The crews of 15 (or 68 percent)

of these boats involved at least one pair of kinsmen.
The strong preference for hiring kin leads to concentrations of kinsmen in the same occupation.

As. a result, certain family names are associ-

ated with specific occupations.

People with some family names are known

to be boat builders; others are known to be fishermen, and so on.

Indeed,

a very high percentage of the males in these lineages are actually in the
so-called "family occupation."
high.

In some cases, that percentage is very

In one boat building family, for example, 66 percent of all the men

in the past five generations were boat builders.

The vast majority of

those men had been trained by close relatives and worked--at least part of
their lives--for firms owned by family members.

On one peninsula, which

has some seven towns, every single plumber was closely related to the
others, and all had been trained in the

~ame

family shop.

Situations of

this type are not unusual.
AmassirsBusiness Capital
Like businessmen

an~here

else, people in these towns borrow much of

the capital for long-term investment projects from banks.

However, the use

of kin ties to gain access to large amounts of capital is far more frequent
here than it is in other parts of the United States.

In many cases, kins-

men will simply borrow from each other; in other instances, silent partnerships are formed.
While we believe such loans are relatively common in small Maine towns,
their frequency is difficult to ascertain with any accuracy.
of this kind are usually kept very quiet.

"M:mey deals"

Although we do not have statis-

tical data concerning the frequency of such loans, we do have case study
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information to see certain general patterns.

Most of the patterns observed

come into focus in the following two cases.
Case 1:

Two brothers who are both fishermen decided to set up a lob-

ster storage and marketing business.

Both put up an equal amount of initial

capital and labor into the business, and both sold the lobsters they caught
through it.
operated.

They were initially agreed on the way the business should be
After many months, the first brother began to agitate to oper-

ate the business in a very different way.

After several arguments, the sec-

ond brother slowly discovered the fact that his brother had borrowed the
money he had put in their business from a politically powerful friend, who
also employed the first hrother' s wife.

The friend-politician was current-

ly pressing for rapid repayment of the loan, or to take over either share
in the partnership completely.

After several months of increasing bitter-

ness, the brothers were finally able to agree that the second brother
would buyout the first brother's share of the business.

Even after the

partnership had broken up, the second brother was especially bitter that
his brother had "made deals behind his back," and sided with someone outside the family to his detriment.
~~:

A fisherman, who wanted to purchase a much a much larger

boat to enter a new kind of fishing, approached the bank for a loan, but
was turned down.

He then asked his first cousin (father's brother's son),

a local fisherman, to loan him the several hundred thousand dollars necessary.

His cousin originally refused on the grounds that he did not have

the money.

The two finally came to an agreement that they would form a

partnership, which would own the boat.

The partners then would approach

a distant urban bank for a loan, using a large parcel of very valuable
coastal land owned by the cousin as collateral.

While this land was in-

itially purchased for a modest price, its value had greatly appreciated in
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the past twenty years so that the bank could count on
back in case of default.

~tting

its money

To give hims.elf some security, the cousin had

his lawyer draw up a contract which provided that if the fi shing busine ss
went broke, the fisherman would give his home and a piece of shoreside
family land he inherited to his cousin.
well.

The partnership has worked out

The fisherman got his boat, and his silent partner, his cousin,

has reasonable security.

If the partnership failed, the cousin would lose

his. coastal land to the bank, but would gain a pi ece of "family land,"
which is not worth
value.

as much in monetary terms, but has great sentimental

Nevertheless, both of these men were very nervous about the deal,

knowing that failure would mean one kin foreclosing on another, and an
irreparable breach.
Several general. patterns stand out clearly in these two cases.
People are expected to help themselves where raising capital. is concerned, and many are reluctant to borrow from kinsmen, preferring the anonymity and impartiality of a bank.
large amounts of money

However, people will ask kinsmen for

for investments under certain circumstances.

Although there are a few instances of loans between distant kindred
members, most involve members of a nuclear household or lineage members.
The exact nature of the agreements depends, however, on the kinsmen involved.

Loans between members of nuclear families often involve no formal

contract and no security.
even charged.

In many cases of this type, interest is not

Loans between parents and children are frequently made with

no interest being charged, and sometimes with no expectation of
Such loans have all the earmarks of a patrimony being passed oil.

rep~ent.

Many par-

ents give their children such loans to ensure that the family benefits from
work and savings rather than the Federal government through inheritance
taxes.
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Loans and partnerships between more distant kinsmen usually require
both collateral and a contract, as in Case 2.

People outside the close

range of kinship feel no obligation to loan money, and certainly will require collateral and formal agreements if any sizeable amounts of money
are involved as in Case 2.

In all these cases, interest is charged, since

the object of the loan is not only to help a kinsman, but to make money.
Most important, in cases involving both nuclear fami"ly members and
lineage members, people who have money invested want some control over the
business.

Sometimes this is done through partnerships (Case 1); at other

times through a silent partnership as in Case 2.
merely ask to see the books occasionally.

Sometimes a lender will

In all cases, active participa-

tion in a business can scarcely be done from a distance.

People who live

in the local area--particularly lineage members--are more likely to be
used by individuals seeking to amss capital for a business enterprise.
People feel ambivalent about obtaining large amounts of cash from kinsmen.

There is the recognition that if such loans or partnerships can be

advantageous, they can also be very dangerous.

Some people said they "only

trust family [i.e., kinsmen] and not all family at that."

The other side

of that same coin showed in the axiom that "one should never do bus iness
with family."

In this regard, it is important to note that there is a

distinction to be made between working for a kinsman and being in business
with him.

Working for a kinsman is occupational; a loan or partnership in-

volves risk and decision making.
cause for thought.

The first is acceptable; the second gives

Business arrangements between all kinds of kinsmen are

in one sense more secure since there is more trust involved.

A person may

not be friends with a kinsman, but at least he can be reasonably sure that
he will not be purposely cheated.
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In addition, most loans are made between kinsmen who interact a great
deal and live near each other.

Automatically, lenders have the kind of

portrait of their loan applicants which bank officers and credit companies
would have to spend a great deal of money to get.
The disadvantages stem from the fact that business failure, with all
that means in terms of foreclosures and non-payment of loans, can not only
casue a breach between the principals involved but can also put a large
number of other family members in a situation of conflicting allegiances.
The situation is far worse if business failure is associated with a breach
of trust.

As we have seen in Case 1, not presenting one's kinsmen with the

facts and siding with "outsiders" can cause far more bitterness than is
attendant in cases of business failure and deceptions involving non-kinsmen.
Information
There is increasing evidence from several social sciences that the key
to long-term business success is access to reliable sources of information,
which allows businessmen to adapt successfully to changing circumstances
(Bennett 1976: 847-852; Wunderlich 1974: 81-90).

We have already seen that

people tend to hire kinsmen so that particular occupational skills are concentrated in certain family lines.

At times, all of the kinsmen in a par-

ticular occupation are employed in the same established business.

More

often, however, an individual tends to receive training working for a kinsman in his business and then open

an independent business of his own.

Thus, it is very common in such towns to have two or three or more businesses
of the same kind operated by kinsmen (for example, fishermen, plumbers,
mechanics, or whatever).

Businessmen in all industries tend to withhold

information from their competitors and yet have enough contact so that they
are each other's best source of information.
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The fact that many people in

the same occupation are kinsmen increases intrafamily competition; it also
operates to increase this flow of essential information.
There are five different kinds of information that are often passed
between people in the same industry--particularly if they are kinsmen.
First, they give each other information about emPloyees.

One person

who had been fired from a business for pilfering from her employer found
that she could not obtain work in any other business of a similar type in
the entire region.

Second, information about sources of credit is often

shared between people in the same industry, along with information on
customers who are bad credit risks.
kinsmen.

Third, business is often referred to

Fourth, kinsmen in the same industry will talk about cr...ap.ges jn

business practices--new technical innovations, accounting practices, marketing,

and so on.

Fifth, they cooperate in lobbying local and state

officials for changes in the legal environment favorable to their industry.
On the whole, it is very difficult to ascertain how much the information received through kinship ties contributes to the success of a business.
Certainly people with close kinsmen in the same business have an advantage,
and often use those ties for all they are worth, but whether they would
succeed without such ties is impossible to say.
The exact way that kinship ties are used differs substantially from
industry to industry.

In the construction industry, for example, kinship

is often used as a means of referring business and obtaining jobs.

In one

of the towns studied, one older carpenter makes a habit of steering jobs
he cannot handle to his son, son-in-law, and nephew, all of whom he trained.
Conversely, kinsmen also inform each other about potential jobs.

One of

the authors has had the experience of getting an estimate -from a local carpenter, and within three hours receiving phone calls from two of the
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carpenter's relatives offering to provide ancillary services.

Kinsmen in

this industry may not always get the jobs, but they clearly know about them
first.
In the fishing industry there is some solid evidence that having kinship ties goes a long way toward ensuring business success.

Fishermen are

notoriously secretive.

It is an industry where decption and outright

lying are traditional.

Since fish are owned by no one and may be taken by

anyone, the essence of fishing as Anderson has noted is "hunt and deceive"
(1972: 120 ff.).

In this industry where deception is the rule, a lot of

information is obtained through direct observation:
other like hawks.
kinsmen.

fishermen watch each

There is only one group of people one can

trust~

close

Fathers and uncles will often directly tell their sons and neph-

ews where to fish, and will give a good deal of advice on net configuration
and similar technical matters.

Kinsmen exchange information on markets.

In addition, they obtain information on new innovations from each other.
Before one invests in new kinds of gear, one wants to trY it out if possible.
As one fisherman pointed out, "There is only one person who will train
you to compete with him--your father."

For this reason, men with close rel-

atives in fishing are more likely to adopt expensive fishing gear of particular types than men who do not have close kinsmen in the business.
In a

stu~

we recently completed on technical change in the New England

groundfishing industry, we attempted to explain the social and economic
factors influencing the adoption of 18 innovations, using a multiple stepwise linear regression technique.

We discovered that different sets of

factors explained the adoption of different innovations in this one indus-try.

In fact, there was no independent variable which was positively or

negatively associated with the adoption of all the innovations (Acheson and
Reidman - 1980

).

However, some independent variables were related to

the adoption of a lot more innovations than others.

One of the most

important was "number of kinsmen in the home port."

Specifically, this

analysis showed that fishermen who had large numbers of kinsmen in fishing
in their home port· were more likely to adopt scanning sonar, radar, VHF
radio, Loran A, and Loran C than men wh.o had few kinsmen in fishing in
their home port.

Most of these are expensive pieces of electronic gear

which take a good deal of skill to be able to use effectively in finding
fish.

Our regression analysis strongly buttresses something we have ob-

served time and again--namely that close kinsmen in the fishing business
help relatives to obtain the prerequisite skill and experience.
While it is

difficult to obtain quantitative information on the rel-

ation between kinship, information flow, and fisbing success, it should be
noted that some 62 percent of the "highline"(outstanding) fishermen in
our

sample of 122 reported they had

"e: lot of kinsmen in fishing" in their

home port, while only 37 percent of the "Dub" (poor) fishermen made this
claim.

1

While these figures establish a link between economic success in

fishing and numbers of kin, they give no hint about the nature of that
linkage.

From our long-term observation of fishermen it is clear that the

primary link between kinship and success is information--not credit, political leverage, etc.
In summary, where immediate business assets (i.e., jobs, capital,
information) are concerned, Sahlins' "hierarchy of exchanges" appears to
be relevant.

Wi thin nuclear families "generalized reciprocity" appears to

be the rule.

There is no expectation that exchanges here will be equal,

and little need for security is felt.

Between close lineage mates, most

exchanges conform to the rule of "balanced reciprocity."

Here equivalEmt

value must be exchanged, securit,y or collateral is needed, and the exchange
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must take place within a relatively short time frame.

"Negative recipro-

ci ty" becomes the rule when one is dealing with. oistant kin, non-kinsmen,

and sometimes in cases where very large amounts of money are involved.
Here people are suspicious of each other, and have their own best interest
foremost in mind.

In these cases, security is often obtained through

legal contracts.
Politics
Political success in small Maine towns requires an actual power base
and a legitimate right to authority.

Both power and legitimacy are obtained

through the manipulation of kin ties. However, the maneuvers one goes
through to gain political support are vastly different from the strategies
used to clothe oneself in legitimacy.

Real power in the form of votes is

obtained through private exchanges with kinsmen, friends, and acquaintances.
The primary way one gains legitimacy is through a public and symbolic manipulation of genealogical links into the far past.
According to Maine law, any person over the age of 21 has a right to
run for local political office.

However, in most small coastal towns,

one must come from an established "family" or lineage or one might as well
not bother to run.

In a recent election for selectman in one of the towns

under study, a personable, college-educated man was soundly defeated by a
man whose family had lived in town for generations.
stood a chance.

The newcomer never

As one elderly woman phrased it, "How could he do the job;

he has only been here for seven years?"

An urban sophisticate might find

it quaint that pclitical jobs are reserved for "established people."

What

surprises "local people" is that anyone who had lived in the township under
a decade would even have the brass to run for high office.

Eligibility to run for public office is ordinarily established in
such towns by recounting one's personal history and experience, and most
important, one's genealogical links to the far past.

Normally, when can-

didates for political office publish their credentials, the emphasis is
not on their education or the program they would enact if elected.

Most

of the advertising space is taken up by detailed accounts of family history in the communi ty.

The further back one can go and the more illus-

trious relatives one can name, the stronger are one's claims to legitimacy,
In the school board elections in one town, there were some nine candidates.
In the newspaper accounts concerning the election, almost none of the candidates directly stated their views of the several controversial issues
currently facing the community's school.

What was notable were the numbers

of Revolutionary War heros, Civil War dead, town founders, famous ship
captains, and references to the 17th and 18th centuries that abounded.

The

only exception to this rule were the statements of "newcomers" who were
forced to stress such irrelevancies as whether they favored abolishing a
kindergarten or not.
These ground rules put newcomers at a distinct disadvantage.

If they

are going to run with any hope of getting elected, they must use a good
deal of ingenuity.

One woman, who was running for school board, had no

kinsmen who had ever lived year-round in the town for at least 300 years.
She was a newcomer in every sense of the word.

She emphasized to the news-

paper reporter interviewing her she "WOuld have a grandchild in the school"
when her son and daughter-in-law moved into town, and that one of her relatives was on a ship which sunk in nearby waters in the early l600s on its
way from England to Virginia.
school poli cie s.

She was also forced to mention specific

She won in an up set.

However, she along among the can-

didates used her own car to transport a lot of ,the elderly voters.
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There are several different reasons why genealogical linkages with the
past give political legitimacy in the present.

People who stress their

genealogical ties with the past are making a moral statement.

They are

stressing that they are members of the core of the community and have
accepted the yardstick by which behavior is judged (Lazarowitz and Acheson
1980).

Such political advertisements are a shorthand way of saying that

they can be counted upon to make political decisions in line with acceptable
values and attitudes.
ment to the town.

They also demonstrate long-term interest and commit-

Such a person is not like the "newcomer" whose actions

can never be fully understood or put into any meaningful context.

Where

one can only take the word of a "newcomer" that he will not impose "some
crazy thing" on the community if elected, a person with a long genealogical
history is inviting the public to look at the record--one presumably showing not only constancy and predictability in his generation, but further
in the past.

Such a person is gaining political capital not only from

his own actions, but from the activities of his ancestors as well.

When

persons running for political office evoke their ancestors, they are entering the symbolic realm where no real exchange must take place.

All the

talk about ancestry is a shorthand method signalling something about commitment to the town, and a value placed on stability.
here is the exchange of a vote for the status quo.
ficult time being elected.

What is promised

Outsiders have a dif-

They have no way of symbolically making such

implied promises.
In coastal Maine communities, there is a strong emphasis on equality,
and when power is allocated differentially, it should be done on a first
come, first served basis.

There is a feeling that one must wait one's

turn where political office is concerned--even if it takes a century or
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more.

The same

feeling that one should not butt into the middle of a line

at an airline ticket counter is operating in the political realm here.
Newcomers should not attempt to gain office out of turn •
. Finally , it is assumed that competence in political office is inextricably tied up with long-term residence.

Knowing everyone and knowing

"local ways" is considered far more critical for success in these offices
than arry kind of technical skill or experience an "outsider" might have to
offer.

Candidates who know people and their reputation, it is felt, are

better able to come up with practical solutions to political problems than
someone not versed in local ways.
It is not just that people from these established families are eligible to run for political office; they also have an edge in getting the
votes.

Virtually every person from these families has such a widespread

network of kin that many can be propelled into political office on the
votes of kindred alone.

This is not a decisive factor wen the opposing

candidates are both from "established families," but it certainly plays a
significant role in cases where candidates come from different sized kindreds with different genealogical depths. in the community.
It

is important to note that candidates for political office cannot

take the votes of their kinsmen for granted.

The most serious candidates

make a habit of calling their relatives and asking for their vote as they
would any other prospective voter.

They also ask kinsmen to help "spread

the word" and help with other aspects of the campaign.

Good politicians

from old families are ver,y adept at using both genealogical links to advertise their legitimacy, and real ties with kindred to gain votes.
In many of these towns i t is not only that political· ·offices are supposed to be held by members of old families; virtually all of them are.
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In

one town whose political history was studied, virtually all important town
officers since 1840 were from families whose name appeared on the tax rolls
for at least 50 years.

2

Conclusion
In the small coastal communities of Maine, kinship ties can be manipulated in a variet,r of

~s

to attain three kinds of tangible goals:

land and other capital assets; immediate business assets (jobs, informati on, working capital); and poli tical support and legitimacy.

The fact

that kinship ties can be used to obtain tangible assets has been noted by
a number of anthropologists.

Fortes has done as much as any anthropologist

in analyzing the relationship between kinship and the world of practical
affairs.

In hi s analysis of Ashanti, the primary asset that groups of

kinsmen own is real property, agricultural land, which is under the control of a senior kinsman (Fortes 1969).
There are, however, three important differences between the Ashanti
family estate, as noted by Fortes, and the Maine example.

First, in

Ashanti the estate consisted of agricultural land, Which was under the control of a few related people who passed down those rights to selected kinsmen with certain rules in mind.
iri.herited in

w~s

In Maine some family firms and land are

reminiscent of Fortes' example.

Here, however, there

are other advantages accruing to members of old families above and beyond
the real estate they

m~

own in common.

Most of these advantages stem fram

the fact that such people are part of a dense local network of kinsmen.

Mem-

bership in such a network itself is an intangible asset--a kind of family
estate, although one not envisioned by Fortes.

In Maine, such networks may

be as important a kind of estate as any real propert,r one might inherit.

Secondly, in both the Ashanti and Maine case, the fundamental principle operating is that valued assets are reserved for kinsmen.

However,

these advantages are not given out automatically to all family members.
One must actively maneuver to get them.

The main difference is that in

Fortes' case one is operating with one set kinship form which 'offers the
individual little room for maneuvering.

In Maine, the kind of kinship

ties that are evoked depend on the goals the individual is seeking.

One

recalls one set of kin ties for one purpose, and another kinship unit is
conjured up for another purpose.
ulation needs to be stressed.

The opportunistic nature of this manip-

A person feels no compunctions about calling

one' kinsman for one thing, and maintaining ties with another to get something else.

Unlike Ashanti and some other cognatic systems in the Ii tera-

ture, one is not forced to pick one set of kinsmen and depend on them
exclusively for everything.
random.

However, the selection of kin ties is not

The kin ties are carefully matched to the goals sought.

Where the inheritance of land and family business is concerned, the
critical unit is the lineage or nuclear family.

In the political realm,

the kindred is used as means to get votes, while the lineal ancestors are
recalled as a means of establishing political legitimacy.

All three kinds

of kinship ties are used to gain access to jobs, loans, and business information.

However, the obligations between kinsmen engaged in such transac-

tions differ depending on their degree of· genealogical proximity.

Kinsmen

give each other preference in obtaining jobs; close kin may not be paid;
distant kinsmen always are.
But nuclear kin

m~v

Kinsmen use a variety of ties to amass capital.

not demand a contract, interest payments, or even re-

pa;vment of the principal.

Loans and partnerships between. more distant lin-'

eage mates are on a business basis, and formal contracts are commonly used
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to protect one's interests.

Non-sensitive information is exchanged among

kindred and non-kinsmen; more essential information is kept within .the
confines of the nuclear

fami~

or close lineage.

In most of these cases, manipulation takes the form of making exchanges with contemporary kinsmen in private.

For example, the success

a fisherman would have in approaching a kinsman for a loan would depend on
the relationship between himself and that

kins~n,

considerations involving contracts and collateral.

and probably practical
He would have not rea-

son to invoke the most ancient ancestors he could conjure up.

In estab-

lishing political legitimacy, however, genealogical ties are used in a
symbolic manner.

Here, we are entering a public arena, and the audience

is kinsmen and non-kinsmen alike.

In a political campaign, ancient ances-

tors can do far more to establish the right to run for office than any other
contemporary kinsman.
Third, in Fortes' case, kinship ties extended over a wide geographical area.

In Maine, the kinsmen who count are from the local area; "rel-

atives" who IJX)ve away are quicklY forgotten (Lazarowitz and Acheson 1980).
The last point raises a critical issue:
emphasis on locality in Maine kinship?

why is there such a strong

The answer, we believe, lies in the

fact that it is only local kinsmen who are useful.
are forgotten because they are irrelevant.

Kinsmen who move away

The uses to which local kinsmen

can be put differ substantially in the three different realms studied.

How-

ever, in all cases kinsmen who are nearby are of much more use than those
who live even an hour or so away.

In inheritance, we have seen, preference

is given to those who can use the asset, demonstrate interest in it, and
who are willing to sacrifice and maneuver to gain that asset.
ly more difficult to use and fight for an asset if one

is

It is vast-

days away.

In

politics, local kinsmen are of far more importance than distant kinsmen.

In an election, it does little good to harken back to an ancestor in California, or to call a cousin in New York for a vote.

The first does

nothing to establish one's permanence in the connnunity or attest to one's
stability; the second isn't registered.
In the economic sphere, distant kinsmen are equally useless.

The in-

formation they have about employees, customers, credit ratings, or innovations are irrelevant for the local situation.

Even if such kin offered

a job-and they are not likely to--one could not take it without making
a painful move.

Finally, one can scarcely borrow money from geographically

di stant relatives or form a partnership with them--particularly if they
insist on having some managerial control of the business which may involve
a weekly inspection of the books.

We would like to argue that it is lack

of utility for distant relatives that makes it unnecessary to keep up ties
wi th them.

As Blau has noted:

"When people are thrown together, and be-

fore common norms or role expectations have crystallized among them, the
advantages to be gained from entering into exchange relationships furnish
incentives for social

interaction ••• " (Blau 1964: 92).

Conversely, we

would argue that when there is no advantage to be gained, social interaction
is cut off.

In Maine, we believe the emphasis is on local kinsmen because

of the advantages that can be gained from the appropriate use of various
kinds of kinship ties.
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Notes
The Fieldwork on which this paper is based was sponsored by the National
Science Foundation, project number AER770060l8.
1.

Chi Square test demonstrated that these figures were highly significant statistically. The value of the Chi Square was 7.81 which is
significant at the .05 level. These figures indicate that it is
very unlikely that the link between fi shing succe ss and number of
kinsmen could have occurred by chance.

2.

The situation in many of these towns is changing rapidly as immigration has occurred rapidly. In the near future, many more "outsiders"
will elect each other to public office.
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THE FISHERMEN'S WIVES ASSOC IATION

Jam,es M. Acheson

Jayne Lell0

Introduction

Industrial groupings are scarcely new in the United States.

In

the past hundred years, virtually every industry has formed a number of
associations to look out for the welfare of cooperating businesses.
Everyone in the U.S. has heard of the Chamber of Commerce, the Hotel
Association~

the Good Roads Association, National Association of Manufac-

turers t and others.

Their functions range from disseminating information,

to propaganda, to outright lobbying.

Until very recently, the fishing

industry in New England was one of the last holdouts--with every fisherman
preferring to go his own way
government on his own.

and deal with buyers, legislators, and the

In the past few years, however, even the fishing

industry has begun to organize, and a large number of organizations and
associations have come into being to promote the fishing business.
of these groupings, as in
largely
all.

~ost

industries,

MOst

are organized and run

by men, with women playing a very subordinate role, if any at

However, in several ports, the wives of fishermen have organized,

and have become more and more skilled

in representing the fishing industry.

In several places, most notably Gloucester and New Bedford, Massachusetts,
and southern Maine, local fishermen's wives groups have become a political
power to be reckoned with.

They

h~ve

become increasingly effective in

gathering information about changes in regulation and plans of the bureaucracy
and in pressuring public officials as well.

Several officials of the

National Marine Fisheries Service have been overheard to say that they would
rather face a group of fishermen at open meetings than the fishermen's
wives.

Fishermen's wives deserve some attention, not only because of the

power they have rec,ently attained, but because they are one of the very few
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instances where women have formed industrial groups to represent their
husband's and family's businesses.

Has anyone ever heard of the "bankers'

i4

wives", or "grocers' wives stalking a legislature?
·History

The fishermen's wives group in Portland was formed in 1977, essentially through the work of Mary Ann Bradford, the wife of a Portland gillnet
fisherman.

Mrs. Bradford had heard about the fishermen's wives in Gloucester

and their work, and she talked to her husband about starting some kind of
group in the Portland area.

She was strongly encouraged by Robin Alden

Peters, an extension agent from the University of Maine Sea Grant Program,
who provided her with a list of names of interested women and suggested
ways a fishermen's wives group could be effective.
thought the time was ripe for such a group.

Mrs. Bradford also

The FCMA (Fisheries Conservation

and Management Act) had gone into effect in March of 1977, which placed the
fishing industry under strong Federal control for the first time.

The

New England Regional Council was beginning to enforce regulations on groundfishing.

The first cod closure came in July of 1977 to the consternation

and bewilderment of a large number of groundfishermen.

The president of the

Maine Draggerman's Association had just died, so that group was temporarily
inactive at the very time that information and action on the changes sweeping
the industry was most needed.

In a very real sense, the Fishermen's Wives

Association was formed in response to Federal efforts to manage the groundfishery.
Mrs. Bradford said she phoned all the fishermen's wives she knew,
and all those on the list provided by Mrs. Peters.

She o?ly got about 1/5th

of the turnout she had hoped for at the first meeting--a total of about 10.
While the numbers in attendance were a disappointment, the Fishermen's
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Wives Association of Maine was in operation.
active group representing the groundfishermen

For a time it was the only
of Maine in a period when

so many changes were sweeping the industry.
Membershi~

Although there are 40 women who have attended meetings in the Maine
Fishermen's Wives Association, only 20 can be considered to be active and
there are only 18 women who

Monthly

paid their dues in 1979.

meetings are usually attended by 10 to 12 women, although the number may
go as high as 20 on occasion.

There are,

howeve~seven

or eight women who

come regularly to virtually all the meetings, and who constitute the core
or nucleus of the Association.

They are the ones who volunteer to serve as

officers, who offer their homes for meetings, and who do the great preponderance of the work for the Association.
Although membership in the Association is open to women from allover
the state, the vast majority come from the Portland area.

Two persons come

from Biddeford, twenty miles to the south; another six come from Harpswell
four miles to the east; and two from Freeport, which is about 10 miles from
Portland.

The remainder come from Portland and its suburbs, including the

Casco Bay islands.
Virtually all of the women in the Association are the wives of skipper/
owners of finfish boats and a large number of these women are wives of
highliners.

Despite the fact that 10bstering is the largest fishing industry

in the State by far, only one member is the wife of a man who fishes exclusively for lobster.

Only two women are wives of crewmembers on a finfish

boat, and they have only come to a few meetings.

Portland is the largest

port in Maine, and dragging and gi11netting for finfish are the mainstays
of its fishing economy.

Nevertheless, it cannot be overlooked that_the
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Association had not attracted the wives of the hundreds of lobstermen in
southern Maine or the wives of the many draggermen in the small ports in
other areas of the state.

In large part, proximity to Portland plays a

great role in affecting membership.

Women who live over an hour or so

away would have a very difficult time attending meetings.

The wives of

lobstermen and herring fishermen who live in Portland have very little
motivation to join either.

After all, the Association sprang into being

in response to the passage of regulations concerning the groundfishery.
The interest

of many members is focused on what the Federal and state

government are planning vis

a vis

groundfish

species.-

Lobsters and

herring are not under Federal management, and wives of men in those industries are not yet concerned enough to join a political action group.

In

addition, although the Association's officers have tried very hard to
attract the wives of crewmen on finfish boats, none of these women are
active in the organization.

Only two wives of crewmen have attended any

meetings, even though a goodly number of such women have been invited.
Two factors appear to explain the lack of interest on the part of wives of
crewmen.

First, many crewmen are young, single men.

who are married think of themselves as employees.

Second,

even those

They and their wives

appear to be content to leave problems of management and politics to the
owner of the boat.

As a result, the Association is dominated by the wives

of highline finfishermen in the Portland area.
All of the women in the Association are between 28 and 45,

the vast

majority being between 35 and 40.

They are clearly the wives of men who

are in their prime earning years.

They are not the wives of young men who

are not fully committeed to fishing, nor the wives of men who are on the
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verge of retirement.

The husbands of women in the Association have a

great deal to gain or lose by fisheries management efforts.
Only five of Portland's 35 draggers are owned by so-called Italian
families but a very large number of the active members of the Fishermen's
Wives Association are in those few families.

In fact, about four of the

eight most active and dedicated members of the association are married into
one large extended "Italian" family.
enough for statistical

While the numbers are not high

reliability, this fact

suggests that women from

"Italian families" may have far more interest tn the Association than the
wives of so-called "Yankee families."

Certainly, the Association as a

whole does not have an "Italian flavor" since these Italians are very well
acculturated and have lived in Portland for generations.

But the Italian

skippers in the Portland fleet are notably successful, and have been involved in the fishing industry for years.

Their commitment

to the industry

appears to be reflected in their wives' strong interest in the Association.
Formal

Or~aniza~ion

While the Fishermen's Wives Association is not a legally registered
Association it does have a formal set of by-laws which were written by a
group of the members; according to' the by-laws, the purposes and aims of
the organization are:

"To promote the general welfare and conservation

of the fishing industry in the North Atlantic area; to appear before committees
and administrative agencies for the purpose of aiding the enactment of sound
laws and management regulations pertaining to or affecting the fishing
industry, and by all legitimate means, to oppose enactment of unsound laws
and regulations that might tend to burden the industry." .
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Membership is open to "all fishermen's wives or widows," and also
to any person who maintains an interest in the fishing industry.
annual dues are $25.00.

The

The by-laws state that there shall be four officers:

President, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer.

The by-laws also call

for the election of eleven members to serve as board directors.

They

state that meetings shall be held once a month, and outline an order of business to be followed, stating that 15 percent of members in good standinp; are
needed for a quorum.

The by-laws do not specify any relations with any

men's groups, nor any principles or political goals.
In some respects, the operation of the Association follows the bylaws closely.

The officers are elected, elections are held according to

the rules, the dues paid, the
of business

meeting~

held on schedule, and the order

during meetings is adhered to closely.

However, the manage-

ment of the Association is in the hands of the officers--most important,
the President.

The Board of Directors, which is supposed to have general

control over the Association, has never been a functioning entity, due
primarily to the fact that general attendance is so low that it has been
impossible to recruit an eleven member board.
Meetings
At first, monthly meetings were held in the Public Safety building in
Portland, but soon the Association began meeting in the homes of their
members.

The public meeting room was considered too large for the size of

the group, and the group thought that private homes were more conducive
to discussion, were more comfortable, and made it easier to bring along
children should that be necessary.
vate homes on a revolving basis.

As

a result, meetings are held in pri-

While any member can volunteer to hold a
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meeting in her home, meetings to date have been held in one of four houses
in either Portland or Freeport.

Three of these four volunteered houses are

homes of officers of the Association.
Usually there are between 10 and 12 people at most meetings.
several factors ,influence the number in attendance.

However,

When meetings are

held in the house of one Portland member, who is very popular and "loves
to entertain," usually about twenty women attend.
varies seasonally.

Moreover, attendance

In the swmners when children are home from school, and

men are fishing their hardest, attendance is very low.
in the colder months of the year.

It is much better

No meeting is held in December since

everyone agreed "they were too busy" with Christmas and children's vacation.
Meetings are held at 10:00 a.m. on the third Tuesday of every month.
Usually women begin to gather about 9:45 and there is a general open discussion for up to a half hour.

Topics of duscussion rarely focus on per-

sonal gossip, general community affairs, or children, but rather always
pertain to the industry.
discussions of:

In these pre-meeting discussions there might be

catch; upcoming political meetings; fishermen who have

made the news; the boycott of Canadian fish; the availability of certain
species; whose husbands are in or out; where they are fishing and whether
they are catching anything; progress in the construction of new boats;
and other general waterfront news.

After everyone who is expected has

arrived, the meeting is called .to order.

Everyone sits around the dining

room table or around the living room, and the meeting begins.

First, the

President introduces anyone new, and then delivers announcements of upcoming events.

Then, minutes of previous meetings are read, along with the

Treasurer's report, which is followed by the report of officers and committees.

Most of the meeting is then devoted to unfinished business,
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followed by new business.

Through the meeting people get up and get

doughnuts or coffee and quickly return to discussions.
group, as a whole, is involved in one discussion.
side discussions spring up.

Ordinarily the

Sometimes little

However, when any person or sub-group gets

too badly off the point, someone, usually the
attention of the group back on the topic.

President~

will refocus the

Usually the meetings adjourn by

12:00 p.m.
What is most noticeable about these meetings is the fact that
the women focus on important issues facing the fishing industry--particularly factors pertaining to management, regulations, and political
factors affecting the industry.

Much less time is devoted to understanding

technical and economic factors.

This is not a social club or coffee klatch.

The aim of these women is to learn as much as possible about the political
and bureaucratic forces affecting the family fishing business so that they
may advance their interests.

They are quite single-minded in pursuit of

this end.
Concerns and Activities
In the period

since

the Maine's Fishermen's Wives Association

has

been in existence, it has been involved in innumerable activities and has
taken an interest in a wide variety of events influencing the fishing
industry.
a position.

On certain issues the members of the Association could agree on
Where other issues were concerned, they could not.

Both of

these kinds of issues are of interest.
There can be no question that the most vital concern has been
the regulations promulgated by the New England Fisheries·Management Council,
particularly the rulings prohibiting fishing for cod and haddock during

certain specified times.

The first, and perhaps the most important ac-

tivities of the Association took place in the summer of 1977 when the
Federal Government ordered all groundfishing stopped after July I on the
grounds that the Optimum Sustainable Yield of those species had already been
taken for the year.

If this ruling had been maintained in effect, it would

have prevented fishing for these critically important species for the
remainder of the year.

This would unquestionably have caused untold

hardship in fishing families.

The initial response of groundfishermen to

these "closures" ranged from bewilderment to ferocious anger.

Unfortu-

nately, it culminated in nothing more than a lot of talk on the ends of
docks.

Little of substance was communicated to the officials responsible,

beyond the fact

that fishermen were very unhappy.

In this situation, the Fishermen's Wives Association acted.

They

quickly found out that the fisheries were supposed to be managed for Optimum
Sustainable Yield, which means simply that the regulations are not merely
to be promulgated with conservation of the stock exclusively in mind, but
the social and economic factors affecting the industry in mind as well.
It was very obvious to all concerned that the National Marine Fisheries
Service and the New England Regional Council

did not even have any sociai

or economic data on the industry, much less have taken such factors into
account in formulating the closure regulations.

The Association reacted by

gathering data to demonstrate that the closure was not Optimal--at least
not for the fishermen involved.

Specifically, they gathered up hard data

on costs and revenues, which demonstrated that a very large number of
fishermen would be badly hurt financially by the closure, and some put out
of business completely.

This information was sent to the Regional Director
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of the National Marine Fisheries Service and copies went to U.S. Senators
Hathaway and Magnusen, Representative Emery, The Executive Director of the
New England Fisheries Management Council and the Secretary of Commerce.
The New England Congressional delegation and fishermen's groups from Mass.
and R.I. joined in this fight.

I~

August of 1977, one month after the

fishery was supposed to be closed for one year, the groundfishery was
reopened.
For months the Fishermen's Wives Association, along with the rest of
the industry, has been vitally interested in the stock assessment program
of the Federal Government.

Their concern in this technical subject stemmed

from (1) the knowledge'that fishing is allowed or prohibited depending on
Federal scientists' assessment of how many fish of any given species
exist, and how many have been taken in any given year and (2) a strong
suspicion that there were a lot more fish available than Federal scientists
stated.

During all of 1977 and into 1978, the National Marine Fisheries

Service Laboratory at Woods Hole was asserting with great authority that
the groundfish stocks had been badly overexploited, and that allowable
quotas would have to be very low if complete failure of the fishery were to
be averted.

At the same time, fishermen claimed that there were then a lot

more haddock than had been in evidence in the early 1970's, and more cod
than anyone had ever seen in many years.

The NMFS countered with the

statement that all the cod were in one "year class," and that this class
would have to be preserved from annihilation if the stocks were to be revived.

The fishermen still said they had never seen so many fish.

Among

themselves, they admitted that the so-called "200 mile limit" bill had
been a mixed blessing.

If management meant the Federal Government mixing
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in their business, it also meant a sharp reduction in the number of
foreign vessels allowed in U.S. waters, which, they speculated, might be
responsible for the large numbers of groundfish available to them.
one thing they were certain of:

But

there were a lot of fish, and they knew

a lot more about the state of the stocks than the so-called "scientific
experts."
At every public meeting sponsored by the New England Fisheries
Management Council during 1977 and the early part of 1978, there were
questions concerning the stock assessment program of the Federal Government,
and statements to the effect that the scientists didn't know what they were
doing.

Members of the Fishermen's Wives Association went to these public

meetings, and shared the concerns of their husbands about the adequacy of
the government's information which was being used in ways that had such
an influence on their lives.

During the winter and spring of 1978, there

were long discussions of the stock assessment problem and closures at
almost every meeting of the Fishermen's Wives Association.

In August of

1978, Norman Olsen, the Executive Director of the Maine Fisherman's
Cooperative AssOCiation, spoke on the problem at a monthly meeting.

The

women had so many questions concerning stock assessment that they began
to plan a trip to Woods Hole so they could confront the scientists directly.
The trip was eventually planned for November 1978.
never materialized due to a snowstorm.

Unfortunately, it

More important, Federal scientists

were finally allowed to release information, which they had had for some
months, which substantiated the fishermen's claims that there were a large
number of fish to be had.

Moreover, it became widely known that the

Federal groundfish plan was due for radical changes.
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With these events, the

need to go to Woods Hole seemed less acute, since it was obvious that no one
was happy with the current groundfish plan and the stock assessment program
on which it was based.
Since the passage of the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act
in 1976,Federal officials concerned with fisheries have wanted fishermen
to keep log books, primarily to obtain accurate catch and effort data.

To

the biologists, this seems like a reasonable requirement, given the problems
they have estimating stock sizes, and so on.
the whole idea of having to report catches
on a daily basis.

The fishermen are g:reR.t.Jy .<:l.gainst
and other data to t.he

~nvp:rnment.

The whole issue of log books was brought up repeatedly

in the meetings of the Fishermen's Wives Association in the fall of 1978,
when it became apparent that the Federal government was making plans to
implement this requirement.

The commentary was completely negative.

one saw any virtue in the log book idea.
wives had three major objections:

No

On the whole, the fishermen's

(1) The log books, they said, were unne-

cessary duplication of information, since the Federal government already had
access to the blue sheets, which give prices, and slips on every sale of
fish made in New
unpaid labor

England.

(2) Keeping the logs would involve a good deal of

on the part of fishermen and their wives.

(3) They objected

to the fact that there would be no adequate enforcement of the program, so
that it would quickly turn into a "farce."

It should be noted that the

objections to the log book program are far more violent than these comments
would seem to indicate.

As one women phrased it, no fisherman is going

to cooperate with this program.

"They will have to take every man's license."

And there were more comments during some of the meetings about everyone
going to jail.

While no one mentioned the fact overtly,there is strong
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reason to suspect that much of the objection to the log book program stems
from fact that it promises to violate some very basic norms in the industry.
Fishermen are loath to talk about catches, because the ocean is a common
property resource, and one does not want to arm the competition with any
more information about the locations of fish stocks than necessary.
knowledge is a fisherman's primary stock in trade.

Such

The whole object of the

log book program is not only to get information on the numbers of fish of
various species caught, but where they were caught and how long it took
to catch them.

If such information were made public, it would destroy

much of the advantage highliners currently enjoy.
Second, it is widely know that fishermen have special relationships
with dealers with whom they have done business for a long time.

Men who

have these ties not only have a guaranteed outlet for fish, but often
receive a preferential price "under the table."

Such deals not only make

it possible for captains to underreport income for tax purposes, but also
can be used to withhold money from the crew, who are paid on a shares basis.
While most captains do not often take advantage of their crews and the government,
log books

would force people to divulge some very sensitive information.

In the fall of 1978, the Fishermen's Wives became concerned with the
so-called "discard problem, II which has raised the hackles of fishermen for
many months.

Basically, the groundfish plan currently in operation

it illegal to discard any fish caught.

makes

This means that fishermen have to

bring in fish whether they can be sold or not.

At the same time, the

current groundfish management plan calls for periodic closures of fishing
for certain species which have been overexploited during a specific quarter.
It may be legal to fish for hake, pollock and whiting, but illegal to fish
for cod and haddock.

This situation actually occurred in the spring, summer,
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and fall of 1978.

The problem is that an otter trawl catches any species

that gets in the way.

Since all groundfish are interspersed, a net which

brings up legal species (e.g. hake) will inevitably bring up other species
which may be illegal (e.g. haddock).

Since one cannot throw any fish

overboard and one cannot help but catch certain prohibited species, a
fisherman is bound to violate at least one of these rulings.

It is not

only that fishermen and their wives see these contradictory rulings as
silly, but they also do not like the idea of being forced to violate one
law or another.

As one woman states it, "they are making thieves of the

fishermen."
On some other very important issues there has been less consensus, and
therefore .no obvious course of action for the Fishermen's Wives Association.
For the past several years, limited entry proposals have been under
constant discussion in both bureaucratic and industry circles.

On the

whole, people in the industry feel ambivalent about limiting fishing licenses.

They recognize that such rules would probably operate to conserve

the fish stocks and would guarantee a reasonably high income to men who
were allowed to fish.

But limited entry proposals are disquieting, and

virtually everyone in the industry has a number of reservations about them.
The President of the Fishermen's Wives Association specifically mentioned
several aspects of limited entry proposals, and the way they might operate
in the New England groundfishery, which made her very uneasy.

She was

most concerned that it would "take away the initiative from fishermen."
That is, by cutting down on the competition, a great deal of the motivation to work hard and maximize output would be gone.

She was also afraid

that a slackening in competition would remove the necessity to build new,
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efficient boats, and would "slow down the upgrading of the fleet."

This,

in turn, might make it impossible for the U.S. fleet to adequately exploit
certain offshore stocks so that, in the future, they might again be allocated to foreigners.

In essence, she fears that limited entry would pro-

duce a safe sinecure for

U.s.

fishermen, a slowdown in diffusion of new

technology, a lower rate of investment, and ultimately stagnation, with
the foreign fleetsgaUdngthe benefits.

Finally, she and many other people

fear that limited entry would make it impossible for their sons to enter
fishing.
Many other fishermen's wives are ambivalent about limited entry proposals for still other reasons.

As a result, the Fishermen's Wives

Association supports no definite policy concerning limited entry, although
they know it is an issue that must be addressed.

This ambivalence does

not stem from a lack of understanding of the issues involved.

There have

been many discussions about limited entry and one person who attended a
conference on limited entry in Denver was invited to speak at a meeting of
the fishermen's wives.
When the Fisheries Conservation and rfunagement Act was passed in 1976.,
it was expected that the major obstacle to successful implementation would
be the Russians.

Instead, it has been the Canadians who have posed the

most serious problems.
In 1977 and 1978, the New England fishing community became very concerned
with the 't.Canadian problem," and this set of concerns was repeatedly reflected in the discussions held at the Fishermen's Wives meetings.

Basi-

cally the fishermen's wives, who are reflecting feelings of the industry
as a whole, see the New England fleet as being at a great disadvantage
compared to the Canadian fleet with which they have to compete.
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The

Canadian

fleet, these women are aware, is heavily subsidized by the

Canadian government, and a very high percentage of the fish caught in the
Atlantic provinces enters the United States tariff-free, and is sold in
the same markets where Maine fishermen are selling.

As a result, Canadian

fishermen can undersell U.S. fishermen in American markets.

To add insult

to injury, the Canadian government has allowed its fishermen to catch
species at times when the New England Regional Council has forbidden U.S.
fishermen from catching them.

As a result, fishermen in 1978 have stood

by and watched Canadian boats take fish Americans could not land in U.S. waters,
with the certain knowledge that those same fish would be trucked into U.S.
markets from Canada to deflate the price the Americans were receiving.
There was a great deal of indignant talk about the Canadians and the
unwillingness of the U.S. government to protect the interests of U.S.
fishermen.

In January 1979, fishermen in Portland forceably prevented

Canadian fish trucks from being unloaded from the Portland-Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia ferry.

While the Fishermen's Wives Association as a unit did not

take any formal stand, the women certainly supported the men in this activity.

Some of them stood in the picket line to stop the trucks from

landing, and several called local politicians to get their support.
women were very disappointed when none of the politicians
contacted

publically supported the boycott.

The

who had been

On the whole, the Fishermen's

Wives Association would support countervailing duties on Canadian fish,
which would raise the price of these exported fish to the point where u.S.
fishermen could compete with them in our own markets.
The vast majority of the people in the industry would also clearly
support this policy.

The Association, however, has no clear-cut policy
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concerning the Canadian treaty to establish a line between U.S. and Canadian
waters.

Some men in the industry argue that the U.S. should have a treaty

establishing a boundary line with the Canadians because any treaty is better
than no treaty--especially when such a treaty might allow U.S. fishermen
to pursue swordfish, tuna, and perhaps other species in the Canadian zone.
Other men are violently against established a line by treaty if that would
mean giving away historic fishing grounds.

Most of the wives do not take

a hard position one way or another on this issue.

As one woman phrased it,

I have "been bombarded with too much information."
Ordinarily, the fishermen's wives dQ not take such violent actions
to achieve their goals. (The January, 1979 boycott was an exception.)
Usually they seek to learn as much as possible about the issues by attending
meetings, carefully reading all bulletins of the Regional Council and
NMFS pertaining to management efforts in New England, and by inviting
speakers to their own meetings.

Then they discuss the issues and attempt

to influence public policy by presenting their views at public meetings
and writing letters to important officials.
For example, in 1978, they sent a letter to the Director of the
National Marine Fisheries Service, stressing their opposition to the log book
proposal and their contempt for the discard policy.

In July of 1978,

they responded to a request by the Maine Commercial Fisherman (newspaper)
to present questions regarding the fisheries to the candidates running
for political office in the fall elections.
In July of 1978 they also sent a letter to the two U.S. Senators from
Maine, the Secretary of Commerce and the Director of the National Marine
Fisheries Service stating:

their opposition to the new groundfish quotas,
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which had recently been announced, their support of the nomination of a
local fisherman for membership on the Regional Council, and their concern
about limited entry proposals.
In September of 1978, the President of the Maine Fishermen's Wives
Association and ,the Executive Director of the Maine Fisherman's Cooperative
Association both read statements to a panel of Federal Fisheries Officials
at a public meeting in Portland.

These speeches stressed the industry's

opposition to annual quotas and the unique situation in Maine.

They pOinted

out that an annual quota gave an automatic advantage to the southern New
England states, since they could begin groundfishing in January, while there
were no groundfish in Maine until March.

By the time Maine had fish to

catch, most of the annual quota had been caught up by Massachusetts fishermen.
In addition, they questioned the Federal policy of promoting underutilized species, since the price on such species was so. low that no one
could make a living catching them at present.

In essence, they argued

that a shift to underutilized species was desirable, but that for the
forseeable future, fishermen would have to depend largely on cod, haddock,
and other groundfish for which an established market already existed.
While political concerns dominate the activities of the Fishermen's
Wives Association, they have been involved in several minor activities
as well.

Periodically, they have assisted the Maine Fisherman's Cooperative

Association in keeping its books.
"let ME FISH" on the front.

They have sold t-shirts with the slogan

To promote underutilized species, they sold

pollock burgers and baked squid at the Old Port Exchange Festival in
Portland and at the Rockland Seafood Festival.
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(Both were in the summer of

1978.)

They have encouraged fishermen to fill out questionaires designed

to gather information needed to assess the need for a fish pier in Portland
and a fuel and ice cooperative.
In 1977, the fishermen's wives spent a great deal of time and energy
promoting the need for fish piers along the coast
pier at Portland.

and a fish auction and

They kept in constant contact with the Govermental

Committee for Coastal Development and Conservation and one official in
the State Planning Office. who was primarily concerned with this issue.
They have also supported family participation in the Maine Fishermen's
Forum (held in Rockland) and the Fisherman's Exposition (usually held in
Boston, Seattle, or other major cities).

Men and Women
One of the topics that concerns the fishermen's wives most is their
own role.

At virtually every meeting there is a discussion of ways they

can be more effective and what their role should be.

They are constantly

torn between wanting to act as independent advocates for the welfare of
the fishing industry, and feeling they should be an auxilliary group,
whose primary role is to aid and buttress activities men or groups of men
have initiated.
entity.

The women know they are capable of success as an independent

They know they have acted effectively on a number of occasions

when their men have done nothing but complain to each other on the dock,
hoping that the Federal government's managerial authority will magically
cease to exist.
subordinate role.

Yet the feeling persists that they should take a more
They are constantly pulled between voicing their own

ideas directly, and programming their husbands in the hopes they will
speak out.
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The men have acted in ways to increase this feeling of ambivalence.
Some men have been supportive.

Many others gave the Wives Association

"no credit at all," and were even opposed to their public activities.

In

the words of one woman, "I got the impression they [the men] felt we
should stay home and take care of the house.

The men acted as if it

would be all right to attend public meetings as long as we sat in the back
of the room and didn't open our mouths."

Some women are quick to urge

direct action, and have few qualms about presenting their own points of
view.

Other women have openly wondered if they should not disband the

Fishermen's Wives Association and attend the meetings of the men's associations.
At the present, this has been handled by having the Wives

Association

remain an independent entity, but trying to coordinate with the Fishermen's
Cooperative Association whenever possible.

For example, when the Executive

Director of the Maine Fisherman's Cooperative Association could not get a
group of men together to write up an alternative fisheries management plan
to present to the Regional Council, the Fishermen's Wives Association
offered to help him write one.
While the management plan never came to fruition, the close cooperation
between the two groups needs to be emphasized.

In fact, the Fishermen's

Wives Association cooperates with the Executive Director of the Maine
Fisherman's Cooperative Association almost as though they were a separate
committee within that organization.

While the Fishermen's Wives Association

and the Maine Fisherman's Cooperative Association, in which most of their
husbands are members

, now work together in relative harmony, this was

not always the case.

The Fisherman's Wives Association was organized and
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active before the Maine Fisherman's Cooperative Association.

Yet when the

men organized their group, the President of the wives group noted that "it
took a good deal of wind out of our sails, because, like it or not, the
wives are secondary."
For months thereafter, the relationship between the Fishermen's
Wives Association and the men's Maine Fisherman's Cooperative Association
was, as one woman put it, "strange, and not very open."

Norm Olsen, who

was hired as Executive Director of the men's Association, did a good deal
to ease the strain between the two groups.
Wives Association, and let them know

the~r

He openly cooperated with the
help was much appreciated.

With

Olsen's support, the women turned their attention to matters of substance.
But nevertheless, the women still wonder, at

ti~es,

how far they can go,

in the phraseology of one member, "without stepping on the men's toes."
This struggle between subordination and independent action parallels
a great deal that goes on in the households of fishermen.

The wives of

many groundfishermen must be capable of operating autonomously
the time.

much of

When their men are at sea, they must run the entire household.

They cannot leave many problems to their husbands since they are rarely
sure exactly when they will be home.
partners in the fishing business.
of the boat.

In addition, they are usually

Many of the wives are legally co-owners

Virtually all the wives pay the bills, do all the book-

keeping, and handle many other routine details of the business, including
obtaining prices on fish, etc.

Yet for all the responsibility they have,

the husband is still the primary operator of the family business, and must
be accomodated when he is home.

In short, the wife of a fisherman must

handle the whole household at times and be capable of acting in a subordinate
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role at other times.

Most of them seem well adapted to this cyclical

change in roles and come to prefer it.
but not for too long.

They like their husbands home,

When fishermen have been ashore for long periods,

their wives will openly hope for good fishing weather so they can "get
something done."
One critical question remains:

why are fishermen's wives able and

willing to organize such effective industry groups, whereas the wives of
men in other lines of work do not?

Many of the factors bearing on this

question have already been mentioned.
an

First, the wives of fishermen have

unusual interest in the businesses of: their husbands.

Many are legal

partners in-the business, and virtually all of them do the books and are
actively involved in the day-to-day operations. _ Some of these wives operate
as full time office managers while their husbands are at sea.

In short,

they are one half of an ongoing family business.
Moreover, the wives have fairly regular schedules.

They can plan on

being at meetings concerning fisheries management, and be reasonably certain
they will be able to attend.

In this respect, they are very much unlike

their husbands, whose schedules are so dictated by weather, fish prices, and so
on,

that they can never be certain they can attend anything regardless

of how important a meeting may be.

When the boat goes, they go.

A meeting

with officials simply has to be a secondary consideration.
In addition, very few fishermen's wives are unusually shy or reticent.
Since they work in the fishing industry and feel reasonably comfortable in
it, they are not easily intimidated.

Any woman who is used to dealing with

fish buyers can hold her ground with a bunch of politicians--particularly
when the subject concerns fishing.
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It is not just that wives of fishermen take an interest in the
politics of fisheries management, along with their husbands; they often
take the lead role.
not.

The women are willing to go to meetings; the men are

Repeatedly, the Executive Director of the Maine Fisherman's Coopera-

tive Association has been so desperate for people to attend public hearings
of critical management plans that he has resorted to called the fishermen's
wives to find out whose husbaRd is in so he can commandeer them.

In

part, the reluctance of men to attend meetings stems from the fact that
they have a very demanding job and are very tired when they get home.
But there is more to the problem than can be explained by exhaustion alone.
We feel that two additional sets of social and cultural factors are
operating to make the women equally as effective in the political realm
as their husbands, if not more so.
First, the wives of fishermen, we believe, have learned to maneuver
in the modern social world better than their husbands.

It is not just

that they are used to keeping the books and dealing with buyers, accountants,and
others. They also deal every day with a wide variety of social organizations:
school teachers, the P.T.A., church organizations, clubs, organizations
for children, etc.

Their husbands, when they attend such meetings at all,

are dragged along by their wives.

The men feel much more at home in

small cliques of fishermen talking about machinery, the weather, fish, and
personalities in their restricted world.

Many of these men have homes

and families on land, but their minds and hearts are never far from
Jeffrey's,or Cashes,

or Georges Banks.

It is not just that men have more

experience with matters concerning fishing while their wives have wider
,

social contacts.

;,

The two sexes appear adapted to two different worlds.
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The women have learned to negotiate with a variety of people in a
variety of different roles.

Their husbands have not •. The women, for

example, have all had the experience of dealing with school teachers, who
are operating with a set of standards mothers not only disapprove of, but
have a difficult time understanding.

Their husbands, on the whole, have

been very happy to leave such jobs to the women.

Indeed, they seem to

hate dealing with people who are very different from themselves--especially
if those people obviously have more education, and dress in ways that
symbolize the upper middle class.

The men have incredible competence in

technical matters, but are maddened
bureaucratic rulings.

and~ystified

with marketing and

It '.s all a "bunch of bullshit," more than one

fisherman has been heard to say.

From his perspective, with its background

of icy, wild water, the deliberately obfuscated mouthings of bureaucrats
do seem like nonsense.

His impulse is to curse and ignore it.

Many of

the fishermen's wives, given their experiences in their social world,
know such bureaucratic matters cannot be ignored.
P194-265 (the 200 Mile Limit Law)

They are aware that

means permanent change.

pared to coexist with it--however reluctantly.

They are pre-

Repeatedly in meetings

of fishermen's wives, the women have expressed frustration with their
husbands.

The wives have remarked many times that their husbands do not

seem to be able to cope with Federal intervention in the fisheries.
woman, expressing the feelings of the group, said:

One

"the men think the

Federal gPvernment will go away if they ignore it." While the wives may
not like dealing with Federal officials, such dealings pose no

insuperable

obstacles to them.

After all, they are used to dealing with other capricious

inflexible people:

their husbands, buyers, teachers, ministers, and so on.
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Second, effective political action means that fishermen must cooperate
closely.

Unfortunately, fishermen are far more used to competing than

cooperating with each other.

Fishermen fish for money, but they also fish

to beat other men in thir home harbors.

At times, competition to be

highline fisherman provides more motivation than money ever could.
this respect, fishing is a team sport.

In

Success in the gane not only means

more income, but income quickly translates into prestige and influence.
Moreover, some of the competition between fishermen is scarcely regulated
by the Marquis of Queensbury rules.
deals are common.

Deception and under the table

No fisherman will admit to catching a large amount of

fish, much less help anyone else.

Much of the problem the Maine Fisherman's

Cooperative Association has in getting support stems from the habit of
competition.

Men who make a living by competing at sea every day, with

all the strong feelings that engenders, have a difficult time fusing in
the face of a common enemy.

Sometimes they can, but usually fission is the

rule.
Given these factors, the reason

fishermen's wives play such an

important rule in lobbying for the industry is relatively clear.

Women

have a strong interest in the family fishing business, and the willingness
to learn about the bureaucracy.

They see the necessity for dealing with

Federal regulations, and are independent, patient, and persistent enough

to~e the job through.

For them, maneuvering around Federal and state

bureaucrats has many of the same features as dealing with people in other
statuses they are used to.

Many of the men cannot attend public meetings,

and do not have the patience to be effective if they could attend.

This

is not to say that the fishermen do not have an interest in regaining their
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freedom from Federal controls, but sustained negotiations with a powerful,
capricious, obtuse bureaucracy is not in their realm of competence.

In

this realm, many wives seem more capable than many husbands.
The history of all industries in the
is one of conflict.

u.s.

coming under Federal control

No businessman likes regulations--at least initially.

Gradually, industries learn to adapt to the Federal gpvernment, and then
to take advantage of regulatory mechanisms.
will as well.

No doubt the fishing industry

But it will clearly take a while.

If present trends are

any guide, the fishermen's wives may help to lead the way.
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SECTION I I
S'lUDIES OF INNOVATION AND IMPACT OF EXTENDED JURISDICTION

MEl'AL TRAPS:

A KEY INNOVATION IN THE MAINE LOBSTER INDUSTRY

James M. Acheson

Introduction
One of the theses that runs through the literature on fishing communitie.s
concerns the conservative nature of fishermen, their unwillingness to change,
and their inability to accept new ideas.

Certainly this stereotypic view of

fishermen as traditional rustics who do not quite live in the 20th century is
a highly inaccurate caricature.

In the past 70 years, the entire fishing in-

dustry has undergone tremendous modernization and mechanization.

In Maine,

the fishing industry has gone literally from sail boats powered by nothing
but wind and the muscle of men to a highly mechanized fleet where advanced
electronic gear is in everyday

use.

This is not to suggest that fishermen do

not resist change, and have not rejected innovations many times.

But it does

underline the fact that we know very little about the process of modernization
and the factors affecting social, cultural, and economic change even in modern fishing communities.

The object of this paper is to isolate the social,

economic, and cultural factors affecting acceptance of one key innovation, in
the single most important fishery in Maine.

By extension, a discussion of the

factors affecting the acceptance of this one innovation will hopefully shed
light on the process of modernization and change in fishing communities in New
England, and perhaps even further afield.
Over the course of the past few decades, many technical changes have occurred in the lobster industry.

Diesel engines have begun to be used in large

rmmbers, and the hydraulic trap hauler has become almost universal, along with
electronic depth finders and recorders and radios.
and hull designs have undergone great changes.

Boats have become larger,

In addition, the use of synthetic

rope, twine, and buoys has greatly changed the type of gear in use.

But these

changes have already occurred, and studying them affords limited chances for
research.
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At present, one great change is currently taking place--namely, the
switch from wood to metal traps.

Since the change is taking place very rap-

idly, and involves a large number of fishermen and a great deal of money, a
study of the diffusion of metal traps affords an unusual opportunity to study
the factors promoting and inhibiting change in a major U.S. fishing industry.
We first began to look seriously at the phenomenon of metal traps in the
spring of

1977. Three facts quickly became apparent. First, the diffusion

of metal traps was very spotty along the Maine coast.

There were a large num-

ber in use in the Portland area, in the towns on Muscongus Bay, and in the
Stonington area.

In many other harbors along the Maine coast, none were used.

However, there were enough traps in use and the process had gone on long enough
so that we were certain this change indicated a major innovation--not a small
scale experiment which soon would be dropped.

Second, the acceptance of metal

traps was highly differential--with some men in any particular harbor accepting
them relatively rapidly; some men lagging behind; others not accepting them at
all.

Third, even in communities where metal traps were in the process of

being accepted, there was a good deal of debate on their effectiveness and the
wisdom of purchasing them.

Some very experienced fishermen stated flatly that

they were " a good thing," and said they planned to buy a lot of them.

Other

equally bright fishermen stated flatly that metal traps fished no better than
wooden traps and would do a good deal of damage to the lobster resource; they
doubted the sanity of anyone who believed otherwise.
In studying the diffusion of this innovation, we had two specific research
objectives:

first, we gathered a good deal of quantitative information on lob-

ster catches, trap types, and related factors, to discover which type of trap
objectively fished best.

This information was obtained from fishermen in the

Muscongus Bay region of Maine.

We thought that if we could discover which type
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of trap really caught more lobsters for any given unit of fishing effort, we
would have gone a long way towards uncovering many of the critical factors involved in the acceptance or rejection of metal traps.

This was based on the

naive assumption that one set of lobstermen really knew a great deal more
than the other set about the efficiency of metal traps vs. wodden traps.
Second, we gathered a good deal of information on social and cultural variables
from a large sample of lobster fishermen in four harbors.

Before one can assess

the type of data we sought, and the kinds of controls we needed to demonstrate
our hypotheses, some general information is needed about the Muscongus Bay
region as a whole, and the lobster fishing industry in that area.
General Features of Lobster Fishi£g in
Bgr Region:

th~Muscongus

1978

The Study Area
This study was conducted in several small fishing communi ties on or near
the Pemaquid peninsula in Lincoln County, Maine.

The peninsula lies some 15

miles west of Penobscot Bay, and about 45 miles east of Portland, in what is
known has the mid-coast region of Maine.

The entire region is very rUral.

closest cities

Most of the male population is employed

are about 35 miles away.

The

either in the fishing industry, in service industries (stores, gas stations,
and so on), or in businesses connected with tourism, which is probably the
single largest industry in the region.
present day.

Very few farms have survived to the

The permanent population of the townships numbers between 600

and 3,000, and each contains two or more hamlets.

In July and August, the

ent.ire population more than doubles as hundreds of "out-of-staters" move into
cottages along the ocean for the summer season.

Bristol, for example, which

is a relatively large town, has 1721 permanent residents, who live in some 6
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major hamlets in

46.7 square miles of land area.

In the summer the population

exceeds 5, 000.
The data for this study were collected in the hamlets of Pemaquid Harbor
(town of Bristol) which has 39 boats; New Harbor (town of Bristol) with 50
boats; Bremen (town of Bremen) which has 42 boats; and Friendship (town of
Friendship) with some 120 boats.

Virtually all of the boats in Pemaquid,

Bremen, and Friendship are lobster boats.

New Harbor has both lobster boats

and fin-fishing boats.
Technology
The American lobster (Homarus a,mericanus) is found in the waters off the
Atlantic coast of North America from Newfoundland to Virginia.

However, Maine

consistently produces far more lobsters than any other state.
The technology employed by lobstermen along the entire length of the Maine
coast is relatively uniform.

Until recently, lobsters were caught in traps,

or "pots," about three or four feet long, made of oak frames covered with hardwood lathes.

Lathes are spaced far enough apart to allow circulation of sea

water while retaining the large, legal-sized lobsters.

The open end of the

trap is fitted with a funnel-shaped nylon net, or "head," which lets lobsters
climb in easily, but makes it difficult for them to get out.

Inside the trap

are one Or two other heads, so that the trap is divided into two or th,ree sections, called parlors.

The traps are attached to a small styrofoam buoy via

a "warp" (polyethylene or hemp rope).

The buoys belonging to each lobsterman

are marked with distinctive sets of colors, registered with the state.

These

traps are baited with fish remnants obtained from nearby processing plants.
The most important types of bait used in the study area are redfish frames or
herring remnants.

The traps are usually placed in the water "in strings," or
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long rows, so that a man can see from one buoy to another in the fog.
Most lobstermen in the Muscongus
diesel-powered boats 28 to
raulic "pot" hauler,

B~

area fish alone from gasoline or

34 feet long, equipped with a depth sounder, hyd-

shi~to-shore

radio, and compass.

The boats of full-

time lobstermen are designed specifically for lobstering.

They have high bows,

making them seaworthy when headed into the wind, and low sterns and sides in
back of the cabin area to facilitate the handling of lobster traps and to minimize wind action when the boat is broadside.
and $25,000 to have such a boat constructed.

In 1977 it cost between $17,000
In addition, such a fisherman

may have from $8,000 to $15,000 invested in traps and fishing equipment, a
pickup truck, dock, and some kind of workshop.
ital equipment often run

Replacement values for all cap-

over $50,000.

There is a great deal of variation in the size and scale of fishing operations in the Pemaquid area and in Maine as a whole.

A few local men go lob-

ster fishing from boats as large as 42 feet and run over 900 lobster traps; and
in every harbor there are a number of part-time fishermen--usually older men
or boys--who go fishing only in the warm months of the year with an outboardpowered skiff and a few dozen traps
Seasonal Round
A lobsterman's activities vary greatly from season to season.
winter months are unquestionably the slowest time of the year.

The mid-

During January,

February, and March, when men fish three to ten miles offshore, lobstering is
generally more dangerous and unprofitable.

Catches are very small, and bad

weather and high winds increase trap losses and make the .work more difficult.
Some men stay ashore during this period to build lobster traps, while others
use their boats for scalloping.

Those who persist in lobstering during the
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winter may pull their traps no more than six or . seven times a month.

Spring

(April 15 to June 15) and fall (August 15 to November 15) are unquestionably
the busiest months of the year, when men have a maximum number of traps in
the water and pull them every chance they get.

During the three or four·

week molting season (June 15 to August 15, depending on the area) traps are
typically placed very close to shore--literally feet
surf.

aw~

from the breaking

During this period, catches are so small that men bring many of their

traps ashore and do maintenance

work on their boats.

In the fall, lobster-

men begin to move their equipnent into deeper water again.

In October and

November, usually the most profitable months of the year, traps are placed
between 10 and 35 fathoms.

Since the weather can be very rough at this time

of the year, this fall fishery is the domain of well-equipped, full-time
fishermen with large inboard-powered boats.
Throughout the year, lobstermen pull and rebait their traps when the sea
is calm.

When the sea is rough, they have difficulty finding their buoys and

operating their hydraulic trap haulers.

Moreover, the chances for serious

accidents are vastly increased.
Skill
Skill

pl~s

a large role in the success of fishermen.

There can be great

variation in the catches and incomes of fishermen from the same harbor, fishing
with the same gear, and putting in. approximately the same effort.

Experienced

fishermen say that the most important skill is knowing exactly Where to place
traps, given the bottom conditions and the time of year.
at the ocean seas nothing but waves, birds, and
fisherman sees "bottom" of incredible varieties.

The amateur looking

weather;~he

highly skilled

He is thinking of mud, rocks,

"holes," "humps," "ridges," "edges," (-w:here mud meets rocks), channels, "the 12
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fathom lines," and other features.

When an experienced man place s a trap, he

is taking into account not only all of these factors affecting habitat of lobsters, but also the wind, tide, location of other men's gear, depth, and type
of bait used.

1

Increasingly, he is becoming concerned with the type of trap

being used.
Marketing

Any sizeable harbor has at least one dealer or cooperative which buys from

local lobstermen and sells to tourists or to one of the three or four large
wholesale firms distributing lobsters in Maine and the nation.

Typically,

a lobster fisherman maintains a long-standing relationship with only one dealer
or cooperative, and sells his catch exclusively to that outfit.

The dealer or

coop provides the lobsterman with dock space, and sells him.fuel, bait, paint,
gloves, and other supplies at low rates of profit.
differ radically throughout the area.

Marketing arrangements

In Bremen, Friendship, and Round Pond,

fishermen sell their lobster to private dealers; in New Harbor and Pemaquid,
virtually all of the fishermen sell to cooperatives established in those harbors.
Territoriality
From the legal view,
where.

a~one

who has a license can go lobster fishing any-

In reality, far more is required.

To go lobster fishing at all, one

needs to be accepted by the men fishing out of one harbor, and once one has
gained admission to a "harbor gang," one is ordinarily allowed to go fishing
only in the traditional territory of that

h~rbor.

Interlopers are strongly

sanctioned,'sometimes verbally, but more often by the destruction of lobstering
gear.

This territorial S,1stem is entirely the result of political competition

between groups of lobstermen.

It contai~s no "legal" elements (Acheson 1977).
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Violations of territorial boundaries meets with no set response.

An

older, well-establiShed man from a large family might infringe upon the territorial rights of others almost indefinitely, whereas a new man or a "parttimer" would quickly lose a lot of fishing gear.
involves only one or two men from competing areas.

Ordinarily, trap cutting
But perhaps once a decade,

a series of small incidents will escalate into a full-fledged "lob ster war,"
involving dozens of men and resulting in widespread destruction of lobstering
gear.

However, all conflicts are kept very quiet, since trap cutting is illegal,

and silence reduces the chances for a victim to retaliate.

As a result, the

public knows very little about the territorial system, or the political mechanisms that maintain it.
In the area around Pemaquid and Muscongus Bay. lobster fishing territories
are nucleated.

2

Fishermen maintain exclusive fishing rights to the area within

a mile or two from the mouth of a harbor.

This sense of o'WIlerShip grows pro-

gressively weaker the further awgy from the harbor one goes,· and more "mixed
fishing" is allowed.

The middle of Muscongus Bay, for example, is exploited

by men from New Harbor, Round Pond, Bremen, Friendship, Port Clyde, and Pleasant Point.

When men are fishing 10 miles from shore, there is no sense of ter-

ritorial ownership at all.
While the territorial system is relatively weak in the study area, it is
important to note that fisher.men cannot set traps in every area
know fi shi ng is good.

where they

In the winter, when the Bremen fi shermen are explo i ting

deep waters between Pemaquid Point, Monhegan, and the Georges Islands, they
cannot come within two miles of New Harbor.

Conversely, in the summer the

headwaters of the Medomak River are the exclusive preserve of the Bremen fishennen; men from New Harbor, or other harbors, are not allowed to fish there.
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Harbor Gangs
The men who fish out of one harbor have far more in common than ownership of a common fishing territory.
ortance.

They are informal groups of great imp-

Fishermen themselves recognize the importance of such groupings

and have a variety of terms for them.

They speak of vague entities such as

"the Monhegan boys" or the ''Pemaquid Harbor bunch," or "New Harbor gang."
Some of these groups have rather unique names.

The men from South Bristol

are referred to as "cunners" (a type of fi sh).

We refer to these groupings

as "harbor gangs ," although this term is rarely used by the fishermen themselves.
Harbor gang membership strongly influences many aspects of a person's profes sional career.
ship.

Friendships are formed on the basis of harbor gang member-

The men who fish from one harbor talk to each other on the radio and

swap information with each other.

It is the men from one harbor gang on whom

a man can count in time of emergency.

Members of a gang will often get to-

gether to perform certain tasks, such as building traps, painting boats, and
so on.

Moreover, they generally share a common set of norms, attitudes, and

techniques that mark them off as slightly different from the men of other harbors •
. Perhaps most import.ant t harbor gangs are reference groups.

They provide

a yardstick for a man to use in measuring his success and skill.

They are the

. primary people with whom a lobster fisherman competes; they are the people
that count in the game of lobstering.
They are the

Such gangs look inward on themselves.

most important unit in a lobsterman's life beyond his family.

The rules defining success within a'harbor gang conflict. This has been
discussed at some length in a previous article (see Acheson 1977).

On one hand,

a great deal of prestige accrues to "highliners"--good fishermen who catch a
lot of "fish" and earn high incomes.
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The most prestige goes to the man who lets

it be kno'W1l in quiet ways that he earns a high income by skillfully -working
a small or moderate number of trap s.

Such a man is often elected to town

office, his advice is sought by other fishermen, and he is very apt to serve
as spokesman for the harbor gang in dealing with outsiders of all kinds.

The

prestige accorded such a man will increase as he gets older, but even a young
man who is a "good fisherman" will be greatly admired and respected in a
coastal town.
On the other hand, the prestige accorded a "highliner" may not completely
negate the feeling that his success is at someone else's expense.

Men who

fish huge "gangs" of traps or who fish when the weather is bad are often considered to be taking advantage of others, indeed, to be "taking the food out
of sdmeone else's mouth."
antagonism.

Such "pigs" or "hogs" can stir up a good deal of

Feeling against such a man may run particularly high if he is a brag-

gart and hi s high income is due more to effort and capital equipment th.an skill.
Most fishermen attempt to escape from this double bind by being very secretive about the number of traps they have, their catches, and their income.
Of course, other men can see wh.ere a man has traps, but they have no
knowing how much he is catching from them.

way of

This is information that fishermen

rarely talk about.
The strong cleavage between members of different harbor gangs has a significant influence on transmission of information.
much about harbors 15 or 20 miles away.

Fishermen rarely know very

In New Harbor, for example, it is

rare for a lobsterman to be able to name more than ten men who fish from
Bremen--only 9 miles away.

Highline fishermen are the exception to this rule.

The highline fishermen from New Harbor or Bremen know the names of the four or
five most successful fishermen of most harbors within about a 20 mile radius.
They are, in turn, known by the highline fishermen within roughly the same radius.
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At times, such men will exchange information, and even. form friendship ties.
The highline fisherman is in a highly influential position in a harbor gang
because of his position of prestige and because of his relatively greater
knowledge of the activities of other groups of fishermen.

When new tech-

niques and innovations are transmitted between harbor gangs, usually the
network ties between "highline fishermen" are involved.
~tal

vs. Wooden Traps

Trap and Catch Data
In order to obtain the data necessar,r to test hypotheses concerning the
relative efficiency of metal vs. wooden traps, members of the research team
rode lobster boats owned by some 18 fishermen from four Muscongus Bay towns
and recorded a great deal of data on catches, trap style, and related variables on

some 10 ,000 lobster traps that were pulled in while teem members

were on board.
A very large number of factors affect the catch a lobster fisherman
obtains.

His catch varies dramatically with the season.

Even within arw sea-

son, catches vary with the number of traps in use, the length of time the traps
are left in the water, the way the traps are made, the specific fishing territory being exploited, and most important of all, the skill of the lobsterman.
An intimate knowledge of the bottom and the ability to pinpoint placement of
traps in areas Where lobsters can be caught has a strong influence on income.
If the fishermen were correct, one of the most critical factors influencing
catches and income was the material out of Which the traps were made ( i.e.,
metal vs. wood).
Given the large number of variables involved, we had to gather a great
deal of information to establish the connection between catch and type of lobster
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trap.

Moreover, we had to gather it in such a way that we could control for

certain crucial variables.
(1)

In this regard, some factors need to be mentioned.

In order to control for skill, we gathered data only from men Who

were known as "highli ners •"

The men we cho se had been in the lob ster busine ss

full-time for at least five years.
(2)

We chose only fish.ermen 'Who were using both metal and wooden traps.

This allowed us to compare catches from metal vs. wooden traps taken by the
same man in the same day.
(3)

Some fishermen stated with great vehemence that there would be a

strong variation in the performance of wooden and metal traps with the season.
Such a hypothesis was generally phrased in terms of predicting that either
wood or metal traps would fish better at different times of the year.

In order

to obtain information on such factors, we gathered data at three times of the
year:

just after shedding in July and August, 1977; in the middle of the pro-

ductive fall fishery (November and December, 1977); and again during the spring
fishing season (May 1978).

(4)

There is a good deal of evidence to suggest that lobstermen from some

harbors generally do better than men from other harbors due to differences in
concentrations of lobsters, variation in fishing effort along the coast, and
other ecological factors not understood (Acheson 1977).

As a result, we lim-

ited our investigation only to fishermen from towns in Muscongus Bay, namely
New Harbor, Bremen, Friendship, and Pemaquid Harbor.
control proved inadequate.

Even thi s attempt at

For reasons that are not well understood, the Bremen

lobstermen have been doing very well the last few summers, when they are fishing
the headwaters of Muscongus Bay and the Medomak River, wh,ile highline lob stermen from Round Pond and New Harbor further down the Bay were catching far fewer
lobsters during the summer season.

for this reason, it is impossible to compare

data on catches during the summer without controlling for the territory
(known by the town name) where the fisherman placed his traps.

That is, we

cannot compare catches of wooden traps from New Harbor with catches from
metal traps from Bremen.

No fishermen experience any advantage in the fall

and winter since they are all fishing together in deep water, in the middle
of Muscongus Bay or Johns Bay.
(5)

Lobstermen believe that the type and style of trap used strongly

influence catch.

The vast majority build their own traps and rig them out.

They are constantly making minor changes in design.

Thus, it is not only that

traps used by one man can differ in certain respects from those used by another,
but a single fisherma,n might have several different types of traps, which differ,
at least in his mind, in important respects.

At Davidson's trap factory, in

Round Pond, Maine lobstermen can choose between some 40 different models.
Controlling for type of trap is not as difficult as it might at first
seem, since virtually all of the fishermen in the area under study use traps
which are very similar in essential respects--three or four foot traps, with
either three or four heads.

All of the wooden traps are of the round type,

while all the metal traps are rectangular in shape.
nylon or other synthetic twine.
in use:

All heads are knitted of

In the study area, only two styles of head are

the so-called ''hake mouth head" (heads made completely from twine,

which have a very narrow opening for lobsters to pass through) and the ''hog
ring heads" (heads with round metal rings about 5 inches in diameter).

In

order to control for type of trap, we selected lobstermen who used either three
or four foot traps, and used only "hake mouth heads" and/or ''hog ring heads."
If men were us ing very different kinds of traps, we excluded them from the
sample.
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,

(6)

Two kinds of metal traps are used in the study area:

:

traps made

of aluminized wire, a lar@e percentage of which are produced by a factory in
the ·southern part of the state of Maine, and traps made of vinyl""covered wire.
Some of these vinyl ""coated wire traps are made in a small factory in Lincoln
County, but the vast majority are made by fishermen in their own home workshops •
We studied the effectiveness of both types.
(7)

Since fishennen are presently paid for the number of pounds of lobs-

ter they catch within the legal size range, it is critical to assess the
effectiveness of traps in terms of the pounds of legal lob sters they catch.
Since there is a very simple formula to convert length of lobsters measured
in millimeters to weight measured in grams, "While we were on the boats we recorded the length of lobsters measured on the carapace by using a standard
scientific caliper.

We made no attempt to weigh

any of the lobsters.

The weight of the lobsters alone gives no sure assessment of the effectiveness of a trap.
bait.

One must also take into account the working time of the

Two traps Which. produce 1.5 lbs. of lobsters each on a given morning

are not equally effective if one has been in the water one day and the other
five.

In other words, to assess the productivity of a trap one must combine

data on the weight of lobsters caught, with data on the length of the time
since the

trap was previously pulled.

For this reason, we will use the num-

ber of grams/trap/lay-over day throughout this paper in comparing the productivity of var,ious kinds of traps.
( 8)

During periods when we were doing our trap sample, we would normally

wait until the evening news to get the weather and then call fishermen to
ask permission to accompany them in the morning.

My assistants and I would

get up between 3:00 A.M. and 6:00 A.M., depending on the season, and meet the
lobstermen at some deSignated place-:-normally the dock of the dealer where the

la6

the fisherman sells his lobsters.

We would then spend the

data on every trap that was pulled that day.
laid in clusters or strings.

day recording

Lobster traps are generally

One set of data was recorded for every string

pulled: the name of the lobsterman, the date, the string position, the type
of bottom, the depth of the string, the harbor, the type of bait being used,
the number of lay-over days, and the relation of that string to those of
other fishermen.

When a trap in that string was pulled, we measured the

lobsters and recorded for each trap the length of lobsters (measured in millimeters), Whether it was a metal or wooden trap, the number of notched-tailed
lobsters,

3

if any, caught, and the specific details about the trap (i.e.,

metal or wood, type of heads, length$ and so on).
recorded for every trap pulled during the day.
to

All of this information was

Ordinarily there was ample time

record the data, since fishermen would pull between 150 and 350 traps

maximum in a day (one perhaps everyone to three minutes on the average).
Normally, we would finish between 2:00 P.M. and 3:00 P.M. and be home by
3: 00 P.M. to

4: 00 P.M.

On ce rtain hi ghline boats, however, one might leave

the dock at 5:00 A.M. on a cold December morning, with a 30 mile an hour wind
and a temperature at 28 or 30 all day and return to dock at 5: 30 P.M., well
after dark.
Analysis of Trap Data
While it took four researchers ( and some 18 lobstermen) weeks to collect
the relevant data, the results can be expressed in very few tables.

For the

sake of simplicity, let us take a look at the data during the summer of 1977
first.
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Table 1
Grams/Trap/L.O.D. for Metal and Wooden Traps, July-August 1977
Grams/trap/lay-over

da~

Alumini zed Traps

405.3

(N680)

Vinyl

166.7

(N369 )

Wood

167.0

(N1682)
2975

Total Traps
N

= no.

of traps

If we were to take a look at the tables summarizing all the data on
catch per trap per lay-over day for wooden and metal traps obtained during
the summer of 1977, we would have to conclude that wooden traps and vinylcovered wire traps do far worse than traps covered by aluminized wire.

We

obtained data on 2975 traps pulled late in July and early in August 1977.
average of 405.3 grams/trap/lay-over day,

The aluminized traps took an

while the vinyl and wooden caught 166.7 grams/trap/lay-over day, and 167.0
grams/lay-over day respectively.
significant statistically.

The differences in the means are highly

If we were to conclude that aluminized wire traps

are significantly more productive than either vinyl traps or wooden traps,
we would be correct, but unfortunately these figures are highly misleading
in several significant areas.

A large proportion of the aluminized fishing

gear is used by the Bremen men in our sample, and summer catches have been
very high (probably due to ecological factors) in that area.

Given the

figures in Table 1, there is no way of separating out exactly how much of
the apparent success of aluminized traps is due to territoriality and how
much to the innate characteristics of the trap itself.

;.
'."

A far better picture can be obtained by looking at Table 2 which breaks
down the summer 1977 data on grams/trap/lay-over day by both type of trap and
fishing area.

Several factors should be noted about this information.

Table 2
Grams/Trap/L.O.D. for Metal and Wooden Traps by Harbor,
New
Harbor
c

Bremen

July~ugust

Frien~ship

1977

Pemaquid Harbor

Wood

146.3 (N400)

179.7 (N900)

90.1 (N172)

229.2 (N210)

Vinyl

135.

(N124)

123.1 (N288)

68.9 (N23)

219.4 (N204)

Aluminized

415.4 (N502)

236.6 (N154)

236.6 (N24)

Mean all traps

305.5 (N743 )

176.0 (N195)

87.6 (N195)

224.6 (N254)

New Harbor fishermen did not fare as well, as one can see by comparing
the figures on catches produced by various kinds of traps in these two
fishing areas.

Aluminized traps in Bremen waters in August produced 415.4

grams/trap/lay-over day.

The differences between what a particular type

of trap in Bremen produced in comparison with the output of a similar trap
from New Harbor are again very significant statistically.

(For example,

when the mean output of aluminized traps pulled in Bremen waters was compared with those pulled in New Harbor, the value of the t was 5.6 [p
These figures

veri~

=

.01].

the fishermen's claim that fishing in Bremen waters

during the summer is better than further down the Bay.)
More important, if we compare the catch figures on various types of
traps we have automatically controlled for ecological differences.

That

is, if we compare the output of various types of traps for any given area
(s~

Bremen or New Harbor), we are comparing figures from traps placed in

the same area and operating under the same conditions.

Such comparisons

demonstrate with great clarity that aluminized metal traps undoubtedly
catch more lobsters than either vinyl or wood.

Wooden traps in Bremen pro-

duced an average of 146.3 grams/trap/lay-over day, while .alwninized traps
pulled during this same period by the same men from this'town yielded 415.4
grams/trap/lay-over d~.

The difference in means is highly
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significant.

The value of the t is 24.7, so the result s are significant in excess of
the .01 level.

Vinyl traps, hy way of contrast, in Bremen produced 135.0

grams/trap/lay-over day.

The difference between this mean figure and that

for aluminized traps pulled in the same area is also statistically significant (value of the t is 41.2, P

= .01).

There is also a significant difference between the mean catches produced by various kinds of traps in New Harbor during the summer of 1977.
In July and August 1977, wooden traps in New Harbor produced 179.7 grams/
trap/lay-over day, while aluminized traps pulled by the same men produced
236.6 grams/trap flay-over day (value of the twas 21. 9, p

=

.01).

The

same kind of significant difference can be seen in a comparison of mean
catches of aluminized vs. vinyl traps in New Harbor during these months.
Vinyl traps produced 123 grams/trap/lay-over day, while aluminized traps
produced 236.6 grams/trap/lay-over day.
produced by a standard t-test was 25.9 (p

In this case the value of the t

= .01).

These figures taken from the data gathered during the summer of 1977
show the general superiority of the aluminized traps.

There is, however,

a great deal of variation in trap catches over the course of the year so
that the total picture is quite complicated.

The data from the winter and

spring show that most men continue to do well with aluminized traps, but
some men with vinyl or wooden traps outfish those with aluminized gear.

All

of our data from the summer, spring, and fall were analyzed with a multiple
stepwise regression program.

The results strongly reinforce the conclusion

that over the course of the entire year aluminized traps are generally superior to vinyl traps, and that both vinyl and alumini zed traps are superior
to wood.

The data from the regression analysis on the variables connected

to trap construction material are summarized in Table 3.
equation, the dependent variable was pounds per trap.
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In this regression

There were 110 indep-

endent variables t

including variables on season, bait used, trap length,

number of heads, position,

dep~,

and the Skill of the man involved.

Only

the 'data directly relating to trap construction material have been included,
since a complete description of all of the results of these regression
results is irrelevant for our purposes.

-

Table 3
Regression Analysis Results on Trap Construction Material

B

Variable
Vinyl Traps
Wooden Traps
Aluminized
Traps

Baseline

-

BETA

Standard
Error
of B

f

Level of
S.!gnificance

Variable

-0.2767

-0.09448

0.07508

13.584

0.1546

0.04821

0.07886

3.848

.001
.05

As we can see from the data in this table, wooden traps and aluminized
traps are being compared to vinyl traps, which served as the baseline variable.

The B figures (regression coefficient) indicated that wooden traps

catch .27 lbs/trap haul less than vinyl traps, while the aluminized traps
get .154

lbs/trap haul more.

Even though these differences in poundage

caught are quite small, the difference inca tche s are si gnificant over the
.05 level so that we can be reasonably certain that these results did not
happen by accident.
The signs of the B and BETA figures are very significant.

The fact

that the sign for the figures on wooden traps is negative indicates that
as the number of wooden traps in the mix increases, the pounds per trap
decreases.

The opposite is true with aluminized traps •. An increase in

these traps brings about an increase in catch.
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This analysis also demonstrated that other factors were far more important

in influencing lobster catches than the trap construction material.

This can be done by comparing BETA figures.

First in importance were fac-

tors connected with season (BEI'A .295) ; next was length of trap (BETA .190);
third was skill of the fisherman (BETA .10); and then came bait used (BETAs
ranging from .138 to .880).
tion material.

Near the bottom of the list was trap construc-

As we can see from Table 3, the BETA figure for aluminized

traps was only .048, while that for wooden traps was -.094.

(See Acheson

in press.)
Given all of these results, there can be no question that aluminized
traps produce significantly more lobsters per unit of effort than either
vinyl or wooden traps.
Frank~,

we did not expect these results, hl though certain fi shermen

did tell us that aluminized traps did better.
very good fishermen said that it

real~

In the summer of 1977, two

did not make any difference what

kind of material was on the outside of a trap.

What counted was the bait

and where the trap was placed (i.e. the skill of the fisherman).

For

months we were prepared to believe this hypotq.e si s, which seemed sensible
in every respect.

These data demonstrate beyond all doubt that what is on

the outside of a trap does make a substantial difference.

(See:

Acheson

[in press] for a complete an~sis of all these data.)
Why should aluminized traps fish so much better than traps with wooden
lathes or traps covered with vinyl-covered wire?

There is

no certain an-

swer at this point. '.rwo hypotheses have been advanced by certain fishermen.
Many say metal trap s, si nce they have no tendency to float, stay on the
bottom better, while wooden traps, even weighted, have a tendency to float
and thus move somewhat due to wave action, wind, tide, and so on.

4

Lobs-

ters, so the story goes, prefer to crawl into traps Which are more stationary.
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One

fi~erman

explained this tendency of lobsters in

"Of course they don't like it if the trap move s •
into a house that was jumping allover the lot?
Maybe so.

~e

following words.

Would you like to go
It's the same thing."

Second, some fishermen believe that lobsters are repelled by

the smell emanating from the vinyl-covered wire.

At least one scientist

believes that they are correct (Bowles 1978).
Economic Issues
From the point of view of the fisherman, the critical question concerns whether or not it is advisable to. invest in metal or wooden traps.
Unfortunately, there is no way this question can be answered

by looking

at the figures on relative physical productivity for a month or two.
eral factors complicate the issue.

Sev-

First, metal traps are far more expen-

si ve than wooden traps, and do not last as long.

The four foot aluminized

traps, for example, cost $27.50 during the summer of 1977 so that a pair
of these equipped with warp line, toggles, and buoy ran about $65.

A single

3 foot oak trap could be bought for $12, and a pair of them fully rigged
cost about $35 •

Moreover, a wooden trap, it is estimated, lasts about five

to seven years, while an aluminized trap lasts about three or four.

Most

important, investment in lobster traps lasts over a period of years, so
that the discount rate or the time value of money must be taken into account.

5 More specifically, metal and wooden traps produce different income

streams over a different number of years.

Last, the physical

output of a

trap varies dramatically over the course of a year, along with the price the
fisherman receives for lobsters.

(Supply and price usually vary inversely.)

There is no way the physical output, or the Net Revenue, a

fi~erman

receives

from a trap can be estimated from the figures on physical productivity gathered during July and August 1977.

Businessmen and bankers are faced with making decisions involving all

.of

these variables constantly, and they have developed a

accounting techniques to handle such problems.

~ole

set of

The techniques most widely

used by accountants and businessmen for evaluating investment options is
to compare the Net Present Values of the investment in question.

The for-

mula for the Net Present Value of an investment is as follows:
N

NPV=L
T
Here, .!:!Q!. is the Net Cash Flow;
cost of capital;

~

=1
i

NCF
t

C

(1 + i)t
is the interest rate or the marginal

is the initial cost of the project; and N is the expec-

ted life of the project.
In order to obtain information on the NPV of an investment in wooden
vs. aluminized traps, detailed information on costs, interest rates, catches,
and revenues for 10 metal and 10 wooden traps from June 15, 1977 to April 1,

1978 was obtained from one local fisherman.
(1)

The following is assumed:

That the interest rate is 8.75 percent.

(This was the rate he

was actually charged in the summer of 1977 on a secured loan to buy traps.)

(2)

That an aluminized trap cost about $32.50 and a wooden trap cost

$17.50 (fully rigged).

These are the actual costs he paid during the spring

of 1977.
(3)
six years.

That a metal trap will last four years and a wooden trap will last
After four years a metal trap will be completely depreciated,

while a wooden traps will have a salvage value of $5.00.

(4)

That the Net Cash Flows will remain constant over the course of

the inves tment •
(5)

That the project will terminate in four years.

This short time

horizon will be used to minimize the effect of inflation, changes in the
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II

85
33
30
33

96
104
62
28
19
24
?

$1.50 lb.

$1.80 lb.

$2.40 lb.

$2.75 lb.

$3.00 lb.

$3.00 lb.

$3,60 lb.

Nov IS77

Dec 1977

Jan 1978

Feb 1978

Mar 1978

Apr 1978

Totals

502 Ibs,

83

55

799 Ibs.

?

171

155

129

86

37

Oct 1977

Sep 1977

Aug 1977

6

$1.30 lb. ( soft)
$2.30 lb. (hard)
$1.401b.(soft)
$2.00 lb. (hard)
$1.40 lb.

40

Jul 1977

26

Ibs.
(total lob sters
caught in aluminized
traEs }~10}

$1.90 lb.

Price received
(15th of the month)

Ibs.
(total lobsters
caught in wooden
traEs) (10 ~

9.33

$947 .13

?

$ 72.00

$ 57.00

$ 77.00

$148.80

$187.20

$144.00

$116.20

$ 86.40

$

$ 49.40

Total Revenue
( woo den traEs l

Revenue From a Sample of Aluminized and Wooden Traps

Table 4

Jun 1977

Month

~

$1476.75

?

$ 99.00

$ 90.00

$ 90.75

$204.00

$307.80

$232.50

$180.60

$155.00

$ 61.10

$ 76.00

Total Revenue
(alumini zed tra:I?§)

-~

- Lr\
..
C\J

...Jj

;i_~

l'......

85
33
30
33

96
104
62
28
19
24
?

$1.50 lb.

$1.80 lb.

$2.40 lb.

$2.75 lb.

$3.00 lb.

$3.00 lb.

$3.60 lb.

Nov lS77

Dec 1977

Jan 1978

Feb 1978

Mar 1978

Apr 1978

Totals

502. 1bs.

83

799 1bs.

?

171

155

129

86

37

Oct 1977

Sep 1977

55

6

Aug 1977

1b.( soft)
lb. (hard)
1b.( soft)
lb. (hard)
lb.

$1.30
$2.30
$1.40
$2.00
$1.40

Jul 1977

40

26

$1.90 lb.

Price received
(15th of the monthl

Jun 1977

Month

1bs.
(total lob sters
caught in aluminized
traps )(10)

1bs.
(total lobsters
caught in wooden
traps )(10)

9.33

$947.13

?

$ 72.00

$ 57.00

$ 77.00

$148.80

$187.20

$144.00

$116.20

$ 86.40

$

$ 49.40

Total Revenue
(wooden traps)

Revenue From a Sample of Aluminized and Wooden Traps

Table 4

,

$1476.75

?

$ 99.00

$ 90.00

$ 90.75

$204.00

$307.80

$232.50

$180.60

$155.00

$ 61.10

$ 76.00

Total Revenue
(aluminized traps)

•

lI'\
-:~

"C\J

costs of materials, changes in prices for lobsters, .. and so on.
(6)
shop.

That a fisherman already has a boat, dock, pick-up truck, work-

The only decision he is currently making concerns the traps them-

sel ves.
In order to obtain Net Present Value figures for investments in
wooden vs. aluminized traps, we need to have data on New Cash Flowsthe gross revenue minus cash costs associated with each type of trap.
In order to obtain this information, information on prices paid for lobster was obtained from the New Harbor Co-op from June 1977 to the present,
along with data on pounds of lobsters caught by a local fisherman in ten
of his wooden traps and ten aluminized traps.

The results are summarized

in Table 4.
There are, of course, enormous costs involved in the lobster business.
This particular fisherman (see Table 4) pays about $5200 for bait during
the year and another $3200 for gas, and it costs him another $500 cash (to
say nothing of his time) to maintain the traps he already has.

Since he

has 500 traps, and his variable costs are $8900, his cost per trap is $17.80.
If 10 wooden traps yield $947.13, the gross revenue for one trap per
year is about $94.71.

Since 10 aluminized traps yield $1476, one trap prod> 4
6
If variaule costs per trap are $17.GO,tllen the
duces a gross revenue of ~l 7. O.
Net Cash Flow for a vooden trap is $76.90 yearly, and for an aluminized trap
$129 yearly.
,

If the Net Cash Flow for a year per alumini zed trap is $129, wi th an
interest rate of 8.75 percent, the project lasting for four years, and the
initial cost of the investment being $35.50, then the NPV is as f01lows.
N

NPV

=

=

>

"=T....,=l~

129

(1 + 8.75)1

C

129

(1 + 8.75)3
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+

129

"'7"'(1-+-:8;;.:;0.'=75....).....
4

- $32.50

6

= Present Value of $129.00 received for 4 years minus $32.50

= $420.22 - $32.50

= $387.72
Calculating the NPV of a wooden trap is slightly more complicated,
since the trap lasts for six years and the project will be over in four.
After four years the traps will not be completely depreciated and may be
sold for "salvage value."

Let us assume that this salvage value is $5 per

trap.
If the Net Cash Flow for a wooden' trap is $76.90 per year, with an
interest rate of 8.75 percent, the project lasting

4 years,

and initial

cost of $17.50, and a salvage of $5:
NPV=~

-

C

76.9 _
(1 + 8.75)1

+

~t

=

76.9

+

76.9

Present Value of $5.00 in 4 years - $17.50 initial cost

= $250.00

+ $3.57 - $17.50

= $236.25
The figures on the Net Present Value of aluminized vs. wooden traps
certainly demonstrate the superioroty of the aluminized lobster traps.
The NPV for these aluminized traps is $387.72, while the NPV of wooden traps
is only $236.25.

This comparison tak"es" into account the differences in:

physical productivity, the life of the traps, and the initial costs.
Certainly the NPV for wooden and aluminized traps in Maine as a whole
are not this high.

The lobsterman who volunteered these figures is one of

the very best I have ever seen.
he works hard.

It is not only that he is highly skilled;

This man pulls traps about 160 days a year, so that each

trap is pulled about 80 times over the course of the annual cycle.
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The

average lobster fisherman works perhaps 110 to 130 days per year.
In thi s regard, it should be noted that this man's catch per trap is
not especially high.

From the 'Wooden trap, he is obtaining only .625 lbs.

every time the trap is :pulled (50.2 Ibs.

per trap per 80 hauls).

Thus,

this man earns a very high income; but his success is due not only to' skill,
but to an enormous amount of effort.
Adopt ion

~

ReJect ion

.2!. Metal

Traps:

Social Factors

General Observations
Given the obvious advantage of aluminized lobster traps, why is there
such confusion and debate concerning the relative efficiency of such traps?
Certainly many of the lobstermen who continue to favor wooden traps are
bright and enterprising people who are very competitive and interested in
raising their incomes.
The answer is that most fishermen do not have the information necessary to accurately judge trap efficiency.

When they finally obtain accur-

ate information, a large number of them quickly begin to invest in large
numbers of metal traps.
There are two factors which make it difficult, if not impos sible, for
most fishermen to estimate the efficiency of wooden '.and various kinds of
metal traps.

First, there are so many variables involved that even if the

individual acquires a few traps to test, and keeps records on them, he will
not be able to conclusively determine if the investment is justifiable.

As

we have seen, one has to take into account not only all of the factors influencing physical output of the different types of trap~ (bottom, season,
depth, heads, number of lobsters caught, trap type, location, proximity of
gear, bait, type of bottom, and so on), but also the factors influencing
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revenues and cost over the long run (i. e. cost of traps, maintenance costs,
discount rates, ex-vessel prices for lobsters, and related variables).

No

human mind can adequately handle and sort out such a welter of information.
Second, it is very difficult to obtain information from other lobstermen.

One cannot observe what others are doing.

One might be able to

see some of the catches they bring in, and observe where some of their
traps are, but is is impossible to tell with any accuracy what they are
catching.
Given the competitive nature of lobstering and the importance of
knowledge in determining success, one can scarcely hope to obtain much
information from other lobstermen.

Men from adjacent harbor gangs are

thought.of as "enemies," and are often treated with open hostility.
are, after all, men who can and have intruded on your

They

fishing territory

and destroyed fi shing gear of men in your harbor gang, if not your own
traps.

This basic distrust manifests itself in derogatory stereotypes of

men from these other harbors, and an unwillingness to share accurate information with them.

Fellow members of a harbor gang are not conceptually

enemies, but they are competitors.

Providing f'ellow harbor gang members

wi th information which would help them compete for a finite supply of lobsters is not in the individual's advantage.

Fishermen will often volunteer

general information with close friends or relatives.

But even in these

cases, the flow of information is clearly restricted.

Evasion is the rule,

and deliberate lies are common.

The stories about the ways lobster fisher-

men misinform each other are legion.

Some men have used "decoy traps" (buoys

attached to rocks or concrete blocks) to suggest that lobsters are in certain unproductive areas.

Others stretch the truth about the advantages or

disadvantages of certain kinds of lobster gear.

Many men, when they find

a "sweet spot," will hide its existence from competitors by avoiding the
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area except when they can pull those traps without being observed.
With regard to metal traps, a variety of misleading stories are being
told.

In 1977, one heard that there was no difference in catches.

The only

reason that people ostensibly adopted them was to avoid the worm problem
(marine worms can destroy wooden traps), and to ease the work load, since
they are lighter and easier to handle out of water.
fectly valid reasons for accepting,

metal

These are both per-

traps, but it should not be

overlooked that these obvious advantages have been used to mask the fact
that many of the owners of

metal

traps suspect they fish better.

In

the fall of 1978, thos e in know have persisted in talking about the advantages of "metal traps."

The sociolinguistics is interesting.

It pretends

that there is no difference between aluminized and vinyl traps (which are
both called metal).

Some of the perpetrators of the "metal trap" myth

know better or strongly suspect the truth.
Given the confusion and misinformation, etc. the critical question is:
how do fishermen decide to accept or reject aluminized (and/or vinyl) traps?
Two preliminary observations were made that had an enormous influence
on the way we went about answering this question.
First, it was noted that the response to metal traps came far later
in some harbors than in others.

In Bremen, for example, metal traps gained

rapid and widespread adoption between 1974 and 1975.

In New Harbor, such

traps are just now gaining wide acceptance (winter of 1978).

In Round Pond

and Pemaquid, only a very small number of men ha'\e begun to experiment with
metal traps of any kind.

This set of observations suggested that responsive-

ness to this innovation was linked somehow with harbor gangs, with all that
indicated about competition, restricted flow of informaticn, etc.
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Second, it quickly became apparent that within a harbor gang the re,sponse to metal traps is highly differential, with some men accepting such
traps very early, others lagging behind, and others not adopting them at
all. 7 Thus, a good deal of emphasis was placed on attempting to define
the characteristics of early, middle, and late adopters of metal lobstering
gear.
In order to sort out factors affecting the differential responsiveness
between and within groups of fishermen, we obtained data on virtually every
lobster fisherman in New Harbor, Round Pond, and Pemaquid Harbor in the
months of November and December 1977,and a large sample from Bremen.

In

addition to collecting information on age, education, work experiences,
fishing experience, and other basic personal data, during the survey each
fisherman was asked about his source of information on metal traps, his
opinion of them, the number of metal traps he owned, his plans for the
/

future vis-a-vis investment in traps, and his attitudes toward fishing.
This information was heavily supplemented by extensive open-ended interviews and participant observation which took place over the course of
several months.

Even though the open-ended interviews are not amenable

to statistical analysis, they did provide a good deal of insight into the
patterns of response, and resulted in many insights that are impossible to
obtain via quantitative methods.
Quantitative Differences Between Early and Late Adopters
Our survey turned up five critical sets of factors which are related
to the

rate of adoption of metal lobster traps.

These quantitative dif-

ferences between the men who adopted traps early and those who adopted them
later give enormous insight into the factors which influence the decision
of fishermen to accept or reject these traps.
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Table 5
Age By Adopter Category*
Over 70

55-70
Early

3

Late

15

Totals

15
3

56

Early adopters were defined for purposes of this analysis as men
who had at least 25 metal traps before June 1977. Middle range adopters
had at least this number of traps by January 1, 1978. Late adopters had
no metal traps by January 1978.
*The results of a Chi Square test on age distribution for early
aoopters of metal traps appears below. The observed frequencies are
obtained from Table 5; since there are 15, the theoretical distribution
in each cell is 3.
25- 40

Under 25
fE

0

FE

3

x=D.

40-55

55-70

Over 70

10

2

3

0

3

3

I

,
,

3

\.

3

k

_F)2

2

=-L

i=l

3

Fl

=3 +

222
2
+...L. + ...L + ..2...,+-1..
3
3
3
3

16.3 + .333 + 0 + 3

= 22.633

DF

=4

P/' OO1

Therefore, reject the hypothesis that there is no difference in the
observed and expected frequencies.

First, there is a substantial difference in the age distribution of
early adopters, as opposed to middle and late adopters of metal traps.

As

can be seen in Table 5, all of the men who adopted metal traps early are
clustered in what lobstermen think of as their "prime fishing years."
No early adopters were under 25 years old, and none was over 70. _Most
important, il of the 15 men (or 66 percent) in this early adopter category
were between 25 and 40.
of early adopters.

A Chi Square test was run on the age distribution

As can be seen in the note for Table 5, we can safely

reject the null hypothesis since the Chi Square statistic is significant
at the .001 level.

This means that there is under one chance in one thou-

sand that th is clustering in ages in the early adopter category could
have occurred by chance.
The age distribution of late adopt'ers is far more evenly distributed.
Eleven of the late adopters (or 20 percent) were under 25, and 18 (or 32
percent) were over the age of 55; three were over 70.

In short, a very

high percentage of the late adopters were either very young or relatively
old.

Only 13 (or 23 percent) of these late adopters were between 25 and 40.

Table 6
Some Social and Economic Characteristics of Early, Middle and Late Adopters
of Metal Lobster Traps: July - August 1977
Age
(years)
Earll
Adol2ters . x
N = 16
Middle
Ado;Eters x
N=4 . Late
Ado::eters. x
N = 56

Education
(years )

# of traEs_

Age of Boat
(years)

Length of Boat
(in feet)
x

= 41.3

x = 12.37

x = 389.3

x=

= 52.2

:if

= 12.50

x = 307.0

:if

= 11.75

x = 28.8

= 43.2

x

= il.Ol

x

= 305.0

x

= 11.5

x
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9.9

= 31.68

= 28.8

Second, the early adopters of metal lobster gear have a great deal
more invested in their business than the late adopters.

This is indicated

in any number of ways which are amenable to statistical analysis (see
Table 6).
A.
sive.

Late adopters have smaller boats, which are naturally less expenLate adopters have boats averaging 28.8 feet, while early adopters

have boats with a me~n length of 31.6.

(This difference in means is almost

certainly statistically significant according to the results of our t test.
The value of the t is 1.82 [p
B.

= .07].)

They have far fewer traps than the early adopters.

The early

adopters reported an average of 389.3 lobster traps, while the late adopters have a reported average of 305.4 traps each.
is highly significant statistically.

This difference in means

(A standard t test produced a t value

of 29.07, an unbelievably high figure [p).OOl].

This means that there is

less than a one in a thousand chance of these results occurring by chance.)
C.

The lobster boats used by late adopters are, on the average, older

than those used by early adopters.

The boats of the later

ado~ters

are 11.5

years old on the average, while those used by the early adopters are 9.9
years old.

The differ"ence in these two means is ,highly significant

statistically as well (value of the t = 2.05; p) .05 level).
The difference between the amount s invested by early adopters and
late adopters is greater than one might think by looking at these figures
alone.

A boat that is a few feet bigger and a few years newer costs sev-

eral thousand dollars more thana smaller, older boat.

Traps are very

expensive; and metal traps are much more expensive than wooden ones.

Al-

though we have no solid, systematically gathered evidence to buttress the
assertion, there is no question that the amount of ancillary gear owned
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· by early adopters in greater than that of later adopters.

All these fac-

tors mean that early adopters may have two or three times the amounts invested as later adopters.
We were able to tabulate total investment for a
great accuracy.

few

individuals with

One well-established, highline fisherman had over $85,000

invested in his boat, mooring, traps (half of them metal), dock, pickup
truck, and workshop.

A. young man with only two years experience had only

$9500 invested in his boat and wooden traps.
workshop.)

(He had no truck, dock, or

While these two individualS are at the ends of the continuum,

such differences in investment are by no means rare.
Third, as can be seen in Table 6, there is

no statistically signific-

ant difference between early adopters of metal traps and late adopters with
As is indicated by Table 6, late

regard to educational level attained.

adopters had a mean educational level of 11.0 years, while the early adopters went to school for an average of 12.3 years.
is not significant.

(Value of the t

= .685;

The difference in means

p) .40.)

These findings fly

in the face of a good many studies which indicate that people with a higher
educational level are more apt to take on new innovations as opposed to
people with lower educational levels (e.g. Rogers and Shoemaker 1971: 186,354).
Most fishermen themselves would not be particularly surprised by these
results.

They have long maintained that it is years of experience in the

industry, and not years of formal education that make a "good fisherman,"
with all this term indicates about the ability to identifY successful innovations.

However, there is no solid evidence that years of formal educa-

tion do not translate into lobstering skills.
given the small sample at hand.

The hypothesis is untestable

MOst lobster fishermen, at present, enter

the occupation after high school; and a
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few

might complete one or two years

of technical school in programs designed to prepare them for a career other
than fishing.

Thus, most fishermen entering the occupation have between

10 and 13 years of education.

Most men. who have college. degrees or grad-

uate education leave the area, and certainly do not enter fishing.

There

/

are, however, a few men with bachelor's degrees who have become fishermen.
Generally they do very well, along with men with one or more years of technica1 training.

Many of these men have been among the earliest adopters

of metal lobstering gear.

Their numbers are too small to make any definite

statements however.

Table 7
Rate of Adoption of Metal Traps and Fishing Success *
Fishing Success
H'~gJh1'~ner
Speed of
Adoption

Early and
Middle

M'ddl
~
e

L ow

T
o tal s

9

9

4

22

Late

13

16

25

54

Totals:

22

25

29

76

*Log-Likelihood Ratio for contingency table on fishing success and
rate of adoption of metal traps.
G = 4.60517

(L L f ij - L Iog f. -'LR . IOgR , -L
~j

~

~

clOgc

j

+ log n)

G = 4.60517 (9 log 9 + 9 log 9 + 4 log 4 + 13 log 13 + 16 log 16 +
25 log 25 - 22 log 22 - 54 log 54 - 22 log 22 - 25 log 25 29 log 29 + 76 log 76)
G

= (4.60517)

G

=

5.705

(1.239)

DF

=2

p) .06

Fourth, and perhaps most important, a very high proportion of early
adopters are identified as highline fishermen; and, correspondingly, a very
high proportion of those who adopted metal traps late were rated "low," or

",

not very successful in fishing.

As can be seen in Table 7, nine out of

22 highline fishermen (or 41 percent) adopted metal traps early.

Only

four of the "low" success (or 13 percent) adopted metal traps -early.
A Log-Likelihood Ratio for this contingency table was run (see note
for Table

7).

The results demonstrate that there is a low probability that

these differences could have occurred by chance.

In other words, there is

strong evidence linking fishing success with speed of adoption of this
innovation; and conversely "low" success in fishing is associated with
"late" rate of adoption.
Fifth , there is some evidence that the early adopters of metal traps
are more strongly committed to the fishing industry than late adopters.
Commitment, like all attitudes and values, is very difficult to measure
objectively.

We had two open-ended questions in our interview schedule

designed to assess the interest and commitment to lobster fishing.

These

questions were:
(a)

"Would you advise a young man to go into fishing at the present?"

(b)

"If the fishing industry in Maine went completely broke, where

would you go and what would you do?"
The results of these two questions by adopter category are summarized
in Table 8
As can be seen from Table 8, 10 out of 15 (or 66 percent) of the
early adopters said they would advise a young man to go fishing, whereas
only 12 of 37 (or 32 percent) of the late adopters answered this question
positively.

The results of the Chi Square analysis indicate that this dif-

ference in response between early and late adopters is statistically significant.

We would like to argue that this set' of responses is indicative

of a ,greater level of interest and commitment on the part of the early adopters.
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Table 8
Adopter Category by Conrrnitment Indicators

(a)

Responses to question:

"yes"
"no"
Totals:

"Would you advise a young man to go fishing
now? "

Ear 1 y AdOP t ers

Lat e Ad0:P"t ers

T
o ta ls

10

12

22

5

25

30

37

52

15

.

Results of Analysis of Cont ingency Table 8a:
Chi Square = 3.81
Degrees of Freedom = 1
p .05
Therefore: Do not rej ect H

>

0

(b)

Responses to question:

"If the fishing industry in Maine went completely broke, where would you go and what
would you do?"

Ear1y Adopt ers

Stay in fishing,
but move to
another area

L a t e Ad012:t ers

T
o ta l s

2

4

6

Get ather job or
retire in area

11

30

41

Totals:

13

34

47

Results of Analysis of Contingency Table 8b:
Chi Square = 3.818
Degrees of Freedom
1
P .05
Therefore: Do not rej ect Ho

<

=

During the interviewing process, we received the very strong impression that
the men who were experimenting and adopting metal traps were more enthusiastic about fishing.

They taJked about it more, and spent hours analyzing

fishing trends and other topics.

They have done well in fishing.

They

enj oy it.

And they would have few reservations about

enj oining someone

else to try the same thing--providing that young man did not go fishing.
in the same area and thus compete with them.
The responses to Question (b) tell something equally important about
the nature of commitment in the fishing industry.

When we asked these

fishermen what they would do if the industry in Maine went broke, only
12 percent indicated they would stay in fishing and move to some other
area.

The vast majority (some 87 percent) indicated that they would get

another job in the area outside fishing or would retire in the area.
was true of both early adopters and late adopters.

This

(The analysis of this

contingency table again revealed that the results are significant at the
.05 level.)

In short, the large number of men who said they would stay in

the area is scarcely an accident.

We believe that this set of responses

reinforces another observation--namely, that lobster fishermen are committed
to the area more than they are to fishing.
not interested in fishing.

This is not to say they are

Fishing is strongly preferred as an occupation,

but more important than occupation is interest in staying in a locale where
one has important kinship and community ties.

The responses to this question

probably tell more about critical features of the social structure than
they do about responses to innovation.
All of these figures suggest a great deal about the characteristics of
men who adopted metal lobster traps.

On the wmle, the early adopters are

at the height of their lobstering careers.

Most are between 25 and 40--an

age bracket fishermen think of as their prime years.
is an all-encompassing occupation, not a hobby.

Lobstering for them

They are not young enough

to think of getting into some other occupation, nor are they old enough to
think of retiring.

They are serious fishermen.
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They are in an occupation

"

in which they have a good deal of interest and have a good deal of success.
VirtuallY all of the men in the early adopter category have been.in the
bus iness long enough to build, up a sUbstantial number of traps, and have
earned enough to have a large, well-equipped boat.

The late adopters of

metal traps are spread relatively evenly in every age category; they have
far less invested; very few of them are highline fishermen; and there is
substantial reason to think that they have less interest in fishing.

All

of these factors interrelate with each other in a variety of ways which
influence the decision to purchase or not purchase metal lobster traps.
In general, they can be classified as:

(1) economic factors, (2) factors

related to the structure of harbor gangs.
Economic Factors
A great deal of the willingness to invest in metal traps can be explained simply in terms of the ability to invest.
ters are either

ve~

young men or very old.

Many of the late adop-

Neither is apt to have a lot

of money to invest in expensive new fishing gear.

The older fishermen,

like older people everywhere, are apt to be hard pressed.

Fishing is a

young man I s game, and older fishermen are apt to be well past the

years

when they can afford a few thousand dollars to invest in experimental gear.
Many are in the process of retracting their fishing operations, and are
looking forward to retirement.
and get out of the business.

They want to depreciate the gear they have,
Other men are already retired, and do a

little lobstering to supplement their income from social security.

Since

they cannot earn too much at lobstering without jeopardizing their social
security payments, they clearly have minimal interest in i-nvesting heavily
in gear which promises to raise both costs and income.

In addition, all

these older fishermen, in the back of their minOs, appear to be thinking
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in terms of investing only in thos.e things which will result in an inunediate cash flow from which they would benefit.

One 76-year-old fisherman

put it very well when he said:
"I ain't going to invest in no metal traps. I'll be damned if
I'll put a lot of money in gear that is going to outlast me.
Besides, it would be a form of welfare. If I bought a gang of
metal traps, chances are that [his nephew] would inherit them
to use. He already gets enough welfare off the state without
arw help from me."
The very young men are hard pressed for still other reasons.

They

typically have had to spend every dime they saved and could borrow to get
a used boat and enough gear to begin fishing on the most minimal level.
Moreover, most of these men are generally interested in buying standard
wooden traps which they consider less risky.

Some are having trouble

enough making a living with what they consider to be proven fishing gear.
In addition, the price of the wooden traps makes them very attractive.
After all, a man 'Who is new to the business wants to build up the number
of traps he has as quickly as possible.

By investing in wooden rather

than metal traps, he can get far more traps for his money.

Many of them

are not interested in metal traps for still another reason--they are not
completely certain they will be able to survive in the competitive game
of lobstering.

Some of them will undoubtedly fail.

A good many of the

younger men are clearly wondering i f they would not be better off in some
other occupation •. Some of them are just lobstering temporarily.
a few are thinking of leaving lobstering permanently.
old fisherman phrased it:
to college.
fishing.

More than

As one nineteen year

"Maybe I'll stay in fishing, but maybe I'll go

In the meantime, 11m not going to put a lot of money intb

I don't really know i f that is what I'm going t·o stick with."

However, many of the late adopters are neither young nor old.
27 (or 48 perc ent) ar e between 25 and 55.
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Many

0

In fact,

f thes e men, even though

they are in what are considered th_eir prime earning_years, also have great
difficulty raising funds for new investment.
business is just like any other.

As one man phrased it, "This

If you haven 't got any savings, you can't

buy anything big on your own, and the dealers and banks don't want to lend
it to you either.

The only time you can get a lot of money for new fishing

gear is when you don I t need it."
By way of contrast, Table 7 demonstrates that a very high percentage
of the early adopters of metal traps were also highline fishermen.

Many

of these men either had the money to purchase metal traps, or had the collateral and history of success so that it was relatively easy to obtain
loans from dealers,_ banks, or other sources of capital.
Harbor Gang Structure
1\

In marv respects, the "highline fisherman" from any harbor and his
less successful competitors inhabit the same social field.

They are,

after all, members of the same harbor gang--the primary unit of identification for fishermen, and the single most important reference group.

However,

there are some important differences among men within harbor gangs which
are linked in important ways to the adoption of metal traps.
First, staying ahead of the competition is the primary goal for highline fishermen.

Fishing, for these men, is not only a way to make a living.

It is also a team sport in which one strives to "beat other men" and avoid
being beaten by them.

A great deal of the competition for lobsters stems

not only from a desire to increase income, but from a knowledge that having
greater catches means greater influence and: -higher so::!ial standing as well.
Men playing the "highline" game put in the most hours.

They are the ones

who leave before dawn on most days, and return after dark.

They are the men

who have the largest boats and the most fishing equipment.

In this
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competition, they are constantly making changes- to ensure that they have
the best equipment available.

If you do not compete in equipment or tech-

niques, your competition will outfish you.

And with the competition hot

on their heels, these men are constantly looking for and experimenting
wi th new techniques and types of gear.
Some of the less successful fishermen are clearly not as competitive.
Some scarcely seem. to be fully able to understand their more successful
colleagues.

As one man put it:

"If one of them goes out at 5:00 A.M.,

someone else will start at 4:30 anQ let him [the first map] know it.

If

they think another kind of trap will help them better, they'll go buy a
whole gang of them, and give the others away.
misses the pOint completely.

They are just crazy."

This

The behavior of these highlin'ers is highly

normative, given the success orientation they share with most other middleclass Americans.

To be sure, some highline fishermen take competition

to an extreme, but what is equally puzzling is the lack of drive and ambition which one can observe in some of the less successful fishermen--particularly less successful fishermen in their prime years.
Second, there is a distinct difference in the way highline fishermen
and average fishermen obtain information about new techniques, new equipment,

~nd

so on.

The highline fishermen--ani most early adopters are high-

liners--are linked into some wide-ranging networks.

They are vitally

interested in the industry, and make an effort to reach out to other men
who are doing things of significance in their world.

They know more people

in other harbors, and are better known by them than the average fisherman.
These ties plalf a great role in the diffusion of innovations.

For example,

virtually all of the early adopters in New Harbor, Round Pond, and Pemaquid'
Harbor obtained the information on metal traps via direct links with men
in Friendship or Bremen.
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Perhaps more important, thes.e highline fishermen (i.e. early adopters)
are constantly experimenting on their own.

Every year they change the

type of heads they use; try out new kinds of bait; experiment with new
fishing areas.

Experimentation and routine innovation is a way of life

with these men, and it is a constant source of entertainment and conversation.

In this respect, they are"living up to the standards of a highly

technical-utilitarian culture--one in which machinery is highly appreciated,
and inventiveness is highly valued.

They also watch each other like hawks •

It is not surprising thay they would be the ones to try metal traps when
they first appeared, and to appreciate their merits.

Given the competition

within and between harbor gangs, it is not surpris:b.g that they are very
Quiet about what they have observed.
The average fisherman obtains information via a very different set
of processes.

He may do some experimentation, but on the whole, the infor-

mation he has comes directly from watching other fishermen in his harbor
gang.

He emulates the kind of behavior that appears to bring success.

He certainly does not have the wide-ranging ties highliners have.

When

we asked fishermen from Bristol (New Harbor, PemaQuid, and Round Pond)
where they heard about metal traps and what convinced them to buy them,
the I ate adopters answered that they had heard about them from other men
in the hamlet in which they lived.

They were far less specific than the

early adopters abo'.lt the virtues and problems of converting to metal traps.
In summary, the reasons that early adopters and late adopters take on
metal lobster gear differ dramatically.
have both the

The early adopters, by and large,

motivation and means to accept new fishing gear.

Most of

the early adopters are highliners in their prime years who will take on any
new type of gear, including new types. of traps, which promises to increase
~-h4

their fishing effectiveness and their incomes, and help them maintain their
position as highliners.
fishermen.

They take on innovations to stay ahead of other

Moreover, they are able to obtain such traps in that they

have access to money that can be used for investment.

They are also

better able to assess the effectiveness of such new gear because their
ties to other highline fishermen give them access to a large pool of knowledge concerning new techniques.

This picture does not apply to middle

and lat e adopters.
Most of the middle and late adopters say they would prefer to stay
with wooden traps.

They are beginning to switch to metal traps out of a

sense of self preservation.

They are not making the change in an attempt

to become highline fishermen or to "beat others."

Rather, they are coming

to recognize that wooden traps cannot compete with metal traps.

They are

beginning to see that when the two types of traps appear in the same small
area, the metal traps will take the most lobsters.

They are not happy

about making the change to more expensive, less sturdy fishing gear, but
many are starting to feel they have no choice as long as many fishermen
who exploit the same waters are switching to such traps in large numbers.
In the future, if and when the adoption of metal traps has become a thing
of the past, I think it will be possible to see their spread not in terms
of a market pull argument, but in terms of factor push.

These arguments

do not appear to hold true for the early adopters, but factor push arguments certainly appear to explain much of the behavior of middle and late
adopters.
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Long~Term

Effects

As the general effectiveness of metal lobster traps becomes more widely
known, more fishermen will undoubtedly adopt them.

There is a possibility·

that they might become standard equipment throughout the
industry.
marked.

lobster fishing

If this occurs, the effects on the lobster industry might be very
Their adoption may, in part s lead to the same kinds of problems

that can now be ob served in oth.er fi sheri e s .
It is generally conceded that most of the major fisheries in the U.S.
have been greatly overexploited for too long by too many fishermen.

The

result is depletion of fish stocks, underutilization of capital resources
(sometimes called "overcapitalization), destruct ion of fish breeding stocks,
and where opportunity costs are low, the acceptance of low incomes (Acheson
1975: 205; Crutchfield 1964: 2]2).
While a good many Maine fishermen believe that the lobster fishery of
Maine is essentially sound, the consensus among the most experience state
and Federal biologists is that the lobster fishery is poised on the brink
of disaster (Anthony 1978; Morrissey 1978; Thomas 1978).

The,y argue that

fishing effort and the number of traps in the water have increased to the
extent that only 6 percent of the lobsters which molt into legal size ever survive to extrude eggs even once (Acheson 1975: 200; Krouse 1973: 170-171;
Thomas 1973: 47).

In their opinion, there are not enough eggs in the water

to maintain the stock.

The small si ze of the breeding population, in

combination with a general cooling of water temperatures, they believe
will bring about ecological disaster.

They predict that the 1980's will

see declining catches, decreasing incomes for fishermen, and p3rhaps widespread unemployment.
this situation.

The wideapread adoption of metal traps may exacerbate

Since metal traps are more efficient, their.-adoptionmay
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result in more lobsters being caught per year, which would further reduce
the numbers that survive to breed, and hasten oncoming disaster.
Even if the increased use of metal traps, by some good fortune, should
not further harm the breeding stock, it will certainly lower the efficiency
of the fishermen.

Metal traps are more expensive than wood.

Since the

industry as a whole will probably not b.e able to take more lobsters in the
long run than it is currently harvesting, the return to investment will
probably be lowered.

Same lobstermen see this situation very clearly.

One

New Harbor fisherman expressed it well when he said:
"Everyone ought to stay with ~oden traps. We'd be a lot better
off if they did. The men who are now going to metal traps are
better off. But they won't be for long. Soon everybody will
have the damn things. When that occurs, we'll all be catching
the same amount of lobsters. It will just cost us a lot more
for gear."
In this regard, it should be noted that a similar kind of trap escalation
occured in the Casco Bay region in the early 1960' s.

Some men bought very

large boats, hired one or two helpers, and greatly increased the numbers
of traps fiShed.

They were better off until other people also began to

expand the number of traps they owned.

Since there are only a finite

number of lobsters that can be caught, many men are presently catching
the same number of pounds they were previously.

(Many are catching les s. )

The only difference is that now they must maintain, bait, and pull 1800 to
2400 traps where they formerly had to tend only 400 to 600.

Most men in

Casco Bay favor a trap limit which would force everyone at the same time
to lower drastically the number traps they fish.
If the experiences of the Casco Bay fishermen are any guide, the fishermen who are now adopting metal traps in the Muscongus Bay region of Maine
may wish, in a few years, they they had retained the less expensive
wooden traps.

On the other hand, a general move to metal lobster traps might ease
fishing pressure--particularly if fishermen move to adopt the aluminized
traps.

These traps are expensive now, and they are made by only one firm

in the nation.

If many men moved to adopt them, the price might well

increase drastically.

If aluminized traps became standard, and increased

in price, the entry costs into the industry would undoubtedly increase
greatly.

Since it is already very difficult for a young man to obtain

the $20,000 or so needed to start lobstering on a scale that promises
success, a drastic increase in the cost of entry might greatly lower the
number of men who enter the lobster fishery.

This, in turn, could operate

to lower the number of traps in the water and generally decrease fishing
effort.

Given the state of the lobster stock, that might be a desirable

state of affairs.
Exactly what will occur in the future is, of course, imposs ible to
predict with any certainty-.
ster traps in use.

There probably will be vastly more metal lob-

There are those who fear that their general adoption

may prove to be a situation where technological advance may help speed
biological disaster.
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Notes
1.

The importance of skill has been described at length in another article.
(See Ache son 1977 • )

2.

In another articl e, I have distinguished between nucleated territories
and perimeter-defended territories. (See Acheson 1975.)

3.

Maine law formerly specified that when a female lobster with eggs is cal..1ght,
a v-shaped notch must be cut out of one of her tail flippers. Such
"notched l?bsters" cannot be legally taken by anyone again since they
are proven breeding stock.

4. During storms, the pressure of wind and tide is so strong on trap,
warp and buoy, that they can be dragged for miles.

5.

The idea of a discount rate is a standard concept in economics and
accounting. Basically the idea is that money received now is worth
more than money to be received in the future since money at present
can be invested and made to earn interest. The value of money to be
received in the future must be discounted in ways to take into account
the interest rate and the length of time involved. If the interest
rate is 5 percent annually, then $1000 to be received in a year is
worth $950 today. It is not worth $1000 since its value must be
discounted to take into account the interest lost.

6.

One can go through all of the calculations to obtain the answer or else
treat the $129 received for four years as an annuity, and use the
Present Value Interest Formula for an annuity.

7.

There is nothing particularly unusual about this situation. There is
a large literature demonstrating that the adoption of technical innovations is ordinarily differential and takes place over a span of time
(Rogers and Shoemaker 1971: 176-191).
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PATTERNS OF GEAR CHANGES IN THE NORTHERN
NEW ENGLAND FISH ING INDUSTRY

1

James M. Acheson

Many fishermen regularly switch the species they fish.
regularly fish for
annual cycle.

Some fishermen

different species with different kinds of gear over the

It is a very rare fisherman who has not had experience fishing

for several different species over the course of his career.

Indeed, the

dif~

ference between financial success and failure in many cases is closely connected
with the ability to change species fished as prices or the availability of
various fish stocks change.

For this reason, fishermen spend literally days and

weeks discussing the advisability of changing gear and species.

Despite the

importance of changing gear and species, the phenomenon is not clearly understood.
Fisheries managers think in terms of managing single species, as if the men who
are being regulated fish for only one kind of fish.

Indeed, the fact that fish-

ermen regularly switch gear and species is obscured by the very language used
in describing fishermen.

One speaks of "herring fishermen" or "lobstermen" or

"scallopers" as if the men exploiting these species have done nothing else
throughout their lives.

Some men have focused on one species throughout their

careers and do, in fact, have operations which would make it difficult to do anything else.

The vast majority are not, however, in this position.

For those concerned with the management of marine resources, it is critical
to understand the factors promoting or inhibiting changes in fishing gear.

After

all, the object of regulations is to change fishing patterns, with conservation
of over-exploited species in mind.
change
of gear.

In many cases, this involves promoting a

from one species to another or restrictions on the use of certain kind s
In some cases, management means nothing more than shifting fishing

effort from one species to another.

In other cases, it

means putting people

out of business, with all that indicates for social and economic dislocation.
In all cases, exactly what

wi~l

happen depends

~n

large measure on the ability

and willingness of fishermen to change gear and species sought.
son, an

For this rea-

understanding of the factors governing shifting betveen fisheries is
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essential for effective and equitable management regulations to be promulgated.

In this paper, we will first analyze the patterns of gear changes that
have occurred in the fiSheries of northern New England between 1973 and 1978
and present quantitative data to identify the factors associated with these
patterns of permanent changes.

Second, data on fishermen's experience. their

annual round and career pattern will be presented in an attempt to bring out
some of the fundamental features--the deep structure so to speak--behind all
gear changes.

Third, we will analyze the implications for management of the

patterns of gear changes observed.
In New England, studies of gear changes are inhibited by the la.ck of economic information.

Fishermen fish for money, and the primary reason they change

from one gear to another is to increase profits or avoid losses.

Unfortunately,

it is impossible to obtain accurate information on revenues, costs, and returns
2

to investment on various kinds of boats and gear configurations at present.
However, it was relatively easy to obtain information on the gear changes that
were actually made and on the social and cultural characteristics of the fishermen making those changes.

From these data we can elucidate not only patterns

of gear change's , but also factors explaining those changes.
it was impossible to obtain the cost and revenue

~igures

In Short, while

behind

the_~ar

change

decisions of individual fishermen, the aggregate patterns are clear enough.
Methodology
In the summer of 1978, three social scientists from the University of Maine
gathered information frOID captains of 190 fishing boats in Maine and New Hampshire concerning the history of their fiShing operations.

This sample represents

approximately 65 percent of all year-round fin-fishing boats in the two state

area, but only a small percentage of the lobster fishermen.

This information

was collected by personal interviews on the boats and docks where the interviewers could observe the boats, equipment and crew.
were recorded on the interview forms:

Two kinds of information

(1) information on the individual and

his personal history in fiShing (age, education, experience, kinsmen in fishing,
and related factors), (2) infor·mac.ion on fishing operations and :fiShing equipment.
Special attention was paid to shifts in gear and in species sought over the
annual round as well as permanent, long-run changes in boats, electronic gear,
and fi Shing gear (for example, longline s, net s, traps).

Regarding permanent

changes, informants were asked to describe their boat, gear and fishing operations
at the present (1978); five years in the past (1973); and their plans for the
near future (1980 to 1981).

The average interview took about an hour and a half,

the longest about eight hours.

Thus, this study provided a great deal of infor-

mat ion on the kinds of changes occurring in the industry and the characteristics
of the men who were making them.
The data from this study were coded by the interviewers who collected the
information, and ke.rpunched
center.

and analyzed at the University of Maine computer

Several different statistical techniques were used.

In studying changes

in boat length, versatility, and patterns of changes in gear, simple cross tabulations were used primarily.

In order to explain certain relationShips between

social and economic characteristics and adoption of certain kinds of fishing
3
gear, primary reliance was placed on regression analysis.
Permanent Gear

Cha~es

in j;Jle New England FiShing Fleet

At present, there can be little question that total
fleet of northern New England is expanding.
in the number of boats.

inv~,stment

in the fiShing

First, there has been some increase

In 1974, the Maine Department of Marine Resources listed
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104 "Connnercial Trawlers, Purse Seiners, Gill Netters and Sardine Carriers Operating from Maine Ports" (Anonymous 1974).

In 1978, our University of Maine

interviewers turned up about 234 such boats.
the enumeration

techni~ues

While there are differences in

used by the State of Maine and our own study, we

are convinced that there has been an increase in fin-fiShing in the past few
years.

This increase has clearly occurred in New England as a whole. In 1977

there were 1200 Federal groundfish licenses issued for New England; in 1979,
the numbers had grown to 2191 (not all of these boats have home ports in New
England, however) (Grice 1980).
Not only are there more boats; they are clearly larger and better-equipped.

In addition, they have more versatile fishing gear.

As can be seen in Table 1,

in 1978 there were 60 fishermen in our sample of 190 who had boats more than

six feet longer than the boats they owned in 1973.
six feet shorter.

Only 16 fishermen had boats

The information on present boat and planned boat indicates

that the strong trend to larger vessels will continue in the future.

In our

sample there were 61 fishermen who had ordered larger boats or were planning to
do so in the near future.

Of these, 43 men had ordered a boat at .least six feet

longer, while none were planning to build a boat six feet shorter than the one
they had at present.

For the men in our sample, the average boat owned in 1978

was 4.2 feet longer than the average boat they owned in 1973.
these men had ordered or planned to build fishing boats that
longer than the boats they currently

owned~

In the near future,
ayer~ed

7.44

feet

In both cases, t ...tests in-

4
dicated that both these differences in means were highly significant statistically.
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Table 1
Changes in Boat Length in Fishing Boats of Maine and New Hampshire

(a)

Change in Boat Length - Past to Present Boat

less than -6 ft.
16

(b)

-6 ft. to +6 ft.

greater than +6 ft.

Tota1*

77

60

153

Change in Boat Length - Present to Planned Boat

less than -6 ft.

o

-6 ft .to +6 ft • greater than +6 ft.
18

43

Total
61**

*

Of the 190 men in our sample, we,obtained information on only 153.
37 men did not own a boat five years ago or had the same boat.

The other

** Only 61 of the 190 men interviewed had ordered a boat or planned to do so in
the next three years.
Although

versatility is more difficult to measure, there is little question

that the fishing fleet in northern New England is becoming more versatile as well.
In general, a fishing operation was judged to be more versatile if the data
indicated there had been changes in the size of the boat, electronic gear, or
fishing gear which would allow the owner to exploit different fishing grounds
or more species over the annual round.

As can be seen in Table 2 below, between

1973 and 1978, 56 percent of the men in our sample had increased the versatility
of their fishing operations, while only 8 percent had become more specialized
and inflexible.

The trend toward increased versatility will continue.

In the

next three years. (i.e. 1978 - 1981), 62 percent of the fishermen in this sample
will have fishing operations that are still more versatile than those they now own;
while only five percent plan less versatile operations.

Table 2
Changes in Versatility in Fishing Boats of Maine and New Hampshire

a)

Change in Gear Versatility---Past Five Years.

Less Versatile

8 (6%)

No Change

Total *

More Versatile

78 (56%)

53 (38%)

139

(b)Expected Change in 'Gear Versatility---Next Three Years.
Less Versatile

7 (5%)

No Change

Total **

More Versatile

88 (62%)

48 (34%)

i43

* Of the 190 men in the total sample, we obtained information on only 139.
Some of the other 51 were not fishing five years ago. In the vast majority
of cases we did not have adequate information to determine whether the fishing
operations were more or less versatile
** We had sufficient information to make a judgement about future gear versatility in 143 out of the total of 190 cases.
The shift to bigger and more versatile boats means that the fishing fleet
of northern New England has a greatly increased fishing capacity.

The critical

question is "How is that increased fishing capability going to be used?"

Are

some species slated for a great deal more exploitive effort than they receive
at present?

Is the pressure going to ease up on others?

Answers to these can

be obtained only by looking at the kinds of gear that fishermen are adopting and
abandoning since gear is selected with certain target species in mind.
In order to understand the kinds of gear changes taking place, some basic
technical knowledge is required.

Some gear changes are relatively easily made

since the new gear type can be put on the same boat, and used in the same area
to fish

for the same species.

Other gear changes require different sized

boats, different skills, and different levels of investment.
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They mean, in short,

a whale change in fishing strategy.

The situatian is camplicated by the fact

that the same gear can sametimes by used to. catch a variety af different species,
and can be used o.n a whale range af different sized baats invalving different
levels af investment.

Thus, an analysis af changes in fishing gear can anly

take place against a backgraund knawledge af each gear type, the required level
af skill, and the ather assets cangruent with each gear type.
Fishing success is greatly influenced by several kinds af skills.

Far

aur purpases, it is impart ant to. knaw haw lang it takes a per san to. learn to. use
a different type af fishing gear, as appased to. skills in maintenance, navigatian,
crew management, and so. an.

In assessing the time it takes to. use variaus kinds

af fishing gear, we will assume a persan has had five years experience in labstering.

Such peaple have a basic

and related skills.

knawledge af navigatian, seamanship, maintenance,

We will describe separately each gear type and the assets

(skills, investment) necessary to. use it.
Labstering.

Lab sters are caught in 3 to. 4 faat wooden ar wire mesh traps

baited with fish remnants.

These traps are pulled either by hand ar with the

aid af a hydraulic trap hauler.
Many schaal bays

Labster fishing aperatians vary greatly in size.

and part-time fishermen go. labstering in the summer with a few

traps which they tend fram autbaard-pawered skiffs.

At the ather extreme _.are

men who. awn aver 2500 traps which they tend with a large inbaard-pawered baat
aver 40 feet lang, aided by a three man crew.

The average fishermen has between

400 and 500 traps which he tends by himself ar with a ane man crew in a baat
abaut 34 to. 36 feet lang.

Such a fisherman may have a tatal investment af

$40,000.00 in baat, traps, and ather essential gear.

While labster fishing is

nat an unskilled accupatian, it is relatively easy to. enter.

Some men have

entered labstering fram nan-fishing accupatians and have dane reasanably well
in as little as twa years.

Bottom Trawling. Bottom trawling or dragging is a major technique used
in northern New Engl&nd to catch all species of groundfish (i.e. cod, haddock,
hake, pollock, flat fish, etc.).

Bottom trawlers operate by dragging a cone-

shaped net (otter trawl) through the water, large end first.
net,

usually 60 to 100 feet

1-..

The mouth of the

ide, is held open by means of heavy "doors"

attached to the sides of the net.

Bottom trawling can only be done with relatively

large boat s ranging from 45 to 110 feet long.

In

1978; a medium-sized bottcm

trawler was about 65 feet long and cost in the range of $300,000.00, new and
fully-equipped.

Dragging is relatively difficult to learn since one has to

learn the tows, or smooth places on the bottom where the net can be used without
tearing up, along with learning to use a good deal of electronic gear.

A man

with five years in lobster. fishing needs at least two to three years to learn
dragging; some men never learD4
Gillnetti!!S.

Gillnetting is generally done in intermediate-sized boats,

between 36 and 60 feet long.

The average gillnetter would be about 42 feet long

and cost about $135,000.00 fully equipped, although many smaller lobster boats
are also rigged for gillnetting part of the year.
gear.

Gillnets are a type of fixed

They hang vertically in the water with floats on the top and weights on

the bottom. They catch groundfish such as haddock, cod and pollock Which swim
off the bottom, but not true bottom dwellers such as flat fish.
is relatively easy to learn.

Gillnetting

A man with five years in lobstering can put gill-

netting gear on his boat and be reasonably successful :with six months experience.
Dre£ging.
the bottom.

Scallops and mussels are caught by dragging a steel dredge along

The dredge is hauled aboard by steel cable attached to a winch.

Dredging is done from a variety of different-sized boats.

Many lobstermen rig

their boats with boom and winch and go scalloping in the winter inshore with a
two man crew.

At the other extreme are boats ranging up to 100 feet long carrying
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11 to 13 man crews t wich take long trips throughout the Gulf of Maine.
boats can cost up to half a million dollars or more.

Such

These large scallop

boats are used for off-Shore scalloping throughout the year, since scalloping
demands permanent changes in the hull (i.e. shucking house), which make it
expensive to convert a scallop vessel to any other kind of fishing.
Weirs.

Weirs are used in eastern and central Maine to catch herring.

They

are constructed out of poles driven into the ocean floor, between which are
strung netting or brush to make the walls.

Weirs are set in coves and bays

known to be frequented by schools of herring.
to construct a weir.
build the weir.

In 1978 it cost about $25,000.00

The primary skill in weir fishing is knowing where to

Once constructed, weirs are relatively easy to learn to use.

An experienced lobster fisherman can learn weir fishing in one season--two to
six months.
Stop Seines.

These seines are used to trap schools of herring as they enter

coves or b~s. ,After the fish have entered, the stop seine net is drawn across
the mouth of the bay, using dories.

To enter stop seining, one needs a

net between 50 and 300 fathoms long, "twine dories" to hold the net, and a boat
equipped with a hydraulic net hauler.

The equipment for an average stop seine

operation might be obtained for about $15,000.00 to $18.000.00.
is a relatively easy technique to learn.

Stop seining

A lobsterman with five years experience

can become proficient in two or three months.
Purse Seines.

A purse seine is a very long, deep net which is set around

a school of fish ( usually herrring ) by one or two boats.
complete, the bottom

When the circle is

is drawn up or "pursed" to close the net.

Purse seine operations often use small planes to aid in locating herring schools.
In addition, a good deal of electronic gear is increasinglY,being used to spot
fish.

The average purse seiner is perhaps 55 feet long and costs in the range
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of $300,00.00 equipped with electronics, net, and seine dory.
is one of the most difficult techniques to learn.

Purse seining

An experienced lobsterman

would require at least two to three years to become reasonably proficient.
Pair Trawling. Tlilis technique is

use~

to capture adult herring and other

schooling species inshore or offshore by having two large boats tow a big net
between them.

Since two large boats with a lot of electronic gear (e.g. scanning

sonar, Loran C plotters, etc.) are involved, pair trawling is one of the most
expensive techniques to utilize.

One set of Maine pair trawlers is valued at

over $1,500,000 for the two vessels.

It is also one of the more difficult

techniques to learn, since one must coordinate two boats, as well as learn to
maneuver a huge net which sometimes catches up to 200,000 Ibs. of fish in one
tow.

A lobs terman would need at least two to three years to learn to become

a proficient pair
Longlines.

trawler~.

Longlines, as the names suggests, are long ropes from which

baited hooks are suspended.

They are used in two distinct fisheries.

anal 1

longlines, called tub trawls, are set along the bottom to catch groundfiSh.
Such lines are only a few hundred feet long and are generally pulled with a
small hydraulic winch and baited by hand.
lobstermen during the- spring.

Tub trawling is generally done by

Longlines are also used by three large offShore

vessels, which dock part of the year in Maine, to catch swordfish far out in
the Gulf of Maine.

These boats carry crews of five or six men and range from

Newfoundland to Florida.

Tub trawling is relatively easy to learn and enter, long-

lining for sworNfish requires at least two years to learn and a boat worth at
least $200,000.
Harpoons. are used primarily in the SUlIll1ler tuna fiShery.

Mo.st of the men

invoiyed in this fishery go for lobster through most of the year.
is essentially a small boat, inshore fishery.
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Thus, it

Handlini~.

In eastern Maine, there are a number of men who catch

groundfish from very Small boats and skiffs with lines on which a few baited
hooks are attached.

This is a summer fishery engaged in by part-time fishermen.

Entry into handlining involve s only two or three thousand dollars inve stIilent •
It is very easily learned as well.
Scottish Seine.

These seines are very long nets Placed in a circle around

a promising piece of groundfish bottom and slowly winched into the boat.

They

are an experimental groundfish gear in Maine; only one is in current use.
Their use necessitates a boat at least 45 feet mnng and costing over $120,000
fully equipped.
Herrin~

Carriers are large wooden boats owned by herring prodessing firms

to bring the herring from seines, weirs, etc. to the plant.

Some double as

purse seiners.·
Midwater Trawls are used on very large vessels to catch fish in the water
column.

The nets in use are essentially the same as those used on pair trawlers,

save for the fact they are smaller and towed by one boat.

l~idwater

trawlers are

a minimum of 65 feet long and cost in excess of $250,000 fully rigged.
At present, a great deal qf gear change is occurring.
eral patterns· in the changes being made, however.

3 and 4 which follow.
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There are some gen-

These are summarized in Tables
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Table 3 cross tabulates the gear 190 Maine and New Hampshire fishermen
dropped when they purchased a new boat by the gear on the new boat they bought.
It may be read either vertically or horizontally.

In the first line, for

example, of the men in our sample who adopted bottom trawls as the primary gear
on their new boat, one man dropped a dredge, four dropped gillnets, nine dropped
lobster traps, and one dropped clamming or quahogging.

Of the men who adopted

midwater trawls on their new boat, one dropped lobster traps, and so on.

None

of the men who adopted pair trawls as a primary gear dropped any other kind of
gear in the process.
of gear change.
did.

It should be stressed that Table 3 indicates the directions

It tells nothing definitive about what any single fishermen

The same man, for example, who dropped a dredge in favor of a bottom trawl

may also have been one of the men who dropped gillnets to take on bottom trawls.
There are two very important conclusions that can be drawn on the basi s of
the information in Table 3.

First, very little gear is being dropped completely.

This is indicated by the large number of zeros in the chart.

When fishermen

buy new boats and change gear types, the gear theyaad on their older boat is
retained as a secondary or tertiary type of gear.

These data certainly substan-

tiate the notion that the fleet is becoming more versatile.
Second, the gear most commonly dropped was lobster traps.

In fact, Table 3

demonstrates that there were 54 fishing operations in which one type of fishing
gear or another WaS dropped.

In 27, or 50 percent of the cases, lobster was

being dropped.
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Table

4 gives a cross tabulation of old boat gear types by newly adopted

gear types to present information on gear added when owners of fishing operations
purchased a new boat.

The chart may be read either vertically or horizontallY.

For example, of the men who had a bottom trawl on their old boat, 68 still have
bottom trawls as their primary gear, three now have midwater trawls, five have
purchased longlines, two have added lobstering gear, one has purchased a stop
seine, one a handline and two have purchased harpoons.
to note that Table
fisherman.

Again, it is important

4 tells· nothing about the kind of gear added by a single

To return to our example, there were three men who now have a mid-

water trawl who used to have a bottom trawl as their primary gear.

These men

may still have added gillnets as well.
There are a large number of zeros in Table

4,

indicating that a large

number of possible gear changes have not occurred in our sample.
comparing Table 3 and Table

4,

However, by

it is obvious that a good many more different

kinds of gear have been added in the fleet than dropped.

The major kinds of

changes that have occurred as gear was added are summarized in Figure 1.

It

should be made clear that Figure.l contains the same information on gear additions as is contained in Table 4, expressed in the form of a flow chart.
One critical question is:

Which of the kinds of changes indicated in

Figure 1 are statistically significant, and which might have occurred by
accident, given the number of fishing boats represented in our sample?
ordingly, a test of

Acc-

significance was done on the ratio of the people swit-

ching between two gear types, and the results are reported in the supplement
to Figure 1.

In this

~upplement,

for every gear change in Figure 1:

three different kinds of figures are listed
the numbers of fishing 9perations which

changed between a pair of gear types (in both directions); the proportion of
people capable of making the change who actually did so; and the level of
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significance of these two ratios, indicating the direction of gear change.
we

If

consider, for example, the change from dredge ,to bottom trawl, there were

eight fishing operations in which a chaI:!.ge was. made 'from dredges' to bottom trawls,
and only three cases where men changed from bottom trawls to lobster traps.
The figure .35 indicates that 35 percent of all of the men in our sample who
could have changed from dredges to bottom'trawls did so; while only 8 percent
of those who cquld have changed the other way actually did so.
significance of this ratio (i.e. 8/3)

The level of

is .01 so that there is only I chance

in 100 that these results cuuld have occurred by chance alone.

These figures

indicate that where these two gears are concerned, there is a strong tendency
to change from dredges to bottom trawls.

-;~i
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Heavy lines indicate statistically significant
changes. See table be/ow.

Primary Fishing Gear Changes of
190 Fishermen in Northern New England:
1973-1978

Figure 1
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Heavy lines indicate statist/colly significant
changes. See table below.

PriI!lary Fishing Gear Changes of
190 Fishermen in Northern New England:
1973-1978

Figure 1
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Supplement to Figure 1.

Lobster --- Bottom Trawl

Bottom Trawls---- Midwater Trawls

24/2
.39/ .05
.00001

3/0
.04/-

Lobster--- Gillnets

Bottom Trawls---- Dredge

20/0
.30/ -

8/3
.35/ .06
.01

Lobster---- Longlines

Bottom Trawls---- Gillnets

7/0

9/5
.30/.08
.02

.08/-

Bottom Trawls---- Longlines

Lobster---- Dredge

6/0
.08/-

2/5

.io/ .08
.70
Dredge---- Longlines

Lobster--- Stop Seine

3/4

4/0
.04/-

.15/.20

.70
Lobster---- Purse Seine

Dredge---- Gillnet

7/2
.35/.01

3/0
.03/-

.01
Lobster--- Midwater Trawls

Longline---- Handline

3/1
.33/.03
.40

3/1
.14/.5
.50
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While there are a good many different kinds of changes recorded in Figure 1,
most of them involve so few fishing operations that they are statistically insignificant.

In these cases, nothing certain can be said about general trends,

given our data base.
However, the data do show several different significant gear change trends.
There is unquestionably. a shift from lobster fishing to other fisheries.

Some

24 men changed from lobstering to bottom trawling, while only two switched the
other wa:y.

The results are significant at the .00001 level, so that there is

only 1 chance in 10,000 that these results could have occurred by accident.
There were 20 men who changed from lobster fishing to
went the other wa:y.

and none who

Smaller numbers of lobster fishermen went to longlines,

dredges, and stop seines; euensmaller.numbers
midwater trawls.

~illnetting

~hanged

to purse. seines· and.

While the numbers involved in these gear switches are very

small, it should be noted that in every case the shift was completely out of
lobster fishing; none of the longliners , dredge fishermen, seiners, or midwater trawlers switched into lobstering. There was a significant shift from
dredge fishing to bottom trawls and gillnets.

And there was a shift from gill-

nets to bottom trawls that was significant at the .02 level.
While it dQes not show in this figure, it is also critical to note that
there was no instance in our sample where men switched from a non-fishing job
to become captains of boats whose primary gear was a bottom trawl, pair trawl,
midwater trawl, or purse seine.

Very few men have entered such fisheries from

lobstering either.
In this Whole data set, there are five critical questions:
(1)

Why haven It men entered pair trawling, purse seining, or bottom

trawling from non-fishing occupations?

In a similar vein, why have "SO few men

entered such fisheries from lobstering?
(2 ) What factors have caused the general switch out of lobstering to
virtually every other kind of fishing--especially groundfishing?
(3 ) What is the difference between fishermen Who have shifted out of
lobstering to bottom trawling as opposed to gillnetting?
(4 ) Why is there ·,a general shift from dredging to bottom trawling?

(5 ) Why are groundfishermen shifting from gillnets to bottom trawls?

The answer to the first question is relatively clear.

The reason that one

cannot enter pair trawling, purse seining, midwater trawling, etc. from a nonfishing job relates to the investment and amount of experience required.

One

can have a viable lobster fishing business with only a moderate investment and
a few months of experience.

To enter fisheries where bottom trawls, pair trawls,

or similar gear are the primary gear
and several years of experience.

requires a boat worth a minimum of

$IOO~OOO

A person usually enters these fisheries by

working on a large fin-fiShing boat for a period of years and then buying his
own boat or by first entering lobster fishing and then gradually entering other
large scale fisheries.
The second and third questions are more difficult to answer, but the reasons
that men have shifted out of lobstering to gillnetting and bottom trawling deserve
careful consideration, since they involve the most fishermen in our sample and
the clearest trends in the whole data set.
The reason fishermen have been leaving lobstering in large numbers is related to current economic conditions in the fishery.

Revenue to lobster fishermen

as a "Whole has been fairly stable while their costs have increased dramatically.
At the same time, net revenues to groundfishermen have increased, making this
a far more attractive option.
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Table 5
Landings and Value of Lobster and Groundfish in Maine:

1974-1978

Lobster
Catch*

Value of
Lobster
Catch**

1974

16,457,666

23 ~212,808

12,381,807

1,375,985

1975

17,017,411

27,478,773

18,090,472

2,467,671

1976

19,001,053

29,238,371

22,315,606

4,094,865

1977

18,487,138

32,101,423

30,470,482

5,968,749

1978

19,130,459

33,878,376

38,629,123

7,216,539

*

Value of
Groundfish
Groundfish
Catch* ***
Catch**

in millions of Ibs. landed

**

in millions of dollars

*** these 'figures represenv the ~atch for cod, haddock, White hake,
pollock, blackback flounder and grey sole
So~ce:

Maine Landings:

1974 to 1978, NOAA, Washington,D.C.

As can be seen in Table 5, the lobster catch remained fairly stable between

1976 and 1979.
pounds.

In

1976 the catch was 19.0 million pounds and in 1979 22.1 million

In the future, the catch will, in all probabili ty, stay about the same

or even drop.

The biologists most familiar with the lobster industry are rel-

atively certain that all of the lobsters that can be caught are already being
caught.

In fact, over 90 percent of the lobsters that molt into the legal size

range are caught within a year (Thomas 1973: 47).

There are fears that an

increase in fiShing effort may result in stock failure.

At the same time, the
5
Since both catches
prices paid for lobster have risen, but relatively slowly.
and prices have remained relatively stable during this

t~e,

of the lobster catch has increased relatively slowly.

As Table 5 demonstrates,

in 1974

the total value

the total value of Maine lobster landings Was 23.2 million dollars;
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in 1978 the value was 33.8 million do.ilars, an increase of 45 percent.

Despite

this increase, costs to fishermen for bait, fuel and boats have gone up so fast
that many fishermen state they 'are experiencing real financial difficulties.
From the little soiid financial data we were able to collect, it appears that
many lobster fishermen have no more purchasing pow.er than they had in 1974.
Some are clearly experiencing a decline in real income.
At the same time, there was a very large substantial increase in the catch
and value of. groundfish.

In 1974, the total landed value of six cammon ground-

fish species was 1.3 million dollars; in 1978, it had increased to 7.2 million
6
dollars, a phenomenal 453 percent rise.
The reason that lobster fishermen are switching to groundfishing in large
numbers is relatively apparent.

However, the factors impelling some of these

men to catch groundfish with gillnetting equipment as
are far more difficult to

ascertain~-particularly

op~Gsed

to bottom trawls

since fishermen themselves

are not able to give any clear consensus about the factors influencing the
choice of grotindfishing gear.

In studying the social and economic factors

related to the adoption of gillnetting equipment as opposed to bottom trawls,
we did some elementary cross tabulations to obtain information on boat size'
and on age, educational levels, and so on, of men who adopted each of these
kinds of gear.

These efforts were not notably successful.

facts did emerge from these descriptive statistics.

Two interesting

The men who adopted bot-

tom trawls were younger than the men who adopted gillnets, and' they purchased
much larger boats than the men who had moved from lobstering to gillnetting.
As can be seen in Tabll:e 6, the men who adopted bottom trawls averaged 32.7
years old while those men who adopted gillnets had a mean. age of 38.3 years.
The men who adopted bottom trawls purchased boats which averaged 10.8 feet
longer than the boats they had five years previously.
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~e

gillnetters had boats

Table 6
Differences in Mean Ages and Boat Lengths of Men Who Moved from Lobstering
to Gillnetting and Bottom Trawling
Mean Age

Mean Change in
Boat Length

% Change in
Boat Length

Adopted Bottom Trawlers

32.7
(N=24)

10.8
(N=22)

41. 7

Adopted Gillnets

38.3
(N=20)

6.4
(N=17)

21 .3

t-tests were run to discover whether these differences in means were statistically significant or not. In comparing the mean age of men who adopted
bottom trawls with men who adopted gillnets, the vafuue of the twas 10.2
which was significant over the .001 level. The difference in mee changes
in boat lengths was sl so highly significant. The value of the twas 2.52,
which is significant at the•• 01 level.
which were far smaller.

The results of the t-tests indicate both these dif-

ferences in means are highly significant stat ist ically.
These facts alone tell very little about the reasons men adopted gillnets
as opposed to bottom trawls.

However, we constructed a very elaborate linear

model in which information on the adoption of these two kinds of fishing gear
was regressed on a subset of 39 independent variables.

The results of these

regressions in combination with the descriptive statistics summarized in
Table 6 reveal some very interesting patterns concerning the choice of gear
type.
Some of the independent variables used in" our: regression analysis are
standard in studies of technical change; others were selected to test specific
hypotheses concerning the reasons men might have selected one kind of groundfishing gear over the other.

In general we studied the relationship between

innovation and such factors as age, education, size of the firm, fishing success,
wife's employment, variables measuring access to information,

~pectations

future opportunities, fishing experience, major species sought, geographic

of

region, marketing outlets and a set of variables on possession of complicated
gear.

The exact set of independent variables used in studying the adoption of

these two kinds of gear, and the results of these two regression equations
are contaitned in Table 7.

Table 7
Regression Results for the Adpption of Bottom Trawls and Gillnets:
Regression Coefficient Signs and Level of Significance*

Dependent Variable

Adopted
Gill Nets
After Having
Lobster Tra12s

0.24170
0.06793
1.094
1.391
11
45

R-Square
Adj. R-Square
Std. Error
F Statistic
Regress. DF
Resid. DF
Independent Variable
1. Fishermants Age
2. Fisherman t sAge
Squared
3. Years Education
4. Special Education
in Fishing
5. Over $1,000,000 .
in Assets
6. $150,000 to
$1,000,000 in Assets
7. $30,000 to
$150,000 in Assets
8. Over $30,000 in
Assets
9. High+y successful
fisherman
10. Average fishing
success
11. High or average fishing
success
12. Wife has steady,
secure, well-paying job
13. Number of ports
visited
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Adopted
Bot tom Tr awl
After Having
Lobs ter Tra12s

.85587
.72327
.972
6.454
23
21

+0.04

.14

-0.45

.18
.29
.33

+.01
+0.3

0.47

.11
-.03

.17
0.29

Table 7 (cont.)

.IndepemS-ent Variable

Adopted
Gill Nets
After Having
Lobster Traps

Adopted
Bottom Trawl
After Having
Lobster Traps

14. Member of Fisherman's Coop.
Member of Fisherman's political
organization
16. Attended Fishing
Exposition
17. Total Number of
Kinsmen Fishing
18. Number of Kinsmen
Fishing in Home port
19. Optimistic about
Opportunities Now
20. Optimistic about
Opportuni ties 5 Years
in Future
2l. Part-time Fi shermen
22. Fishing 0 to 5 Years
23. Fishing 6 to 15 Years
24. Fishing 16 to 25
Years
25. Other Industry
26. Groundfish Industry
27. Herring Industry
28. West of Penobscot Bay
29. East of Penobscot Bay
30. Groundfish Dealer etc.
in Home port
32. Fisherman has no
Herring or Groundfish Gear
33~
Loran C or Loran C Plotter
on Past Boat
34. Loran C or Loran C Plotter
on Pres ent Boat

.26

15.

*

+.0005

0.56

.65
.26
-.02

0.64

.34

1.0

0.17

.32

.45
0.21

.15

-0.07

.41

-0.008

.46
.36

+0.07

.97

Two Tailed Test

In the standard regres sion equation concerning the factors explaining the
adoption of bottom trawls after having lobster traps, the adjusted R2 is a very
high .72, which means that we are able to explain 72 percent of the total variance.

The results for the equation concerning the adoption of gillnets after

having lobster traps are not as good.

Here, the adjusted R2 is only .06.

This indicates that some of the critical variables connected to the adoption
of this kind of gear were not included in the equation.

Nevertheless, in

both equations, some of the independent variables entered were significantly
related to the adoption of these two types of gear.

In this discussion

~

we

will consider only variables which were significant below the .10 level since
results above this level are generally Gonsidered to be insignificant statistically.

While there were very few variables which proved to be associated

with the adoption of these two types of fishing gear, there are some interesting differences in the sets of variables which proved to be significant in
each case.
The adoption of gillnets after having had lobster traps is positively
associated with the age variable, with medium-sized firms, and with having a
groundfish dealer in one's home port.

It was negatively associated with

having groundfish as the primary target species and with the western part of
the coast.

Bottom trawls, by way of contrast, are linked to intermediate-.

size firms - and membership in a fisherman's political lobbying organization.
The adoption of this gear is negatively associated with the intermediate
Skill variable and with having a large number of kinsmen in fishing in one's
home port, which means that men are more likely to adopt bottom trawls if they
are less experienced in fishing and have few relatives in fishing.
There is a pattern in these facts but one that only becomes clear against
a knowledge of the ethnography of the fishery. Gillnets are an intermediary
gear.

They can be used on relatively small boats (in the 35 foot range), and

a person with such a boat can get into gillnetting with as little as $10,000
addi tional

investment.

Many of the men who adopt them want to switch out- of

the failing lobster industry for part or all of the year, but cannot or are not
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willing to switch completely into other fisheries requiring far more capital
and skill.
variable

These people are primarily lobster

indicates~

annual cycle.

fishermen~

and as the species

do not have groundfish as their major species over the

They want to keep their lobster boats,. so they can switc-h into

that fishery in the late summer and fall.

Many of these men are older fish-

ermen".-in their late 40 's or 50' s--who are past their prime and who want to
fish inshore so they can be home every night.
Bottom trawling ordinarily requires a larger investment and a much larger
boat than gillnetting.

One cannot do bottom trawling for groundfish with a

boat that was made essentially

for lobstering.

One usually requires a boat

at least 45 feet long--some 10 feet longer that a typical lobster boat.

Thus,

bottom trawling involves a much higher investment--a minimum of $lOO~OOO-- and
a far more serious commitment.

The men who switch to bottom trawling ,from

lobstering are apt to be younger men in the ,prime years of their career.

If

they have a relatively low level of experience and skill in the industry (as is
indicated by the skill variable), they have the drive and ambition to make a
major change in fishing technique and assume a much larger financial burden,
with all that indicates for having to put in much longer hours and spend much
more time sway from home.

In'this regard, it should be noted that such'men have

few kinsmen in fishing and do not have the strong ties to.a large network of
local kinsmen and their local community (Lazarowitz and Acheson 1980).

The

commitment these men have to fin-fishing is indicated by the fact that adoption of bottom trawls is related to membership in a political organization.
The most important political group is the Maine Fishermen's Cooperative
Association based in

Portland~

whose members have donated both time and money

to foster a political and legal environment which will ensure the continued
success of their industry.

The members of this organization are not marginal

fishermen or older men thinking of retiring (Acheson and Lello 1980).
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It should be noted that men picking gillnets or combining gillnets and
lobstering are essentially placing a relatively low ceiling on the income
they can earn.

After all, one can only pull some 25 standard gillnets in a

long day, and perhaps some 250 lobster traps.
traps that

Since the number of nets and

can be pulled is strictly limited, the amount of income that can

be earned is limited as well.

If bottom trawling gear demands larger boats

and longer periods of time spent away from home, such businesses are capable
of absorbing much more capital, and generating much more revenue.
While not many boats are involved, there is also a statistically significant shift from dredges to both bottom trawls and gillnets (See Figure. 1).
Virtually all of the boats using dredges are owned by men from the eastern part
of Maine who used to fish primarily for lobster.

In recent years, these men

fished for lobs ter in the late SUlllIller and fall and then for scallops from
November to April, the legal scallop season.

In short, these, men went scal-

loping primarily as a means of augmenting the income they received from the
failing lobster fishery.

Scallops, however, proved to be a very unstable source

of income for these men.

Since 1977, the price for scallops has been very

high, but the scallop beds are being depleted.

In fact, some men experienced

with the scallop industry pre.dict the next few years will be very difficult
(Dow 1980).
lobster

As a resUlt, these men found themselves shifting between the

indust~y,

which was not doing very well, to scallops which were

becoming scarcer as well.

Thus, these men are changing from scallop dredging

to groundfishing as a means of entering a m0re stable and profitable fishery.
In short, the reason that these men entered groundfishing from scallop dredging

is precisely the same as the reasons men left lobstering to enter

groundfishing.

Why did some of these ex-scallop fishermen choose gillnets as opposed to
bottom

trawls?

instructive.

Again the situation concerning the change from lobstering is

The evidence suggests that the exact same factors impelling men

to shift fromlobstering to gillnetting. as opposed to bottom trawlitlg are influencing the choice of groundfishing gear for those men who left scallop dredging.

In this regard, we note that the average age of the men who switched

from scallop dredging to bottom trawling was only 34.7, while the average age
of the ex-scallopers who adopted gillnets was 39.7.

7

Here again, gillnetting,

which can easily be combined with inshore lobster fishing, was more appealing
to the 01der men.

The younger men preferred to enter dragging (bottom trawling),

which clearly is a technique with more potential for a man thinking of getting
a much bigger boat and expanding his business.
the men who entered bottom trawling from scallop

Interestingly enough, while
dred~ing

all said they plan-

ned to purchase much larger boats, there was no statistically significant
difference in the length of boats they purchased as compared with those of men
who left scalloping for gillnetting.

Both sets of men purchased boats that

were between 6 and 6.5 feet longer that the boats they

~d

when scalloping.

The fourth question concerns the men who switched from groundfishing
with gillnets to bottom trawls.
clear.

In this case, the overall pattern is very

All nine of the men who made this switch began their careers in lobster

fishing and then began to do some gillnetting.

By 1973, gillnets had become

the major type of gear these men used, although most of them were still involved in lobster fishing at some time in the annual cycle.

By 1978, these men

had become full-time groundfishermen and bad taken on larger boats equipped
wi th bottom trawls.

Between 1973 and 1978, when these men changed to bottom

trawls, the boats they purchased increased an average of 9.57 feet or some
32.7 percent.

Like the men who switched to bottom trawls from other gear types,

the men changing to this gear type from gillnetting were relatively young.
Their average age was 32.1.
incomes
gear.

"from,

Again these are men who want to increase their
"them,bottom: ,trawls

fishing.~For.

are

the

ultimate"

If bottom trawls require large boats and an enormous investment, they

are capable of catching very large amounts of fish and producing large revenues as well.
The Effect of Annual

and Career stage

R~nd

Permanent changes in fishing gear are related to three sets of processes
which should be made explicit.

Each of these proces ses show in both the case

study material and in our statistical data.
type do not occur suddenly.

Skill'an~

First, permanent changes in gear

experience play such a critical role in

fishing success (Acheson 1975) that men do not suddenly throw over a gear with
which they are familiar to -take on one with which they have no experience or
familiarity.

Virtually all of the men who made changes in primary fishing gear

have had some experience with that gear.

In many cases, changes in primary

gear occur as an outcome of changes in the annual round."
use

That is, men will first

a new gear for a few weeks or months at some season of the year, and

gradually increase the percentage of time that gear is used until it has become the primary gear.

In the process they might drop their old primary gear

completely, or they might continue to use it for part of the annual cycle as
a secondary gear.

In studying present, past, and future primary fishing gear

of the 190 fin-fishermen in our sample, the role of experience is very obvious.
These data are summarized in Table 8. Of captains of fishing boat s who switched
to a new primary gear in the past five years, only 7, or 7 percent, of the 99
men on whom we have information had no experience with that gear before using
it on their present boat.

The other 93 percent did.
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Much the same pattern

Table 8

Fishing Experience and Primary Gear Type on Past, Present, and Future Boat

. Source of Experience
Same Gear on Past and
Present Boat

New Primary Gear in
Past Five Years

Total

80

80

Used gear during part
of annual cycle on
own boat

58

Used gear while work·.,
ing on other man's
boat

34

No experience

Planned New Primary
Gear

. No.

110

7

No information on
source of experience

11

Experience with gear
during some part of
annual round on own
boat

27

Experience with gear
while working on
other boat

59*

No information on
experience

6

No experience with
gear.

2

*Of the total 190 men in the sample, only 59 definitely planned to switch
primary gear types in the near future.
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can be observed among the men who have ordered or have definite plans to order
new primary gear in the near future.

Forty three of the 53 men (or 81 percent)

on whom we have information have had experience with the new primary gear they
plan to add.

Only two men, or 4 percent, have ordered a new type of primary

gear with Which they had had no personal experience.

It should be noted in

Table 8 that most of these fishermen got their experience with a new primary
gear type by using it during some part of the annual cycle on their own boat.
This underlines the fact that in the fin-fishery of northern New England,' gear
changes over the annual round are often

precursers of permanent changes in

fishing gear.
Second,. /there is a marked direction in the pattern of gear changes.
On the whole, there is a tendency to switch out of lobster fishing, which is
troubled economically, into various kinds of fin-fi shing, which have been much
more lucrative recently.

This set of changes is paralleled by an increase in

both the size and versatility of the boats.

Often, fishermen do not make

only one switch over the course of a lifet ime, but several.
However, there is another factor strongly influencing selection of boats
and types of fishing gear--namely one's age and total career pattern.

The

vast majority of fishermen in Maine and New Hampshire begin their fishing
careers by going lobster fishing in skiffs as teenagers.

In their early

20's most of these boys buy inboard-powered fishing boats and begin to build
up large "gangs" of lob ster traps.

A few of these men decide. to enter various

kinds of fin-fishing--usually in their twenties or early thirties.
fishermen change from lobster fishing to f$n-fishing late in life.)

(Very few
Whether

these men choose fin-fishing or lobster fishing, their operation is at its
maximum size

when.~hey

are in their thirties and early forties.

By

their

late forties and early fifties, these fishermen typically begin to reduce their
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effort and scale of operations.
traps.

Older lobster fishermen begin to pull fewer

Fin-fishermen tend to reduce the number of days t:'lIey fish; they might

also purchase a smaller boat--one which will allow them to go day-tripping
and avoid long stays away from hbme.

Late in life, all of these fishermen

might have only a small string of lobster traps which they fish from a skiff
as they did when they were boys.
We have already noted the effect of age on the decision to enter various
types of groundfishing from lobster fishing or dredging.

Gillnets can easily

be combined with lobster fishing in that one can put gillnets on any boat.
over 35 feet with less that $10,000.00 investment.

It is thus favored by

men who wish to remain essentially in lobster fishing

and do not want to make

a heavy investment in a large boat and gear, especially since this would
necessitate spending large amounts of time away from home.
Men who decide to switch from lobstering or a combination of lobster
fishing and dredging when they are in their twenties or early thirties
inarily choose to catch groundfish with bottom trawls.

ord-

It should be noted

that virtually all the men in Figure 1 going back to lobstering from various
kinds of fin-fishing are older men who are essentially retiring.
Third, there is a marked gear hierarchy that is apparent in the kinds
of changes the men in our sample made.

If fishermen are going to change gears,

there are certain paths they must take.

Some gear types require little invest-

ment or skill, e.g. lobstering, stop seining, etc.

Others, such as pair traw-

ling and purse seining, require a great many assets to enter.
men tend to first enter lobstering; and many go no further.

As a result,
Some go on to

use intermediate gear types, such as gillnets, stop seines, or scallop dredges.
In many cases these are combined with lobster fishing at sometime during the
annual round.

A very few men enter fi sheries such as pair trawling and purse
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seining.

Most of those who made this type of move have had experience in

using some intermediate type of gear or in bottom trawling.

These "ultimate"

gear types require very large boats and a large investment.

Very little can

be said about the characteristics of the men Who entered these high investment
fisheries, since there are so few cases that statistical reliability is impossible.

However, our case study data indicate that these .men have relatively

high incomes, and a great deal of prestige in the fishing community.
At present, large numbers of lobster fishermen are switching into bther
It was not always so.

fisheries, especially groundfiSh.

The vast major-

ity of lobster fiShermen have always had lobster as their major target species.
They have, however, been more than willing to switch in large numbers into oth.,..
er

fisheries

at times of year when alternate species were abundant and lob-

ster fishing was poor.

From 1968 to 1973. large numbers of these men fished

for lobster during the spring, summer and fall, and then for shrimp in the
winter months.

After 1974, the shrimp stocks declined precipitously.

From 1974 to the present, many of these fishermen, especially in the eastern
part of Maine, have combined scalloping in the winter with lobstering.

Since

1974, especially in the western part of Maine, fishermen have gone lobster
fishing in the sUmmer and fall and then groundfishing in the spring.

Since

the lobster industry is the largest in the area, this means that there are
a very large number of fishermen who have had experience with a variety of
different kinds of fishing gear--part icularly shrimp nets, scallop dredge s,
and gillnets.

In the past, at least, these men have had the gear and the

boats to fish for these species.

Many of these men undoubtedly could switch

onto these species again in a short time.
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Gear Changes and Issues of Management
While the trend away from lobstering and scalloping to groundfishing
could be reversed if conditions changed, it needs to be noted that this is
clearly a very strong trend under present conditions, and one that poses problems for those who would manage the fisheries.
For fisheries managers, some of the most critical issues concern fishing
effort.

In great part, future effort will be determined by the numbers of

fishermen who are able to switch to a given species or a set of species and the
conditions under which they will do so.

With regard to the pattern of gear

changes observed currently in northern New England, there are several crucial
questions.

First, how many men are apt to enter groundfishing?

Second, how

many men are apt to enter bottom trawling, a type of fishing business that
potentially can be greatly expanded, as opposed to gillnetting, which is essentially a small boat fishery?

How many men are able to leave lobstering and

scalloping to enter these more lucrative fisheries?
We have no model which will allow us to predict the conditions under which
men will enter or leave a given fishery.

However, we have information on the

characteristics. of fishermen who are prOlle to enter groundfishing, as well as
information on the total number of fishermen exploiting various cOmbinations of
species over the annual round in Maine and New Hampshire.

While these data

will not allow us to make any predictions about the numbers of men who could
possibly enter any given fishery in the long run, they give some idea of the
numbers of men who currently have the e.quipment, skill, boats, and gear to
throw their effort on one or another of these species (lobster, groundfish,
scallops) in the short run.
First, we will present information on the total numbers of people exploiting various species over the annual round.
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This isolates a class of men we know

have the assets to move into various fisheries
changes in the annual

round~

~uickly.

Given the fact that

often presage permanent gear changes, such infor-

mation also gives us some estimate of the number of people that can make permanent changes.

This information will then be combined with the data on the

propensity to take on groundfish gear so that certain predictions can be made
about changes in

ef~ort.

Table 9 lists the major species caught in Maine and New Hampshire and the
total number of men from these two states who earn the largest share of their
income from each species.

Table 9
Major Species by Number of Fishermen in Maine and New Hampshire*
S;pecies:

Lobster

Scallops

Groundfish

Redfish

Herring

2246

100

579

95

210

Number of fishermen primarily
dependent on each
species

*

These data were collected by a team of three interviewers who obtained
information on each port in Maine and New Hampshire from key informants

Source:

Acheson

~

&.

1980:

Table 8

AsTable 9 indicates, lobstering i~s far and away tlie largest fJ.shery In
the region.

In addition to the 2246 men Who are full-time lobster fishermen,

there are at least 1719 men who fish for lobster on a part-time basis.

In

addition, virtually all the boats involved in these fisheries in Table 9 are
small inshore boats. The exceptions are eleven redfish boats (between 80 and
110 feet), six large pair trawle~s (75 to 90 feet) and four large scallop
boats (90 foot range).

Those who are pursuing groundfish as their major fishery do not do much
switching to other species over the .annual.round. As can be seen in Table 10,
in 1978, only some 80 men out of 579 (13.8 percent) went after other species,
almost half of them for herring.

Most of those who did herring fishing went

purse seining, using the same boats they did for groundfishing.
used stop seines and let their larger boats remain idle.

Only a few

However, it would

be wrong to conclude that most groundfishermen are unable to switch to some
other species relatively quickly.

The vast majority of the groundfishermen

have experience with other types of gear, and many have retained their old
gear type.

However, most groundfishermen are not using any secondary type of

fishing gear.

In a few years, when the secondary gear and the skills needed

to use them have atrophied, increasing numbers of groundfishermen may become
relatively inflexible and overly dependent on groundfishing.

Table 10
Fishery Switching (from Groundfish), 1978
Number Switching out of Groundfish

Into:
Herring

32 (40%)

Lobster

19 (23.9%)

Tuna or Swordfi sh

15 (18.7%)

S callops!Mussel s

11 (13.7%)
3 (3.8%)

Comb ina tio n*

80 (100%)

Total
*Lobster, herring, scallops
Source:

Acheson

~

al. 1980:

Table 10.
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While a large number of lobstermen in Maine do switch out of lobstering,
the majority do not; no New Hampshire full-time lobstermen at the time of our

1978 port survey did anything but lobstering year round.

Table 11
Fishery Switching, From Lobster, 1978 (Maine Totals)
Into:

Number of PeoEle Switching Out of Lobsterins

Scallops

277 (51.2%)

Groundfish

156 (28.8%)

Herring

70 (12.9%)

Tuna, SwordfiSh

24 (4.4%)

Clams

13 (2.4%)
1 (.02%)

Combined Fisheries

541 (Total Full-Timers:. 2205)

Total Switching,
Source:

Acheson

~&.

1980:

Table 13.

As can be seen in Table 11, 541, or 25 percent, of the total 2205 fulltime lobster fishermen in Maine switch into some other fishery some part of
the annual round.

Of those 541 men who switch fisheries, 51.2 percent went

scalloping part of the year; another 156, or 28 percent, went groundfishing;
and 70, or 12.9 percent, went fishing for herring.
Moreover, the lobster fishermen who are presently involved in other
fisheries over the annual round are concentrated in the eastern part of the
coast.

As Table 12 demonstrates, only a very samll percentage of the lob ster

fishermen in New Hampshire and southern Maine switch into any other fishery
during the annual cycle.

Most of the men exploiting lobster and another

species over the annual cycle are in the eastern part of Maine (i.e. Knox,
Hancock, and WaShington counties).
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Table 12
Percentage of Full-Time Lobstermen Engaging in other Fisheries,
By County (1978)
County

%·Switching

TQ,tal "Switchers"

Total Lobstermen

3

134

2.2

38

281

13.5

4

43

9.3

55

444

12.4

123

392

31.3

3

20

Hancock

189

672

28.1

Washington

126

231

54.5

Total

541

2205

24.5

York
Cumberland
Sagadahoc
Lincoln
Knox
Waldo

Source:

Acheson

~

a1. 1980:

15

Table 12.

The reason for this pattern is relatively clear.

Most fishermen who do

exploit multiple species over the annual cycle switch into scallops, herring
or groundfish.

There are no large stocks of herring or scallops in this

western part of the coast.

Moreover, most of the groundfishing in this area

takes place on banks at least 30 miles offshore, where small lobster boats
cannot go except in unusually good weather .
. Thus, few lobstermen in the western part of Maine and New Hampshire
could quickly move out of lobstering.

Their only real option is to buy a

large vessel capable of groundfishing offshore.

If a-rapid switch from

lobstering is to occur at all, it will likely occur in the eastern or midcoast part of Maine where men already have the equipment and experience in
fishing for something other than lobster.
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If the ability to change permanently into groundfishing is linked with some
experience in groundfishing over the annual cycle, we can only conclude that
there are very few people who have the assets to make a rapid switch to permanent
groundfishing.

Table 13
Fishery Switching (Into Groundfish), 1978
From:

Number of Men Switching into Groundfishing

Herring

26

Lobster

146

Scallops

4

Redfish

95

Combined Fisheries*

11

Total

282

*Lobster, herring, etc.
Source:

Acheson et al. 1980:

Table 9.

As can be seen in Table 13, there are only 282 fishermen in Maine and New
Hampshire,who are primarily dependent On lobster, herring, or other species,
who do some groundfishing over the annual round.

However, of the 282 who "have ex-

perience over the a.nnual round in groundfishing, only 169 are owners or skippers;
the remainder are crewmen.
Moreover, as we have seen, the willingness to switch to bottom trawling for
groundfish, which involves a relatively large boat, is strongly linked to age.
Of the 169 men Who are in SOEe other fishery, but who have had experience as
skippers of boats in the groundfishery
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over the annual round, only 57 are

<.,

between 25 and 38--the primary age bracket where men are likely to make a substantiaJ.. investment.

All 282 men who are involved with groundfishing over some

part of the annual round are prime candidates to move into groundfishing on a
full-time basis.

The vast majority of these men, as can be seen from Table 13,

are lobstermen who do a little dragging or gillnetting from their small boats
in the spring.

However, only the 57 of these men between 25 and 38 Who have

been skippers are likely to make the significant investment necessary to go into
bottom trawling.

The remainder, we would predict, will stay with seasonal

groundfishing in the near future or else enter gillnetting using the small boats
they currently own.
In addition, there are very few boats in northern New England that CQuld be
converted to groundfishing that are not already devoted to that fishery.

Table 14
Number of Maine and New Hampshire Boats, By Species Exploited
Herrlng
Sca11 qps
Lobster
Groundf"lSh
under
)ver !J.nder
p-ver u.n.der
pver
pver ~der
1
25 2~42 45' 125' ~5!...45' 45' . 25'· t'5:'4~ 45' 25' i:l5'-45 45'

201 1950

Total
Source:

Acheson

2
~

44

186

ale 1980:

113 ~19

37

45

0

202

Re df"lSh

over
.45'

11

11

Table 4.

It needs to be pointed out that the figures in Table 14 include all boats
which fish for a given species at any time in the annual round.

The 11 redfish

boats, for example, are included among the 113 boats over 45 feet fishing for
groundfish since they exploit some groundfish already.
two lobster boats over 45 feet.
~
~

The same is true of the

In fact, of all of the boats over 45 feet lis-

ted for Maine and New Hampshire, only the 11 scallop boats and 13 purse seiners
are not fishing for groundfish over some part of the annual cycle.

If these

boats were converted to groundfis hing, the total number of big groundfish
boats in northern New England would increase from 113 to 137.
There are however, a large number of boats in the 25 to 45 foot class which
could be converted to groundfishing, although they would not be ideal for this
purpose.

None of them could fish off-shore.

Moreover,

they~

are really only.

suitable for gillnetting, and many of the small boats (i.e. under 33 feet) could
not even be used for this.

From these figures it is safe to conclude that there

are very few boats already in Maine and New Hampshire which could quickly be converted to Off-shore draggers (i.e. bottom trawlers).
The numbers of boats in various categories really tell little definitive
information about the potential limits to growth of the groundfishery of northern
New England.

A man with skill and capital can always buy a used boat in another

area and bring it to Maine or New Hampshire or have a new boat built.

The infor-

mation on the number of men with current experience in the groundfishery is far
more instructive in this regard.

8

These figures indicate that there are sub-

stantial limits to the potential growth of the groundfishery in the short run.
(This,of course, assumes that large numbers of groundfish boat skippers will not
be moving in from outside the region.)

Over the course of 20 years many hundreds

of men could gain the experience and capital equipment necessary to enter groundfishing.

But it is clear that no large number of men from the region can enter

that fishery on a large scale in the near future.
Summar~ ~d

Conclusion

Seven basic points have been made about gear changes in the fisheries of
northern New England in this paper.
First, boats are becoming larger and more versatile.

In our sample of 190

fishermen,there were 60 men who had boats more than six feet longer than the ones
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they owned in 1973.

Only 16 men had boats six feet shorter.

In addition, 56

percent of the men interviewed said their boats were "more versatile;" only 8
percent said they were "less versatile."
Second, very little fishing gear is being
A comparison of Tables 3 and
added to the fleet than

4

dr6~ped

by fishermen in the region.

indicates that a great deal more gear is being

is being dropped.

Third, most of the gear changes observed involve so few men that not much
can be said about possible trends.
icant changes in fishing gear.

The data do show a few statistically signif-

These data indicate a marked trend out of lobs-

tering into gillnetting and bottom traWling.
ing groundfishing from non-fishing jobs.

There is no instance of men enter-

The men who are entering these fisheries

have experience in lobster fishing or a combination of lobstering and scallop
dredging.
Fourth, fishermen are leaving lobster fishing for economic reasons.

Many

fishermen experienced a decline in their real purchasing power as gross revenues
stayed approximately constant, while their cos ts skyrocketed due to inflation.
In the same period, revenues of groundfishermen increased (Table 5).
Fifth, there were marked differences in the characteristics of the ex-lobster
fishermen who chose to fish for graundfish with gillnets as opposed to bottom
trawls.

The men choosing gillnetting were generally older men, past their prime

fishing years, who were not willing or able to switch into fisheries requiring
a great deal of capital investment and time spent away from home.

The men enter-

ing bottom trawling were younger, were committed to fishing, and their primary
interest was in expanding their fishing businesses to increase their income.
The men who changed from dredging and gillnetting to bottom trawling were
also relatively young men whose primary goal was to expand their fishing businesses.
All this underlines the fact that, while men left lobstering for economic reasons,
their choice of groundfishing gear was strongly influenced by age and career patterns.
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Sixth, experience and skill play such an importart.t role in fishing that
men do not suddenly switch primary gears.

Men who made permanent changes in

fishing gear of all types had experience with: that gear either on someone else IS
boat

or by using that gear during some part of the annual round on their own

boat (Table 8).

Using a gear type during the annual round is often a precursor

of a permanent gear change.
Seventh, a marked hiera:echy of gear types-a set of possible paths--can be
ohserved in the gear changes made.

The pattern of changes reflects the level of

investment and skill necessary to use various types of gear effectively.
usually enter fishing in this area by going lobstering.

Men

If they change gears,

they tend to go gillnetting, or to one of the .other intermediate gear types.
Bottom trawling, purse seining, and pair trawling currently represent a "last stage"
in the gear hierarchy.

One does not begin one's fishing career as the owner of

a set of pair trawlers.
Eighth, only a limited number of. lobster fishermen are apt to be able to
switch out of lobstering in the near future and most of those are in eastern Maine.
Only 24.5 percent of the lobster fishermen in the two state region are currently
exploiting other species over the annual round, and very few of these men are in

New Hampshire or the western coastal areas of Maine (Acheson et

al. 1980: Table 11).

Moreover, there is not likely to be a mass.i ve swi tch into groundfi shing.

Only

282 men, who are not already in groundfishing on a year-round basis, have experience with groundfishing over the annual cycle.

Only 57 of them are captains

of fishing boats and are in the age bracket where men are most willing to take on
a new investment.
Fisheries managers have a marked tendency to try to manage each s.pecies independently.

The fact that fishermen can and do switch between species over the
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annual round and completely change gear permanently points out that single species
management has inherent flaws.

After all, the amount of fishing effort put on

a given species depends in great part on what is happening in other fisheries.
These findings have some major implications for management.

The fact that very

little gear is being dropped and a lot added to present fishing boats in northern
New England means that a large number of fishermen can potentially fish for a lot

more species than they did in the past.

From the point of view of fisheries

managers, this means that there is an increasing number of men who could possibly
innovate their way around regulations designed to protect certain species by
switching to others.
all species.

Fishermen, however, are not increasing their exploitation of

Rather, in Maine and New Hampshire, there is a marked tendency to

change from lobstering and scalloping to groundfishing.

In the

short run, then,

it is these species ttlat are of concern.
Given this fact, our findings have bearing on two major issues currently
facing managers.

In recent months, biologists and others concerned with ground-

fish management have voiced concern that the

ef:~ort

on species like haddock, cod,

hake, and pollock will increase astronomically unless limits are placed on entry
into those fisheries.

There is reason to question this assumption.

men entering groundfishing from non-fishing occupations.

There are no

The men from Maine and

New Hampshire who are entering these fisheries have all had experience in lobstering and/or scalloping.

What this suggests is that entry into groundfishing is

not dependent on what is happening in the shores ide occupations of northern New
England, but rather what is happening in the lobster industry.

Although the

lobster industry is very large and is increasingly troubled, there is a clear
limit on the number of lobstermen who have the equipnent and skill to enter ground-

....
~

fishing.

Certainly entry into groundfishing will grow if current trends continue,

but there is not apt to be a sudden quantum jump in fishing effort.

Since entry

into groundfishing is already limited by social

and economic factors, is there

any reason to suspect that failure to enact limited entry legislation will automatically mean a great increase in the groundfishing fleet?
In addition, managers concerned with the lobster fishery have come to agree
that some restriction on effort is needed.

Many have hoped that fishing effort

on the lobster would decreas"e--perhaps suddenly--as large numbers of lobstermen
left the business.

This does not seem to be in the offing either.

Virtually

three quarters of the lobster fishermen in the region are not now fishing for any
other species at any part of the annual round.
In the

literature on New England fishing, it is assumed that lobstering and

groundfishing are very separate fisheries which have little bearing on each other.
Certainly the animals are very different biologically, and the scale of the fisheries, their marketing, organization, and so on are very distinct.

However, our

data suggest that what happens in the lobstering industry is from one point of
view the most critical factor for everything that occurs in the region'i3 fisheries.
Lobster fishing is the biggest industry in the region, and more importantly,
it is the training ground for most of those who will ultimately enter other fisheries.

The amount of effort thrown on all other species in the area, we suspect,

depends greatly on what is happening to the lobstermen.

The fact that this huge

industry is so troubled currently should give pause to everyone concerned with the
management of all species in the area.
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NOTES

~

1.

James M. Acheson is Associate Professor of Anthropology at the University
of Maine, Orono, Maine. The data on which this paper is based was collected as part of a project entitled "University of Rhode Island, University
of Maine Study of Social and Cultural Aspects of Fisheries Management in
New England Under Extended Jurisdiction." (N. S.F. Project Number: AER77006018.)
The author is much indebted to the 190 fishermen interviewed for this project.
Special thanks are due to Robert Reidman who did all the data processing
and computer work necessary to construct the tables in this article; and to
Josephine Church, Bert Witham, Doug Anderson, and" Phil Davis who provided
information on costs, gear, and seasonal cycles. In addition, the author
would like to thank Frank Grice of the National Marine Fisheries Service
and David Dow of the Sea Grant Extension Service for providing information
on aspects of the groundfish and scallop fisheries, respectively.

2.

From 1973 to 1975, the Internal Revenue Service audited the income tax
returns of a very large number of fishermen--particularly in Maine and New
Hampshire. Many were fined, and some brought to court on criminal charges.
From that time, anyone asking Questions on economic matters has been very
suspect.

3.

Specifically, linear models using Goldberg's weighted last sQuares regression
procedure.

4.

In both instances these t-tests indicated that the difference in boat lengths
was statistically significant above the .01 level.

5.

The reasons the ex-vessel price of lobster has not risen as fast as the
general level of prices is clearly due to income elasticity. The income
elasticity of demand for lobster is a very high .86 (Acheson and Reidman 1980) .
What this means is that if real income falls, lobster prices will fall also.
Of course, given the general level of inflation in the past few years, real
income of most American families has fallen. Under these conditions, it is
not surprising that the price of lobster has not kept pace. Exactly what
underlies this phenomenon is not completely clear. " Many people connected
with the lobster industry and restaurant business guess that lobster is
treated as a luxury item--one that consumers can do without in periods when
they feel their budgets tightening.

6.

It is clear now that these increases in catches were :due-m6re to an increase
in the stock of fish rather than to increases in total fishing effort. The
increase in the supply of fish did not bring a corresponding decline in
price. Quite the contrary. The price of fish remained very high through~ut
this period, due primarily to the fact that prices of beef, pork and other
substitutable good were at an all time high. As a result of good catches
and high prices, gross revenues to fishermen were very high as well.

7.

These differences in mean ages is highly significant statistically.
value of the twas 4.77, which is significant above the .001 level.

8.

It has been well-established that labor is relatively immobile.
icularly true in New England.

~
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TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLICATIONS:
THE CASE OF PAIR TRAWLING IN NEW ENGLAND'S FISHING INDUSTRY

John R. Bort 1
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Pair trawling is a fishing
to tow a single net.

The

techni~ue

techni~ue

in which two boats are employed

has a history in Europe dating to the

1930's and 1940's, with major developmental work occllrring in Ireland.

Gear

and techni~ues evolved through the 1950's and 1960's and is now 'veIl established
(Taber 1972).
Some experimentation with the technique has been underway in New England
since 1969 with the major successful efforts beginning in 1972.

In that year

four boats from Point Judith, Rhode Island, with the aid of the University of
Rhode Island Marine Advisory Service, undertook systematic experiments with
the techni~ue under the guidance of an expert from Ireland (Taber 1972).
The results of this work are being profitably applied to the herring fishery
today •

2

The basic capture principle is very similar to conventional otter trawling.

A conical net (the otter trawl) is pulled through the water with the

large end of the cone facing the direction in which the boat travels.

In

both the conventional and pair trawling configurations the mouth of the net
is held open vertically with a system of floats and weights attached to its
perimet~er.

The major difference between the two con:t;igurations is the manner

in which the net mouth is held open horizontally.

Conventionally the net is

held open by a pair of "doors" or otter boards (devices vaguely resem1:l1ing doors)
which are towed along the sea floor and rigged in a manner which holds the
net mouth open.

In pair trawling, this function is performed by the two boats,

each controlling one side of the net, traveling a parallel course.
Although pair trawling is not a radical departure from single boat configurations, it does have definite advantages.

By eliminating the need for

heavy, power-consuming "doors," a larger net can be towed with a given amount

~

of power than would be possible if doors were used. 3
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This'means more area

can be fished in a given period of time.

The arrangement also allows the net

to be deployed as a midwater trawl, meaning that it can be deployed through
most of the water column from very near the bottom to very close to the surface. 4 The ability to deploy the net at virtually a~ desired level is a
tremendous advantage when pursuing schools of fish which may be found at
various distances above bottom.
In addition to directly enhancing fishing capacity, pair trawling presents some added advantages over other

techni~ues.

A different net than used

in other types of fishing is required, but very little other additional equipment is needed, although additional navigation and fish detection
is normally added.

The boats do not

re~uire

~~uipment

costly or time-consuming modific-

ations nor is a large amount of costly specialized auxiliary

e~uipment

needed.

Since two relatively small boats are used, a degree of versatility is attained
which cannot be realized with a single larger craft with the same fishing
capacity.

When conditions warrant, the boats can work together (at times

three boats have combined operations).

In large schools of fish the efficiency

of a much larger single craft is achieved.

This is done at a relatively low

capital cost since the cost of boats increases disproportionately as size increases. 5 Since the boats retain their individual fishing abilities, they can
separate and profitably pursue smaller concentrations of fish by other techniques, when fishing conditions do not warrant combined efforts.

This is ob-

viously not an option shared by a single larger craft;
A final consideration making pair trawling attractive is the applicability of the technique during the winter fishing season.

~he

alternative to

pair trawling for sea herring during the winter is offshore draggi ng for
groundfish.

This involves extended trips offshore during often rough winter

weather conditions.

During the Winter, sea herring are near shore but winter
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weather conditions make purse seining, the usual summer capture

techni~ue,

diffi cult. 6 Pair trawling techniques can be used very effectively under the
rougher winter weather conditions.

The potential applicability of pair traw-

ling to winter was, in fact, a major factor prompting early experimentation.
The technique has proven very effective for sea herring which often
form into large ribbon-like SCilOOls at various levels in the water column
during the winter.

Pair trawlers can literally follow the contour of the

school"taking huge numbers of fish.

The vast majority of pair trawling

efforts have been devoted to the highly profitable pursuit of sea herring,
although the method has been very successfully used to capture cod and other
groundfish on occasion.

7

In sum, pair trawling is an effective fishing technique requiring minimal
equipment modification, permitting the use of existing craft.

It has low

entrance costs, yet provides markedly enhanced fi shing capacities.

This en-

hanced capacity is attained without sacrificing the ability of the individual
boats to pursue other fishing activities at other times of the year.

It can

also be easily fitted into existing annual fishing patterns.
Given the adaptability of the technique, the modest entrance costs, and
its profitability, the rapid adoption of pair trawling by New England's fishermen might be expected.

This has not occurred.

The number of boats pres-

ently engaging in pair trawling is very small compared to the number which
could potentially undertake it.

8 This reluctance to adopt the technique,or

apparent indifference toward it, cannot be easily attributed to technological
9
difficulties or cost factors.
Nor can it be attributed to lack of remun2rative incentive since virtually all of those currently involved indicate very
~

...,

substantial incomes from their efforts.

In sbort, technological and economic

impediments, based on the information available for present pair trawling
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operations, can be ruled out as the factors inhibiting more widespread adopti on ,10
With technological, financial and remunerative considerations discounted
as probable cause, the question of why pair trawling has not been more widely
adopted still remains,

What are the impediments and disincentives to more

widespread adoption of the technique?

To approach these questions, infor.m-

ation of the fishermen involved in pair trawling in the form of Case histories
and open-ended interviews was developed.

11

These materials suggest a range

of possible inhibitory consideraLions. They also indic.ate some striking similarities among pair trawlers, similarities suggesting factors important to
the initiation and success of pair trawling operations.

The significance of

these features appears only when viewed in: .light of information compiled on
larger samples of fishermen.
The first set of possible factors considered were the technical components
of the technique,

Comments by fishermen in response to inquiries about what

they liked and disliked about pair trawling methods and equipment revealed no
outstanding features.

The most frequent views were that fishing with a pair

trawl was less work than us ing other methods and that i t permitted fishing
inshore during the rough winter weather.

The r.emainder of both positive and

negative points noted covered an extreme range, suggesting idiosyncratic rather
than grouped responses which would have been indicative of particularly influential

factors.

For example, one fisherman is not particularly fond of

fishing at night (a requisite of virtually all herrring fishing); another
prefers working with seine rather than trawl gear; still another trawling to
seining .
Inquiry was then directed toward the possible influence of infrastructural situations, Handling and marketing arrangements between fishermen and
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processors take several forms. but were viewed as satisfactory by the fishermen
involved.

It was pointed out that landing fish in some ports could be a prob-

lem because of poor wharf facilities or in one case union influence over
fish handling activities.
Infrastructural difficulties have probably tended to significantly restrict the number of ports where pair trawlers land herring.
fishing efforts is far less certain.

Impact on actual

Processors routinely arrange to trans-

port fish to their plants from virtually anywhere along the coast.

Many of

those currently involved in pair trawling operate from locations conveniently
close to fish stocks.

These are frequently not their home ports.

Almost as a response to the obvious question about the influence of periods away from home, many of the

captains

indicated that they were able

to avoid offshore dragging during the winter by going pair trawling.
activities involve time away from home.

Both

Time away from home was of less con-

cern than rough weather.
Concern over weather conditions involves both safety and comfort considerations.

Working offshore during the winter does entail an increased level of

danger because conditions can change rapidly for the worse in the notorious
North Atlantic.

Rough weather conditions

are also uncomfortable.

trawler can become a downright punishing vessel.

A stern

Fishermen become accustomed

to the pitching and pounding of a vessel in rough seas, but their resignation
does not mean they ever enjoy it.
These findings would tend to support the view that the positive attraction of being able to avoid rough weather conditions probably offsets the negative connotations of being away from home.

Rough weather turns up in other

studies as a feature of concern and dislike more often than time away from
home (Poggie and Gersuny 1974:62, Gersuny
et ale 1975:18).
.
-
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Organizational and ideological features were the final and most complex areas to be considered.

Organizationally, the one outstanding feature

of pair trawling combinations is the high proportion of related captains.

In

a sample of nine pairs (19 boats), three father-son and two brother-brother

~. t'lOns were l'd ent'f'
comulna
l le d •12

Also, with two exceptions, the captains of

the craft involved in pair trawling have reputations

in their home ports of

being ''highline'' (consistently very successful) fishermen.

Most have also

had at least some experience with herring fishing before starting pair

tra~l-

ing.
The significance of previous experience with herring fishing is easily
appreciated.

Capture success depends on knowledge of the species being pur-

sued as well as the ability to operate the capture gear.

It is not as sig-

nificant a feature in the adoption of pair trawling as it is to success at
herring fishing.

Unfortunately, no precise figures are available, but the

number of fishermen who have fished for herring is relatively large.

This

suggests that if experience at herring fishing was the crucial consideration
the number involved in pair trawling would be greater.
The high incidence of very close kin ties between pair trawling captains
and the status of most as "highline" fishermen suggest critical considerations
when viewed in light of previous research.

Previous work indicates that

"independence" and income rank near the top if not at the top

of the list of

things valued by fishermen. 13
The domination of pair trawling by highline captains suggests that the
high level of remuneration involved tends to attract the most capable.

A

frequently made point was that pair trawling for herring yields higher incomes
than could be gained from other winter fishing activities.

Profitability has

attracted highline fishermen, but the lure of high profits should be a strong
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attraction to other fishermen as well.

Again, as for the attraction of rel-

atively comfortable fishing conditions, profitability should be a positive
stimulus to a wide cross-section of fishermen.
A matching of abilities

among pairs of captains may be of significance

as an organizational consideration.

In one case where the captain on a

co~

pany-owned boat was replaced, the remaining captain felt that the dismissed
captain, "just did not carry his end of the operation," meaning that he was
not a very capable fisherman.

The resulting tension in the crew and between

the captains was viewed as a major factor in the captain's replacement.

High-

line pairs would tend to match up better in terms of fishing abilities.

In

the two cases noted where captains are not considered highline fishermen,
they are teamed up with their fathers.

They are, in effect, relying on their

father's superior knowledge to augment their own abilities.

In both cases

other fishermen from the harbors involved pointed out that the sons were
"still learning" but were coming along under their fathers' tutelage.
both cases the situation

In

is one of paternal leadership and understanding with

an accompanying relaxation of sharp concepts of balance in contribution to
the fishing effort.
The facilitation of working arrangements, in the two instances noted,
hints at the possible significance of close kin ties among pair trawling captains.

Such ties promote cooperation.

The high value placed on "indepen-

dence" by fishermen and the close coordination of effort required inake this
a very important consideration.
The crew of a boat spends a great deal of time together working as a
highly coordinated unit under hazardous conditions.
well together.

Its members must function

Serious injury or death can be the consequence if it fails

to do so.
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Because the crew literally lives together for days. at a time, month
after month, it effectively becomes. a social unit in which the various members' personalities must be compatible if harmonious relationships are to be
maintained.

This typically means that by a trial and error process, crew

members compatible with the captain, the central figure of a boat's complement, are selected.

As one fisherman aptly expressed it, ''A captain picks

guys he can get along with.

If he can't they won't be on the boat very long."

When considered in terms of individual

cases, this means a balance among

the quirks and idiosyncracies of a particular captain and crew.

Each boat to

some extent has a unique, individual pattern.
This uniqueness becomes a critical consideration in pair trawling.

The

technique requires coordinated effort between boats as well as among crew
members on the individual boats.

It does not allow the trial and error selec-

tion of the members of the work unit as on the individual craft.

The two

halves of the work group are alreac3y independent functioning units.

Adjust-

ments in either to accommodate the other would be difficult to effect.

Some

modification of the crew composition would be possible and does indeed occur
in some cases.

For the captains, personnel accomodations are obviously not

possible in New England's owner-operator dominated fleet.
work well together or they do not.

The captains either

In short, the success of a pair trawling

operation hinges on the ability of two captains to work together on a sustained
basis.
Given the high value fishermen place on

~ndependence,

the significance

of the very high incidence of closely related captains in pair trawling
becomes apparent.

Father-son or brother-brother combinations are far more

likely to be "preadapted" to joint fishing efforts than other potential pairs.
The familiarity of close relatives, based on literally lifetimes of shared
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backgrounds, would tend to reduce the number of possible areas of contention
between them, or at the very least increase the inclination to make allowances for idiosyncracies.
In addition to increasing the probability of harmonious relationship
between captains, close kin ties would also tend to increase the durability
of the relationship.

When things are not going well, for whatever reasons,

the multiplicity of ties inherent in close kinship bonds would tend to hold
the relationship together.

Among unrelated captains basing their associations

solely on fishing, ties are potentially very fragile. 14

Both captains con-

trol their own boats and have alternate fishing opportunities available to
them.

They are not constrained by highly valued multi stranded kinship rela-

tionships to each other.

If they go their separate ways some hard feelings

and possibly lost time are the major consequences.

They do not risk a major

rift in family relationships.
The findings of this examination are not surprising when the organizational requirements of pair trawling are viewed in light of existing idealogical and organizational patterns found in the New England fishing fleet.
Coordinated multiple boat effort is an alien practice which is counter to
existing values.

Autonomous fishing effort

established pattern.

by independent craft is the

A high value is placed on it by fishermen.

It was

possible to introduce the technology, making multiple boat operation feasible,
very quickly.

However, attitudes, values and organizational concepts cannot

be altered as easily or as rapidly.

Those fishermen who were best able to

take advantage of the new technology were those who were, in effect, preadapted to its organizational requirements.
~

Close kin ties provided the pre-

existing basis on which the necessary close cooperative effort was developed.

~
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The implications of findings on pair trawling

e~tend

to any efforts to

introduce new technologies or modify existing exploitation patterns in New
England's fisheries.

Pair trawling was introduced with the goal of upgrading

herring capture techniques.
markable success.

In this respect, the introduction has been a re-

It is a very effective technique.

What was not anticipated

was the consequence of the new organizational patterns necessitated by it.
The result has been a highly selective benefit pattern.

Those preadapted to

the technique have achieved a substantial remunerative advantage from its
introduction.

Others have not.

In effect, by introducing a specific technique an

unintended

~

facto

pattern of differential access to a common property resource is being created.
Further consideration of this point is beyond the scope of this presentation
but this example does make one fact very clear.
any technology, is not neutral.

Fisheries technology, like

Any introduction has the potential of fav-

oring specific subsegments of the industry and by the same token being detrimental to others.
influences.

Thus far, pair trawling has not had obviously deleterious

The reason it has not is more luck than design.

ations may not be as benign.
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Future ramific-

Notes

1.

John Bort was employed as a Research Associate on this project from November, 1977 to January, 1979. From February, 1979 to the present he has
been a member of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at East
Carolina University.

2. Taber (1972) discusses the technical details of the experimentation and
the findings plus presenting an evaluation of the techniques potential.
Thomson (1978) provides additional information on the technical aspects
of the technique.
3.

Two craft rigged for pair trawling gain between 25 and 40 percent in the
size of the net which can be employed over a single boat of the same
horsepower which must use otter boards for midwater trawling (Johnson 1978).

4.

Midwater trawling using appropriately designed otter boards to hold the
net open horizontally is possible but is not a technique commonly used
in New England. It requires more power than the engines of most craft
in New England's fleet can generate (Johnson 1978).

5.

The capital cost of two smaller craft with a combined horsepower equivalent to a single larger craft is roughly 65 percent of the larger
craft (Johnson 1978).

6.

The major advantages of pair trawling and purse seining can be summarized
as follows:
Pair Trawling

Purse Seininf2

a) Better in rough weather.
b) Very effectively handles
fish formed into long thin
bands, a common winter
phenomenon.
c} Can be used in shoal waters
where a seine cannot be set.
d) Can be set at any desired
depth.
e) There is less equipment to
worry about than with
seining.

7.

a) When formed into compactly
formed schools, fish can be
more efficiently captured
(more at one time).
b) The boat can stay with a
school (in pair trawling
the craft have to move away
to deploy gear and risk losing
track of the fish).
c) Fish in excess of the amount
which can be carried can be
released unharmed (they are
killed in pair trawling).

The present market for large herring is very good ($130.00 per ton) in
part because of restrictions on capture in the North Sea and continuing
high European demand for the large sizes of herring.
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8.

The exact number of boats along the New England coast (Maine to Connecticut) which will be pair trawling during the 1978-1979 season will probably be about 25 (12 pairs and one 3 boat combination). The exact number
may vary slightly contingent on the circumstances of fishermen. The number of craft capable of pair trawling without significant equipment modification easily exceeds 100 (conservatively a potential in excess of
50 pairs).

9.

Technically pair trawling is now a well-established technique. By the end
of 1972 the technique had been demonstrated to be effective and profitable.
Remunerative and technical uncertainties which could have posed barriers
to adoption were thus removed very soon after its introduction. Very
explicit technical literature is available, as is advice and information
from the Marine Advisory Service of the University of Rhode Island. Financial expenditures are relatively modest considering the level of capitalization involved in the larger craft. A typical net would cost around
$10,000.00 and an equal amount would be spent on electronic equipment.
Potential revenues from pair trawling could reimburse thi s sum in a very
short period of time.

10. Pair trawling is not practical for all craft in the New England fleet.
Because of the shock wave created by . the perimeter of the net opening moving
through the water, a net with a minimum mouth opening of 10 by 12 fathoms
appears to be the minimal practical size. (A shock wave fringe of approximately
one fathom--six feet-- immediately inside the perimeter of the
net affects fish sufficiently to divert them from the net. In other
words, a net two fathoms by two fathoms would not capture any fish because
the shock wave would affect the entire mouth opening.)
,
Horsepower requirements to effectively operate a 10 by 12 fathom net at
all times of the year is approximately 300 horsepower per craft. Smaller
engines (150-175 horsepower) can be and have been employed when fish are
lethargic (during the winter) but are less than ideal. Most craft cur. . .
rently pair trawling have engines developing 375 horsepower or more.
Optimum engine size is probably about 600 horse-power (Johnson 1978).
11. The sample involved is too small to warrant statistical examination of
response patterns.
12. One additional father-son combination would probably exist except for a
chance occurrence when pair trawling was first introduced. Two unrelated
men formed an effective working relationship and have continued operating
together ever since. One of these men's sons has since entered pair trawling in combination with an unrelated individual. If the father's association with his existing partner had not been so highly satisfactory it
is quite probable he would have paired up with his son.
In addition to the father-son and brother-brother captaincies", one additional
pair of boats is owned by a corporation which hires captains and crews to
man the craft. This situation allows the direction of ,both craft as a
single operative unit. One of the father-son combinations is in the same
s.ituation because the father owns both craft.

One pair trawling team includes three boats.
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13. Work by Marshall (1973), Poggie and Gersuny (1974), and Gersuny et al.
(1975) with fishermen from the same areas as some of the pair tr;;l;;s
live (in some cases the same men) indicates independence and income to
be major considerations to a very wide range of fishermen. Work in
progress covering an even wider range of fishermen suggests this to be
true for fishermen all along the New England coast (preliminary ex~
ination of data from the University of Rhode Island, University of Maine
fisheries study).
14. The potentially fragile nature of relationships between the captains
working as pair trawling teams is suggested by a number of organizational
practices which minimize the potential for conflict in possible delicate
situations. Patterns of control over the manipulation of equipment are
agreed upon well in advance of the actual time of gear deployment. For
example, the captain of the boat which locates the school of fish generally also deploys the net and directs the movement of both craft during
the capture operation. In a couple of cases this is not the situation,
but equally well-established practices have been prearranged. Expedients
such as these eliminate or at least reduce the number of possible areas
of disagreement under actual fishing conditions. The value of such tension
reducers can only fully be appreciated after a long period on the water
with little sleep, particularly if fishing conditions have been bad.
Everyone is irritable and on edge. Ambiguity is definitely not needed.

~3
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TECHNICAL INNOVATION IN THE NEW ENGLAND FIN-FISHING INDUSTRY:
AN EXAMINATION OF THE DOWNS AND MOHR HYPOTHESIS

James M. Acheson
Robert Reidman

Introduction 1

The study of innovation has long held a fascination for large numbers
of American social scientists.

In fact, it is one of the few topics that

has been studied by sociologists, social psYchologists, economists, political scientists, anthropologists, and specialists in education and business administration (Dewalt 1979:134).

Over the course of the past 40

years, enormous resources have been devoted to studying innovation and
closely related topics.

A large body of literature has resulted, along

with a bewildering array of hypotheses.

Recently, an increasing number of

social scientists have come to admit that the field is in a state of chaos,
and that existing models are able to explain little more of the pnenomena

now than they were 20 years ago.

The key problem is that conclusions drawn

from one set of studies are almost always contradicted by those stemming
from others done by equally competent investigators.
alizations

As a result, few gencr-

hold in even a moderate number of cases, and none are univer-

sally applicable.

Rather than being able to explain more and more of the

phenomena, by developing an integrated theory, social scientists are generating studies with highly contradictory results.

This situation is under-

lined most forcefully by Roger-s and Shoemaker who have done the most complete
review of the literature and hypotheses on innovation yet compiled.

Rogers and

Shoemaker have been able to cite studies both supporting and rejecting virtually every hypothesis concerning innovation (1971: 347-385).

This situation

suggests that the fundamental probiem can be trac.ed to the intellectual corcepts used to explain innovation, methodological differences in the studies,
.....

....,

or perhaps to the concept of innovation itself .
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While this impasse is widely recognized, very few new approaches to
the study of innovation have been suggested.

One exception is the work

done by Downs and Mohr, two political scientists, who have suggested a
new research strategy (Downs and Mohr 1976:700-714).
Downs and Mohr point out that there are several implicit. assumptions
behind all the past work on innovation.

Past researchers have assumed that

there are two sets of factors involved in the diffusion of innovation:
adopters of innovations and the innovations themselves.

the

In one set of studies

it is assumed that the basic problem is to identify the personal, social, and
economic characteristics that cause key decision makers to innovate.

In

this regard, a large body of literature has developed based on the idea that
some individuals are more likely to adopt innovations Ci .e., early adoptersY,
while others have a predilection to follow behind (i.e., middle and late
adopters

(Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:176-191; Rogers and Burdge' 1972:357-

3(0). In these studies, the innovation being adopted is taken as a given.
It makes no difference whether it is technological, economic, institutional,
or ideational (Foster 1973; Rogers and Shoemaker 1971: 2-38).
is on the adopters.

The emphasis

In addition, value is placed on innovativeness itself.

Innovation is highly valued; be ing a "laggard" is somehow unCle sirable. There
is a smaller body of literature on the traits of innovations which influence
the speed with which they are adopted.

Here it is assumed that the innova-

tions which are "advantageous ," "uncomplicated," "triable," "observable ,"
will be adopted at a faster rate than those which do not have those characteristics (Rogers and Burdge 1972:

353-354).

In both cases, it is assumed

that innovators and innovations can be studied independently. In addition,
it is assumed that the adoption of innovations is a relatively uncomplicated
phenomenon and one that is easily measurable.
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Downs and Mohr challenge all these assumptions.
term "innovation" is a generic

They suggest that the

one used to describe several fundamentally

different types of phenomena (Downs and Mohr 1976: 701-706).

In addition,

they argue that the adoption of innovations does not depend on the traits
of the potential adopter alone or the characterist ic s of the specific innovation but on the match between the two.

The adoption of an innovation, .

they suggest, will depend primarily on its suitability given the specific
circumstances under which the adopter is operating.

Downs and Mohr, in short,

are shifting attention from the adopter as separate from the innovation to
the relationship between the two.

The literature on innovation establishes

beyond a doubt that different individuals in the same culture can react to
the same innovation in different ways.

Downs and Mohr would not disagree.

They would add, however, that the same individual can react differently to
,

a single innovation if his circumstances change, and he will almost certainly react very differently to different innovations.

In short, it may be

"rational" for an individual to be an "early adopter"; under other circumstances, it may be "rat ional" for him to be a laggard. The situation is complicated by the fact that different kinds of innovations are perceived differently and call forth different assessment processes -- even in the same organization.

In addition, they point out that the way that innovativeness is de-

fined by different research projects will produce different research results.
For example, the factors which explain the adoption of an innovation may be
very different from the factors influencing the speed of adoption.

In essence,

they are challenging the idea that there are certain individuals who are unusually prone to adopt innovations; the assumption that the characteristics
of innovations are clear-cut and the same for everyone; the idea that adoption of innovations is desirable for all users and the axiom that the definition of innovation and the way it is measured are irrelevant.

Downs and Mohr analyze the similarities and differences in innovations
in terms of "primary" and "secondary" attributes.
intrinsic properties of the innovation.

Primary attributes are

They are so obvious that all poten-

tial adopters will agree that innovations with the same primary attributes
are similar.

Secondary attributes depend on the perception of the observer.

Where secondary attributes are concerned, two innovations might be classified as the same by one individual or organization; and as two innovations by
another.
There are four reasons Downs .and Mohr state that studies of the diffusion
of innovation produce such contradictory results.

(1)

The innovations are

obj ectively different (i.e., the primary characteristics differ).

(2)

The

innovations differ in secondary characteristics which are not recognized by
the researcher.

Thus, the researcher is treating an innovation as if it were

one type, while the potential adopters are treating it as if it
more innovations (Downs and Mohr 1976: 704).

~ere

two or

In. such cases, the researcher

fails to understand why an innovation will match the needs of one adopter
and be adopted, and fails to solve problems for another.
ecological fallacy.

(3)

Next is the

That is, contradictory results can result from the im-

proper grouping of innovations in models designed to explain adoption of
multiple innovations.

Since the innovations are fundamentally different,

the factors explaining their adoption are mixea or suppressed entirely by

(4)

the statistical techniques employed.

Researchers are using a large

variety of measures of innovativeness and the adoption of innovation (e.g.
speed of adoption or extensiveness of

us~.

the differences, they try to generalize anyway

Even though they recognize
usually with indifferent

results.
While Downs and Mohr have done a great deal in developing new concepts
about the process of innovation, they are scarcely alone.
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A few other

researchers have not only been highly critical of the "traditional II research
strategies on innovation, but have developed conc.eptual tools which parallel
those of Downs and Mohr.

Everett Rogers is certainly in the forefront of

this group (Radnor, Fellner and Rogers 1978).
In 1978 the authors carried out a study of technical innovation among
fin-fishermen in New England.
of Downs and Mohr.

The results support many of the basic ideas

In fact, much of the data from this study make

sense in any other context.

little

However, an analysis of this body of informa-

tion suggests that the kinds of innovation studies Downs and Mohr are proposing have built-in problems of their own.

Innovation in the Fin-Fishery of Northern New England
General Features of the Industry
During the period our study took place, the fin-fishing industry of
New England was and continues to be in a period of flux.

The most impor-

tant source of change is the passage of the Fisheries Conservation and
Management Act of 1976, which extends the fishing jurisdiction of the
United States out to 200 miles.

The so-called "200 mile limit" provides

for Federal regulation of all marine fisheries.

The first New England

species to be regulated were the depleted cod and haddock stocks.
recently, regulations have been

~romulgated

More.

for herring and redfish, and

a management plan for the lobster industry is currently being developed.
The total effect of Federal intervention is not yet clear.

Before the law

was passed, it was widely assumed that Federal regulation would result in
increased fish stocks and a reduction in the foreign fleet, so that economic
opportunities for American fishermen would be vastly increased.

It was

expected that fishermen would respond to these opportunities so that ulti520

,

mately the fleet would be modernized and expanded.

However, enforcement

of initial management plans created a good deal of uncertainty in the minds
of fishermen.

Not only did fishermen have to contend with rapid and unpre-

dictable changes in regulations, but in addition, the primary managerial
tool used was a quota system which required boats to cease fishing when a
predetermined amount of fish had been caught.

One day it would be legal

to fish for a given species, the next day one either had to tie up the boat
or fish for something else.

During the time our study was being conducted

a good many fishermen were complaining that the Federal Government was trying to drive them out of business.

Many said they were very uncertain about

the future of their industry.
At present, the vast majority of the boats involved in fin-fishing are
relatively small and make daily fishing trips within a few miles of shore.
In 1977 there were a total of 1,200 boats licensed to go fishing ,in New
England.

In Maine and New Hampshire there were a total of 452 boats that

fish for fin-fish.

There are a few lob-

stermen who do some groundfishing during part of the annual cycle in boats
under 35 feet, and a few boats over 90 feet, but the vast majority are in
the intermediate size range

between 45 and 65 feet long.

boats carry crews of two to four men.
ever, have up to 12 men in their crews.

Most of these

The largest offshore vessels, howVirtually all of the boats invo1-

ved in fin-fishing in Maine and New Hampshire are owned by individual fishermen.

The fish they catch is sold mainly in fresh fish

market~

of Boston and

New York (Wilson 1980). There are also eleven large boats owned by two vertica1ly-integrated firms which catch redfish far out in the Gulf of Maine
and six or eight boats owned by herring packing plants.

The

fishermen we

studied are involved in two different fisheries: herring and groundfishing.
Herring are small fish which are found in very large schools.
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They are

caught in several ways:

in weirs or stop seines placed across the mouths

of coves; by boats equipped with large purse seines, nets which encircle
schools of fish; or by pair trawlers -- two large boats towing a net between them.

The primary groundfis.'l. species in northern New England are

cod, haddock, hake, pollock and redfish.
ing

They are caught mainly by dragg-

(towing an otter trawl net along the bottom)', or by gillnets, a type

of net anchored on the ocean bottom.
The vast majority of boats involved in fin_fishing are located in some
19 ports along the entire coast of Msine and New Hampshire.
gional differences, however.

There are re-

In the western part of the region, the boats

are relatively large and a high proportion do nothing but groundfishing
throughout the year.

Adjacent to the Canadian border, in the eastern coun-

ties of Maine, herring fishing is much more important than groundfishing,
the boats are smaller on the average, and a large proportion change target
species and techniques over the annual round.
The Data Base
In the summer of 1978, three social scientists from the University
of Maine gathered information from the captains of 190 fin-fishing boats
in Maine and New Hampshire. This sample represents approximately 65 peryear-round
cent of all~fin-fishing boats in the two state area. Information was collected by personal interviews on the boats and docks where the interviewers
could observe the boat, equipment and crew.
recorded on the interview forms:

(1)

Two kinds of information were

information on the individual and

his personal history in fishing (age, education, kinsmen in fishing, etc.),
and (2)

information on fishing operations and fishing equipment.

Special

attention was paid to changes in boats, electronic gear, and fishing gear
(e.g., nets, longlines).

The average interview took about an hour and a
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half, the longest lasted eight hours.

The study thus provided a great deal

of information on the kinds of changes occurring in the industry and the
characteristics of the men who were making them.
There were many innovations of primary interest to us.

We were inter-

ested in factors influencing the purchase of a "significantly larger boat,"
which we defined as one at least seven
viously owned.
gear:

feet longer than the boat a man pre-

We also studied the adoption of certain kinds of electronic

depth finders, depth recorders, scanning sonar, radar, C. B. Radio,

VHF Radio (Very High Frequency), auto pilot, Loran A, Loran C and Loran C
Plotter.

Basically these innovations fall into three broad functional cate-

gories.

The C. B. Radio and the VHF Radio are obviously used for communi-

cation.

The radar, auto pilot, Loran A and Loran C are aids to navigation. 2

Depth finders, depth recorders, scanning sonar are fundamentallY used to
locate fish.
boat.

In all these cases sound waves are projected outward from the

The bottom of the ocean or schools of fish register as flashes of

light on cathode ray tubes, in the case of depth finders and scanning sonar,
and as graphs drawn on paper in the case of depth recorders.

Loran is also

used as a fish finding tool in that it can be used to locate spots where
fish have been caught in the past.
Last, we were interested in the adoption of new fishing gear.

Although

a number of new gear types were studied, the two analyzed in this paper are:
adoption of gill nets, and the adoption of bottom trawls.
The Statistical Analysis
The data from this study were coded by the interviewers who collected
the information, keypunched, and analyzed at the University of Maine computer
center.

Several different statistical techniques were used, depending on the
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First ~ we wanted to know if the adopters of one

hypothesis to be tested.

innovation tended to be the adopters of others.

To test this hypothesis

we constructed simple cross tabulation tables on several pairs of innovations
and calculated the number of individuals adopting the pair as opposed to the
numbers adopting each separately.
We then framed a series of

hypo~eses

concerning the adoption of these

innovations and used standard statistical techniques to analyze them.
were two general types of hypotheses.

There

First, we wanted to examine the re-

lationship among the innovations adopted.

To test hypotheses on this subject,

we used cross tabulations and factcr analysis.

Second, we wanted to test

hypotheses about the relationsh:j.p between the specific innovations and the
personal characteristics of the people who adopted them.

To test these hypo-

theses, primary reliance was placed on linear probability models using Goldberger's weighted least squares regression procedure.

We used some simJJle

chi square tests as well.
In our views the analysis of Downs and Mohr implies three critical questions regarding innovation.

First~

is there a more innovative class of people

defined by some unique set of characteristics?
group of people (i. e.,

II

More specifically, is there a

early adopters") who always adopt innovations earlier

than others, regardless of the type of innovation?
Second, are the economic and social factors related to the adoption of
one innovation in an industry the same as those explaining the adoption of
others in that industry?
Third, is the research strategy posed by Downs and Mohr capable of reducing the instability of research results noted in the literature on innovation?
In other words, if all studies of innovation were conducted as Downs and Mohr

.-

suggest (Le., realizing all innovations are not th~ same, etc.), would the
results of different research projects still be highly contradictory?
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We will use our data from the fishing industry in New England to answer
each of these questions in order.
Question 1: ,Early
Adopters?
t
--•
Much of the traditional literature on innovation suggests that the ke.y
factors explaining the adoption or non-adoption of innovations are the economic and social characteristics of the individual adopters.

In this liter-

ature, it is assumed the innovations to be adopted are somehow homogenous.
That is, there is a class of people in an industry who consistently adopt
new innovations earlier than others.
If this view is correct, we would expect that when a pair of innovations
is introduced in an industr,r at the same time, early adopters of one innovation are likely to be early adopters of the other.

Conversely, people

who are late adopters of one innovation should not be early adopters of
another.

In the early stages of the diffusion of a pair of innovations, we

should expect to see few instances where individuals adopted only one innovati9n and

re:.ject~d

the other.

In order to investigate this question, we analyzed data on fishermen
who adopted four innovations:
~J1IF

Radio.

Loran C, C. B. Radio, Scanning Sonar, and

All of these innovations became commonly available to fin-fisher-

men in northern New England after 1973.
view, new innovations.

In addition, these are separate innovations having

entirely different functions.
chase of another.

They are all, from this point of

Purchasing one does not influence the pur-

A C. B. Radio can be purchased for under $100.00 while a

Scanning Sonar and Loran C cost a minimum of $3,500.00 for the cheapest sets.
C. B. Radio and VHF Radio are obviously communication devices which are relatively easy to operate.
ranges.

The difference is that VHF Radio operates over long

Loran and Scanning Sonar, by way of contrast, are used primarily in

connection with finding fish, and it requires far more skill and experience
to operate them effectively.
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TABLE 1

Numbers of Inshore Maine and New Hampshire Fin Fishermen
Adopting Pairs of New Innovations
Number of Fishermen
Adopting Both
Innovations a

Number of Fishermen
Adopting One of the
Pair of Innovations

- VHF

42

84

53

- Loran C

27

52

100

- C. B.

49

108

22

C - VHF

53

72

56

112

54

15

55

106

20

, of Innovations

B. - VHF
C -

C • B.

.. new innovations were adopted between 1973 and mid 1978.
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Number of Fishermen
Adopting Neither
Innovation

Table 1 presents the results of this aspect of the study.

There were

six possible pairs of new innovations that the fin-fishermen in our sample
could have adopted.
Innovat ions."

All of these co:rnbinations are listed as "Pairs of

The data in thi s table strongly re inforce the conclusion that

there is no unique class of perennial "early adopters" as far as these in-.
novations are concerned.

This is indicated in two ways.

First, and most

important, in the case of five of the six pairs of innovations, there were
many more people who adopted one innovation than adopted both.

Generally

there are twice as many people who adopted one innovation as adopted both.
The single exception is the adoption of CB radio and VHF radio.
people in the total sample adopted both.
of people (i.e.,

Here 112

There was still a large number

54) who adopted either a C. B. Radio or VHF alone. From

thi sit is clear that people who took on one of the four innovations were
not necessarilY likelY to adopt another.

Second, by looking at the number

of people who adopted both innovations in a pair, it is clear that different numbers of individuals adopted different pairs.

Only 27 people adopted

both Scanning Sonar and C. B. Radio, while 112 people adopted both C. B.
Radio and VHF radio.

If there is a group of earlY adopters, it can be no

lsrger than 27 individuals.

In addition, it should be noted that if a set

of perennial earlY adopters existed, we would expect to find that the
numbers of individuals who adopted each pair of innovations would far exceed
the number who adopted one of the pair.

This is not what we find -- these

four new innovations were being adopted by different people.
This analysis is very consistent with the thesis advanced by Downs and
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Mohr.

They suggest that different people will adopt different innovations

to solve different problems.

If Downs and Mohr are correct, there is no

"innovative" set of people who adopt all innovations simply because they are
new.

Downs and Mohr predict that such different innovations are likely to

be adopted by different men and this is exactly what we find.
Question 2:

The Factors Explaining the Adoption of Different Innovations

In the traditional literature, it is assumed that there are some people
who have a high propensity to adopt innovations regardless of type.

This

assumes that the process of adopting innovations is similar in all cases.
The propensity of a person to adopt innovations should be predictable if we
know his social and economic characteristics.

If the traditional literature

is correct, in a linear probability model certain variables should be significant in explaining a large number of innovations and the signs should be
similar.

However, if Downs and Mohr's view is correct, innovations should

be accepted if they are matched to the needs of the potential adopters.

If

this view is indeed accurate, in a linear probability model, social and economic variables of the adopter should not be consistently associated with
the adoption of a large number of innovations.

However, variables which

measure the strength of the match betweem an innovation and the adopter's
needs should explain the adoption or non-adoption of a large number of
innovations.
Our data generally support Downs and Mohr:

in our regression analysis,

we found very few variables which were consistently linked to the adoption of
a large number of innovations.
needs modification.

Thi s indicates that the traditional theory

More important, by viewing our statistical results against

the ethnography of the fi shery, we were able to see the way in which a large
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number of innovations adopted were matched to the needs of the people who
adopted them.

This suggests that the Downs and Mohr research strategy pro-

vides a better framework for interpreting the data on the adoption of these
innovations.
However, our analYsis of the factors explaining the adoption of different innovations do not unambiguously support every aspect of the Downs and
Mohr hypothesis.

Two problems were encountered.

First, we could find no

single variable or set of variables which measured the match between innovations and the adopters or non-adopters of those innovations.

Second,

there were certain variables on the personal characteristics of fishermen
which were linked to the adoption of a large number of innovations.

While

there were onlY a few such variables, this phenomenon does tend to support
the traditional view of innovation.
First we will analyze the data generally supporting the Downs and Mohr
hypothesis, and then the data. in support of the more traditional view of
the adoption of innovation.
In stuaying the social and economic factors related to the adoption
of innovation in the fin-fishing industry in Maine and New Hampshire, we
attempted to account for 18 dependent variables, which measured innovation,
by regressing each definition of innovation on a subset of 39 independent
variables.
stu~y:

Three different kinds of dependent variables were used in this

(1)

those representing the adoption or non-adoption of a single

gear type (e.g., Loran C, a large boat), (2)

more complex definitions of

innovation involving the adoption or non-adoption of

a~

innovation out of

a group of innovations (e.g., making a~ major change in primary fishing
gear, and (3)

the number of types of major changes in gear or technique
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the fisherman made.

It should be noted that 14 of the 18 dependent variables

involve the most elementary definitions of innovations available -- namely
the adoption or non-adoption of a single type of gear.

The remaining four

involved complex definitions of innovation.
Some of the independent variables investigated are standard in studies
of innovation; others were selected to test hypotheses concerning unique
features of the fishing industry.

In general, we studied the relationships

between innovation and the following factors:

age, education, size of firm,

fishing success, wife's employment, variables measuring access to information,
expectations of future opportunities, fishing experience, major species sought,
geographic region, marketing outlets, and a set of variables on possession of
complicated gear.

Men "Who adopt complicated gear have no need to adopt simple

gear, since it is less effective and does the same job.
The exact set of dependent variables used in this study is l'isted in
Table 2 , the independent variables in Table 3.
While all of the captains interviewed operated inshore boats which
fished for fin-fish all or part of the time in the Gulf of Maine, there are
enough differences in the assets these men have and the circumstances they
are working under so that their response to all these innovations was highly
differential.

These variations show up clearly in the fact that social and

economic factors influencing the adoption of anyone of these innovations are
distinct from those influencing the adoption of others.

In fact, there are

no two innovations whose adoption can be explained by the same set of variabIes.

Occasionally, the same variable had a similar and significant effect

on the adoption of two or more innovations studied, but on the .,.hole, the
differences were more striking than the similarities.
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TABLE 2
Definitions of Dependent Variables Used in Regression Analysis
of Innovation in the Fin-Fishery of Maine and New Hampshire
Simple Variables
1.

Adoption/Nonadoption of Depth Finder

2.

Adoption/Nonadoption of Depth Recorder

3.

Adoption/Nonadoption of Scanning Sonar

4.

Adoption/Nonadoption of Radar

5.

Adoption/Nonadoption of CB Radio

6.

Adoption/Nonadoption of VHF Radio

7.

Adoption/Nonadoption of Auto Pilot

8.

Adoption/Nonadoption of Loran A

9.

Adoption/Nonadoption of Loran C

10.

Adoption/Nonadoption of Bottom Trawl

11.

Adoption/Nonadoption of Gillnets

12.

Adoption of Bottom Trawl after having lobster traps

13.

Adoption of Gillnets

14.

Adopting a new boat which is at least seven feet larger than past boat

after having lobster traps

Complex Variables
15.

Adoption of a new primary gear type (e.g., changing from bottom trawl to
Gillnets )

16.

Making a major change in primary fishing gear (e.g., change to midwater
trawl, pair trawl or scottish seine from any other gear type)

17.

Adopting any major piece of electronic gear (i.e., Loran A, Loran C, Fish
Scope, Scanning Sonar)

18.

Number of major types of innovations adopted. (The value of this variable
could range between 0 and 3 depending on whether the person adopted a
larger boat, a major piece of electronic gear, or made a major change
in primary fishing gearJ
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Table

3

Definitions of Independent Variables Used in Regression Analysis
of Innovation in the Fin-Fishery of Maine and New Hampshire
Type of Independent
Variable

Number

Definition of Variables

Age

1
2

Fisherman's age
Fisherman's age squared

Education

3
4

Number of years of formal edu~ation
Special formal education in fishing*

Size of Firm*

5
6
7
8

Over 1 million dollars in assets*
$150,000 to $1,000,000 in assets*
$30,000 to $150,000 in assets*
Over $30,000 in assets*
Note: Variables 5 to 8 compare size
of firm to firms under $30,000 in
assets.

Fishing Success

"Highliner"-h.ighly successful fishermen*
Average*
"highliner or average"*

9

10
11

Note
Variables 9 to 11 compare fishing
success with novice fishermen
Wife's Income
Information Variables

12

Wife of fishermen had steady, secure,
well.paying job*

13

Number of ports visited in past year
Member of fisherman's cooperative*
Member of fisherman's political
organization*
Attended major fishing exposition in
past year*
Total number of kinsmen fishing
Total number of kinsmen fishing in home
port

14
15
16
17
18

Expectations of Opportunities
Fishing Status

21

Optimistic about opportunities now*
Optimistic about fishing opportunities
five years in future*
Full-time or part-time fisherman*

Fishing Experience

22
23
24
25

Number of years in fishing
Fishing 0 to 5 years*
Fishing 6 to 15 years*
Fishing 16 to 25 years*

19
20

Note: Variables 23 to 25 compare years
fishing to men fishing over 25 years.
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(Table 3, cont'd.)
Type of Independent
Variable
Primary Species
(sub industry)

Number
26

Definition of Variables
Other industry (non-lobster, non-herring
non-groundfish) *
Groundfish*
Herring*

27

28

Note: Variables 26 to 28 are all
being compared with the lobster industry
Geographic Region

29
30

West of Penobscot Bay*
East of Penobscot Bay*
Note: Variables 29 and 30 are compared
with the large urban ports of Portland
and Rockland

Market Access

31

Groundfish dealer, processor or broker
in home port*

Possession of Superior
Gear Types

32

Fishermen had depth recorder on past or
present boat*
Fishermen does not have any groundfish
or herring gear*
Has VHF on past boat*
Has VHF on present boat*
Does not have boat capable of fishing
offshore*
Has Loran C or Loran C plotter on past
boat.*
Has Loran C or Loran C plotter on
present boat.*
Has stop seine or weir*

33
34

35
36
37
38

39
*Indicates a binary variable.
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TABLE 4
The Regression Results for Five Innovations:
Regression Coefficient Signs and Levels of Significance*

Depend. Var.
R-Square
Adj. R-Square
Std. Error
F Statistic
Regress. DF
Resid. DF
Indep. Var.
1. Fisherman's Age
2. Fisherman's Age
Squared
3. Years Education
4. Special Educa.
in Fishing
5. Over $1,000,000
in Assets
6
$150,000 to
$1,000,000 in
Assets
7. $30,000 to
$150,000 in
Assets
8. Over $30,000 in
Assets
9. Highly Successful Fisherman
10. Average Fishing
Success
11. High or Average
Fishing Success
12. Wife has Steady,
secure, WellPaying Job
13. Number of Ports
Visited
14. Member of Fisherman's Coop.
15. Member of Fisherman's Political
Organization
16. Attended Fishing
Exposition
17. Total Number of
Kinsmen Fishing

Significantly
Larger Boat

Scanning
Sonar

0.51056
0.40180
1.055
4.694
26
55

0.29751
0.11623
0.850
1.641
24
37

Adopted
Gil1nets
After Having
Lobster Traps
0.24170
0.06793
1.094
1.391
II

45

Loran A

Major Change
in Fishing
Gear

0.38928
0.21854
0.875
2.280
26
36

0.05570
-0.04787
0.969
0.538
17
155

+0.04

0.41

+0.05

0.43
0.93

0.34

0.72

-0.06

0.38

0.59

+0.01

+0.0003

l.00

+0.0002

1.00

0.13

0.20

0.46
-0.04

0.14
0.95

0.14

0.14

0.45

+0.03
0.27
0.47

0.16

0.91
1.00

-0.05
+0.08

0.20

0.17

0.14

+0.00

0.41

0.25

0.97

0.89

0.87

-0.09

0.66

0.97

0.57

+0.01

+0.02

0.22

0.90

+0.02

0.13

-0.04

0.29

0.11

-0.02

-0.003

0.16
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(Table 4, cont'd. )

Depend. Var.

Significantly
Larger Boat

Scanning
Sonar

Adopted
Gill Nets
After Having
Lobster TraEs

Loran A

Major Change
in Fishing
Gear

IndeE. Var.,(Cont)

18.
19.
20.
2123.
24.
25.
26.
27·
28.

29.
30.
3133.
37.
38.

Number of Kinsmen
Fishing in Home
Port
Optimistic about
Opportunities Now
Optimistic about
OPJX)rtuni ties 5
Years in Future
Part-Time
Fishermen
Fishing 0 to 5
Years
Fishing 6 to 15
Years
Fishing 16 to 25
Years
Other Industry
Groundfish Industry
Herring Industry
West of Penobscot
Bay
Eabt of Penobscot
Bay
Groundfish Dealer
etc. in Home Port
Fisherman has no
Groundfish or
Herring Gear
Loran C or Loran
C Plotter on
Past Boat
Loran C or Loran
C Plotter on
Present Boat

0.12

+0.02

+0.05
-0.03

0.64

0.24
0.68

+0.07

+0.09

+0.002

0.79

0.33

0.34

0.16

0.68

+0.0002

-0.09

0.17

0.29

+0.03

0.94

+0.06
0.80

0.17
+0.001

0.2l

0.85
-0.002

-0.0003
0.92

+0.01
0.87

-0.07

-0.008
-D.003

-D.02

+0.06

-0.008

-D .05

0.96

0.72

+0.07

+0.04

0.69
-0.0002

+0.07

-0.04

-0.002
-0.00
-0.002
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In order to demonstrate the strong differences in the factors associated with the adoption of different innovations, we present in Table IV a
summary of the regression results for five innovations studied. The innovations we selected for analysis are:

a significantly larger boat, scann-

ing sonar, gillnets after lobster gear, Loran A, and making a major change
in fishing gear. Table
each equation.

4 presents the overall regression statistics for

In addition, it gives the level of significance of every

independent variable used and the sign of its regression coefficient provided the variable was significant at the .10 level (two tailed tests of
significance were used).
Since these are different innovations which solve different kinds of
problems, it is scarcely surprising that the New England fin-fishermen who
adopted them have different characteristics.
In order to understand the adoption of a significantly larger boat,
some background facts are necessary.
larger boat is an innovation.

It must be understood that buying a

It involves different levels of skill,

different crew sizes, addition of different equipment, and the possibility
of exploiting different species in different areas.

There is a general

growth in the numbers of men entering. gillnetting and dragging in New
E~land.

Since fin-fishing takes a good deal of skill and a good sized

boat, these new fin-fishermen are not entering from non-fishing occupations.
Most are switching into fin-fishing after several years experience in lobster fishing.
size.

Most of the boats being added to the fleet are of moderate

There is increasing evidence that the opt:imum sized vessel for the

fisheries of the Gulf of Maine may be no larger than 100 feet long and perhaps even smaller.

Of course, when a person invests in a much larger boat,
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he is usually investing between $80,000 and $350,000 and our sample contains
men who were investing more.

Such men are obviously making a long-terill com-

mitment to fishing.
Under these conditions, if we analyze the regression results in Table

4' for "Significantly Larger Boat," it is not surprising that the people
adopting_a larger boat are those with assets of $150,000 to $1,000,000.
People having assets over one million dollars already have such a large
boat that there is no advantage in buying a still larger one.

These are

also men who have been exposed to a good deal of information on new fishing
technology and are more committed to fishing.
that the adoption of a

"significant~

This is indicated by the fact

larger boat" is positively associated

with active participation in a political organization and attending a major
fisheries exposition.

Adopters of larger boats were also "optimistic" about

the future of fishing.

It was the men with between 3 and 25 years of fish-

,

ing experience who were more likely to adopt a larger boat than those with
more than 25 years experience.

Men who were pessimistic about the future

of fishing and older men on the verge of retirement are obviously not motivated to make the long-term commitment required by the purchase of a new
boat.
The people who did not adopt a larger boat are those captains who are
not in the large dragger ports of Portland and Rockland, as is indicated by
the "region" variables.

Moreover, they are people who are committed to the

lobster industry or who are already committed

complete~

to the groundfishery.

This is shown, in part, by the negative sign on the variable indicating membership in cooperatives.

The vast majority of cooperative members are men

who fish for lobster exclusively; and the optimal size of a boat used only
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for lobstering is very small.

Men who are already established in ground-

fishing do not purchase larger boats either, as is indicated by the negative
sign on the "groundfish primary species" variable.

People want larger boats,

in the main, to enter full-time groundfishing. These men already have such
vessels.
Another separate set of factors influences the adoption of each kind of
electronic gear.

Scanning sonar is used pr..imarily by large herring boats to
by groundfishing boats to detect obstacles
spot schools of fish and,,(e.g., rock piles) that might damage their nets.

It is a very expensive piece of equipment, costing between $6,000 and $45,000,
and it is one that takes a good deal of experience to be able to operate effectively.

Thus, the captains more likely to adopt scanning sonar are those who

are highliners or medium skilled fishermen, not the unskilled men. 3

On the

whole, these are men wo are committed to groundfishing or swordfishing.
This is indicated by the positive signs on the variables on membe'rship in a
political organization, by the industry variables, and the variable indicating a groundfish dealer in the home port.

It is only men who are committed

to groundfishing "Who have groundfish as their primary species, who join lobbying groups to protect their interests, and who locate in harbors with groundfish dealers.

This commitment

is indicated by the positive signs on all

these variables.
Again, since scanning sonar is a very expensive investment, it is not
surprising that the adoption of this gear is associated with a positive attitude toward future fishing opportunities.

Conversely, those less likely to

adopt scanning sonar are men with under five years experience in the fi shing
industry and having no herring or groundfish gear.

-

Gillnets are an intermediary gear.
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They can be used on relat ively small

boats (i.e. 35 feet), and a man who has a boat can get into gillnetting with
only $10,000 additional investment.

Ma~

of the men who adopt gillnetting

gear want to switch out of the failing lobster industry for part or all of
the year, but cannot or are not willing to switch completely into other fisheries requiring far more capital and skill.

Thus, the regres sion analysis

indicates that the men likely to adopt gillnets have relatively small amounts
of money invested (e.g., $30,000 to $150,000 in assets), and are not established primarily in groundfishing (see the industry variable).

They come

from harbors with groundfish marketing outlets.
Loran A is an older type of navigational equipment which is scheduled
to be replaced by Loran C in the very near future.

Men moving into the fin-

fishery or who are upgrading their equipment tend to purchase Loran C.

The

men who are bwing the older, used, Loran A sets are people who cannot or
are not willing to invest a lot of money in Loran C equipment.

Ma~

lobster-

men are currently buying the Loran A sets, although the kind of inshore fishing they do does not require precise navigational equipment.

The quantita-

tive information from the regression analysis is very consistent with this
point of view.

The men who were likely to adopt Loran A were older men, as

is indicated by the age variable.

Many of them are not likely to be in the

industry long enough to warrant a heavier investment in Loran C.The industry variable and the negative coefficient on the groundfish market variable
reinforce the idea that the adopters of Loran A are primarily in lobster fishing. The fact that most have not attended a major exposition might suggest
they are not interested in innovation.

The region variable indicates that

men east of Penobscot Bay are less likely to adopt Loran.

This is probably

because there are few fin-fishing boats in this area, so that there are few
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used Loran A sets to purchase.

It is puzzling that men with medium sized

businesses are far more likely to adopt Loran A than fishermen with small
scale firms (Le., under $30,000.00).

Moreover, men with working wives

are more apt to adopt than men whose wives are not employed in a steady
job.

These variables suggest that for most fishermen in our sample, the

purchase of Loran A is not linked to the inability to purchase the more
expensi ve Loran C.

We suspect that many of the men purchasing Loran A are

older !ten, who really have no pressing need for Loran at all.

They are

gadgeteers, and Loran A is fairly inexpensive.
While we have only anaJ.yzed in detail these four innovations, the exact same kind of anaJ.ysis could have been done on any of the innovations
involving a simple definition.

In almost all cases, the statistical re-

sults are very easy to interpret since they coincide with fishermen! s statements about the adoption of various innovations and our own field' observations.
By way of contrast, most of the equations involving a complex defini-

tion of innovation produced no statistically significant results at all.
Table

4,

In

we have included the regression results on making "any major change

in fishing gear."

Here innovation is being defined in terms of a man's

adopting any type of fishing gear involving vastly different fishing Skil1s.
The results were terrible.

Not only is the R2 desperately low. but the F

statistic indicates there is no explanatory power at all in the entire
equation.

None of the independent variables proved to be significant at

even the .10 level.
All of these results, however, strongly reinforce the ideas of Downs
and Mohr concerning innovation research.
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We got good, understandable

4

statistical results on all of the simple definitions of innovation (e.g.,
Loran A, larger boat, scanning sonar).

There were very different sets of

independent variables explaining the fishermen's responsiveness to each of
the se innovations.

While all of the captains intervi ewed were involved

in the inshore fin-fishery of Maine and New Hampshire, these results indicate that different men, facing different conditions, 'Were adopting dif-·
ferent innovations to solve different kinds of problems.
Most of the regression results we obtained on complex definitions of
innovation also reinforce Downs and Mohr.

When we defined innovation as

a major change in fishing gear, we were aggregating together several different kinds of change s, each explained by di fferent set s of independent
variables.

Even though there may have been strong associations between

specific gear changes and certain explanatory factors, these results were
'Washed out.

These poor re sul ts indicate, as nothing else could, that we are

dealing with several different

~es

problems for different fi shermen.

of innovations which solve different

The factors influencing one gear change

do not necessarily influence the adoption of others.
It should be noted that in stuqying the regression results concerning
these innovations, we were not only able to explain how certain innovations
were matched to the needs of the people 'Who adopted them, but also why they
did not solve problems for the men who did not adopt them.

These data under-

line the fact that it is "rational" for some people to adopt certain innovations under certain conditions.

It is also equally "rational" for other

people facing different sets of problems to reject those innovations.

For

certain people it makes a good deal of sense to be "laggards." Given the

circumstances under which some people are workinp:. adontin&<
makes no sense at all.

somp innov~.t50ns

For a lobsterman to be an "early adoJ)ter" of

Scanning Sonar, to use an obvious example, would be nothing short of
foolish.
Although different sets of variables are associated with different
specific innovations, there are certain variables Which Show consistent
patterns for large numbers of innovations.

Some of these patterns can be

explained by reference to the general s.ocial science literature, but most
require consideration of conditions specific in the fiShing industry.

By

looking at Table 5, which sumnarizes the results obtained from all the equations, it can be seen that some variables are significantly associated
with a lot more innovations than others.
In the literature on innovation, education is often thought to be an

imPortant determinant of innovat ion (Mans field 1971: 198-199; Rogers and
Shoemaker 1971:186).

Education, on the whole, is not significant in ex-

p.laining the adoption of most of the innovations we studied in the finfishery of Maine and New HampShire.

The data in Table 5 indicate

that

education played a role in the adoption of only Loran A and VHF Radio, and
had a ne gat i ve correlation

with the adoption of depth recorders and a

significantly larger boat.

What is striking is that the years of education

had no significant impact on the response to the other

14

innovations studied.

Fi Shermen themselves have noted that formal education bears little relation

to fishing success or the ability to expand and modernize one's business.
They have many apocryphal stories on this point wi th themes like:
educated fool," or "How the college boy run his boat on the reef.

"The
tI

These

statistical results suggest that such stories have a solid basis in fact.
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TABLE 5
Summary of Significant Independent Variables
on 18 Innovation Definitions in the
Maine/New Hampshire Fin-Fish Industry

Indep. Var.
(See Table
3 for
Labels)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Dependent
1

2

3

4

0
0

+

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

-

0

0

+

11

0

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

+

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

+

+
+
+

0
0
0

0

5

-

+

0

0

0

-

0
0

+

-

0

0

+

0
0

0
0

0

0

+
-

+

0

+

-

+

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

+
0

-

+
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

+
+

0

-

0

0

0

-

+

0
0
0
0

-

0

+
0

0

-

0
0

0
-

-

+

9

10

11

12

0

+

0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

+
0
0

0

-

+
+

+

+

+

8

0
0
0

13

+

+
+

0
0

+
+

0

0

-

15

16

17

18

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

+

+

0

0

0
0

0

0

+

+

+
+

14

0

+

0
0

+
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0

-

-

0

0

0
0

0
0
0

0

+

-

+

7

+
+
+
+

0
0
0

0

6

for Labels)

Variable (See Table 2

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

-

+

0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0

+
0
0
0

0

0
0

+

+

+

0

+

-0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

+

0

-

0

+
0
0
0

0
+

+

-

0

-

-

+
0

0

-

-

-

0

+

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

--

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

-

+

0
0
0
0
0

+

+

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

0

-

0
0
0
0

0

-

0
0
0

0
-

+

+

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

-

+

+

+

0
0
0

+
+

0

0

0
0

+

+

+
+

0

0
0

-

0

0

+

0

0

0

+

0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

+
+

-

0
0

0
-

0
0
0
0

0

+

0

-

0

0

+

0

0

-

-

I f a regression coefficient is significant at the .10 level, then its

sign (+ or -) is entered in the table. Those independent variables having
insignificant regression coefficients are designated by zeros. Variables
not included in an equation are indicated by blank spaces in the appropriate
column.

Some of the most interesting variables were those relating to kinship.
In the case of Sonar, Radar, VHF, and Loran A, those who were the adopters
had a large number of kinsmen fishing in the home port, and a lower than
average number of kinsmen in fishing in other ports.

All of the se inno-

vations are reasonably expensive, save for the used Loran A sets, and all
require skill to use effectively.

A good many fishermen report that only

their kinsmen can be counted on to give them accurate information consistently.

Fishing, after all, is a highly competitive business, and training

and informing the competition is seldom advantageous.

Thus, people who have

ready contacts with a large local network of kin who are in fi shing are more
likely to adopt these innovations than others.

The question needs to be

asked, "Why can't fishermen obtain the same kind of information on these
kinds of electronic gear from more distant kinsmen?"

Distance itself is

part of the answer, since it tends to inhibit the :flow of information and
limit the opportunities to observe gear in operation.
of factors is operating here,

However, another set

There is substantial evidence that the ope-

rating kinship unit is the kinsmen living in the same town or within ten
miles of each other.

Kinsmen who move away from the local area rarely in-

teract, and wi thin a generation are quicklY forgotten (.Lazarowitz and Acheson

1980).

Having a large number of kinsmen outside one's home town has

no bearing on the adoption of innovations,

For all practical purposes,

these people do not exist.
In many studies on innovation, age is identified as an important variable.

However, the results we obtained demonstrate that age plays very

little role in the decision to adopt innovations.

In the entire set of

equations, the variables on Age and Age Squared were significant only in
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three cases.

The number of years experience in the industry is vastly

more important.

These variables are significant in nine, or half, of the

equations studied.

There is one pattern that is clear in these data --

the men with less experience are more apt to adopt innovations such as
larger boats, Loran C, auto pilot and gillnets, in cOIDp:l.rison with the
men with over 25 years experience.
phenomenon.

There are two explanations for this

Many of the men with over 25 years experience are older and

will retire in a few years; consequently they will not gain the benefits
of any investment or innovation they might make.

Second, many other very

experienced men have acquired what they consider to be an ideal boat and
set of equipnent.

Al though some of these men are only in their late 40 r s

they are also not inclined to adopt gear which would move them away from
what they perceive as an optimal situation.

5
,

In almost all economic studies of innovation, firm size is identified
as a critical variable (e.g. Mansfield 1968 a :l07-108),

In 11 of the 18

equations, the variables on firm size proved to be significant.

In all cases

but one, the scale of the firm was positively associated with the adoption
of innovations of all kinds, indicating that larger firms had a stronger
tendency to adopt innovations in comparison with the smallest firms (less
than $30,000 in assets).
The data suggest that the intermediate sized firms ($30,000 to $1,000,000)
were the most likely of all to adopt innovations.

Firms in this size range,

when compared with either smaller or larger firms, were far more likely to
take on a larger boat, gillnets, depth recorder. Loran A and bottom trawl,
and to adopt a major new piece of electronic gear.

In addition they were

more likely to adopt a larger number of types of innovati6i:lS.
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The reasons for this pattern are fairly clear.

The smallest firms in

the sample were ordinarily owned by men who fished for lobster most of the
year, or had small stop seine operations (herring).

Many do not have either

the financial resources to purchase a lot of equipment, or the need, since
lobster fishing requires only a moderate-sized boat and very little electronic gear.

Many of the largest firms in the sample were vertically

ted herring packing firms.

integra~

Much of the gear that is being adopted by the

intermediate sized firms is associated with groundfishing (i.e., gillnets,
bottom trawl, Loran A).

The largest sized firms are less likeLv to take on

larger boats, doubtless because they already have some of the largest in
the fleet, and buying still bigger boats would give no advantage.
In the literature on innovation, there is strong evidence that an
entrepreneur's perceptions concerning future earnings playa very imp:>rtant
role in influencing adoption of innovations -- especially innovations requiring substantial investment (Mansfield 1963:290-311; 1968b:4-5).

In our

data there is a very obvious pattern in the way the variables on perceptions
of present and future fishing opportunities are correlated to the adoption
of innovations.
The variable on optimism about present fishing conditions was significantlY related to only three variables:
Loran C.

C. B. Radio, Scanning Sonar, and

When men in our sample were "optimistic," they were

to adopt these innovations.

~

likely

Conversely, when they were "pessimistic" they

were far more likely to adopt these three innovations.

The reason for such

adoptions was to put themselves in a position to improve "poor ,I current
catches.

--

The variable concerning "optimism about future fishing conditions" is
equally easy to interpret, although it is significant in only six equations.
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In five of these six cases

(i.e., depth finder, scanning sonar, C. B.,

Loran A, larger boat) "optimism about the future of fishing" is positively related to adoption of the innovation.

It is a truism that people who

perceive future opportunities are apt to invest to take advantage of them.
This is clearly what is happening in the case of these innovations.

(In

the case of the other innovations, we obtained no statistically significant
results concerning "optimism about the future.")
In the literature, there is a good deal of evidence that adoption of

innovations is related to access to information (Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:
11-13 and 18g}.

People who know about the existence of innovations and

their characteristics are more likely to adopt them.

Our data on the role

of information in adoption of innovations is very inconclusive.

One of the

best sources of information is the annual Fisheries Exposition held various,

ly in places like Boston and Seattle. However, attendance at an Exposition
is positively related only to the adoption of a larger boat.

Exposition

attendance actually "retards" the adoption of Loran A, gillnets, and a new
primary gear.

This can apparently be explained primarily by the fact that

the Expositions are oriented mainly towards processors, owners of large,
offshore fin-fishing vessels, and presumably fishermen thinking of adopting
state-of-the-art fishing gear.

These men are not apt to be interested in

Loran A, which is being phased out, or gillnets, Which are being adopted by
lobster fishermen who want to get into fin-fishing on a part-time tentative
basis.

For Maine and New HampShire fishermen, attendance at these Exposi-

tions, with all that indicates about access to information, plays no role
in the adoption of most of the innovations studied.

This is especially

surprising in the case of electronic gear, since a good deal of electronic
gear is disPlayed and competently demonstrated at these events.

--

One of the most important variables in our equations is membership in .
a political organization.

This variable plays a significant

role in the

adoption of a large number of the innovations studied -- including depth
recorder, scanning sonar, C. B. Radio, bottom trawl, gillnet s, larger
boats, and the nunber of major innovations adopted.

Undoubtedly, the men

who belong to such organizations obtain a good deal of technical information
from other fishermen at meetings,and no doubt the information received is
important @- ~-~ innovations.

However, it should be noted that mo st of

the men 'Who said they were members of political organizations had joined
the Maine Fishermen's Cooperative Association, which is based in Portland,
and operates as a lobbying group to influence state and Federal fisheries
legislation.

Most of the members of this association live within 25 miles

of Portland and are successful fishermen in the prime years of their career.
These men are doing well in fishing and want to stay in fishing.

They are

willing to donate their time to this political organization to foster a
political and legal environment Which will ensure their continued success.
As a result, we are certain that membership in a political organization is
really a proxy variable indicating a strong commitment to fin-fishing.
Thus, the data indicate that it is highline fishermen, in the southern part
of Maine, who are more likely to adopt many innovations.

This interpreta-

tion is supported by the variables on region, Which indicate that men in
Portland and Rockland are more likely to adopt innovations than people in
other areas of the state.
In our discussion of these social and cultural characteristics, it has
been noted that four types of variables were associated with the adoption of
two or more innovations.

The question this raises is "Are me-n 'Who own inter-

mediate-size firms, have a large number of kinship ties in their home port,
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are optimistic about the future of fishing, and are members of a political
organization somehow a class of early adopters?"
argument can be made.

We do not believe this

All we know is that these traits were associated

with the adoption of several of these specific innovations.
been no single individual possessing all of these traits.

There may have
Even if indivi-

duals did have all these traits, all we know is that they adopted some of
these technical innovations under the economic and regulatory conditions
existing in the fishery at thi s time.

We agree with Downs and Mohr that we

cannot justifY the conclusion that such individuals would be more likely to
adopt innovations in general.

nowever, we believe that it is legitimate to

conclude that such fishermen operating in a similar geographic, economic and
regulatory environment would be more likely to adopt similar kinds of technical
innovations.

It would be fascinating to know whether fin-fishermen in nor-

thern Europe or perhaps AlaSka are also more likelY to adopt

tec~ical

inno-

vations if they have large kinship networks in their home port, are members
of political organizations, etc.

In summary, the statistical results make

little sense unless they are interpreted within the context of the ethnography.
Our analYsis of the dependent variables, Which represent the innovations
themselves, demonstrated that these are very different innovations whose adoption can onlY be explained by reference to very different sets of factors.
The re sults reint'orce Downs and Mohr's argument that the responsiveness to
innovations depends on how well an innovation matches the needs of potential
adopters.
The analysis of the independent variables points out that some variables
are associated 'With the adoption of many more innovations than others.

This

--

fact might be interpreted as support for the more traditional view of
innovation, since it suggests that there are individuals with specific
traits who adopt large m.nnbers of innovations.
ization cannot be made.

We believe such a general-

There is nothing in any of our data to support

the assertion that some people are generally more responsive to all innovations, and a great deal of evidence rejecting this proposition.
Question 3

Can the Research Strategy Proposed by Downs and Mohr

Reduce the Instability of Research Results on Innovation?
The basic problem that Downs and Mohr were attempting to address
stemmed from the fact that most studies of the adoption of innovation have
produced highly inconsistent and even conflicting results.

They state that

if these problems are to be solved, students of innovation must take a different approach.

It must be recognized that innovations are heterogeneous.

These differences, in their view, can stem from differences in ob,servable
traits, recognized by everyone (primary characteristics); or by the way
those innovations are viewed by potential users (secondar,r characteristics).
Again, primary characteristics are produced by objective variations in the
innovations themselves; the secondary characteristics by variations in the
perceptions of potential adopters.
In addition, students of innovation must use distinct sets of factors
to exPlain innovations that have different primary characteristics.

Thus,

two innovations may not be modelled in the same regression equation without
distorting the results.

In the case of innovations with dissimilar secon-

dary characteristics, this is not true.

By

properly measuring the degree

of match between the innovations and their adopters, it is possible to

--

successfully model two or more innovations in the same equation.

However,

the number of variables used to explain their adoption may be very large.
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In short, Downs and Mohr are suggesting a very complex approach to
the study of innovation.

At root they are suggesting that students of

innovation should continue to use linear models in their analyses, but that
they select and define their variables in a way that has not been done before.

First, in cases where innovations differ in their primary character-

istics, Downs and Mohr state that they should not be classified together
and combined in a single dependent variable.

Second, Where innovations

which differ in secondary characteristics are concerned, Downs and Mohr
believe that two new kinds of variables should be used:

(I) variables to

measure the unique relationships between the individual adopter and the
innovation (2) interaction terms (i.e. variables resulting from the multilication of two or more independent variables).
We certairus- agree with the first suggestion made by Downs and Mohr.
Innovations we considered in the fin-fishing industry in Maine and New Hampshire are not the same, and can only be explained by distinct sets of variables.

Their point concerning aggregated definitions of innovation is well

taken.

In some instances our attempts to use aggregated, or complex, de-

pendent variables worked well (e.g. adoption of a new primary gear); in
other cases we failed badJy because we were trying to lump together substantially dissimilar kinds of innovations.

For example, our equation to

explain adoption of a major piece of electronic gear produced only one significant regression coefficient.

Clearly the factors linked to adoption of

scanning sonar, for example, are not those explaining the adoption of Loran C.
However, we see very substantial problems in the suggestion of Downs
and Mohr that whole new sets of variables be introduced to explain the adoption of innovations that differ in secondary characteristics.

Downs and

Mohr are suggesting that an enormous number of variables must be introduced
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--

to explain such innovations.

First, this causes two problems:

if we took

the,ir suggestion seriously concerning interacting variables we would have
had to consider 780 additional variables in our study, since a typical
original equation had 30 variables.

Those are only two way variables.

Higher order interactions would have required the introduction of literally
tens of thousands of variables.

Downs and Mohr are not seriously sugges-

ting using higher order interactions, but even if we employ only two way
variables, we have a problem in deciding which of the hundreds of variables
to use.

If all students of innovation interacted their variables, it would

result in hundreds of different definitions.
compared across different studies.

These could not possibly be

If this suggestion were taken seriously

by students of innovation, the results would be greater confusion and conflict in innovation research -- not less.
Second, greatly increasing the number of independent variables certainly
will compound the problems of
studies of innovation.

colinearity currently observable in so many

The more highly intercorrelated a group of indepen-

dent variables is, the more difficult it is to estimate stable and significant regression coefficients.

A good many different kinds of factors used

in innovation research are highly intercorrelated.
true in the social realm.

This is particularly

For example, older people are apt to have less

education, more years of experience, lower incomes, smaller households,
more health problems, a lower consumption of food, less interest in ultimate career goals, etc.

Since these factors are obviously related, the use

of two or more of these variables in the same equation will produce highly
unpredictable results.

--

In short, if we followed the advice of Downs and

Mohr and substantially increased the number of independent variables used,
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the results would often be tantamount to statistical disaster.
There is a more basic issue involved.

Ultimately, Downs and Mohr are

arguing that the inconsistency in research results produced by studies on
innovation are caused by a lack of a general model of innovation.

They

believe that the research strategy they suggest will ultimately lead to
such a general model.

In this regard, they say ".. • we are not construc-

ting a specific theory of innovation, but are describing how one might be
arrived at through research and the rough form a general theory of innovation might take" (Downs and Mohr 1976 :701).
We seriously doubt that following their prescriptions will automatically result in a general theory of innovation.

Ultimately, Downs and Mohr

are placing primary emphasis on regression analysis.

They really believe

that the adoption of any innovation can adequately be modeled by a properly
specified regression equation.

The problem, as the.r see it, is

~hat

current

studies of innovation have not identified the correct variables and have not
interacted them properly.

If this were done, they believe that a general

model of innovation will become apparent to the analyst simply from looking
at the regression coefficients produced by such statistical studies.

In

other words, if enough good data were collected by competent interviewers
from enough industries and were properly treated

statistic~ly,

an analyst

who knows little about the intricacies of these businesses, and the people
involved in them, could
adopted.

s~e

general patterns in the ways innovations were

Somehow, they believe that a general theory would emerge by in-

ference from these patterns.

We are certain this would not occur.

The

basic problem is that a regression analysis is a way of summarizing information about innovations -- not an exact analog.
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The numbers stemming from

--

a regression equation do not speak for themselves.

They make sense only if

interpreted by someone 'Who is thoroughly familiar with the industry in question.

Regression coefficients can highlight variables that may be important

in the adoption of innovations, but they provide no information on
ferent variables are important, and the role they play.

Why dif-

We know from our

own study that we could not possibly have made sense of the numbers calcu-.
lated by our regression procedures in the absence of a lot of information
on the fin-fishing industry.

4 contains a tremendous amount of in-

Table

formation about the variables influencing the adoption of the 18 innovations
we studied.

A person who did not know the ethnography of fin-fishing could

not even attempt to interpret the numbers in Table 4 with any hope of success.

Any patterns such an inexperienced person might see in this table

would be nothing but wild guesses of a type that would certainly not lead
on to a general theory of innovation.

In this regard, it Should ,be noted

that the regression coefficients from the equations on Loran A, gillnets,
a significantly larger boat and scanning sonar could not be understood
without knowing what the gear was used for, the problems adopting such
gear would solve, general trends in the industry, etc.

Moreover, we could

not interpret these data without knowing a good deal about changes in the
external environment.

For example, the adoption of gillnets cannot be under-

stood in the absence of information on the difficulties face6. in t.h€ lcbster
industry.

Moreover, the adoption of scanning sonar and Loran A could not be

discussed without a knowledge of the way extended kinship operates in small
Maine town s .
We have noted that in interpreting the data from our regression equation,

-

-

we

have had to have information on:

personal characteristics of the potential
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adopters; the amount of information those adopters had concerning the innovation; and data on the problems the adopters faced and the ways in which
adopting various innovations would help solve those problems.

We would

like to suggest that When a general theory of innovation does arise, those
three kinds of information will prove to be of crucial importance.

Such

a theory will not be produced by analysts unencumbered with detailed
ledge about the industries in question.

Quite the contrary.

knOW-"

It will be

developed by people Who can interpret the statistical results in the light
of long experience with the industries in question.

A large number of

factors enter the calculus When an entrepreneur contemplates adopting an
innovation.

Not only does the decision..ma.king process vary with the inno-

vation, but there are differences in the perceptions of entrepreneurs.
There are also differences in the firms in an industry, and each industry
has its own idiosyncracies as well.

Statistical data on innovations cannot

be understood in an absence of information on the context within which the
decision making process occurs.
Smwa:ry

The results of our study of innovation in the fin-fishing industry
lead

to four major conclusions which support the point of view of Downs

and M::>hr.

First, While the adoption of any single innovation is always

highly differential, with some people adopting it before others, our data
indicate that there is no group of people Who consistently adopted a large
number of innovations earlier than other people.

The term "early adopters"

or "late adopters" has meaning only when applied to a single innovation.

As

Downs and Mohr have suggested, there is no !!early adopter class!! for inno-

--

vations in general.
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Second, although we studied only technical changes in the fin-fishing
industry of northern New England between 1973 and 1978, the innovations
studied are very different and are adopted to solve distinct problems.
In fact, no two innovations in our study could be explained by identical
sets of factors.

We have seen that the factors associated with the adop-

tion of gillnets, for example, are very different from those explaining
the adoption of Loran A, or a larger boat.

What influenced the adoption

of an innovation was not the characteristics of the individual alone, but
also the situation he was in and the degree to which different kinds of
innovations 'WOuld solve the problems he faced.

Our study supports Downs'

and Mohr's contention that the emphasis in studies of innovation should be
shifted away from the

individual adopter, as distinct from the innovations,

and placed more on an understanding of the circumstances surrounding a
particular decision to innovate (Downs and Mohr 1976 :706).
'lliird, the fact that innovations are adopted 'When they match the needs
of potential adopters, emphasizes that being an "early adopter" is not always desirSble, and being a "laggard" may be very "rational."
ability

The desir-

of adopting an innovation depends on the problem the innovation

promises to solve for the adopter in question.
Fourth, social and personal characteristics were associated with the
adoption or non-adoption of a large number of innovations.

We do not believe,

however, that these data are indicative of a class of fishermen who are generally

more responsive to innovations.
We disagree with two aspects of Downs' and Mohr's analysis.

First,

we are certain that the statistical approach they urge students of innovation to follow is neither practical nor reliable.

-.

-
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Specifically, greatly

increasing the number of independent variables and interaction terms will
greatlY accentuate problems of . colinearity already seen in so many studies
of innovation.

Following their advice in this regard will lead to the same

kinds of unstable, conflicting results that they deplore in past studies
of innovation.

In addition, interpreting the results of our own regression

equations would have been impossible in the absence of a lot of ethnographic
information on the fin-fishing industry in northern New England.

As a

resul t, we very IIDlch doubt that a general model of innovation will come out
of pure statistical summaries alone.
produced, we believe, by

ana~sts

A general model of innovation will be

'Who know a good deal about the industrial

context in which innovation is taking place.

If our understanding of inno-

vative change is to go forward, statistical studies will have to be augmented by extensive case studies.
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FOOTNarES

1

James Acheson is Associate Professor of Anthropology at the University of
Maine at Orono, Robert Reidman recently received hi s M. A. in Economics
from the University- of Maine. This paper draws on data collected during
the course of a project entitled "University of Rhode Island -- University
of Maine Study of the Social and Cultural Aspects of Fisheries Management
in New England Under Extended Juri sdiction", and funded by the National
Science Foundation.
The authors are indebted to Dr. Thomas Duchesneau of the University
of Maine for his extremely helpful connnent s on an earlier draft.

2Loran A and Loran C allow a fisherman to locate the position of his
boat with extreme accuracy. The location is determined by the intersection
of radio beams emanating from fixed stations. The fisherman notes the
nunif:>er of microseconds it took for the beam to reach a station, and finds
his position on specially prepared maps. At present, Loran A is being
replaced by the newer Loran C system. In fact, the Loran A stations will
be closed in the next few years.
3'll1e role of edu~tionin the adoption of innovations will be discussed
later.
4It should be noted that several dozen types of gear changes were· defined
as major gear changes. This is a very complex variable.
5S ome men in our sample began to fish :full-time at age 15 .

.-

-
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NEW BOATS AND NEW GEAR:
IN THE NEW

FEDERAL REGULATION AND JNVESTMENT
ENGLAND GROUNDFISHERY

James M. Acheson

.-

-

--

.

Introduction

The 1976 passage of the Fisheries Management and Conservation Act,
popularly known as "the 200 mile limit," 'Was initially greeted with
enthusiasm by fishermen, conservationists and fisheries managers alike.
Those interested in marine resource management favored the legislation
primarily because it gave the Federal Government the power to manage badly
over-exploited fish stocks, which eventually would greatly increase breeding
stocks and ultimately catches.

The fishermen clearly favored the legis-

lation, primarily because it promised to end foreign encroachment in
areas traditionally fished by the American fleet, which in turn would
mean larger catches and higher profits.

Everyone concerned with the

American fishing industry expected the bill to result in more investment
in new boats, fishing gear, and productive capacity, leading to a resurgence of the U.S. fishing industry.
Within weeks after the passage of the bill, support for the act
turned to disquiet when fishermen discovered that the so-called 200 mile
limit would not comPletely end foreign fishing in American 'Waters, and
that the bill gave the government of the United States enormous power
to manage the fishing industry.

In most areas, implementation of the

bill went for'Ward without undue conflict.

However, attempts to manage

the New England grolmdfishery have been marked by increasing resistence,
dis illusio1"..ment , and even scattered cases of violence.

'In addition, there

were loud complaints from fishermen and processors, duly reported in the
press, that the 200 mile limit law, rather than helping the fishing industry,
was harming it.
.-

-

A good many fishermen claimed that the Federal Government

was bent on saving the fish by driving them out of business.
that the days of the small fishermen were clearly numbered.

They predicted

Given the high hopes which initially greeted this bill and the increasingly obvious need to effectively manage renewable resources, it
seemed very important to discover what the effect of this legislation had
been on the groundfishery of New England and the way this legislation
would effect the longrun prospects for the industry.

Questions of growth

and decline of an industry ultimately can be reduced to investment dec isions.

If the 200 mile law created economic opportunities for fishermen,

one would expect a good deal of investments in new boats, fishing gear and
processing plants, which would result in longterm growth for the industry.
If, on the other hand, the law greatly increased costs for fishermen, one
would expect a gradual reduction of investment, and a good many men eventually leaving the industry.
During the summer and early fall of 1978, a team of social scientists
from the University of Maine and the University of Rhode Island conducted
a study of the New England fishing industry, designed, in part, to assess
the effects of the 200 mile bill.

l

During this study, some 65 percent of

all Maine and New Hampshire finfishermen were interviewed, and a smaller
proportion from Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

The interview form used

by both sets of interviewers contained general information on the captain
or boat owner interviewed (i.e. age, address, education, marital status,
employment history), a series of questions on attitudes towards fisheries
management, and a large number of questions on present and past fishing
equipment and operations, as well as questions about plans for the future
(e.g. type of boat ordered, fishing gear, etc.).

In short, this study con-

tained not only information on fishermen's perceptions and statement. about
i

the "200 mile limit," but information on the actual. decisions they had
made or were going to make in response to it.
1

This project was entitled: University of Rhode Island, University of Maine
Study of Social and Cultural Factors in Fisheries Management Under Extended Jurisdiction. It was sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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The First 18 Months of Federal Regulation in New England
In 1978, about 18 months from the time regulations were put into
effect, there could be little doubt that groundfishermen saw the actions
of the Federal Government

~ ~

vis fisheries management as arbitrary,

capricious, unnecessary, and unfair.

They believed it was designed to

make it very difficult for them to earn a living or to drive them from
fishing altogether.

There is a great deal of justice in their complaints.

The agitation among fishermen was primarily caused by the specific
Tegulations enforced on the grrrwndfishermen by the Federal regulatGry
apparatus which resulted in fisheries being "opened" or "closed" with
very short notice. l

Regulations went into effect on March 15, 1976

on cod, haddock, and yellowtail flounder--the most important and most
over-exploited groundfish stocks in New England waters.

While several

different kinds of management regulations were put into effect, the
key managerial tool was the establishment of quotas.

That is, the

maximum sustainable yield of a stock was determined by scientists at
the National Marine Fisheries Service Laboratory at Woods Hole (maximum
amount of a stock that can be harvested continously), and when that amount
of fish was caught, fishing was prohibited.

In July 1977, under four

months from the inception of the law, the quota for cod had been reached
and this fishery closed, ostensibly for the
Under the FCMA, the United States and its territories are divided
into eight coastal zones. Each zone has a Regional Council composed of
representatives appointed by the governors of the states involved and
representatives from the National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Coast
Guard, etc. These Councils propose, management plans for each species
of fish to the Secretary of Commerce who, with the advice of the NMFS,
rejects or accepts these plans •
~

.-

remainder of the year.

On November 9, 1977 quotas for all groundfish

were increased, due to political pressure, so that fishing for cod was
again allowed.
for a month.

On December 1, 1977, all groundfishing was prohibited
Beginning in January 1978, quotas were established for three

month periods in an effort to extend fishing throughout the year on
some basis.

But again, the same pattern of "openiDg

the fishery repeated itself.
on cod.

and "closing"

On March 1, 1978 a moratorium was imposed

On April 10, l:imited fishing was allowed again.

On July 27, cod

were again closed in the Gulf of Maine for certain vessel classes and
closed completely to all fishing on August 10.
again on October

l~

The fishery was opened

On December 15, 1978 five additional fisheries were

closed, including cod, haddock and yellowtail flounder.
A good deal of the unc ertainty, rap id change s, and lack of stability was due to the political activities of the fishermen

them~elves.

Every time the New England Regional Council, National Marine Fisheries
Service, or Secretary of Commerce took action, there was a good deal of
political agitation involving visits from Congressmen, lobbying activity,
letters to public officials, heated hearings, etc.

In many instances,

these political activities were successful, and regulations which had
been imposed were changed to ease their impact on tlle fishing industry
(e.g. quotas raised, fishing moratoriums lifted, and so on).
Nor do the closures tell the whole story.

Throughout this whole

period, there were innumerable announcements concerning changes in
vessel classes, announcements of hearings and emergency regulations,
adjustments in allowable quotas, amendments to landing restrictions, etc.
During this period, there was some change in the groundfish regulations
at least once a month.

Moreover, the presence of the Federal regulatory

apparatus was made very obvious by a series of an:nouncements of II}eetings
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and hearings and a constant stream of newspaper articles from various
parts of New England, which further added to the crisis atmosphere.
For many fishermen, the crisis was very real.

The quota syst€!ll,

in effect, gave the Federal Government the right to curtail one's
income-earning activities on very short notice.
be legal to fish

~or

One day it would

a certain species; the next day it was not.

The

negative effect of the groundfish regulations was exacerbated by the
fact that the gear used for groundfish (i.e. gillnets, otter trawls,
and longlines)

are not species selective.

During a ban on cod and

haddock, there is no way one can use gillnets to catch hake, pollock,
and whiting without catching at least some of the forbidden cod and
haddock.

Some fishermen, who had a variety of gear, could switch to

other species when closures came with only a few days loss of revenue,
but many fishermen could not and thus were faced with the prospect of
violating the law or going out of the fishing business for the duration
of the ban.
Attitudes of Fishermen
During this first 18 month period, fishermen in New England were
almost universally opposed to the activities of the Federal Government.
Many

can only be described as very angry.

Quite a few voiced their

displeasure at public hearings held by the Regional Council on proposed
regulations; others made their feelings known to the media.

Every

newspaper in New England coastal communities printed articles reflecting
the strong negative feelings fishermen felt about the current management

--

efforts.

The following one appeared in the Lincoln County News (Maine)

on March 23, 1978 shortly after a cod and haddock closure.

As one New Harbor fisherman put it, "They (council administrators) don't care; they're still get tin , their salaries.
The only thing they're interested in, is protecting their
jobs. We (Maine fishermen) are just little guys. We can't
afford to lose our incomes for two weeks. We don't make that
much money. We've got boat payments to make, and house payments,
and kids to feed. But what's the sense of go in ' out if we have
to shovel overboard all the cod and haddock that come up in
the net? And anyhow, if you throw 'em back, they're gonna
die anyway. It's crazy. It don't make sense. In a catch,
them fish are worth a lot of money but dead any throwed back
in the sea, they ain't worth nothin' to nobody. It's just
like tossin' a 50 or a 100 dollar bill out on the vater and
watchin' it float away; now who's gonna do that? We can't
even afford to go out, costs too much money. Even a little
boat like mine is damned expensive to buy; and runnin' it
ain't cheap either. I can't take it out there and run it all
day, just to be able to keep a third of the catch. That's
about what it amounts to, where we fish, around Monhegan; about
a third of the catch is flat fish, and the other two-thirds
is cod and haddock. More cod than haddock, though. They got
them computers tellin' 'em how many fish we can catch. Computers
don't know what's out there. Fish run in cycles; fishermen've
always known that. We don't need computers to tell us. It's
a crock of ----!! It's foolish, is what it is. We've always
been able to take care of ourselves; we don't need them to
tell us w.hen to fish and what we can keep. But it don't do
no good to talk to them fellas. I've been to their meetin's,
and you might as well talk to the back of that there Jeep as
to talk to Vinal Look. They set up there behind their desks
and make up rules for us fishermen, and they don't know nothin'
about us. I had one of them politicians ask me once if us
fishermen would be satisfied if the government would subsidize
us not to fish, like they do the farmers not to grow crops.
I tbld him, 'Hell no!! All we want is to be left alone!' They
don't even understand what you're talkin t about. Fishfn' is
a way of life--independent--free. It gets in your blood,
y'know? And mostly, I griess, it's a family thing; my family's
always been fishermen." Then pensively, "But it ain't the same
anymore.
(Lincoln County News, ~arch 23, 1978)
Such statements do not reflect the sentiments of only a small vocal minority.
Of 139 fisher.men who were interviewed in Bristol, Maine during the fall
and winter of 1977-78, there were none who favored the quota system
employed by the Federal Government.
illusioned

Of these men, 86 were so dis-

with the regulatory efforts to date that they said they

wanted no government regulations of any kind.
very ambivalent about the 200 mile limit.
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Many of the rest felt

Some were still in favor of

.-

-

the law because it kept the foreign fleets at bay, but even these men
did not favor the kinds of regulations being forced on them or their
fellow fishermen.
It should be pointed out that of the 139 fishermen interviewed,
III were lobster fishermen.

Since lobster Was not, and at this

writing, still is not regulated under the FCMA (the 200 mile limit
law), most knew very little about the Federal managerial apparatus
and the specific kinds of regulations the local groundfishermen had
to obey.

Moreover, since the advent of regulations had been so

recent, public opinion clearly had not had time to j ell on many issues.
However, it is important to note that the 27 fin-fishermen interviewed in Bristol were vociferous in condemning the actions of the
Regional Council and the "quota system."

The vast majority of

fishermen in the town clearly agreed with them.
A far more definitive study of attitudes toward management was done
during the summer and fall of 1978.

In this study, 190 owners and

captains of fin-fishing boats in Maine and New Hampshire were interviewed, along with 127 from Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

During

this study, we asked a series of open-ended questions about the kinds
of regulations favored.

The first question was:

"Do you approve of

the way the Federal Government is managing the fisheries of the
of Maine?"

Not a single fishermen said he approved.

Gulf

Most had unfavor-

able comments, and a good many went into long tirades about the "Government" and its bungling attempts at fisheries management.
The interviewers received two overwhelming impressions from the

-

conversations on this topic:

first, that fishermen were:at last fully

aware that their welfare and incomes were in the hands of Federal policy
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makers, and second, that fishermen had a profound distrust of the
Federal Government and the competence of its employees.

Repeatedly

we heard anecdotes to the effect that the Federal biologists, whose
figures and stock estimates influenced policy, did not know what
they wer e do ing .
Table 1
Regulations Preferred by New England Groundfishermen in 1978
Maine and
New Hampshir e

Rhode Island and
Massachusetts

Total

No Regulation

22

41

63

Limi ted Entry

8

11

19

Clo sed Areas or Seasons

20

4

24

Mesh Size Regulations

18

10

28

Import Quotas

17

0

17

Ban Efficient Gear

9

2

11

Help Marketing and Quality

9

0

9

18

2

20

Change Lobster Measure

5

16

21

Ban Foreigners

7

6

13

Less Government

2

6

8

Quotas

2

7

9

Other Miscellaneous

35

13

48

No Information

18

10

28

190

128

318

Lobster Trap Limit

'-

Total

-'-

"'-
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Second, we asked:

"What kinds of regulations would you favor

for your section of the industry?"

There were a total of 72 different

responses, but most of the answers fell into a few categories which
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 contains information bearing on several important issues.
First, fisheries managers tend to suspect that all fishermen are
anarchists whose sole aim in life is to over-exploit various fish stocks
to the point of extinction and who recognize no need for management
or conservation.

Certainly fishermen do not welcome governmental

interference, but there is clearly a growing recognition that many
fish stocks need to be managed if they and the industry are to survive,
and that only the government can do the job.

Table 1 demonstrates

that the vast majority of fishermen in New England favor some kind of
regulation.

They did not, however, favor the kinds of regulations

being placed on them by the Federal Government.

Only nine fishermen

of the 318 interviewed (3 percent) said they preferred , a quota system , and

even some of these men said they would modify the quota system substantially if they had any say in the matter.
Second, when these fishermen were interviewed in the summer of
1978, many were clearly not sanguine about the future of their industry.
These men, on the whole, said they suspected that their future prospects
were not bright because the fish stocks were down due to over-exploitation and/or because the price received by fishermen was inadequate
to cover constantly rising costs.
A large number of fishermen proposed solutions which would, in
essence, conserve the fish stocks by cutting fishing effort.

As one

can see from Table 1, nineteen men (6 percent) favored limited entry legislation (limit number of boats or fishermen); another 24 men (8 percent)
suggested that areal or seasonal restrictions be imposed to protect
the breeding stock; while 28 men (9 percent) wanted to increase the size
of the mesh used in nets to allow a higher proportion of the small
fish to escape.

Another 11 men (3 percent) wanted to protect fish stocks.

by banning very efficient gear such as pair trawls, gillnets or
I

purse seines.

Another 13 (4 percent) would ban foreigners from fishing.

in U.S. waters to reserve the catch for the American fleet.
Another set of fishermen proposed solving the problems of the
industry by raising the price for the fish they do catch.

Nine

fishermen (3 percent) wanted direct governmental assistance in marketing
and maintaining quality control standards for fish; another 17 men
(5 percent) wanted to impose quotas on foreign fish imports.

This, they

feel, would help protect American fishermen from the heavily subsidized foreign fleets who damage the local fishing industry
both by taking fish in American waters and also by selling them on
the American market.
Although all fishermen in this sample are involved in groundfishing, many are also engaged in lobstering or herring fishing.
Some 41 men were more concerned with the state of the lobster fishery
than the groundfishery.

Twenty of these men wanted to limit the number

of traps an individual could fish, while 21 proposed changing the
size regulations designed to protect the lobster breeding stock.
Another 48 fishermen (15 percent) proposed another set of solutions
which fall into no easily definable category.

Such proposals ranged

all the way from "additional research" and "law enforcement" to laws
prohibiting wire lobster traps and part-time fishermen.
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Some 22 percent of those interviewed· said they wanted "no re~ations"
or "less government interference."

Some of these men clearly th:mght

the fish stocks were doing very well, so that regulation was uncessary;
others were so unhappy with Federal regulatory efforts that they
believed. they were better off with no regulations whatsoever.
In short, most of the fin-fishermen interviewed admitted that
there were problems in the fishery which could be cured or alleviated.
by the appropriate kind of management or governmental activity.

A

good many fishermen clearly stated. that they believed. that their
futures were in the hands of government incompetents who either could
not or would not do the right thing to help them.

They were confused,

frustrated, and very uncertain about the future.
Response to the 200 Mile Limit:
«<
~

i(

Investment Behavior
..

Under these conditions one would pred.ict that there would be
very little new investment in fishing boats and equipment, and perhaps
even some exit from the industry.

There is, after all, a massive amount

of evidence that as risks and uncertainty increase, investment
declines (Scherer 1970:27-28).

Nothing of the kind, in fact, occurred.

Despite all of the complaining and predictions of disaster, there is
overwhelming evidence that there is a great deal of investment occurring in the New England fishing industry.

This build-up of the fleet

began before the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act was passed,
and is continuing at the present time despite the turmoil and hostility
directed at the Federal Government.

Several different changes are

underway in the New England fishing industry.
~

--

We obtained information

on changes in boat length, electronic gear, fishing nets and gear since
changes in these factors indicate major changes in investment and
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changes in ability to catch fish.
Boat Length
In order to assess changes in the size of boats, we obtained information on the length of the boats a sample of fishermen owned at the
present (1978), the size of the boat they owned five years previously,
and the size of the boat they planned to own in the near future.

As

can be seen in Table 2, in 1978, 90 men had boats that were more than
six feet larger than the boat they owned in 1973, while only 27 had
boats that were six feet shorter.

The information comparing present

boat and planned boat indicates that the trend towards larger boats
is likely to continue in the future.

Sixty-six men in our sample

planned to order or had already ordered boat s that were at least six
feet longer than the boat they currently

ow~ed;

while only one man was

planning to purchase a boat that was at least six feet shorter than
the one he owns currently.
For the men in our sample, the average boat owned in 1978 was
~;

1

4.2 feet longer than the average boat these men owned in 1973.

This

difference in mean boat lengths is highly significant statisticallY.
In the near future, these men had ordered or planned to build fishing
boats that were 7.44 feet larger, on the average, than boats they
currently owned.

Again, the results of a t-test indicate that it is
2

highly unlikely that these results could have occurred by accident.
Electronic Gear
Information obtained from our sample of 318 New England fishermen
indicates that investment in electronic gear is growing rapidly.

Table 3

rAt-test was run to determine if the difference in these mean boat
lengths was statistically significant. The value of the twas 28 which
is significant above the .001 level.
2

The value of the twas 46, which is significant above the .0005 level.
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Table 2
(a) Change in Boat Length - Past to Present Boat
less than
-6 ft.

-6 ft. to
+6 ft.

greater than
+6 ft.

New England

27

112

90

Massachusetts and
Rhode Island

11

39

28

Maine and
New Hampshire

16

77

60

Total

229
(b) Change in Boat Length - Present to Planned Boat
less than
-6 ft.

-6 ft. to
+6 ft.

great er than
+6 ft.

New England

1

39

66

Massachusetts and
Rhode Island

1

21

23

Maine and
New Hampshire

0

18

43

Total

106

*

Of the 318 fishermen in our total sample, we obtained this information
on only 229. In the other 89 cases, the fisherman did not own' a boat
five years ago, or had the same boat.

**

Only 106 of the 318 men interviewed had either ordered a new boat
or had definite plans to order one in the next three years.

below summarizes the number of fishermen who had a particular type of
electronic gear on the present boat, past boat (1973), and future boat.
In every instance, the percentage of boats e<luipped with a particular
kind of electronic gear increased.

The single exception is the

radio direction finder, an older navigational device, that is <luickly
being replaced by Loran C.
.-

-

For those unfamiliar with fishing gear, it should be pointed out
that SSB, CB, and VHF are all kinds of radios.
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Depth finders, depth

recorders, and fish scopes are used primarily to find concentration

of

fish; all operate essentially by reflecting sonar beams off the bottom.
Loran A, Loran C. the Loran C plotter, radar, and radio direction
finder are all essentially navigational equipment.

They are very

important to fishermen, not just because they allow him to find his
way home, but also because they allow him to locate places and types
of bottom which have been or should be productive of fish.

Loran

A, single sideband radios, and radio-direction finders are older
types of gear which are being replaced by more modern equipment.

This

accounts for the low percentage of boats that have this type of gear.
Refrigeration, Loran C plotters and fish scopes have been introduced
only in the past few years.

The percentage of boats having these kinds

of gear should increase rapidly in the future.
Those familiar with the New England fishing scene might be surprised by the low percentage of boats having certain kinds of gear.
For example, depth recorders (white and grey line recorders) are well
near universal on purse seiners, draggers, and gillnetters--the most
important boats in the fleet.

In this sample, it should be noted that

men were included if they did any fin-fishing over the course of the
year.

Thus, a certain percentage of men interviewed were handliners,

weir fishermen, stop seiners, quahoggers, lobstermen, etc.

who were

groundfishing in boats with relatively little electronic equipment.
However, even with such fishermen in the sample, it is clear from
Table 3 that New England fishermen are rapidly increasing their investment in virtually every kind of electronic gear in common use.
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Table 3
Changes in Electronic Gear on New England Fishing Boats*
Old Boat

Present Boat

Future Boat

Dept h Finder

26 (9%)

37 (12%)

18 (17%)

Depth Recorder

36 (12%)

87 (27%)

73 ( 67%)

Fish Scope

4 (1%)

9 (3%)

18 (17%)

Scanning Sonar

4 (1%)

25 (8%)

32 (30%)

Radar

20 (7%)

64 (20%)

46 (42%)

CB

33 (11%)

60 (19%)

37 (34%)

VHF

17 (6%)

57 (18%)

39 (36%)

6 (2%)

19 (6%)

21 (19%)

Loran A

18 (6%)

46 (14%)

14 (13%)

Loran C

3 (1%)

33 (10%)

41 (38%)

Loran C Plotter

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

13 (12%)

SSB Radio

7 (2%)

12 (4%)

9 (8%)

Radio Direction Finder

0 (0%)

6 (2%)

0 (0%)

Refrigeration

0 (0%)

1 (0%)

7 (6%)

Autopilot

Total Number of Boats
Observed

292

318

109

*

There were 318 captains of fishing boats in the sample, Only 292 of
those men had boats in 1973;, Jnly 109 men planned future boats and
gave information on the type of electronic gear they planned to purchase.
The numbers of boats do not equal the number of gear types observed since
there-were missing observations on some boats and most boats have more
than one type of electronic gear.
Some kinds of' electronic gear used on f'ishing bogts. gre relatively

-

-

inexpensive.

C.B. radio sets, for example canbe obtained for under
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$100.00, but most of the equipment is relatively costly.
an EPSCO Loran C Plotter cost about $10,000.
cost about $4500.00.

In 1978,

The Loran C alone

Si-tex Radars went from $3995.00 to $9490.00,

and accessories cost hundreds of dollars more.

A Koden fish scope

cost $14000.00; while a Simrad echosounder (white line recorder) cost
$7000.00; and a Wesmar 165 scanning sonar sold for $5600.00.

While

there is some variation in price depending on manufacturer, model, etc.,
electronic fishing gear is far from cheap.

The expenditures on

electronic gear have increased many times in the past decade or so.
In 1965, a well-equipped 60 foot dragger might have only a radio and a
recorder.

The same boat now could easily have these two pieces of

equipment, a Loran C, a Loran C Plotter, radar, scanning sonar, and
perhaps duplicates of same of this equipment in case of a breakdown.
The total could run well in excess of $30,000.00.
Fishing Gear
Our survey data indicate that the number of fishermen using
multiple kinds of fishing gear over the annual round has increased
dramatically.

As can be seen from Table

4,

70 percent of the men inter-

viewed used only one type of fishing gear on their "past boat,"
but only 47 percent use one gear on their "present boat. If

No fisherman

reported using more than three kinds of fishing gear over the annual
round on his "past boat;" whereas 8 percent of the fishermen interviewed
used four or more kinds of fishing gear on the present boat.

A total

of 12 percent of the men interviewed said they would use four or more
kinds of fishing gear on their "future boat."
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Table 4
Number of New England Fishermen Using Multiple Gear Types

# Gear 'IZpes

Past Boat

Present Boat

0*

6 (3%)

II (4%)

2 (2%)

1

151 (70%)

149 (47%)

61 (48%)

2

57 (27%)

97 (31%)

32 (25%)

3

4 (2%)

32 (10%)

18 (14%)

4

0 (0%)

18 (6%)

6 (5%)

5

0 (0%)

4 (1. 3%)

4 (3%)

6

0 (0%)

1 ( .3%)

2 (2%)

7

0 (0%)

2 ( .6%)

3 (2%)

Future Boat

"
218

128

314

*

The six men using no fishing gear on their past boat are new entrants
to the fishery. The two men who say they are planning to use no gear
on future boat are planning to leave the fishery. The 11 people who
list no fishing gear for their present boat are temporarily out of
fishing and have taken other jobs due to the fishing closures.
The way that fishermen combine types of fishing gear is very
complicated, and is described in detail in another paper (Acheson 1980).
There are several things to be noted about this process, however.

First,

fishermen switch gear to catch different kinds of fish, to take advantage
of seasonal shifts in abundance of certain kinds of species or changes
in price.

It is relativelY easy to change from some types of gear to

others (e.g. dragging to purse seining), and relatively difficult to change
once one is rigged for others (e.g. off-shore scalloping).

In most

cases, changing fishing gears is a major task which normally takes
from two days to two weeks, depending on the size and configuration of

-

the boat and the gear that one is switching.

In any case, the decision

to switch fishing gears is not undertaken lightly.
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Even if one has

a variety of drags, nets, etc., switching types of fishing gear is
costly in terms of labor, materials, and lost fishing days.

Building

up one's repertoire of fishing gear calls for maj or investment.

A

lobsterman who wanted to go gillnetting in addition to his lobstering
would have to pay a minimum of $8000.00 for a used gillnet hauler,
nets, and gear.

The same fisherman Who wanted to go dragging would

have to invest at least $9000.00 in a winch, cable, doors, and net.
If he wanted to go stop seining, a moderate-sized net, dory, and
hydraulic net hauler would run at least $11,500.00.

It needs to be

stressed that a lobster fisherman would normally have a small boat
between 32 and 40 feet long, so that the appropriate gear would be
relatively inexpensive.

Equipping a larger, off-shore boat with

a variety of kinds of gear would be vastly more expensive.
Versatilitl
The data from our study indicate that the New England fishing fleet
is clearly becoming more versatile.
measure.

Versatility is difficult to

Unlike boat length or numbers of kinds of electronic gear,

etc., whether one defines a particular fishing operation as more or
less versatile depends on the criteria used.

In general, a fishing

operation was judged to be more versatile if there had been changes
in size of boat, electronic gear, or fishing gear which would allow

the boat's owner to exploit different grounds, or more species over
the course of the annual round.

In some cases it was relatively easy

to make a decision concerning versatility.

For example, a man who

had the same boat and gear five years ago as he has now clearly had
not increased the versatility of his operation.
situation was not this clear-cut.

In many cases the

Has a herring fisherman who bought

a scanning sonar and a boat three feet larger than the one he had
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increased the versatility of his operation or not?
to say.

It is very difficult

These indeterminate cases--and there were a large number of

them--we excluded from the analysis.

The results of our study on

versatili ty are summarized in Table 5 below.
Table 5
Changes in Versatility in the New England Fishing Fleet
(a) Change in Gear Versatility - Past Five Years
Less Versatile

8 (6%)

No Change

53 (38%)

More Versatile

78 (56%)

Total

139*

(b) Expected Change in Gear Versatility - Next Five Years
Less Versatile

7 (5%)

No Change

48 (34%)

More Versatile

Total

88 (62%)

143**

* Of the 318 men in the total sample, we obtained information on only
139. Some of other 179 were not fishing 5 years ago. But in the vast
majority of these cases, we did not have adequate information to be
certain whether the fishing operations in question would be more Or
less versatile.
** In the 143 cases reported, we had sufficient information to determine
that the future or planned fishing operation would be more versatile •
. Only a very small percentage of the men were judged to have "less versatile" operations.

Most of these were men who were thinking of

dropping out of groundfishing and retiring to a small scale lobster boat.
Some 38 percent of the men were judged to have the same amount of versatility.
in their present operation as they had in their past boat, and 34 percent were
judged to be planning fishing operations which were essentially very
similar to the ones they had at present.

--

Most of the men in this "no

change" category purchased (or planned to buy) a boat very similar
to the one they had before and were using the same kind of gear over
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the annual round.

Over

half of the men in the sample clearly had or

were planning fishing operations which were "more versatile" than
the ones they had previously.

This "more versatile" category contains

mainly men who had bought or "planned to buy" much larger boats and/or
who had added to the repertoire of kinds of fishing gear they own
or planned to own.

In only a few cases did a change in electronic

gear alone influence our judgements of versatility.
Entry
It is not just that fishing boats are becoming larger and are
better equipped, there are more of them.

One indication of such an

increase is seen in the growth in the number of licenses granted by
the National Marine Fisheries Service for groundfishing in the New
England Region.

In 1977, 1,200 licenses were issued; while in 1979

the number had increased to 2,191 (Grice 1980)--almost a 83 percent increase
in two years.

Increases in numbers of licenses alone are not an absolute

indicator of increases in investment, since they indicate nothing about
the size of the boats used, and the way they are equipped.

Moreover,

a large number of people hold fishing licenses and use them very little
or not at all.

A far better indicator of entry into fin-fishing is

provided by actual boat counts.

In 1974, the Department of Marine

Resources of the State of Maine listed 104 "Commercial TraWlers, Purse
Seiners, Gill Netters and Sardine Carriers" operating from Maine ports
(anonymous 1974).
boats in Maine.

In 1978, our o~~ study turned up a total of 212 such
Although many of these are converted lobster boats, it

is obvious there has been a substantial entry into groundfishing.
In summary, while it is im:r:ossible to obtain accurate figures on
the total value of the assets owned by New England fishing firms, it is
very clear that a massive amount of investment took place in the
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groundfishery between 1973 and 1978.

1

It is not just that there

are more boats now fishing for groundfish, but these boats are larger
and better equipped.

In addition, our data indicate that this invest-

ment has resulted in a more versatile fleet--a fleet giving a larger
percentage of captains the capacity to exploit grounds they could not
fish before, and to fish for a larger number of spec ies over the
annual round.
Factors Promoting Investment

In 1978, there was clear evidence that groundfishermen were
very unhappy with the actions of the Federal Government and were
predicting dire consequences for their industry from attempts by
the government to manage the fishery.

At the same time, there is

massive evidence that large numbers of fishermen were investing
very heavily in their fishing businesses and that the capability of
the fleet was increasing rapidly.
thing and doing another.

In short, fishermen are saying one

This is not an unusual occurrence.

In the

literature in the social sciences there are large numbers of cases
where there is a wide discrepancy between verbal statements
mants and their behavior.

of infor-

Situations of this kind are so common, in

fact, that anthropologists make it a standard practice to observe actual
behavior as well as note the explanations for events offered by the
people of a culture (Pelto 1970:67-86; 89-105), and psychologists have

--

~
It is always difficult to obtain accurate information from businessmen in the United States concerning assets and earnings. In 1973-74
the Internal Revenue Service mounted a massive campaign against the
fishing industry in which a very high percentage of fishermen were
audited. Sinc e that time, anyone asking questions about such economic
matters has been highly suspect. Accordingly, we made no effort to
obtain such information from the vast majority of our informants in
the fi shing indus try.

invented an elaborate methodology to prevent informants from giving
deceptive information about values and activities.

Thus, no social scien-

tist would find it surprising that the statements and behavior of fishermen are not in accord.

What is surprising is the conditions under which

they are choosing to invest so heavily.

There is no question that the

actions of the Federal Government have been arbitrary enough to make fishing
a very uncertain game.

As one fisherman phrased it, "at the beginning

of every month we are not certain if we will be allowed to fish enough
to even cover the boat payment."

While this may be wild hyperbole,

there is an element of truth in such statements.
While we had little luck in getting fishermen to give detailed information on their investment decisions, several factors apparently playa
role in the decision of many fishermen to invest heavily under these
circumstances.
First, the New England fishing fleet is very old.

In Maine, for

example, there were 104 trawlers, purse seiners, gillnetters and sardine
carriers in

1974.

The mean age of these vessels was 27.4 years old, and

some of the boats that were still in use were built between 1910 and 1920.
One well known Maine marine architectual firm believes the design life of
most wooden and steel vessels used in Northern New England waters is about
20 years Crupper 1979).

That is, one can expect reasonable service from

such vessels for 20 years without massive maintenance problems.

Given these

figures, it is clear that a high percentage of the boats in the Maine fishing
fleet are overdue for replacement.

Many are clearly dangerous to use.

same is true in Mass~chusetts and Rhode Island.

The

Under these conditions, it

is not surprising that many men in New England have purchased new boats in
the past five years or are planning to do so in the near future (See Table 2).
They had little choice if they wanted to go fishing at all.

Of course

the fact that the fleet is very old does not explain why fishermen are
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building bigger

boats 'With more electronic equipment and more

versatile fishing gear.
left fishing altogether.

The,r might have built the same size boats or
Clearly, other factors are involved as well.

Second, despite the Federal regulations, New England fishermen
are doing well financially.
high.

The catch from 1976 to 1978 was very

Despite the warnings of stock failure by the National Marine

Fisheries Service, it is now clear that these increases in catches
were due more to a large abundance of fish then to an increase in
fishing effort. 1

The increase in the supply of fish did not bring

a corresponding decrease in price.

Quite the contrary.

The price

of fish remained very high throughout this period, due primirily to
the fact that the prices of beef, pork, and other substitutable
goods were at an all time high.

As a result of good catches and

high prices, gross revenues to fishermen were very high as well.
The growth in volume and value for groundfish landings in six major New
England ports is sunnnarized in Table 6.
Table 6
Volume and Value of Fishing Landings in Six New England Ports 1975 to 1978
Year

Volume*

Value**

1978

205

59

1977

176

47

1976

153

41

1975

156

33

* in millions of 1bs
** in millions of dollars
Source: - Maine Connnereial -Fisheries

.

-

-

1978 :6(1): 28

1 With the benefit of hindsight, we know that mistakes were made in stock
assessments so that the number of new recruits into the fishery was
badly underestimated.
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During this four year period, catches in these ports grew from

156 million po'\lllds to 205 million po'\lllds, a 31.4 per c ent
growth in gross revenues was even greater.

1"

ncreA.fH".

The

They went fram 33 million

dollars in 1975 to 59 million dollars in 1978, a 78.7 percent increase.
From these figures it is clear that groundfishermen in New England
are doing very well, despite the way the Fisheries Management and
Conservation Act had been enforced.
Third, there can be little question that the quota system itself
operates to increase investment in new boats and fishing gear.

Under

a quota system it is the biggest and best equipped boats that get
the most fish.

The advantage large and well-equipped boats had

under this system became very apparent in March of 1978 when all
gro'\llldfishing for cod was closed.

The entire quarterly quota had been

taken by Massachusetts and Rhode Island

boats-~ost

of them very big--

which could operate efficiently on Georges Bank and other off-shore
areas in the worst months of the winter.

Small boats fram Maine

caught literally no fish during this three month season.

In January

and February they cannot operate due to the weather, and there are
few cod and haddock in Maine waters during those months anyway.

When

the weather improved in March and the fish started to migrate inshore,
cod and haddock fishing was closed.

The owners and crews of these boats

were furious, but the lesson had hit home.
Port Clyde, Maine expressed it:

As one fisherman from

"It doesn't make any difference whether

they have a weekly quota, quarterly quota or a yearly quota.
mean fishing is ended after a certain length of time.

Quotas

The boats that

are going to do the best are the ones that can get out there and
catch the most fish while the ------ will let us go fishing."
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viewpoint is widely shared.

In New England fishing circles. people

speak of the increase in competition due to management as a "quota
race."
The quota system is also linked to the increase in more versatile
fishing equipment.

Fishermen are aware that when quotas for certain

species are filled. fishermen who are restricted to only one type of
fishing gear are effectively out of business for the duration of
the ban.

Those with several different types of fishing gear

switch onto other species.

can

Having multiple kinds of fishing gear,

most fishermen are aware, is the best protection one can have against
Federal closures.

Of the 229 fishermen on which we have information,

fully 191 or 83.4 percent said they planned to have a more "versatile"
fishing operation in the future.

They are clearly planning to innovate

their way around the worst aspects of the Federal fishing closures.
Fourth, the New England groundfishing industry certainly has had
its problems under Federal management, but other fisheries are in
more serious difficulties due to economic factors.

The lobster industry,

the most important fishing industry in New England, is in a serious
economic crunch as catches have levelled off while costs have risen
dramatical~

with inflation (Schaefer

1979).

As a result, increasing

numbers of lobster fishermen have moved into other fishing (or non-fishing)
enterpr ises.

In our sample of 190 groundfishermen in Maine and New

Hampshire, 67 had moved completely out of lobstering in the past five
years, and 44 of them moved into groundfishing.
into lobster fishing (Acheson 1980).

Only three had moved

Groundfishing under the 200 mile

limit may not be an ideal occupation, but is is clearly 'Preferable to

-

many alternatives.

Summary
..
There is a very marked difference between the statements of
fishermen concerning the future of their industry and their investment behavior.

They are clearly very agitated by the Federal Govern-

ment's efforts to regulate their industry under the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act.

They have clearly voiced their unhappiness

wi th the "quota system" and the uncertainty under which it forces them

to operate.

Nevertheless, they have continued to invest very large

amounts of money in new boats, larger boats, more electonic equipment
and more versatile fishing gear.
stimulating this investment:

Four factors playa role in

(1) The fleet is very old and due for

replacement, (2) Revenues from groundfishing have increased rapidly
in the past four years due to an increase in catches and good prices,
(3) The quota system itself gives a clear advantage to owners of larger,

better equipped fishing boats, (4) Although groundfishermen

have had

their problems, the situation in other fisheries (particularly lobstering) is far worse.

As a result of all these factors, fishermen are

investing very heavily in the New England

groundfishi~

industry.

This is not to suggest that fishermen are simply whining or that
the Federal Regulatory apparatus has done a good job managing

the

groundfishing industry.

The Regional Councils, the National Marine

Fisheries Service, etc.

have produced a set of regulations which

make it more difficult for fishermen to earn a living, and
certainly have increased uncertainly and risk.
getting a mixed set of signals.

However, fishermen are

Those eminating from the Regional

Councils clearly are giving them cause to pause.

But the increase in

revenues, the competition induced by the quota system itself, the age
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of the fleet, and so on make investment in new boats and gear seem
highly desirable.

It is clearly these more positive signals to which

fishermen are responding.

Federal regulation may not have helped the

situat.ion, but so far fishermen have been able to surmount the obstacles.
Those familiar with the New England fishing scene have speculated
that the passage of the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act
would ultimately mean the end of small, family-owned fishing firms,
and a gradual takeover of the industry by corporate giants.

Despite

the protests, keening, and predictions of doom, our data indicate that
the small fisherman is more than holding his own.

If fishermen continue

to invest heavily in the groundfishery, family-owned fishing firms
and small corporations should dominate the New England groundfishery for
the forseeable future.
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SECTION III
CURRENT FISHERIES MANAGEMENT ISSUES

--

A MODEL TO ANALYZE THE EFFECTS OF CHANGING THE MAINE
MINTIMUM LEGAL LOBSTER SIZE FROM 3 3/16 INCHES TO 3 1/2 INCHES

James M. Acheson

Robert Reidman

.-

Introduction
In the past ten years biologists, fisheries administrators, and
-i"ishernen have beCG.Tfle increasingly concerned about the lobster fishery
of New England.

Many of the most knowledgeable biologists are convinced

that the lobster is being badly overexploited, and that there is a
serious danger of imminent stock failure, which could lead to a drastic
. decline in catches
corr~unities.

and revenues for lobster fishermen and coastal

In the past several years, many different bills and recom-

:::endations for legislation have been made, including limited entr:{
legislation and trap limits.

None of these bills have passed.

Many

of the biologists involved in managing the lobster industry believe
that one of the most effective kinds of conservation legislation would
De to raise the minimum legal size of lobster from 3 3/16 inches to

3 1/2 inches (Thomas, Yu-ouse, Morrissey).l

It is safe to say that

there are few kinds of proposed legislation which make fishermen more
anxious, and which are more likely to receive massive opposition in the
political arenao
Most biologists, in essence, argue that there are not enough eggs
in the water.

'They point out that at least 90 percent of the lobsters are

caught in the first year

a~ter

they molt into the legal size, when they

are between 3 3/16 and 3 5/8 inches.

Only 6 percent of the females are

sexually mature at 3 3/16 inches (when they can be caught legally), while
nearly all females are mature by the time they reach 3 7/8 inches, a
size attained by lobsters which survive at least two years after they
molt into legal size.

Biologists conclude that about 90 percent of

1 According to present Maine law, only lob~s-t-e-r-s--w-h-i-c-h--h-a-v-e--a-t--t-a-i-n-e-d-----3 3/16 inches may be legally taken. Lobsters are measured by a standard
gauge, from the eye socket to the back of the cara:p3.ce.
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fenale lobsters do not survive to extrude eggs.

An increase in the

legal measure to 3 1/2 inches, they state, would ensure that at least 60
percent of female lobsters would have an opportunity to bear eggs at
least once.

They argue that a very small increase in the legal measure

would have a profound influence on the number of eggs released in the
water, and ultimately on the long-run prospects for the industry itself.
Fishermen, on the whole, are not convir.ced that an increase in the
measure

is desirable.

They agree that a very large number of lobsters

caught in Maine are just over the current legal measure.

In addition,

however, they are convinced that there is a strong demand for small or
"chicken" lobster s, which are still cheap enough for the average per son
to afford.

An increase in the minimum measure to 3 1/2 inches would

mean that a large percentage of the lobsters now caught would became
illegal.

Moreover, it would mean that lobsters would be larger, and,

they believe, probably less marketable.
The biologi st s counter wit h the argument that t hey would not raise
the legal minimum size to 3 1/2 inches in one step.

That, they admit,

would lead to severe revenue losses for most fishermen.

Rather, they

propose to raise the legal measure to 3 1/2 inches over the course of
five years in 1/16 inch annual increments.

Such small increases, some

believe, would minimize the reduction in catches and cause little
economic hardship.

In addition, they are certain that there is a good

market for larger sized lobsters.
The object of this paper is to present biological and economic data
on the effect of raising the legal carapace length to a minimum 3 1/2
inches.

First, we will present biological data in an attempt to project

changes in the frequency distributions of the length of lobsters in the
592

catch.

This will allow us to assess the changes in weight of the catch

as the legal measure is increased at 1/16 inch intervals.

Second, we

will present an economic model to determine the effect of changes in the
legal lobster size on revenue received by fishermen.
The Bioloaical Model
Methodology and Data Sources
The data used in this study were gathered by a team of six social
scientists who were engaged in a general study of the lobster industry
in the towns around Muscongus Bay, in central Maine.

This team rode

eighteen lobster boats during July and August of 1977, November and
December 1977, and April and May 1978 and recorded a wide variety of
information on fishermen and their attitudes, catches, traps, and so on.
vmile they were on these boats, the researchers measured every legalsized lobster caught (in millimeters) with a standard scientific caliper
and recorded the results on sheets specially prepared for the purpose.
Much of the raw data used in the biological model presented in this
paper was derived from the size data on the 8605 lobsters measured
during this period.

All of the data were then coded, keypunched, and

run on the University of Maine IBM 370 computer.
The pr:iJ:nary p.ll'pose of collecting these data was to obtain information on fishing skills, innovation, and some other social and economic
variables.

Only afterwards did it occur to us

that our data consti-

tuted an independent source of information on the lobster population,
which could be used to predict the impact of the 3 1/2 inch measure.
Data on lobster size distributions have also been collected by
Thomas and Krouse, two biologists working for the State of Maine.

These

data were collected from a selected sample of ports throughout the state
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from 1966 to 1977.
from these studies.

Some of the information used in this paper was taken
We are particularly indebted to these biologists

for information on female lobsters, escapement from traps, and natural
mortality.
Biological Data
To those not familiar with the lobster industry, a 5/16 inch
increase in the length of the legal measure might seem insignificant
and the amount of discussion and heat it has engendered might appear
-,ell out of proportion to its real importance.

This view is not correct.

Our data support the view that a change to a 3 1/2 inch measure will
have a substantial effect on the number of lobsters that may legally
be caught.

The raw data on frequency distributions of lobsters cer-

tainly underlined a point that experienced fishermen make repeatedly-namely that a very high percentage of lobsters caught are just over the
legal limit.

As can be seen in Table 1, 58.9 :oercent of all lobsters

caught were under 3 1/2 inches.

This means that if the legal measure

were increased from 3 3/16 inches to 3 1/2 inches in one year, lobster
catches would drop by almost 60 percent.

Certainly, such a drastic (le-

cline in catch would put a good many fishermen out of business.
Of course, no responsible official has even suggested that the
measure be increased to 3 1/2 inches in one year.

Most proposals (for

example, Lobster Management Plan) have assumed that the measure "ould
be increased 1/16 of an inch every year for five years.

The critical

question then is what happens to fishermen's catches and revenues as
the mea sure is

increased in this incremental fashion.

Unforturna tely,

Table 1 alone gives very little information on this question.

We know

that in the first year, as the measure is increased from 3 3/16 inches
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Table 1
Frequency Distribution of Lobster Sizes
Lob ster Si ze
Carapace Length
(inches)

Number of Lobsters

Cumulative Percent

3
3
3
3

3/16 - 3 1/4
1/4 - 3 5/15
5/16 - 3 3/8
3/8 - 3 7/16

892
867
870
988

11.7
23.0
34.4
47.4

1

7/16 -:

lYs..

878

58.2..

927
780
526
266
137
79
66
58
53
63
36
35
34
78

71.0
81.3
88.1
91.6
93.4
94.5
95.3
96.1
96.8
97.6
98.1
98.5
99.0
100.0

3 1/2- 3 9/16
3 9/16 - 3 5/8
3 5/8 - 3 11/16
3 11/16 - 3 3/4
3 3/4 - 3 13/16
3 13/16 - 3 7/8
3 7/8 - 3 15/16
3 15/16 - 4
4 - 4 1/16
4 1/16 - 4 1/8
4 1/8 - 4 3/16
4 3/16 - 4 1/4
4 1/4 ~ 4 5/16
greater than 4 5/16
Source:

Acheson 1977 -1978 Sample

to 3 1/4 inches, the total number of lobsters caught will fall 11.7 percent
but after the first year reference to the table will provide no reliable
information.

We cannot conclude that in two years the catch will fall by

23 percent, in three years 34.4 percent, etc. Several additional factors
must be taken into account.

First, the lobsters will be in the water

for an extra year, so that more will die of natural causes.
those that survive will be larger.

Second,

Further, during the first year that

the measure is increased, a large number of females which had been
immature will bear eggs and thus cannot be legally taken.

This means

that for every increase in the legal measure, there will be fewer
lobsters in the catch, but those lobsters that can be taken will be
larger, on the average.

Last, it is likely that legal vent size
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will

be changed as the legal lobster size is increased, and this will also
have an effect on escapement from traps.l

After the first incremental

change in minimum legal size, all of these factors will play some role
in determining the size distribution of the catch.

Consequently, any

model must take all these variables into account to predict

t~e

effect

of changes in the legal measure on catch.
Structure of t he Model
The biological model used in this paper was modified from a set
of equations used by Hancock (1975) and Gulland (1961), who separately
did pioneering work on the effects of changes in mesh size upon catches
of crabs in England and herring in northern Europe.

The formulae we

developed to assess the changes in size and weight of lobster catches
in Maine as the legal minimum size is increased by 1/16 inch annual
increments are lengthy, and their presentation is unnecessary for our
purposes.

(A mathematical exposition of the model appears in Appendix I.)

However, several features of the model need to be mentioned at this
point.

First, changes in weight and legal sizes of lobsters as the

minimum size is increased are seen as a function of six sets of variables:
1.

trap selectivity

2.

natural mortality

3.

annual rate of carapace growth

4.

frequency distribution of lobster sizes in the current catch

5.

the proportion of female lobsters in each size category that are mature

6.

the proportion of mature female lobsters in each size category that

are "berried" (i.e. egg-bearing).
Second, this model is based on two assumptions about the lobster
T- Ma~~y spaces in the trap designed to allow small lobsters to escape.
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fishery.
1.

We assume that no change occurs in recruitment into the fishery

during the years that the legal measure is being increased.

In some

years, as every fisherman knows, more small lobsters molt into legal
size than in other years.

Since there is no way to predict such changes

in catchable lobsters years in advance, we have had to assume that
recruitment. is constant.
2.

We assume that there will be no change in fishing effort.

Fisher-

men may well want to increase the number of traps they fish as the measure
is increased; and some men may go out of business.
affect the fishing pressure put on the lobsters.

Both factors will
Again, since there is

no way to predict what will happen, we have assumed that effort viII

remain constant as well.

All researchers who have attempted to predict

the effects of size regulations (e.g. mesh size, legal measure, etc.)
on catches have had to make these assumptions.

We have followed suit.

Third, we recorded the length of lobsters in millimeters, since
it is impractical to weigh lobsters on a boat.

However, from the point

of view of the fisherman, it is the weight of lobsters that is critical,
since lobsters are sold by the pound.

In order to convert our data on

lobster sizes to weight we used a standard formula developed by Thomas
(1971).1

We feel this formula is highly accurate since it was developed

by studying the relationship between length and weight for hundreds of
lobsters.
Fourth, as the measure is increased, all six factors have an influence on size and weight frequency distributions.

However, it is impor-

tant to note that in the first year, as the measure is increased from
I

The formula for converting length to weight is as follows:

Wi

~

(25.4) (0.001682) Li 2.82826

were Wand L are the average weight and average length of a lobster in
the i-th size interval, respectively. i=1,2, .•• ,k.
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3 3/16 inches to 3 1/4 inches, the number of variables the model takes
into account is small.

In later years, all of the variables influence

size and weight distributions of lobster catches in complicated ways,
and the formula used is correspondingly complex.

Nonetheless, the

principle of what the model is doing is relatively simple and can best
be explained graphically.
Figure 1
Size Distribution of the Current Lobster Catch
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The size distribution of the current lobster catch can be graphed
as in Figure 1.1

As the minimum measure is increased from 3 3/16 to 3 1/4

inches during the first year the law is put into effect, there will be
some decrease in the catch because all those lobsters under 3 1/4 inches
will have become illegal.

However, in the first year there will be few

changes in the lobster population, since small lobsters released from

I
This graph is not fully representative of the actual catch. The graph
is approximately p,ccurate, and is useful for hueris.tiq purposes only.
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traps (due to the change in the measure) will not have increased in size,
and most of the released females will be neither mature, nor berried.
Thus, in the first year, the number of lobsters fishermen can catch
will decline and there will be no compensating increase in the size and
weight of the lobsters.

This situation is graphed in Figure 2.

Figure 2
Effect on Catch as the Legal Measure is Increased From
3 3/16 to 3 1/4 Inches (First Year Increment)

~ Lobsters made illegal by increase in measure (year I)
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The effect of the increase in the measure is to make illegal all of the
lobsters in the vertically striped portion (between 3 3/16 and 3 1/4 inches).
These are lobsters which were legal before the increase in the measure.
In the second, third, fO'.lrth, and fifth years, the situation is more COITl-

plicated ,because each succeeding increase in the measure reduc es the
number of small lobsters that can be caught, but lobster.s which have been
released have shed into larger size categories, and large numbers of
released females have matured and extruded eggs.
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Thus, a considerably

higher percentage of female lobsters will become berried and will
therefore be illegal to take.

In addition, the released lobsters will

have lived in the ocean for an extra year and a certain proportion of
these will have died of disease, predation, or other natural causes.
The effect of these factors on lobster catch in the second year is
graphed in Figure 3.
Figure 3
Effect on Catch as the Legal Measure is Increased From
3 1/4 Inches to 3 5/16 (Second Year Increment)

~ Lobsters mode illegal by increase in measure (year 2 )
A Lobsters grown to legal size but died before caught
B Berried females

C Lobsters released and grown to legal size
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In Figure 3, the original frequency distribution of lobsters is
indicated by the heavy black line.

In the second year, all the lobsters

between 3 3/16 inches and 3 5/8 inches will have become illegal.

These

lobsters are indicated by the vertically striped area to the left of the
graph.

However, the lobsters that have been released by the first year's

incremental change in the measure are indicated by the areas A, B, and C
at the right side of the graph.

Not all of these lobsters have become
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larger legal-sized lobsters, however.
have died of natural causes.

Some of these released lobsters

This reduction in the number of lobsters

is indicated by the dotted area A.

Another proportion of the lobsters

released in the first year have become berried females and are now illegal.
This further reduces the size of the legal catch as is indicated by the
shaded area B, at the right of the graph.
have survived, grown and are of legal size.

Some of the released lobsters
This increase in the catch

due to an increase in the measure is indicated by the horizontally
striped area C.
In summary, during the second year, an increase in the measure
means that the lobsters represented by the vertically striped area and
by the areas labeled A and B may not be taken.

From Figure 3, it is

obvious that the second year's increase in the legal measure will
a decrease in total allowable catch.

bril~

Similar tables could be produced

for the changes in catch in the third and fourth years.
In the fifth and final year of increasing the legal measure by 1/16
inch increments, all of the factors discussed for the second, third, and
fourth years are still operating.

In addition, we have assumed that during

the fifth year the vent size would be increased to allow the lobsters
between 3 3/16 inches and 3 1/2 inches to escape.
would be illegal, an

Since these lob sters

increase in the vent size would reduce the handling

and injury of sublegals, which would reduce the number of 'culls,'
lobsters that have lost one or both claws.
cannibalism.

i. e.,

It would also help control

All of the kinds of changes that will occur in the fifth

year are summarized in Figure

4.

In Figure 4, the original frequency distribution is. indicated, as
before, by the heavy black line.

In this year, all of the lobsters

3 3/16 inches and 3 1/2 inches will have become illegal.
~Ol

This is

bet~een

Figure 4
Effect on Lobster Catches as the Legal Measure is Increased From
3 7/8 to 3 1/2 Inches (Fifth Year Increment)
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indicated by the large vertically striped area to the left of the graph.
However, there will be a large number of lobsters which will have survived due to increases in the measure during the previous four years.
This is indicated by the areas A, B, and C on the right side of the
graph.

Again, not all these released lobsters may be taken.

Some lob-

sters will have died of natural causes and these are indicated by the
dotted area A.

And some females will have become berried; these lobsters

are indicated by the shaded area B.

However, in this fifth year a large

number of the released lobsters will have molted into legal size and vill
be added to the allowable catch.
horizontally striped area C.

These lobsters are indicated by the

As the vent size is

incre~sed

in the fifth

year, a few of the lobsters over 3 1/2 inches, which otherwise would
have been trapped, will probably escape.
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This added escapement is

indicated by the cross-hatched area D.
In summary, a change from the 3 3/16 inch legal measure to the
3 1/2 inch legal measure would lead to two general types of changes
taking place:

1.

all the lobsters between 3 3/16 inches and 3 1/2 inches would

become illegal,
2.

but the average lobster would be larger in size so that there would

be more big lobsters in the legal size range.
The critical question is whether the decline in catch due to the
loss of small lobsters is compensated for by gains in the catch of
large lobsters.

As we shall see, after the measure is completely increased

to 3 1/2 inches, there is strong reason to believe that the weight of
the catch will increase.

This situation again can be summarized in

a graph (See Figure 5).

Figure 5
Total Catch at 3 3/16 Inch Minimum Legal Size
and at 3 1/2 Inch Minimum Legal Size
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The frequency di stribution to the left of the graph (under the
heavy black line) again indicates the original frequency distribution
of lobsters.

When the minimum legal carapace length is 3 3/16 inches

all of the lobsters under this line can be legally taken.

When the

measure is increased to 3 1/2 inches, all of the lobsters between
3 3/16 inches and 3 1/2 inches become illegal.

In this case the legal

catch is indicated by the projected frequency distribution to .the right
side of the graph, that is, the distribution which starts at 3 1/2
inches.
Discussion of Data Used and Variables
Before we proceed further, some discussion of the data is necessary.

Some of the biological data used in our model we collected our-

selves; some was borrowed from other sources.

Most of the basic

concepts used in this paper are not new with us, but were developed
by a number of other researchers.

Most important, some of the vari-

ables used in our model are vastly more important than others, so even
small changes in the values of these variables have a marked effect
on the estimates of the sizes and weights of lobster catches.

We

will discuss each of the variables used in turn, covering these important
. factors.
Natural Mortality
Natural mortality is a critical variable from several points of
view.

The Whole object of increasing the legal minimum size measure is

to allow small lobsters to grow into larger size classes.

This means

that they are in the water for at least an extra year and subject to
predation from other animals, disease, etc.

If a very

l~ge

proportion

of those released lobsters die of natural causes, there is little sense
in increasing the measure--in fact, it would make more sense to reduce
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it.

The model we have developed is very sensitive to changes in the

estimates of natural mortality.

From this point of view, it is one of

the most important variables in the equation.
We made no pretence of trying to estimate natural mortality ourselves, but rather used the estimates of experienced biologists.

There

is, however, an enormous range of figures on annual average natural
mortality in the literature.

At one extreme, it is

esti~ated

that only 2

percent of the lobsters will die if left in the water an extra year;
other estimates stemming from other techniques and data

give annual

average natural mortality figures of up to 30 percent (Thomas 1971: 46-53;
Appendix Table 1).

Thomas, who has had a good deal of experience in

Maine, believes that the best estimate of annual average natural mortality is about 10 percent (1980).
in our calculations.
be stressed.

However, the uncertainty of this figure needs to

In the literature, there are nine different estimates of

natural mortality for Maine.
four are lower

Accordingly, we will use that figure

Four are higher than the.10 figure and

(Anonymous 1978:

Table 22).

From this range of results,

it is obvious that estimates of natural mortality have high variance.
Escapement
At any given vent size, a certain proportion of the small lobsters
will escape from a trap.
important factor.

According to Thomas' work, escapement is a very

Based on his data, he estimates that fully 90 percent of

lobsters between 3 3/16 inches and 3 1/4 inches escape, and about 10 percent
of those between 3 1/4 inches and 3 5/16 inches do so as well.

Our data

suggest that very few·3 3/16 to 3 1/4 inch lobsters escape from traps
at current vent sizes.

In our model, we use Thomas' data on escapement

for certain purposes and our own at other times.

The issue is not

particularly important since our model is not very sensitive to escape605

ment.

If we use Thomas' data or our oYm, the resulting estimates of

future catches are almost identical.
If the legal minimum size were increased, it would make sense to
increase the vent size to allow lobsters between 3 3/16 and 3 1/2
inches to escape.
etc.

This would reduce cannibalism, death from handling,

In thi s paper we have assumed that the current vent size would

remain in effect during the first four years that the measure is increased.
In the fifth year, as the measure is increased from 3 3/8 inches to 3 1/2
inches, we have assumed some increase in the vent size to allow more
sub-legal lobsters to escape.

As has been pointed out in our discussion

of Figure 4, this will cause a decline in the number of 3 1/2 inch lobsters retained in traps.

As a result, the catch would be slightly re-

duced by an increase in vent size.
Growth Rate of Lobsters
As the legal measure is increased, small lobsters will remain in
the water for an extra year and then will molt into larger size classes.
Thus, there will be fewer lobsters caught as the measure is increased,
but they will be larger.

Since our model assumes that all the benefits

due to the change in the legal measure result from the larger average
lobster size, the issue is, 'How much larger will lobsters be if they
are allowed to survive one more year?'
among biologists on growth rate.

There is very little argument

Virtually all lobster biologists agree

that lobsters grow about 14 percent in length and about 40-50 percent in
weight with every molt.

In a cold year, molting of some lobsters might be

retarded so that average annual growth might be 13 percent.

Anyhow, the

range of growth rates used in the model is between 13 and 15 percent, and
our model is not very sensitive in this range.

A 14 percent annual growth

rate appears to be acceptable to those experienced
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with

the

biology

of the fishery, and we have used this figure (Thomas 1971:22-28).
Mature Females and Berried Females
j

Again, information on these two variables is important because some
of the female lobsters will become sexually mature when they stay in
the water for an extra year.

Furthermore, some of these females will

'berry up, , becoming illegal to catch.

All of the data on percentages

of mature and berried lobsters in any given size class comes from
work by Krouse and by Thomas.

Krouse has studied the proportion of mature

females in each size class; while Thomas' data indicate that, on the aVerage,
30 percent of the
given time.

sexually mature female lobsters are berried at any

From the work of these two biologists we have estimated

the percentage of female lobster that will bear eggs and thus cannot
be legally taken.
Size Distribution of Lobsters
James Thomas and his research crew from the Maine Department of
Marine Resources obtained size frequency distributions for lobsters
from all over Maine from 1966 to 1977.

For 1977, he has a sample of

4014 lobsters (Thomas 1977).
In 1977-1979, we collected information on 8605 lobsters caught by
boats operating in Muscongus Bay and John's Bay.

We measured every

lobster caught by the fishermen during the days we were on the boats.
Despite the difference in the times the samples were collected, and the
difference in sampling techiniques, there are no important differences
in the frequency distributions of lobster sizes reported by Thomas'
research

and our own.

There is one difference; bur sample turned up

significantly more lobsters between 3 3/16 and 3 5/16, inches than are
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reported by Thomas. l

As we shall see, this difference does not cause

any sub stantial change in the economic r esult s produc ed by our model
over the long run.
Resul ts
We put three .different sets of figures into the computer to
produce three different sets of results.

First, we used figures on all

variables (e.g., natural mortality, growth rate, escapement, berried
females) which we consider reasonably accurate.

In this case, we have

chosen, from among the available data, values which lie midway between
the extreme observations or estimates.

The results that come from

using this data we call the most -l}kely results.

Since it is possible

(but highly unlikely) that some of the extreme observations. or estimates
are accurate, we next used figures on all variables which would maximize the lobster catch after the minimum legal measure has reached
3 1/2 inches.
~,

--

This we call the best case.

Last, we calculated the worst

using values for all variables much would minimize the lobster

catch at the end of six years.
and worst

~

It must be stressed that the best case

results are highly unlikely to occur in reality.

We have

calculated them for purposes of discussion, and to delineate the unusual
results that might occur Should all the extreme data observations turn
out to be accurate.

In other words, the

case results set limits.

~ ~

results and worst

We are sure that an increase in the legal measure

will not produce a bigger gain in size of catch than our best case results.
Similarly, a change in the measure would not reduce the lobster catch
below our worst case estimates.

I In our data 23.1 percent of the lobsters measured were between 3 3/16
inches [>"1"0 ~ 5/R inches, Fherel". s 'I'!->o:rnas' (l,,"ta shov! trat If.l perc ent are
in this size rrnge.
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Again, it must be stressed we are assuming throughout

that as the

legal measure is increased, there will be no change in recruitment or
fishing effort.
is increased

Our model will predict actual catches as the measure

only if these two factors stay the same.

If, for some

reason, when the measure increased, a large number of high school boys
should decide to go fishing, and an unusually large or small number of
lobsters molt into legal size, our results will have to be interpreted
differently.
Likely Results
In estimating the

~ likel~ ~sults,

we have done the following:

First we have assumed that instantaneous mortality is .10, so 9.5 percent
of the lobsters will die from natural causes over a year.
is thought to be reasonable by biologists.

This figure

Second, we have assumed that

the annual increase in lobster length is 14 percent.

Third, we have

assumed that the size distribution of mature females is as reported by
Krouse in his 1972 article.

Fourth, we have assumed that 30 percent of

released, mature females will not be legal when caught because they
will be berried •. Fifth, all length frequency distribution information
used came from the University of Maine project sample.
assume that there is no significant escapement, as is

Sixth, we
L~dicated

by the

University of Maine project data.
The most likely case results are presented in Table 2.

These results

indicate· that at the end of the first year, the number of lobsters in the
catch would drop by 11.7 percent and the
9.2 percent.
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of the catch would drop by

The next year,_as the measure increases from 3 1/4 to 3 5/16

inches, there would be a 13.5 percent increase in number·s caught, but only
a 7.7 percent decrease in weight because some of the lobsters caught
be larger.

In the third year, as the measure

is

increased

from

~ould

Table 2
Most Likely Change in Numbers and Weight of Lobsters Caught
With an Incremental Annual Increase in the Legal Measure
Increase in Minimum
Legal Carapace Length
Year

Percent Change From
Current Landings

From

1
2
3
4
5
6

3 3/16
3 1/4
3 5/16
3 3/8
3 7/16
Remains at

To
3
3
3
3
3
3

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
1/2

Numbers

Weigr,.t

-11.7

-9.2
-7.7
-6.7
-7.1

-13.5
-15.7
-19.6
-20.9
-12.0

-4.7
+7.9

3 5/16 to 3 5/8 inches, there would be a l5:rpercent loss in numbers end
a 6.7 percent loss in total landed weight.

In the next two years, there

would again be losses in both numbers and weight.

In the sixth year,

after the measure has reached 3 1/2 inches, there would be a loss of 12
percent in numbers,but a 7.9 percent increase in weight.

The results of the

sixth year indicate the permanent change that would occur as the measure
is increased f'rom 3 3/16 inches to 3 1/2 inches.

There would be no

additional gains expected in the seventh, eighth, or ninth years.
As the measure is increased from 3 3/16 inches to ~ 1/2 inches,
the number of egg bearing females would double, according to our estimates.
While these females cannot be legally caught, they would undoubtedly
produce an increase in the number of eggs in the water.

In the far

future, there is a possibility that this increase in the number of
eggs produced might result in an increase in recruitment and lobster
catches.

Whether or not this increase in catch would occur is impossible

to predict; very little is known about the relationship between the
number of eggs in the 'Water and the hatching and surviv::u of small
lobsters to sizes Where they can be caught legally.
It is critical to understand that nothing can be predicted from
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these figures alone about the effect of an increase in the legal
measure on fishermen's income.

To assess the economic effect of an

increase in the measure, we must combine this biological information
with economic information on factors governing the supply and demand
for lobsters.

This will be done in a later section.

Best Case Results
In estimating the ~ case results, we have used the following
sets of parameters.

First, we have assumed that annual average natural

mortality is 4.6 percent.

This figure is one of the lowest~ but it

has been calculated by Thomas (1971:46-53 and Table 10).

Second, we have

assumed that lob sters increase in length by 15 percent per year.

Third,

in estimating numbers of mature females, we have used Krouses' data but
decreased every figure in the series by 10 percent (1972).

In this case,

we are decreasing the number of released females considered mature, and
thus our estimates of allowable catch are increased.

Fourth, we have

assumed that 27 percent of mature released females are already berried
when they are caught.
fishermen.

This again increases the estimated catch to

Fifth, we have used Thomas' data (1979) on escapement.

Thomas assumes that a high proportion of the smallest legal lobsters
are escaping from traps, and this will swell the number of lobsters
which survive to be caught in future years.

Sixth, we have used our

own data on the frequency distribution of lobster sizes.
The results of the simulation model, operating with these assumptions and with these data, are summarized in Table 3.

At best, an

increase in the legal minimum measure would produce a drop in both
numbers and weight of lobsters caught by fishermen
the measure is increased.

dur~ng

every year

In the sixth year, however, there would be
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Table 3
Best Results Possible In Changes in Numbers and Weight of
Lobsters Caught With an Incremental Annual Increase in the
Legal Measure
Increase In Minumum
Legal Carapace Length
Year

Percent Change From
Current Landings

From

1
2
3
4

3
3
3
3
3

5

6

To

3/16
1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16

Remains at

3
3
3
3
3
3

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
1/2

Numbers

Weight

-11. 7
-12.8
-14.4
-14.8
-27.3
-7.8

-9.2
-6.7
-4.6
-0.2
-8.7
+20.4

a 7.8 percent loss in numbers but a 20.4 percent increase in total wfdght
of the catch due to the larger size of the lobsters being

cau~ht.

Worst Case Results
In calculating

th~ ~rstpossible

results that could occur as the

legal minimum size measure is increased from 3 3/16 inches to 3 1/2
inches, we have assumed that the annual average mortality rate is 24.2 percent,

which means that roughly 1/4 of the lobsters spared by the increase

in the legal measure will die before molting into the 3 1/2 inch size
range.

This is a very high figure, but at least has been suggested

(Thomas 1971:46-53).

Second, we have assumed that lobsters will increase

in length by only 13 percent per year. Third, in estimating the number
of mature females, we have again used Krouse's data (1972), but have
increased the figures 10 percent.

This increase in the estimate

of

the number of mature females has the effect of decreaSing the allowable
catch to fiShermen.

Fourth, we have assumed that 33 percent of mature

released females are berried when they are caught.
the estimate of allowable catch.
escapement.

This again decreases

Fifth, we have used 'lhomas' data on

His data indicate that a high percentage of smallest legal

lobsters escape from traps.

These lobsters will be subjected to the
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24.2 percent mortality rate and this will not be available to fishermen.

Sixth, we have again used-only our own data on length fre-

quency distributions.
Table 4
Wor~t Possible Results in Changes in Numbers and Weight of
Lobsters Caught with an Incremental Annual Increase in the
Legal Measure

Increase In Minumum
Legal Carapace Length

Percent Change From
Current Landings
To

Numbers

3 1/4

-11.7
-15.2
-19.0
-22.7
-37.8
-22.9

From

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6

3 3/16
3 1/4
3 5/16
3 3/8
3 7/16
Remains at

3 5/16
3
3
3
3

3/8
7/16
1/2
1/2

Weight
-9.2
-9.9
-11.1
-11.5
-24.2
-3.0

The results of oUr model operating under these conditions are
sh_own in Table 4.

These results indicate that there will be a decline

in both the numbers of lobsters caught and the weight of the catch
for every year the measure is increased.

It is most important to note

that under these conditions, there would be a permanent 22.9 percent
decline in numbers and a permanent 3 percent reduction in the total landed
weight.
~ary

(See .year six results in Table 4.)
of Biological Model Results

There are several things which deserve to be emphasized about these
resul ts.
First, the model predicts changes in catch only if fishing effort
and recruitment remain constant.
Second, as the measure is increased by 1/16 inch iritervals over
a five year period, the most likely result will be a decrease in both
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weight and numbers in every year the measure is increased.

In the sixth

year, however, there will likely be a 12 'percent decrease in numbers
landed, but a 7.9 percer.t increase in 1{eight of the totHl catch.

The

exact figures are presented in Table 2, which sunnnarizes the most likely
case results.
Third, it is JX)ssible that an increase in the measure could produce
the results indicated by the best

~

or the worst

we believe this to be extremely unlikely.

~

results, but

We strongly believe that an

increase in the measure will produce results falling between these two
extremes.
the worst
the

We have used all the most pessimistic estimates in calculating
~

~ ~

results, and the most optimistic figures in calculating

results.

At worst, an increase in the measure would produce

substantial declines in both numbers and landed weight of lobsters in
every year the measure is increased.

In the sixth year, there would

be a permanent 22.9 perc ent drop in numbers and a 3 pereer..t drop in weight.
This is indicated in Table

4 in the sixth year results. At best, an

increase in the measure would mean a decrease in number of lobsters
caught and the weight of the catch in every year the measure is increased.
However, in the sixth year, after the measure has reached 3 1/2 inches,
there would be a 7.8 percent drop in nQ~bers caught, but a 20.4 percent

increase in landed weight.

This is indicated in Table 3 in the

sixth year results.
Fourth, these changes in numbers and weight of lobsters caught as
the legal measure is increased to 3 1/2 inches over a five year period
tell nothing about the wayan increase in the measure will affect revenues
to fishermen.

To predict changes in income to fishermen;we need not

only these data on lobster biology, but also information on factors
affecting supply and demand for lobsters.
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The Economic Model
General Discussion
The object of this paper is to predict the changes in lobster fishermen's total revenue as the legal lobster measure is increased from 3 3/16
inches to 3 1/2 inches.

Revenue to fishermen is calculated by multiplying

the quantity of lobsters caught by their ex-vessel price.

Thus, to assess

changes in revenue as the measure is increased, we need to know the
change in the quantity of lobsters caught as the measure is increased
and the price associated with that change.

In the last section, we

assessed the changes in quantity which would result from an increase
in the measure.

In this section, we will concentrate on changes in

t~e

ex-vessel price of lobsters which occur as the measure is increased.

In

the final section, we will put these data on quantity and price together
to ass.ess changes in total revenue to fishermen.

It is clear that an

incremental increase in the legal measure from 3 3/16 inches to 3 1/2
inches. will mean that there will be fewer lobsters put on the market,
but they will be larger in size and weight.

The way that these changes

will affect the income of fishermen will depend completely on the market
for lobsters.

For example; if the price of lobster increases sufficiently

in response to a reduction in catch, fishermen will gain income despite
the smaller catch.

But if the price of lobster increases at a slower

rate than the rate of reduction in catch, fishermen will lose income.
The overall pattern of relationship is clear however.

During each

of the five years that the legal measure is being increased, lobster
landings will be smaller than current catch (measured by either total
numbers or by total weight) •

After the fifth year, the ¢atch will contain

fewer lobsters than the current catch, but the total weight will be
greater.

Each of these landed weights is associated with a particular
~
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price in the market.

What we want to understand, then, is this rela-

tionship between yearly decreases (or increases) in the landed weight
of lobsters and the price of lobsters.

The relationship between the

quantity of a product offered for sale in the market and the price that
conswners are able and willing to pay for the product is called a
demand equation.
Ordinarily, as quantity goes down, price increases; and as quantity
rises, price will fall.

In addition, there are other factors influencing

the quantity purchased besides price, such as

the consumer's earning

power and the prices of goods that the consumer might substitute for
the one in question.
In economics there is a standard set of techniques and concepts
to study demand equations.

The way we estimated the demand equation

for lobsters (relationship between price and quantity landed) is a
commonly used technique called a two stage least squares regression.
We first derived a list of factors which would likely influence lobster
demand and supply.

We were guided in our choice of factors by both

eocnomic theory and observation of the lobster fishery.

These factors

were used in the estimation of a supply and demand model of the market
for lobsters between 1947 and 1978.

The supply equation is presented

in Appendix III, and the demand equation is contained in Table 5.
As we can see from Table 5, all these variables, except the price
of halibut, are statistically significant and the signs of regression
coefficients are as one would expect,

The most significant variable

is the price of lobster, and our figures indicate that as the ex-vessel
price of lobster increases one cent per pound,the amount demanded falls
by about 581,000 pounds in the United States as a whole.~ National

1 This is .in 1967 dollars. The decreases in quantity consumed in 1979
dollars is about half this amount.

Table 5*
Estimated Lobster Demand Equation in the
United States: 1947-1978
Variable

Regression
Coefficient

Level of
Significance

Lobster price (cents/lb. )
National Income (billions of $)
Price of Scallops
Price of Clams
Price of Rock Lobster Tails
Price of Halibut
Constant

-0.5808

.0001
.0001
.005
.005
.1
NS

0.04591
0.07323
0.1402
0.01215
0.06454
49.3412

R-square = 0.73; Adjusted R-square = 0.66
(All prices are expressed in cents per pound.)

*

A discussion of the structure and estimation methods used in calculating this economic model are contained in Appendix II.
income is next in degree of importance.

Our figures indicate that as

national income increases by one billion dollars, the increase in the
quantity demanded will be 46,000 pounds.

The prices of scallops, clams,

and imported rock lobster tails are also significant, but they are not
nearly as important in determining the quantity of lobsters demanded
as are the priceof lobsters and national inccme. l

However, our figures

do indicate that as the price of all three of these substitute goods
increases, the quantity of lobsters demanded also increases.

In short,

the results of this study indicate that the quantity of lobsters
demanded is influenced not only by the price of lobsters, but by national
income and by the prices of the three substitute goods.
In addition, there is another factor influencing the Maine exvessel price--namely the fact that the seasonal pattern of Maine landings
is different from the pattern of lobster consumption in the United States
as a whole.

A large proportion of Maine lobsters are landed in the summer

T For 1978, we estimate the price elasticity of'demand is -1.292, and
the income elasticity of demand is 0.86.

and early fall when the price is lower than the national annual average.l
Thus, in order to relate the estimated changes in the quantity of
lobsters landed to the price of lobsters, it was essential to do two
things.

First, it was essential to exclude from consideration changes

in national income and changes in the price of the three substitute goods
which we know also influence the demand for lobsters.

This was done

by solving the demand equation for lobster price with national income
and the prices of the substitute goods fixed at some baseline level.
In this case, we used

1977 figures to establish the baseline.

Second,

we had to correct for seasonal differences in landings by deriving an

equation relating Maine price to the price of lobsters in the national
market.

After making these two modifications, we are left with an

equation Ydtich explains how the Maine ex-vessel lobster price will change
as the quantity of Maine landings is altered by increasing the legal
measure. 2
Arry statistical technique involves a margin of error, and it is
possible to estimate how large that margin of error could be.

In order

to determine how sensitive the predictions stemming from our equation
are to possible statistical error, we used three different estimates
for the lobster price coefficient in the demand equation.

First, we

calculated revenues to fishermen using a lobster price coefficient
that

ca~e

directly from our equation.

Then we calculated revenues to

I Price of lobster in the United states is influenced by imported Canadian
lobsters as well as by demand. Imports have been taken into account
in our calculations.
2 In economic theory, changes in price are determined by both demand
and supply curves. We have related changes in price of lobst~r only to
demand. In fact, everyone estimating a model for the lobster ignores
the supply side completely (e.g. Hasselback 1979). Since the supply
curve for lobster is highly inelastic, virtually all changes in price
are due to changes in demand.
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fishermen using higher and lower lobster price coefficients.

These

higher and lower figures were obtained by estimating the range of possible variation in the original price coefficient and by adjusting
the price coefficient upward or downward accordingly.l

In short, we

have used three different equations to estimate the relationship between
quantity of lobsters landed and their price.
In more technical terms, each of these price coefficients is

associated with different relative demand elasticities.

The highest

price coefficient is associated with. the relatively more elastic
demand curve.

The lowest price coefficient stems from the equation

assuming the most inelastic

curve.

d~nd

The coefficient estimated

by our equation (without any adjustment) is associated with a demand
curve of intermediate elasicity.

Of the three~ this is the most

likely to occur given the figures at our disposal.

Figure 6 summar-

izes the relationship between the price of lobsters, the quantity
demanded and the relative positions of the three demand curves.
Results cf Economic ModeJ.
The results of our combined biological and economic models can
be summarized in a set of tables.

Again, the biological model links

changes in the legal measure to changes in quantity landed, and the
economic model relates quantity landed to price.

From this infor-

mation we can calculate changes in revenues to fishermen as the legal
measure changes.

There are nine sets of

results stemming from the

fact that we calculated best, worst, and most likely biological results,
and used a relatively more elastic, a relatively less elastic, and an

"r We constructed a 70% confidence interval around the lobster price
coefficient calculated in the original demand equation. We used the
lower bound of that interval as the lobster price coefficient in the
relatively inelastic demand equation. Similarly, we used the upper
bound in the relatively elastic demand equation.
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Figure 6
Ex-vessel Prices, Quantity of Landings and Elasticity of Demand
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intermediate elasticity demand curve in calculating prices from quantity
data.

These figures on possible outcomes could be expressed in a three

by three table similar to Figure 7.
Figure 7
The Nine Combinations of Biological and Economic Models
Biological Model
Economi c Model

Best

Most Likely

Worst

Most Elastic Demand

'1'

'2'

'3 '

Intermediate Elasticity

'4 '

Center Cell

;15 '

'6'

'7'

'8'

-...
Least Elastic Demand
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The center cell of Figure 7 would contain data on the most likely
changes in fishermen's revenues as a consequence of the proposed increase
in the legal measure.

These results stem from using the

~

likely

biological data on quantity landed and from data on price assuming intermediate elasticity of demand.

These

results on this most likely case

are shown in detail in Table 5 below and deserve substantial elaboration
since we believe they contain data on what is likely to occur

it~

the

measure is increased.
The data in Table 5 indicate. that there will be
revenue to the lobster industry in
being increased.

~~

years

~ ~

~

in total

the measure is

In the first year the loss in revenue to the Maine

lobster industry will be 2.43 million dollars as the legal measure is
increased from 3 3/16 inches to, 3 1/4 inches.

In the second year,

the loss will be somewhat less; revenue will be only 2.02 million dollars
less than th.e baseline figure.

In the third year, as the legal measure

is increased from 3 5/16 inches to 3 5/8 inches, the loss in revenue
will be 1.75 million dollars.
and fifth years.
inches there

In

~

Similar losses will occur in the fourth

sixth y:ear, after

Ylli. ~.!:. Eermanent

Maine lobster industry, which

~

measure

~

reached ll/2

gain of 1.95 million dollars to the

~

occur every year thereafter.

In

terms of percentage, this represents a 5.5 percent gain in Maine lobster
industry revenues resulting from an increase in the measure to 3 1/2
inches.
1.

Two things need to be stressed

here.

These are estimates of gain and losses to the industry as a whole,

and they do not predict what income to any given fisherman might be.
2.

Also, Table 5 contains data on what we believe will most likely: occur

if the legal measure is raised incrementally over a five year period.
This. table combines the. ~likely: biological results with the most
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reasonable economic model.
Table 5
Changes in Revenue to Fishermen as the Legal Lobster Measure
is Increased From 3 3/16 Inches to 3 1/2 Inches
Year

1
2
3

4
5
6

Legal
Measure

3
3
3
3
3
3

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
1/2

Landings

Price

Revenue

Revenue
Change

Percent
Change

16.789
17.006
17.251
17.177
17.621
19.951

195.5
194.7
194.2
194.4
193.ll
186.5

32.82
32.23
33.50
33.39
34.03
37/20

-2.43
-2,02
-1. 75
-1.86
-1.22
+1.95

-6.885
-5.730
-4.968
-5.272
-3.459
5.538

1. ~ indicates the number of years after the start of the incremental
increase in the lobster measure.
2. Landings are calculated in millions of pounds. It is critical to
note that these figures are not a prediction of actual landings which
will occur as the measure is increased. These are relative figures,
which assess relative changes from a baseline figure (1977 landings
data) assuming all other factors remain the same, and only the legal
measure changes. Landings in 1977 were 18.49 million pounds.
3. Price is in cents per pound, and again is a relative measure. Note
that 1978 prices were used as a baseline. In 1977 the base price was
186.80 ¢/lb.
4. aevenue is simply landings multiplied by price and is expressed in
millions of 1978 dollars.
5. Re~ue Change is expressed in millions of 1978 dollars.
Similar results to the ones we have presented in Table 5 could
be presented for every other cell in Figure 7.

We could present data

on changes in revenues to fishermen given, for example, the best

~

biological results and the most elastic demand estimates (cell 1), or
changes in revenues assuming the
elastic demand (cell 8), etc.
plethora of tables.

wo~st ~

biological results and least

We see no sense in presenting such a

This would simply confuse the issue.

A study of

the data from all other cells in Figure 7, however, does allow us to
make one very important conclusion:

there will be a loss of revenue

to lobster fishermen every year the measure is increased.

None of the

results we obtained indicated an increase in revenue to fishermen in
the first five years.

This was true regardless of how we combined our
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biological and economic data.
single cell in Figure

In other words, it is true for every

7 including the center cell, which we consider

the most likely outcome (See Table 5).
There is, however, a difference in the average losses fishermen
would incur depending on the cell we are talking about.

The most opti-

mistic of all possible results are contained in cell 6 (best case biological model coupled with least elastic demand).

While we have not

presented these results in a table, it should be noted that our figures
show an average loss to the lobster industry of only 0.6 percent during
the five years the measure is increased, and a 19.8 percent gain in revenue in the sixth year, after the measure has reached 3 1/2 inches.
The most pessimistic of all possible results were obtained under
the conditions described in cell 3 (worst case biological model coupled
with least elastic demand).

Under these conditions loss of revenue in

the Maine lobster industry during the five years the measure is being
increased 'WOuld average 14.8 percent per year.

There would be a long term

permanent loss of 8 percent in revenue after the measure has reached
3 1/2 inches.

It must be stressed that we consider these results from cells

3 and 6 to be outlandish.
Advisability of Increasing the Minimum Legal Measure for Lobsters
The question that remains is, 'Is it worthwhile to increase the
minimum legal measure for lobsters?' The answer to this depends on
whether we are looking at the question from the point of view of
fishermen currently in the industry or from the
society as a whole.

vie~oint

of the

We will begin by analYzing the issue from the van-

tage point of current fishermen and then discuss the broader implications.
When \[e increase the legal measure, we are asking fishermen to
sacrifice

current revenues to gain a permanent increase in revenues in
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the future.

We are, in essence, asking them to invest in the future

of the lobster industry.

Thus, when we are asking about the advisability

of increasing the legal measure, we are really asking, 'Is the rate of
return on that investment large enough to compensate lobster fishermen
for the short run losses in revenues they will incur?'
method for assessing

The standard

an investment when the costs and revenues extend

over a period of years is to calculate the internal rate of return.
have calculated the internal rates of return for all the cells in

We
Figure

7--all of the changes in revenues that could occur as the legal measure
is increased using different combinations of assumptions about the
biological and economic data.

The results are contained in Figure 8.
Figure 8

Internal Rates of Return for all Combinations
of Biological and Economic Data*
Biological Model
Ec onomic Model
Most Elastic Demand
Intermediate

Elasticity

Least Elastic Demand

Best

Most Likely

Worst

(1 )
4%

(2)
0%

(3 )

(4)
-4%

Center
13%

(6)

(7)

70%

43%

0%
(5 )

0%

(8)

o~

* Internal rates of return were calculated using a time horizon of twenty
years.
In Figure 8 the changes in revenue which would have occurred under
the biological and economic conditions specified (for example, worst
case biological data, least elastic demand, etc.) are evaluated as an
investment.

Again the most likely results on the internal rates of return

are reported in the center cell of Figure 8.
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In this case we know that

as the measure is increased, fishermen will sacrifice an average of 5.3
percent of their current revenues in the five years the neasure is increased, and "\-Till gain 5.5 percent
(See Table 5).

~

year after the measure is 3 1/2

The results from figure 8 indicate that, for this most

likely outcome, the return on the lobster fishermen's investment as
the measure is increased is 13 percent.

(For an explanation of the way

these results were calculated, see Appendix II.)
We ran the exact same model, with the same specifications, using
Thomas' size frequency data in place of our own.

Under these conditions

the most likely estimate of internal rate of return was 13 12ercent.
Our data on lobster size distributions indicated that there were a larger
number of small lobsters than Thomas observed.

Thus, if our data

are used, estimates of economic losses are greater in the first years
the measure is increased, but losses are smaller in later years,
the long-term gain is slightly greater.

and

These differences balance out,

so that the same internal rate of return is produced using both Thomas'
data and our own.
The most pessimistic result is contained in cell 3 of Figure 8,
which combines the worst case biological data with the most elastic
demand.

The internal rate of return in this

case is 0 percent.

The results are worse than even this figure would indicate.

Should these

extreme assumptions prove accurate, fishermen would not only lose their
entire investment, but would suffer additional losses as well.

The

most optimistic results are continued in cell 6 of Figure 8, which
combines the best case biological data with the least elastic demand.
Here the internal. rate of return is 70 percent.

This shows that in these

conditions, fishermen would receive back not only the original investment
they made as the measure was being increased in the first five years,
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but 70. percent more.

We regard these most opt:im.istic and most

pessimistic results as virtually impos sible because they stem from
combining the extreme economic and the extreme biological assumptions.
The fact that the internal rate of return is estimated tq be
13 percent ( most realistically

permits

us to make few certain

statements about the de sirabili ty of increasing the legal measure.
The figure is neither high enough nor low enough to give us any definite
answers.
From the point of view of the fishermen, this figure indicates that
they will get a 13. percent return on the financial sacrifice made
during the first five years while the legal measure is being increased.
This is not an unacceptably low rate of return on investment.

After

all, return on investment on growing industries in the United

Sta~es

has been only 10 to 12 percent in 1979~ which is considered a good rate
of return.

If the men in the industry were certain to receive this

return, they would be foolish not to support an increase in the legal
measure.

Unfortunately, there is no guarantee they would get 13 percent.

Our data on some aspects of the model are uncertain enough that an
increase in the legal measure might bring a smaller or larger return.
We have no way of knowing for sure.

Moreover, an increase in the

legal measure will certainly result in financial sacrifice on the
part of those currently in the business.
tary form of investment.

It is, in effect, an involun-

However, established fishermen can be less

certain about receiving the benefits in the future.
in the industry several years hence.

They may not be

Even if the lobster business does

improve due to an increase in the measure, newcomers are certain to
enter and get part of the benefits, Which would reduce returns to the
men who made the original sacrifice.
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Given the uncertainty involved

about the true value of the internal rate of return, and the certainty
that part of the future benefits will be captured by newcomers, an
increase in the legal measure 'Would probably not be desirable from the
point of view of current fishermen.
From the point of view of the state as a whole, one can make a
stronger case for increasing the legal measure.

Our data indicate that

an increase in the measure will likely bring some increase in revenues
in the future.

We are not certain which fishermen will gain the benefits

but we know that fishermen in aggregate will gain financially over the
long run.
In addition, we are relatively certain that an increase in the·
measure will double the number of berried females.

Given the uncertainty

of the stock/recruitment relationship, 'We do not know if an increase in
berried females will result in higher catches in the future.
an increase in the measure 'Would add a margin of security.

However,
Certainly,

there are biologists who strongly feel more berried females are needed
to avert drastic decline in the lobster population (Anonymous 1978:125).
While there is no overwhelming evidence supporting or refuting this position,
if these biologists are correct, an increase in the measure would have
beneficial effects in that it would help to avert such a disaster and would
aid in insuring that future fishermen and consumers would have an ample
supply of lobsters at a reasonable price.

Such biological insurance

would have benefits apart from any increase in fishermen's revenues
that would result from a change in the legal measure.
Research Which Would Improve the Model
We are reasonably certain of the results we have produced--particularly in the most likely cases described for the biological and
economic aspects of the model.

In the course of doing this research, we
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discovered that the precision of our model is limited chiefly by two
things.

First, the model is very sensitive to estimates of natural

mortality.

Unfortunately, estimates of natural mortality vary fron

4 to 30 percent.

Fhile r1)st biologists agree that natural mortality

is about 10 percent,

narrowing the range of these estimates as well

as providing statistical confidence intervals would help narrow the
range of our 'best' and 'worst' case biological estimates.

Unfortunately,

since we are social scientists, there is nothing we could easily do to
improve on the biologists' estimates of natural mortality.

Second, the

certainty of our economic results would be increased by using monthly
figures for all variables in the economic model, rather than annual
figures.

However, monthly data for the economic variables in question

have not been published.

It should be noted that the unavailabity of

monthly data has probably caused us to somewhat overestimate the
economic benefits of increasing the measure.
P.nother important area for future concern is the size/price relationship.

Students of fisheries economics have noted that there are dif-

ferential prices paid for different-sized fi sh.

They are beginning to

take the size factor into account in estimating demand for fish (Gates
1914, 1979).

If such price differentia.ls

do exist, changes in the legal

measure, which will certainly affect si ze distributions, will also have
an effect on revenues.

In the lobster industry we have noted that such

size effects do exists.

In the Boothbay area, particularly, a premium

price is charged for lobsters between 1 1/4 and 1 1/2 Ibs.
lobsters and larger lobsters bring a lower price per pound.

"Chicken"
In our 'model

we have ignored this issue, although we recognize that a change in the
measure will alter these Size/price effects.

There is no hard evidence

concerning the way that a change in the measure will influence the prices
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of various sizes of lobsters.

We know that an increase in the measure

viII result in an increase in lobster sizes from 1.2 Ibs to 1.47 Ibs.
Thi s increase in "dinner lobsters," it might be as sumed, would bring

a higher price and thus increase revenues to the industry.

On the

other hand, such an increase in the measure will result in fewer small
lobsters.

It is possible that these scarce chicken lobsters might

bring the highest price per pound if there is a group of consumers or
restaurant owners who prefer them more.

Since there is no way to predict

whether the size effects will result in increased or decreased
revenues as the measure is increased, we have made the conservative
assumption that there are no relevant size effects.
other assumption is unwarrented.

At present, any

Nevertheless, it should be noted that

there are ways to include such effects in our model should data on the
subject become available in the future.

Finally, it is critical to note that there are factors which could
have caused us to overestimate and underestimate the internal rate of
return r.esulting from a change in the legal measure.

We have already

nentioned that the size effects could have caused either an overestimation
or an underestimation.

Moreover an increase in the measure will cer-

tainly result in several kinds of costs which we have had to ignore.
The gauges would have to be changed repeatedly, and an increase in the
vent would mean that millions of traps would have to be altered.

In

addition,there will certainly be costs in administration, education and
enforcement.

We have ignored these costs, due to the problems of

estimation involved.

However, our model would have been improved had

some way of including these costs been devised.

Certainly ignoring these

costs has caused us to overestimate somewhat the benefits of an increase
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in the legal measure.
Summary
1.

The results of our biological data alone show that an increase

in the Maine legal lobster measure from 3 3/16 inches to 3 1/2 inches
in 1/16 annual increnents would most likely produce a decline in both
weight of lobsters caught and the number of lobsters caught during all
five years in which the legal measure is being increased.

After the

legal measure has reached 3 1/2 inches, there would be a 12 nercent
decline in numbers caught, but a 7.9 percent increase in the total
landed weight (See Table 2).
2.

The results of our biological and economic data demonstrate

that such an increase in the legal measure would likely produce a decline
in revenue to fishermen during all five years the measure is increased.
In the sixth year, such an increase in the measure would produce an increase

3.

of $1,950,000 total revenues in 1978 dollars (See Table 5).
Given both the biological and economic data, such an incremental

increase in the legal measure would likely give a 13 percent rate of
return on investment in the lobster industry as a whole.

Current fisher-

men would sacrifice catches and income during the years the measure is
being increased and would probably earn a lower rate of return.

Given

the uncertainties involved, an increase in the measure is probably not
desireable from the point of view of those established in the business.
From the point of view of the state of Maine, such an increase in the
measure probably is desirable.

It would likely increase total revenues

to fishermen in the future and would provide some insurance against drastic
stock declines.

In addition, it might increase future lobster catches

through long run recruitment increases.
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Appendix

1. - The Biological Model

Let the sample of lobsters collected on the boats be described
by the carapace length frequency distribution N.; i=l, •.. , k, where
1

N. is the number of lobsters in the i-th size category.

With this no-

1

tat ion i=l corresponds to lobsters from 3 3/16 inches to 3 1/4 inches,
i=2 corresponds to lobsters from 3 1/4 inches' to 3 5/16 inches, etc.
This is the base year frequency distribution, sampled with the legal
measure set at 3 3/16 inches.
We assume, given the large size of the sample, that the carapace
length frequency distribution of the total Maine lobster catch is
directly proportional to N. and can be represented as bN.; i=l,
1

k, where bis a constant.
in numbers is

1

... ,

In the base year, the total catch of lobsters
k

Co

bL

Ni

i=l

Let C ; t-l, ...• 6 represent the Maine lobster catch in numbers for
t
years 1 through 6.

Starting in year 1 and ending in year 5. the minimum

legal lobster size will be increased by 1/16 inch annual increments.
In the first year the i-I size interval is now illegal, so the
total catch is given by

S ~o)
1
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N.1

(0)

where S.

1

represents the base year trap selectivity for the i-th

lobster size group, i.e., the base year probability that a trap
will retain a lobster that falls into the i-th size category.
Similarly,

S~l)
represents the trap selectivity for the i-th size
1

category in the first year in which the legal measure is increased.
In year one, the lobsters represented by bN
are released back into the ocean.

l

are now illegal and

These lobsters will have increased

in size by the second year and will then become legal.

In the

second year, the catch is given by

k

+

s~o)
J

where

S~2) is trap selectivity for the j-th size group in year t\vO,
J

M is the average annual rate of natural mortality, Pj is the proportion of all lobsters in the j-th size category that can be expected
to be bearing eggs, and qij is the proportion of lobsters that were
in the first size category in the previous year, but have grown into
the j-th size category in the current year.
The expression under the second summation represents the number
of lobsters that, having been released into the fishery in year one,
have survived and have been caught in year two.
released in year one are caught in year two.

Not all the lobsters

The number caught is

reduced from the year one total by three factors:
1.

changes in trap selectivity,

2.

natural mortality,

3.

and the presence, in year two, of egg-bearing females that
were immature in year one.

The formula assumes that 100 percent of the lobsters released
in year one and not affected by these three factors will be c.aught
in year two.

In other words, the model assumes none of the lobsters

spared by years one's increase in the legal measure will be spared
in year two because they did not enter a lobster trap.
In the third year, the catch will be
k

C
3

2

S (3)

bL

i
N.1
+
s~O)

i=4

1

k

{~[
i=l

S~3)

~

(0)

(l-M)q .. (l-P .)N.
1J

J

1

S.
J

j=l

where all variables are defined as before.

Note that qij represents

the proportion of lobsters that were, in year two, in the i-th size
category, but have grown, in year three, into the j-th size category.
The values of the q .. 's depend upon the annual rate of carapace growth.
1J

In general, for any arbitrary year t, the catch can be represented
as

bI

btL

k

C =
t

i=x

s (t)
N. +
i
1
S ~O)

i=l

'1

x = min(t,5);

y

s (t)
~

(0)

(l-M)q .. (l-P.)N.

S.

j=l

1J

J

1

1

min {(max(O,t-l)), 5)} .

To convert the catches in numbers to catch in weight, we have
applied the Thomas (1971) formula:

w.1

(25.4) (0.001682) D7·82826,
1

where D. is the mean length of a lobster in the i-th size category
1

(measured in inches), and W. is the average weight of a lobster for
1

size category i.
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Let Qt represent the weight of the total Maine catch in year t,
then Qt is given by
k

Qt = b [

s~t) N.W.
(0)
1

i=:;;: Si
x = min(t,5);

1

k

t [--L-

+b

s~t)

(0)

(l-M)q .. (l-P. )N. Wi'
1J

J

1

i=l j=l Si

y = Min,{(max (O,t-l», 5)} .

Finally relative changes from base year nunbers and weights
given by
(Qt-QO)/QO ' respectively.
The equations developed above may be interpreted as predictions
of future catches only if the levels of fishing effort and lobster
recruitment remain at their base year levels throughout the period
of prediction.

If either of these factors change then the formula

for total catch is difficult to interpret.

However, the formula for

the percentage change in catch remains valid.

Rather than representing

the percentage change from the base year catch, the formula represents
the percent change in catch compared to what the catch would have
been, had the measure remained at 3 3/16 inch.

This distinction will

prove important when the biological model is integrated with the
economic model to predict changes in lobster industry revenue.

Appendix II - The Economic Model
The biological model provides estimates of relative changes in
future Maine lobster landings,

Q~

, due to the phased implementation

of the 3 l/Z inch minimum legal lobster size.

These estimates are

based solely upon the observed carapace length frequency distribution
and certain biological parameters.

In addition the biological model

assumes that the levels of lobster recruitment and fishing effort
will not change.
To evaluate the economic impact of these estimated changes in
lobster landings we must first convert the predicted quantity of
landings into predicted ex-vessel price and then
changes in future Maine lobster industry revenues.

into estimated
For this purpose

we have estimated a lobster demand equation •. This demand equation
shows the relationship between the quantity of lobsters purcqased,
the level of national income, and the prices of certain seafoods
that are substitutes for lobsters.

The demand equation .can be

represented as

QME + QUS

t

t

+ QCI
t

= a+blP t

+ bZXqt + •.. +b l..X.l. t' bl<Q, where

QME is the quantity of northern lobsters landed in Maine in year t;

t
QUS is the quantity of northern lobsters landed in the United States
t
is the quantity of northern
in year t, excluding Maine landings; QCI
t
lobsters imported from Canada into the United States in year t;

P

t

is the ex-vessel price of northern lobsters in year t, measured
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in real (inflation corrected) dollars;l
X2 t , ... ,X.~t are the variables measuring real national income and the
real prices of substitute goods; e.g., scallops, clams, spiney lobsters,
imported rock lobster tails, etc.; and a,b l b , ... ,b are regression
2
i
coefficients calculated in a two stage least squares regression
procedure.
To preduct the real price associated with a given quantity of
landings we solve the demand equation for lobster price, Pt' to get

and Maine lobster revenue in any arbitrary year t is given by

RME = QMEp = QME { +b X +
+b X _QME_QUS_QCI} I(-b l ), bl<O.
t
t t
t
a
2 2t ••. i it t
t
t
The annual gain, or loss, in Maine lobster revenue that results
from the phased change in the minimum legal carapace length is
defined as

ME
RO , where
RME is base year revenue, measured in some year prior to any increase

o

1

In the demand equation dollar values were corrected to 1967. dollars,
but results of the economic model are reported in 1978 dollars to
facilitate comparison with current dollars.

in minimum legal carapace length.

We are interested in estimating

the change in Maine lobster revenue that results solely from the
proposed change in minimum legal carapace length, rather than revenue
changes due to, say, an increase in the level of national income.
Therefore, when estimating revenue, we have fixed the levels of all
variables (except ex-vessel lobster price and Maine lobster landings)
at their 1977 base year, t=O, values.

To simplify the notation,

let a constant kO be defined as
US CI
KO = a+b2X20+···+biXiO-QO -QO

us
CI
where X20 , ••. ,X iO ' QO ' and QO are all set at their base year levels.
Then for any year t, the alteration in the legal measure will cause
a change in Maine lobster revenues which is calculated by the formula

Since the biological model's predictions of future catch are measured
in relative changes

(Q~)

from base year landings, the formula for

~ R~ must be modified to accommodate the Q~ts.l The identity,

QME
t

{I + Q* }QME
t
0

allows us to convert directly the relative changes in weight into
absolute changes in revenue.

1

With this substitution the formula becomes

Percentage changes are given by
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lOOQ~.

Finally, to determine whether the proposed change in legal measure
is of economic benefit to the industry, we solve the equation

=

for r, the internal rate of return.

0

If r exceeds the current interest

rate, the proposed changes would prove economically efficient, and
lobster ,fishermen would gain from the change in legal measure.

But,

should r be less than the current rate of interest, then the change
in the minimum measure would be a net economic loss to the lobster
industry.

Although the predicted changes in revenues are evaluated

for only the first twenty years, extending the time horizon beyond
twenty years will not significantly increase the internal rate of
return.

Hence, our conclusions about the desireability of changing

the legal measure would not be affected by this factor.
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Appendix III - The Supply Equation
A supply equation for lobsters was constructed using the two
stage least squares regression technique.
Table

r"

As one can see from Appendix

which follows, four variables turned out to be statistically

significant, sea water temperature, price of codfish, number of days
a year when rain exceeds 0.1 inches, and the ex-vessel price of
lobsters.
There has been a good deal of work done on the relation between
the behavior of lobsters and sea water temperature.

(Dow 1969;.

Our

data certainly confirm the fact that catches are directly proportional
to water temperature.

We are not certain of the reason.

Dow and

others have hypothesized that fewer lobsters are caught in cold water
because lobsters slow down and hibernate in deep winter months.
However, we have noticed that fishermen slow up during the same months,
and that fishing pressure is greatly reduced by bad weather.

This

leaves us with the important question of whether the catch reduction
effect of cold weather is due to changes in the behavior of lobsters
or of the fishermen.

In this regard, it is to be noted that increases

in the number of rainy days are also associated with reduction of catches.
Rain, like sea water temperature, could effect fishermen or lobsters.
In the case of water temperature, it is impossible to say whether
declines of catches in cold water years are due more to changes in the
behavior of lobsters or of fishermen.
more than lobsters.

Rain probably affects fishermen

However, it should be noted that lobsters are

very sensitive to changes in salinity.

One wonders if rain might have

an effect on the animals through changes in salinity.

In any case, it

is clear that adverse weather conditions affect catches.

Appendix Table I

Lobster Supply Equation
REGRESSION
COEFFICIENT

VARIABLE
Annual average sea water
temperature (Boothbay Harbor)

LEVEL OF
SIGNIFICANCE

1.123

.001

Ex-vessel price of Cod

-1.233

.02

Number of days per year when
rain exceeds 0.1 inch

-0.445

.05

Ex-vessel price of lobsters

0.081

.05

Ex-vessel price of Yellowtail
Flounder

0.174

NS

Ex-vessel price of Scallops

-0.035

NS

Number of days per year snow
exceeds 1 inch

-0.039

NS

0.056

NS

Ex-vessel price of Shrimp

-0.010

. NS

Constant

-0.259

Ex-vessel price of Haddock

R Square

0.55, Adjusted R Square = 0.37

An increase in the price of cod is associated with a reduced
catch of lobsters.

This probably indicates that when the price of

groundfish is reasonably high. some fishermen will switch from lobster
to groundfish.

In recent years,there have been an increasing number

of lobster fishermen who have fished for groundfish in the spring.
The price of lobsters is positively correlated with the quantity
of lobsters landed.

This indicates that as price of lobsters goes

up, fishermen will make more effort to catch them.
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It should be noted that the elasticity of supply for 1977 was
estimated at 0.180.

This is highly inelastic, which means that when

lobster price increases, there is a less then proportional increase
in the quantity supplied.

For example, if the price of lobsters in

1977 had been $1.00 higher per pound, the increase in total U.S.
landings and imports from Canada would have been only 180,000 pounds.
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CULTURAL AND TECHNICAL FACTORS INFLUENCING FISHING EFFECTIVENESS
IN THE MAINE LOBSTER INDUSTRY:

AN ASSESSMENT

BY FISHERMEN AND BIOLOGISTS

James M. Acheson

Introduction
One of the topics of concern to fishermen everywhere is the factors
influencing catches.

They spend literally thousands of hours together

talking about the effects of weather, seasons, fishing gear, and related
topics, and many more hours alone wondering about fishing locations, the
competition, and potential changes they might make to improve catches.
Of course, fishermen do not always agree.

At first, the outsider can

pick up no discernable pattern in the conversations and technical talk.
But as one becomes more familiar with the industry it becomes apparent
that fishermen have pinpointed sets of factors which they are relatively
'sure influence catches, and have developed a set of hypotheses about
the relative importance of these various factors.

Moreover, the highline

fishermen have a clear picture of fish behavior, ocean bottom, etc., and
are able to relate these to catches.

In short, highline fishermen not

only note what comes out of fishing gear when it is pulled up, but have
a world view which explains why.
The object of this paper is twofold:

(1) to describe and analyze a

set of natural, technical, and cultural factors which fishermen generally
suggest influence catches in the Maine lobster industry, and (2) to discuss
the analytic framework used by highline fishermen in assessing these factors.
When the novice begins to discuss factors influencing catches and
behavior of lobsters, he is forced to enter a strange and technical subculture.

Both the biologists and the fishermen have amassed an enormous

amount of information and have developed a set of concepts for dealing
with it.

Our study was carried out in two stages.

In the fir$'t, a team of

social scientists obtained detailed data on 7698 trap hauls which were
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then analyzed with a view toward obtaining an independent set of baseline
data on factors fishermen said affected catches.

During this phase of the

project, we obtained data on virtually all of the factors fishermen themselves said influenced catches in the short run.

These data indicate that

there is a tremendous amount of variation in catch levels, and that a large
number of variables influence lobster catches.

We felt it was important

to obtain quantitative data on what actually influenced catches, in order
to be able to assess the responses of fishermen.
In the second phase of the project, some of the data were compiled
into tables and shown to 24 fishermen and four biologists l to obtain their
reactions.

Many of our findings on catches did nothing more than reinforce

what fishermen already knew and could state very clearly; other tables
contained data reinforcing what some fishermen believe but contradicting
what other men believe.

In many instances the explanations offered by

fishermen agreed with those put forth by biologists; in other instances
they did not.

The results of this project not only give a picture of the

so-called "objective" factors influencing catches, but also a kind of
"world view"--an insight into the cognitive map lobster fishermen have
concerning some of the important factors on which their livelihood depends.
This viewpoint is compared with that of experienced biologists.

Methodology
Two very different methodologies were used in collecting the data on
which this paper is based.

IThe four biologists were: Thomas Morrissey of the National Marine Fisheries
Service; James Thomas, Department of Marine Resources, State of Maine;
Dr. David Dean, Head of the Darling Center for Oceanographic Research and
an amateur lobster fisherman; and Dr. Hugh DeWitt, Chairman of the Oceanography
Department, University of Maine.
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Factors Influencing Catches
To obtain independent baseline information on factors affecting
catches, five researchers rode lobster boats owned by 18 fishermen in
four towns in the Muscongus Bay region of Maine, and recorded data on

7698 traps hauled while researchers were on board. l
was recorded for every string ,of traps pulled: 2

One set of data

the name of the fisherman,

the date, the string position, the type of bottom, the depth of the
string, the position of the string, the type of bait being used, the number
of layover days, and the relation of that string to those of other fishermen.

For each trap

in the string, we recorded the trap construction

material, the length of the trap, the number of heads, and any unusual
features of the trap.

We also measured all of the legal-sized lobsters,

and notched-tailed lobsters, and recorded the number of oversized lobsters
caught, i f any.3

IDuring the summer of 1977, the trap sample was obtained by John Thorvaldsen,
William Acheson and James Acheson. The winter (1977) sample was obtained
by James Acheson and John Bort. The Spring (1978) sample was obtained
by John Bort, J~ Lello and James Acheson. During periods when we
were doing our trap sample, we would normally wait until the evening news
to get the weather, and then call fishermen who had agreed to help us
to make arrangements. We would then get up between 3:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m.,
depending on season, and meet the fisherman at some designated place-normally the dock of the dealer or cooperative where he sells lobsters.
Each of us would then spend the day on different boats recording data on
every trap that was pulled during the day.
2

Lobster traps are normally laid in clusters or "strings."

3Under current Maine law, only lobsters may be legally taken which measure
between 3-3/16 inches on the carapace, and five inches. Moreover, it is
illegal to take female lobsters with eggs or which have ever had eggs
on them. In the past, female lobsters with eggs had to be
marked by cutting a v-shaped notch out of one of her tail flippers. Such
"notched-tail" lobsters and lobsters over 5 inches may not be legally
taken by any fishermen since they are proven breeding stock.
"
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The carapace lengths of lobsters were measured with a standard scientific
caliper, and the results were recorded in millimeters.

The weight was

obtained by using a conversion formula developed by Thomas. 1
were then coded, keypunched

These data

and analyzed, and tables constructed.

Several biological and cultural factors influenced the information
we obtained, and the way the data were handled.

The most important were

fishermen's hypotheses about catches and the variables affecting them.
(1) Fishermen strongly asserted that the working time of the bait
("layover days") was one of the critical factors influencing catches.

In

order to control for this factor, the output of all traps used in this
study is measured in terms of pounds of lobster produced per trap per
layover day (lbs/trap/LOD).
(2) Since fishermen strongly asserted that the trap construction
material influenced catches, only fishermen who owned both metal and wooden
traps were asked to participate in this project.

These men did not have

the same number of metal and wooden traps by any means, but they all had
some of both types.

This allowed us to compare catches of metal and wooden

traps obtained by the same man in the same day.
(3) There is a good deal of evidence that some men are much better
fishermen than others (Acheson 1977).

In order to isolate the factors

connected to skill, information was obtained only from fishermen who had
been in the business full time for at least five years.
fishermen or part-time fishermen in the sample.

There were no new

Thus, all the information

we have on the fisherman's view of lobster behavior and fishing comeS from
men who are reasonably well-qualified to speak.

1

According to Thomas (1973:
by the following formula:

56) the weight-length relationship is indicated
Weight = 0.001682 L2.82826
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(4) To test hypotheses concerning seasonal variations, we obtained
data just after the lobsters shed in July and August; during November
and December in the productive fall season; and again in April and May.
(5) Fishermen are constantly making minor changes in design of
their traps, since they

beli~ve

that the heads,

construction material, etc. influence catches.

size of the trap, trap
We selected fishermen for

this study who used metal and wooden traps, which were three a~or
four feet in length and had hake mouth or hog ring heads, or a combination
of these two types of heads.

1

(6) The annual round influenced the data we collected.

A lobsterman's

activities vary greatly from season to season.

The midwinter months are

unquestionably the slowest months of the year.

During January, February,

and March, men are fishing some three to 10 miles offshore.

Bad weather

and high winds increase gear losses, and make the work very difficult.
Many men stay ashore during this period to build traps, and those who
continue to fish pull their traps no more than six or seven times a month.
As winter turns to spring, fishermen move their traps closer and closer
to shore.

During the three or four week moulting season, traps are placed

very close to shore--literally in feet of breaking surf.

The months of

August, September, and October are prime fishing months when men put as
many traps as possible in the water, and pull them every chance they get-sometimes every day.

As fall progresses, fishermen again move their traps

into deeper and deeper water, so that by December they are fishing
traps miles from shore, and pulling them every few days at best.

lHeads are funnel-shaped openings in the trap, usually made of woven nylon twine, which
allow lobsters to crawl in relatively easily, but make it difficult for them to crawl
out. Hake mouth or skate mouth heads are made completely of twine and
have very narrow openings for the lobster. Hog ring heads are also made
of twine but the opening is held open with a metal ring about 5 inches in
diameter.
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The type of bait used varies also with season.

Throughout the year one

can ordinarily obtain redfish frames from local fish processing plants.
During the alewife runs, in May and early June, fresh alewives are used for
bait in large quantities.

In the past few summers, very large quantities

of menhaden, or "poggies," have moved into the area and have been caught
up for bait.

Herring cuttings are used between late June and November

depending on herring catches.

Periodically fishermen use mackerel or

groundfish frames, but these are generally not preferred.
Due to the annual round, it was impossible to obtain sample catches
for all depths and locations for every season.

For example, it is im-

possible to obtain information on a large enough sample for statistical
reliability on traps placed near shore for one or two layover days, under
ten fathoms, in the winter.
are used as bait.

In the winter, no alewives, poggies or mackerel

Correspondingly, we do not have adequate information on

traps pulled in very deep water in the early summer for very long layover
times.
(7) Lobster fishermen are strongly territorial.

One does not go

fishing at all unless one gains entrance to a harbor gang, and once admitted,
one

can only fish in the area "owned" by that harbor.

Persistent inter-

lopers are usually sanctioned by having some of their lobstering gear
destroyed (Acheson 1972; 1975).
tories are nucleated.

In this area of Maine, fishing terri-

That is, men from each harbor gang have a strong

sense of territoriality close to the mouth of their harbor, with this sense
of

~wnership"

being weaker the farther from the home harbor one goes.

On

the periphery, there is almost no sense of territoriality, and a good
deal of "mixed fishing" takes place.

In the summer, when .men are fishing

shallow water areas for lobsters which have molted or are about to
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much of the "bottom" they are exploiting is owned exclusively by their
own harbor gang.

In the late fall and winter, when traps are placed in

20 to 40 fathom water in the middle of the bay or "offshore," men are
fishing with a large number of men from different harbors.

Specifically,

in the winter and fall, when men are fishing in the middle of Muscongus
Bay, their traps are placed alongside those of men from New Harbor, Round
Pond, Bremen and Friendship.

During these months, the Pemaquid fishermen

are fishing with men from New Harbor, South Bristol, and Little River.
Conceptual Frame of Fishermen and Biologists
The second part of this project involved collecting data on beliefs
and concepts of fishermen and biologists concerning catches.

Tpese were

obtained through participant observation and open-ended interviewing techniques.

The principal investigator recorded observations and ideas

fishermen offered about traps, catches, etc. during the course of the year
we were on boats obtaining our catch sample.

In addition, our data on

catches were compiled into some 14 tables which were then shown to 24
fishermen and four biologists familiar with the lobster fishery, and their
comments were recorded.

These interviews lasted from 1 to 4.5 hours.

It

should be stressed that we obtained information on fishermen's concepts
concerning catches through interviewing techniques that allowed them to
spontaneously bring up any observation or hypothesis they desired.

We

deliberately did not use formal questionaires, with direeted questions, and so
on.

While data from formal questionaires can be obtained quickly and is

more amenable to quantitative analysis, the use of formal instruments
restricts the choices made by

respondents~

and unquestionably predetermines

answers to some extent.

We were interested not only in just obtaining

answers, but in something more subt1e--the world-view underlying those
answers.
Factors Affecting Catches
Our data on catches were analyzed using two different sets of tools:
(1) a multiple stepwise

regression analysis, and (2) a set of elementary

statistics (graphs, means, etc.).

The regression analysis is peroaps

most useful in allowing us to compare the importance of variables influencing
catches relative to each other.

The elementary statistics allowed us to

bring out points concerning variation over the annual round.

These graphs

and charts could also be understood by fishermen, who ordinarily have no
background in statistics.

It was these graphs and statistics we showed

fishermen and biologists when asking for reactions and explanations.

In

analyzing each factor, we will first give the quantitative data, then the
fishermen's reactions to it, and finally the reaction of the biologists.
The reactions will usually be phrased in qualitative terms.

It is very

important to record exactly what fishermen say in their own words.
Layover Day and Season
Catch Data
A good deal of work has been done on the relationship between
the time traps are in the water and catches.
that has been adequately studied.

It is one of the few variables

Our data reinforce previous work.

In

Table 1, it is to be noted that in every season, the catch increases every
day the trap is left in the water, then levels off, and after some point
begins to decrease.
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For example, in the summer of 1977, traps caught a mean of .7712 Ibs when
they were hauled after one layover day; 1.052 Ibs when they were hauled
after two days; 2.059 Ibs when

the~

were hauled after four days.

days, catches fell to .1934 lbs, and 1.033 lbs after six days.
kind of pattern can be seen in Table
fall as well.

After five
The same

1 and Figure 1 for the spring

In both these seasons, pounds per trap haul

and

reaches its

maximum after six layover days and falls if the traps are left in the
water longer.
The data in Table

I and Figure I demonstrate that traps are generally

far more effective in the fall than in any other season, and least effective
in the spring of the year.

Traps hauled during the summer always do better

than traps in the spring, for any given number of layover days, and worse
than traps pulled in the fall.

The one exception is that traps hauled after

four days in the summer produce more than any other traps.
A series of t-tests demonstrate that the differences in mean catches
is highly significant statistically.

For example, traps pulled in the summer

after two days produced 1.052 Ibs, while traps pulled after two dg,ys in the
spring gave .623 lbs.

As can be seen in the statistical note this difference

in means is significant at the .001 level.

After four days in the water

traps pulled in the summer produced 2.059 lbs, in the fall 1.457 lbs, and
only .9024 Ibs in the spring.

The statistical note for Table 1 shows that

all of these differences in means are significant at the .001 level as well.
Much the same pattern is in evidence for traps'pulled after 6 days too.
Traps come to their peak productivity faster in the summer than they
do in either the spring or the fall.
and Figure 1.

This is indicated in both Table

1

In the summer, traps come to peak productivity at 4 layover

Figure 1

pounds/Tra~/Layover

Day: Spring, Summer and Fall
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days, whereas peak production is not reached in the fall or spring until
after 5 days.
There is a great difference in the working time of traps in different
seasons.

In the summer, traps produce lobsters, if they are going to, after

only a very few days.

In fact 87.2 percent of the traps during the summer

months were pulled in three layover days or under.

By way of contrast, traps

were pulled in the fall after much more time in the water.

No traps were

pulled after only one or two days in the water, and only 48 traps out of
2846 (or I percent) were pulled after tnree days.
season. stands between these two extremes.

In this resoect, the sprin~

In this season, almost half the

traps (47.9 percent) were pulled when they had been in the water for one, two,
or three layover days.
Correspondingly, catch begins to drop off much faster in the summer
than in the other two seasons.

In the summer, very few traps are pulled

after four layover days, and those that are allowed to stay in the water
five or six days produce significantly less than those that were pulled
after four days.

In the summer the traps pulled after four days produced

2.059 lbs of lobster per trap, while the traps allowed to stay in the water
6 days

I

produced only 1.033 or half that amount.

In the fall, traps were

still producing lobsters after they had been in the water 15 days.

In

this season, 1274 out of 2846 traps (or 44.7: percent) produced lobsters after
six layover days, and those traps were quite productive.
Fall traps do not begin producing lobsters until they have been in
the water for three days, but they continue to produce at high levels for
many days with very little drop in productivity.

1

As can be seen in Table 1,

A t-test was run to determine whether this difference in means was significant.
The calculated value of the twas 4.65 (p > .001).
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;:)11 traps hauled between three and 11 layover days produce between 1.5 and
~.7

lbs of lobster per haul.

More specifically after six days fall traps

produce 1.64 lbs, and after 15 days, they produce 1.49.
nificant difference in these means (t

= .524, D.F.

= 45,

There is no sigp > .50).

In this

respect, the spring season is far more like the summer than late fall in
that the vast preponderence of traps were pulled between two and five layover days, and the productivity of traps fell after they had been in the
water for a few days.

For example, in the spring traps in the water for

five days produced 1.155 lbs of lobster; those in the water for seven days
got only .842 lbs per haul.
(t

= 2.6, D.F. 478, p

This difference in means is highly significant

> .01).

Fishermen's Reactions
Very few of these results surprised any of the fishermen interviewed.
They are fully aware that the working time of the bait has an enormous influence on catch.

As one man put it, "naturally a trap that is in the water

three days will catch more than one that is in for only an hour or so.
More lobsters have had a chance to discover the trap."

The fact that

catches per haul levelled out after some point was usually explained in
terms of the defensive behavior of lobsters.

Several men said

something

like, "once a trap has a couple of good sized lobsters, they will keep the
others out."
Several fishermen were disturbed that pounds caught per trap haul
actually decreased after some point, although some had suspected this might
be the case.

This was clear evidence that lobsters can crawl out of traps

after the bait had been used up, and were fully capable of cahnibalism-..

~l{·.es

no fisherman likes to think about.

The information on season was not questioned by any fisherman.

They

are familiar with the fact that catches are highest between September and
December, and that spring fishing has been bad for a number of years.
The fishermen questioned differ in their explanations for these phenomena.
Most questioned explained this drop in catch in terms of availability.
They know that most of the lobsters they catch are just barely over the
legal Size, and that a very high percentage of the lobsters that molt
into the legal size are caught within a few months.

"Just after shedding

(molting), there's a whole new crop of lobsters we can catch.
spring rolls around, most of them have been caught up.
lobsters we catch in the spring are large.

By the time

A lot of the

I think most of these come

from 'offshore' in winter storms."
Some fishermen noted that this seasonal drop in catches was linked
to water temperature too.
but the ones

That is, not only were there few lobsters,

that were still available were very inactive in the cold

spring water.
Fishermen were relatively uncertain why traps hauled in the summer
and spring get their peak catches much faster than those in the fall
and winter.
temperature.

Most of the explanations revolved around the bait and water
This argument was put most coherently by a man who said:

"In the summer you can't keep bait on for more than three days.
thing is eating it.

Every-

If you haven't caught any lobsters in three or

four days or so you are not going to.
and the bait lasts longer."

In the winter it is a lot colder

Other men explained the reason it takes the

bait so long to "work" in the winter in the following terms:

"Every-

thing is slowed down in the winter, including the way lobsters crawl.
Have you ever seen the way lobsters act around a trap?

First they

have to circle it, and then they crawl allover the trap; and finally
SOlIe

wiTl go in it.

You can't catch any lobsters by pulling traps
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every day in the winter.

In one day, they haven't even got up ambition

enough to find the trap."
At any rate, fishermen are fully aware that traps reach the peak
production very quickly in the summer and spring, and that traps need
to stay in the water a longer time in the fall.
this knowledge.

In the summer, traps were hauled after an average 2.7

days in the water.
after 3.8 days.

Their behavior reflects

In the spring, they were pulled, on the average,

In the late fall traps were allowed to "sit over" for

an average of 5.7 days.
Biolor,ists' Eescti,Sm

The biologists questioned about these data agreed almost completely
with this whole analysis offered by the fishermen.

The terms they used

were a lot more technical to be sure, but little in the fishermen's
general explanation seemed completely wrong or impossible.
There is some existing literature on the way catches are influenced
by the working time of bait, usually described in terms of the number of
layover days the trap is in the water
29-42).

(Dow

1961:

1-2; Thomas

1973:

All four biologists consulted agreed that catches were lowest

in the spring and much higher in the fall and summer per unit of effort.
The fact, they said, that productivity peaked and then fell in all seasons
was due to canibalism and escapement from traps.

Three of these men had

hard data on lobster escapement from traps.
Like the fishermen, these biologists were puzzled by the fact that
traps in the summer produced peak productivity after four days.

They

were all aware that traps are usually pulled after one, two, or three
days during the summer, and believed that productivity is highest after
only a few days in this season.

They suggested several possible explana-

tions for this anomaly, which were not brought up by fishermen.

One

suggested that females caught in these traps may have been exuding pheremones
to attract males, and that this factor might have influenced catches in ways
to produce the peak at the end of four days.

Another suggested that these

four day traps might have been in a different place or depth.

He also

pointed out that as layover days increase, there is an increase in the size
of the lobsters retained by the trap.

A third pointed out that lobsters

eat a lot of crabs, and that if crabs crawled into traps first, there might
be more lobsters in traps which had set in the water longer.

Skill
Catch Data
While there is some information in the literature concerning the
effect of layover days on catches, there is nothing on many factors which
fishermen assert are absolutely critical.

Among those are fishing skill,

trap construction material, and fishing areas, which fishermen believe
have great influence on catches.

There is no question that fishing skill

and the territory in which one is allowed to fish have a great and obvious
impact on catches.

Our data on trap construction material are more compli-

cated and need far more analysis.
The evidence that fishing skill is of critical importance is
overwhelming.

In virtually every case where we had a large enough sample

to control for fishing area and type of trap, there were statistically
significant differences in the pounds per trap per layover day
by men of different skill levels for all towns in all seasons.
presented to fishermen on this point was Table 2 which follows:
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c~ught

The data

Table 2
Pounds Per Trap Per Layover Day by Harbor by Skill
New Harbor 1977-78
Trap Type
Fishing
Sk.·ll
1

V'1ny.1
.266
(n=599)
.353
(n=87)

·'High
Highest

W00 d

.255
n=1668
.334
(n=949)

A1 um1n1ze d
.303
n=120
.513
n=l77

Statistical Note, Table 2
A set of t tests was run to determine whether the differences in means
observed in Table 2 were significant statistically. The results are
summarized below:
value of
Degrees of
Significance
Comparison
the t
Freedom
Level
High Skill, vinyl vs wood

t= .666

1166

High Skill, vinyl vs aluminized

t= .959

155

P '.20

t=l. 290

135

P> .10

t= .450

103

P> .50

H~gh Ski11~

Highest

wood vs aluminized

Skill, vinyl vs wood

p~

.50

"

"

"

vinyl vs a1umin.

t=2.903

224

P ;, .005

"

"

"

wood vs alumino

t=4.473

214

P >.001

Vinyl Traps, High vs Highest, Skill t=2.065

107

P, .05

t=5.l69

1459

P ~ .001

t-=4.003

289

P ') .001

Wood Traps, High vs Highest
A1umin. Traps, High vs Highest Skill

Skill

The highest skilled men fishing from this one harbor caught more
pounds of lobster per layover day than men fishing the aame type of
traps who were in the "high" skill category.l

lIn this study, no information was obtained on catches ~f unSkilled novices
or even average fishermen. Men were placed in the "highest" or "high" skilled
category on the basis of their reputation in their own harbor gang.
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High skilled men using vinyl traps got .266 lbs/trap/layover day,
while men using the same kind of traps in the most highly skilled category
got .353 Ibs/trap/layover day.

High skilled men using wooden traps got

.255 lbs/trap/layover day, while the highest skill men got .334 los/trap/
layover day.

The most dramatic differences of all show up between men of

different skill levels using aluminized traps.

The high skilled men got

.303 lbs!trap/layover day; while the men in the highest skill category
got .513 lbs/trap/layover day., Moreover, a set of t tests demonstrates
that the differences in mean lbs/trap/layover day of men in these two
skill categories is significant at the .05 or .001 level.

(See

Statistical Note in Table 2.)
However, the data in Table 2 tell very little about the productivity
of different kinds of traps used by men of a given level of skill.

For

example, if we compare the traps used by high skilled men, the vinyl
traps got .266 lbs/trap/layover day; the wooden traps got a little less,
.255 lbs/trap/layover day; whereas the aluminized traps caught .303 lbs/
trap layover day.
significant.

However, none of the differences in means is statistically

The differences in mean output of traps used by the most

"highly skilled" men produce better results.

As one can see in the

statistical note for Table 2, aluminized traps pulled by these men
outfish both vinyl and wooden traps, and the difference in means is
statistically significant.

There is no significant difference between

vinyl and wood traps pulled by these fishermen.
Fishermen's Reactions

The reaction of fishermen to Table 2 was very interesting.

They

completely ignored tne skill issue, except for wanting to know who was
in what category, and focused down on the information on trap type.
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No

one contested the results on skill.

It is one of the truisms of the

industry that Some men are better fishermen than others.
Although it is clear that skills are critical in influencing catch
levels, it is difficult to pinpoint exactly what those skills are.
The topic of fishing skills is very complicated, and had been the topic
of another article (Acheson 1977).
of skills.

Several factors complicate the study

First, experienced and inexperienced fishermen identify different

sets of skills as "the most important."

Moreover, fishermen rarely talk

about skills with any degree of candor.

As one fisherman expressed it:

"You're talking about the way I earn my living -- things that give me
an edge on other people" (i.e. other fishermen).

Nevertheless, it is

clear that skills in trap placement are critically important.

That is,

what differentiates the good fishermen from an average one is the ability
to move traps to take advantage of seasonal migration patterns and the
ability to "hit" specific topographical features on the bottom (e.g. a
certain depth, a certain deep spot wnere lobsters are concentrated, and so on).
Of course, in addition, a fisherman must know how to build traps, maintain
the boat and gear, obtain the proper kind of bait, etc., but all fishermen
must know tnese things.

Usually it takes years for a fisherman to learn

how to place traps properly.

Some men never learn.

Every harbor has at

least one middle-aged man who cannot seem to catch lobsters.
Fishermen have a great deal to say about skills when they want to
talk about such matters.

Generalizations are rare.

Talk of trap

placement quickly becomes a discussion about various "bottoms" and recent
experiences "on" them.

Stories are legion, but far too specific and

technical to include here.

TWo older fishermen pointed out that they

didn't think skill was as important a factor as in the past, since the
advent of electronic depth recorders made it much easier to learn the
bottom.

Three younger men pointed out it was still a difficult task

and one many men couldn't master, electronic gear or not.
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Biologists !--Reactions
< '

None of the four biologists had much to say about the skills issue.
It was not that they disagreed with the results, and all three had heard
that skill did make an important difference in catches.

However, there

was nothing in their experience which allowed them to say much (Simpson
1975:

52).

material.

They had mucn more to say about the issue of trap construction
The exception was the one biologist who is an amateur 10bsterman.

He strongly reinforced the fisherman's hypothesis concerning skill and
trap placement.
Some biologists are aware that skill factors can influence catches.
Thomas, for example, mentions

th~t

the "effectiveness of fishing is a

factor that has been overlooked in the 1iterature," and he goes on to
mention that effectiveness over the course of time might have been
influenced by the diffusion of more powerful engines and electronic
gear (Thomas 1913).
Fishing Areas
Catch Data

Even in very small parts of the Maine coast, there are great variations
in concentrations of lobsters.

The reasons for this are obscure, but there

is little question that men in some harbors have many more lobsters
available to them than men fishing in the same season only a few miles
away_

The evidence for this assertion shows up most conclusively in

the data gathered in the summer.

In the fall and spring, men ,are doLng a

lot of mixed fishing together in the deeper waters in the middle of the
bays or "off shore·"

In the summer, fishermen from eacn harbor are

exploiting different fishing areas--namely the inshore areas held
exclusively by the men from that one harbor.

Thus, the aatch figures

for the summer pertain to traps that were pulled in different areas of
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Muscongus Bay and John's BBY.
Table 3
Pounds/Trap/layover Day by Town, Summer, 1977
Bremen
.674
N=743

New Harbor
.388
N=919

Pemaquid

.496
N=264

Friendship
.193
N=195

Table 3 which summarizes all of the catch data for the summer of 1977
gives very strong evidence that there are substantial differences in the
rate that lobsters can be caught in these four fishing areas.

Moreover,

a series of t tests demonstrates that all of the differences in mean lbs/
trap/layover day were significant at the .005 or .001 level.

These

results indicate that in the summer of 1977 Bremen fishermen caught the
most lobster per unit of effort, followed by Pemaquid, and New Harbor.
The Friendship fishermen did the least during this season.
It should be noted that this table does not control for either
fishing skill or the type of trap used.

Skill is highly significant,

and as we shall see, trap type is as well.

However, an attempt to

compare traps, by season, town, skill level and trap type did not work out
well since the numbers of traps in each cell was too small for statistical
reliability.

~e

cannot compare, for example, catches from aluminized

traps from Friendship in the summer, for there were none in the sample.
There were a good many other cells where there was no information.
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Table 4
Catch by Town, Summer, 1977
(Controlling for Season, Skill & Trap Type)
Skill Level

Trap Type

Lbs/Trap/LOD

Lbs/Trap/LOD

t

Highest

Wood

Pemaquid
.439

Bremen
.452

Highest

Wood

Bremen
.452

New Harbor
.319

3.87

High

Vinyl

Bremen
.265

New Harbor
.174

3.56

Highest

A1umin.

Bremen
.999

New Harbor
.435

6.36

.309

DF

£

1975

P <1'50

155

p >.001

44 p)- .002
106 p

>.001

In Table 4, as in Table 3, there is evidence that traps from Bremen did
better than traps from other towns.

The most spectacular results occurred

by comparing lbs/trap/1ayover day of aluminized traps pulled by the most
highly skilled fishermen from Bremen and New Harbor during the summer of
1977.

The Bremen traps got .999 lbs/trap/layover day, while those pulled

by New Harbor fishermen got only .435/lbs/trap/layover day.
are significant at the .001 level.

The results

There is also a statistically significant

difference in the catches of wooden traps pulled by Bremen and New Harbor
fishermen (highest skills category).

In the other two cases, Bremen traps

did better than traps pulled by men from other fishing areas, but the results
are not significant statistically.

Both Tables 3 and 4 suggest that some-

thing was going on in at least Bremen waters to increase levels of productivity
there.
Fishermen's Reactions
The fishermen were shown only Table 3.
results.

They were not surprised at the

It was widely known in the industry that the Bremen fishermen have

been doing very well the past few summers.

There was a lot of adverse com-

ment to the effect that the Bremen men had done nothing to deserve this
good fortune, but their success had been widely noted.

Fishermen from

other harbors were very interested to see the figures we presented to
see just how much the Bremen fishermen had actually taken.
Surprisingly, most fishermen were at a loss to explain exactly why
there were a lot more lobsters in Bremen waters during the summer.
A couple halfheartedly mentioned darkly that they had heard a rumor that
the Bremen fishermen had been saving all the short lobsters they caught
in the spring, and were throwing them overboard as they approached the
dock in Bremen.

These lobsters, when they molted, turned legal, and

stayed in Bremen waters to be caught up.
Eight fishermen mentioned that fact that there were two lobster pounds
in Bremen.

They suggested that there were probably more lobster eggs in

Bremen waters due to the fact that there is a state program to buy back
lobsters that "egg-up" in pounds; these are released to continue breeding.
Six of these men were not totally convinced that the existence of pounds
in the area could explain the phenomenon since they felt that even if the
"egged lobsters" were released close to the two Bremen pounds, there was
no strong reason to believe that they, their eggs, or offspring stayed in
Bremen waters in numbers to make any difference in catch.

Despite the

fact that these men are generally aware that there is a circular current
in the Gulf of Maine, phrased in terms of a "general westerly tide," so
that larvae and eggs are carried long distances, and all believed that
lobsters migrate seasonally, there is a nagging suspicion that the good
fishing in Bremen was somehow connected to the existence of the pounds
there.

Two of the men who mentioned this possibility were absolutely

certain of it.

Most, however, had no explanation for the phenomenon.
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The important point is that good fishermen feel there are "bodies of
lobsters" in certain places at certain times.
over the bottom evenly.

They are not spread

The trick in fishing is to move traps to hit

those changing concentrations.

-

Biologists'
Reactions
.
None of the biologists questioned saw anything startling in these
results.

One said that this phenomenon is "not unique."

"All of a

sudden, one area will do very well for a few years, and then return to
norma 1. fl

"Probably," he said, "a maze of environmental factors are

involved.

Any number of factors could account for unusually good fishing

conditions in a small area:

heat in summer, cold in winter, unusual

success in reproduction, amount of fresh water in the bay" (Morrissey 1979).
Two other biologists said they had not observed this phenomenon.

One

suggested it might be due to a difference in the kinds of traps used in
one area (e.g. vented vs non vented).
of the fishermen involved.

Another wondered about the skill

The fourth biologist hypothesized that

the

physiography of the region could account for much of the good fishing in
Bremen.

That is, he pointed out, Muscongus Bay is funnel shaped.

It

has a very broad mouth (10 miles) which becomes narrower, and finally turns into
the Medomak River near Bremen.

In summer, many lobsters enter the mouth

of the Bay, and in June end up concentrated near Bremen as they migrate
into shore.

None of the biologists were much impressed with the fact

that Bremen has two lobster pounds.

TWO, however, said this was

an interesting hypothesis, but they clearly

tho~t

that eggs, larvae, and

adult animals moved so much that lobsters released from the Bremen pounds
would have little effect on catches ultimately.

All the biologists were

very familiar with the literature on lobster migration (Cooper and Uzrnann
1971).
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Trap Construction Material
Catch Data
The material that lobster traps are made from unquestionably has
some effect on catch levels.

On tr·e whole, it appears that aluminized

traps do better than those covered with vinyl coated wire, which in
turn do still better than wooden traps.
construction material

are

The data concerning trap

complicated and difficult to interpret.

Certainly no simple study of mean catches will suffice.

This can be

seen by looking at Table 2 which presents data on lbs/trap/layover day
for the three types of traps, controlling harbor

and skill level.

As can be seen in this table, men in both the high skill and highest
skill categories did best with aluminized fishing gear, and worst with
wooden gear.
two.

The catch levels of vinyl traps were in between the other

However, four of the six

iD~ignificant

t-tests concerning tnese data produced

results.

The situation vis-g~vis trap construction material is complicated
by the fact that there is a great deal of variation over the annual
cycle.

This information is summarized in Table 5.

In the summer, the

data show that aluminized traps are superior to vinyl which, in turn,
outfish wooden traps.
as well.

These results are all significant statistically

The results from the winter and spring, however, produce

no clear-cut results.

In the winter, metal traps (vinyl and aluminized)

clearly outfished wooden traps, and the differences in means is significant at the .005 level.

However, the output of vinyl and aluminized

traps during this season was so close that there was no significant
difference in mean lbs!trap/layover day between the two.

In the

spring again, catches of aluminized traps were highest, and those
of wooden traps lowest.

However, there is no statistically significant
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difference in mean catches at this time of year.

Table 5
Pounds/Trap/Layover Day for Vinyl, Aluminized
and Wooden Traps Over the Annual Cycle

Season

Trap Type

Pounds per Trap
per Layover Day

Number of
Trap Hauls

Summer
1977

vinyl
wood
aluminized

0.306
0.315
0.850

250.
1402
466

Winter
1977-78

vinyl
wood
aluminized

0.381
0.265
0.377

270
1737
851

Spring
1978

vinyl
wood
aluminized

0.238
0.260
0.267

686
1119
917

Statistical Note, Table 5
Comparison

Value
of t

Degrees of
Freedom

Level of
Significance

Summer
1977

vinyl vs.wood
vinyl vs aluminized
wood vs aluminized

.0251
-9.929
11.813

328
712
550

P ( .50
P ~ .001
P> .001

Winter
1977-78

vinyl vs wood
vinyl vs aluminized
wood vs metal

5.139
0.156
7.257

325
510
1277

P > .005
P4.50
P > .005

Spring
1978

vinyl vs wood
vinyl vs aluminized
aluminized vs wood

-1. 220
-1.559
-0.396

1602
1549
1978

P'7.l0
PC: .50

P> .20

The regression analysis gives far more evidence to substantiate
the fact that trap construction material does have some influence on
catches.
men.)

(The regression figures were shown to only a very few fisher-

The results of this analysis will be described in the next

section, but some of this information can usefully be presented here.
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Table 6 contains the results of the regression analysis for all the data
on trap construction material gathered throughout the year.

Table 6
Trap Construction Material
Variable

B

BETA

Std Error of B

F

Level of
Significance

Baseline Variable

Vinyl
Traps
Wooden
Traps

-0.2767385

-0.09448

0.07508

13.584

.001

Alumin.
Traps

0.1546972

0.04~21

0.07~86

3.848

.05

In this analysiS, wooden traps and aluminized traps are being compared to
vinyl traps which serve as the baseline variable.

The regression

coefficients (B figures) indicate that wooden traps catch .27 Ibs/trap
less than vinyl traps, while the aluminized traps got .154 1bs/trap
more.

Even though these differences in poundage caught are quite small,

they are highly significant statistically so that we can be reasonably
certain that these results did not happen by accident.
Fishermen's Reaction
.Our data on trap constructions material produced a good deal of
discussion.

This is scarcely surprising given the inconclusive nature

of the results we presented to fishermen in Tables 2 and 5.
very sure that metal traps produced larger catches

Some men were

overall; others were

not at all sure.
Very few fishermen contended that wooden traps generally outfished
metal gear.

However, many men said they could see no difference in trap
"

performance, and a couple of others said they were reason'ably sure that
wooden traps did as well as metal gear at certain times of year.
are quite correct in this respect.

They

There is substantial evidence to

demonstrate that some men, fishing at certain times of year did better

with wooden traps than with aluminized or vinyl gear.
are few and far between, but they do exist

Such instances

(See Acheson 198Gb and

198CC ).
It should be noted that metal lobster traps are an innovation and
have been used in this area only since 1974.

The factors influencing

the adoption of this innovation are complicated, and are the subject
of another article (see Acheson

19BO~.

the spread of this innovation.

First, metal gear is found in only a few

harbors along the coast.

Two things should be noted about

The spotty nature of the adoption process is

undoubtedly related to patterns of information flow.

It is in harbors

where such traps already exist that men can have a chance to observe
the results.

Second, even in those harbors, adoption of aluminized and

vinyl traps is highly differential, with some men accepting them far
faster than others.

The early adopters are ordinarily men in their

prime fishing years, who are highline fishermen with a strong committment
to fishing.

They also have money to invest and network ties to sources

of information on new fishing gear.

The late adopters are generally older

fishermen or very young men just starting out in fishing.
few highline fishermen among these late adopters.

There are very

Furthermore, most of

these late adopters are not in position to invest heavily in new fishing
gear.
The opinions early, middle, and late adopters express about fishing
gear vary greatly.

The late adopters or men who have not accepted metal

traps tend to believe that they do not really fish any better than wooden
ones.

Moreover, these men note, metal traps are much more expensive than

the old style wooden gear.

The early adopters, who are mainly highline

fishermen, feel strongly that metal traps do fish better, although they
are not sure of the reason.

These men have advanced three hypotheses.

First, many fishermen believe that metal traps stay on the bottom better.
Wooden traps, even when weighted, have a tendency to float
somewhat due to the action of waves, wind and tide.

and thus move

Lobsters, so the

story goes, prefer to crawl into far more stationary traps.

As one

fisherman put it "If you came up to a house and it was bouncing allover
the lot, would you go in?

It's the same with a trap."

Second, some

fishermen believe that lobsters are repelled by the smell emanating from
vinyl-covered wire, and thus prefer the aluminized traps.

Third, some

men have mentioned that lobsters may be able to see better than we think,
and thus prefer the bright, shiny metal wire of the aluminized traps over
the duller wooden and vinyl traps.

One fisherman, operating on this

hypothesis, has put silver paint on parts of some of his wooden traps in
the hopes of improving catches.

Of all these hypotheses, fishermen

mention the weight-of-metal-traps theory most frequently.
While our study indicates that trap construction material does have
an important influence on lobster catches, there is nothing in our data
to indicate why.

All we know for certain is that in Muscongus Bay in

1977-78 lobsters were crawling into aluminized traps with greater frequency than into

vinyl or wooden traps.

Bj,:)logist s' Reactions

None of the biologists interviewed contested the accuracy of the
information we gathered on the relationship between trap construction
material and catches.

On the whole, their explanations for the success

of metal traps differed substantially from those offered by the fishermen.
One biologist said that he believed metal traps caught more lobsters
because they were more open
trap

(i.e. lobsters were less hesitant to enter a

when they could see that nothing else was in it).
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Another went

along with the theory that the aluminized were shinier and hence more
attractive to lobsters.

The third wondered if the construction material

was the critical factor, or if other variables were involved.
if it could be that more of the metal traps were vented.
questions are good ones.

He asked

All of these

Unfortunately, we do not have the data to be

able to give satisfactory answers to them.

What is certain is that the

fishermen clearly favor the weighted trap theory, while other explanations
suggested themselves more readily to the biologists.

This is not to say

that the biologists completely discount the idea that metal traps do better
because they are more stable on the bottom.

All four biologists

admitted,

when asked, that this factor might have some bearing on the issue.
who fished himself, said this hypothesis sounded quite sensible.
said all his wooden traps moved in storms or with the tide.
trap does not.
fishermen.

One,
He

The metal

His overall reaction to Table 6 was the same as many

"This data," he said, "tells "me I should buy more metal

traps."
None of the biologists suggested that smell of traps (Le. vinyl)
might influence catches, although there is substantial evidence that
lobsters are repelled by certain smells (Dow and Baird 1961).

Bait
Catch Data

There are a large number of types of bait used over the annual
round, depending on the availability of various types of fish and the
preferences of fishermen.

Redfish frames are obtained from plants,

along with herring remnants.

Most herring and redfish used as bait

are obtained from Maine plants, but a fair amount is trucked from the
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Atlantic Provinces of Canada.

Redfish can usually be obtained fairly

readily, while herring are usually available only during the processing
season--June to December.
specific seasons.

Other types of bait can be obtained only at

Alewives, for example, are taken from local fish

traps as they run upstream to spawn, and are available only during a
few weeks in the spring and early summer.

Poggies (menhaden) periodically

show up in Maine waters only in the warmest summer months, and consequently
are available as bait only during the late summer and early fall.
Periodically, local draggermen will sell groundfish for lobster bait
when they cannot obtain a reasonable price in Boston.

Thus, what is

known as dragged bait consists of cod, haddock, hake and whiting.
During the fall a lot of small flat fish are sold as bait, while in the
summer mackerel, kayak, or sea robin are sometimes used.

Dogfish are

only rarely used as bait although they are plentiful from July to
September, because the vast majority of fishermen are convinced they
catch nothing.

Table 7
Lbs/Trap/Layover Day by Bait by Season
Bagged
Herrin.a

Redfish

.3045
N=560

N=188

Late
Fall

.2643
N=1225

.2836
N=58l

Spring

None

Total

.2769
N=1785

Summer

,

Poggies

Misc.

.4S99~131
N-528
I,

.1726
N=195
.3038
N=432

J
I

•

.3267
N=769

Alewives

.5131
N=528

Combined
Dragged
Fish
(Bagged &
(¥hitings) Stringed)
.3551
N=160

.6090
N=487

.2079
N=24

.4355
N=594

.3043
N=26

.2597
N=2505

.2105
N=194

.3039
N==458

.2534
N=2700

.2715
N=378

.5137
N=108l

Statistical Note, Table 7
Results of t-tests for Bait
Bait

Comparison

t

Degrees of
Freedom

Level of
Significance

Bagged
Herring

Summer
.3045

Winter
.2643

4.11

764

P >.001

Redfish

Summer
.4599

Winter
.2836

3.49

220

p) .001

Misc.
Fish

Winter
.3038

Spring
.3043

29

Not
Significant

Alewives

Summer
.1726

Spring
.2599

4.27

267

p> .001

Dragged
Fish

Summer
.3551

Winter
.2079

2.28

55

P),.Ol

Dragged
Fish

Winter
.2079

Spring
.2105

1.59

30

P .,.07

Dragged
Fish

Spring
.2105

Summer
.3551

2.28

55

P ,.025

.0lC

The same bait produces very different amounts of lobster from one
season to another.

In general, a given type of bait produces the most

lobster per layover day in the summer, followed by the late fall, and
the least in the spring. 1

lIt should be noted that pounds per trap haul are highest in the fall, as
can be seen in Table 1. However, traps stay in the water much longer in
the fall than any other season, so that the lbs/trap/layover day is
smaller for the fall season than for thesummer, when traps are pulled
far more frequently.
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This can be seen very clearly in Table 7.

For example bagged

herring produce .3045 lbs/trap/layover day in the summer; and .2643
lbs/trap/layover day in the fall.
as bait in the spring.)

(No traps we observed used herring

Moreover, as can be seen in the statistical

note for Table 7 the seasonal decline in mean catches fora given type
of bait is highly significant statistically.

The only exception to this

rule is alewives, which produce significantly more in the spring than in
the summer.
The reason that traps produce most in the summer and least in the
spring is almost certainly connected to the availability of lobsters,
as we have mentioned previously.

That is, in the summer there are a large

number of lobsters that have just molted into the legal size range.

By

the following spring, most of them have been caughts.
Perhaps more important than the seasonal variation observed is the
fact that within any given season the productivity of different kinds of
baits varies enormously.

The relntive productivity of various kinds of

bait has been summarized in Table 8.

Table 8
Productivity of Bait by Season*
Summer

Late
Fall

1

Combined
.6090

Combined
.4355

Misc.
.3039

2

Poggies
.5131

Misc.
.3038

Dragged
.2715

3

Redfish
.4599

Redfish
.2836

Alewives
.2534

4

Dragged
.3551

Herring
.2643

5

Herring
.3045

Dragged
.2079

6

Alewives
.1726

Best
Bait

Spring

*(Cont. from Table 8, Page 32) The numbers under each kind of bait are
lbs/trap/layover day.
Statistical Note, Table 8
Results of t-tests for Bait
Season
Sununer

Comparison

t-test

Degrees of
Freedom

Level of
Significance

Combined
.6090

Poggies
.5131

1.91

1008

p 'I .05

Poggies
.5131

Redfish
.4599

8.92

418

p) .001

Redfish
.4599

Herring
.3045

3.16

247

p) .001

Herring
.3045

Dragged
.3551

1.17

229

p) .20

550

p> .001

Herring
.3045

Alewives
5.07
.2534
-------======= F========== ========== -------Late
Fall

------------ 1:=============

Combined
.4355

Misc.
.3038

Misc.
.3038

Redfish
.2836

Redfish
.2836

Herring
.2643

1.24

954

Herring
.2643

Dragged
.2079

2.057

597

p ) .025

Combined
.4355

Herring
.2643

9.24

836

p> .001

5.38
.901

983

p> .001

869

p) .20
Not Signific ant

p> .10
Not Signific ant

------- ""::::::::: ----------------- --------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------Spring

Misc.
.3039

Alewives
.2534

Alewives
.2534

Dragged
.2715

2.30

257

p> .01

Misc •
. 3039

Dragged
.2715

1.44

30

p> .07

.724

25.8
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Insignifican t

Figure ?
Pounds/Trap/Layover Day, By Bait Type

POUNDS/TRAP/LAYOVER DAY
o
o
o
o
o
o
.
()J
f'\)
o
m
~
BAGGED
HERRING
REDFISH

POGIES
MISCELLANEOUS
ALEWIVES
DRAGGED
FISH
COMBINED
BAGGED

a
STRINGED
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In the summer, the best bait is combined herring and redfish
(.6090 lbs/trap/layover day), followed by poggies (.5131 lbs/trap/
layover day), then redfish used alone (.4599 lbs/trap/layover day)
and herring (.3045 lbs/trap/layover day).

The worst bait is alewives

which produce only .1726 lbs/trap/layover day.

In the fall and spring,

we obtain a different listing reflecting differences in the type of
bait available.
T-tests were run on all kinas of bait listed in Table 8 to
determine whether there was a significant difference between one
kind of bait and others whose mean productivity was very close to it.
The results of these tests were highly significant as can be seen
in the statistical note for Table 8.

For example, in the summer,

traps baited with poggies produced .5131 lbs/trap/layover day, while
those with combined redfish and bagged herring got .6090 Ibs/trap
per layover day.
.05 level.

This difference in means is significant at the

Given these data, there can be little question that the

combination of herring and redfish is superior to poggies during the
summer season.

Similar tests of significance were run on other kinds

of bait listed in Table 8 as well.

In general, these tests demonstrated

that the listings of bait from best to worst (in any given season)
are valid.
If we can judge by the results of Table 8 and its statistical
note, it appears that combined (redfish and herring) are a very superior
bait, along with poggies in the summer.

Herring (used alone) and

alewives do not do especially well in comparison with other types of
bait.

The results on dragged bait are inconsistent.
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Dragged bait

seems to do reasonably well in the spring and summer, but not at all
well in the fall.

The results of miscellaneous bait are inconclusive,

since the number of traps using such bait was too small for statistical
re lia bil ity.

Fishermen's Reaction,s

Fishermen were shown Tables 7 and S and Figure 2 in which all of
the results concerning bait are summarized for the entire year.

In

general, all fishermen thought these results coincided with their
experience.

Certainly, they presented no strong arguments contesting

the results.

However, during the interviews it became apparent that

fishermen generally believe thRt bait is very important in influencing
catches and have a great interest in the subject.

They also have a lot

of opinions about the proper kind of bait to use.
Several specific sets of comments and observations deserve
mention.
First,redfish combined with bagged herring is generally considered
a good bait, but

opinions concerning poggies varied considerably.

Eleven of the 18 fishermen interviewed said that they knew that poggies
had worked well during the past few years when they have been available.
However, several fishermen said that poggies are only good in traps
placed on soft bottom.

On hard bottom in the summer, sea fleas will

eat poggies in a matter of hours and leave the trap baitless.
Second, four of the older men were surprised that redfish and
herring used alone showed up so poorly.

One man said

he

thought

that redfish did as well as anything.
Third,no one was surprised that alewives, dragged
miscellaneous bait did poorly.
was very scarce in the spring

bai~and

Several men mentioned that bait

ot

the year, and that during
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that time, fresh alewives were the bait they preferred.
said that alewives or any other bait

However, they

would do relatively poorly at

that time of year, since spring was a very slow season for lobster fishing.
Moreover, any alewives used in the summer, they said, had to be frozen,
since the alewife runs stop during the first week of June and frozen
alewives do not last long in the trap.
Again, no fishermen thought that dragged fish was a good bait,
although two fishermen said that periodically they had done very well
on hake heads or pollock heads.

On the whole, they were surprised

that dragged bait or miscellaneous bait show up so well.

Most fisher-

men clearly would put these kinds of bait on the bottom of the list of
preferred ones.
Fourth, several fishermen interviewed mentioned that lobsters were
not hungry in the spring and were very hungry after they shed in the
summer.

In their view, this made lobsters much more difficult to

catch in the spring of the year than in the summer after shedding
season.

In the spring, several mentioned, only fresh bait can be

used since "lobsters won't touch salted bait."

After shedding, virtually

any kind of bait can be used with reasonable hope for success, since
lobsters want to eat to "fill out their shell."
Fifth, several fishermen mentioned that it is a good idea to
change the bait being used periodically regardless of what it might
be.

While they were not certain of the reason, these men mentioned

that catches seemed to pick up after the bait type had been changed.
This was particularly true if one could suddenly switch to a new bait
while competing traps in the same area were using a bait "lobsters
had grown tired of."

Several men mentioned that they deliberately

alternated bait every other time they pulled the trap with this in
mind.

The explanation for this phenomenon is that lobsters "grow
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bored with the same kind of food

i f it is offered day after day."

i2iologists' Reactions
The fishermen talked a great deal about bait; the biologists had
much less to say about the subject.

Several of their comments were

very interesting, however.
All four biologists pointed out that there is no reason to suspect
that all baits would be equally productive.

Lobsters, one agreed, "have

food preferences like any other animal."
One biologist mentioned that there are studies demonstrating that
lobsters like fresh bait.

The exception, he said, were cod heads,

which were preferred by lobsters only after the flesh was falling off
the bone.

This information appears to stand in contradiction to the

fishermen's belief that fresh bait is preferred only during the spring.
Another biologist agreed that the fresh vs frozen issue probably had
a strong effect on catches.

We did not collect data on this, unfortunately.

One said he was very puzzled by the fact that our data showed
that dragged bait and miscellaneous bait did as well in the late fall
as in the spring.

He said he would have expected any given bait to

produce more lobsters per unit of effort in the £all since there were
more lobsters available to be caught then.

The fact

that these kinds

of baits did so poorly in the fall indicates, as much as anything, the
strong preference lobsters have for other kinds of bait.
Another biologist said he did not believe that bait made any
significant difference in catches.
would eat something.

When lobsters were hungry they

He pointed out in this connection that in

eastern Maine bagged herring is used as a bait almost exclusively,
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while in the central part of the state all kinds of bait were used,
including herring.

There is no difference in catch per unit of effort

between these areas, he said.
The biologist

who is a part-time fishermen said he strongly

believed the fishermen's axiom:

"never fish the kind of bait the

men around you are fishing."
Depth

Catch Data
Fishermen move their traps over the annual cycle to follow, in
their view, concentrations of migrating lobsters.

Fishermen generally

perceive their annual cycle as one in which lobsters are in shallow
water in the summer; gradually move into deeper water as the fall
progresses; and then go back into shallow water in the spring.
can be seen in Table

As

9, they move traps accordingly.

Table 9
Lbs/Trap/Layover Days/Depth/Season
Fathoms~

Summer
Late
Fall
Spring

0-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

.3155
N""1064

.5591
N=989

.4945
N=49

.1387
N=16

.2889
N=63
.2210
N=486

N':l;277

.1262
N=48
.3010
N~472

.2613
N=76l

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

.2942
N=211

.2850
N=208

.3056
N=713

.2928
N=688

.3560
N=458

.3177
N=336

.3716
N=l31

.2288

.2376
N=211

.2916
N=228

.2453
N=203

.1150
N=40

.5804
N=6

.3207
N=41
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Statistical Note, Table 9
Season
Summer

Fall

ComEarison
Depth 1
Depth 2

Value
of t

Degrees
of Freedom

Level of
Significance

6-10 fathoms
.5591
1bs/trap/LOD

16-20 fathoms
.1387
6.33
1bs /trap/LOD

11-15
.2889

21-25
.2850

.0948

105

P ).50

21-25
.2850

31-35
.2928

.3265

370

p <.50

18.5

P ) .001

---------------------~-------------------------------- ----

Spring

41-45
.2928

41-45
.3177

31-35
.2928

36-40
.3560

l6-20
.2288

1.14

653

p ) .50

2.92

909

p

>.005

26-30
.2916

1.94

458

p.

>.05

26-30
.2916

36-40
.1150

3.96

80.7

p

>.0005

36-40
.1150

46-50
.3207

2.86

65.0

p

> .005

----------------------------------------------------------

In the summer, no traps were placed over 20 fathoms, and the vast
majority were placed in far shallower water.
placed under 10 fathoms.

In fact, 96.8 percent were

There is apparently little reason to place traps

in deeper water during the Summer since traps placed in shallow water
clearly do better than those in deeper areas.

For example, traps in

6 to 10 fathoms got .5591 1bs/trap/1ayover day, while those placed at
16 to 20 fathoms got only .1387 lbs/trap/1ayover day.l

lAs can be seen in the statistical note for Table 9, these differences
in means are significant at the .001 level.
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In the fall, traps are placed in a very wide range of depths, but
the vast majority are placed in relatively deep water.

In this season,

only 18.2 percent of the traps hauled were set in water under 25 fathoms.
However, in the fall the productivity of traps remains fairly constant
in a wide variety of depths.

For example, traps placed in 11 to 15

fathoms produced .2889 1bs/trap/1ayover day; traps in 21 to 25 got
.2850 1bs/trap/1ayover day, and those in 31 to 35 fathoms got .2928
1bs/trap/1ayover day.
cant.

None of these differences in means is signifi-

(See statistical note for Table 9.)

The single important

exception to this generalization is that traps placed in very deep
water are clearly more productive.

For example, traps placed in 31

to 35 fathoms got .2928 1bs/trap/layover day, while those at 36 to 40
fathoms got .3560 1bs/trap/1ayover day.
statistically

significan~

This difference in means is

(See statistical note for Table 9.)

In the spring, traps were placed in a very wide range of depths,
but the vast majority were put in relatively shallow water.
45.2 percent were set under 10 fathoms.

Specifically,

In this season of the year, the

productivity of certain depths of water varied significantly.

For

example, in 16 to 20 fathoms of water, traps produced .2288 lbs/trap/
layover day; in 26 to 30 fathoms, they got .2916 1bs/trap/1ayover day;
in 36 to 40 fathoms only .1150 lbs/trap/layover day; and at 46 to 50
fathoms, .3207 lbs/trap/1ayover day.

It should be noted that all of

these differences in,means are statistically significant (see statistical
note for Table 9), even though they do not point to any striking pattern
in the relationship between depth and trap productivity in the spring
sample.
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Fishermen's Reactions

The information on depth produced fewer comments from fishermen than
any of the other data since it did nothing more than reinforce what everyone
knew--namely that one has to move traps seasonally.

No one was surprised

that the vast majority of traps were placed in shallow water in the summer;
deep water in the winter; and shallow water again in the spring.

This is

the way virtually all fishermen move traps over the annual cycle to follow
lobster migrations.
Three sets of comments deserve mention.
a.

Several men remarked that early in the spring lobsters are in

very deep water.
water to shed.

Some time in May, they move very rapidly into very shallow
Thus, during this season, one can get two or three very good

hauls in deep water, and then traps have to be moved into very shallow water
very rapidly.

There is nothing in our figures to indicate that in the spring

both deep and shallow water are exploited at different times.
b.

Fishermen had surprisingly little to say concerning the fact

that the 36 to 40 fathom depth areas produced a significantly larger amount
of lobster than adjacent depths in the fall, and far less lobster in the
spring.

A couple of men mentioned that there were a few productive holes

at this depth, which were known only to a few men.

A more likely explanation

was suggested by four other men who pointed out that one of the most productive places to fish in the fall is along the "edge" (where mud bottom
meets rocky bottom), and that much of this "edge" and gravel is between
36 and 40 fathoms.

No fisherman had any hard and fast ideas concerning

the reason the 36 to 40 fathom depth areas produced so little in the spring
except to jokingly suggest that the lobsters in those areas had all been
caught up in the fall.
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c.

Several men noted that the most productive fishing of the entire

year occurred in the summer in shallow water and in the late fall in relatively
deep water.

In the summer, fishing is good, they said, due to the avail-

ability of lobsters and to the fact thqt newly-shed lobsters are hungry
and thus trap easily.

In the fall, the relatively good fishing is due to

lack of competition as much as anything.
fishing

is

These men suggested

th~t

late fall

productive not because natural factors make lobsters more

abailable or easier to trap, but because there are no part-time fishermen
operating so that there are so few traps in the water that those remaining
do reasonably well.
Biologists' Reactions
All of the biologists interviewed agreed wholeheartedly with the fisherman's idea that lobsters live primarily in rocks and migrate into shallow
water to shed in the early summer, and out again in fall.

Thomas pointed

out that there is a good deal of strong evidence from tagging studies reinforcing this conception of migration and shelter related behavior (Dow
1974: 622-23; Krouse 1977; Cobb 1971).
seem~d

traps

The way that fishermen move their

perfectly logical to these biologists, given what they knew

about the migration patterns of lobsters.

One biologist also strongly

reinforced the fishermen's idea that lobsters are not hungry just before

they shed in the spring, but are very hungry after they shed, and hence are
eaSily trapped in the latter part of the summer.
Trap Size
Catch Data
In every season, four foot traps do substantially better than three foot
traps.

As can be seen in Table 10, the difference is greatest in the summer,

when four foot traps produced .6242 lbs/trap/layover day, while the three
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foot traps got an average of only .3079 lbs!trap!layover day.

But at every

season of the year, the longer traps outfished the smaller ones.

Moreover,

as can be seen in the statistical note in Table 10, all of the differences
in means between three and four foot traps for every season were highly
significant statistically.
Table 10
Lbs/Trap!Layover Day by Trap Size by Season
SU1:nmer

Winter

Spring

3 foot
trap

N

.3079
= 1287

.2750
N = 1765

N

.2451
= 1497

4 foot
trap

N

.6242
= 831

.3649
N = 1091

N

.2709
= 1227

Statistical Note, Table 10
Results of t-tests on trap size
lbs /trap/LOD
3 ft. trap

lbs/trap/LOD
4 ft. trap

Summer

.3079

.6242

9.98

1190

p>

.0005

Late Fall

.2750

.3649

6.642

1909

.0005

Spring

.2451

.2709

1. 73

2619

p'
p>

Season

Value of
t
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Degrees of
freedom

Level of
Signif1'>:1'"

.05

Fishermen's Reactions

The fishermen h8d a great deal to say about this phenomenon.

All the

men interviewed had heard the rumor that four foot traps did better than
three footers.

Many men have always maintained that the four foot traps

outfished three foot traps, while other men have maintained that trap length
per se made no difference.

Among the fishermen we spoke to, no one claimed

that three foot traps outfished four foot traps, but many of the men who
fished a lot of three foot traps were clearly disturbed by these figures
we presented to them.

Several of them tried to suggest that the results of

the study might be wrong.

The strong relationship between catch and length

of trap gave them food for thought.
Several comments were made which bear repeating.

First, several men

said they thought that four foot traps only did better on a "longer set
over," since they had an extra head to hold the lobsters in and stop them
from escaping after the bait had been eaten.

If this theory were correct,

then we would expect that the difference in four foot traps and three foot
traps would be greatest in the fall and spring when traps are pulled less
frequently, and wo would expect the four foot traps to do little or no better
than three foot ones in the summer when traps are pulled after two or three
days as a rule.

This is not the case of course.

These fishermen had little

to say when it was pointed out that the four foot traps outpaced three foot
traps most in the Summer when number of layover days was shortest.
Secondly, 15 men out of the 18 interviewed explained the superiority
of the four foot trap in terms of the defensive behavior of lobsters.

That

is, the more spacious four foot traps do better, they said, since a lobster
caught in the traps gets in the rear "parlor" of the trap (goes through two
internal heads) and consequently does not bother or threaten lobsters trying
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to crawl in the side heads by the bait.

In the three foot traps, any lobster

caught is very close to the bait and in position to threaten another thinking
of entering the trap.

In the summer, when there are a lot of active lobsters

around, four foot traps do better since, as one fisherman explained it, "they
allow more than one lobster to be caught, and prevent one lobster from
hogging the whole trap.

In the spring, when there are few lobsters around,

the extra space doesn't matter.
is lucky."

If one can catch one lobster per trap, he

The data we have gathered lends some support to this hypothesis.

Eiologi st s 1 Reac;1,ions
Three of the four biologists strongly supported the fishermen's idea
that four foot traps were superior to three foot traps because they had two
internal heads rather than one.

The biologist/amateur fisherman said that

i f he had a hauler in his skiff, he would "buy all four foot traps in a minute."

(He has 3 footers since they are lighter).

The fourth biologist admitted

he knew nothing about traps.
Two of the four biologists said they believed four foot traps were
superior to three footers at any season.

They did not believe the fisherman's

theory that four foot traps were superior only when a longer number of layover
days were involved.

Head
Catch Data
Fishermen are very interested in the heads they put in their traps.
They believe the productivity of traps depends in large part on the type of
heads in the trap and the way they are tied in.

They spend hours talking

with each other about heads and discussing the relative merits of various
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types.

There is apparently something to talk about.

make a difference in catch.

Heads clearly

(See Table 11.)
Table 11

Lbs/Trap/Layover Day by Season by Type of Heads
Season
Summer

Unknown

Hog Rings

.Hake

.4155

.1961
N = 12

.3816
N = 837

.5356
N == 547

.5374
N = 2

.2822
N = 1842

.3583
N = 1012

.1358
N = 46

.2972
N = 1083

.2333
N = 1572

N = 722

Fall
Spring

.1855
N = 24

Mixed

Statistical Note, Table 11
Comparison.

Value of t

Degrees of
Freedom ..

Summer

Hog Rings vs. Hake
Hake vs. Mixed
Hog Rings vs. Mixed

1.886
4.329
3.360

11. 9
1046
. 13.29

P ).05
P .0005
p) .0005

Late Fa 11

Hog Rings vs. Hake
Hake vs. Mixed
Hog Rings vs. Mixed

.774
5.418
.556

1.0
1678
1.0

p (" .50
p> .0005
p .50

Hog Rings vs. Hake
Hake vs. Mixed
Hog Rings vs. Mixed

4.67
4.09
2.91

68.2
2173
52.9

p> .0005
p> .0005
p> .005

Season

Spring

----~.-.

~--"-

Level of
S ignif iC~Ece_

>

<

These data point out that the mixed heads l are more productive than
traps with either hake mouth or hog ring

heads in the summer and the fall.

In the summer, traps with mixed heads got .5356 lbs/trap/layover day, while
hake mouth heads got only .3816, and traps with all hog rings

.1961 lbs/trap/layover day.

got only

The same general pattern also occurred in the

IMixed heads refers to traps which have both hake mouth heads and heads with
funnel rings or hog rings. Generally the funnel rings are in the side heads,
while the interior heads are the hake mouth type.

late fall when the traps with mixed heads took .3583 Ibs/trap/layover
and the hake mouth traps got .2822 Ibs/trap/layover day.

d~y;

As can be seen in

the statistical note for Table 11 all these differences in means are very
highly statistically significant.

(In the fall, the traps with hog ring heads

took .5374 lbs/trap/layover day, but these results are statistically insignificant since only two traps were involved.)
In the spring, however, the hake mouth traps do better than the traps
with mixed heads.

The former took .2972 lbs/trap/layover day, while the latter

got only .2333 Ibs/trap/layover day.

As can be seen from the sta-

tistical note, in Table 11, these differences in means are also significant
statistically.
If this data gives any indication, it would appear that traps with
only hog ring

heads are not as good as the other two types of head

config~

urations.
Fishermen's Reactions
Generally, fishermen agreed with the data concerning heads.

Virtually

all of the younger fishermen agreed that traps which had all funnel hoops
(hog rings) in the heads would not fish well.

In their view, funnel hoops

were valuable, if at all, only in side heads since they allowed lobsters to
enter the trap easily, but that hake mouth heads should be used inside the
trap to "hold" the trapped lobsters and stop them from escaping.

However,

three older, well-experienced fishermen recalled the time when a good many
men used nothing but funnel hoops in all heads in all their traps and made
a very good living.

One very respected fishermen said that traps with funnel

hoops in all heads did well as long as the rear internal head was no more
than five inches from the rear wall of the trap.
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No fishermen had any idea why mixed headed traps outfished all other
types of head configurations in the summer and fall, while traps with only
hake mouth heads did substantially better in the spring.

Several fishermen

said they always thought the opposite would hold true, that is, that hake
mouth heads would do better in the summer and fall when lobsters were very
active, and more likely to escape.

One fisherman speculated that lobsters

that survived to spring without being caught were a "cagier breed"--one that
only the narrower hake mouth heads would hold in traps.

Another fisherman

suggested that since spring lobsters are very hard shelled, they might be able
to push through hake mouthed traps in greater numbers than they could in
summer and fall when their shells are soft.
were only guessing.

Both these men admitted they

Several other fishermen stressed that spring fishing

was very different from summer and fall fishing in a good many respects.

As

one man said, "a lot of things change when you go spring fishing, and I guess
the heads is one of them."
Two very thoughtful fishermen suggested that our categories for studying
heads needed to be refined.
not just three kinds."

As one man put it, "there are all kinds of heads--

There are so many different ways of making heads that

what we call "hake mouth" heads are really ten different kinds of heads.

He

was convinced that hake mouth heads, properly installed, would outfish any
other kind of head.

He may well be correct, but this conclusion is certainly

not indicated by the data we obtained.
Biologists' Reactions
The biologists saw very little unusual in these results.

Two said they

thought that the hog ring heads would be easier for a lobster to escape from.
One said that when he was skin diving, he observed lobsters moving in and out
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of the entrance ways of a trap in order to watch his movements better.

Thomas

said that even with random movement, the hog ring traps would be easier to
escape from.

These men clearly agreed with the fishermen's contention that

traps with mixed heads outfished all others because they allowed lobsters
to enter the side heads easily, and also had hake mouth heads to prevent them
escaping from the rear parlor.

The other two biologists said they could

make no statement, since they had no experience with these heads.
Like the fishermen, the biologists had no idea why traps with all hake
mouth heads were superior to all others in the spring.

They all did, however,

agree that catches could be influenced by heads or vents.
deal of evidence to support their claims

(Krouse

There is a good

1977a ; Simpson

1975: 51) •

Bottom Material
Catch Data
Fishermen pay particular attention to the type of bottom on which a
trap is being placed.

In the minds of many men in the industry, fishing skill

is largely a matter of knowing when to place a trap on a particular type of
bottom in a given season.
of many.

Depth is a secondary consideration in the minds

That is, one tries to place a trap on a given type of bottom, and

one does not worry whether that bottom is at 35 fathoms or 25 fathoms.

Other

men accord much more importance to depth, but in all conversations among
fishermen, the type of bottom being fished is carefully noted.
Generally fishermen speak of "hard" or "soft" bottom, meaning rocky
or mud bottom, but they are also aware that some bottom is sandy and other
bottom has gravel.

All of these types of bottom have certain characteristics

vis ~ vis the lobs ter.

In the pas t, it was much more diff icu 1t to learn

the type of bottom since this information could only be had by using a lead
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line and recalling the type of material sticking to the bottom of traps when
they were pulled.

The job now is made much simpler by the advent of electronic

sounding machines.

Most machines will give a fainter or hazier signal when

the boat is over soft bottom and a stronger signal when over hard bottom.
With a few hours experience, most novice fishermen can now tell exactly what
kind of bottom they are on.

This has lead a good many older fishermen to

remark that skill does not count in fishing now.
overstatement.

This, of course, is an

But there can be no doubt that such machines have greatly

simplified the task of obtaining data that is very importAnt to the fishermen.
The data we obtained on catches and type of bottom are contained in
Table

12.
Table 12
Lbs/Trap/Layover Day by Bottom by Season
Sand

Hard

Mud

Gravel

Whole
Year

.3282
N = 4365

.2872
N = 2099

.4870
N = 362

N

.3489
= 303

.3164
N = 570

Summer

.4165
N = 1053

.2270
N = 164

.6426
N = 198

.4329
N = III

.5390
N = 142

Winter

.3490
N = 934

.3070
N = 1398

.8281
N = 94

.2959
N = 100

.2469
N = 330

Spring

.2493
N = 1928

.2541
N = 537

.4552
N = 70

.3053
N = 92

.2280
N = 98

Season
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S ta tis tica 1 Note 1, Table 12
Type of Bottom

Comparison

Value of
t

Level of

Degrees of
Freedom

Significanc~

Hard

Summer vs. Winter
Winter vs. Spring
Summer vs. Spring

2.99
6.44
7.99

Gravel

Summer vs. Winter
Winter vs. Sp:t-ing

6.51
4.49

225
83.4

P ) .0005
p> .0005

Sand

Summer vs. Winter
Winter vs. Spring

1.56
.175

130
141

p> .10
p) .25

Edge

Summer vs. Winter
Winter vs. Spring

5.33
.57

161
144

p> .005
p "> .05

Mud

Summer vs. Winter
Winter vs. Spring

2.55
2.94

190
871

p ) .025

p> .005
p ) .0005
p) .0005

1814
1844
1519

p~

.0025

Statistical Note 2, Table 12
Degrees of
Freedom

Season

~-.2LJ3ot torg

Value of t

Summer

Hard vs. Mud
Mud vs. Gravel
Gravel vs. Sand
Sand vs. Edge
Gravel vs. Hard
Gravel vs. Edge
Sand vs. Mud
Mud vs. Edge

5.35
5.58
1.94
1.07
3.20
1.20
2.31
5.12

305
268
243
191
227
335
138
226

Hard vs. Mud
Mud VS. Gravel
Gravel VS. Sand
Sand VS. Edge
Hard VS. Gravel
Hard VS. Sand
Hard VS. Edge
Gravel VS. Edge

2.73
6.05
3.58
1.67
7.37
1.86
5.37
2.74

1739
136
178
164
195
153
875

Hard VS. Mud
Hard VS. Gravel
Gravel VS. Sand
Sand VS. Edge
Gravel VS. Edge
Gravel vs. Hard
Edge VS. Mud
Edge VS. Hard

.265
3.35
2.01
1.48
3.50
3.52
.7813
.693

Winter

Spring
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211
899
79.6
145
153
104
72

158
115

Level of
Significance
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

>.0005

) .0005
) .025
) .10
) .001

) .10

.01
>
) .0005

p ) .0025
.0005
p
p ) .0005
p ) .05
p '7 .0005
.05
p
p '> .0005
p '7 .005

'>

>

>
>

.50
p
.001
p
.025
p
.10
p
p 'r .0025
p ) .001
p ) .25
.25
p

~

>

As one can see from Table 12, there is a tremendous difference .in the
productivity of various types of bottom, and the types of bottom where lobsters
can best be caught changes radically over the course of the year.

In the

summer, gravel bottom, edge, and sand bottom are more productive of lobsters.
Hard bottom and mud are the least.

The same pattern holds generally in the

spring, when again gravel bottom and sand bottom prove most productive.
the winter, the reverse pattern is true.

In

At this time of year, it is the

hard bottom and mud that are most productive.

As can be seen from statisti-

cal note 2 in Table 12, the differences in means is highly significant.
Fishermen I S Reaction

The data in Table 12 strongly reinforce several general theories about
the movements of lobsters and their behavior over the annual cycle.

The

first thing the data elicited from several fishermen was a general picture
concerning the nature of the bottom.

Fishermen conceive of ocean bottom in

terms of a whole series of ridges or shoals with valleys or channels in between.
In some places, shoal water covers vast areas; in other places shoals are
very small.

The same is true of channels.

On the top of shoals is the hard

bottom, generally composed of rocks which are covered with kelp.

As one goes

deeper"down off the hard bottom," one runs into gravel, then sand, and finally
at the bottom of channels, mud.
Over the course of the annual cycle, according to fishermen, lobsters
are found on different types of bottom.
come in very shallow water to shed.

During the early summer, lobsters

At this time of year, they can be found

burrowed in holes in the mud or in rocky areas along shore.
are shedding, they cannot be caught.

While they

There is little sense putting traps on

the mud during the early summer for this reason.
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After lobsters shed, they begin to head into deeper water, and are
very hungry.

They travel, according to the fishermen, over sand and gravel

bottom since this type of bottom affords fewest obstacles.
phrased it:

As one fisherman

"They don't climb up the shoals and climb over the rocks, and

they don't plow through the mud.

At this time of year, they go along the

sand and gravel bottom since this is easiest for them."

Several fishermen

mentioned that as lobsters "move off" into deeper water they like to hug the
"edge" of the shoals.

They can move relatively fast on the gravel, and

presumably are close enough to rocky hiding places should danger threaten.
In late fall and during the winter, lobsters go almost into hibernation.

At

this time of year, they can be found burrowed in the mud or in hiding places
on rocky bottom.

In the winter, so many experienced fishermen believe, fishing

is not good, but if one is going to catch lobsters, it will be on the hard
bottom or on the mud.

Since they are not travelling during these seasons,

lobsters are not on sandy bottom or gravelly bottom, which they ostensibly
use primarily as "highways going to somewheres else."
In short, according to fishermen, lobsters can best be caught in the
spring and summer on sandy bottom, gravel, or on the edge when they are moving
from one place to another.
water on rocky

In the late fall and winter, they are in deep

bottom or on the mud preparing to go into hibernation.

Given this general view of lobster behavior, fishermen saw little to
argue with in our figures.

After all, these data support the idea that lobsters

can best be caught on mud and hard bottom in late fall and winter.

The

data also support another hypothesis fishermen expound--namely that there
are lobsters to be caught on hard bottom all year.

This type of bottom

provides the most natural cover for lobsters, they believe.

Indeed, these

data demonstrRte that hard bottom is reasonably productive at all seasons.
Several fishermen mentioned the fact that fishermen in the past used to put

traps on nothing but hard bottom all year long.

It is only in the past few

decades that fishermen have exploited mud, sand, and gravel extensively.
Many men still place all or most of their traps on shoals, as the data on
number of traps pulled indicates.
~iolosists'

Reactions

The biologists had only a few points to make about the productivity of
various types of bottom, but they are worth recording.
One was mildly surprised by the results.

He said he would have expected

the rocky bottom to be most productive, since rocks provide the best cover
for lobsters and he would assume that a very high proportion of lobsters
would be in the rocks most of the time.
Another said that lobsters are found on all kinds of bottom, but that
the studies concerning bottom were most inconclusive.

There are scientific

papers which report definitive results concerning bottom material, and others
where no reliable results were obtained.

As far as he was concerned, little

could be said with any degree of certainty about the relationship between
type of bottom and catch.
A third said that he believed bottom was insignificant.
he said, His proximity to hiding places.
mud

or

sand

if

"What counts,"

One can do very well fishing on

that area is near rocks or crevices where lobsters can

hide."
None of the biologists spoke of lobsters as using sand and gravel
bottom as seasonal highways.

But three did not completely discount the theory

either.

Results of the Regression

Analysis

Da ta Analysi s

All of the data from this study were analyzed by multiple stepwise
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regression analysis.

In regression analysis, the formula is commonly given,

but in this case, giving the formula would be very difficult since 110
variables were used.

It is by far more meaningful to list the types of

variables, as shown in Table 13 below.
Table 13
List of Variables in Lobster Catch Regression Analysis
Type of Variable.
Head type

Trap construction material

Variable

Label~

1.
2.
3.
4.

Metal (all hog rings)
Hake mouth
Hog rings and hake mouth
Unknown

1.

Vinyl
Wood
Galvanized or aluminized

2.
3.
Trap length in feet

Actual length (in feet) used

Number of heads in trap

Actual number of heads used

Bait used in trap

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bagged herring
Redfish
Poggies
Miscellaneous
Alewives
Whiting, an9lor other dragged fish
Bagged and strung fish

Depth of trap in fathoms

1.

0-5 fathoms
6-10 fathoms
11-15 fathoms
16-20 fathoms
21-25 fathoms
26-30 fRthoms
31-35 fathoms
36-40 ff'thoms
41-45 fathoms
46-50 fathoms

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9,.

10.
Type of material on ocean
bottom

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Hard
Mud
Gravel
Sand
Edge of hard bottom
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Table 13, continued
Topography of ocean bottom

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Protected vs. unprotected
position

1.

Fishing area

1.
2.
3.

2.

4.

Hole
Large area of hard bottom
Shoal
Next to shore
Channel
Unprotected
Protected
Pemaquid
Bremen
New Harbor
Friendship

Fisherman

18 Variables involved. Each fisherman
assigned a variable number going from
1 to 18.

Season

1.
2.
3.

Length of lobsters caught

12 Variables allocated for length of lobsters
caught in each trap.

Weight of lobsters caught

12 Variables were allocated for weight of lobsters
caught in each trap.

Layover daysl season

1.
2.
3.

Layover days for summer
Layover days for fall
Layover days for spring

Pounds per layover day

1.

1bs per layover day

Estimated availability of
lobsters on bottom

1.

Est. availability of lobsters

Summer of 1977
Late fall 1977
Spring 1978

Computational variables

In stepwise regression analysis, the last step is generally considered
to be the most significant since it allows one to see the effects of all
factors working together simultaneously.

Accordingly, we ,will
concentrate
,',

on analyzing the last step of the regression analysis alone and ignore the
reams of computer output which led up to these results.
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In the last step of this analysis, some 53 independent variables printed
out.

Much of the information it contains strongly reinforces the preceeding

analysis; other aspects of this analysis add other dimensions to our understanding of the factors influencing the pounds of lobsters caught per trap.
Major Conclusions
An analysis of the regression coeficients (B figures) allows one to
compare the importance of variables of the same type with each other, and
gives strong evidence for the following assertions:
(1) Catches in the summer and fall are about the same, but drop dramatically
between fall and spring.

The figures indicate that in the spring of the year,

a trap will catch .89 lbs/trap haul less than it caught in the summer, a
phenominally large drop.

[Summer

= Baseline

Variable; Winter (B

=

.1542285);

Spring (B = 0.8951936, p ) .05).]
(2) Four foot traps catch .53 lbs/trap haul more lobsters than three foot
traps.

Traps with four heads did substantially better than traps with three

heads.

Number of heads can be treated as a proxy variable for length of trap

since four foot traps generally have four heads, and three foot traps generally

[3 ft. trap

have three heads.
p )

= Baseline

Variable; 4 ft. trap (B

= .5357639,

.001).]

(3) In studying the effectiveness of bait, bagged herring was used as the
baseline variable.

Our figures indicate that bagged herring is more effective

than some other kinds of bait, and less effective than others over the annual
round.

A list of the kinds of bait, from most effective to least effective

is as follows:

poggies (B

=

(B = 0.2033606); alewives (B
miscellaneous (B

.7996427); bagged herring and stringed redfish

= 0.2694326);

= -0.3508594);

whiting (B
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bagged herring (Baseline variable);

= -0.2940270);

redfish (B

= -0.2099449);

(All resuits significant at least at the .05 level).

These results correlate

nicely with our earlier data concerning bait.
(4) Some fishermen are far more highly skilled than other men.

One very good

fisherman was used as a baseline variable, so that others are seen in relation
to him.

The range in B figures went from 0.4148997 (p ) .001) to -0.9441483

(p ) .001).

These figures indicate that the best fisherman in our sample

caught .32 Ibs. per trap haul more than the least skilled fisherman.

Of

course, the regression analysiS gives no indication of exactly what fishing
practices influence catch, or even whether all of these "skills" are conscious
or unconscious.
(5) As we saw earlier there is an association between the depth at which
traps are placed and season.

Traps are more productive in shallow water just

after shedding and are moved into deep water in the fall, etc.
in any given season or week, fishermen
from certain depths than others.

undoubt~dly

We noted that

do obtain more lobsters

However, the regression analysiS contains

information from the entire year.
is no single depth that is strongly

Over the course
of the annual cycle, there
. ."
~i'

associ~tedwith
.;i

high productivity.

five fathom interval was treated as a single independent variable.
case, the results were insignificant.
to 30 fathom range which produced a

Each

In every

The single exception is again the 26

a of

.3036022 ( p

> .002).

This means

that traps at this depth produced .303 Ibs/trap haul more than traps placed
in 0 to 5 fathoms (our baseline variable), and that these results could
scarcely have happened by accident.
(6) The results of the regression analysis do not appear to buttress our
earlier results concerning type of bottom, in that they indicate that traps
placed on hard bottom do better than traps placed on mud, gravel or sand.
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The results are highly significant statistically.

The various types of bottom,

from most productive to least productive, are listed as follows:
bottom (baseline variable); mud (B
-0.3021396, p) .002); Sand (B

hard

= -0.1243054, P ) .05); gravel (B =

= -0.3720884, p} .001).

Our earlier data on mean catches by season by type of bottom demonstrated
that gravel and sand bottom produced the most lobsters in the spring and summer.
These results are really not inconsistent, however, since the regression
analysis contains all the data over the entire year.

Moreover, there are

very few traps placed on sand and gravel; most were placed on hard bottom.
Taking all these factors into account, it is not surprising that over the
whole year the regression analysis indicates that hard bottom does best.
(7) The regression analysis indicates that there is no statistically significant difference between the amount of lobster produced by traps with funnel
(hog ring) heads, hake mouth, or a combination of the two types.

This was

true even though the mixed heads unquestionably produce more lobsters in the
summer and fall, while the hake mouth heads are more productive in the spring.
There is no difference if all data from all seasons are taken into account.
(8) There is a statistically significant difference between the lbs/trap
produced by traps made of different materials.

(This information is summarized

in Table 6J Again, these results substantiate the fact that the most productive traps are the aluminized, followed by vinyl, and finally by wooden
traps.

These results are significant statistically.

The Relative Importance of Factors Influencing Catch
A comparison of the standardized regression coeficient (BETA figures)
from this regression analysis allows us to do something that can not be done
either by a study of the cross tabulations appearing in the earlier part of this
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paper, or the B figures (regression coeficients): namely, it allows us to
compare the importance of all variables in the total regression equation.
If we list the variables in terms of the values of their respective BETA
figures, we obtain a reasonable idea of the importance of various factors
in explaining total 1bs/lobster/trap haul.

Table 14 contains such a

listing.
T1'lble 14
Factors Influencing Catch as Indicated by Standardized
Regression Coeficients
Beta Figure 2
1
Variable Name
(Standardized Regression CoeHsien~}
Spring

.295

Availability of lobsters

.227

Trap size

.180

Number of heads

.150

Poggies

.138

Layover days winter

.109

Fisherman 4H1

.106

Fishermen #9, 14 and 5

.090

Wooden traps

.094

Alewives

.088

Fishermen 17, 10, 18

.087

Layover days spring

.086

Fishermen #12 and 4

.075

Bagged and stringed bait

.074

lA11 variables with levels of significance over .05 have been excluded from
this Table except for those concerning head types. We can say nothing definite
about them since the results reported could have occurred by accident.
2The last two digits on the BETA figures have been left out and the sign as
well, since we are interested only in the relative importance of variables.
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Table 14, continued
26-30 Fathoms depth

.068

Sand

.049

Aluminized traps

.048

Fishermen #15, 8, 6

.045

Whiting

.043

Redfish

.043

Gravel

.043

Mud bcttom

.043

Hake mouth heads

.042 (insignificant f)

Hog ring and hake mouth heads

.041 (insignificant f)

If we can judge from this listing in Table 14, it appears the factors
affecting catch per trap haul can be listed, from most significant to least
important, in the following way:
Most Important

Seasonal factors
Trap size
Number of heads

Medium Importance

Fishing skill
Poggie and alewives used as bait
Layover days
Use of wooden traps (negative)
Bagged and stringed bait

Low Importance

Depth
Type of bottom
Type of heads
Whiting and redfish used as bait

Fishermen's .. Reactions
r-s
Fishermen are fully aware that a large variety of factors influence
catches and that some of these variables are more important than others.

In

order to study the way people in the industry assess the relative importance
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of the factors influencing catch, the fishermen in our sample
the following questions;

were asked

Which of the following factors is most important

in influencing lobster catches?

Which is least significant?

They were then

presented with the following list:
Depth
Season of the year
Head type
Fishing area
Type of bait
Skill of fisherman
Length of trap
Number of heads
Type of bottom
Layover days
The results of this little survey are summarized in Table 15.
Table 15
Fishermen's Responses to Questions on Importance of Factors
Influencing Catches
'lariable

if: Responses
"Most Important"

if Responses
"Least Important"

Depth

0

2

Season of year

8

0

Head type

0

2

Fishing area

4

1

Type of bait

1

4

Skill of fisherman

7

0

Length of trap

0

5

Number of heads

0

3

Type of bottom

1

0

Layover days

1

2

No response

2

5
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On the whole, fishermen had a very difficult time answering this question.
They were most reluctant to state that any single factor was least important.
Since they clearly recognized the complexity of the factors influencing catches,
they were much more inclined to give an answer after much hemming and hawing,
and then go on to discuss the reasons for their answer f'or ha 1f an hour.
Several very important insights stemmed from the answers fishermen gave,
and from the resulting discussions.
The responses tended to agree with some of the observations stemming
from the regression analysis in certain areas, but conflicted in others.
On the whole, fishermen indicated that three different types of variables
were of critical important in affecting catches:
area.

seasons, skill and fishing

Two men said they would like it to be October all year.

The results of the

regression analysis would substantiate the fact that all of these factors
are important.

However, the responses of fishermen are not in accord with

the results of the regression analysis in a number of other areas.

The

regression analysis indicated that type of bottom and depth were of little
importance in influencing catch.
with this.

The fishermen, on the whole, would disagree

Several pointed out that skill is a very important factor, and

that skill was closely connected with depth, type of bottom, layover days, and so
on.That is,a skillful man knows where to put his traps and how long to leave
them.

In their view, these were not separable variables.

More important,

the regression analysis suggested that size of trap and the closely related
variable "number of heads" was very import8nt.
not aware of the importance of this variable.

On the whole, fishermen are
No fishermen put "size of

trap" as "most important," and five said it was the least important factor.
Another two stated that the closely related variable "number of heads" was least
important.
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In addition, the regression analysis indicated that type of bait was of
moderate importance.

Fishermen appear to underestimate the importance of

type of bait, since four placed it as the least important factor, and several
others clearly did not think it was of critical importance.
Several fishermen said that the area one went fishing in was of critical
importance.

While the regression analysis conta:i.ned one variable for area

or town, our earlier analysis of fishing areas (see Table 3) tends to suggest
they are correct.
On the whole, it appears that fishermen are aware of the importance of
season, skill, and fishing area in influencing catches.

However, if the

regression analysis is to be believed, they are underestimating
of length of trap and number of heads.

the importance

They also pay a great deal of attention

to such factors as depth, layover days and type of bottom which they see as
closely related to skill.

The regression analysis indicates that these

variables are very unimportant. Here the fisherman's analysis may be

mo~e

accurate than the regression analysis would suggest.
Undoubtedly there is no single depth or type of bottom that is associated
with large catches throughout the year.

But no fisherman has ever suggested

that traps be left in one place all through the seasonal cycle.

They know

they must be moved, and place a lot of emphasis on analyzing when and where
they should be moved.

In this respect, the regression analysis and the

statements of fishermen tend to agree.

Both suggest that traps left in one

place throughout the year will do poorly.
Biologists r Reactions

All four biologists were presented with the same list of factors as the
fishermen and asked to identify the most important.

One guessed that type

of head was probably most significant, another said it was probably type of
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bottom, and the third said it was probably layover days.
the one who fished for lobsters immediately said:
trap" were most significant.

The fourth biologist,

"seasons and length of

I have no comment to make on these responses,

save to point out that those with firsthand

experience in fishing gave

responses which were perhaps more in line with the results of this particular
study.
L2ng-T~rm

Factors Influencing Catches

Fishermen and biologists are in relatively close agreement concerning
factors influencing catches in the short run.

This is far less true when we

are dealing with factors influencing catches over the course of many years.
While no data were presented to fishermen or biologists concerning longrun factors, these matters were mentioned by both fishermen and biologists
in virtually every interview.

These matters were clearly on their minds.

Two of the four biologists questioned clearly think the lobster industry
is headed for difficulties in the long run.

The problem is that over 90 percent

of the females are caught before they have a chance to extrude eggs once
(Krouse 1973:

172; Anonymous, State of Maine:

3).

As a result, there are

not enough eggs in the water so that recruitment into the fishery is being
negatively affected.

Several biologists have pointed out that the total

catch of lobsters in Maine has remained the same or has dropped, despite
generally favorable ecological conditions and an enormous increase in traps
and fishing effort.

The solution biologists generally favor is an increas

in the legal measure to 3.5
54; Krouse 1973:

inches

(Krouse 1972:

172; Anonymous, State of Maine:

Three of the four biologists we interviewed

10-12; Thomas 1973:

3).
spont:~neously

volunteered

that they strongly favored raising the lega 1 measure to 3 ..5 inches and doing
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away with the five inch measure.

An increase in the legal measure, they

felt, would greatly increase the number of eggs in the water and increase
recruitment.

The oversize measure, they. felt, did little to increase the

number of eggs in the water since so few lobster actually survived to this
size.

Moreover, two biologists pointed out, a great many small lobsters

are undoubtedly eaten by the so called "Jumbo" lobsters.
Like the biologists, very few lobstermen support the five inch oversize
law.

In a study done on the Pemaquid Peninsula in 1977, only 9 men favored

the oversize law, while some 59 said they wanted to do away with the measure
on oversize males.

Fishermen's reasons for wishing to do away with the

"oversize" measure are not the same as those of biologists.

When talking

about this law, fishermen often make a distinction between oversize males
and females.

The analogy used is straight from the cattle range.

In the

view of many fishermen, an oversized male lobster is to be compared to a
bull, in that he can presumably breed many females.

In the view of many of

these men, the law protecting an oversized female has some substance since
she can lay eggs, while the law on oversized males just protects a lot of
superflouous animals that are not needed for breeding stock and which might
as well be caught and eaten.

The biologists make no distinction between the

sexes when arguing against the law on oversized lobsters.

Unlike the biologists,

very few fishermen favor a raise in toe legal measure to 3.5 inches.

In

~ur

1977 study, only four fishermen favored the raise to 3.5 inches while some 82
said they would oppose such a proposal.
There are two reasons for this opposition.

First, they fear that an

increase in the measure would make at illegal to take many lobsters they can
now catch legally.

They are undoubtedly correct.

A recent study has demon-

strated that an increase in the measure of evenl/16th of an inch would reduce
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catches by 20 percent (Acheson and Reidman 1980).

If the measure were

suddenly increased from 3 and 3/l6ths inches to 3.5 inches (this has never
been seriously suggested), the drop in catch would be 69 percent.
Second,

m~y

fishermen clearly do not believe there is a clear connection

between fishing pressure, eggs in the water and recruitment.

In short,

they doubt the whole set of connections and the logic that biologists use to
justify the increase in the measure to 3.5 inches.

In the view of many

fishermen, the long-run fluctuations in lobster landings are due to "a
natural cycle."

This is not to say that they do not believe that there is

no overfishing, but rather that other factors are far more important in
influencing the supply of lobster than fishing pressure.

In this study, 16

men out of 24 said there were too many fishermen and traps, but they strongly
suspected that factors such as water temperature, predation by other animals,
the supply of food, disease, etc. had far more influence on the supply of
legal lobsters than the biologists were willing to admit.

As one man phrased

it, "the 3.5 inch law may give uS more berried (egged) females, but that
don't mean we'll get larger catches down the road.
those eggs.

Anything can

h~ppen

to

They might never hatch, and even if they do, the little lobsers

can get sucked out to sea, eaten by fish or froze up in the ice."

His own

pet theory was food supply, and he went on to expound on the virtues of
trying to increase the lobster supply by letting people dump raw sewage into
the water again.

The food supply issue cannot be easily disposed of.

One

of the biologists questioned underlmed the fact that most animal populations
constantly vary with the size of their food supply.
Conclusion
A very wide variety of biological, seasonal and technical factors influences
lobster catches.

Fishermen are generally aware of
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the~,

and have developed

a whole set of insights about the behavior of lobster.s and the various sets
of conditions which influences the animal's propensity to enter traps.
modify their own behavior accordingly.

They

On the whole, fishermen are well

aware of the combinations of variables which affect catches.

Moreover, the

kinds of explanations they use to explain variations in catches and lobster
behavior, while not scientific, do not seem preposterous to fisheries
biologists familiar with the lobster fishery.

Quitethe contrary.

In

m~ny

cases, fishermen and biologists are in very close agreement concerning the
factors influencing catch.

Our data do not give substance to the theory

that fishermen and biologists really talk a different language and have
completely different views of the fishery.
Fishermen have correctly identified seasonal, areal and skill factors
as being the most important in influencing catches.

If the results of our

regression analysis are to be believed, their only serious error may be in
according depth, bottom, and type of heads more importance than these

variabl~s

deserve, and in under-estimating the importance of trap length and number
of heads.

But without question, they have a very clear view of the important

factors influencing catches.
However, the fishermen and biologists strongly disagree on the factors
affecting long-term variations in lobster supplies.

The biologists clearly

believe that predation by man is one of the most important factors decreasing
the supply of lobsters.
to be responsible.

Fishermen point to other factors as being more apt

"Its all a natural cycle," they say.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING PRODUCTION OF MEl'AL AND WOODEN LOBSTER TRAPS:
A T:EXjHNICAL REPORT

James M. Acheson

Introduction
Although metal lobster traps have been in existence for at least two
decades, and fishermen in Maine have been using them in large numbers since

1974, the desirability of changing to such traps remains in doubt.

Many

fishermen feel that metal traps are vastly more efficient; other fishermen,
equally experienced, argue that the trap's construction material has little
effect on lobster catches in comparison with other factors; still other
fishermen argue persuasively that certain types of metal traps are inferior
to the traditional wooden traps.

The object of this paper is to analyze the

factors influencing lobster catches, with a view towards determining the
relative importance of such factors.

The effect of trap construction material

on catches is of particular interest.
In order to evaluate factors
two different studies.

a~fecting

lobster catches, we carried out

In the first, fishermen in Muscongus and John's Bay

helped us obtain data on 7716 trap hauls during 1977-1978.
data presented in this paper come from this study.

Most of

the

In the second study,

conducted in the fall of 1978, three fishermen from Pemaquid Harbor allowed
us to gather data on a smaller number of traps to address issues concerning
metal traps which we had not examined in the first study.
with the quality of the data from both studies.

We are pleased

Not only is the number of

traps hauled large enough for statistical reliability, but the data were collected under conditions which allow us to control for a number of significant
factors influencing lobster catches.

The issue of controls is critical.

One

cannot compare the catches of various types of wooden and metal traps unless
one also takes into account factors such as season, the type of bait used,
the position of the trap, head type, and other variables.
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These data generally support five conclusions.
large number of factors influencing lobster catches.

First, there are a
Second, some variables

play a much larger role in influencing catches than trap construction
materials.

Third

,trap construction material has an effect on lobster

catches, but not all kinds of metal traps are ·equal by any means.
same is true for other trap construction materials.

The

Fourth, no single

type of lobster trap consistently outfishes all other types of traps under
all conditions.

Fifth, although the trap construction material (metal~

vinyl, wood) has relatively little effect on catches compared with other
factors, it has enough effect on income levels that it should be taken into
account when one is investing in new gear.
Two different kinds of apologies are owed at the outset.

First, it is

assumed that readers will be familiar with the most elementary aspects of
the lobster industry.

Periodically, descriptions are included on aspects

of the industry unique to Maine (e.g. local laws, etc.), but no pretense
has been made to describe the boats, traps, daily round, the territorial
system, etc.

Those who are relatively unfamiliar with the Maine lobster

industry may wish to consult the following articles written by the author
which are listed in the bibliography (Acheson 1972; 1975; 1977).
fishermen are suspicious of statistics, and justifiably so.

Second,

All too often

statistical evidence has been a sanctuary for scoundrels of various sorts
seeking to make their case in terms that could scarcely be challenged by
working fishermen.
fishing and fish,

Fishermen, after all, may know a great deal about
but they are rarely able to express their findings

in numbers.
Unfortunately, when trying to assess different kinds.of gear and
catches of different types of traps, only a statistical analysis will do.
l.rnpressions will not replace hard data on exactly what was caught fran various kinds of traps, aDd the worth of those lobsters.
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We apologize, in advance, for throwing around a lot of numbers.

We

will attempt to present all the data in terms that throw light on
the nroblems, not obscure them, and explain the concepts used.

Throughout

the paper, we will make a clear distinction between the facts (data) on
what came up in traps, and our analysis.

We recognise that experienced

fishermen may accept our information, but may have a different interpretation.
One final cautionary note needs to be sounded.

When

we

are

analyzing all of the factors that influence lobster catches together, only
a regression analysis will suffice.

While regression analysis is a very

powerful set of tools of immense practical value to social scientists,
it is an advanced statistical technique, relying on mathematical concepts
that are beyond the control of a large number of college professors.
there were any recourse to this kind of analysis, we would use it.

If
The rest

of the paper and the results will, hopefully, be readiJ.y understandable to
anyone who knows lobster fishing.
Methodolog;x:
In our first study to obtain information on the relative efficiency of
different kinds of metal traps, five University of Maine emnloyees rode lobster boats owned by 18 fishermen from five towns in the Muscongus Bay region
of Maine, and recorded data on 7716 traps that were pulled in while team me~
bers were on board.

The data were obtained in three different seasons:

July

and August of 1977; November and December 1917; and April and May of 1978. 1

IDuring the summer of 1977, the trap sample was obtained by James Acheson,
John Thorvaldsen, and Hilliam Acheson. The winter 1977 sample was obtained
by James Acheson and John Bart. The spring 1978 sample was obtained by James
Acheson, John Bart, and Jayne LelIa, while the 1979 fall sample waS obtained
by Terry Cucci and James Acheson.
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This was coded, keypunched, and analyzed by computer.

The information

was then incorporated into a preliminary article on trap catches which
was shown to several fishermen for their commentary.

On the whole, the

fishermen who saw this paper agreed with the results, but pointed out one
serious deficiency -- namely, that we had assumed that all galvanized and
aluminized traps were alike.

Several fishermen claimed that traps made

of wire that was impervious to corrosion fished better than those made of
wire that corroded.

Accordingly, we obtained data on another 2135 traps

pulled by three Pemaquid Harbor fishermen in the fall of 1979 to test this
hypothesis.

During this second study, we recorded all of the original in-

formation plus data on the condition of the wire in metal traps pulled.
It should be noted that the only data we have on the corrosion issue comes
from the 1979 fall samples.

In 1977 and 1978 the vast majority of the

traps pulled were not corroding.
this

paper

In short, all of the data which appear in

were obtained by six people from the research team who were

either permanent or temporary University employees; none was obtained by
fishermen, State employees, or anyone else.
During periods when we were doing our trap sample, we would normally
wait until the evening news to get the weather and then call fishermen who
had agreed to help us for permission to accompany them in the morning.
Those of us who comprised the research team would then get un between 3:00 a.m.
and 6:00 a.m., depending on season, and meet the fisherman at some designated
place -- normally the dock of the dealer or cooperative where he sells lobsters.
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Each of us would spend the day on different boats recording data on every
trap that was pulled during the day.

One set of data was recorded for

every string l of traps that was pulled:

the name of the fisherman, the

date, the string position, the type of bottom, the depth of the string,
the harbor from which the man fished, the type of bait being used, the
number of layover days, and the distance of that string to strings owned
by other fishermen.

For each trap in the string, we noted whether it was

a metal or wooden trap, recorded any unusual features of the trap, meaSured all of the legal sized lobsters, and noted the number of notched-tailed
lobsters if any.2

Since fishermen are paid only for pounds of legal siz-

ed lobsters caught, we made no attempt to record data on the short lobsters.
A trap which was good only for catching shorts would be of very little interest to fishermen.

Moreover, it should be noted that we made no attempt

to weigh the lobsters caught since scales would be innacurate on a moving
boat.

Rather, we measured the carapace lengths of legal lobsters using a

standard scientific caliper, and recorded the results in millimeters.

The

weight of lobsters was obtained later by converting length measurements into
pounds using a simple mathematical formula.
time to record all this data.

Ordinarily, there was ample

In the area where this project took place

fishermen pull between 150 and 350 traps per day or a trap every two or
three minutes on the average.

(A sample data sheet used to record all of

this information is included in the appendix.)

Usually we would arrive

1 Lobster traps are normally laid in clusters or strings.
2 Under current Maine law, only lobsters may be legally taken which measure
between 3-3/16 and 5 inches on the carapace. Moreover, it is illegal to
take females with eggs or which have ever had eggs on them. Formerly, when
a female lobstel:' with eggs Was caught, she was marked. by cutting a v-shaped
notch out of one of her tail flippers. Such "notched-tail" lobsters cannot
be legally taken by any fisherman again since they are proven breeding stock.
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back at the dock between 1:30 and 3:00 p.m. and arrive home by 4:00 or
so.

On some highline boats, one might leave the dock at 5:00 a.m. and not

land until 5:30 p.m.
We made no attempt to obtain data on lobster catches from allover
the state, but purposely concentrated all of our effort on data from
carefully selected fishermen fishing out of four adjacent harbors in order
to control for a number of ecological and technological factors.

Since

the issue of controls is so critical, some explanation of this aspect of
the methodology is called for.
A very large number of factors influences lobster catches.

The number

of lobsters a man obtains varies enormously depending on season of the year,
the number of traps

employed~

and the area he is fishing.

In any area,

at any given season, lobstermen state, catches will vary depending on the
skill of the fisherman, the position of the trap, the depth at which it is
placed, the type of bait used, the type of heads, the length of the trap,
and what the trap is made of.

We cannot accurately assess how well metal

traps do compared to wooden ones if we compare the catch of four foot ',iOoden
traps, baited with alewives, in the Stonington

area in the spring with three

foot vinyl-covered traps, baited with bagged herring, from the Kittery area
in mid-winter.

If we want to compare metal and wood, we need to keep as many

of these factors the same as we possibly can.
for all these extraneous factors.

In a word, we need to control

This could only be done by carefully

selecting the people and conditions under which the data were collected.
Several important comments need to be made in this regard:
(1)
water.

It is necessary to control for the time the trap has been in the
One cannot compare a metal trap and a wooden one if one trap has

been in the water for three days and the other only half an hour,
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Conse-

quently, in measuring the output of traps, we used as a measure pounds of
lobster produced per trap per layover day.
we will use throughout this paper.

This is the standard measurement

In this paper, the number .333 Ib/trap

/LOD means 1:1/3 pounds per trap per layover day. II
(2)

Only fishermen who were using both metal and wooden traps were

asked to participate in this project.

These men did not have the same

number of metal and wooden traps by any means.
both types.

But they all had some of

This allowed us to compare catches from metal vs. wooden

traps taken by the same man in the same day.
(3)

There is substantial evidence that some men are much better fisher-

men than others (Acheson 1977).
in the industry.

This is generally acknowledged by everyone

In order to control for skill, we chose men who had been

in the lobster business full-time for at least five years.
part-timers or

lt

new II fishermen in the sample.

of some help, but proved to be inadequate.

There were no

This attempt at control was

As we shall see, a great deal

of the variation in catches can only be accounted for if we use a vastly
more sophisticated indicator of skill.

It is naive to assume that all

people with five years experience are equally skilled fishermen.

(4)

Some fishermen stated with great vehemence that there would be

a strong variation in the performance of wooden and metal traps with the
season.

Such a hypothesis was generally phrased in terms of predicting that

either wood or metal traps would fish better at different times of year.
In order to obtain information on such factors, we gathered data at three
different times of the year:

just after shedding in July and August; in

the middle of the productive fall fishing season (November and December);
and in the spring, when catches are generally lower.
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(5)

There is a good deal of evidence suggesting that men

fi~hing

from

some areas do better than men fishing from others due to differences in
concentrations of lobsters, variation in fishing effort along the coast,
and other ecological factors not understood (Acheson 1975).

For this

reason we limited our investigation only to fishermen from Pemaquid, New
Harbor, Bremen, and Friendship.
inadequate.

Even this attempt at control proved to be

While Muscongus Bay is relatively small, it is not a uniform

body of water by any means.
of lobsters than others.

Some areas of the Bay are far more productive

These differences show up most dramatically in

the case of Bremen, whose fishermen had been doing unusually well the past
few summers when they were fishing far up Muscongus Bay, while fishermen
from Friendship and New Harbor, further down the Bay were catching far
fewer lobsters during this season.

For this reason, it is impossible to

compare catches (particularly during the summer) without controlling for
the specific terri tory in this bay where men from particular towns fish. 1

(6)

Lobster fishermen believe that the type and construction of traps

strongly influences catch.

The majority build their own traps and rig

them out, and they are constantly making minor changes in design.

Thus, it

is not only that trap styles differ from one man to another, but that the
same man might have several different styles, which differ -- at least in his
mind -- in important respects.

At the lobster trap factory run by James

Davidson in Round Pond, Maine, fishermen can choose between some 40 different
models.
Controlling for the type of trap is not as difficult as it might at
first sound, since all fishermen in the area under study use only a limited
number of types of traps.

All traps used are either three foot or four

1 See Acheson (1972; 1975).
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foot models, with either 3 or 4 heads made of nylon or some other synthetic twine.

In this area the vast majority of the traps are fitted out

wi th either hake mouth heads (string heads where the opening for the lobster
is made very narrow by pressure from guy strings) or Iltlog ring heads" (heads
with openings held open with metal rings about 5 inches in diameter).

In

this area there are two different kinds of metal traps in use:

traps covered

wi th aluminized wire, and traps covered with vinyl coated wire.

All of the

wooden traps are the traditional bow trap (oval) covered with oak lathes.
In order to control for type of trap, we selected fishermen who used metal
and wooden traps, which were three or four feet in length and had hake
mouth or hog ring heads or a combination of these two types of heads.

If

men pulled any other odd type of trap during the days we were on their
boats, the information was not recorded.
While it took two faculty members and three research assistants along
with 20 lobstermen over a year to collect the data on these thousands of

traps, the results can be expressed in very few tables.
In the following pages, we will present three different types of
tables.

Each one approaches the issue of metal vs. wooden traps from a

different perspective, and gives different information.

.

Seasonal Variations
... and

Tra~

Type

Table 1 sum.'Illarizes all the data we obtained during our first study on
pounds per trap per layover day for all seasons we collected information.
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Table 1
Pounds/Trap/Layover Day for Vinyl, Aluminized and Wooden Traps
Over the Annual Cycle*

Season

Pounds per Trap **
per Layover Day

. TraJ? TYpe

Number of
TraIl Pulls

Summer 1977

vinyl
wood
aluminized

0.306
0.315
0.850

250
1402
466

Winter 1977-78

vinyl
wood
aluminized

0.381
0.265
0.377

1737
851

vinyl
wood
aluminized

0.238
0.260
0.267

686
1119
917

Spring 1978

UG

Statistical Note #1
Value of

Degrees
of

Level
of

Season~__________C~o~mp~a~r~i~s~o_n______________t__________~F~r~e~e~d~o~m~______~S~i~gp~if~1~'c_a~n~c~e~_______

_I!:_,"!"

-::-":-1

1977-78

ne; 1978

vinyl vs wood
vinyl vs aluminized
wood vs aluminized

.0251
-9.929
11.813

328
712
550

P=.50 (not significant)
P=.OOl (significant)
P=.OOl (significant)

vinyl vs aluminized
vinyl vs wood
wood vs aluminized

0.139
0.156
7.257

325
510
1277

P =.50 (not sigmficant)
p =.50 (not significant)
P =.005 (significant)

vinyl vs wood
vinyl vs aluminized
aluminized vs wood

-1.220
-1.559
-0.396

1602
1549
1978

P =.20 (not significant)
P =.10 (not significant)

P =.50 (not significant)

*All data in Table 1 were obtained in our first study (1977-78).
The metal traps were in good condition and were not ~orroding.
**There are two commonly used ways to measure the output of a trap: (1) pounds
of lobster per trap hauled, and (2)pounds of lobster per trap hauled per layover day. In this case, pounds per trap per layover day has been used since
this ~easurement takes into account the working time of the bait.
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Several critical facts stand out clearly in Table 1.

First, Table

1 underlines the fact that a good deal of seasonal variation exists in the
lobster fishery.

In general, traps do best after shedding season in the

summer, and worst in the spring.

Wooden traps, for example, caught .315

lbs/trap/layover day in the summer~ .265 lbs/trap/layover day in the winter;
and ,260 Ibs/trap/layover day in the spring.

The same downward trend

can be seen in the figures for the aluminized traps as well.
nothing surprising in this.

There is

Everyone in lobster fishing has known for years

that spring fishing has been very bad in comparison with shedder season
and fall fishing.
More important, this table points out that there is no single type
of trap that consistently out-fishes all others, nor any type of trap that
always does worse than any others.
However, these figures give very little reliable information about
which traps fish best at any given season or over the course of the year.
For example, it might appear that we could conclude that vinyl traps did
worse than either aluminized traps or wooden traps in the summer, but did
significantly better than wooden or aluminized traps in the winter.

In

the spring, they were again outfished by the wooden and aluminized traps.
Unfortunately almost none of these conclusions can safely be made given the
statistical probabilities involved.

In the spring of 1978 aluminized traps

caught .267 lbs. of lobster/layover day; wood .260 Ibs/trap/layover day;
while the vinyl got .238 Ibs/trap/layover day.
are not statistically Significant.

However, these differences

The difference in average catches (lbs/

trap/layover day) is small enough that they could have occurred by accident.
~oreover, in the winter of 1977-78, there is no statistically Significant

difference in the catches of vinyl and aluminized traps.
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The vinyl traps

caught 0.381 lbs/trap/layover day, whereas the aluminized traps caught 0.377
1bs/trap/1~yover

day, but the results of our test of significance again

demonstrate that there is a high probability this could have occurred
purely by accident.
Of course, tests of significance are not
what is going on.

al~s

reliable indicators of

These figures indicate that in the summer of 1977 alu-

mini zed traps outfished both vinyl and wooden traps by a wide margin.

More-

over, the differences in mean catches are highly significant statistically.l
In fact, there is only 1 chance in 1000 that these results could have
occurred by accident (those who know some stat istic s can verify thi s by
looking at the P figures in Statistical Note #1).

From these figures, ob-

tained in the summer of 1977, it might appear that the aluminized traps are
clearly superior, and that there is not much difference between the vinyl
and wooden traps.

These conclusions are not warr

the aluminized fishing gear in the summer

~ted.

A great deal of

1977 sample was used by Bremen

fishermen, and for reasons no one can figure out, catches have been very
high in the headwaters of Muscongus Bay and the Medomak River where Bremen
fishermen place their traps in shedder season (summer).
question then is:

The critical

are the spectacular results of the aluminized traps,

recorded in Table I, due to the traps, or to the fact that fishing in certain areas is spectacularly good?

The information in Table I does not allow

us to anSwer this question.
Without going into a lot of fancy statistics, it should be noted that
wooden traps are outfished by either vinyl traps or aluminized traps.

In

no season of the year do they clearly do better than both vinyl or aluminized

lrhere is no statistically significant difference in the catches of vinyl
and wooden traps.
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traps.

Those who know statistics will immediately seize on the fact

that Statistical Note #1 demonstrates that the difference in means between
wooden and vinyl and aluminized traps is not always significant, and that
nothing conclusive can be drawn from Table 1.

Nevertheless, as we shall

see, there is strong reason to believe that wooden traps do not do as well
as metal traps as long as the metal is not corroding.

This is indicated,

though not proven, by the information in Table 1.
, 'F.1,Shing Skill, and Catches

All of the men who allowed us to gather catch data on their boats had
at least five years experience, were full time fishermen with inboard powered
boats, and fished throughout the year.
skill.

It did not.

levels.

We hoped that this would control for

The men who helped us are clearly of different skill

There is a great difference in the lbs/trap/layover day produced by

men of different skill levels using the same type of traps from the same harbor.
In New Harbor, for example, where we have a particularly large trap sample,
there is a marked difference in the mean lbs/trap/layover day between very high
skilled fishermen and high skilled men for every type of trap.

As one can see

from Table II, high skilled men using vinyl traps caught .266 lbs/trap/layover
day, whereas the most highly skilled men caught .353 Ibs/trap/layover day.
High skilled men using wooden traps got .255 lbs/trap/layover day, while the
highest skilled men got .334 lbs/trap/layover day,

With the aluminized traps

the same difference can be observed: high skilled men in New Harbor got .303
lbs/trap/layover day whereas the most highly skilled got .513 lbs/trap/layover
day.

Statistical Note #2 demonstrates that all of these differences in

means are highly significant (at the .05 level or .001 level).
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However, the data in Table 2 tell very little about productivity of
different kinds of traps used by men of a given level of skill.

For example,

if we compare the traps used by high skilled men, the vinyl traps got .266
lbs/trap/layover day; the wooden traps got a little less, .255 lbs/trap/layover day; whereas the' aluminized traps caught .303 lbs/trap/layover day.
Trap 2
Pounds per Trap per Layover Day by Harbor by Skill, New Harbor 1977-78
Fishing
Skill

Trap Type
Vinyl

WOoo. .

Aluminized

Intermediate
High

.266 (n=599)

Highest Skill

.353

.255

n=1668

(n=87)

.303

n=120

.513

n=177

n = no. of trap hauls
Statistical Note #2
A set of t tests was run to determine whether the differences in means
observed in Table 2 were significant statistically.

T tests were run to

determine the level of significance of different types of traps at the same
skill level, and for different skill levels controlling for traps.
Comparison

Value

High Skill: vinyl VB. wood
High Skill: vinyl VB. aluminized
High Skill: wood vs. aluminized
Highest Skill: vinyl vs. wood
Highest Skill: vinyl vs. aluminized
Highest Skill: wood vs. aluminized
Vinyl Traps: high vs. highest skill
Wood Traps: high vs. highest skill
Aluminized Traps: high vs. highest skill

.666
.959
1.290
.450
2.903
4.473
2.065
5.169
4.003
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'Degrees of
Freedom
1166
155
135
103
224

214
107
1459
289

Significance
Leyel
p
p

P

= .50

= .20
= .10

P
p

= .50

P

= .001

= .005
,p = .001
P = .05
p = .001

However , the differences in these means are not statistically significant (see Statistical Note #2 in the section on catches for high skilled
men).

The output of traps used by the most highly ski.lled men produced

better results.

The aluminized traps these men used caught .513 Ibs/trap/

layover day whereas the vinyl traps got Jnly .353 Ibs/trap/layover day,
and the wood .334 Ibs/trap/layover day.

(Statistical Note #2 demonstrates

that orly two of the three comparisons are significant.

The difference in

means between vinyl and wooden traps is insignificant).
The data in Table 2 strongly suggest two things:

First, the skill of

the fishermen is a critical factor influenc ing trap catches of all kinds.
This table demonstrates clearly that our initial assumption that all men
who were full time fishermen and had five years experience were essentially
eQual is absolutely wrong.

Secondly, the information in this table suggests

that the aluminized traps do better than the vinyl or the wood.

There is

a good deal of other evidence that tends to buttress both of these conclusions.
Vinyl, Wooden and Aluminized Traps:

A Controlled ComIJ8.rison

Far more conclusive information can be obtained about the effectiveness
of metal vs. wooden traps by comparing the Ibs/trap/layover day figures for
each trap tY1>e, controlling for season of the year, fishing area, and skill
of the fishermen.

That is, we can tell a lot more about the catches of

these various types of traps if we compare catches of wooden, aluminized
and vinyl traps pulled by men of the same level
. of skill, in the -same
season, who are fishing in the same fishing area, which is usually

desi,~-

nated by the town or hamlet name.
To be sure, some of the information we collected c'annot be used in
a controlled comparison, but a very large amount can.
expressed in

Tabl~

3, which follows:
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The results are

Table

3

Controlled Comparisons on Lbs!Trap!Layover Day for Aluminized, Vinyl and Wood Traps*

Skill
Season

Town

Leve1

l.

High

'"
Vinyl

::; rii

Aluminized
.323
n=140

Value
of t

6",

2.753

12

P=.02

aluminized better
than vinyl

.768

10

P=.20

wood not clearly
better than vinyl

'" ...J

Summer

Bremen

2.
SWJIler

Bremen

Highest

Vinyl
.315
(n=9)

3.
Summer

Bremen

Highest

Vinyl
.315
n=9

Aluminized
.999
n=302

3.788

10

P=.005

aluminized better
than vinyl

4.
Summer

Bremen

Highest

Wood
.452
n=12l

Aluminized
.999
n=302

6.720

376

P=.OOl

aluminized better
than wood

.348

138

P=.50

wood not clearly
better than vinyl

1.206

26

P=.20

aluminized not
clearly better
than weod

.265
(n=9)

5.

Wood
.452
n=l21

SUlmner

New

Harbor

High

Vinyl
.174
n=85

Wood
.332
n=552

6.
Summer

New

Harbor

Highest

Wood
.319
n=256

Aluminized
.453
n=24

7.
Summer

Friendship

Intermediate

Wood
.176
n=172

Vinyl
.148
n=23

.621

35

P=.50

wood not clearly
better than vinyl

8.
Winter

Pemaquid

Highest

Vinyl
.428
n=68

Wood
.276
n=4ll

2.681

78

P=.Ol

vinyl better than
wood

9.
Winter

Bremen

Highest

Wood
.210
n=43

Aluminized
.378
n=742

3.250

51

P=.005

aluminized better
than wood

,'·These data were obtained in the 1977-78 study. The data from the supplementary
study done in the fall of 1979 are not included.
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Table

3 , continued

T own

Skill
Level

Season
10.
\o/inter

New Harbor

High

Vinyl
.353
n=172

11.
Winter

New Harbor

High

Vinyl
.353
n=172

12.
Hinter

New Harbor

High

13.
Winter

New Harbor

14.
Winter

6

rlW

Value
of t

<=1JO<.,

Ul...:l

P=.OOl

vinyl better
than wood

54

P=.50

Vinyl not clearly
better than
aluminized

1.788

44

P=.10

aluminized not
clearly better
than wood

1.883

31

P=.20

vinyl not clearly
better than wood

Aluminized
.382
n=66

.608

46

P=.50

vinyl not clearly
better than
aluminized

Wood
.297
n=566

Aluminized
.382
n=66

2.158

80

P= .05

aluminized better
than wood

Vinyl
.261
n=137

Wood
.395
n=292

2.771

334

P=.Ol

wood better than
vinyl

1.077

250

P=.50

vinyl not clearly
better than
aluminized

3.769

277

P=.OOl

wood better than
aluminized

4.669

231

Aluminized
.348
n=43

.076

Wood
.237
n=715

Aluminized
.348
n=43

Highest

Vinyl
.430
n=30

Wood
.297
n=566

New Harbor

Highest

Vinyl
.430
n=30

15.
Hinter

New Harbor

Highest

16.
Spring

Pernaquid

Highest

Wood
.237
n=715

,

17.
Spring

Pemaqui<l

Highest

Vinyl
.261
n=137

Aluminized
.203
n=121
"-

18.
Spring

Pemaquid

Highest

Wood
.395
n=292
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Aluminized
.203
n=121

'Table

3, continued

<0-<

a

Ul g
Q) 0
Q)cd
H Q)

Skill

Value

Level

0""
"-

v
"'easo:1
19.
Spring

New Harbor

High

Vinyl
.244
n:=342

Wood
.180
n=401

20.
Spri ng

New Harbor

High

Vinyl
.244
n=342

21.
Spring

New Harber

P.igh

New Harbor

~!'ing

24.
Spring

Town

t

0.:",
Q) H

Pr>-.

2.809

266

P=.005 vinyl better
than wood

Aluminized
.2'78
n='7'7

.'70'7

102

P=.50

aluminized not
clearly better
than vinyl

Woed
.180
n=401

Aluminized
.2'78
n='7'7

2.098

91

P=.05

aluminized better
than wood

Highest

Vinyl
.312
n=5'7

"load
.529
n=12'7

3.291

139

P=.002 twood better than
vinyl

New Har'Dor

Ei"hest

Vinyl
.312
n=5'7

Aluminized
.629
n=8'7

3.96'7

141

P=.OOl aluminized better
than vinyl

Hew Harbor

Highest

Wood
.529
n=121

Aluminized
.629
n=81

1.308

15'7

p= .20

aluminized not
clearly better
than wood

Friendship

Intermediate

Vinyl
.1'7'7
n=144

Wood
.121
n=205

243

P=.50

vinyl not clearly
better than wood

22.
Sp:'ing

23.

25.
Spring
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.1888

Table

3

necessitates some explanation.

In this table we have as-

sembled all the data collected in a way which controls for season, town,
and skill level of the fishermen involved.
statistical values necessary,
than it really is.

Moreover, we have included the

This table appears to be more complicated

Each case should be read across the page.

In controlled

comparison #1, we are comparing the Ibs/trap/LOD of vinyl traps with Ibs/
trap/LOD of aluminized which were pulled by high skilled men from Bremen in
the summer season.

The t value

and the degrees of freedom are statistical

devices used to indicate whether the difference in means is statisticallY
significant or not.

In this case, they indicate that the aluminized traps

caught more than vinyl traps pulled by men from the same town in the same
season, and that this difference is significant.
there is only a 2

~ercent

have occurred by accident.

The P value indicates that

chance that this difference in Ibs/trap/LOD could
With this level of significance, we can safely

conclude that these uncorroded aluminized traps owned by high-skilled Bremen
fishermen in the summer of 1977 outfished vinyl traps pulled by the men under
the same conditions.
Controlled comparison #2 compares the Ibs/trap/LOD of vinyl traps with
the Ibs/trap/LOD of wooden traps pulled by the most highly skilled fishermen in Bremen during the summer of 1978.

In this case the t test indicates

that there is a .20 or one in five chance of these results occurring by
accident.
thing.

A one in five chance is generally considered too high to prove any-

Thus, we conclude that the wooden traps pulled by these men are not

clearly superior to vinyl traps pulled by the same men under the same circumstances.
One should not be fooled by the statistics.
than they appear.

They are really a lot easier

If an average fisherman could take two weeks off from fish-

ing (which he cannot), he could learn enough statistics to make good sense out

•
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of all of this.

The

thing to recall is that we are trying to find

im~ortant

out whether one type of trap pulled by men under certain conditions does better
than another type of trap pulled by the same men under the same conditions.
A t test is merely a standard statistical test used to find out whether differences in the mean or average Ibs/trap/layover day are significant or not.
The results are always phrased in terms of some percentage.

Normal~y~

any-

thing over a one in 20 chance (P=.05) is considered statistically insignifisince the results could have occurred by accident in lout of 20 cases.

cant~

The results of all of these controlled comparisons is summarized in
Table

4.

(Note that Table

extrapolated from Table

3 •

4 does not contain anlfthing that· cannot be
It merely pulls together information on the

results of controlled comparisons of particular type).
in Table

3

The first comparison

is one in which high skilled fishermen in Bremen in the summer

caught .323 lbs/trap!layover day from aluminized traps and .265 Ibs/trap/
layover day from vinyl traps.
significant (at the .02 level).
o~

the four

The difference in these two means is highly
In Table

4, this information appears as one

cases where the mean Ibs!trap!layover day of aluminized traps

exceeds vinyl traps.

It is also one of the three statistically significant

cases where the Ibs/trap/layover day of aluminized traps exceeds the lbs!
trap/LOD of vinlfl traps.
The info·rmation on the statistically significant cases tells a good
deal about the relative superiority of one type of trap over another.
There are three controlled comparisons with st atistically significant
results where lbs/trap/LOD of aluminized traps exceeds the Ibs/trap/LOD of
vinyl.

There are no statistically significant cases :i11er.e the mean catches

of vinyl traps exceed the aluminized.

This is very strong evidence sugges-

ting that aluminized traps in good condition are superior to vinyl in general.
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There are four statistically significant cases where the catches of
aluminized traps exceeds those of wooden traps, and only one statistically
significant case where Ibs/trap/LOD of wooden traps exceeds the Ibs/trap/
LOD of aluminized traps.

This is strong evidence that aluminized traps

are also superior to wooden one.
Table 4
Summary of Controlled Comparisons*
on Lbs/Trap/LOD for Various Types of Traps

" t"J..on
Case DescrJ..p·

N0 . 0 f

lbs/trap/LOD aluminized traps exceeds
lbs/trap/LOD vinyl traps

Cases

No. of
Stati sti cally
Significant
Cases

4

3

7

4

5

3

lbs/trap/LOD of vinyl traps exceeds
lbs/trap/LOD of aluminized traps

3

0

lbs/trap/LOD of wooden traps exceeds
lbs/trap/LOD of vinyl traps

5

2

Ibs/trap/LOD wooden traps exceeds
lbs/trap/LOD of aluminized traps

I

1

,

Ibs/trap/LOD aluminized traps
exceeds Ibs/trap/LOD of wooden
traps

Ibs/trap/LOD of vinyl traps exceeds
lbs/trap/LOD of wooden traps

,

* These data were obtained in the first 1977-78 study.
tra p3 were generally in good condition.
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The aluminized wire

The situation vith wooden and vinyl traps is not clear.

There

are three statistically significant cases where the lbs/trap/LOD of vinyl
traps exceeds the lbs/trap/LOD of wooden traps, and two cases where it is
the other way around.

From this, the only thing we can conclude is that

the catch of vinyl traps and wooden traps are approximately equal, with a
slight edge going to the vinyl traps.
Perhaps the most important thing that can be gained from Tables
and

4 is an appreciation for the complexity of the situation

dealing with,

3

we are

Even in situations where we are comparing catches of diff-

erent types of traps pulled by men from the same town, with approximately
the same level of skill, at the same season, there is no single type of trap
that clearly outfishes all others and none that outdone by all others all
of the time.

The result of these controlled comparisons indicates that

aluminized traps are superior generally to vinyl and wood, and that vinyl
traps are, perhaps, a little superior to wood.

There are, however, a few

instances where wooden traps viII outfish vinyl and even one case where
very high skilled men got more from wooden traps than aluminized traps
(see Table

3, controlled comparison #18).
'Factors lrifluenc i~ 'TraP 'Catches: ' 'A'RegressidriAr,alysis

All of the data from this study were analyzed using stepwise multiple
regression.

Regression analysis is a very powerful statistical tool.

Un-

fortunately, it cannot be adequately explained in a paper of this kind.
Those who have had a background in statistics will immediately understand
What is to follow.

For those who have not, it is important to realize

several things about the analysis presented here:

(l) 'Regression

analysis allows us to take into account a very large number of variables.
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In the previous sections, we were really taking into account only lbs/
trap/layover day, season, type of trap, skill level, and fishing area or
town.

This analysis gave very interesting results.

However, it did not

allow us to take into account such factors as bait, depth of the trap, length
of the trap, type of bottom, head type, and fishing practices of individual
men.

A regression analysis will allow us to take all of these factors into

account all at once.

(2) In regression analysis, we are attempting to sep-

arate out the effects of a Whole cluster of independent variables on a dependent variable.

In this case, the dependent variable

the thing we are

trying to account for -- is pounds of legal-sized lobsters in a trap.

The

independent variables are such items as type of trap, type of bait, season,
depth, and bottom.

Thus, this regression analysis will analyze what effect

items like type of trap, boat, season, bottom, etc. have on lbs/trap caught.
As we shall see, this regression analysis strongly reinforces many observations
made earlier in this paper.

It also gives a good many additional observations

as well.
(Those who have not had time to take statistics may wish to skip to the
section on conclusions.)
In regression analysis, it is standard to give the formula.

In this

case, giving the formula would be very difficult since some sixty variables
were used in the regression equation.
the types of variables used.

It would be more meaningful to list

This has been done in Figure 1 which follows:
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Figure 1
List of Variables in Lobster Catch Regression Analysis
Variable Labels
Head type

1.
2•

3.

4.
Trap construction material

Metal (all hog rings)
Hake mouth
Hog rings and hake mouth
Unknown

3.

Vinyl
Wood
Galvanized or aluminized

Trap length in feet

1.

Actual length (in feet) used

Number of head in trap

1.

Actual numer of heads us ed

Bait used in trap

1.
2.

Bagged herring
Redfish
Poggies
Mis cellaneous
Alewives
Whiting, and/or other dragged fish
Bagged and strung fish

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Depth of trap in fathoms

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
Type of material on ocean
bottom

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
Topography of ocean bottom

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
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0-5 fathoms
6-10 fathoms
11-15 fathoms
16-20 fathoms
21-25 fathoms
26-30 fathoms
31-35 fathoms
36-40 fathoms
41-45 fathoms
46-50 fathoms
Hard
Mud
Gravel
Sand
Edge of hard bottom
Hole
Large area of hard bottom
Shoal
Next to shore
Channel

Figure 1, continued
TYpe of Variable
Protected vs. unprotected
position

1.

2.
1.
2.
3.

Fishing area

4•

Unprotected
Protected
Pemaquid
Bremen
New Harbor
Fr iendshi p

Fisherman

18 variables involved. Each fisherman
assigned a variable number going from
no. 1 to no. 18

Season

1.
2.

3.

Summer of 1977
Late fall of 1977
Spring of 1978

Length of lobsters caught

12 variables allocated for length of lobsters
c~ught in each trap

Weight of lobsters caught

12 variables were allocated for weight of
lobsters caught in each trap

Layover days/season

1.

3.

Layover days for summer
Layover days for fall
Layover days for spring

Pounds per layover day

1.

Ibs per layover day

Estimated availability of
lobsters on bottom

1.

Est. availability of lobsters

2.

Computational variables
In stepwise regressions, one variable is fed into the computer and
analyzed, then another is fed in and analyzed, etc.

The last step is

generally considered to be the most interesting since it allows one to see
the effect of all factors working together simultaneously.

Accordingly, we

will concentrate on analyzing the last step of the regression analysis alone
and ignore the reams of computer output which led up to these results.

In

the last step of this analysis, some 53 dependent variables printed out.
are very

interesti~~

because they are so significant; others because they

Some

have so little influence on catches.
in this regression analysis.

There is a great deal of information

Most of it is meaningless without substantial

explanation and interpretation.

The remainder of this section is devoted to

analyzing the results of this analysis.
Season
As one might expect from the controlled comparisons which preceded
this, variables connected with seasons are the most highly significant.

Tab.le 5
Regression Analysis: Season Variables

Variable

Regression
Coefficient

Spring

-0.8951936

Late Fall

Ava ila bUi ty

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

Std_Error

F

-0.29389

.39859

5.004

.1542285

.05116

.32003

.-232

-0.9268357

-0.22724

.44631

4.312

Significance
Level of F

p

=

.05

not significant

P

=

.05

The standardized recression coefficient of -.29389 for the spring season
is the highest in Table 5 a.long with the standardized regression coefficient of
-0.2273 for the availability factor,l which is closely connected with season.
(Both are significant at the .05 level.)

These figures reinforce again the

notion that nothing influences catch as powerfully as the season of the year.
All other factors being equal, catch clearly drops dramatically between shedding time in August and spring.

The regression coefficient figures

1 The availability factor needs some explanation. Approximately 93 percent of all
lobsters that molt into the legal size range in July and August are caught
before the next shedding season. Thus, there are a lot more lobsters availa bl e to be caught in August than the following May. In order to take into
account the availability of lobsters a variable was constructed that assumed
that 100 percent of the lobsters were available in August and that there was
a 10 percent drop in legal-sized lobster population every month thereafter so
that in May only 10 percent of the lobsters remained~
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indicate that in the spring of the y~ar, a trap will catch .89 Ibs/trap less
than it caught in the summer, a phenomenonally large drop.
These figures indicate that there is no significant differenc e between
summer catches and fall catches, all other factors being equal.

Note that

the standardized regression coefficient for late fall is .05116 which suggests
that fall traps do just slightly better than summer traps of the same type,
but this difference is not statistically significant.

All this does is rein-

force the idea that August and November-December are some of the best months of
the year for loostering and that there is no significant difference between
these seasons.
Trap Size
The next. most important factor influencing lobster catches is the size
of the trap.

As we can see from Table 6, the standardized regression co-

efficient for trap size is .18089, and the standardized regression coefficient
for the closely related variable of number of heads is -.15019.
these results are significant above the .001 level.

1

Bothof

These figures indicate

that four foot traps catch far more lobsters than three foot traps.

The

regression coefficient figures on trap size indicate that a four foot trap
catches .536 Ibs/trap pulled more than the three foot trap.

Table 6
Regression Analysis: Trap Size Variables
Standardized
Regression Coefficient

Signif icanc e
Level of F

Variable

Regression
Coeff ic ient

Trap Size

.5357639

.18089

.09907

29.245

p

Heads

.415(289

.15019

.07815

28.288

p

N

Std Error

F

= .001
= .001

lIt should be noted that 3 foot traps have three heads generally, and four traps
have four heads. Thus the number of heads is not generally independent of trap
size.

Many men in the industry have long argued that the four foot trap outfishes
the three footers.

These results will come as no surprise to them.
Bait

Table 7
Regression Analysis: Bait Variables
Standardized
Regression
Coeffic ient

Significance
Level of F

Variable

Regression
Coefficient

Poggies

0.7996427

0.13881

0.13597

34.589

p = .001

Bagged Herring
and Stringed Bait

0.2033606

0.04852

0.07425

7.502

p = .005

Alewives

0.2694326

0.08827

0.12571

4.593

p = .05

Miscellaneous

-0.3508594

-0.05700

0.10185 11. 868

p= .001

Whiting

-0.2940270

-0.04364

0.11463

6.579

p = .02

Redfish

-0.2099449

-0.04324

0.08034

6.828

p = .01

Bagged Berrirw:

Std Error

F

==-0

Baseline variable

All of the information concerning type of bait used is contained in Table 7.
There are two critical pieces of information.

First, if we can judge by the

standardized regression coefficient there is a great variation in the importance
of various kinds of bait on lobster catches.

The standardized regression co-

efficient for poggies and alewives is relatively high, which indicates that
they are significant in influencing catch figures, although they are not as
critical as season, trap size, or skill.

The standardized regression co-·

efficients for the other kinds of bait are relatively low, indicating that
these variables have relatively little influence on catches when compared with
the whole set of data under consideration.
Second, bagged herring was used as the baseline variable, so that the
effectiveness of different kinds of bait is judged in terms of its

effectiveness relative to bagged herring.

The regression coeficients indicate

that bagged herring is more effective than some fish and less effective than
others.

The negative figures for whiting and redfish indicate that bagged

herring is slightly more effective as a bait than either of these.

The fact

that the regressioncoeficients for alewives is 0.269 and that of bagged
herring combined with stringed bait is 0.203 indicates that these two kinds
of baits are a little better than bagged herring used alone.

The regression

coeficients for poggies is .800, which indicates it is a very much better
bait than bagged herring.
These results are very difficult to interpret, particularly since
various kinds of baits are not used all year.
ticularly demand some comment.

Two figures in the data par-

The regression coeficients for poggies in-

dicates that they catch.BOo lbs/trap/layover day more than bagged herring.
However, poggies are used only in the late summer when fishing is generally
very good, whereas herring are used throughout the fishing season -- even
in the spring When fishing is generally bad.

Thus, the high regression co-

eficient for poggies might reflect the generally good summer fishing conditions
as much as anything about the bait itself.

I am at a loss how to explain the

fact that alewives show up as better bait than bagged herring.

Alewives

are used exclusively in the late spring and early summer, when fishing generally is very bad so that one might have thought that a bait used exclusively
in the spring would not have done well.

A great many fishermen insist that

lobsters in the spring will only take fresh bait, and alewives are generally
fresh.

Fishing may be generally bad in the spring, but alewives may be so

effective as bait that they shoW up better than bagged herring despite the
poor fishing conditions under which they are used.

Fishing Practices and Skill

Many of the regression coefficients on individual men are very large and
statistically significant, as can be seen in Table 8, which summarizes the
regression output on fishermen.

It is important to note that the variable

concerning men is really a residual variable.

Tp~t

is, a great deal of fish-

ing skill is knowing the size of the trap to use, the bait, the place to put
the trap, the type of heads to use, etc.
handled in this regression equation.

These variables have already been

Thus, the variable on each man is in-

dicative of fishing practices over and above the ones already taken into account in the analysis.

Thus, a high standardized regression coefficient on a

"fisherman variable" indicates that this man is doing something imlX)rtant to
influence the output of traps which cannot be explained by looking at heads,
trap size, trap type, and all of the other factors explicitly handled here.

Regression Analysis:

Variable Name

Regression
Coefficients

Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman
Fisherman

0.4148997
-0.9967670
0.1665962
0.4461531
0.0527552
-0.8374076
-0.8441483
-0.6043286
-0.5286158
-0.3982837
-0.8933552
-0.4954385
-0.4396956
-0.3033652
-0.2507777
-0.1806167
0.05547563

#12
#9
#7
#15
#3
#17
#14
#11
#8
#4
#10
# 18
#5
#6
#16
#13
#2

Table 8
Fishing Practice and Skill Variables
Standardized
Regression
Coefficient
0.07443
-0.09767
0.03936
0.04331
0.01149
-0.08762
-0.09400
-0.10637
-0.04571
-0.07449
-0.08481
-0.08735
-0.09376
-0.04553
-0.02219
-0.01775
0.0062
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Std Error
0.10700
0.21146
0.08605
0.14336
0.08858
0.13672
0.13226
0.12290
0.16475
0.10231
0.21050
0.12722
0.12853
0.15226
0.16683
0.15627
0.15149

F
15.035
22.220
3.749
9.685
0.355
37.515
40.736
24.180
10.296
15.154
18.011
15.167
11. 703
3.970
2.260
1.336
0.134

Significance
Level of F
p
p

=
=
=
=

.001
.001
p
.1
p
.002
not significant
p = .001
p = .001
p = .001
p = .002
p = .001
p = .001
P = .001
p = .001
p = .05
insignificant
insignificant
insignificant

A large number of the standardized regression coeficients are moderately high.

In 8 out of the 18 cases reported, the coeficients

to .10; the remainder are below that figure.

were .08

This indicates that the fish-

ing practices of a large number of men are moderately important in influencing catch.

These coeficients

indicate that these residual skills and

practices are not as important as season, trap length, etc., but they are far
more influential than other factors such as topography of the bottom, etc.
Although all of the men who helped in this project are full-time, experienced fishermen, there are differences in their fishing practices and
levels of skill.

This shows up very plainly in the regression coeficients

which compare the pounds/trap each fisherman caught with the catch of fisherman #1 who served as a baseline for measuring fishing practices and skills.
Si nce fi sherman #1 Was very highly skilled, only a very few men (e. g. fishermen no. 12, 15) caught more Ibs/trap than man #1 where the measurements were
statistically significant.

Most of the other fishermen have a negative re-

gression coeficient which indicates they caught less Ibs/trap than fishermen
#1.

Some of these men caught significantly less.

For example, fisherman #

has a regression coeficient of -0.837 which indicates that he caught
trap less than man #1,
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14

Ibs/

Numbers 14 and 10 did about the same.

While it is clear from these figures that fishing practices and skills
of individual men are very important in influencing catch, it is not at all
clear exactly what those skills and practices might be.

As anyone in the

business knows, a great deal of thought goes into fishing, and people are constantly trying all kinds of different things.

Moreover, successful fishermen

are not prone to talk about these skills, so that it is difficult to pinpoint
exactly what different men are doing.

Some of the factors making some men

more successful than others are clearly conscious; others are almost unconscious,

or at least difficult for fishermen to describe even when they want to, and
are the results of long years of experience.

However, a previous study,

which focused specifically on lobster fishing skills, demonstrated that the roo st
important kinds of skills concern placement of traps (Acheson 1977:

111-138).

That is, the most important factor distinguishing very good fishermen is the
fact that they have, as one man put it, "an advanced degree in ocean bottom".
By this he meant that very good fishermen know the bottom very well, know

how to place traps at different seasons on bottom where concentrations of
lobsters will be.

This kind of skill makes a great difference in catch levels,

and it is probably this kind of knowledge and skill that we are measuring when
we see differences in regression coeficients for different individual fishermen.
But there may very well be other factors involved.
statistical analysis gives us no solid idea

~at

Unfortunately, this kind of

exactly is being measured in

these so-called "fishermen variables" beyond the fact that we are getting at
some kind of residual sets of practices and skills.
Jepth

p.!J.(1

Topograpby of the Bott om

Since fishermen are very concerned with the depth of water their traps are
in, one might assume that depth would be a critical factor influencing catches.
This is not so.

In any given season or week, fishermen undoubtedly do obtain

more lobsters at certain depths than others.

Over the course of the annual

cycle, there is no single depth that is strongly associated with high productivity.

This can be seen clearly in Table 9

information on depth and bottom topography.
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which summarizes the regression

Table 9
Regression Analysis:

Depth and Bottom Variables

Standardized
Regression
Ctieffic ient

Significance
Level of F

Variable

Regression
Coeffic ient

Hard bottom

Baseline variable

Mud

-0.1243054

-0.03803

0.06272

3.928

p

=

.05

Gravel

-0.3021396

-0.04393

0.09417

10.293

p

=

.002

Sand

-0.3720884

-0.04969

0.09888

14.160

p ::: .001

0.00465

0.08184

0.100

insignificant

Edge of Hard
0-5 fathoms

0.02589977

~

Std Error

F

Baseline var iable

=

6-10 fathans

0.1216492

0.03501

0.05754

4.470

p

11-16 fathoms

0.0383904

0.00706

0.08252

0.216

insignificant

16-20 fathoms

0.1203541

0.02039

0.10140

1.409

insignificant

21-25 fathoms

-0 007365116

-0.00115

0.10568

0.005

insignificant

26-30 fathoms

0.3036022

0.06830

0.09760

9.676

p

31-36 fathoms

0.06304481

0.01385

0.10866

0.337

in significant

37-40 fathoms

0.2071612

0.03500

0.11849

3.057

in sign if icant

41-45 fathoms

0.1546614

0.12189

0.13491

1.314

insignificant

46-50 fathoms

0.2267935

0.02302

0.15180

2.232

insignificant

--

0

=

.05

.002

-~<----------------------------------------------------------These results will come as no surprise to people familiar with the

fishing industry.

They strongly reinforce the idea that one must keep

moving traps from one depth to another with the season of the year, etc.
One cannot leave traps in the same depth for long periods of time without
moving them and expect to do well.

Where bottom topography is concerned, all types of bottom are being
compared to the figures for hard bottom, which is serving as the baseline
variable.

Since the regression coeficients for mud, gravel and sand are

negative in comparison to hard bottom and the level of significance is
relatively high, it can be concluded that hard bottom is more productive
of lobsters than these types of bottoms, and that there is a very small
probability of these results happening by accident.

For example, since the

regression coeficients for mud bottom are -0.1243054, we can conclude that
traps on mud bottom produce .124 Ibs!day less than traps on hard bottom.
Since these results are significant at the .05 level, there is only one chance
in 20 of these results happening by accident.

Since the regression coeficient

for edge of the hard bottom is insignificant, we can conclude that "edge"
and hard bottom are equally productive of lobsters.

Furthermore, it is ob-

vious that the "edge" is significantly more productive than mud, sand or
gravel bottom.
These data indicate that depth of water has less influence on catches
than type of bottom.
the baseline.

In studying depth, the 0-5 fathom variable Was used as

Not only are the regression coeficients on depth variables

lower than those for bottom variables, but their level of significance is
very low as well, indicating that in most cases, these figures on depth may
well have occurred by accident.
depth variable.

The one exception is the 26-30 fathoms

Here the regression coeficient is 0.06830, suggesting that

this depth has some influence in determining catches in comparison with all
other variables.

The regressioncoeficient of 0.304 indicates that traps

at this depth catch .304 Ibs!day higher than traps in 0-5 fathoms.
results are highly significant (at the .002 level).

These

I can offer no expla-

nation for these results save to suggest that there is apparently a lot of
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botto;:: at tl'..is depth moderately productive of lobsters throughout much of
the year.

Head Type

Fishermen pay special attention to the type of head used in their traps.
They have as many theories and ideas about the type of heads used as any other
aspect of lobstering.

For this reason, we trough that the figures on type

of head used would provE: to be of special significance.

In fact, head type proved to be one of the least significant

to be the case.
variables

This does not prove

in the entire equation, as can be seen from Table 10.

Table 10
Regression Analysis: Head Type Variables

Standardized
Regression
Co eff ic ie-nt

Variable

Regression
Coeffic ient

Hog ring heads

Baseline variable

Hake mouth heads

-0.1243684

-0.04269

0.19276

0.416

Not Significant

Hog ril1fis and
hake mouth

-0.1224263

-0.04130

0.18750

0.426

Not significant

•

Std Error

F

Signif icanc e
Level of F

The level of significance indicates that there is no statistically significant difference between the amount of lobster produced by traps with
these different kinds of heads.

Moreover, the regression coefficients are

very low as well (i.e. -0.04), which strongly suggests that heads playa relatively unimportant role in determining catch levels in comparison with other
variables.

We

fel~

very uneasy about these results, since so many outstanding

fishermen are convinced that heads do make an important difference
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and that poor heads will produce poor results.

It should be noted that

while fishermen feel strongly about the importance of head type, they do not
agree very often on what type of head fishe.s "best.
may have real cause for disagreement.

These data suggest they

Certainly the data support no single

school of thought on heads--or even the idea that heads are important.
Trap Construction Material
Our regression data concerning the trap construction material is very
interesting.

The data from out first study are statistically significant and

reinforce the conclusions we reached through the controlled. comparisons.

As

we can see from the data in Table 11, wooden traps and uncorroded aluminized
traps are being compared to vinyl traps, which serves as the baseline variable.

Regression Analysis:

Table 11
Trap Construction Material
Standardized
Regression
Coeffic ient

':ariable

Regression
Coefficient

Vinyl traps

Baseline variable

·Wooden traps

-0.2767385
0.1546972

Aluminized traps

Significance
Level of F

Std Error

F

-.09448

0.07508

13.584

p

=

.001

0.04821

0.07886

3.848

p

=

.05

The regression coefficient figures indicate that wooden traps catch .277
Ibs/trap less than vinyl traps while the aluminized traps get .155 Ibs/trap
more.

Even though these differences in poundage

~auglIt

are quite small, the

difference in catches are statistically significant, so that we can be reasonably certain that these results did not happen by accident.
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It should be noted that these results were obtained on the data collected in 1977-78 when we were studying

traps that had no corrosion problems.

In the fall of 1979, we obtained information on traps that were in good condition as well as traps that were corroding.

We added the 2135 traps pulled

in 1979 to the 7716 in the 1977 and 1978 sample.

Table 12 _ contains figures

on pounds/trap/layover day of the 9782 traps in our sample on which we had
information.

Table 12
Pounds/Trap/Layover Day by Trap Construction Material:
Trap Construction Material

Other Factors Uncontrolled

Lbs/Trap/Lgyover Day

Sam;ple Size

Aluminized
(good condition)

.421

2567

Aluminized
(rusted)

.300

208

Vinyl

.292

1589

Wood

.270

5011

Aluminized
(corroding)

.263

456

These figures indicate that aluminized traps in good condition caught
more pounds of lobsters per day in the water than traps made of any other
kind of material.

Aluminized traps with all of the protective metal coating

rusted off produced .300 Ibs of lobster for every day they were in the water.
The least productive were the aluminized traps which were in the process of
corroding; these produced only .263 Ibs of lobster per day in the water.
In between are the wooden and vinyl traps.
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These results on Ibs/trap/layover

day must remain tentative since they do not reflect all of the other factors
which we know influence catches.

A much better indication of trap productiv-

ity comes from our regression analysis which takes a large number of factors
into account.

That is, it compares the productivity of different kinds of

traps (i.e. aluminized, wood, vinyl, etc.) as though factors such as bait,
season, skill, etc. were all held constant.
analysis are summarized in Table

13

The results of this regression

below:

Table 13
Productivity of Types of Traps:
Trap Construction
Material

Regression
'-'
Coefficient*

Aluminized
(good condition)

0

The Regression Analysis

T

Level of
Significance
of T

Adjusted Pounds/TraE/
Layover Day
.314

Aluminized
(rusted)

-.0359

1. 09

.14

.218

Vinyl

-.050

3.11

.002

.264

Wood

- .111

8.15

.0001

.203

Alumini zed
(corroding)

-.0685

2.15

,01

.242

*

R2
Adjusted R2

=

=

.141
.138

Several things need to be explained about this table.

First, the re-

gression coeficients comnare the catches of all other kinds of traps to those
of the aluminized traps in good condition.

These figures again indicate that

the alurr.inized traps (good condition) catch the most.

The same kind of traps

wi th all the coating rusted off catch .0359 Ibs /trap/layove-r day less.

The

vinyl tc:aps catch .050 Ibs/trap/layover day less than these good condition
aluminized traps, etc.
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The figures on the adjusted pounds per trap per layover day indicate
that under typical conditions encountered in our sample, good condition aluminized traps catch .314 pounds of lobster every day the trap is in the water.
Under the same controlled conditions, the aluminized traps with all coating
rusted off would catch .278 Ibs/trap/layover day, folJ.owed by the vinyl traps
wi-:h .264 Ibs/trap/layover day.

According to the regression analysis, the

aluminized traps which are corroding catch only .242 Ibs/trap/layover day.
The least productive traps, all other factors controlled, are the wooden ones.
It should be noted that Table 13
traps do ,;;orst.

indicates that the corroding aluminized

However, the more powerful regression analysis indicates

that the wooden traps are least productive -- all other factors being equal.
A series of standard statistical t-tests were run to see if differences
in trap productivity are statistically significant.
tests and level of significance in Table 13

The figures on the t-

indicate that the aluwinized

traps (good condition) do significantly better than the vinyl, wooden, and
corroding aluminized traps.

We could find no significant difference between

the aluminized traps (good condition) and the aluminized traps where all the
coating had corroded off.

These results suggest something rather strange --

namely, that aluminized traps do well if the coating stays on and after it
has completely corroded off.

Traps in the process of corroding are clearly

not as productive.

..

These results clearly indicate that tran.• construction material influences
productivity.

The reasons for this are not clear, though a number of fisher-

men and scientists have suggested several plausible explanations.

Many fish-

ermen believe that metal traps stay on the bottom better, while wooden traps,
even when weighted, have a tendency to float, and thus move somewhat due to
the action of waves, wind, and tide.
crawl into far more stationary traps.

Lobsters, so the story goes, prefer to
In support of this theory, several
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fishermen, who have observed lobsters in pounds, report that lobsters will
crawl allover a baited stationary trap.

If the trap moves, even slightly,

these fishermen say the lobsters will scatter.

Secondly, some fishermen

believe that lobsters are repelled by the smell emanating from the vinylcovered wire and corroding traps.

Third, still other men believe that lob-

sters can see fairly well and thus prefer the bright, shiny, metal wire of
the uncorroded aluminum traps over the duller wooden and vinyl traps.

Fourth,

one scientist at Woods Hole has hypothesized that lobsters may be attracted
or excited by the ions emanating from the aluminized traps, and consequently
crawl into them in greater numbers than into the other types of traps.
Allor none of these hypotheses may be correct.

None of the data pre-

sented in this paper support or negate any of these various guesses.

In

short, this study tells us a good deal about what comes out of traps, but
nothing about the reasons why a lobster prefers traps IT-ade of one construction material over another.

All we know for sure is' the.t lobsters in Mus-

congus Bay did crawl into some types of traps in greater numbers than others.
We also know something far more important -- namely what the trap is
made of is relatively unimportant in determining catches in comparison with
other variables.

This is indicated by the regression coeficient figures,

which are summarized in the next section.
Sununanr of Results:

Regression Analysis

One of the geniuses of regression analysis is that it not only allows
comparisons of variables of a given type but also allows one to assess the
importance of all variables in the equation.

The regression coeficient

figures, for example, allow us to compare the effectiveness of one type of
bait to other types of bait; the

st~ndarized

regression coeficients, by way

of contrast, allow us to tell how important various types of bait are in
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explaining catch, in comparison with depth of water, season, head type, etc.
It is useful to pull together all of the information on the standarized regression coeficient figures from Tables 5 to 11 to compare and discuss the
importance of various factors influencing catches.
Table 14
Regression Analysis: Importance of Factors
Influencing Lobster Trap Production
Variable Name*

Standardized Ree;ression Coeffic ients***
.295**
.227
.180
.150
.138
.106
.090
.094 (negative figure)
.088
.087
.075
.074
.068
.049
.048 (positive figure)
.045
.043
.043
.043
.043
.042 (insignificant statistically;
.041 (insignificant statistically)

Spring
Availability of lobster s
Trap size
NUmber of heads
Poggies
Fisherman #11
Fishermen #9,14 and 5
. Wooden traps
Alewives
Fishermen #17, 10 and 18
Fishermen #12 and 4
Bagged and stringed bait
26-30 fathoms depth
Sand
Aluminized traps
Fishermen #15, 8 and 6
Whiting
Redfish
Gravel bottom
Mud bottom
Hake mouth heads
Hog ring and hake mouth heads

*All variables with levels of significance of over .05 have been excluded from
this table except for those concerning head type. We can say nothing definite
about them since the results reported could have occurred by accident.
**The last two digits on the standardized regression coefficient figures and the·
sign have been left out since they are irrelevant and including them would make
the table more difficult to read.
***All these figures stem from the 1977-1978 sample. The data from the fall of
1979 (the information from Table 13) are not included.
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Again~

the season variables are unquestionably the most significant.

This shows up in both the spring variable and the availability of lobster
variable~

month.

which is an estimate of lobsters still on the bottom in any given

Nothing is more important in influencing catch than the month that

the trap is placed in the water.

Next in importance are trap size and

number of heads, which, as has been said, are closely related variables.
Next in influence is a type of bait (i.e. poggies).

The fact that poggies

show up So high probably reflects the fact that they are used exclusively
in the warm summer months when fishing is very good.

Most other kinds of

bait show up as relatively low in the scale, indicating that the kind of
bait used is relatively unimportant in influencing lobster catches.
fisherman variables show up as moderately important.
residual

variable~

anything else.

The

This variable is a

and probably reflects skill in trap placement as much as

Such skills and practices, while difficult to pinpoint, can

clearly not be ignored in any analysis of factors influencing lobster catches.
On the bottom of the list are items such as depth

type of heads, and some kinds of bait.
about these unimportant variables,

~

material on the bottom,

Several things need to be stressed

First, it should be noted that the num-

ber of heads is very significant; but whether those heads are hake mouth or
hog ringed

has

little influence on catches.

We make no pretense at

understanding these results, but this is clearly what the figures show.
Second,

these figures probably indicate that traps do have to be moved;

however, there is no depth which is unusually productive of lobsters over
the course of the entire year.
Most important, there clearly is a difference in types of traps.
vinyl traps, which have served as a basis for comparative purposes, are
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The

significantly better than wooden traps, and just a little less productive
than uncorroded aluminized traps.

This is indicated both by our controll-

ed comparisons and the regression analysis (see pages 738, 739, and 756
for explanation).

The standardized regression coeficient figures do not re-

flect a comparison of trap types to each other, but to all other variables.
In this regard it is important to note that the trap construction material
is relatively unimportant in influencing catch in comparison to variables
such as season, size of trap, etc.

Wooden traps in this 1977-78 sample have

a standardized regression coeficient of .094 and aluminized .048, while variables like trap size are ,180, and availability of lobsters is .227.
These figures indicate something very important:

what material a trap

is made from does make a difference, but trap construction material is nowhere as important in influencing lobster catches as factors such as season,
trap size, and the practices of the fisherman using those traps.

All other

things being equal, the figures in Table 11 indicate that a man with vinyl
or aluminized traps will outfish a man with wooden traps,

However, they also

demonstrate that a man with vinyl or aluminized traps who is unskilled and
uses his traps in March will be badly beaten by a more skilled man who uses
wooden traps in August.

(For those familiar with the fishing industry, this

is merely stating the obvious.)
The regression analysis takes us a long way in understanding the factors influencing lobster catches and the relative importance of those factors.
It should not be thought that this analysis tells us everything there is to
know about the factors influencing catches, however; quite the contrary.
There is a great deal left to be explained.

This is indicated most impor-

tantly by the fact that the R2 for the last step in the equation is only
0.14327, which indicates that all of the variables we have considered
ex~lain

only 14

percent

of the total variance in lobster catches on which
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we have information.

This is not to say that the results we have are com-

pletely false or inadequate, only that there is still a good deal about
lobsters, traps, and fishermen that we are unable to explain.

Of course,

no regres sion analysi s explains 100. pE;!.rcent of the var iance, but we do
consider this R2 figure on the low side.
There are two reasons which might explain why we are able to explain
so little of the variance.

First, we may have ignored some factor or set

of factors that is critically important for understanding catch results.
Secondly, a great deal of lohster behavior may be highly unpredictable, or
there might be a highly random component in placing traps where lobsters
are.

We believe the second explanation is far more likely than the first.

There are Ii terally hundreds of factors that might influence lobster catches,
which we have not considered, but we feel we have most of the major ones.
It is possible that age of the trap, or height of the head, or number of
worm holes, or mesh size of the head, etc. is a critically important variable.

Maybe so.

However, we feel that much of the unexplained variance

is due to the fact that lobsters are highly unpredictable creatures, whose
brains work in ways no human being can fathom.

Most of the reasons they

. crawl into one trap over another are unknown, and likely to remain so.
Jim Thomas, a very experienced marine biologist, has noted cases where
tagged lobsters were released in the eastern part of Maine only to be caught
in waters near the New Hampshire border

(Thomas 1979).

Such lobsters pass-

ed literally thousands of traps before they finally crawled into one several
hundred miles away from the place they started.

What was it about the one

trap, if anything, which distinguished it from all the rest?

If our sus-

picions about lobster behavior are correct, any analysis of lobster catches
is apt to have a very high unexplained variance, and lobstering is always
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going to be a business in which what comes out of a trap will always be a
surprise.
Economic Issues
From the point of view of the fisherman, one of the critical questions
is whether or not it is advisable to invest in aluminized, vinyl, or wooden
traps.

We know from the regression analysis that trap construction material

has far less influence on catches than other factors.

Are those differences

in trap productivity so small that they can safely be ignored in considering
various kinds of traps?
income?

Are they large enough to substantially influence

We have same evidence that differences in trap productivity are

substantial enough so that they should be considered when a fisherman is
contemplating buying new traps.
One cannot answer questions about the desirability of investing in various kinds of traps by looking at the figures on physical productivity of
various types of traps.

Several factors complicate the issue.

traps are far more expensive than wooden traps.

First, metal

In 1977, some four foot

aluminized traps cost $27.50, so that a pair of these traps, equipped with
warp line, toggles, and buoy ran about $65.00.

A single 3 foot oak trap

could be bought for $12.00, and a pair of them fully rigged cost about $25.00/
Moreover, the wooden traps, it is estimated, last 5 to 7 years, while an aluminized or vinyl trap lasts about three or four years.

In addition, invest-

ment in lobster traps lasts over a period of years, so that the discount rate
or time value of money must be taken into account.

Finally, the physical

output of a trap varies dramatically over the course of a year, along with
the price the fisherman receives for lobsters.

All of these factors make it

impossible to automatically assume that a trap that fishes better during one

month is the trap to buy.

In order to be able to tell which trap is the

better investment, one needs catch and cost figures over the entire lifetime
of a large number of various types of traps.
does not exist.
traps:

Unfortunately, such information

One fisherman did volunteer information of this kind on 20

10 wood and 10 uncorroded aluminized.

While this is not an adequate

sample by any means, this information will allow us to make some tentative
statements about the advisability of investing in wood traps and aluminized
traps.

Unfortunately, We do not have acceSs to similar data on vinyl traps

or corroding wire traps, etc.
The most widelY used technique accountants, bankers, and businessmen
Use to evaluate investment options is to compare the Net Present Values on
the investments in question.

Information on internal rates of return allows

us to ascertain whether an amount of money invested in one project will bring
a higher Or lower return than the same amount of money invested in another.
The data at our disposal will certainly allow us to do this for the wooden and
uncorroded aluminized traps.

The internal rate of return is that interest

rate which returns the following formula to Zero.
N
Net Present Value

=2

NCF
t

-C

t
(1 + i)

T=l

Here,

B£r

is Net Cash Flow;

L is

the interest rate; £ is the initial cost of

the project; and N is the expected life of the project.
In order to obtain information on the NPV of an investment in wooden
VS.

aluminized traps, detailed information on costs, interest rates, catches

and revenues for 10 metal and 10 wooden traps was made avaiiable by thi s
fisherman for the period from June 15, 1977 to April 1, 1978.
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Given the

information made available, the following is assumed in calculating the NPV
of wooden vs. aluminized traps.
(1) that the interest rate is 8.75% (This is the interest rate the
fisherman was actually charged in the summer of 1977 on a secured loan to
buy traps.)
(2) that an aluminized trap cost $32.50 and a wooden trap cost $17.50
(fully rigged).

These are the actual costs he paid during the spring of 1977.

(3) that a metal trap will last 4 years and a wooden trap will last 6
years.

(4) that the Net Cash Flows will remain constant over the course of the
investment.
(5) that a fisherman already has a boat, dock, pick-up truck, workshop,
etc.

The only decision he is currently making concerns the traps themselves.
In order to obtain Net Present Value figures for investments in these

wooden and aluminized traps, we need to have data on Net

Cash Flows -- the

gross revenue minus cash costs associated with each type of trap.

To this

end, data on prices paid for lobster was obtained from the New Harbor Co-op
from June 1977 to April 1978,

along with data on pounds of lobsters caught

by the local fisherman in his 10 wooden and 10 aluminized traps.
are summarized in Table 15.
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The results

$ 77.00
$ 57.00

171
85
33
30
33
?

104
62
28
19
24
?

$1.80 lb.
$2.40 lb.
$2.75 lb.
$3.00 lb.
$3.00 lb.
$3.60 lb.

Nov. 1977

Dec. 1977

Jan. 1978

Feb. 1978

March 1978

April 1978

799 Ibs.

$232.50

$144.00

155

96

$1.50 lb.

Oct. 1977

502 1bs.

$180.60
$116.20

129

83

$1.40 lb.

Sept. 1977

Totals

$133.00

$ 86.40

86

55

$1.40 lb. (soft shell)
$2.00 lb. (hard shell)

$947.13

?

$ 72.00

$204.00
$148.80

$1,476.75

?

$ 99 .'~O

$ 90.00

$ 90.75

$307.80

$187.00

$ 61.10

August 1977

9.33

$

37

6

$ 76.00

$1.30 lb. (soft shell)
$2.30 lb. (hard shell)

July 1977

$ 49.40

Total Revenue Total RevE>nue
(wooden traps) (alum. traps)

40

$1.90 lb.

June 1977

Ibs.
(total lobsters
caught in alum inized traps) (10)

26

pr ice rec eived
(15th of the moni:;l1--.L

Month

Ibs.
(total lobst ers
caught in wooden
traps) (10 j -

Table 15
Revenue Produced by a Sample of Wooden and Al1.nninum Traps
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19
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$2.40 lb.

$2.75 lb.

$3.00 lb.

$3.00 lb.
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Jan. 1978
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April 1978

Totals
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?
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$ 90.75
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$133.00

$ 86.40
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$1.40 lb. (soft shell)
$2.00 lb. (hard shell)

August 1977

$187.00

$ 61.10

$ 9.33

37

6

$ 76.00

$1.30 lb. (soft shell)
$2.30 lb. (hard shell)

July 1977

$ 49.40
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"
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There are, of course, enormous costs involved in the lobster business.
This particular fisherman (see Table XV) pays about $5,200.00 for bait
during the year and another $3,200.00 for gas, and it cost him another
$500.00 cash (to say nothing of his time) to maintain the traps he already
has.

Since he has approximately 500 traps, and his annual variable costs

are $8,900.00, his cost per trap is $17.80 1 •
These ten wooden traps yield $947.13, therefore the gross revenue for
one trap per year is $94.71.

Since 10 aluminized traps in good condition

yielded $1476.00, one trap produces a gross revenue of $147.60.

If variable

costs per trap are $17.60, then the Net Cash Flow for a wooden trap is $76.90
per year and the Net Cash Flow for an aluminized trap is $129.00 per year.
If the Net Cash Flow for a year per aluminized trap is $129.00, the interest rate is 8.75 percent, the trap lasts for four years, and the initial
cost of the investment is $37.50 then the Net Present Value is as follows.

N

NPV (Alumi num Traps)

good condition

=

~

NCF
t

- C
t

(1 + i)

'1'=1

='\:

$129.00

L(l = .0875)

=

4

- $32.50

$387.75

lOnly variable costs, or costs connected with actually putting traps out,
have been included. Payments on boat, pickup truck, insurance, (fixed
costs) , would have to be paid whether a man put any traps in the water
or not. Since such fixed costs have nothing to do with traps, they have
been excluded for our purposes.

If the Net Cash Flow on a wooden trap is

$76.90, the trap lasts 5+

years, the interest rate is 8.75 percent, then the Net Present Value is as
follows.

NPV (Wooden Traps)

NCF

=~

- C

$76.9
- $17..50
(1 + .0875)

= $340.05

The figures on the Net Present Value of aluminized vs. wooden traps
support the idea that aluminized traps are a better investment.

The NPV

for these aluminized traps is $387.75, while the NPV of wooden traps is only

. $340.05. This comparison takes into account the difference in:

physical

productivity, the life of the traps, and the initial costs.
These figures, however, do not prove the superiority of
traps in good condition over all other traps.

al~num

wire

First, the net present value

figures for these wooden traps are very close to being as high as that for
the aluminum traps.
ti cal reliability.

Second, the sample of 20 traps is too small for statisThird, we have no economic information on vinyl lob ster

gear or alumi num traps whi ch are corroding.

Wha t these figures do s ugges t

is that if one could get the proper kind of aluminum wire traps (non corroding)
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one would probably do well.

More important, these figures suggest that the

trap construction material has a strong enough effect on income that it cannot be safely ignored when one is considering investment in lobster traps.
Conclusion
Lobster fishing is a very complicated business, and as every fisherman
knows, there is a wide variation in catches, not only among different fishermen, but by traps pulled by the same fisherman.

In an effort to sort out

the factors affecting catches -- particularly the effect of the trap construction material on catches -- we obtained detailed information on 7716 traps
hauled by 18 fishermen working in the Muscongus Bay and John's Bay area of
the central Maine coast in 1977-78 and another 2135 traps in 1979.
different data were analyzed in three different ways.

These

First, it was demon-

strated that trap catches varied considerably according to layover day,
season, fishing area and fishing skill (thir~ ar~ ~ourth sectiop-s). Since all
these factors obviously affected catches, a set of controlled comparisons
was used to assess the effect of trap construction material on catches (fifth
section).

When we compared the Ibs/trap/layover day of aluminized, un-

corroded, vinyl and wooden traps pulled by men of equal skill, in the same
area, in the same season, the aluminized traps appear to do best, followed
by the wooden traps.

However, this analysis also

~ointed

out that there

was no trap construction material that consistently beat all others, and no
material that was always inferior.

That is, in many cases, men from one

area, in the same season, of the same skill using aluminized traps, beat
men using wooden traps.

But there are cases where men from the same harbor, in

the Same season, of the same skill using wooden traps beat men using aluminized traps and vinyl ones.

More than anything else, these controlled

comparisons underlined the complexity of the phenomena we were dealing with
and the fact that a good many factors strongly affected lobster catches -including the material of which the trap was made.
Second,

all of the variables collected were analyzed using stepwise

multiple regression analysis -- an advanced, complicated, but very powerful
statistical tool.

While the intricacies of regression analysis cannot be

fully understood by the layman, the results are worth paying attention to.
This analysis strongly documents the fact that there is a statistically
Significant difference in catches of different types of traps.
cuss ion of the data in Table II and Table

In the

dis~

13, it was demonstrated that the

regression coeficients on trap type indicate that the aluminized traps in
good condition caught the most lobsters, followed by the vinyl traps, and that
wooden traps caught the least.

It also demonstrated that while trap construc-

tion material did affect catch levels, other factors were far more important.
The most important variables were connected to season of the year, followed
by the size of the trap.

Next in importance were the fisherman variables,

which are really proxy variables for fi shing skill and fishing practices.
The next important variables were bait

and trap construction material.

The least important factors influencing catch were type of bottom, depth,
and type of heads used.

This is not to say that where a man places traps

is not critical, but only that there is no one type of bottom or depth that
is productive of lobsters all year long.
everyone knows.

In short, one must move traps, as

We are suspicious of the data on head type, since most men

in the fishing industry believe that heads are critically important.
m~

Heads

be important, but this regression analysis strongly suggests that it does

not make an iota of difference if the heads are hog ring, hake mouth, or mixed
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type heads.

The R2 on this regression indicates that all of the variables

in our regression equation explain only

14

percent of the total variance.

We believe this is primarily due to the erratic behavior of lobsters and/or
a random component in placing traps Where lobsters are.
Third, we analyzed cost and income data provided by one fisherman on a
small sample of wooden and aluminized traps in good condition to assess the
desirability of investing in each type.

The Net Present Value figures for

noncorroded aluminized traps exceeded the NPV for wooden traps, indicating
that aluminized traps in good condition are a better investment even though
they cost a lot more and last half as long.

Even though no accurate eco-

nomic data on vi~l and corroding traps (seventh section) exists, these results suggest that the trap construction material is one of the factors that
should be considered when a fisherman is contemplating buying new traps.
From the results of this study it might appear advisable for fishermen
to purchase large metal traps, as sUIDing the proper kind of metal can be purchased.

After

al~

four foot metal traps made from non-corroding aluminum

wire appear to catch more lobsters than anything else.

Recently, we have

cause to wonder about the advisability of such a switch.
As one wise old fisherman recently explained the broader implications
"The first fishermen who get them [i .e. big aluminum traps] are going to do
well.

But after everyone gets them, everyone is going to be equal again.

All that will be accomplished is that everyone will have a lot more invested
in gear and the pressure on the lobster will be increased so that the chances
of a disaster occurring [e.g. stock failure] are much better.
stuck to the older traps, we would all be better off.

Of course, the hogs

won't do it, so we'll all have to go to the damn things."
warning bears a lot of thought.

If everyone

vre believe this
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS LJMITED ENTRY LEn I SLAT ION AMONG
FIN-FISHERMEN IN NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND

James M. Acheson

Introduct ion
The past fifty years have seen a rapid decline in many of the world's
most productive fisheries.

For example, in the United States, the Georges

Bank haddock catch, once the mainstay of the New England fishery, declined
from 120 million pounds in 1965 to a mere 11.7 million pounds in 1972
(Alexander 1972:192).

Similar declines have been seen in the past few years

in bluefin tuna, northern sl'>..rimp, tne southern shrimp (penaeusspecies),
Pacific sardine, northern lobster, dungeness crab, cod, Pacific halibut,
surf clams, and many other species.

Although natural environmental factors

(e.g. water temperature) and industrial side effects (e.g. dams, pollution)
have played a role in the decline of some species, the major problem in
most cases is overfishing (Gu11and 1974).
The solution to the problem of overfishing, it is generally agreed,
is effective fisheries management.

In most of the fisheries mentioned above,

there is a need to cut fishing effort to protect the breeding stock and/or
juvenile fish.
While there are a good many different techniques that can be used
to cut fishing effort (seasonal restrictions, area restrictions, etc.) one
of the most promising techniques is limited entry, which usually entails
restricting the numbers of boats or fishermen allowed to fish a specific
species.

The advantage of limited entry systems is that they promise to

substantially reduce fishing effortlwhile promoting economic systems.

In

general, many fisheries managers favor the introduction of limited entry
systems.

If many fisheries administrators have their way, limited entry

schemes will become the cornerstone of management policy under the new
200 mile limit bill which greatly extends Federal jurisdiction over fisheries.
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Fishermen are clearly not convinced that limited entry holds forth the
promise of the best of all possible worlds.

When such systems are pro-

posed, fishermen clearly feel very ambivalent about such plans or actively
oppose them.
The obj ect of this paper is to analyze the reactions of Maine finfishermen to proposed limited entry legislation.

In order to understand

their responses, we must first review some of the theory behind limited
entry schemes, and the way these promise to solve economic and biological
problems facing fisheries.

Fishermen know a great deal about limited

entry and the potential impact of its specific provisions.
The Theoretical Promise of Limited Entry
Fisheries economists have pointed out that overexploitation is not
an unusual phenomenon, but is to be expected, given the fact that oceans
are common property resources.

Since oceans are ovmed by no one and can

be exploited by anyone, no one bas any interest in maintaining the resources.
Why

should one man cut his fishing effort to conserve?

not catch today will be caught by someone else tomorrow.

The fish he does
Under these con-

ditions, a fishermen is only being rational when he expands the amount
of capital equipment he ovms, and tries to catch all the fish he can as
qQickly as possible (Acheson 1975b.:205; Wilson 1975),
The result is what Hardin (1968: 1244) calls the "tragedy of the c emmons."
Common property resources of all kinds--publically ovmed land, air, rivers,
oceans--are subject to abuses and overexploitation that do not occur with
privately owned resources.

It is not only that common property resources

are overexploited bya callous public; they are subjected to a kind of
escalating abuse because those exploiting such resources are locked into
a system in which it is only logical that they increase their exploitation
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without limit.

As far as fisheries are concerned, the "tragedy" takes

the form of overexploitation, depletion of fish stocks, underutilization
of capital, and where opportunity costs are high, the acceptance of low
incomes (Hardin 1968:1245-1246).
All of these unfortunate effects stem from the fact that fisheries
are the classic case of market failure.

Under ordinary conditions, as

costs of production increase, firms cut back production so that supplies
fall.

If this were the case with fisheries we would expect that as

supplies of fish became scarcer, costs of production would rise, and
fishermen would either switch to exploiting other species or go into
other businesses.
were

lower~d,

In

either case, we would expect that as fish stocks

fishermen would decrease their fishing effort so that, in

time, the stocks would have time to rejuvenate.
occurs.
on this

In reality the opposite

As fish become scarce, fishermen often redouble their efforts
spec:Les-~any

times by purchasing larger boats and better equip-

ment to allow them to better be able to compete.

There are two causes:

first, as stocks of fish decrease, catches decrease so that market price
for ·fish rises--sometimes astronomically.

Thus, although the fishermen

may catch fewer pounds of the species, the revenue he receives for them
may be as great if not greater than it was when the species was abundant.
Second, the fishermen are not bearing the full costs of production, in
that they are not paying rent on the oceans they exploit as a farmer, for
example, must pay for the land he uses.

Both of these factors make it

profitable for fishermen to maintain a level of fishing effort which
ultimately leads to gross overexploitation, and in some cases, the collapse of the entire fishery.

This whole situation is summarized in

Figure 1.
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The best profit point for the individual firm--and the level of fishing
effort for which individual boats strive--is substantailly in excess of
a level of effort which would achieve maximum sustainable yield.

This

also leads to gross inefficiency, as more men compete to buy bigger,
better equipped boats to catch fewer and fewer fish.

In virtually every

area of the fishing industry, the same volume of fish could be caught by
a far smaller fleet.

In the Maine lobster industry, for example, it is

estimated that the same catch of lobsters could be harvested by 1000 well
equipped boats rather than the approximately 2000 boats that are currently
employed on a full-time basis (Acheson

et al

1980 ).

From the point of view of fisheries managers, a decrease in fishing
effort, regardless of how it was accomplished, would not only prevent
species from being overexploited, but would actually increase the volume
available to be caught.

As can be seen from Figure 1, a decrease from

the actual level of fishing effort to a level where maximum sl;1stainable .
yield is achieved would greatly increase the catch.
At both the national and state levels, attempts to regulate fisheries
usually take the form of manipulating fishing seasons, fishing areas, and
the type of fishing gear used.

While such regulations may limit fishing

mortality, economists have pOinted out that they are probably relatively
ineffective and certainly make fishing more inefficient (Pontecorvo and
Vartdal 1967; Crutchfield and Pontecorvo 1969; De Wolf 1974).

This, in

turn, lowers returns to the fishermen and raises prices for the consumer.
Several economists have argued that a far better management system
would involve limiting entry into the fishery either by a licensing system
(Pontecorvo 1967; Christy 1973) or by taxation (Pontecorvo and Vartdal 1967).
If management were to take the form of a limited entry system (in which
the number of boats and/or men were restricted), then not only would fishing
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mortality be cut, but the catch would ultimately increase.

Moreover,

efficiency of the boats remaining in the fishery would be increased,
since each boat would presumably be able to catch more fish per unit of
effort.

This would result in larger returns to owners of boats and pre-

sumably higher wages to fishermen since their "share" of the catch would
be larger.

The larger supplies of fish and the increases in efficiency

should result in more fish being made available to the consumer at lower
prices.

Finally, the redundant capital and labor removed from the industry

(i .e. boats and fishermen no longer allowed to fish) would presumably be
transferred to some other industry where they could be used more pro,;..
ducti vely, and where return s would be higher.

In

short, a complete lack

of regulation leads to "tragedy." Management of fisheries, especially
management by limited entry legislation, should produce great economic
benefits.
Administrators and biologists in state and Federal Agencies concerned
with fisheries management are increasingly convinced that limited entry
legislation offers a general solution to biological and economic problems
currently facing a large number of fisheries.

Moreover PI 94-265, the

Fisheries Management and Conservation Act of 1976, which gives the Federal
Government control over all fisheries out tb 200 miles from the U.S. shore,
is written in such a way that it will almost certainly stimulate a series
of limited entry proposals.

Under these circumstances it seems important

to understand the factors influencing the political acceptability of such
proposals--especially the reasons fishermen oppose or advocate such management schemes.

They are the interested players, and in the past have

demonstrated a marked capacity to effectively block attempts to manage
fisheries regardless of how badly regulation might be

n~eded.

In the 25 years that have passed since limited entry was first discussed
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widely, only a few full-fledged l:imited entry bills have been put into
effect.

The salmon fisheries of British Columbia and Alaska are regulated

by such laws.

More recently, such regulations have been put into effect

for certain fisheries in the Maritime Provinces of Canada.
few laws have been passed only after substantial opposition.

Even these
In 1974-75,

there vas a very serious attempt on the part of fishermen from Kodiak,
Alaska to overturn the Alaska law.

In

1975, a bill to limit fishermen in

the Maine lobster industry was souhdly defeated in the state legislature
due to opposition by certain industry groups.
The reasons fishermen oppose l:imited entry legislation are not completely clear.

However, several social scientists have noted that the

major proponents of l:imited entry legislation are economists, who have
focused on the economic and biological benefits and have overlooked the
fact that such legislation will also cause disruption to existing social
and economic systems (Andersen and Stiles 1973:61-64; stiles 1976:248 f.f.).
These social scientists have hypothesized that opposition to limited entry
stems from real or perceived deletorious social and economic effects of
such legislation (Smith 1974).

Our current study substantiates this

hypothesis.
The Project:

Methodology

During 1977 and 1978 a team of researchers from the University of Maine
and the University of Rhode Island gathered a very large amount of information on fishermen all along the New England coast.
was placed on:

Special emphasis

actual fishing operations (type of fishing, techniques

employed, size of boat and crew, etc.); technical and economic innovation;
and attitudes toward various kinds of management schemes which might be
employed in different fisheries.

A great deal of informat ion was obtained
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on attitudes towards limited entry.

The questionaire used took a minimum

of one and a half hours to administer and usually interviews were far longer
than that.

In Maine alone, we obtained 190 such interviews with ground-

fishermen and herring fiShermen, and another 108 with lobster fishermen.
In this paper, we will conf'ine our efforts to understanding the attitudes
of groundfishermen and herring fiShermen toward limited entry.

Attitudes

of lobster fishermen are the subject of another paper (Acheson 1975a).
Lobstermen have been included in this sample only if they fiSh for finfish during some point in the annual cycle.

The 190 interviews represents

at least 65 percent of all full-time fin-fishing boats in Maine and New
Hampshire in 1977-78.

All interviews were obtained with the skipper of

the boat, wbo, in most cases, was the o-wner as well.
All of the inf'ormation on limited entry was obtained by open-ended
interviews.

We simply asked the fishermen involved if he 'would

approve

or disapprove of limited entry legislation" for his section of the industry.
Then we asked for an explantion.
amount of data.

This technique produced a tremendous

Fi shermen, on the whole, knew a good deal about limited

entry and had a good many ideas on the subject.

In great part, their

interest and knowledge can be traced to the fact that a limited entry bill
for the lobster industry--the largest fishery in the area--had recently been
proposed and defeated.

There were also several articles on limited entry

in the Maine Commercial Fishermen and other trade papers.
After the data were collected by the interview team, the results were
run on the University of Maine IBM 370 comput er •
Expectations About Fishermen's Responses
Although, we purposely used open-ended interviewing techniques in
order to elicit the fishermen's own ideas we initially had a set of hypotheses
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concerning the reactions we expected.

First, we expected that men would

favor limited entry, if at all, for solely economic reasons--namely, that
they would make more money since limited entry legislation promises to
decrease competition for those remaining in the fishery.
improve their bargaining position with dealers.

It may also

Second, we strongly

suspected that the opposition to limited entry could be traced to the
fact that such schemes might cause a good deal of social disruption.

The

proponents of limited entry legislation, after all, are concerned largely
with conservation of the fish and with economic efficiency.
tended to ignore the potential social impacts.

They have

We strongly suspected that

limited entry would cause six different kinds of disruptive effects that
were certainly going to be mentioned as reasons for opposing such legislation.
(1) We suspected that some fishermen would think they would be

removed from the industry and would be worried about being ab1e to find
other jobs.
(2) Limited entry promises to pass on economic costs only to a certain
class of fishermen and thus promote social inequality.

Those who remain

in the industry would presUmably have higher incomes; those who are
removed might well have lower incomes or perhaps none at all for a time.
(3) The results of limited entry legislation would not show up for

years.

When the government limits fishing effort to conserve a species,

stocks and catches ultimately will rise, but only after considerable delay.
The costs are thus borne by the men currently in the industry (usually in
the form of reduced catches); the benefits will be gain,ed by men fishing
in the future--somet:ilJles by a whole new generation of fishermen.

(4) Under limited entry, competition may be increased. SUch schemes
are designed to promote efficiency by encouraging the tl.se of larger boats,
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equiped with more sophisticated devices.

Thus, fishermen who do manage

to get a license to fish under a limited entry scheme may be forced to
invest a great deal of money, hire a larger crew, and obtain more skills
or lose a high proportion of the potential catch to those who are willing
and able to make such investments.

Men who are unable or unwilling to in-

vest up to $250,000 in a new boat may not only find their relative income
decreasing, but also their status affected as other men surpass them to
become "highline" fishermen.
(5) Many fishermen maximize catch and income by exploiting multiple

fisheries over the course of the year.
limi t

Limited entry, of course, may

the numbers of species a boat can fish, and thus interfere with

this kind of strategy.
(6) Fishing firms are often family businesses which are passed down

from father to sons.

Limited entry schemes may disrupt such groupings--

particularly by interfering with the inheritance of fishing vessels and
businesses.
Some of our initial hypotheses concermng reactions to limited entry
proved to be correct.

Others were wildly inaccurate.

On the 'Whole, we

did not predict the great range of concerns fishermen had about limited
entry.
In this paper, two different types of data will be presented:

(1)

the verbal statements of fishermen concerning the reasons they do or do
not favor limited entry legislation.

As we shall see, many of these re..-

sponses are highly ideational and show a strong concern with broad philosophical issues about governmental regulation, and (2) a set of quantitive data linking attitudes towards limited entry to other social,
technical, and economic factors.

These latter data strongly suggest that

fishermen are far more concerned with short run economic costs and benefits

than s.ome 'Would care to admit.

Responses of Fishermen

Concerni~~Limited

Entrv Pronosals

Very few fishermen were neutral or ambivalent to-wards limited entry.
The 190 fishermen questioned gave some

55 different answers on the topic.

However, these responses clearly fell into six different classes, showing
six different kinds of concerns.

Two classes of responses showed a decided

positive stance toward limited entry; four were negative.

These classes

of responses are summarized in Table 1 below.
Table

L

Summary of Resp:mses of Fishermen Towards Limited Entr;y: Legislation
~

of Response

Response

2!. Fishermen.

Number Responding

7

Negative Response #1

Limited entry is not needed;
other types of regulation
should be passed and are far
more important.

Negative Response #2

Natural economic or biological
cycles will solve the problem.

15

Negative Response #3

I am against limited entry since
it may prevent me or close kinsmen from fishing.

12

Negative Response #4

The Adam Smith response: I am
against limited entry, because
this is supposed to be a free
country; there are too many
regulations now. Free enterprise will handle the problems
of the fisheries better than
the government.

61

Positive Response #1

I am for limited entry since
there are too many boats, traps,
and fishermen now. Something':
has to be done to ensure that ..
same fish will survive to breed.

28
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Positive Response #2

I am for limited entry since it
will reduce excess comptetition
and benefit me personally

28

4

Ambivalent

38

Missing Data

Total

148

Several people interviewed mentioned more than: one of these answers.
Most fishermen, however, gave one answer or were clearly primarily interested in only one issue.

We recorded only the primary response given by

each respondent.

a complete breakdown of secondary or tertiary

Giving

answers would complicate matters unduly, and add little to our understanding
of the concerns fishermen have concerning limited entry legislation.
Several comments need to be made on each of these responses.
Negative Response #1.
regulation

~~.

Men who gave this response were not against

They did have in mind very specific kinds of regulations

which they thought would benefit their section of the industry more than
limited entry would.

Several different types of regulations were mentioned.

One draggerman wanted larger mesh regulations; two herring stop-seiners
favored laws prohibiting purse seiners from operating close to shore; another
favored laws on the size of boats that could be used in his fishery (dragging for groundfish); two other dragger fishermen favored a ban on gillnetting
on the grounds that "lost gillnets kill a lot of fish."
Negative Resp?nse #2.

Men who gave this response are really making

two different kinds of arguments.

First, they are suggesting that levels

of stocks and populations are strongly cyclical, and that predation by man
is not one of the primary factors responsible for the great fluctuations
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in fish stocks observed.

In the words of one fishermen:

a limited entry system to save the fish?

"Why have

The amount of fish is going to

go up and down as it always has.

The number of boats in the fishery has

nothing to do with fish stocks.

Other things like water temperature and

food supplies are far more :important."
least in part (Dean 1979).

Some biologists would

Most population

agree~

at

dynamicists would not agree.

These fishermen are questioning a basic equation of this field of biology-namely, that recruitment into the fishery (i.e. numbers of marketable fish)
is dependent on the number of eggs in the water, which in turn is a function of number of breeding-sized fish.

Numbers of breeding fish is

ultimately dependent on fisning pressure.
The second kind of argument these men are explicitely making is that
the problem of overfishing will be reduced by economic pressure.
as fish stocks fall, some people will be forced out of
course, will automatically reduce fishing pressure.

That is,

business~ which~

of

In time, as natural

conditions change, these men argue, the fish stocks will increase again.
Negative

Res~onse

#3.

Very few men who gave this response said. openly

that they personally feared being removed immediately from the industry.
They were all aware that those proposing limited entry provisions have always made provisions to "grandfather in" all those men currently fishing.
A few openly said that they thought l:imited entry would result in more
competition, >Vhich might force them from the business at some time in the
future.
Most of the men who gave this response were concerned with closing
out "my sons" or other "young people."

This concern reflects the fact that

effective lineage ties in local communities are very strong, and a great
deal of the meaning of life is tied up with living in· a particular place
with a wide set of kinsmen.

Many men enter fishing, not because they are
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~,

commited to the .industry per

but because it is the only occupation

they can enter which allows them to live near home.

There is, of

course, no sense living at home, if the people you want to be near are
forced to live in Pittsburgh or MUncie.
It Should be clearly understood that very few of these men assumed
that their sons or kinsmen would be prohibited outright from entering
fishing.

Rather, they were concerned that the rules governing entry into

the fishery under a limited entry scheme would somehow favor wealthy people
or large corporations.
words):

Five or six of these men said (in almost the same

"No one is going to say that a poor boy can't go fishing, but

you know it will be the big ccmpanies which will get the licenses or permits."
While only 12 men mentioned this as a primary reason for opposing limited
entry, a much larger number of men mentioned "relatives" or "inheritance
of the business" in passing.

It was something they clearly didn'tt

qui te know how to talk about.

Men in the United States do have trouble

talking about how much their family means to them.

However, we received

the distinct impression that a lnnited entry bill that was framed in such
a way that it would interfere with traditional transmission of family fishing
businesses would be severely opposed by a far larger number of men than
our sample alone would indicate.
Negative Resl'onse #4.

The most common res:[:Onse "Was what we came

to call the "Adam Smith response."
entry because

That is, men said they opposed limited

that would mean government intervention, and an end of

free enterprise.

Free enterprise, in their view, was obviously a good

thing; and government intervention was both bad and ineffective as a
solution to the problems facing fisheries.
Frankly, we never imagined that large numbers of people would give
this res:[:Onse when asked about limited entry.

At first, we were very

suspicious, and tended to probe deeply to get at the other real reasons
people opposed limited entry.

A susprising number, when questioned, went

into long spiels about the "government."

It was very clear that most

of these people really had a strong distaste

for additional regulation,

and did not believe that the government could solve the problems of fisheries (or very much else for that matter).

In this respect, these fisher-

men are joining the millions of Americans who have made California's Taxcutting proposition 13 a potent political reality all across the nation.
Our probing, however, revealed two other deeper concerns.

First,

some 20 men who were concerned about "the government" were automatically
assuming that the rules and regulations a government would pass would
benefit large corporations or other wealthy interests.

In this respect,

their responses were not much different from those who gave Negative
Response #3.
The other concern "Was one that many people could hardly articulate
clearly.

Many kept talking about welfare, and about being protected by

"big brother" government.

They clearly did not like either.

In the

phraseology of two men, "Limited entry doesn't protect the fish; it
protects fishermen."

We received the overwhelming impression that people

in the fishing industry place great value on doing something useful, on

earning their own way, and take pride in contributing to the food
supply of the nation.

Limited entry, in the view of many, threatened

these basic values and their own sense of worth.

As usual, it is very

difficult to talk about the basic presuppositions of a culture.

Most of

thege people resorted to certain stock phrases about the government.
Positive Response #1.

Twenty, eignt

men favored limited entry because

this legislation, was necessary, in their view, to preserve fish stocks.
None of these men was happy at the thought of more government regulation,
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but they thought that some control on fishing effort was needed and that
limited entry would be both effective and cause the fewest problems. As
one man phrased it, "There are just too many boats, men, and traps.
More are coming all the time, and the gear is getting more efficient.
I f we are going to have any fish left to catch, some of these fishermen

are going to have to earn their living in some other line of work.
the truth."

The mood of these men was somber.

That's

They clearly had misgivings

about the viability of their industry and about limited entry.
Positive

R~sponse

#2. Some 25 men in the sample approved of limited

entry legislation because they were sure it would help them personally
in both the short and long run.
were

establi~ed

continue

Most of them. assumed that since they

in the business, they would be granted a license to

fi~ng.

They saw the benefits primarily in terms of decreased

competition as potential new entrants were excluded from the fiShery.
Eight of these men, however, mentioned the fact that they expected that
limited entry would bring a gradual increase in fish stocks and catches.
However, concern for the welfare of the fish stocks was of secondary
importance.
It should be noted that many of the kinds of comments we expected to
receive concerning limited entry were not of great concern to fishermen
or at least were not mentioned openly by many men.

First, only a few

openly mentioned that they might be removed from the industry, and no one
mentioned that they might not be able to find another job.

Second, there

was no mention that limited entry would produce inequality within local
communities, altbough a few men mentioned that this type of legislation
would produce a "favored or pampered group of fishermen."
was no mention

Third, there

that limited entry 'WOuld improve the bargaining position

of fishermen l l i (

m

dealers.

Fourth, there was little overt mention

at all of the time horizon problem--namely, that the benefits of such
legislation would only show up some time in the future.

Fifth, save for

a few men who gave negative response #3, there was no mention that
limited entry might stimulate competition which would force certain
from the industry.

men

There was also little open opposition to limited

entry on the grounds that it would interfere with the strategy of fishing
several species over the course of the year.
There were three sets of concerns, which we did not predict, which
showed up very strongly in overt statements of fishermen:
with the

(1) a concern

welfare of the species, (2) a strong concern with government

regulation and the Federal government in general, (3) a concern that
limited entry would be administered in ways to favor a general takeover
of the industry by corporations.
Structural Position and_Attitudes Toward L:i.mited Entry
When asked about limited

en~ry,

a very high percentage of the res-

pondents mentioned ideational issues (i.e. negative response #4), and
stressed their faith in free enterprise as a solution to the problems of
overexploitation, and their lack of faith in

government regulation.

A few men, particularly those giving positive response #2 and negative
response#3,mentioned their own economic

self interest.

But these men

constitute only 19.4 percent of the total sample of 190 fishermen.

Tl:ere is,

however, a good deal of quantitative evidence that many, if not most,
of the fishermen questioned are very concerned about the effect of limited
entry legislation on their own economic position.

This appears to be

the case whether or not they admitted it openly.
There are significant correlations between attitudes toward limited
entry and three different variables:
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age, major species sought, and the

versatility of a man I s fishing operations.

All of these types of rela-

tionships need to be explained in detail, and all tell something significant about social, economic, and technical factors underlying attitudes
concerning management.
Age and Limited Entry
There is a very strong relationship between the age of the fisherman
and his attitudes toward limited entry legislation.

Table 2
Attitudes Toward Limited Entry by Age of Fisherman
Under 39

40 or Over

Total

For Liroi ted Entry*

28

15

43

Opposed to Limited Entry*

33

42

75

61

57

118

Chi Square = 4.077
Degrees of Freedom

=1

Level of Significance

= >.05

* Those who were listed as "for limited entry" gave either positive response number 1 or number 2. Those listed as "opposed" gave one of the
four negative responses listed in Table 1.
In Table 2 , we see that there is clearly. a proportion of men under
the age of 39 who are "for" limited entry legi slat ion; while a high proportion of men over the age of 40 oppose it.

Forty-five percent of the

men under the age of 39 favor limited entry; while only 26.7 perc ent of tho se
over 40 favor such legislation.

(The result according·:to the Chi Square

test are significant at the .05 level.)
One possible explanation for this phenomenen is that older men are
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simply more rigid and more prone to resist anything
their habitual way of operating.

~ich

would change

This does not appear to be the case.

Several men pointed out that older men can and do change their operations very quickly When there is some reason to do so.
It is relatively clear that attitudes toward limited entry legislation are related to the differential incentives.

The benefits of

limited entry will clearly occur sometime in the future.
stand to gain by such legislation; a high
do not.
in an

Young men

proportion of the older men

Since limited entry legislation will produce higher fiSh yields
estimated 5 to 30 years, passage of such legislation will mean

that older men will pick up the costs in terms of decreased catches, etc.
now, While the benefits will acrue to other men long after they are dead
or retired.

A good many fishermen are well aware of this situation, and

will talk about it when pressed.
way:

One young herring fisherman put it this

"I know that limited entry will mean a sacrifice in the immediate

future; but it will also help to ensure that there are some fish around
in the future."

Another 74 year old New Harbor fishermen expres sed hi s

views in more pungent terms:
(i.e. l:imited entry).

"I ain't go ing for nothin' of the 1 ikes

Maybe it will bring in the fiSh by the year 2000

but I'll be long gone by then.

I'm thinking of What I can catch from

one year to the other." A close friend, who overheard the conversation,
averred that this man wasn't even planning to buy any new lobster traps
on the grounds that he could see little sense in investing in traps that
"would last longer than he would."
These men,and others their age, were clearly assigning a high discount rate to future catches.

It is obviously not in .the best interest

of such people to conserve fish now so that someone else can get higher
yields in the future.

They very clearly recognize their own best interest.

190.

Our data indicate that the older the class of fishermen, the more opposed
they are to limited entry.
Limi+pn Entry and Primar,1Target Species
3, fishermen in different kinds of fishing

As can be seen in Table

enterprises have very different attitudes towards limited entry.

The

results are significant at the .01 level, so that it is very unlikely
that these results could have occurred by chance alone.

Table
Attitudes

3

TowardsLimitedEnt~~Primarl§peciesFished ~

Scallops

Lobster

"For!! Limited
Entry*

0

12

"Against" Limited
Entry*

5

7

Groundfish

Total

0

30

42

10

51

73

Herring

115
Chi Square

= 6.9

Degrees of Freedom

=3

Level of Significance ; .01

* Those who were listed as "for" limited entry gave either positive response number 1 or 2 (as indicated in Table 1). Those listed as "against"
gave negative responses 1 to 4.
In general, the lobster fishermen strongly favored "limited entry"
legislation.

Another study involving a much larger sample of lobster

fishermen showed exactly the same thing (Acheson 1975a). There are two
basic reasons why lobstermen appear more favorable towa'rd such legislation
than men fishing for other species.
less profitable in recent years.

First, lobster fishing has become

Total catches have remained about the·
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same for the past 10 years, while the amount of effort has increased
enormously.
tons.

For example, in 1963 the lobster catch was 10,300 metric

In 1973 the catch fell to 7,700 metric tons, while the number of

traps used doubled (Morrissey 1968: Table 20).

Spring fishing in the

past six or seven years has been particularly bad.

As a result, profits

to lobster fishermen have been eroded in the past few years to the extent
that a large number of lobster fishermen have begun to fish for other
species during part of th.e annual cycle.
fish for groundfish during the spring of

All of the men in this sample
~e

year.

In addition, lobster fishermen have always limited their numbers
by informal means.

In order to go lobs ter fi shing at all, one must not

only have a license, but also gain entry into a "harbor gang."

Once a

person is admitted to such a "gang" or cli que, he is only permitted to
go fishing in the terri tory "owned" by that "gang" (See Acheson 1972,
1975a,1975b, 1979).

Part-time fishermen, or others who are not members

of the harbor gang, are usually heavily sanctioned by sureptitious destruction of their fishing gear.

In short, lobster.men favor limited

entry more than any other group primarily because they are fully aware
that there are too many fishermen, and because such legislation is very
congruent with existing norms prevailing in the industry.
A relatively high percentage (37 percent) of the p'roun0f'jshermen also
favored "limited entry."

A very high percentage of th.ese men noted openly

that groundfishing was becoming crowded as larger numbers of lobster fishermen and others moved into this fishery--particularly during the spring.
Many of these men openly favored limited entry since it promised to
res.erve this fishery for those already established in it.
cent

However, 62.9 per-

0f the groundfishermen interviewed did not favor limited entry.

Most of thes.e objected to this kind of legislation on ideational grounds
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(negative response

#4), and gave long lectures on the values of

free enterprise, etc.
All of the herring and scallop fishermen on whom we have data "opposed" limited entry legislation.

While the numbers involved are too

small for statisti cal reliability, it should be noted that several of
these men admitted open~ that they had been "doing very well" in the
past two or three years.

They did no want any legislation passed (i.e

(i.e. limited entry) that would change or modify a very profitable fishery.
Most of these scallopers and herring fishermen said they opposed limited
entry for ideational reasons (negative response

#4).

However, their

own economic self interest was, only harely under the surface.
Versatility of

Fishin~ Operatio~s

and Attitudes Towards bimited Entr1

A few fishermen in recent public hearings concerning fisheries
management legislation have openly opposed limited entry on the grounds
that they were involved in several different fisheries over the annual
cycle and were afraid that limited entry legis.lation would prevent them
from exPloiting the numbers of species needed to fish to make a living.
For example, one fishermen phrased the issue in this way:

''To keep the

wolf away from the door we have to switch from scallops to fin-fish to
lobsters" (Maine Commercial Fisherie§ Vol. 6, No. 8:1).

A good many

other fishermen stated during the course of being interviewed that they
were planning to buy more versatile boats and fishing gear, since they
were afraid of being "closed out" of the fishery they were in by Federal
legi slat ion .
Wi th these kinds of comments in mind, we originally hypothesized
that men who depended on one species would favor limited entry, since
thi s would reserve this species for them exclusively. Correspondingly,
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those who exploited multiple species over the year, or who planned to
have versatile operations, would oppose such legislation, because limited
entry would likely restrict the range of species open to them.
The data demonstrate that there is a strong connection between
versatility of fishing operations and attitudes towards limited entry.
They also show that our original hypotheses were absolutely 'Wrong.
The data on versatility of fishing operations and attitudes toward
limited entry are presented below in Table

4.

Table 4
Versatility of Fishinfj0I>eration

~

Attitudes

Versatile Fishing
Operation**

Dependence on
Single Sp ecies**
"Opposed" to
Limited Entry*

/

24

"Favors" Limited
Entry*

50
38

5

Chi Square

Limited Entry·

~ward

,

117

= 5.24

Degrees of Freedom

=1

Level of Significance

=

.02

..
* Men were classified as "opposed" to limited entry if they gave one of
the four negative comments listed in Table 1. They were classified as
"favoring" limited entry if they gave either positive response 1 or 2.
** Men were classified as having versatile fishing operations if they did
one or more of the following: (1) make a ma.jor change in species sought
over the year, (2) make a major change in fishing gear once in the annual
cycle, (3) expect to buy a boat at least eight feet larger than their
present boat in the near future, (4) expect to enter a more versatile
type of fishing in the near future, (5) anticipate a mauor change in
species mix exploited in the near future, (6) anticipate a major change
in vessel or gear in the near future.
From these figures it is apparent that a very high proportion (82 percent)
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of those who are dependent on a single species are opposed to limited
entry legislation, while a moderate percentage (43 percent) of those with
versatile fishing operations favored such legislation.

The Chi Square

figures are significant at the .02 level, so that these results are very
unlikelY to have happened by chance.
These results certainly do not buttress our original hypotheses which
led us to predict that it would be the men with versatile fishing operations who would be opposed to limited entry, and the single species
fishermen who would favor it.
A check through our original interview forms and some eight subsequent
calls to fishermen interviewed in the original sample strongly suggest
that men dependent on a single species oppose limited entry because they
are afraid such legislation would close them out of the fishery on
which they are

complete~

dependent.

They are aware that such legislation

might benefit "the fish in the long run" as one man phrased it, but
th.ey are concerned with making a living in the short run.
Over 50 percent of the men with "versatile" fishing operations
also oppose l:iIni ted entry--mainly on ideational grounds.
favor it, however, than do the "single species" fishermen.
tion suggests

More of them
Our informa-

that these men believe it will benefit either them person-

ally or the fish stocks.

In addition, they are not as fearful of limited

entry as men with less versatile operations.

After all, they have or

plan to have the capital, Skill, boat, etc. to fish several species so
that being prevented from fishing one species will not put them out of
business.

It will merely mean a change to another species-probably a

species the fisherman is currently exploiting.

We . ".~uspect that a lot

of the men listed as "versatile fishermen" agree with one Portsmouth, N.R.
fisherman when he said: "the secret of success in this business is to
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be able to do everything:

gillnet, drag, purse seine, scallop.

The

government may have to close off same fisheries some of the time; but
they can't close them all off."
Summa!X

The results of this study indicate that fishermen feel very
ambivalent about limited entry.

On the whole, support for such leg-

islation would be greatest among lobstermen and groundfishermen; less
among scallopers and herring fishermen.

On the whole, younger men who

fish or plan to fish for multiple species would support such legislation
more than older men who are dependent on single species fisheries.

Support

for such legislation will undoubtedly be linked to the ways in which
specific legislation is framed.

Support will be greatest if limited

entry bills minimize the day to day influence of governing agencies
in fisheries, do not interfere with transmission of businesses from
senior kinsmen to junior kinsmen, and give no special favors to large
corporations which will res.ult in a corporate takeover of the fisheries.
This is not to suggest that fishermen are solely concerned with
short run benefits and costs.

There were two aspects of fishermen's

attitudes towards limited entry that deserve significant mention in this
regard.
First, there were a large number of men interested in long run effects
of such legislation.

This shows up in overt concern for the well-being

of fish stocks (positive response #1 and negative response #1); the fact
that many young men favored limited entry even though they are fully
aware that the benefits will show up far in the future if at all; and
in the questions fishermen have about the government being able to positively affect fish stocks through legislation.
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A concern with the long-

term situation is also revealed in the concern that limited entry
regulations might be subtly rigged so that, sometime
the fisheries would belong to big corporations.

in the far future,

These men were clearly

not merely thinking of just making money at the expense of the fish
stocks in the next month or next year.
Second, an overwhelming number of the fishermen interviewed were
not just interested in limited entry as it affected their industry,
but in any increase in governmental regulation.

In

many cases, questions

about limited entry resulted in comments and speeches revealing a
deep-seated concern with trends in the Federal Government.
were bothered by corruption.

Several men specifically mentioned:

gate, Koreagate, Wilbur Mills in the Tidal Basin, and
the till.

Fishermen
Water-

congressmen

in

They were bothered by the waste of money, and the selfserving

bureaucracy.

They were bothered by .a Federal government responsive to

the needs of .big industry, big agriculture, big labor, and other special
interest groups.

They were bothered by the lack of leadership and the

inability of those in power to propose creative solutions to pressing
problems.

Most important, their comments reflect a growing lack of faith

in government to solve any serious problem.
totally negative.

Their responses were not

What does not show up in the figures we presented is

the overwhelming impression we received that these people wanted to control
ifheir own lives.

They are people who want to make their own decisions

and are willing to accept the consequences--including going broke--if
that is what occurs as a result of their own mistakes or laziness.
When we asked about limited entry legislation, we expected pointed
and specific commentary on fisheries management.
treatises on Government in general.

All to often we got long

Our experiences left us with the

strong impression that the political support limited entry legi slat ion

197

will receive (at least in Maine and New Hampshire) is currently tied
up with attitudes and situations that go far beyond. fish.
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Notes
1.

Fishing effort refers to the amount of productive effort expended
to harvest a particular species of fish.

It is measured by a

complicated formula which take into account such factors as the
size of nets used, size of boat engines, number of hours spent
fishing, size of boat, size of crew, etc.
2.

This situation is extremely rare in the annals of economics.
Ordinarily a decrease in productive effort brings about a decrease
in output or supply not an increase.
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SECTION IV

SUMMARY

?!

THE TRAGED Y OF THE COMMONS:

AN UNCOMMON VIEW

James M. Acheson

John"J. Poggie, Jr.
Richard B. Pollnac
James A. Wilson

Economists familiar

~ith

problems of fisheries management generally

agree that real fishing effort great~ exceeds the level necessary to produce the maxim.um sustai.nable yield of most heavily exploited species.

In

short, they point out that fisheries are one of the few cases where lessened productive effort w.ould result in greater output.
If there were less fishing effort on a species, the stocks. would rejuvenate to a higher level, and a given unit of effort would thus produce
more fish.

Theoretically, fisheries management would benefit everyone:

the

fish populations would be at

more optimum levels biologically, there would

be higher supplies of fish at

lo~er

would catch larger quantities of

p;rices for consumers, and fishermen

fish~th

less productive effort.

Given all the benefits w.hich should accrue to management,
fishermen traditionally overexPloit?
is this:

w~

then do

The explanation offered by economists

fisheries are a connnon property resource which are subj ected to a

kind of escalating abuse since they are exploited by everyone, but protected
by none.

Why should one fisherman conserve the resource?

not catch today will be caught by someone else tomorrow.

The fish he does
Under these con-

ditions, a fisherman is only bei.ng rational when he expands the amount of
capital equipment he owns and tries to catch all the fish he can as quickly
as possible, so the argument goes.
The result is what Hardin (1968: 1244) has called the "tragedy of the
commons."

Connnon property resources of all kinds-the air, waters, oceans,

publically-owned lands--are subject to abuses and overexploitation that do
not exist with privately owned resources (Hardin 1968: 1245-1246).

As Hardin

(1968: 1244) explains it, those explo iting a connnoIi property resource are
locked into a system in which it is only "logical" that they increase their
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exploitation without limit.

Where the fisheries are concerned, the "tragedy"

takes the form of overexploitation, depletion of fish stocks, underutilization
of capital, an oversup:ply of labor, and, where opportunity costs are low,
acceptance of low incomes (Crutchfield 1964: 212).
The 'Whole b.ody of theory concerning common property resources is one of
the primary intellectual buttresses behind efforts. to manage fisheries.
After all, the theory of common property resources points out the deleterious
biological and economic effects when fisheries are unmanaged and fishermen
are left to do as they want.

Management would clearly benefit everyone--the

fish, the fishermen, and the consumer.
The image of fishermen conjured up by th.e body of theory concerning
connnon property resources is an interesting one.

First, it assumes that fish-

ermen enter fishing solely for economic reasons.

The glut of fishermen in

the industry, according to the economists working in the area, is due to the
fact that there are no barriers to entry into fishing and few viable occupational alternatives for men established in the fishing business.

Fishing,

it would appear, is a kind of occupational "catch basin"--easy to get into,
but difficult to get out of.
Second, it assumes that fishermen are competitive, predatory individuals
Who operate alone and are motivated by nothing as much as a desire to catch

as many fish as

quick~

as possible.

In short, fishermen do not recognize

their collective interest in conserving the fish stocks.

Even if they recog-

nize the value of conservation, they are unwilling or unable to organize
themselves to preserve the resources on which their livelihood depends.
Last, the academics :W1orking with the common property resource model have
a very simplistic view of fishermen and the communities in Which they live,
in that they assume that fishermen are all alike.
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The findings of our studies indicate that all three of these assumptions
need to be questioned and that the presuppositions behind the theory of common property resources need to be modified and extended.

We will discuss

each of these issues in order.
Commi tment

~ Fishin~ ~

Occupational Choice

We have discovered several different kinds of social and cultural factors influencing the occupational decisions of fishermen; opportunity costs
are only one factor, and in many places in New England, a minor factor.
Our data demonstrate that fishermen in most areas of New England do
have other occupational options.

In most parts of New England, there is no

significant difference between the educational level of fishermen and the
general adult population in the same region.

(The only notable exception

to this general rule are New Bedford and New Gloucester, Massachusetts, which
have high_ proportions of recent iIllIlligrants.)

In the eight coastal counti es

of Maine, for example, the median education level of fishermen is higher than
that of the total popUlation in wo of the counties; it is slightly lower
four counties; and exactly the same in the remaining two counties.

in

In only

two of these counties is the difference in the median education of fishermen
Significantly different statistically from the median educational level of the
total population (Acheson 1979).

In addition, fishermen have had a good deal

of experience with different kinds of jobs i.nside and outside the fi shing
industry.

A sample of 190 captains of Maine and New Hampshire fin-fishing

boats, for example, turned up the fact that these men had had 2.55 different
types of fishing occupations and 1.15 types of non-fishing occupations.
had had a great

ma~

Many

different specific jobs on a large number of boats and

ashore.
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These data point out that many fishermen have had other economic options
open to them in the pas.t, but for some reason have remained in the fishing
industry.
The question this raises is:
dustry'?

YJhy do fishermen stay in the fishing in-

Why do they value fiShing above other occupations'?

While there is no simple answer to this question, our research data provide a series of potential explanations.

First, it is critical to note that

there is a good deal of variation among fishermen.

There is no question that

fishermen throughout the New England region generally will sacrifice a great
deal to stay in the industry.

However, the factors tying them to fishing in

one region or set of ports are very different from those caus.ing the same
behavior in fishermen from other ports.
In general, our research suggests that two sets of factors are influencing people's commitment to the fishing industry:

psychological factors

and structural factors.
Psychological Factors
In our study of job satisfaction among fishermen from different communiti-es in New England, we found very great variation with respect to levels
of satisfaction on three dimensions of this important variable.
dimensions were:

These three

"Basic Needs" (safety, psychological well-being, and so on),

"Middle Level Needs" (love, belongingness, independence), and "Highest Level
Needs" (self-realization, qhallenge).

Maine fishermen, who generally go

day-tripping in small boats, are most concerned with Basic Needs (Pollnac and
Poggie 1980; 266-272).

The profile on the fishermen from Maine indicates

that the most problematical part of their job is concerned with income,
physical safety, working conditions, and the hazards of the occupation.
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Since they are home every night, and part of an extended family network,
they felt no lack of love or belongingness.
The profile of

~ew

Bedford fishermen, who generally fish far offshore,

is considerablY different, in that these men are least satisfied with their
Middle Level and Highest Level Needs.

These are men whose long absences

from home and subordinate position in large crews reduce their tbeir contact
wit~.

their family and their sense of accomplisbment in their work.

Judith, Rhode Island, still another pattern is apparent.

In Pt.

There,fishermen

manifest the mo st satisfaction with their Highest Level Needs and Ba.sic Needs,
but are les s satisfied than the Maine fishermen with the Middle Level Needs.
Although there are many differences between the total profiles of Maine
and Rhode Island fishermen, they are henerally satisfied with fishing as an
occupation.

For the men of New Bedford, the pattern of d.issatisfaction leads

one to conclude that other occupations might be generally preferable to
fishing. (poggie and Pollnac 1980).

Structural Factors
In New England coastal connnu:r.ities, there are a variety of structural
factors tying people to fishing and to their home communities.
In small Maine coastal towns, the most important structural units are
kinship and the community itself.
wards on family and the community.
localized.
~1emters:rd.p

The long established residents focus inLife in such communities is strongly

Community membership and kinship are themselves closely related.
in an established family automatically makes one a member of the

core of the community.

Members of such families have the imprimateur of the

community on them tecause they have "inherited" the yardstick by which acceptable behavior is measured.

For better or worse, a person from an established

family is a known, predictable quantity.

He is not like the outsider whose

actions cannot be put in any meaningful context.
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For members of established families, both nuclear and extended kinship
are important.

Individuals are part of a dense, complicated "network" of

"relatives."

People who move away from the local area are quickly forgotten.
Acheson 1980).
Given th.e uses to -which kinship is put, they are irrelevant (Lazarowitz and "
Kinship ties are manipulated in ways which give members of established
families a distinct edge over "newcomers" and other residents of the towns.
Coming from a family with. a long local history (patr:imony) makes one fully
eligible to run for important local political offices, and members of such
families usually have enough family votes to make their bids for office successful.

Second,and more important, the dense network of local contemporary

relatives can be manipulated to give one differential access to jobs, valuable
land and businesses, business information, and loans.

They can also be used

to obtain jobs on fin-fishing boats, and to gain access to protected local
lobster fishing territories (Acheson 1972, 1975; Acheson and Lazarowitz 1980).
In short, members of' such established families have a strong set of incentives to remain in their natal communities.
In Rhode

Is18~.d,

ferent pattern.

Many do just that.

at the other end of the spectrum, we found quite a dif-

Here, the nuclear family overshadows all other social units

in importance, and extended kinship ties are comparatively unimportant (Danowski 1980: 116 ff.

).

In this area, community life among fishermen resembles

more the pattern of middle claSS suburban life common throughout the United
States.

Communities are relatively unimportant, in so far as the town one

lives in is not the focal point of one's life.

Unlike the Maine case, there

is a clear separation between the people fishermen interact with on the job,
and those they associate with in their place of residence.
no fishing towns.

There are really

Rhode Island's fishermen live throughout the southern part
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of their Oi.n state and in adjacent to'«!ls in Massachusetts and Connecticut,
and commute to work in Point Judith, Newport, and other ports.
Certainly membership in an old established family does not automatically
confer membership in any kind of community core nor does it give special advantages in the economic and political realm as it does in small Haine coastal
communities.

Except in rare instances, one's most important business contacts

are not relatives.
fishing rights.

Anyone who purchases a boat automatically gains access to

In the recent past, people have come to Rhode Island and

become successful fishermen from a s far away as the Pacific Coast.

In this

area, occupational selection is not as strongly influenced by family and community membership:

Certainly sites on board boats, with all that indicates

about acces s to fishing skills, are not reserved for people from certain fam ...
ilies or certain coastal towns.
In the Massachusetts ports of Gloucester and New Bedford, which have
heavy concentrations of Italians and Portuguese respectively, yet other patterns are apparent.

Here, ethnicity and kinship are of critical importance.

In these complex urban areas, kinship and ethnicity are in no way synonymous
'With community •

But thi sis not to deny that a great deal of the meaning in

life and the people who are important to an individual center around kinship
ties.

It is crucial to note that recruitment on boats, and often ownership

of boats, is influenced by both these factors.

There are boats whose crews

are composed completely of recent Italian immigrants, others with older Italian
immigrants, and still others with solely Portuguese speakers.

In both ports

it is common for boats to be owned and manned by close kinsmen.
In one sense, the highly ethnic ports of Gloucester and New Bedford are
reminiscent of the Yankee harbors of Maine.

In both Maine and "etlmic" Mass ...

achusetts ports, fishermen have strong structural ties to their home co:inm.unity
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and have extended kin networks.

In hoth instances., 'While fishermen can suc-

ceed outside their home community, there are clear benefits from residential
stability.

There are, of course, important differences.

In Maine, there is

again the equation between established families and community; in the major
Massachusetts ports, kin and community are divorced.

Thus, in the large ports

of Massachusetts individual economic success is: the key to prestige, as is
evidenced by a large house and a new car.

In small Maine towns, prestige

and power _come from business or professional success combined with long residence and service to the community.
In summary, there are many different sets of reasons that fishermen in

New England remain in the fishing industry and these reasons differ substantially from one part of the region to another.

Income and alternate economic

oprortunities are only part of the picture.
In Maine it is true that there are few alternate jobs--particularly in
th.e eastern part of the state--but people are also strongly linked to their
natal communities and local extended kinship units.
tages from remaining "at home."

They derive real advan-

In addition, Maine fishermen are reasonably

well satisfied with the occupation, particularly as it makes it possible to
satisfy Middle Level Needs.

Out data suggest that Maine fishermen are gen-

erally more attached to the community and their kin network than they are to
the occupation itself.

Given the choice between community and their occupa-

tLon, 97 percent of our Maine respondents would elect to change occupations
and remain in their home town rather than move away and remain in fishing
(Acheson 1979: 253).

A few men openly volunteered the fact that they are in

fishing primarily because it is an occupation which allows them to live in the
place they want to be.
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In the large, highly ethnic Massachusetts ports, there are again few
alternate jobs available.

Her.e also, family ties and ethnicity, with all

this indicates about a secure, predictable and socially meaningful environment, are some of the major factors tying people to the industry.

Many of

these men are not necessarily strongly committed to fishing, hut 'Kould root
leave the industry because it would mean leaving all the benefits they receive in their home communities.
In Rhode Island, on the other hand, we see quite a different pattern, in
which fishermen have fewer loyalties and structural links to the communities
where they live, but love fishing as an occupation because of the rewards
they receive--especially in the satisfaction of their Basic and Higher Level
Needs.
~e

Social Organization dfFishing:

Clusters and

Insti~~tions

The vast majority of anthropological studies on fishing have focused on
the ":;:"'ishing community"--the people who live in one hamlet or town where fishing or fish processing is an important occupation.

Such studies focus on the

important ties fishermen have with. kinsmen, neighbors, business associates and
friends who live in the same geographic area.

They tend to overlook the fact

that some of a fisherman's most important social ties are with other men who
are fishing for the same species.

In another volume (Wilson and Acheson 1980:

Section III), we have distinguished between fishing "clusters" and "institutionsn to describe these various kinds of off-shore associations among fi shermen.

A great deal of the behavior of fishermen and much of their relative

success is determined by their ties with other fishermen at sea.
Clusters are essentially loose networks formed, among men who fish for
the same species in the same area with the same gear.
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Such units are not only

an important source of knowledge for the fishermen involved in

them~

but

they also serve as reference groups for most fishermen--the ynrdstick by
which they measure success.
Institutions we define as bilateral agreements among fishermen, governed
by formal or informal rules, iihi.ch. structure the relationship between them.
Institutions involve repeated exchanges over a period of time.
Several things should be noted about clusters and institutions.
(1)

Both clusters and institutions are essentially responses to prob-

lems of knowledge and uncertainty.

Fishermen operate in an environment which

is very complicated and heterogenous, and which introduces a high degree of
uncertainty into the fishing business.

This uncertainty is increased by the

fact that many of the factors on which fishing success depends vary considerably from one time to another.

Stocks of fish fluctuate from year to year,

and the locations where they can be caught vary with the season or week;
the prices paid for them can alter daily.
on obtaining accurate information.

This uncertainty places a premium

Individuals obtain much of the inform-

ation they require from others in their same cluster, either by communication,
by direct observation, indirectly through intermediate links in the network,
or through "hands on ll experience on another man's boat.

The way one obtains

information from men in one's fishing cluster depends on the nature of the
species being sought and the duration of the knowledge.

Knowledge about

species locations is valuable for a long period in the case of sedentary
species.

In these industries (for example, clamming and lobstering), secrecy

is the rule.

In these industries, men obtain information from each other pri"'"',

marily by observation.

In the case of highly mobile species, the duration of

the value of knowledge is very short.
mittec. verbally.

Here a great deal of knowledge is trans-

In either case, the information obtained is critical for
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success.

Ironically, in the fishing industry, much of the information one

needs for success is learned from one's direct competitors.
The range of feasible opt:t.ons open to men in varioilll
ing industry varies tremendously.

parts of the fish-

In some industries, such as lobstering, the

technology, range of boats, and markets are almost identical throughout the
area wh.ere it is carried out, so that the feasible options of fishermen are
very similar!

These clusters vre refer to as "tightly packed."

ters, the range of feasible options is much larger.

In other clus-

In such industries (for

example, the groundfishery), the range of. boats, fishing gear, electronic
equipment, crew size, and so on, is large enough to permit cluster members a
wide variety of options.
and

Acheson 1980:
(2)

mation.

These clusters ve term "loosely packed" (Wilson

Section III).

Insti tutions, by way of contrast, are really substitutes for inforOne cannot predict the future, but one can enter into agreements with

other people which as.sign the risk, and hence lower uncertainty.

Clusters

are ubiquitous; institutions are much rarer--at least in New England.

We have,

however, noted at least eleven instances in which fishermen have entered into
these enforceable, bilateral agreements.

These !'l'inge all the way from agree-·

ments amonglohsterfishe:r:nen in Casco Bay (Maine) to lay strings of traps in
a northeast to southwest direction to avoid severe gear tangles to an understanding among scallop fishermen in New Bedford to limit the length of fishing
trips and to stagger the time boats leave port to ensure a steady supply and
high price for scallops.

Two

of these institutions have been studied in some

detail--nameJy the institution of lobstering territories (agreements to limit
access to restricted ocean areas), and marketing institutions, which are essentially agreements between fishermen and fish dealers involving the exchange
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of services, information, extensive financial hacking and credit, for a
steady assured supply of fish.
For our purposes, it 15 important to stress that eight of the eleven
institutions noted involve agreements among

fi~ermen

to limit fishing oper-

ations or res:trict th.e use of gear (Wilson and Acheson 1980: Section III).
In these instances, fishermen have actually petitioned the legislatures to

have these informal agreements among themSelves enacted into law.

This trans-

fers the problem of enforcement from the fishermen themselves to state officials.
These three cases are:

(a) a petition by the Southern Maine Lobstermen' s

Association to pass a trap limit and litnited entry bill, (b) the actions of
herring processors to pass a fisheries management plan under PL 94-265, and
(c) a bill proposed by th.e herring fishermen of Maine to limit the placement
of weirs and stop seines.
In most instances, th.ere is no solid evidence that these insti tut ions
actually functioned to cut fishing mortality and increase recruitment and
fish landings--even though they have restricted the use of fishing gear.

In

the case of Maine lobstering territories, such evidence does exist, however.
In this case, individuals are not permitted to go lobster fishing unless they
are admitted to a "harbor gang"-the group of men fishing frcm one harbor--and
once admitted to such a gang, they can only go fishing in the area jointly
"owned" by the men from this harbor.

Interlopers are met with strong sanctions,

sometimes merely verbal, but more often involving the surreptitious destruction
of lobstering gear.

This territorial system is entirely the result of pol-.

i tical competition between groups of lobstermen.

It contains no "legal" or

jural elements.
In the Maine lobstering industry, tim kinds of terri tori ali ty exist,

which we have termed "nucleated" and "perimeter defended."
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In nucleated areas~

a "harbor gang's" sense of o"\i!lership is relatively s.trong near the mouth of'
their harhor, but groYrS progressiv.ely weaker the further from the harbor
mouth one goes.

Five or ten miles offshore, ownership rights are very weak,

and these waters are fished by men from several harbors (Acheson

1975: 189).

The island areas of Penobs-cot Bay are perimeter-defended terri tori es.
boundaries are sharply drawn and defended to the yard.

Here,

In these areas,

ownership rights are defended up to the perimeter of the territor,r.

It is

cri tical to note that entry into gangs having perimeter-defended areas is
much more difficult than into gangs fishing in nucleated areas.

As a result,

there are fewer fishermen pe: square nautical mile of fishing grounds in perimeter-defended areas (Acheson

1975: 196).

has three biological and economic benefits.
meter-defended areas are larger.
lobsters which are

sexual~

This reduction in fishing effort
First, lobsters caught in

peri-~

This means that the percentage of female

mature and capahle of extruding eggs is much lar-

ger in perimeter-defended areas than in nucleated areas (Acheson

1975: 200).

Second, +.he Teduction in fishing effort has resulted in higher stock densities
in perimeter-defended areas.

Third, fishermen in perimeter-def'ended areas

catch larger lobsters and more pounds of lobsters with less effort.

Th:us, the

average gross incomes of men fishing in perimeter-defended areas is significantly higher than those of men in adjacent nucleated territories (Acheson
2-3).

1975:

Thus, the system of territoriality found in the Maine lobster fishing

industry--a kind of spontaneous limited entry system--clearly has beneficial
effects for both the lobster and the men fishing for them.
other institutions we have found in the New England
the same kind of beneficial effects.
of this, however.

fi~ing

We suspect, that
industry might have

At this writing, we have no hard evidence

Such insti tutiona are only rarely formed among fishermen, and the condi tiona under ~ch. fishermen form them cannot be pinpointed with a high

degree of certainty because of the small number of cases examined and the
lack of historical data on

ma~

of these cases.

However, five factors appear

to be involved in many of th.eae situati.ons (Wilson ~nd Acheson 1980: Section

HI: Chap. 4).
(1)

Marw- fishing institutions. are formed. by men whose overt goal is to

avoid gear conflict or to obtain more favorable marketing situations.

Some

of these institutions function to affect fishing effort, but this impact on
effort is an accidential after-effect--not the primary pUrpose of the arrangemente
(2)

Institutions are formed when the men involved in them enter into

transactions in which the things exchanged are of equivalent value.
(3)

Institutions are formed by small groups of men "\iho can interact

repeatedly over time.

(4)

Institutions are formed when the fishermen involved receive benefits

in the short run.
(5)

Last, and most important, fishermen who enter into institutional

agreements in "\ihieh their own fishing operations are restricted are involved
in tightly packed elusterR.
r

ImFlieati~na

for Fisheries Management

The tl1eory.of eOI)1Illon property resources has had a tremendous impact on
I

resource

I

manage~ent,

and modifications and elaborations in that body of theory

have managerial:, impli<;!ations as well as theoreticaJ. ones.

The idea that fish-

ermen fi sn solely for financia,l rewards, and would leave the industry if better
economic options were available, is a set of
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ass~ptions b~hind

many plans to

manage the fi sheri es .

For example, in the vi ew: of many fisheries managers,

one of the most promising types of regulator,r techniques are limited entry
options.

Such plans are attractive because they pro!Jltse to limit fishing ef-

fort 'While maintaining economic efficiency-.

Essentially, limited entry options

involve retaining only a limited numher of boats and fishermen in the industry.
The fishermen who are removed would presumably enter other industries where
their lahor could he used more efficiently and where they would presumably
recive greater monetary rewards.
and would he happy to leave.

It is assumed that they are highly mobile

The idea that fishing--and probably all other

occupations-involves far more than money is not part of this theoretical
construct.

Certainly there is no suggestion in the

bo~

of literature on com-

mon property resources that fishing itself gives rewards and allows people to
live in places where they can participate in institutions which give much of
the meaning to life.

This oversight, we are certain, is the the ultimate cause

of much of the opposition to limited entry proposals.
of resistance to such plans as well.

(There are other sources

See Acheson 1980.)

Schemes to manage

fisheries--especially those forcQDg people to migrate--are going to have to
be assessed not only with the economic costs and benefits in mind, but with
socio-cultural costs and benefits as well.
The assumption that the fishing industry is highly homogenous and that
the moti'rations of fishermen are essentially similar is bound to cause problems for management.

Fishing is, of course, a highly diversified industry.

There is such diversity even in New England that management nptions which
might be unopposed in one region might be violently opposed in another.

For

example, in Maine, wh_ere fishermen are so concerned with Basic Needs and where
extended kinship units and community mean and convey so much, the kinds of
managerial plans which would likely be most opposed are those that would make
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it imIDssihle to live in one's natal community, would lower income, or would
restrict the freedom to fish_ under the most favorable weather conditions.

In

Rhode Island, where the relatively isolated nuclear family predominates, and
where Middle Level Needs are less well satisfied, plans which force greater
time at sea and further frustrate "love and belongingness" satisfaction, would
cause the most disruption.

This is not to suggest that fishermen from

Rhode Island would meekly go along with management options which would lower
income, but our data suggest that such options would receive less opposition
than_in Maine.

In

th~

ethnic ports of Gloucester and New Bedford, Massachu-

setts, where many fishing firms are family-owned fir!Js, anY" restriction of
effort would affect large family segments which are specialized in fishing.
However, in New Bedford, where WIny fishermen appear basically dissatisfied
with fishing, mane.gement plans might might be well received, even i f they
forced people from the industry, if they were coupled with plans to

re-err~loy

these individuals in the local area, and to aid boat owners, who wish to leave
the fishery-, in divesting themselves of their capital investment.
The assumption that fishermen cannot and will not organize to conserve
the resources on which their livelihood depends is perhaps the most misleading
of all.

Our studies indicate that it is not all fishermen who overexploit,

but f:!_shermen operating under certain specifiable conditions.

These are

essentially men who are involved in loosely packed clusters, with large, geographically spread out membershi:p, where potential institutions would bring
unequal benefits far into the futUre.
the men in their own cluster.

The vast majority of fishermen know only

Their social ties and range of their vessels is

far smaller than the range of the resources.
effort, they will not

If they cut -their own fishing

receive the full benefit.
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However t the fact that some fishermen are capable of forming these
kinds of institutions has special implications- for fisheries managers.

Some

of these institutions are spontaneous fi sheries management sys-tems in that
they involve structured relationships between fishe;rmen to limit fishing ac.·
tivities in ways that reduce fishing effort.

If one can pinpoint the factors

associated with. the evolution of such institutions, it might be possible to
introduce policies wrdch would encourage their formation.

This might pre-

clude the need for regulations and the costs associated with them.

In addition,

studies of such institution& would hopefully give some insights into the
kinds of regulation fishermen would accept with little political opposition.
Presumably t fishermen would be less likely to oP!JOse the same kinds of reg<

ulations they impose on themselves than regulations not matched to the existing social system and normative structure.
In sunrrnary, we would like to suggest that many of the problems currently
facing managers of the ma.rine resources of the United States and elsewhere
stem from theoretical inadequacies.

The most important problems concern the

reasons people remain in the so-called "over-capitalized," inefficient fishing
industry and are ostensibly caught in a situation where over exploitation is
lira t io 001 •"

If the object of management is to control fishing effort t then

it is essential to understand all the sig'nificant reasons people remain in
the industry, and manage their own resources under certain circumstances.
Hardin (1968), Crutchfield (1964), Scott (1955), Gordon (1954)t and others
who have becom.e involved loTi th common property resource prob.lems as they apply
to fisheries have made tremendous strides in delineating the econom.ic factors
behind the overexploitation of marine resources.

They are not concerned with

socia.l systems t and we believe that the weaknesses in the body of theory they
820

have developed stem. primarilr from some of their presuppositions concerning the motivations and social organization of fishermen.

We believe our

studies of the social and cultural aspects of the fishing industry in New
England ha.ve made some oontribution in this area.
There are practical reasons to take such social factors into account.

If

it is mandatory to manage the marine fisheries of the United States, then
rules are going to have to be promulgated which receive some industry support.
The ruost interested group--the most affected-are the fishermen themselves,
not the consumers.

For better or worse, the political viability of management

schemes depends in large part on the reaction of the fishing industry.
If our research does not tell managers what options will most benefit
the stocks, i t gives some insights into those which will be the most disastrous politically.
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SOCIAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS
INFLUENCING FISHING EFFORT

James M. Acheson
Ann W. Acheson

Introduction
Among those concerned with the management of marine fisheries in the
United States, it is axiomatic that too many species are being exploited by
too many fishermen in too many boats fishing with too much efficient gear.
As a result of this overexploitation, recruitment, stock sizes, catches,

and the amount of fish that can be made available to consumers are all far
lower than they would be if fishing mortality and exploitation rates were
controlled.

The problem for the fisheries manager is to control exploita-

tion rates, and virtually every fisheries management scheme has a reduction
in fishing effort as its ultimate goal.
One problem stems from the fact that effort must be measured by different techniques in different fisheries.

However, it is very difficult to

isolate all the factors which influence fishing effort, and to measure it
in any consistent fashion.

In the lobster industry, it has been measured

by the total number of traps in the water; in the dragger fishery, through
estimates of the amount of time spent fishing (Cushing 1968:

78), and

through more complicated formulas which, in essence, attempt to estimate
the amount of ocean bottom that has been covered

by nets.

Among fisher-

ies biologists, there is a good deal of dissatisfaction with such attempts
to measure fishing effort.

There are not only difficulties with the tech-

nical measures, but more substantial problems as well.

The more serious

problem is that "fishing effectiveness" has been overlooked in the literature (Thomas 1973:

41).

In other words, it is generally recognized that

the catches of individual fishermen very widely, but few attempts have been
made to understand the reasons for such differential success, or to take it
into account in measuring effort.

In addition, fisheries biologists have

made few attempts to estimate changes in fishing efforts over the long run.
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They are fully aware that effort is a function of the number of boats

and

gear employed on a given species and that these can change over time.

But

again, such factors have remained unstudied since they concern the human
beings involved and are clearly outside the realm of fishery bioloby.
During the course of this study, we obtained a good deal of information
on many different topics which shed light on issues connected to fishing
effort.

Some of our work was devoted to understanding fishermen's percep-

tion of factors influencing their catches and factors influencing fishing
skills.

We also did a great deal of work on topics such as innovation,

gear switching, investment, entry into the fishing industry and commitment
to fishing as an occupation
term changes in effort.

-- all of which bear on the issue of long-

In this paper we will discuss the factors we have

uncovered affecting fishing in the short-term and then those having more
long-term effects.
Studies of Short-Term Influences on Effort
Our most extensive and quantified data on short-term factors affecting
fishing effort come from our studies of the Maine lobster industry.

Sev-

eral other studies with potential for adding to our understanding of this
topic were also carried out, and are briefly summarized here.
The Maine Lobster Industry
Our studies of the Maine lobster industry indicate that there are a
large number of variables affecting catches, though some are more significant than others.

A regression analysis of our data on some 9500 trap

hauls indicated that the season and the length of the trap were the most
important factors influencing catch, followed by the skill of the indivi-
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dual fisherman, the number of layover days, the type of bait used, and the
trap construction material.

The type of heads used in the trap and the

depth at which the trap was placed had relatively little effect on catches,
while the type of bottom being fished was of intermediate importance (Acheson 1980a).

Attempting to measure fishing effort on the lobster resource

in terms of the number of traps, as has usually been done, is clearly inadequate.
The results of this study were of great interest to fishermen, since
they indicate 1vhat kinds of traps are most effective and what fishing practices should be undertaken to maximize catches.

Fisheries managers might

well be interested in this study for another reason -- namely, it points
out which factors should be controlled and which might be safelY ignored in
any management plan aiming to reduce fishing effort.

For example, given

the results of our study, a management plan which limited the size of traps
and limited fishing seasons (for example, made it illegal to fish four foot
traps and go fishing from August to October) would do far more to control
effort than restrictions placed on locations where one could fish, the type
of bait one could use, or the number of days a trap could be left in the
water.
Of all the factors we examined, the one which has received the least
attention and which is most difficult to quantify is fishing skill.

It is

common knowledge in the fishing industry that skill plays a very important
role in ensuring success.

It therefore also plays an important part in

determining levels of fishing effort.
industry serve to underline this point.

Two separate studies of the lobster
Our statistical analysis of fishing

effectiveness indicated that skill (in a very general sense) played an important role in influencing catches (Acheson 1980a).
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Another study, carried

out several years earlier, pointed out that skilled lobstermen earned significantly higher incomes than less skilled ones (Acheson 1977).
Although these studies demonstrate that skill plays an important part
in determining both fishing effectiveness and income levels, they do not
pinpoint exactly what components are involved in the concept of "fishing
skill."

Intensive interviewing and participant observation among lobster

fishermen revealed that the most important kinds of skills were concerned
with trap placement.

(This assumed that the fishermen already had the most

basic skills in navigation, equipment maintenance, and so on.)

Highly suc-

cessful fishermen had a detailed knowledge of the ocean bottom and a good
understanding of the habits and movements of lobsters.

They were able to

place traps with pinpoint accuracy in areas where concentrations of lobsters
were likely to be located (Acheson 1977:

122-129).

This earlier study, however, did little to illuminate exactly what
skilled fishermen knew about lobsters and the bottom which allowed them to
make greater catches then their less-skilled counterparts.

Accordingly, we

prepared eleven charts and graphs, containing summaries of data on various
factors affecting lobster catches, which were shown to a sample of skilled
fishermen

in the hope that we could elicit more precise information about

their perceptions of lobster biology, bottom type, and other potentially
relevant variables.

Without going into details which are summarized else-

where (Acheson 1980a, 1980b), we discovered that skilled lobster fishermen
know an incredible amount about the habits of their prey, the area it inhabits, and its behavior around traps so that they can located concentrations of lobsters and catch them once they do.
good deal about

Skilled fishermen know a

the life cycle of the lobster (e.g. movements of larvae

in currents, breeding cycles, growth rates), feeding habits, seasonal mi827

gration cycles, types of bottoms inhabited by lobsters at different times of
years, and so on (Acheson 1980a, 1980b).

Less successful fishermen clearly

do not know as much about these topics.
The issue of knowledge as a component of fishing effort is one which
has important managerial implications.

Biologists concerned with fisheries

management have generally believed that their scientific training gives them
special insights concerning the ocean and the fish.

Fishermen, for their

part, point to their long years at sea and their ability to wrest a living
from it as evidence of their own expertise.

Each group is all too quick to

ignore the advice and observations of the other, confident as they are in
the correctness of their own views.

In order to study these differences in

world view, we decided to present the same charts and graphs to a group of
biologists as we had to the group of lobstermen.
ing.

The results were surpris-

The biologists had the exact same interpretations of the data concern-

ing factors affecting fishing effort as the lobstermen had had, save for the
fact that the biologists had a different set of interpretations on longterm recruitment and catch cycles.

The results of this study were shown to

a group of 10bstermen, and their reactions are as informative as the data
itself concerning fishing effort.

The fishermen were incredulous that the

biologists views were so close to their own.

The idea that lobstermen's

and biologists' views overlapped came as a shock, we suspect, because it
undermined claims to special expertise and knowledge which each group has
maintained (Acheson 1980b).

If biologists and lobstermen differ on manage-

ment issues, it is because their interests differ, not because of different
or superior views of the world.
These kinds of studies of fishing skills go a long way toward eliciting the kinds of knowledge and skills successful Maine lobster fishermen
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have.

Two of these studies contain quantitative data indicating that such

skills have a major effect on fishing effort and are critical for success
in this industry.
The same kind of information could be obtained from studies of the
factors affecting effectiveness of other kinds of fishing gear and effort
in other fisheries.

We regret that we did not have time to undertake simi-

lar studies in fisheries such as groundfish and herring.
noted that such studies offer a double-edged sword.

It should be

The same information

which can be used by managers to limit fishing effort can also be used by
fishermen to improve the effectiveness of their short-run fishing strategies.
Information Networks and Fishing Effort
Still another study shows that fishing effort is partly a social
phenomenon.

The most important set of social ties fishermen have are not

with the people who live in the same fishing community, but with the men
who fish for the same species, in the same area with the same gear.

Such

quasi-groups, which we have termed "clusters," are important from several
perspectives (Wilson and Acheson 1980).

They are a reference group, and as

such are the yardstick by which success is measured.

They have sets of

informal rules minimizing conflict during the production process.

Most

important, men obtain a good deal of information on fish locations and
innovations from men in the same cluster.

In industries where the target

species is sedentary, extreme secrecy is the rule so that knowledge about
fish concentrations is obtained primarily by observation.

In the case of

highly mobile species (i.e. tuna, herring, etc.) fishermen will openly
broadcast the location of schools in the hope that others will reciprocate
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when they locate fish.

If the boats of such fleets operate completely

separately the total amount of fish caught is less than when they increase
their search pattern by exchanging information.

As a result, the amount

of fishing effort in these kinds of fisheries is strongly influenced by
the social organization of fishermen and their information networks.
Crew Composition and Fishing Effort
The results of another study, suggest that fishing success is a function not only of knowledge, but also of crew composition and willingness to
take moderate risks (Roberts and Acheson n.d.).

While the findings of this

study have not yet been written up, the interviews are complete, and the
results are very clear.

These data indicate that fishing success is highly

correlated with crews composed of men with certain complementary sets of
psychological traits.

The crews which have the most success have a captain

who is not prone to take risks matched with a first mate who is.

Conversely,

the least successful crews have captains who are very high risk takers and
mates who want to take none.

The idea that fishing effectiveness and hence

effort is connected with crew composition, and particularly with the complimentary psychological characteristics of crewmen, has never before been
suggested in the literature to the best of my knowledge.

Yet our data

strongly indicate that this is indeed the case.
Long-Term Factors Influencing Effort
Occupational Commitment and Community Ties
An obvious factor increasing fishing effort is the number of people

in the fishing industry.

If people were readily willing to leave fishing

or were not attracted to it in the first place, effort would of course be
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much less.

We have found that fishermen in all parts of New England will

sacrifice a good deal to remain in

~the

industry.

However, our studies have

revealed that there are a variety of different factors affecting individual's
entry decisions and their commitment to fishing.

Furthermore, these factors

show a good deal of variation from one port to another and one region to
another.

Economic variables certainly play a role, but the notion that

fishermen enter and remain in fishing solely for economic reasons is one
which needs considerable modification.
Ties of kinship and community have important effects on individual's
decisions to enter and remain in fishing.

In small Maine coastal communi-

ties, the most important structural units are kin groupings and the community
itself.

Furthermore, kinship and community membership are themselves

closely related:

membership in a so-called "established family" automati-

cally makes one a member of the core of the community (Acheson and Lazarowitz 1980; Lazarowitz and Acheson 1980).

Individuals are part of a dense,

complicated "network" of local "relatives."

This network can be manipulated

to give differential access to valuable land and family businesses, jobs,
business information, and loans, including jobs on fin-fishing boats, loans
for fishing businesses, and information on markets and fishing practices;
kin networks can also help individuals gain access to protected local lobster fishing territories (Acheson 1972, 1975; Acheson and Lazarowitz 1980).
Thus there are strong incentives for members of "established families" in
Maine communities to remain in fishing and in their natal towns.
just that.

Many do

Our data suggest, however, that Maine fishermen are generally

more attached to the community and their kinsmen than they are to the
occupation itself.

Given the choice between remaining in their home town

but leaving fishing or moving away in order to stay in fishing, 97 percent
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of a sample of Maine fishermen indicated that they would elect to change
occupations in order to stay in their own community (Acheson 1979:

253).

In large, highly "ethnic" ports in Massachusetts such as Glouceter
and New Bedford, ethnicity and kinship are critical factors influencing
entry and commitment to fishing, but the pattern is rather different than
that found in small Maine towns.

In these complex, urban areas, kinship

and ethnic group membership are not synonymous with community.
fishermen have extended kin networks and strong structural

t~es

Nonetheless,
to their

home community, especially to members of their own ethnic group, and even to
sub-units within those ethnic groups (Miller and Van Maanen

1979).

Re-

cruitment on boats and often boat ownership are influenced by both ethnicity
and kinship.

Equally important, family and ethnic ties provide a secure,

socially meaningful environment.

As in Maine, many fishermen in the large

"ethnic" ports of Massachusetts are not necessarily strongly committed to
fishing, but choose to remain in the industry because of all the benefits
economic and otherwise -- they receive in their home communities.
In Rhode Island (and, by extension, in some of Massachusetts' other
ports), we find quite a different pattern.

Here, extended kinship ties are

relatively unimportant, and there are almost no "fishing towns."

Community

life among fishermen resembles more the pattern of suburban middle-class
life found throughout the U.S., in that residential and occupational networks are quite separate (Danowski 1980:

116 ff.).

Entry into fishing,

and commitment to it are apparently tied more to economic and individual·
psychological factors than they are to social-structural ones.
Our studies of job satisfaction among New England fishermen reveal
some further areal differences in factors affecting commitment td fishing
(Poggie and Pollnac 1980; Pollnac and Poggie 1980).
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The three dimensions

of job satisfaction delineated were "Basic Needs" (safety, psychological
well-being, and so

on), "Middle Level Needs"

(love, belongingness,

independence), and "Highest Level Needs" (self-realization, challenge).
The profile on Maine fishermen indicates that they are most concerned with
Basic Needs; the most problematical parts of fishing for them include working conditions, income, and the physical hazards of the occupation.

Middle

Level Needs are of less concern, since most Maine fishermen do not spend
long periods at sea away from their families, and are part of extended kin
networks.

In the Point Judith, Rhode Island sample, by way of contrast,

fishermen manifest the most satisfaction with their Highest Level and
Basic Level Needs, but are relatively less satisfied than Maine fishermen
with Middle Level Needs (Pollnac and Poggie 1980:

266-272).

In spite of

these differences, Maine and Rhode Island fishermen are generally more
satisfied with fishing as an occupation than are the men in a sample from
New Bedford.

New Bedford fishermen generally fish on large, offshore

vessels; their long absences from home and subordinate positions in large
crews limit their sense of work accomplishment and reducetheir contact
with their families.

These fishermen are thus least satisfied with their

Middel Level and Highest Level Needs.

The general pattern of dissatisfac- .

tion among New Bedford fishermen suggests that other occupations might be
preferable to fishing (Poggie and Pollnan 1980).

Nonetheless, ties of

kinship and ethnicity continue to influence New Bedford fishermen to remain in the area and to remain in fishing.
Traits of Captains who Adopt Innovations
The willingness and ability to adopt new innovations is clearly an
important factor influencing fishing effort.
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After all, men who are able

to adopt larger and better equipped boats or who can add new kinds of
fishing gear to the vessels they currently own are going to be able to
put more effort on the fish resources than men who cannot make these changes.
In the literature on innovation, it is well substantiated that the adoption
of innovations is highly differential, with some people adopting them before
others.

When we started our studies of innovation in the fishing industry,

we had two hypotheses.

First, we hypothesized that the adoption of innova-

tions was related to the career cycle of fishermen.

More specifially, we

predicted that it would be men at the high point of their careers who
the most apt to take on many innovations.

a~e

Older men, who are winding down

their careers, are far less likely to adopt innovations since this would
require substantial investment and acquisition of knowledge from which
they would not gain the full benefit.

The youngest men or novice fisher-

men do not have the experience, capital or skill to take on new types of
fishing gear, purchase substantially larger boats or make radical changes
in their fishing operations.

Second, we hypothesized that some individuals

consistently adopted innovations faster than others.

That is, there are a

class of "early adopters" who have a history of accepting a large number of
innovations, "middle adopters," and "late adopters" who consistently adopt
innovations later than others.

There is a very substantial literature on

these various adopter categories (e.g. Rogers and Shoemaker 1971) which
points up the fact that "early adopters" are likely to be younger, better
educated, more cosmopolitan, and have a wider range of social ties than
middle and late adopters.
In short, we assumed that in the management of the fisheries of New
England the men on whom attention must be focused are the early adopters
and men at the high point of their careers.
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They are the ones most likely

to respond to new economic opportunities by adopting new innovations which
could greatly intensify fishing effort.
The data we gathered are mixed and do not support either hypothesis
fully.

In the lobster industry, men at the height of their careers did

adopt metal lobster traps in larger numbers than older or younger fishermen, and these men had many of the traits associated with the "early adopter" category (Acheson 1980e).

At least the men who adopted these traps

were younger and better educated than the middle and late adopters.

How-

ever, in another study of 18 innovations in the herring and groundfishing
industry, the results are clearly mixed.

Men between 35 and 50 were more

likely to adopt six of the innovations examined than fishermen under 35 or
over 50, but age had no bearing on the adoption of the other twelve
(Acheson and Reidman 1980).

It also apparently has no influence on the

adoption of pair trawlers (Bort 1980).

Moreover, this study demonstrated

that there was no "early" or "late adopter" class (Acheson and Reidman
1980).
The results of these studies caused considerable reanalysis of our
data, and led to a reassessment of our ideas about the factors influencing
the adoption of innovations.
tioned.

In this regard, two ideas need to be men-

First, we are still convinced that age plays an important role in

adoption decisions.

However, in some fisheries where very rapid technical

change is taking place, the competitive situation makes the adoption of
innovations imperative regardless of age.

If an innovation is developed

which gives a great advantage, one has to have that innovation or be driven
out of business.

In such cases, age is overridden by economic considera-

tions.

Second, innovations are adopted if they match the needs of the boat

owner.

A fisherman may be very wise in rejecting an innovation if it does
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not help him solve some problem he faces (Acheson and Reidman 1980).

Third,

a regression analysis of the factors influencing the adoption of 18 innovations pointed out that the adoption of most innovations are associated with
a distinct set of the 39 independent variables considered.

However, some

of these independent variables were associated with the adoption of a large
number of these innovations; these variables included firm size, number of
kinsmen a captain has in his home port,

geographic location, and type of

marketing outlet (Acheson and Reidman 1980:

Tables 3, 4, 5).

These results

indicate that the adoption of fishing innovations is vastly more complicated
than we had previously thought.
In general, our studies show that the willingness to innovate, which
often increases effort on the fish stocks, can be explained primarily in
terms of the match between the innovation and the needs of the potential
adopter.

The career cycle of fishermen plays an important role in the

adoption of certain innovations, but by no means in all of them.

However,

the age of the fisherman and the career stage he is at are very important
factors defining his needs and hence the kinds of innovations that would
be matched to those needs.
There has been a great deal of innovation in the New England fishing
industry in the late 1970's, which has made a substantial impact on the
amount of fishing effort exerted by the American fleet.

Based on an

exten~

sive study of 190 skippers of herring and groundfish boats in northern New
England, it can be said with some certainty that between 1973 and 1978,
substantially larger boats began to be used; those boats are better equipped
(i.e. have more electronic gear); and the fishing gear is much more versatile, since men are adding different kinds of fishing gear while retaining
their old gear.

Moreover, there are substantially more boats entering
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these fisheries.

In fact, the number of groundfish licenses doubled in the

first three years the so-called 200 mile limit law was put into effect
(Acheson 1980c).

If it were not for a reduction in the number of foreign

boats allowed to fish in New England waters, there would have been a dramatic increase in the amount of effort on species, such as cod, haddock, and
so on.
There are a number of reasons that so many fishermen have invested so
heavily in larger, better equipped boats with more versatile fishing gear.
The need to remain competitive is one such factor.

Also, the fleet is very

old and many of the boats in it should have been replaced long ago.

But one

of the most important factors has been the regulatory activities themselves.
Groundfish and herring have both been regulated by a quota system which
operated in such a way that when the quota was filled, fishing ceased
sometimes with very little prior notice.

~

The vessels that did the best

under such a regulatory system were the biggest, most modern and best
equipped.

The lesson was not lost on members of the industry, and it was

one of the primary factors motivating fishermen to invest in larger, more
modern vessels (Acheson 1980c).

In addition, the periodic opening and

closing of fishing for certain species gives a distinct advantage to boats
which are able to shift from one gear and species to another with some
alacrity.

A large number of fishermen have emulated these versatile opera-

tors by purchasing additional gears.

The net effect of the large scale

adoption of more and different kinds of gear has been not only an increase in
overall effort but an increase in the number of boats which can quickly
switch from putting effort on one species to another, and a corresponding
increase in effort

o~

unregulated species.

Certain fisheries managers are currently worried that this increase in
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the fleet will continue and that effort on the major market species of fish
will expand rapidly, threatening

the viability of these fisheries.

Our

data indicate there are very real limits on the number of boats and fishermen that can enter these fisheries.

Managers, we believe, bend to greatly

underestimate the difficulties of entering a new fishery and the blocks to
entry encountered.

Fishing takes a great deal of skill and experience.

In our study of 190 northern New England herring and groundfishermen, we
found not a single instance in which men had entered these fisheries from
a non-fishing occupation.

Virtually all of the men who had entered these

fisheries started as lobstermen, and then gradually expanded their business,
purchased a bigger boat and changed fisheries (Acheson 1980d).

Moreover,

the switch from lobster fishing to fin-fishing was not abrupt.

The vast

majority of the men who entered fin-fishing started fishing for herring or
groundfish during part of the annual cycle and then expanded the amount of
time they devoted to fin-fishing while reducing the percentage of time in
l6bstering.

In northern New England, men do not become the owners of fin-

fishing vessels by working on the fin-fishing vessel of another man and
then working up to captain.

One becomes the captain of a big fin-fishing

vessel by first becoming the captain of a small vessel and then changing
boats.

In summary, the number of people who can enter fin-fishing in the

short run is limited to the number of men currently fishing for other
species who have had experience in fin-fishing or scalloping
over part of the annual round.

at least

In Maine, for example, there are only 282

men who have had any experience fishing for groundfish who do not have
groundfish as a major species (Acheson et. al. 1980:

259).

If ground-

fishing suddenly became a very attractive option, the number of new entrants
into the fishery could be no larger than this population.
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(This presumes

that there would not be a large influx of fishermen from other areas.)

In

the long run, a good many men could gain the experience, knowledge and
capital needed to enter such fisheries as scalloping, groundfishing, or
purse seining

for herring.

But in the short run, there is not likely to

be a sudden quantum increase in fishing effort due to large numbers of new
entrants.
Sunnnary
Several social science studies on the New England fishing industry
have demonstrated that a large number of social, cultural and psychological
factors influence fishing effort.

These data indicate that fishing effort

depends not only on the amount of time spent fishing, and the horsepower of
boats of different sizes, but also on the effectiveness of the vessels and
men in the fleet.

Fishing skills, especially skills

rela~ing

to a knowledge

of the bottom and of fish behavior, strongly affect catches in the shortrun, along with information networks and crew composition.
In the long run, a different set of factors influence effort.

Fisher-

men in most ports of New England are strongly committed to fishing, although
they are attracted to it for different reasons.
in the industry

The fact that men remain

even though the same volume of fish could be caught by

far fewer boats with fewer men -- clearly increases the pressure on the
resources.

In addition, the fleet is being expanded and modernized.

Not

only are fishermen purchasing larger vessels, but those vessels are better
equipped, and have more versatile fishing gear.

Furthermore, the number of

boats in fin-fishing and scalloping has increased.

However, the number of

vessels in the fleet cannot continue to expand at a rapid rate, since there
are currently a very limited number of men who have the necessary experience
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to enter fin-fishing, scalloping, herring fishing, and other large boat
fisheries.
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